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ADVERTISEMENT.

MANY years have elapsed since we addressed the Public on

the Plan of the Critical Review. Their uniform

encouragement, amidst the specious promises of numerous and

plausible pretenders, rendered it unnecessary ; for, to repeat our

professions was superfluous, and we enjoyed that encouragement

and protection which it is often the design of such addresses to

sollicit. We were always aware, that the existence of our Work

was inseparably connected with our ardent, unremitting exer

tions. These have been continued amidst difficulties which will

not occur to the inattentive enquirer, to those who do not reflect

that a temperate praise seldom rises so high as the wishes of many

authors, and that very warm encomiums are often more injuri.

ous than disapprobation. The slightest hint of dislike, and what

ia more unpleasing, the necessity of sometimes condemning the

work which the author has probably looked on with a partial

eye, must render us subject to all the obloquy which disappoint

ment can bestow.—But we must not be drawn aside from the ob

ject of this address, which is designed to explain the reasons that

have induced us to make some alteration in our plan.

Several circumstances concurred, at the commencement of our

Review, which are now considerably varied. At that time the pro

ductions were fewer in number, and of less importance. The Fo

reign Intelligence was confined rather to works of entertainment

than of utility; for our neighbours had not, then, made those

advances in science which have enlightened a future period. On

all these accounts, we were able to introduce a new source of en

tertainment ; viz. works of art either undertaken or completed,

without adding any additional burthen ; without the necessity of

an Appendix. But when we perceived our increasing avoca

tions, our first step was to omit that part of our plan which was

not intimately connected with a literary Review. This gave ui

additional scope, and rendered our work more compact and uni

form ; but we soon felt difficulties of the fame kind.

At the conclusion of a tedious and perplexing war, whsn we

renewed our connexions with the continent, which were for a
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time necessarily interrupted, we found a different scene ; for our

accumulations were then become so numerous, that we could

not, with common justice, fulfil our duty within the usual li

mits. Two methods were then suggested to our determination ;

either to enlarge our common size, or to add, what we had so

Often rejected, an additional Number to each Volume. The

former is more eligible ; for our readers would at once fee the

necessity of the alteration, and be soon informed of the improve

ments of other nations. The latter is, however, most convenient }

because intelligence from the continent is seldom regular. Be

sides, the English publications must be our principal object: to

them we must attend with the anxiety of parents ; with the

attention dictated by the closest connections. In foreign works,

we cannot always decide on the style and manner ; we cannot

enter on those minute detaik, which are so interesting in our

own. It seems most useful, in some measure, to unite both

plans ; the more important and temporary subjects may be

given under the article of Foreign Intelligence, and be rather

a connected view of general attempts, than a broken detail of

particular performances. Yet this alone will not give an ade

quate idea of foreign literature ; and in this department something

must be added. On the continent, many memoirs are published

in miscellaneous collections, which cannot be the subject of our

attention in a separate form : many works are announced, which

are both curious and useful. Th-se we shall collect in our cur

rent Numbers ; and, while we are arranging our intelligence, we

(hall Ihortly mention those publications, connected with the sub*

ject, which our limits will not allow us to examine more parti

cularly. On the whole, we hope to give an account which will

be complete, though concise ; and useful, though not attended

with the formal repetition of titles.

The Appendix, at the end of t ach voTume,will contain an ac

count of those foreign works that are not of a temporary kind,

and of those English publications which were necessarily omitted

in the current Numbers. This addition arises from causes so evi

dent and unavoidable, that we hope it will be favourably re

ceived, as we are confident it will appear, that the attempt

is made only to render our Journal superior to every other in its

ingenuity and candour ;. in the importance, novelty, and extent

of its intelligence.
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CRITICAL REVIEW.

For JANUARY, 1788.

Cyclopædia : or, an Universal DiSionary of Arts and Sciences..

By E. Chambers, F. R. S, Continuedfrom <vol. lxiv. /. 89.

\\f H E N we compared human knowlege to a vast

' * tre.e, and spoke of the various subdivisions of sciences

as its branches-, whose balk and importance differed as much

as the number and magnitude of their ramifications, it was

not a metaphor taken up by chance, or pursued without de

ign. In this edition of the Cyclopedia the image is almost

realized, by a stew and valuable improvement, we mean an

Index, where," under each science, the terms which belong,

and, of course, the articles which refer to it, are arranged

in alphabetical order. An addition of this kind gives a

body and a consistency to the scattered limbs of which a

Dictionary must necessarily consist: this Index unites th<»

whole, and restores not only order, but the advantages which

must arise from connected views* It is the guide which we re

ferred to, in our Number forAugust last, with whose assistance we

passed from the larger branch, to those lesser ramifications,

which depend on it. We shall again take this faithful assist

ant, and give a comprehensive account of the other improve*

ments and additions, for which we are indebted to Dr. Rees.

Yet we ought not to leave it, without saying, that it seems

to have been collected with care, and that the subjects are judU

eioufly arranged.

In Botany many of the articles appear to be new, particu

larly those which relate to the different plants. The systems

of Linnæus and Tournelort are explained with much pre

cision, and illustrated by plates. The account of the tea

tree, with the method of gathering and curing the leaves, is1,

in part new, and generally curious. Dr. Rees does not men

tion a suspicion, which has lately prevailed, that the different •

flavours are supposed to be owing to the mixture of leaves of

different plants : that of Hyson is said to arise from the leaves

of ,a species of olea ; and, if tea be carefully examined, some

leaves will be found of a less size, and a different shape,

from those of the tea shrub.

Vol. LXV.Jan. 1788. . B la



2 Chambers1't DiMonary.

In Chemistry the editor has done much ; but he could

only seize the science in the form it assumed, at the moment

of his writing. Various improvements have since lessened the

valuc of sonte of his articles. The table of elective attrac

tions is imperfect : that of Bergman was first publilhed in

1775,, though we believe it -was not commonly known in Eng

land till the year 1781. Perhaps Bergman's table was un

known to our editor when the article was completed.—Many

new articles occur in this branch, as Calcination,

DistixlatiOn, Woulfs apparatus, Furnaces. Chemi

cal History of Gold and Platina, &c. Many articles

appear to be much enlarged : that on Nitre is very valuable,

and contains the rudiments of all the modern methods of pro

ducing this fait. The articles of Sulphur, Vinegar,

Vitriol, and Zinc, seem, on comparison, to be in a great

measure new.

In Chronology we perceive manyoriginal articles, and, al

most in every one, some additions and elucidations : the fame

may be observed of Coins: the table seems to be entirely new.

The subject of Commerce has not been so advantageously

treated in any General Dictionary. The improved parts may be

seen under the heads of Ballance of Trade, Banker, Bro

ker, Company, Insurance, Navigation A£l, and Post.

The histories of Wool, Sugar, and Tobacco, seem to be

wholly new.

Electricity might afford much room to enlarge, if our limits

would admit of mentioning every alteration ; but we have

already been obliged to step over several sciences, which we

shall enumerate at the end. We already perceive that we can

not be diffuse, except on what is generally new, or particularly

interesting. On the science before us many improvements

occur ; and if we do not mention the particular ones, it is

because we find them in every article. The facts are ascer

tained with accuracy, and related with precision. We believe

that for all the scientific part of this subject, the introduction

and explication of the terms that occur in this science, and

the arrangement of the matter furnished by modern discoveries,

we are indebted to the present editor.

We must make the same acknowledgments for what occurs

under the head of Ethics. The subject of morals, since the

time of Chambers, has been discussed with greater accuracy

than in the period preceding him ; and the editor has freely

used the labours of the best writers, to which he has added

many observations that appear to be peculiarly his own.

We would particularly mention the following articles, as, in

cur opinion excellent : Approbation, Benevolence umi
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•ver/al. Deformity, Education, Emulation, Evil,

Good moral, Liberty moral, Passion, Sense,Virtue, tec.

The subject of Fluxions, and all higher branches of the ma

thematics, are treated of with much clearness and precision.

The invention os fluxions is attributed to fir Isaac Newton,

and his claim is pretty fully established. The nature of flux

ions is very well explained ; and the application of this mode

of calculus to other sciences, is pointed out with great pro

priety. The improvements chiefly occur in the following

articles : Center, Cycloid, Evoluti, Inflection,

Maxima and Minima, Points of contrary flexure, Quadra-

trix and Quadrature of Curves, Radius of Curvature,

Rectification of Curves, Spiral, Tangents, &c.

In Geography there are many original articles, and various

additions to the old ones, those on the figure and magnitude os

the Earth, the Equator, Globes, Maps, Zone, &c. are

either new or enlarged. Dr. Halley's Theory of the heat of

climates is clearly explained ; and the objections of Dr. Rees

have not only great force, but they contain a variety of well

authenticated facts. The length only of this article prevents

us from transcribing it, for the subject is very nearly connect

ed with Mr. Kirwan's Estimate.

The various arts which belong to Gunnery are very well

explained, and the scientific part is elucidated with the fame

mathematical skill which we have already had occasion to

commend. The art of boring cannon is new, since the pub

lication of the first edition, and it is included in this : carro-

nades were, probably, invented since the publication of that

part of the Dictionary, for the word does not occur ; but their

principles are, we believe, well known.

History is divided into various branehes, Ecclesiastical,

Civil, Natural, Sacred, and the History of Philosophy. In

these different departments many additions constantly occur,

which we are unable to mention particularly. The history of

, philosophy is chiefly the history of those institutions designed

to promote it.—The academy for promdting the study of

meteorology was, we believe, instituted by the elector Palatine,

Theodore, at Manheim, after the period of this part of the

Dict* nary. We mention it as an addition to our author's

collection, and as an institution from which much information

is expected. The ancient Academia del Cimento appears too,

rising from its ruins. It is re-established on a respectable

footing ; and they are pursuing their original plan of making

experiments with great zeal.

Many of the articles under the head of Hydraulics are

new. That very general and useful machine, the Pump,

B z is
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Is described, in all its varieties, with great precision, and very

comprehensively ; the theory and construction of FiRE-ifw-

gines, with the gradual improvements and mode of appli

cation, are particularly described, and illustrated by corres

ponding figures. The editor has also subjoined, in a distinct

article, an account of various other methods proposed for

extinguishing fire. But what we consider as the principal im

provement in this branch, is, the description of the different

steam engines. We can find no account of any similar ma

chine in the old edition; so that the whole appears to be the

work of the present editor, and it is executed in his usual

ananner. A machine of this kind, whether we regard its very

'powerful effects, the simplicity of the contrivance, and its

uniform motion, independent of assistance, is one of the great

est of human inventions, and one of which England may with

justice boast. Captain Savary's original idea was undoubtedly

taken from the marquis of Worcester ; but the extent to

which it has been since carried, the improvements which

have been made, and the number of machines which have

been since erected, would have exceeded the most sanguine;

expectations, even of that wild enterprizing mechanic. The

machines made by Bolton and Watt are now preferred, and

are undoubtedly the most simple, and managed with the least

expence of fuel. The whole article relating to Water is

written with great accuracy, and it adds to the credit of Dr.

Rees, that no eagerness to reach the conclusion could make

him lessen his diligence, or remit his attention* The branche*

of science which relate to water, viz. Hydrography and Hy

drostatics, are executed with great care.

In Ichthyology are many new articles ; and the fishes are

arranged according to the systems of Artedi, the father of Ich

thyology, as a science, and his follower Linnæus. The edi

tor seems to have been desirous of rendering this work popu

lar, as well as instructive to scientific readers. With this

view he has not contented himself with the descriptions of the

ichthyologist, but has interspersed a variety of useful observa

tions on the migration of herrings, salmon, Sec. on the

structure of fish-ponds, with the method of breeding and

feeding fish for the table, on the history and practice o>fifh-

eries, &c.

On insects there is much new information. The article of

Auts is newly arranged, and much additional instruction is

inserted. The management of bees is equally improved ; and

their natural history explained more satisfactorily than in th«

former edition. We shall extract our author's account of M.

Schirach'* Observations.

•Jt
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' 4 It has been generally supposed, that the queen bee is the

only female contained in the hive ; that the drones are the

males by which she is fecundated ; and thai the working bees

are neutral, or of neither sex. But M. Schirach has lately

established a different doctrine, which has been also confirmed

by the later observations of Mr. Debraw. According to this

writer, all the working or common bees are females in disguise ;

and the queen bee lays only two kinds of eggs, viz. those which

are to produce the drones, and those from which the work

ing bees are to proceed ; and from any one or more of these,

one or more queens may be produced ; so that every worm of

the latter cr common kind, which has been hatched about three

days, is capable, under certain circumstances, of becoming the

queen, or mother of a hive. In proof of this doctrine, new and

singular as ic mav seem, he alledges a number of satisfactory

and decisive experiments, which have been since verified by

those of Mr. Debraw. In the early months of the spring, and

in any preceding month, even so late as November, he cut off

from an old hive a piece of that part of the comb which con

tains the eggs of the working bees j taking care, howevee,

that it contained likewise worms which had been hatched about

three days. He fixed this in an empty hive, or box, together

with a portion of honey-comb, &c. or in other words, with a

sufficiency of food, and building materials, or wax, for the

use of the intended colony. He then put into, and confined

within the fame box, a sufficient number of common working

bees, taken from the fame or any other hive. As soon as the

members of this small community found themselves deprived of

their liberty, and without a queen, a dreadful uproar ensued,

which continued generally, with some short intervals of silence,

for the space of about twenty-four hours ; during which time it

is to be supposed they were alternately meditating and holding

council on the future support of the new republic. On the

final cessation of this tumult, the general and almost constant

result was, that they betook themselves to work ; first proceed

ing to the constructing of a royal cell, and then taking the

proper measures for hatching and feeding the brood inclosed

with them. Sometimes, even on the second day, the founda

tions of one or more royal cells were to be perceived ; the view

of which furnished certain indications that they had elected one

of th* inclosed worms to the sovereignty. The operation has

been hitherto conducted in the house. This new colony may

now be safely trusted in the garden, if the weather be warm,

and have the liberty allowed them of passing out of the box; of

which they instantly avail themselves, and are seen in a short

time almost totally to desert their new habitation. In about

two hours, however, they begin to re-enter it. We should not

neglect to observe, that if they should be placed near the old

hive, from which they were taken, they will very osien attempt

to enter it, bus are as constantly repulsed by their former com

B 3 panions
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panions and brethren. It is prudent, therefore, to place them

at a distance from the mother state, in order to avoid the in

conveniences of a civil war. The final result of the experiment

is, that the colony of the working bees thus shut up, with a

morsel of common brood, not only hatch it, but are found, at

the end of eighteen or twenty days, to have produced from

thence one or two queens ; which have apparently proceeded

from worms of the common sort, pitched upon, by them for

that purpose; and which, under other circumstances, that is,

if they had remained in the old hive, there is reason to suppose

would have been changed into common working bees. In ihe

present instance, the common worm appears to be converted

by them into a queen bee, merely because the hive was in want

of one. Hence we may justly infer, that the kingdom of the

bees is not, if the expression may be uied, a jure divino or here

ditary monarchy, but an elective kingdom ; in which the choice

of their future ruler is made by the body of th6 people, while

lhe is yet in the cradle, or in embryo ; and who are determined

by motives of preference which will perhaps for ever elude the

penetration of the most sagacious naturalists.

4 The conclusions drawn by M. Schirach, from experiments

of the preceding kind, very often repeated by himself and

others with the fame success, are, that all the common or work

ing bees were originally of the female sex ; but that when they

hate undergone their last metamorphosis, they are condemned

to a state of perpetual virginity, and the organs of generation

are obliterated ; merely because they have not been lodged, fed,

and brought up in a particular manner, while they were in the

worm state. He supposes that the worm, designed by the com

munity to be a queen, or mother, owes its metamorphosis into a

aveen, partly to the extraordinary size of its cell, and its pecu

liar position in it ; but principally to a certain appropriate nou

rishment found there, and 'carefully administered to it by the

working bees, while it was in the worm state; by which, and

possibly other means unknown, the developement and exten->

lion of the germ of the female organs, previously existing in the

embrvo, is effected j and those differences in its form and size

are produced, which afterwards so remarkably distiaguish it

from the common working bees.'

Dr. Rees very properly observes that M. Schirach has been

too hasty in his description, in representing the queen bee as

capable of laying eggs, before her connection with the drones,

which in reality never happens. He has also confirmed, by

a variety of observations, an opinion suggested by Maraldi

and Reaumur, that there are drones of the fame size as the

common bees. These drones, which consume less honey

than the larger ones, serve the purpose os supplying the early

tyood ; but when the larger species appear, in April, they

are destrpyea\
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Liquors furnish an extensive department. Cyder, Miai,

Metheglin, Mum, Quass, Tocav, Vinegar, and Wine,

are article* which have been greatly improved. Mr. Henry'*

method of making artificial yeall is also described ; and though

Mr. Henry's reasoning on the subject of fermentation is erro

neous, the artificial yeast promises to be of service.

In Lithology there are many additions. Those which

relate to the diamond are very satisfactory. The various

systems of lithology are shortly mentioned ; but his collection

is incomplete, independent of its not containing, from the

time of publication, M. Daubenton's very extensive system.

The latest crystallographers are not mentioned. ■

In Logic we observe amoag the new articles, and these

to which valuable additions have been made, Abstraction,

Demonstration, Idea, Identity, Induction, Intu

ition, Method, Mode, Proposition, Reasoning,

Sophism, Syllogism, Whoue.

In Magnetism we find an accurate account of Nairne'i

dipping needle, and of the different kinds of artificial mag

nets. This part of the subject is very complete. The com

parison between electricity and magnetism is less si>4 Æpinus't

theory, which is, in, many respects accurate, and in every

one ingenious, is only slightly hinted at.

Manufactures afford very numerous and extensive articles.

In these branches there have been many improvements ; and,

we may expect a proportional number of additions. We shall

enumerate the subjects which are improved, and enlarge a

little on those which are particularly curious. Bleaching,

Candles, Charcoal, Chocolate, andDsLF Ware, are

articles which are somewhat extended. The latter, even

with the additional articles of Glazinc, to which we are

referred, is more short and, incomplete than we wished, espe

cially as our countrymen have lately so much improved it.

The Staffordshire wares are described almost at the end of the

article of Pottery ; but the account is unsatisfactory, and a

little incorrect : the editor refers to Porcelain, where no

notice is taken of this new manufacture; but

' Opere in longo, fas est obrepere somnum.'

The article of Encaustic Painting is, on the other

hand, much improved : yet, since it was written, the subject

has been greatly elucidated, and imitations have been pro-'

duced, little inferior to the ancient painting. The articles of

Dying, Enamelling, Engraving, Etching, Foundery

of printing Letters , the construction of Furnaces, and the art

©fGiLpiNC, areimproved. The different methods of gilding

are very accurately and satisfactorily detailed. The next obje'\

'of
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of great importance, in an account of manufactures, is Glass.

Its history is related ; and, to the art of glazing, we perceive

pretty numerous additions. We shall extract a part of the

history of this invention, as a specimen of our author's talents

in this department ; and it (hall be the part which relates tot

the introduction of the manufacture in England, which is now-

arrived to so great perfection, as to be a considerable article

of commerce, and, what may appear a solecism in politics, to

which it has probably arrived in consequence of the high,

duties imposed on it.

4 According to venerable Bede, artificers skilled in making

glass were brought over into England, in the year 674, by

abbot Benedict, who were employed in glazing the church, and

-monastery of Weremouth. According to others, they were

first brought over by Wilfrid, bishop of Worcester, about the

fame time. Till this time the art of making glass was unknown

in Britain ; though glass windows did not begin to be used be

fore the year n 80: till this period they were very scarce in

private houses, and considered as a kind of luxury, and as

marks, of great magnificence. Italy had them first, next France,

from whence they came into England.

. > Venice, for many years excelled all Europe in the fineness

<>f its glasses; and in the thirteenth century, the Venetians

were the only people that had the secret of making crystal

look'mg-gla/ses. The great glass-worki were at Muran, or Mu>

sano, a village near the city, which furnished all Europe with

the finest and largest glasses.

4 The glass manufacture was first begun in England in 1557 :

the finer fort was made in the place called Crutched Friars, in

London; the fine flint glass, little inferior to that of Venice,

was first made in the Savoy-house, in the Strand, London.

This manufacture appears to have been much improved in 1635,

■when it was carried on with sea-coal or pit-coal, instead of

wood, and a monopoly was granted to fir Robert Mansell,

who was al'owed to import the fine Venetian flint glasses for

drinking, the art of making which was not brought to perfec

tion before the reign of William III. But the first glass plates,

for looking-^/st/7fj and coach-windows, were made in 1673, at

Lambeth, by the encouragement of the duke of Buckingham y

who, in 1670, introduced the manufacture of fine glass into

England, by means of Venetian artists, with amazing success.

So that within a century past, the French and Englisli have not

only come up to, but even surpassed* the -Venetians, and we

are now no 1 nger supplied from abroad.

4 The French made a considerable improvement in. the art of

glass, by the invention of a method to cast very large plates,

rill then unknown, and scarce practised yet by any but them

selves and rhe. Englilh.

4 That court applied itself with a laudable industry to cul

tivate and improve the gins manufacture. A company ofglass-

men
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men was established by letters patent ; and it was provided bjr

an arret, not only that the working in glass should not dero

gate any thing from nobility, but even that none but noblei

should be allowed to work therein.'

Gold Coloured Metal ; Japanning ; Ink making;

Ivory, staining of; Lacquering, Marble, colouring of\

Paper stock, banging! ; Papi ER MaCHE Pastes ; Pot-ashes,

'various methods of making, have equally shared the attention

os the editor, and have received improvements from his col

lections. The history of Silk is extremely curious, and well

executed. The receipts for silvering are well chosen, and

many of them, we know, will answer well.

The History of the Society of Arts and Artists is

chiefly new ; and the whole process of the preparation of sugar

is also new. The account of stocking-frames is greatly im

proved. What Dr. Rees has collected of the invention de

serves notice, as it combines circumstances hitherto little

known.

. ' But this account of the original inventor of the stocking-

frame seems to be erroneous, as it is now generally acknowledg

ed, that it was invented in the year 1589, by William Lee,

M. A. of St. John's college, in Cambridge, a native of Wood-

borough, near Notiingham. Soon after he had completed the

frame, he applied to cjueen Elizabeth for protection and encou

ragement, but his petition was rejected. Despairing of succes*

at home he went to France, under a promise of being patronized

and recompensed by Henry IV. and with nine of his servants,

settled at Roan in Normandy. But Mr. Lee, disappointed by

the sudden murder of the French monarch of the reward which

he had reason to expect, died of a broken heart at Paris. After

his death sev.en of his workmen returned with their frames to

England, and, in conjunction with one Aston, who had been

apprentice to Mr. Lee, and who had made some improvement*

in his master's invention, laid the foundation of this manufac

ture in England.

4 In the space of fifty years the art was so improved, and

the number of workmen so much increased, that they petitioned

the protector to constitute .them a body corporate, but their

request was refused. King Charles II. in 1663, granted them

a charter, extending their jurisdiction to ten miles round Lon»

don. See Company.

4 Such is the account given of this invention by Dr. Deering

in his History of Nottingham, p. 100. who has also described

the stocking-frame, and exhibited several figures of this machine,

and of the numerous parts of which it consists.

'Mr. Lee's invention, about twenty-eight years after we had

first learned from Spain the method of knitting them by wires

and needles, has proved a very conliderable benefit to the stock.
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ing manufacture, by enabling England in aster times to export

vast quantities offilkjiockings to Italy,"&c. where, it seems, lays

Anderson (Hist. Com. vol. i. p. 435.) by sir Jofiah Child's ex

cellent Discourses on Trade, first published in 1670, they had

not then got the use of the stocking-frame, though not much less

than one hundred years after its invention. Yet Dr. HowelL,

in his History of the World (vol. ii. p. 222.) makes this inven

tion eleven years later, viz. anno. 1600 ; and adds, that Mr.

Lee not only taught this art in England and France, but his ser

vants did the fame in Spain, Venice, and in Ireland.

* A late writer in the Bibliotheca Topographia Britannica,

N° 7, fays that Mr. Lee, after some years residence in France,

received an invitation to return to England, which he accepted,

and that thus the ait of frame work knitting became famous in

this country. This account of the invention, he adds, is most

generally received, though it has also been attributed to a Mr.

Robinson, curate of Thu'rcaston, in Leicestershire. The first

frame, we are told, was brought into Hinckley, before the

year 164.0, by William Iliffe ; and now the manufacture of this

town is so extensive, that a larger quantity of hose, of low price,

in cotton, thread, and worf'ed, is supposed to be made there than

in any town in England. The manufacture now employs about

two thousand five hundred and eighty-five working people ; the

number of frames is computed at about one thousand, and there

are also about two hundred in the neighbouring villages.

* The editor is informed, that about the year 17;;6, Messrs.

Jedidiah Strut and William Woollat of Derby, invented a ma

chine, by which, when annexed to theflocking frame, the turned

ribbedstockings are made the fame with those made upon the

common knitting-pins. 1 hese, together with the manner of

making the open work mills in imitation of the French mills, a~

curious sort of lace for caps, aprons, and handkerchiefs, «as

well as a great variety of figured goods for waistcoats, &c. have

sprung from the same machine, and form a considerable additio

nal branch of the stocking trade.'

The other articles, under the head of Manufactures, which

we find greatly improved, are, Staining, Sulphur,

Tanning, Tapistry, and the Manufacture of Carpets,

Wood staining, Wool., History of, and the Woollen manufac-,

sure. Yellow, Zinc. The receipts for varnisties are di

rected very properly, and they will generally succeed. The

following is, we believe, not generally known.

' • Varnish. The composition of a gold-coloured <varnifhy

used by the English artists for brass and sliver, was communi

cated to some of the French academicians in 1720, by Mr.

Scarlet, and, in 1738, by Mr. Graham, and published in the

volume of the French Memoirs for 1761. It is as follows :

take two ounces of gum lac, two ounces of yellow amber,

* forty grains of dragon's blood in tears, half a dram of saffron,

and.
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and forty ounces of good spirit of wine ; infuse and digest in

the usual manner, and then strain through. a linen cloth. The

piece to be varnished mult be heated before the liquid is ap

plied : it receives from' the varnijb a gold colour, and may be

cleaned, when sullied, with warm water.'

For the more delicate substances, and particularly for brass,

we apprehend, that it is better to dissolve copal in spirit of

lavender and spirit of wine ; and a varnish of this kind, if it

grows yellow by smoke, may be cleaned, by lightly wiping

the print with a sponge dipped in spirit os wine. There

is a greater difficulty, however, in dissolving copal, in any

essential oil, than authors on this subject commonly suppose.

In the Matcria Medica there are many new articles ;

and the contents of mineral waters occur under the term

Water. The articles, in this department, are generally

Ihort, but they seldom seem to be incorrect.

We hoped to have concluded our account of this vast and

important work, in the present Number ; but much remains

to point out, though we have avoided engaging in extensive

discussions. We (hall return to the subject soon, and it will

certainly be then finished.

A concise Account of the Kingdom of Pegu ; its Climate, Pro

duce, Trade, and Government ; the Manners and Customs of

its Inhabitants. By W. Hunter* A. M. Surgeon. 8<up.

Printed at Calcutta.

'THIS is a plain, and, a;iarently; a faithful account of

■* a kingdom little known in Europe. Pegu is situated on

the eastern side of the bay of Bengal, nearly opposite to

Orixa, and to the north-east of the coast of Coromandel.

Strictly speaking, the coast of Pegu runs east and west ; for

the country immediately opposite to the northern Ci rears

is the kingdom of Ava, and the land forms an angle before

we arrive at Pegu.

Pegu is a conquered country, and shares all the miseries

of delated despotism : their conquerors are their northern

neighbours of Ava; but the inhabitants of Pegu struggled

hard for their liberty, and feel the weight of their chains so

severely, that few years elapse without being distinguished

by unsuccessful struggles for it. This country is of great

consequence to our settlements in India, since^-frowK it,

they derive the most durable kind of wood which that

neighbourhood produces. It is called the teak-wood, and it

is not only useful for ship-building, but for various kinds

of furniture. The wood from the neighbourhood of Bombay

is
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is superior to it, but its distance renders it expensive. Tin

is also found in that part of the continent, as well as a

little gold ; and bees wax is one of their staple commodities :

their hongy has a strong taste, and is said to be not only

disagreeable, but unwholesome.

The Pe'guers are spirited and warlike ; but their northern

neighbours excel them, in these qualities. Mr. Hunter

mentions a strong instance of the spirit and perseverance of

the invaders. A French frigate endeavoured to assist the

Peguers, when the armies of the king of Ava attacked them :

secure in their floating battery, they seemed to despise the

anger of their enemies ; but they were attacked at once by-

numerous boats ; and though they defended themselves

with spirit, and of course made the greatest devastation

among their assailants, the frigate was boarded and taken.

In- their manners, they seem to be open, generous, and

hospitable : they have not the indolence or the jealousy of

the eastern nations. To our East India Company they pay

great respect, and whatever may be the motives of party,

in detracting from the characters of their servants, it is certain,

from indisputable facts, that they receive more attention,

and are treated with greater regard in India than subjects

of any other European nation. It it justly observed' by Mr.

Hunter, that travelling, and surveying the manners of other

countries, not only enlarge our acquaintance with the hu

man mind, but leads us to compare different customs, and

sometimes show the absurdity of our own. In one or two

instances, we suspected that he had tortured his representa

tions, to make them more severe satires on our customs ;

but the plain and honest manner conspicuous in other parts

cf the work, soon destroyed the suspicion. We shall select

a passage as a specimen, and shall prefer one in which we

thought that we perceived the teudency just now mentioned.

' In the government of this country, we fee despotism pre

vail in its full extent, and despotism too of the very worst

kind ; for the inhabitants are under the absolute power of a

set of petty tyrants, who are themselves nothing more than

slaves to the king of Ava. As they have little or no emolu

ment, except what they can raise by extortion, it is exercised

in the most unlimited manner. They take cognizance of all

disputes between individuals, that come to their ears, with

out the cafe being laid before them by either of the parties ;

and on whatever fide the cause is determined, there is a never

failing charge brought in against both, for justice, as they

express it; and this price of justice, is often three or four

times greater, than the value of the matter in agitation.
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An inflance of this kind fell under my own observation, in ft

trivial dispute, which happened between two English gentle

men, when the judges condemned each part/ to pay tripple

the som contested; for justice, which neither of them had

ever thought of seeking at such a tribunal. Yet, however

absurd this may appear, it is, perhaps, nothing more than a

prejudice, arising from the force of haHit, that makes us

look with contempt and indignation on those mercenary re

tailers of justice, and 'yet feel no similar emotions, when we

fee, in a country famed for the wisdom of its government,

a poor man, by appealing to the laws of that country, in s

cause where equity is plainly on his side, reduced to ruin }

merely because his antagonist is rich. But the inconveniencies

that this government labours under are not only those of def*

potism, the unhappy subjects feel those of anarchy too.

There are about twenty persons concerned in the government

of Rangoon, who, though one is subordinate to another, and

though matters of the first consequence are determined in a

council of th6 whole, can yet act separately ; and any one

member of this body can, by his own authority, give out

orders, which no inhabitant of Pegu dares to disobey. Those

orders may be contrary to the sense of the whole body, ia

which case they are, indeed, reversed in council ; but them

there are instances, and I myself observed one, of such order*

being, notwithstanding, repeated, more than once, by the

same person, and obeyed, each time, till they were again

reversed ; nor was any redress obtained by the party aggrieved,

or any effectual measures taken to prevent such a contempt of

authority for the future.'

The country itself is low and sandy ; but it is not unwhole

some either to the natives or strangers : perh.'.ps the tides, which

rife with rapidity, and to great heights, produce a brisker cir

culation of the air than in other low spots ; and, from the an

tiseptic exhalations, correct the impurities ot' that element.

Mr. Hunter proposes that a settlement should be formed in this

country, to procure wood of the best kind, and to obtain gold

for the China market. The wood would be highly advanta

geous in cafe war was carried to the bay of Bengal, and the

gold might, he thinks, be procured for opium, which is already

a staple commodity. But till we have something more valuable

than opium to offer, or a more varied assortment of merchan

dise, our returns from thence cannot be considerable.

The Appendix contains observations on the hair, and on the

wool of sheep, in hot countries. Mr. Hunter endeavours to

show that the degeneracy of the fleeces in warm climates is

owing to relaxation ; and that the hair is, in fact, an inspissat

ed fluid, drawn out like the silk of the silk- worm, or the web

of the spider. The relaxation is supposed to enlarge the pores

through
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through which it is drawn, and, in consequence of that en

largement, the hair must be larger, stronger, and thinner.

These are changes which hair is supposed to undergo in warm

climates ; and this tendency, in the Spanish sheep, is said to

be counteracted by ochre. We shall not add any observations on

this subject, because our author has, in no respect, proved his dif

ferent positions. It is probable that the changes in the hair,

are remotely connected with relaxation, because they are con

nected with heat ; but the heat seems to operate in a way, of

which Mr. Hunter appears not to be aware. Indeed every part

of the physiology of hair is yet uncertain.

Another part of the Appendix contains a description of some

artificial caves, in the neighbourhood of Bombay. These caves

are not only curious on account of the statues which they con

tain, but as they are found in a country where the indolence of

the inhabitants resists every incitement to exertion. The sculp

ture is also represented to be executed in a good style. It is evi

dently not the work of the present inhabitants, as the features do

not resemble them, and, it is not probable that they would ever

engage in so laborious an undertaking : neither the style of the

artists, nor the subjects, lead us to any suspicion of the authors.

One of the statues is a woman with a single breast ; but the

fable of the Amazons is now exploded.—Another, and one

conspicuous in different places, is a man pressing his hand on

the head of a dwarf, who expresses great pain ; but this too

scarcely leads to any explanation. The soldiers of Alexander,

we believe, never reached so far ; and we must either refer these

antiquities to theArabians, who, we have reason to think, some

times reached the opposite continent ; to the Tyrians, who

certainly navigated the Persian Gulf, or to the ships of Solo

mon, who went in the fame track for gold. It is not necessary

to examine, at any length, the different pretensions of these

nations ; but we have many reasons for referring them to the

expeditions of Solomon.

Essays on thi Hepatitis and Spasmodic JjscRions in India. By

Thomas Girdleftone, M. D. %-vo. 2s. Murray.

TAR. Girdlestone gives a more instructive and satisfactory

*-f account of the hepatitis, than we have yet received.

He divides the complaint into the chronic, acute, and sup-

purative stages. The general form of the disease is the first,

and it seems to arise from the very great relaxation ne»

cessarily brought on by the heat, which is peculiarly felt in

the system of the vena portarum, on account of the flow cir

culation through these vessels. The acute stage is inflamma

2 Wry,
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tory, from errors in diet, Or strong liquors ; and the sup-

purative stage, which is chiefly observed by the hollow

cough, or external tumor, in reality, by the abscess point

ing either externally or towards the lungs, concludes the

scene. In fact, the disease seems to be what our author calls-

the chronic stage: the acute one is accidental, and the fup-

purative rather the consequence. There are no certain pa-

thagnomonics to point it out. A languor, dejection of

spirits, impaired appetite, and an uneasy sensation, when the

finger is pressed pretty deep in the region of the liver, are

the principal symptoms. Dysenteric gripes and stools fre

quently attend the progress.

The cure by means of mercury is well known. Our au-

thor explains its operation, with great probability, from its

giving force and energy to the circulation. He prefers, how

ever, mercurial ointment, used in friction, to mercury inter

nally ; and observes, that the more mercury is accumulated

before the gums are affected, the success is proportionally

more certain and complete. The gums, in this disease, are

usually hard ; but if they are soon inflamed by the mercury,

before the system is generally affected, as appears to be the*

cafe when the medicine is given by the mouth, it loses it«

effect. It appears probable, from our author's observations;

and cafes, that the affection of the gums is only the effect of

the cure, not the cause of it ; for the symptoms are usually

relieved, in the best conducted cases, before the gums are

inflamed. Perhaps the hardness of the gums prevents their

being easily affected, and of course more mercury is accumu

lated than in ordinary cafes, before its peculiar effects appear.

When the mercury has been long continued, or frequently

repeated, a salivation continues during the rest of life. The

quantity of the ointment, recommended by our author, is a

drachm of the strongest fort, every day.

The spasms of India are, in Dr. Girdlestone's opinion, the

effects of cold. The extremities are unusually cold, and the

stomach is exceedingly irritable. He recommends strong

frictions, with warm cloths, injections of warm water, with

tinctura thebaica, warm wine, with a solution of opium,

given repeatedly, though at first thrown up : when t lie sto

mach retains the wine, the opium is omitted. His whole

practice reminds us of a curious observation of"Sydenham,,

who, in one of his epidemics, remarks, that he could not

check the vomiting till he had brought on some determina.

tion to the surface.

We have thus given the outline of Dr. Girdlestone's

opinions. Many curious and important remarks on diet,

and
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and the other medicines useful in hepatitis, must be learned

from the work itself. It contains the dictates of experience>

assisted by a careful attention and a correct judgment.

Jn Effay on Phlogiston, and the Constitution of Acids. By

Richard Kiriuan, Esq. F. R. S. Svb. p. 6d. in Boards.

Elmfly*

'TpHE heresy of Mr. Lavoisier has divided the chemical

world ; and though the sects of the Phlogistians and

Antiphlogistians may not become so important as some;

others, whose titles resembled each other more nearly, yet

they have given a diversity to the language of chemistry, and

a different appearance to the facts on which the science is

built. Mr. Kirwan is a very able and intelligent chemist i

he enters his protest against the doctrine of Mr. Lavoisier j

suggests some alteration in his system, respecting the com

position of acids, and supports, but with no very good grace,

the discovery of the composition of water. In our enquiries,

we have had reason to join Mr. Kirwan : we early engaged

in support of phlogiston, while we gave the French chemist

full credit for the discoveries respecting acids : after a pretty

careful examination also of the controversy, we gave it, as

our opinion, that the theory of the composition of water was

probably well sounded. Mr. Kirwan, in this work, differs

in some measure from Lavoisier, and thinks that the oxyge-

Aous principle, which the French chemist supposed to be

vital air, divested of its specific heat, is in reality fixed air4

We must own, that his arguments and experiments, on this

subject, have not brought full conviction : for though he has

repeatedly extracted fixed air from those bodies which possess

the oxygenous principle, yet the quantity is uncertain, some

times trifling, and very generally unequal to the changes

produced. We should rather recur to our former position*

and suppose that, in such circumstances, atmospheric air is

absorbed ; but that its appearance> when separated, depends

on the affinity which the body, in question, may have for

its component parts ; so that the pure and fixed, or the

phlogisticated portions, are alone suffered to escape. MnKirwan

professes his full belief of the doctrine of the composition of

water, but is unwilling to acknowlege that, in any process,

it is decomposed. It is indeed highly probable that thede*.

composition of water is less frequent than some theorists, to

serve their own purposes, have supposed. We must, however,

examine this little work in its order.

Mr. Kirwan begins with ascertaining the weight of given

bulks of different airs, and we shall at once- give his decision
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tin those subjects by transcribing his table ; but we should

add, that his determinations are as juil as his premises are

Accurate.

Proportion to common air.

1000

1 103

985

1194

2265

J 500

1106

600

84.3'

« 100 Cubic Inches. Gr.

Common air 31

Dephlogisticated 34

Phlogisticated 30,53.5

Nitrous * - 37

Vitriolic - 70,z\$

"Fixed * - 46,5

Hepatic - 34,286

Alkaline - 18,16

Inflammable 2,613

The second section is on the nature of acids, and the ge

neral principles of the new theory. In this section he adopts

Mr. Lavoisier's system of an oxygenous principle, though he

differs from that author in its nature. He restores too, on

its native throne, the old principle of phlogiston. Indeed,

in tvery instance where the modern heretics suppose vital

air to be concerned, Mr. Kirwan would substitute fixed airj

though, if the existence of phlogiston be allowed, the differ

ence is not of great consequence, since vital air contami

nated by it, in certain proportions becomes fixed air : aed

"even in metallic calces, there is phlogiston enough to produce

this change, which will appear when the air is separated. Thero

is little doubt of the existence of this principle in some

acids ; but it is not equally evident in all. Mr, Lavoisier's

table of the different affinities of the oxygenous principle it

introduced ; but is combated in almost every part : it is

the object of Mr. Kirwan's criticism, and very deservedly,

through the whole volume.

On the vitriolic acid our author's observations are not very

numerous, its acidifying ingredient is supposed to be fixed

air ; and, when volatile, be tl^ks it contains also sulphur.

Though Mr. Kirwan seems to acknowlsge that, in its for

mation, pure air is absorbed, he thinks it becomes fixed air,

as a component part of the acid. Different arguments and ex

periments are adduced in support of this opinion ; but they

chiefly amount to this, that fixed air is separated from it

in different experiments. Our author is more explicit, and

on a better foundation, when he (hows that this acid becomes

sulphur only on the addition of a positive principle.

Mr. Kirwan's section on the nitrous acid is a very valuable

one, and considerably improves our knowlege of the nature

of this very useful agent. Nitrous acid is composed, in our

author's opinion, of nitrous basis, hi> oxygenous principle,

united to a small proportion of phlogiston : in other words,

Vol. LXV, Jan. 1788. C of
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of fixed, pure, phlogisticated, and inflammable airs. Nitrous

air, he supposes, consists of the nitrous basis, saturated with

phlogiston; but it is not, in his opinion, a component part of the

nitrous acid : thatosiice is assigned to fixed air, and we regret that

the length of our author's arguments, and the particular relation

of his experiments, must pievent our abridging or eviracting

them. Yet, as we have said that the proportion os fixed air

is sometimes too small to admit of its being considered as a

component part, we ought to insert our author's mode of ob

viating the objection.

' It may be said with great appearance of truth, that the pro

portion of fixed air, thus obtained, is too small to deserve to be

ranked among the constituent parts of the nitrous acid. Before

I answer this objection, it will be proper to determine in what

proportion it should be contained in this acid ; this proportion,

as we have already seen, is variable, the phlogisticated acid con

taining least, and the dephlogisticated most; but, in general, we

may ra»e it at \ of thf acid, as existing in nitre. When the ni

tre is exposed to a red hear, the union of the constituent parts of

the acid is gradually broken ; that part of the acid which is at

the surface of the alkali, being in contact with the water, which

is the most volatile ingredient, is not so strongly acted upon by

heat, but passes undecompoled. The residuary nitrous acid be

coming now more and more concentrated, decomposes its own

fixed air, and thereby becomes more and more phlogisticated.

This phlogiltication continues to the last, the retained part al

ways dephlogiil Seating that which escapes, until it is itself at last

forced out ; and hence the last portion is the most impure, and

even contains nitrous air.

'That fixed air may be decomposed in this manner, appears

from sundry other experiments ; for instance, that in which Dr.

Priestley obtained dephlogisticated air from acetous selenitc, 6 Pr.

292. and also, that in which both he and Mr. Lassone obtained

air nearly of the goodness of common air, from limestone, after

the greater part of the fixed air had passed. 6 Pr. 227.

•To make this matter still more intelligible, it must be observ

ed, that if nitre be heated ever so long, yet is we examine it at

any period before its total decomposition, nopart of the acid will

be found phlogisticated, but that near the surface, which, in

the instant of its extrication, is dephlogisticated by the portion

of the acid next under it, which then becomes phlogisticated,

and is in the fame manner decomposed in its turn, by the next

inferior stratum ; and this proceis continues until the whole is

decomposed. This I have found, by pouring nitrous acid on

melted nitre, which never expelled any more than a small por

tion of nitrous vapour; hence, Mr. Berthollet imagined th^t

Mr. Bergman was deceived in asserting that phlogisticated nitre

might bedecomposed by the acetous acid ; for, in essect, it can

decompose but a small part of it, as only a small part of any por

tion of melted nitre is really phlogisticated ; even dephlogisti

cated
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cated air from red precipitate, contains a portion *f fixed air,

as Dr. Priestley, Mr. Lavoisier, and Mr. Monge have observed.'

Mr. Kirwan next (hows, that the dephlogisticated air, sup

posed to arise from nitre, cannot, as has been suspected by

Mr. Cavendish, and others, proceed from the decomposition

of water ; and he examines with great care the different results

from the decomposition of nitre by detonation with charcoal.

He concludes, fromthe result of this experiment byLavoifier, and

from the detonation of nitre with sulphur by Bcrthollet, that

fixed air is actually formed by pure and inflammable air; that

the phlogisticated air, of which nitrous acid pretty certainly con

tains is decomposed or destroyed in the operation ; and that

nitrous air does not consist of nitrous acid, with the addition of

phlogiston. He then examines pretty fully the famous expe

riment which first suggested the antiphlogistic theory to M.

Lavoisier ; viz. the calcination of mercury, by means of the

nitrous acid, and its revivification by heat : when, in the first

instance, it is seen copiously to absorb pure air; and, in the se

cond, to let it escape, while the different airs, into which the

nitrous acid appears to be decomposed, make up, according to

his calculation, the weight of the real acid employed. In this

instance it appears to be calcined by absorbing pure air, and

to be revived by losing it : no other power seems to be engaged

in the operation. But this experiment Mr. Kirwan criticises

with his usual accuracy, and shows that the conclusion is drawn

both hastily and unfairly; he afterwards gives the phlogistic

explanation of this experiment.

Mr. Kirwan then considers the marine acid, in which he

thinks fixed air is the oxygenous principle ; and the dephlogl-

Jticated marine acid, in his epiniou, is only the common acid

with an increased quantity of fixed air. In this sect' on his the

ory seems to fail ; and we begin to find the clue which appears

to have misted him. It is perhaps improper, in any senle, to

suppose the oxygenous principle to be one, which is already ari

acid ; for it may beatonce asked, what gives to fixed air its nci-

8ity f The tortoise then is only put under the elephant. Our aul

thor, however, whose ingenuity is considerable, r-id whose re

sources, from the extent ofhis chemical knowledge, are unbound

ed, finds great support for his opinion in different facts. But it

cannot escape an attentive reader of his work, that hi3 argu

ments are most striking where the acid contains phlogiston,

in any quantity, and less so where that quantity is incorisider-

abla. . He is of course led to suspect thnt the fixed air, which

is the result of the decomposition, is either that portion which is

absorbed from the atmosphere, or produced by ar. accidental

contamination. In a former Review, we gave an account of

M. Bertbollet's very accurate and instructive experiments 00

C i thj
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the changcwhich the marine acid undergoes when it become

dcphlogisticated ; and we confess, that Mr. Kirwan has not,

in our opinion, lhown that the principle added is fixed, instead

of pure air.

Aqua rcgia is the next object of bur author's attention. He

explains the formation of this powerful agent on his own prin

ciples, and combats with good success the theory of M. Ber-

thollet, on this subject.

The phosphoric acid affords much room for triumph over

the antiphlogistians. The existence of phlogiston in phospho

rus is well established by experiments, which Messrs. Lavoisier

and Berthollet have found it equally difficult to elude, or to

oppose. While it contains phlogiston, it contains fixed air ;

but the glacial acid is exempt both from phlogiston and from

the acidifying principle : it is, in reality, the basis of the a-

cid, and its readiness to receive the former constitutes its uti

lity as a chemical agent.

When we arrive at the vegetable acids, fixed air becomes a

very conspicuous principle. We long ago hinted, that these

acids may be only a concrete form of the aerial acid ; and new

discoveries give a force and a probability to our suspicion. Our

author's principle may be here allowed if the terms are chang

ed, and we suppose that, in vegetable acids, fixed air is not

the oxygenous principle, but the acid itself variously modified,

probably by a greater or less proportion of phlogiston. Vegetable

acids are resolvable into fixed, inflammable, and phlogisti-

cated airs, of which the two latter are pretty certainly forms

of phlogiston and specific heat, though the inflammable air is

not a constant, or always a very copious ingredient. The basis of

sugar is supposed to be a fine ætherial oil, and the acid to be the

oil with a large proportion of fixed air, and with less phlogiston

than in its saccharine state. This view of the subject differs

from that which we have been used to take, more in appear

ance than in reality. We have supposed that the acid pre-ex

ists in the sugar, and is only evolved in the operation ; but,

whether sugar is a sulphur, whose acid is obscured by a large

proportion of phlogiston, or whose fixed air is obtained from

the basis of the ni trous acid, is of little consequence. The con

stitution of the acid remains the fame ; but we may add that

M. Hermstadt's experiments strongly support Our opinion : they

were contained in our Foreign Intelligence of last month.

Mr. Kirwan hns properly shown that the saccharine acid con

tains phlogiston ; and that its oxygenous principle is very pro

bably fixed air.

Having finished the examination of the acids, Mr. Kirwan

proceeds to the strong hold of the antiphlogistians, viz. the

calcin
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calcination and reduction of metals, and the formation of fixed

air. We need no: now explain the new system, nor that of Mr.

Cavendish, who supposes, that the imperfect metal* take in

water, during their calcination, while, in the more perfect ones

it is indifferent whether they or the water lose the principle of

inflammability. We shall extract, however, our author's argu

ments, againlt the supposition, that water is decomposed in

these processes,

* And in effect, if we consider the decomposition of water in

this cafe, in a chymical point of view, it cannot but appear ex

ceeding improbable ; every decomposition arises either from a

single or a double affinity ; therefore, if, during the dissolution

of iron in the dilute vitriolic acid, water is decomposed, this must

happen either by virtue of a single or os a double affinity ; yet

neither can be said to take place; not a double affinity, since the

inflammable air escapes without uniting to the acid ; not a sin

gle affinity, since there is no proof that any such affinity exists

in this cafe ; and if it did exist, water should as easily be decom

posed by iron without an acid, as when an acid is present, or ra

ther more easy, since the affinity to the water mull diminish its

tendency, or that of any of its component parts, to unite to any

other substance, and on that account we tind a variety of solu

tions precipitated by the vitriolic acid, merely because it attracts

the water necessary to hold them in solution. 1 would he glad

to know what part the acid acts here ; in the new theory it seems

to be quite idle, and contributes nothing to the solution. Why

does not its oxygenous principle unite to the inflammable air of

the water, at the fame time that the oxygenous principle of the

water unitss*lo the metal : since, by the table of Mr. Lavoisier,

this principle has a greater affinity to inflammable air than to

sulphur. How comes it that volatile vitriolic acid disengages

inflammable air from iron ? since its own oxygenous principle is

sufficiently developed, and sufficiently copious to, unite to iron,

without having recourse to that of water. How does fixed air

expel inflammable air from iron ? Do all acids help the decom

position of water, and yet remain inert V '

Again,

• It is true that vitriol of iron, when distilled, gives at last

depklogisticated air ; but this air evidently proceeds from the

decomposition of part of the acid, and not from that of the wa

ter ; for its production is always preceded by a large quantity of

vjtriolic a,ir, arising from the absorption of part of the sited air

pf that acid, by the metallic calx..

' sq prove the decomposition ot water, Mr- T-ivoisier made tht

following experiments : til. H.e 'et UP a mixture oJ water and,

filings ot iron, into a tube silled with mercury, and in a few

days obtained a small quantity of inflammable air. 2dly. Hav

ing pasted the iteam of boiling water through a red-hot iron tube,

he obtained a large quantity of inflammable air; the inner sur-

C 3 ' face
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face of the tube was calcined, and had the appearance of what

is called the specular, or tcjsular iron ore, of great hardness, scarce

ly magnetic, and affording no air with acids. The iron increaf"

ed in weight from 2; to 30 percent.

'These experiments seem to me to prove nothing more than

that water unites to iron, and expels inflammable air from it,

which is further confirmed by the following considerations : if a

Httle water be thrown on a large heap of filings of iron, a con

siderable heat is soon produced, which appears to proceed from

the condensation of the water while uniting to the iron ; the heat

given out exceeding that ablorbed by the inflammable airi whose

weight is exceeding small. In Mr. Lavoisier's hypothesis, it is

only the oxygenous principle of the water, which is absorbed by

the iron ; and as this is already exceedingly condensed in water,

it does notappear to me likely to give out much heat. 2dly. This

calx is very different from that formed by the absorption of air,

such as rust ; for fixed air may be extracted from this, and even

dephlogilticated air ; but no air of any fort can be extracted from

iron calcined by water.'

Dr. Priestley's experiments, which our author thinks make

against the new" doctrine, are next examined : they have al

ready had a place in our Journal. Mr. Lavoisier's other expe

riments to the fame purpose, on the effects of steam on char

coal, prove, in our author's opinion, no more than that steam

has the power of decompounding both charcoal and the iron

tube in which it was contained. He next endeavours to

&ow, that metals, in calcination, absorb fixed air, and en

deavours to elude the objection that fixed air is not to be re

covered from calces in a sufficient quantity to support that

opinion, by observing that the phlogiston is greedily absorbed by

the reduced metal. It must chiefly appear then, when any neigh

bouring body can afford them that phlogiston, though he

forgets that the fixed air may be as well produced from these

neighbouring bodies. Indeed this whole section greatly sup

ports the opinion which we gave in the commencement of

this article. In calcinations, in the moist way, fixed air is

more conspicuous ; but it is impossible to elude the suspicion

of the water being, in some degree, concerned in the produc

tion. The rest of the section is employed in combating Mr.

Lavoisier's opinions, in which the author is generally successful.

The next section is on the dissolution of metals, in which

Mr, Kirwan departs somewhat from the usual- doctrine, in sup

port of fixed air ; but he confutes the antiphlogistians, parti

cularly from the affinities of different acids to metals in dif

ferent states of calcination. He (hows also, that the new system

is incapable of explaining the precipitation of metals by each

Cither. In fact, however simple in appearance, and however

e&fy the solution of some phaenqmena may appear, when viewed

JS thro^h
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through the medium of Lavoisier's system, yet when every oper

ation is brought to the test of it, difficulties unforeseen, and

contradictions unsufpecteu, continually arise. It is specious,

but it is delusive. Mr. Kirwan has contributed his lhare to.

destroy this dangerous monster; particularly dangerous, because

it allures by a pleasing form and a flattering address.

The volume concludes with some remarks on the properties

of iron in its different states, and its conversion into steel. The

facts are chiefly taken from Bergman's third volume, and have

been the subject of our former consideration : the explanation,

contributes to support the doctrine of phlogiston. On the

whole, Mr. Kirwan's work has contributed greatly to our in

struction ; and if we ever differ from him, it is with hesitation,

and diffidence ; for his extensive knowledge, no less than hit

amiable candour, demand our highest respect.

Jddrejses to the Deity. By jiames Fordyce, D. D. zd Edition.

Small S-vo. p. Jewed. Cadell.

■^T^HEN we compare the simpje and unadorned language of

the prayer dictated by our Saviour for our ule, with

the splendid pomp of words in which the Deity is sometimes

addressed ; when we fee the genuine language of resignation

conclude the petition which we have ventured to raise to the

throne of grace ; and, on the other hand, survey the confidence-

with which some preachers have arrogated to themselves, and

their sect, the favour of the Almighty, disgust .and indignation

but weakly express the feelings which they excite. To expa»

tiate, indeed, on the perfections and the attributes of the Deity,

may render the mind more sensible of our entire dependence

on him, and teach us to bear with a calm resignation, or a

proper fortitude, the dispensations of Providence ; but, in this

flowery path, it is too common to hear a full display of brilli

ant imagery, till the supplicant is lost in the poet; and what

was designed to be a prayer, becomes an eulogetic meditation,

while minute descriptions and insignificant details debase the

subject which they were intended to heighten and to adorn.

These are two very distant and almost opposite errors ; but Dr.

Fordyce is more frequently guilty of the last; and he has indeed

acknowleged that these Addresses are rather contemplations than

supplications. They chiefly consist of sentiments arising, in dif

ferent situations, in a well regulated mind, which feels that

God is manifested in all his works, and that in goodness he

has made them all. This is a noble and extensive field ; and

the view of the sea, the subject of one of the Addresses, is a pe»

culiarly happy one. The author, however, sinks too low

when he mentions the use os salt to preserve meat. The other

C 4. subject!
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subjects of the Addresses are on salvation by Christ; on con

templation ; on Providence ; and on the death of Dr. Samuei

Johnson. The last Address is not a very proper subject ; for

t':e author addresses the world more often than the Deity, who

surely was not to be informed of doctor Johnsons opinions,

*or ti e state of his mind on- his death-bed.

We shall select, as a specimen of the Preface, Dr. Fordyce's

sentimerits on the conduct of our devotions.

' Wheiever the vital and unadulterated spirit of Christian de

votion prevails, i ts immediate object will be to please Him whom

we were made to please, by adoring his perfections ; by admir

ing his works and ways; by entertaining with reverence and

complacence the- various intimations of his pleasure, especially

those contained in holy writ ; by acknowledging our absolute

dependence and infinite obligations ; by confessing and lament

ing the disorders of our nature, and the transgressions of our

lives ; by imploring his grace And mercy through Jesus Christ ;

by interceding for our brethren of mankind i by praying for the

propagation and establishment of truth, righteousness, and peace

on earth ; in fine, by longing for a more entire conformity to

the will of God, and breathing after the everlasting enjoyment

of his friendship. The effects of such a spirit, habitually cherish

ed, and feelingly expressed before him, with conceptions more

or less enlarged and elevated, in language more or less empha-

tical and accurate, sententious or diffuse, must surely be imports

ant aod happy. Among these effects may be reckoned a pro*

found humility in the sight of God, a high veneration for his

presence and attributes, an ardent zeal for his worship and ho-,

rjour, an affectionate faith in the Saviour of the world, a con

stant imitation of his divine example, a diffusive charity for men

of all denominations, a generous and unwearied self-denial for

the sake of virtue and society, a total resignation to Providence,

an increasing esteem for the Gospel, with clearer and firmer hopes

of that immortal life which it has brought to light,'

From the too splendid imagery of the descriptive part we

can select na very advantageous passage. Perhaps in the fol

lowing paragraph the reader will perceive, more clearly, the

rational and religious sentiments of the author.

' When -Ten dispute the truth of a particular Providence, as

Unworthy of Thee, and inconsistent with the general order of

tli y proceedings, their thoughts are narrow, and their objections

vain. They forget that it was easy for thy wisdom, from the

beginning to include in thy comprehensive plan, whatever oc

casional dispensations might in the progress of ages seem fit to

♦hy rectitude or thy goodness. Theyfsrget, that those dispen

sations are doubtless calculated to carry on the fame benevolent

and righteous ends, for which the prevailing constitution of thy

govciiuncx was originally devised. Tney forget, that the heary

\ Pf
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os all are in thy hand, and (hat by the immediate influence os thjf

Spirit, or the subordinate agency of mortal or immortal instru

ments, Thou canst turn them whithersoever Thou wilt, in a man

ner productive of measures and events connected with the welfare

or chastisement of thy subjects, at the instant that they seel them

selves free. Great God, what solicitude to please, what fear ofof

fend ingThee, what thankfulness for every merciful interposition,

and every gracious assistance, should not these considerations in

spire? What fervent prayers for thy continued protection and

aid? Oh defend me, thy feeble servant, from such calamities

as might overwhelm my nature ; or let thy powerful arm support

me under them j and keep me, I beseech thee, from such tempt

ations as might seduce my steps from the path of integrity. So

dispose and govern my heart, that I may think, and act, and

live, as in thy presence, with a sacred regard to thy authority,

and never wilfully sin against Thee.*

While these Addresses display the piety and benevolence of

the author, they do not give, in our opinion, a favourable

idea of his judgment, except indeed, as we have reason to con

clude from the. passage which we have selected from the Pre

face, he sees the right road, though he travels in one not fi»

well adapted for his purpose.

Interesting Views of Christianity : being a Translation ofPart ofa

Work of M. Bonnet. \zmo, Zs.td. in Boards. Dilly.

philosophical and Critical Enquiries concerning Christianity . By

Charles Bonnet, of Geneva, F. R. S. Translated Ly John Lewis

Boijster, Ejq. S-vo. 6/. in Boards. Stockdale,

\/I R. Bonnet, very early, attempted to counteract the dis-

advantageous impreflions which some of his philoso

phical works had made, by publi thing a treatise in defence of

Christianity. The Palingenesie Philosophique was pub

lished at Geneva, in 1769; and, the following year, another

edition appeared, which, nearly about the fame time, was

followed by a separate publication of that part which related

to Christianity, It is this separate part which our present au

thor has seen, and from which his translation is taken. In

Mr. Bonnet's new work, he divided the observations into chap

ters ; and on the appearance of a second edition of the Recher-

ches fur les Preuves de Christianisme, in 1771, was added a

chapter on the proofs of the existence of a God. When our

author's works were collected at Neufchatel, the separate part

was again incorporated with the Palingenesie ; and those who

are possessed of the complete edition will find that this work

forms the 17th, 18th, 19th, 20th, and 21st parts of the Palin

genesie. We have some reasons to suspect that the translation

h,as followed the edition of '779, The
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The Recherches are not translated entire : of the 17th. and

l8th_parts an abstract only is. given, but it is a correct one ^

and as, in this abstract, the translator does not particularly al

lude to the zd and 3d sections, which we have meationed as

added to the former work in 1771, we suppose that he followed

a prior edition. We mention this the more carefully, be

cause what we shall say of the translation may, in some

measure, arise from the variety of the two editions employed.

Our's is that of Neufchatel ; but we have no reason to suspect,

from M. Bonnet's Preface, that the variety is considerable.

The work itself is clear, comprehensive, and judicious. The

arguments are connected with the brevity and force which

render M. Bonnet's works singularly striking, and powerfully

persuasive. The chain of evidence is no less complete than

well connected : in fact, few works, without any great novelty

of argument, have so greatly assisted the cause of Christianity.

It cannot be new to many of our readers, and we must of course

decline engaging in a particular account of it.

From the translator's abstract we were convinced that he

understood the author's system very accurately ; and we sup

posed that he could not have easily erred, in rendering the

meaning of words when he was in possession of the ideas. Yet,

cither from haste, or some other cause, we found several little

errors very early. We, therefore, compared a few of the first

chapters with the original, and we shall mention some of the

errors, chiefly to recommend a careful revisal, previous- to

another edition. In the greater number of passages, the fense

is rendered not only with fidelity, but with great propriety.

Even in the beginning, 'suitableness,' seemed a word which

we could have wished had been avoided. Soon afterwards, the

* unction' of language obliterated the lesser error, by the ab

surdity of the greater. We know, that the original word ia

* ondtion' ; and that there is seldom any other meaning for it i»

dictionaries. But it could not be properly applied ; and a lit

tle enquiry might have discovered what was meant. Onction

sometimes signifies grace ; and, when applied to language,

that venerable air which religion imparts ; or, in a bad fense,

that religious cant which superstition or imposture often al-ect.

To ' attest to mankind,' is the English of ' attester au genre

humain' ; but we wish it had been an English idiom, and that

the evangelists had been said to bear witness to a truth. If

they bear witness, mankind would be a pleonasm. After a few

pages, we meet with a still greater fault. The apostles are

said to have ' performed greater things than their master did.'

This is neither true, nor the language of Bonnet : our trans

lator is.occasionally too eager.

The
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' The second section is ihore correct ; we shall transcribe *

Part of it as a specimen :

' I know that several parti of the deposition appeared in a ve

ry short time aster the events, attested by the witnesses. If these

are the work of any impostor, he will undoubtedly take great

care not to be very circumstantial in his narrative, thru he may

not furnish the ready means of his own confusion. Nothing,

however, can be more circumstantial, than this deposition now

before me: in it I find the names of several persons, their qua

lity, their offices, their places of abode, their maladies : 1 lee

places, times, circumstances, distinctly marked, and a hundred

other minute details ; all which concur in determining the event

most precisely. In a word, I cannot doubt, but that if I bad

lived in the place, and at the time in which the deposition was

published, it would have been very easy for me to ascertain the

truth of the f;;cts. Aud thii surely /should not have -failed to do 1

would it have been neglected by the mq/2 objlinatc andpowerful t ne-

mies of the witnesses ?

' I search therefore in the history of the times, for depositions

formally contradicting the deposition of the wi:nesses, and meet

with nothing but vague accusations of imposture, of magic, or

of superstition. Upon this I put the question to myself, whe«

ther a circumstantial deposition can be destroyed by such vague

and indefinite imputations ?

' But, perhaps, fay I to myself, the depositions which formally

contradicted that of the witnesses, are lost. Why. was not the

deposition of the witnesses also lost ? Because it has been pre

served as a most valuable treasure, by a numerous society which

still subsists, and which has transmitted it to me. But I discover

another society, equally numerous, and much more ancient,

which being descended, by uninterrupted succession, from the

first adversaries of the witnesses, and inheriting their hatred and

prejudices against Christianity, could have as easily preserved

those counter depositions, as the many other monuments, which

at this day it produces with so much complacency, though many

ot them tend to betray and confound it.

'Besides, I perceive very strong reasons, which must have en»

gaged this society to preserve with the utmost care all the writ

ings in opposition to those of the witnesses ; I have particularly

in my eye that most weighty and most odious accusation, which

the witnesses had so uniformly, so repeatedly, and with such un

paralleled courage, dared to charge upon the magistrates osthis

society, and the astonishing'success of the testimony given to the

facts upon which they grounded their accusation. How easily

could magistrates, who had in their hands the management of

the police, have judicially contradicted this testimony ! How

much were they interested to do so ! What might not have been

the effect of a judicial and circumstantial deposition, bearing on

every page a refutation of that of the witnesses ?

Sinc^ therefore, the society, of which I am speaking, can»

, not
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not produce inits own savour a deposition of this fort, I am just"

Ty authorised to think, that it never could advance any valid

objection against the witnesses. *

♦It comes strongly into my mind, that the friends of the witr

nesses, after they became powerful, might have destroyed the

writings adverse to their cause. But they have not been able to

destroy this great society, their declared enemy ; and. they did

not become powerful till many 3ge? after the event, which was

the principal object of the testimony. Iam, therefore, obliged

to abandon a supposition, which appears to be destitute of foun

dation.'

Tn the passage marked by Italics, it would have been, more

neat, and more near to the original, if the tranflator had said,

'And, would this, which I Ihould not have failed to bant done,

been neglected, by the most inveterate and most powerful ene

mies of the witnesses ?' After 'justly authorised to think,,' M,

Bonnet adds, on the principles of found criticism..

We have mentioned these little oversights with, no ill design.

The translator's object was good, and his execution, in many

respects, excellent. If we had been of his counsel, we mould,

lave recommended his translating the two volumes entire ; and

if his present work reaches another edition, a little care will

correct these minute errors.

When this article was ready for the press, we received another

translation of this interesting work. From a careful com

parison of the translations with each other, and with the ori

ginal, we are convinced of the justness of our suspicion, that

the former translator had seen only the separate edition of 1770.

M. Boissier's version is, in respect of accuracy and elegance,

greatly superior to the other. The errors which we have just

mentioned in the first translation, he has avoided, and r,eadered

the passages, as we have done. To this there is one exception;

he still retains * attest to mankind s' a defect of idiom rather

than an inaccurate version.

In the passages which we have compared, the translation

is extremely correct. If we were to be fastidious, we might

observe that he has not preserved the expressive brevity of the

original ; but, aiming^ probably at perspicuity, is occasionally

a little too diffuse. 'I hough this may be assigned as a general

character, yet the greatest fault, which we have discovered, is

cf an opposite kind : we (hall select the author's translation,

and render it more nearly in the spirit of Bonnet, while we

supply the few words which M. Boiffier has omitted.

' The diliincuiihing characteristics of the true sublime appear

in these writings ; for when God is the object, it is sublime to

say-,. Hespake, and it was time j but it is easily discerned that the

sublime
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sublime ocean there only because the thing was of an extraor

dinary nature, and because the writer delivered it as he saw it,

that is, as it was.'

We should have translated it in the following manner :

• This work is truly sublime ; for when God is spoken of, it

is sublime to say, that he willed'and it was done. But I can.

easily fee that this sublimity arises from the very extraordinary

nature of the thing itself—that the writer related what he saw,

that is, what was done, and has added nothing to it.

M. Boiflier has omitted the two first chapters of the origi

nal, that is, of the 17th part of the Palingenesie, on

' The immateriality op the soul, and the beinc ot

a God j both which subjects the author has treated with his

usual ingenuity and force of argument. But in this country,

where there are few, it any, materialists or atheists, it seemed

unnecessary to enter upon the proof of truths so generally ac

knowledged. Besides which, it was the translator's professed

design to confine himself solely to those parts of the author's

work which relate to Christianity, or were indispensably neces

sary to introduce the subject.'

On this account the work begins with an original paragraph;

but the translator soon takes up his author, and follows him

tlosely through the rest os his volume. M. Bonnet's preface

to the separate publication of 1770, is also, with great pro

priety, preserved : it is an admirable one.

Prefewich's Respublica, or a Display of the Honours, Ceremonies,

and Enfigns of the Common -ivealth, under the Protetlorjhip of

Oliver Cromwell, i^to. 7/. 6d. in Boards. Nichols.

f\F this whimsicarwork it is not easy to give a proper ac-

count: its contents are miscellaneous, sometimes new and

curious, often trifling, and occasionally fanciful. The greater

part of it, however, is accurate and authentic, compiled by

one of sir John Prestwich's ancestors, near the period of the

events. But it is impossible for us to do more than to tran

scribe an account of the contents, and, in a few instances, to

point out subjects of some curiosity : for the rest we must refer

Xo the work itself, which is to be completed in another volume.

The first part contains the common-wealth table, in which

it appears that Oliver was (probably) descended from Blethin

ap Kynvyn, prince os Powis. It is followed by a description of

the procession, with the ceremony of theinvestitute and instal

lation of Oliver, by 4 Edmund Prestwich, an eye and ear wit

ness to all that pasted.' This account is, in many respects,

curious, and it is rendered more so by a list of the members of

the house of commons who were present.

The flags and pennons of sundry commanders of companies

in the service of the common-wo*lth, are then blasoned at

length. •' * My
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* My reason, adds the author, for being so prolix in each de»

fcription was not to please the multitude, but each individual,

whose chief pleasure is, that any circumstance, be it ever so tri

fling, concerning their family, is welcome ; I mean, to such

penerous souls as tread in the virtuous principle of their; fere-

fathers.' :

The armorial bearings of the commanders, &c. follow in

their order, with a list of the governors or major generals, ap

pointed to command in the different districts of England. i

The charge of the military establishment of the common*

wealth, as recorded in the journals of the house, on the zd of

December, 1652, was estimated at 1,496,2151. but by some

new regulations of the council of state, the charge was reduced,

to 1,44.3,680!. Of infantry, there were in England, 4700 sol

diers, besides officers : of cavalry 2520 : in garrison were 6159

soldiers, besides officers. In Scotland were 15000 infantry,

2580 cavalry, exclusive of 560 dragoons. In Ireland, there

were about 2000 men. The navy was not inconsiderable: at

home were 56 sliips of war, from 52 to 4guns ; abroad 26 (hips

of war, from 52 to 22 guns. The expence of the navy, for the

ye2r 1652, for building ships, furnishing men, &c. amounted

to 829,4901.

The list of those, who fell in the civil war, or afterwards

on the scaffold, is next inserted. The following remark we

think worth transcribing.

' The editor cannot help observing, that at the beginning of

these unhappy and uncivil wars, generally most of the old fami

lies were divided among themselves, whereby many a designing

flatterer made his fortune by the ruin of both Whig and Tory ;

as it is a fact well known, that those of each side who acted on

pure principles were generally the sufferers. Thus many

ancient heads of families were clapped on the block by some

great spendthrift, or designing villain, that had a fortune to

raise, or had lost one. Little had the under-pullers generally

to do in the quarrel, as they constantly avoided any military

employment, that thereby they sliould have leisure to enrich

themselves by the destruction and ruin of their own and the op

posite party ; witness the Catholic family of Temple, with others

of the fame stamp, who enriched themselves-by the fall of others ;

nay, even that of their own party, whom they seemed to espouse

with zeal, though secretly they secked their overthrow to enrich

themselves. This is evident, as very few of the protector's fa

mily, or that of Fairfaxes, but what were as great sufferers as

any of the royal party. Indeed, except in a few, the leaders

seem to have been engaged by disgust or ambition, or some si

nister inducement. From these causes the country was undone

by the ravage one side or both made : and all this not so much

for respect to merit or title, as for pique and revenge, and a

fondness to.lhew their parts, and thereby raise themselves on the

ruin of others.' 4 Th^
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' The names and armorial bearings of sundry noble and wor

thy personages in the common-wealth, with some account of

their families,' furnish nothing that we can extract with ad

vantage : the author's ancestor, Edmund Preltwich, of London,

is noticed among the rest. Oliver, our author remarks, di

vided the old families against each other, to govern the whole

more easily, and many were destroyed in the contest. He

thinks that it is a mistaken opinion, that the supporters of the

common-wealth were of the lowest class, and the meanest fa

milies.

The death and funeral of Oliver are next described from a

MS. of Mr. J Prestwich, of Ail Soul's College. This gen

tleman was fully of opinion, that the protector was poisoned.

The body was buried privately, and a gilded ceffin honoured

with the funeral decorations.* The funeral ensigns of honour,

belonging to Oliver, are described, and farther particulars re

lating to the ceremony, and the expences of the funeral, are

subjoined.

The birth, marriage, and issue of Oliver, are pointed out at

some length, and a list of the members of parliament, who* fat

in the year 1658, is afterwards added.

The constitution of England is, in our author's opinion,

the true republican form, and he thinks that no law can

give a better title to the supreme sovereignty than the general

consent os those who are governed. His examination, however,

of the constitution of England, degenerates into an antiquarian

discussion, and concludes with an heraldic display of the style,

title, and atchievements of their present majesties.

An alphabetical roll of ihe names and armorial bearings of

most of the present nobility, and ancient families of these

kingdoms, together with those of Germany, France, and Spain,

is begun in this volume, and to be finished in the second.

Our author seems only to have concluded the letter A. The

observations, ho.vcver, which occur on this subject, must be

deferred till the appearance of the second volume.

Tie Vision of Columbus : a Poem, in nine Books, by Joel Barlow,

Esq. izmo. 2S, in Boards. Dilly.

TfHE subject of this poem, in regard to the author's local

■*■ situation, is well-choser.; the design grand and extensive,

adapted for the display both of his descriptive and reflecting

powers. The attempt is arduous, and, in genera), he shews

himself not unequal to it. The scenery and appearance of the

hero, with which the first book opens, is solemn and interesting.

• ' His remains were privately interred in a small paddock, near Hoibom,

in that very spot over which the obelisk ii placed in R«rd Lii>n Square.

TJ»e Secret! Juhn Piestwich..' < JLong
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• Long had the sage, the first who dared to brav*

The unknown dangers of the.western wave,

Who taught mankind where future etnpires lay

In these lair confines of descending day,1

With cai-es overwhelm 'd* in life's distressing gloom,

Wisti'd from a thankless world a peaceful tomb ;

While kings and nations, envious of his name,

Enjoy'd his toils and triumph'd o'er his fame*

And gave the chief, from promised empire hurl'd,

Chains for a crown, a prison for a world*

Now night and silence held their lonely reign,

The half-orb'd moon declining to the main ;

Descending clouds, o'er varying ether driven,

, Obscur'd the stars and stiut the eye from heaven ;

Cold mists through opening grates the cell invade,

And deathlike terrors haunt the midnight shade;

When from a visionary, short repose,

That raised new cares and tempered keener woes,

Columbus woke, and to the walls addrefs'd

The deep-felt sorrows of his manly breast.'

After a characteristic and affecting speech of Columbus,

—■ ' a thundering found

ltoll'd round the shuddering walls, and shook the ground j

O'er all the dome, where solemn arches bend.

The roofs unfold and streams of light descend ;

The growing splendor fill'd the artonisti'd room,

And gales etherial breathed a glad perfume ;

Mild in the midst a radiant seraph shone,

Robed in the vestments of the rising sun j

Tall rose his stature, youth's primeval grace

Moved o'er his limbs and brighten'd in his face*

His closing wings, in golden plumage drest,

With gentle sweep came folding o'er his breast,

His locks in rolling ringlets glittering hung,

And sounds melodious moved his heav'nly ;ongue.'

These lines are equally musical with the preceding, but

have no great pretensions to originality. The angelic ap

parel, like an Asiatic's dress, or military uniform, seldom of

never varies in poetic writ. The 'glad perfume, robes of splen*

dor, golden plumage, grace of youth, glittering locks, and

wings folding o'er the breast,' have decorated their appear-

'^ice, or constituted their wardrobe, time immemorial. The

last circumstance is not so common, though it may be found

in the picturesque representation of Raphael in the 5th book

of Paradise Loll, and which probably the author had in his eye

when he composed the preceding passage. The idea is taken

from the prophetic writings, and the description there given of

an angelic being, we apprehend inferior to none in any lan

guage.
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guage. We do not blame the author for treading in his pre

decessor's steps. It is a circumstance much easier to remark

than alter. Particular images annexed to supernatural being9

have gained possession of our minds, and to vary from them

might appear unnatural or absurd. The idea in the first lines

is well expressed ; but though thunder and lightning are, ac

cording to Fielding, the proper paraphernalia of a ghost,

yet neither of them seems a proper attendant on a celestial vi

sitant, who appears for so benevolent a purpose as the present*

The last line is obscure but might be easily altered.—The

.grand design of the poem now commences. The angel displays,

in vision to Columbus, a view of the American continent j its

principal mountains, rivers, lakes, &c. are described. The

natives, their characteristic qualities, and supposed origin are

investigated. The two great empires, Mexico and Peru, are

particularly dwelt upon. An historical detail of the transac

tions in the latter, intermixed with some romantic fictions*

supposed to have happened before the Spaniards subdued that

country, is next given. The progress of the European settle

ments in the northern parts, and the nature of those colonial

establishments, is delineated. This leads to the military trans

actions, particularly those in the late contest that have savaged

that quarter of the globe. Here, as it may naturally be sup

posed, the leaders of the continental army receive a large tri

bute of applause. The author too often blends ancient man

ners with those that are modern. ' Steuben'a veteran armour,'

the Britons advancing with 'lifted lance,' and Montgomery

by his single prowess overthrowing * hostile legions,' is not

■ descriptive of modern warfare. The attributes of a romance

here suit but badly with a general of the present time; and

we think Washington must smile at seeing himself represented

as mowing down whole armies like an Amadis or Orlando.

* Behind, great Washington his falchion drives.

Thins the pale ranks, and copious vengeance gives*i

Hosts captive bow, and move behind his arm«

And hosts before him wing the driven storm.'

The American's great ally in this poem, as in all others that

have from the fame quarter fallen under our inspection, is in

vested with the splendor of an Asiatic despot, arid compli*

mented with the spirit of an Hampderi.

'Bright o'er the scenes of state a golden thronej

Instarr'd with gems and hung with purple, shone.

Great Louis there« the pride of mdriarchs, fate.

And fleets and moving armies round him wait }

O'er western shores extend his ardent eyes

Thro' glorious toils where struggling nations rise.'

* To rendar this rhyme correct, the word ftuuld bear i very different

meaning.

Vol. LXV.Jaa. 1788. X> He
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He expresses great zeal for the ' liberal universal cause,' is

melted into tears for the oppressed Americans, and • assumes

his arms reluctant for the fake, of peace.' This liberality of

sentiment is doubtless highly laudable in an absolute monarch ;

and as his own people seem desirous of partaking the blessing

of those inherent natural rights for which he has so gener

ously contended abroad, how can he consistently refuse their

reasonable requests ? Should the reader suspect that Mr. Bar

low may be a little mistaken in the principles he attributes to)

his Gallic majesty, and that his zeal for liberty may by this

time be somewhat abated, he will, we trust, accord with us in

praising the justice and spirit of the following encomium oa

one of our illustrious countrymen.

'High on the tallest deck majestic shone

Great Raleigh, pointing tow'rd the western sun ;

His eye, bent forward, ardent and sublime,

Seem'd piercing nature and evolving time ;

Beside him stood a globe, whose figures traced

A future empire in each wilder'd waste ;

All former works of men behind him shone,

Graved by his hand in ever-during stone ;

On his mild brow a various crown displays

The hero's laurel and the scholar's bays.'

Several subsequent lines are equally animated, but some of

1 them rather verge on the bombast. Mr. Barlow's general merit

renders it excuseable. So daring a muse as his must some

times be expected in her sublime flight to veil her head in the

clouds. Injustice to this gentleman we must observe, that, un

like a late American poet, he abstains from all illiberal abuse

of the British army, and the generals who commanded it. As

an American, indeed, he is partial to his countrymen, and we

commend him for it. A certain degree of enthusiasm is laud

able both in a patriot and a poet. We find likewise, in this

performance, toany philosophical disquisitions on the cause of

the dissimilarity aj»/>ng nations ; on the peopling of America ;

on the progress-of jarts and sciences ; and the extensive influ

ence which the discoveries of Columbus may have upon the in

terest and happiness of mankind. That subjects so extensive

and arduous should not always be accurately investigated, that

several faulty passages might be selected from a poem of such

magnitude as the present, cannot be tfondered at, and ought

not to detract from its general merit. Mr. Barlow thinks with

freedom, and expresses himself with spirit. The introduction,

which contains the life of Columbus, is written in an agreeable

easy msn,ner : the dissertation on the genius and institutions of

Manco Capac, in which the Peruvian legislator is compared
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or contrasted with Moses, Lycurgus, Mahomet, and Peter of

Russia, from its acuteness and perspicuity, reflects credit on the

talents both of the hero and author of the essay.

A Course of Phyfco-Theological Ledures upon the State of thfi

World, from the Creation to the Deluge. By Robert Mi/n,

A. M. %-vo, $s. in Beards. Faulder.

IF it were designed to demonstrate the care of Providence as

* well as its wisdom from the arrangements of the universe,

the various supports and assistance which man receives, and

the wonderful structure of his organs, adapted either for the

continuance of life, the preservation of the species, or even

the gratification of the fenses, physico-theology might be an

useful study. Butit would require extensive knowlege, acuta

penetration, and a sound judgment, to perceive what really

exists, and not to convert blemishes into blessings, or to sup

pose wonderful order in what is the effect of accidental cir

cumstances, or in arrangements which are the offsprings of

the imagination. Mr. Ray's very excellent work is defective

in some of these respects, not from his errors, but from thp

imperfect state of science at the period when he wrote. Mr.

Miln does not examine every part of the subject : he chiefly

confines himself to the philosophy of the OldTertament, the de

scription of the creation, the fall and the deluge. In these

accounts he is very unequal, and very inconsistent. He con

tends, for instance, for the philosophical accuracy of every

part os the Mosaic account of the creation, and enlarges on

his own explanations and the fancies osothers, while in another

place, where the motion of the fun is mentioned, he expressly

tells us, that the scriptures are not designed to teach us phi

losophy. Again: while he supposes the account of the cre

ation to be dictated by inspiration, and to be philosophically

true, he, in another place, allows, that the design of Moses was

chiefly to preserve the genealogy of the Israelites, and the

connection of their different branches. Another inconsistency is,

in the population of the antediluvian world : when it' is ne

cessary to explain the different connections, and to give some

account of people spoken of, seemingly distinct from the fa

mily of Adam, in the earlier periods the population is repre

sented to increase with rapidity : about the time of the deluge,

when so few entered the ark with Noah, the population is sup

posed to be inconsiderable. In lhort, the author is engaged

on uncertain and precarious ground ;.so that it is not surprising

that he should sometimes slide, and sometimes sink : we rather

wonder that, with much good fense, and no little share of in

formation, he should have undertaken the taik at all.

D 2 l fad
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The first Lecture is on the book of Job : Mr. Milh supposes

it to be written before the giving of the law from mount Sinai,

because there is no allusion to the rites of Moses, the sojourn

ing of the Israelites in Ægypt, or their peregrination through

the wilderness. We have formerly read Homer with care, and

Recollect nothing of that kind in him ; and we really think it

equally reasonable to suppose the Grecian ballads of the early-

age, which from that cause he would assign to Job. The di- .

stance of Arabia from Ægypt and Palestine is not much greater

than that of Greece, or at least of Ionia. It is more repre

hensible in Mr. Miln to draw serious arguments from the

bold, the exuberant imagery of this valuable relic. ' Where

wast thpu, when I laid the foundations of the earth, when the

morning stars fang together, and all the sons of God shouted

for joy ?' This is a sublime and animated apostrophe; and it

is adduced by our author to show, that stars (literally stars)

existed before the foundation of our world : we should not

have been surprised if he had considered the sons of God in an

equally literal sense. The substance of the book of Genesis is

supposed to be revealed to Adam, and handed down to Moses.

It would be improper to consider the history of the creation

as related by Moses, too minutely, nor are we willing to retaij

the sneers of infidels against it, because they are weak, idle,

and ill-founded. There is one argument which must always

have weight : if the Bible is not a strictly philosophical descrip

tion of different appearances in every part, we are not obliged

to consider it as such in any. If the history of the antediluvian

ages is not a true account of what really happened, in its whole

extent, there is no reason for thinking it any thing more than

a connecting link, to give an union and consistency to the

whole. That it is not an historical account, is evident from

the tree of life, the tree of knowlege of good and evil, the ser

pent, &c. These are so plainly allegorical, so clearly descrip

tive of depraved inclinations, and of temptations in every age,

that it seems never to have been designed but as a lesson to

guard against the indulgence of sensual appetites. Even our

author is more than once inclined to consider it as an allegory ;

and he is stopped, seemingly, from one consideration alone.

We shall transcribe the passage.

s* I will put an enmity between thre andihe woman, and between

thyfeet! and herfeed. Itjhall bru'Je thy head, and thou Jhalt bruise

his heel. It is very remarkable in these words, that the enmity

was only to subsist between the serpent, and the woman with

her seed. But had this history been an allegory, in which the

serpent represents passion, what reason can be given, why there

should be no opposition on the part of the man ? Was he to

i. have
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have no passions wherewith to contend, but to live as helifledj

while the woman was only to be kept under restraint ? This

proves thehillory to be real, and not allegorical. '

In this part the allegory is carried on with respect to the ser

pent somewhat literally ; but no one could for a moment think-

that a real serpent was intended. The wicked one who was

supposed to have suggested these thoughts, and to have urged

the woman to disobedience, is considered as the rooted enem^

to mankind, and to the woman in particular, for Jbe alone dis

obeyed, in consequence of his advice. The opposition be

tween them is pointed out as between a human being and a rep

tile ; nor is there any reason to suppose, by referring to her

seed, that there was any allusion to our Saviour. This is a

far-fetched analogy, without any foundation, unless our Saviour

was to have sprung immediately from Eve, without any inter

mediate descendant. The works of Moses are distinguished

by their simplicity, their sublimity, and their eloquence; yet

we cannot, with our author, so greatly admire his art, in com

prising the history of 2000 years in a few short chapters, whed

we consider that the events are so few, that even hit few pages

are filled with evident allegory.

The second Lecture contains a particular account of the crea

tion, according to Moses. Mr. Miln examines every day's

work with care, and explains what may seem doubtful and

uncertain. Indeed these points are laboured with so much

accuracy as to render the whole frequently ridiculous. On

this serious subject we would wish to avoid levity ; but as we

have given an opinion, we shall support it by a specimen.

* Some may wonder, why making the air should be the work

of one whole day, especially as this seems to be no more than

the effect of natural causes. But such should consider, that the

firmament and clouds are objects of great magnitude in holy

writing. In them the great Creator gives to mankind the moll

striking display of his majesty, power, and goodness, He mates

the clouds his pavillion, from whence he utters the voice of his ex

cellency, at which the mountains are moved out oftheir places, and

the pillars of the earth do tr-cmble. By them he ivatereth and r'r-

frejheth the earth ; and makes it a nursing mother for the various

tribes of its inhabitants. He useth the clouds not only for mer

cy, but for correction ; , and by them turns a fruitful land into

Barrenness for the iviciednefs of them that dwelt therein. When

the psalmist calls upon a I nature to celebrate the praises of its

Creator, he thus begins, Piafye the Lord fro/ji (he heavens^

praise him in the heights.''

Does this argument amount to any thing more than that

what the Hebrew poets employed frequently in their imagery,

was of great importance in the eyes of an Hebrew historian./

T> 3 That
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That one work is more difficult than another to the Almighty

is an impious supposition ; and that much time was required

to make what was afterwards to furnish such varied imagery,

Is one which we are asnamed to suggest even after our author,

and still more ashamed to dwell on. The following passage

may perhaps excite a smile :

* The manner of her (Eve's) formation was different from

that of her husband. He was made of rude dust, but lhe of dust

already dignified and refined; which accountsfor the superior deli-

cacy of thefemalesex.'

There are many similar passages, which we shall not swell our

article by enlarging on : there are many which might furnilh

ubject for ridicule, if our respect for the author and his sub

ject did not check our pen. If Mr. Miln had not. voluntarily

put on the fetters, he would not have excited our attention by

his mode of walking in them : we must repeat, that he is well

acquainted with philosophy, and with the labours of commen

tators on the Bible.'

The third Lecture is on the wisdom and goodness of God in

the creation. It shows the piety and the goodness of the au

thor's heart in a- strong light. His instances of God's good

ness are not, however, correctly explained. He speaks ofour

planet's possessing a favourite place in the system, without re

flecting that he ought to have considered the wisdom of God in

adjusting the various constitutions of the inhabitants of the

different planets to their situations. We might undoubtedly

been made capable of bearing the heat of Mercury, or the cold

of the Herschel with equal ease; or either planet might be

constituted so as to fit constitutions like our's.

The fourth Lecture is on the state of man in paradise. The

garden of Eden is supposed to have been situated somewhere

above the Persian gulf, on the banks of the Euphrates. He

describes the situation of Adam, according to the account of

Moses. Though the circumstances are considered too literally,

yet there are many judicious thoughts and just reflections in

terspersed in this Lecture.

The following essay is on the fall, and the sixth on the con-r

sequences of the fall. The curse on the ground mentioned by

Moses, our author supposes may be explained from a destruc

tion of its fertility, in consequence of volcanos ; and the flam

ing sword of the cherubim at the east end of the garden, to

'signify a natural conflagration of that portion of the globe.

These explanations may probably be just ; but they certainly

are founded on an imaginary basis. The effect of the fire turn*

jng that portion of ground into sea, is probably more so. Mr,

Mijn's observation pn the fin of Adam being transferred to h;»

posterity
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posterity we {hall not select, because he scemi to leave the

question undecided, whether the guilt really remains.

The seventh Lecture is on the state of the world after the fall :

but much of this is uncertain, since Moses, with an anxious

rapidity, hastens to his principal object. He soon leaves the

posterity of Cain, and pursues with care that of Seth. Yet

even here our author will step out of his way to debase his sub

ject ; for when he quotes the passage of Abel's being a keeper

of slieep, and Cain a tiller of the ground, it (hews, as he fays,

that the former was a more honourable employment, other

wise the elder brother 'would not have made choice of it : it was

perhaps more essentially necessary to preserve life, and there

fore the first object of employment. Mr. Miln's remark re

minds us of an observation on one of St. Paul's Epistles, where

he mentions a relation by marriage. It was sagely observed,

that it was no wonder St. Paul's relations were married well,

since their husbands might expect to rife in the church. This

Lecture contains, however, some just remarks on the patriar

chal religion, sacrifices, and the banilhment of Cain.

From the subsequent Lecture on the family of Cain and Seth,

as well as on the longevity of the patriarchs, we lhall extract a

specimen of Mr. Miln's abilities in sacred criticism : it is an

ingenious and probable explanation. ,

: '.' We are next presented with a speech of Lamech to Adah

and Zillah. Hear my voice, ye wives of Lantech : hearken unto

myspeech : for I haveJlain a man to my •■Mounding, and ayoung man

to my hurt. If Cain Jhall be avenged seven fold, then Lantech se

venty andseven fold. These words are some ancient fragment of

a history, and have no connection with what goes before or fol»

lows after. Therefore it is impossible to fay on what occasion,

or for what purpose they weie spoken.

* The Jews had a foolilh conceit that Lamech flew Cain.

But had this been the cafe, how could he have said, that he

had slain a yonng man, for by this time Cain must have been,

greatly advanced in years f Besides, instead of being punished,

he fays that he should be avenged, i. e. others would be pu

nished far more severely for killing him, than if thay had killed

Cain. The most rational conjecture about the intent of La-

mech's declaration is this : the murder of Abel had for a loug

time occasioned an animosity between the descendents of Seth

and Cain, which had made the latter build a city, that his

- children might live near together, and be able more easily to

unite for the common safety. And it happening that Adah and

Zillah, upon hearing some alarming news, acquainted their hus

band of the great danger he was in. When Lamech, to com-

pose their minds and banish their fears, made unto them the fol

lowing speech, which should begin with a question, and then

may be thus paraphrased. Why lliould we make our lives un-

D 4. easy,
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easy with these groundless suspicions ? And what have I done

that I should be afraid .' Have I slain a man, young or old, or

offered violence to our brethren of the other family f and surely

reason must teach them, that they have no right to invade or

hurt me. Cain indeed killed his younger brother Abel, but

God was pleased so far to forgive his sin, as to threaten to take

the severest vengeance on any one that should kill him : and if

so, surely they mull meet with a greater punishment, who shall

presume to kill me, or any of my innocent family. For ifCain

shall be avenged seven sold, truly Lamech seventy and seven

fold. And probably by discourses of this kind, and other arts

which he made use of, he so far overcame the sears and shyness

of the whole of his family, that thereafter, they ventured to

commence an acquaintance with the rest of their brethren, tiH

at last both became equally corrupted ; which provoked God t<>

inflict an awful punishment upon the whole.'

The subsequent Lectures are on the depravity of the antedi

luvians, and the deluge. The deluge, in our author's opinion,

was partial only, as there was not water enough to render it ge

neral. But we know not with sufficient accuracy the state of the

Antediluvian world to decide on this subject. The mountains

are very probably of a subsequent date ; and the great density

os ourglbbe, at present, may have originated from its being

deprived of water in the central parts, in consequence of thac

change. The whole is uncertain, and must remain so ; but

unless we believe the deluge to be universal, we cannot recon

cile the positive decisions of the Almighty with the subsequent

, events : and, if it was so, it is no less difficult to understand

how all the species were preserved in any vessel. Who brought

the rattle-snake, the anacondo of Ceylon, the hippopotamus,

the lion, or the hyæna, into the ark ? or who preserved the

lamb from the vvolf, or the kid from the lion ? The whole

must be resolved into a miracle, scarcely short of creation.

The. execution of these remaining Lectures is not greatly

superior to that of the former ones. The minuteness of our

author-s descriptions lead him into some disadvantageous de

tails, and his anxiety to reconcile the scripture-history to our

philosophy and our conceptions, is seldom recompensed by suc

cess. We find him often in labyrinths, from which be cannot

escape with ease, and for which purpose we cannot furnish a

Essays on the Microscope. By George Adams, Mathematical In

strument Maker to his Majesty, ya; tL6s. in Boards. Adams.

"I N pursuance of his plan, to give an accour.fof the differejit

■* instruments subservient to philosophical enquiries, tyfr,

Adams takes up the microscope, and gives us a very satisfac

tory
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tory 'description of the construction of this instrument in it*

different forms, and some entertaining disquisitions on those

subjects which it is employed to illustrate. In his Essay on

Electricity, a science of experiment, the explanation of the use

of different instruments, as we observed in our review of that

work.f comprehended almost the whole of what was known.

The microscope is an assistant of a different kind ; and it was not

easy to steer between a dry mechanical description, and a dif

fuse account of different objects remotely connected with it.

Mr. Adams's Essays may, to many, appear a patch work of

discordant materials from different authors, till they reflect

that they are in some measure necessary to the author's origi

nal purpose; and that they furnish a varied and a pleasing en

tertainment. If we examine the work with a critical rigour,

we lhall perhaps find in it too many details which have little con

nection with the microscope, and with which the generality of

readers are sufficiently acquainted : probably the author wished

to form an entertaining volume, though at the expence of a

little uniformity of design. The reader, however, who"is tired in

turning over these leaves, must have little curiosity ; or if he findj

only what he knew before, must possess extensive and extra

ordinary knowlege. We (hall examine the contents of Mr.

Adams's work more particularly. ....

The invention of the microscope, and the use of simple len

ses, first employs our author's attention. Every philosopher

knows the great power of the small globules of melted glass,

as magnifiers ; and every experienced observer has at times

felt the inconveniencies, and been led away by the misrepre

sentations of'compound instruments. Mr. Adams particularly

explains the method of melting glass, in order to imitate the

spherules of P. Torre with success. He afterwards goes on to

the more complicated microscopes, and describes Culpapper's

microscope ; the common solar microscope ; that for opake ob

jects ; the instruments invented for particular purposes, by

Wilson, Withering, Lyonet, and Ellis : the microscope pecu

liarly adapted for botanists ; the telescopic microscope ; his

own lucernal microscope ; and Cuff's double-constructed one.

The solar microscope is undoubtedly the best adapted for a-

musement ; that which magnifies the surface of opake objects,

is a beautiful and useful invention. Mr. Adams's lucernal mi

croscope is admirably adapted for viewing objects, and for

drawing ; while the double microscope, with the usual addi

tions, is well fitted for almost every purpose, and may be made

subservient to observations of every kind, as well as to amuse

ment. The philosopher, however, the cautious enquirer should

■f See Cm. Rev. Vol. lvii. page: 11.

.scarcely
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seareejytrust more than to a single lens. For increasing the

light, in viewing either minute objects or very dense ones, we

are surprised that no advantage has been taken of that brilli

ant spectrum, produced by transmitting the light of the sun

through a globe of water. The force of light is particularly-

conspicuous in the solar microscope, and leaf-gold alone refills

it ; for a little blue*ligbt is only to be observed on the edges

of the minute holes, which the irregularity of the hammer's

action leaves. The author teaches us also the use of micros

copes, the preparation of the objects, the action of these in

struments, and the method of estimating their magnifying

.powers. On all these subjects his explanations, are very clear,

but sometimes too minute, particularly in describing the simi

lar part of different instruments under the different heads.

Every writer on microscopes has given descriptions of the

different insects discovered by means of their instrument. But, .

■as Mr. Adams justly observes, entomology has been lately culti

vated with so much zeal and success, that many errors, and

more imperfections, are to be discovered in the works of his

predecessors. He collects accounts of the ceconomy "of these

little beings, which we often discover only by their depreda

tions, and treats at some length of their metamorphoses, ge

neration, respiration, food, and dwellings. He has generally

copied from actual observers, and writers of well-founded re

futation : but while this part of his work can be considered as

little more than a compilation, we must decline either analyzing

or transcribing from it : the facts are, however, very generally

curious and entertaining,

The account of.the anatomical structure of the caterpillar,

which is sound in the trunk of the willow, is chiefly taken

, from Mr. Lyonet. In the fame chapter is a description of the

barnacle, of the proboscis of a bee, of the wings and eyes

of infects, in which he improperly observes, that the wings

4re.of a talcky nature; of the leucofpis dorsigera of Fabricius, a

new genus discovered since the last edition of Linnæus's System

• of Nature ; of the lobster infect, probably a new species, not

unlike a louse ; and of another insect which Mr. Adams tells

. us is called by Linna;us trips ; but we can neither find the

name nor the description in the Systema Naturæ. The scales

of fish, the Ikin of the lump fi(h, the chrysomela afparagi ; a

species of notuxus of Fabricius, are also described in this mis

cellaneous chapter. Many parts of it are indeed new ; but

they are so intimately connected with the plates, that we

do not find it easy to select any description, though the fol

lowing one may be curious, and to the intelligent entomologist

may be easily anderstood,

• When
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* When Mr. Marftiam firft faw it at Richmorrd, he confidered

it as an undefcribed infeft, and an unique in this country ;

but he has fince found that it is mentioned by Fabricius, in

his Syftema Entomologies, as a new genus, under the name of

leucofpis dorfigera ; and there is one of the infers in the cabi

net of the celebrated Linna?us, now in the po/Teflion of J. E.

Smith, M. D. F. R. S. Sulz, and other writers, have alfo

defcribed it.

• It appears at firft fight like a wafp, to which genus the

folded wings would have given it a place, had not the remark- '

able fting, or tube, on the back, removed it from thence.

It is probably a fpecies between, and uniting the fphex and

waTp, in fome degree partaking of the characters of both.

The antennz are black and cylindrical, increafing in thicknefs

towards the extremity; the joint nearett the head is yellow,

the head is black, the thorax is alfo black, and encompafled

round with a yellow line, and furnifted with a crofs one of

the fame colour, near the head. The fcutellum is yellow, the.

abdomen black, with two yellow bands, and a fpotof the fame

colour on each fide, between the bands. A deep black polimed

groove extends down the back from the thorax to the anus,

into which the fting turns, .and is depofued, leaving the anus

very circular ; a yellow line runs on each fide the fting. The

anus, and the whole body, when viewed with a (hallow magni-

£er, appear punctuated ; thefe points, when examined in the

microfcope, appear hexagonal, as in the plate ; and in the cen

tre of each hexagon a fmall hair is to be feen ; the feet are yel

low, the hinder thighs very thick and toothed, and alfo form a

groove for the next joint ; they are yellow, with black fpots.

It is found in Italy, Switzerland, France, and Germany.'

In the following chapter is a very correft and extenfive de-

fcription of the form and the manners of the frelh- water polypus.

It is collected, like the reft of this work, from the bell iburces ;

but as the natural hiftory of this infeil has been the fubjedt of

much enquiry, we cannot extract any thing from this chapter

fufficiently new to be interefting.

Mr. Adams then proceeds to defcribe thofe animals which

are obferved in infufions of different fubftances : the fol

lowing general account of their appearances may be amufing

to thofe who have never obferved thefe diminutive animals.

' It has been long known, that if feeds, herbs, or other v«»

getable fubftances, are infufed in water, the water will foon be

filled with an indefinite number of little animals. We find

them, in general, moving in all directions with equal cafe and

rapidity, (ometimes obliquely, fometimee ftraight forwards, at

other times circularly, one while rolling and turning round,

and then running backwards and forwards through the whole

dimenfions pf the drop, as if in fport; at other times attacking

with
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with avidity the little heaps of matter they meet with in their way.

They know how to avoid with dexterity any obstacles that would

interrupt their motion, and even to avoid one another ; you may

fee hundreds in motion in a drop of water, that never strike

against each other ; sometimes they will suddenly change the

direction in which they are moving, and take one diametrically

opposite thereto. By inclining the glass on which the drop of

water is lai-c] , it may Be made to move in any direction ; the

animalcula in the drop will swim as easily against the stream as

with it.

* If the water begins to evaporate, and the drop to grow

smaller, they flock impetuously towards the remaining fluid ;

an anxious desire of attaining this momentary respite of life is

yery visible, as well as an uncommon agitation of the organs

by which they imbibe the water. These motionsgrow languid

as the water fails, till they at last cease. If they are left dry

for a little time, it is impossible to re-animate them by giving

them fresh water.

' Animalcula and insects will support a great degree of cold,

but both one and the other perish when it is carried beyond a

certain point. The fame degree of heat that destroys the exist

ence of insects, is fatal to animalcula ;.as there are animalcula

.produced in water at the freezing point, so there are insects

which live in snow.'

Mr. Adams attacks the vegetative power, and the organic

molecules of Messrs. Needham and Buffon.—He shews that

'these atoms are really animals, and describes their manners,

the modes of their increase, and even their fins, from Mr,

Ellis. In some parts of this detail, we fear the imagination

has added circumstances, and imposed on the eyes: we own

that we are suspicious of minute microscopical observations.

Lcwenhoeck, Buffon, Linnæus, and Monro, have been, in

more than one instance, deceived. But the existence and the

general form of these animals are sufficiently established ; so

that it is not improper to add a description of the various in

dividuals ; and, in this respect, Mr. ,Adams follows the ar

rangement of O. F. Miiller. After each definition, obser

vations on its appearance and' origin follow: those on the

•vortictlla rotatoria are very curious.

The ninth chapter is on the organization and construction

of timber, as viewed by the microscope. Our author's in

structors, in this branch, are chiefly M. du Hamal, and sir

John Hill, though he owes somewhat also to Dr. Grew.

Du Hamel's work, the Physiques des Arbres, is not so well

known as it deserves ; and the pbservations collected from

this naturalist are very valuable.

: . « • The
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The appearance of the crystals of salts is the last object of

our author's attention. He seems, in his explanation of

crystallization, to consider the water of crystalization to be

essential to the form of the crystal ; but for this opinion there

seems to be no very good foundation. The water appears to -

be mechanically intangled in the salts ; and, instead of its

escape destroying the crystal, it appears to escape, because

the crystal is destroyed. In explaining these phenomena,

however, if we allow a polarity in the small particles of the

salt, we must necessarily admit of two poles ; for attraction

alone is not sufficient, unless we add to their properties

an ekBive attraction, which probably does not take place,

without some degree of repulsion.—A list of the objects pro

per for the microscope follow, that observers, as our author

remarks, may not be contented alone with the few objects,

which are generally fold with the instrument, and consider it

as a spectacle which is begun and finished with a display os

this-limited scene. Indeed, his whole work is better adapted

to prevent views so confined : by rousing the mind, and in

ducing the observer to look through every part of nature, he

can alone prevent the microscope from becoming the play

thing of children of a larger size.

The volume is illustrated by above thirty* plates, of rather

unequal merit. The best are executed, as the French term it,

en noir, in imitation of drawings with Indian ink, with

great accuracy and beauty : even the inferior ones are clear

and expressive. The frontispiece is extremely beautiful : the

light, proceeding from a fine figure of Truth, with one or

two little exceptions only, is managed with singular (kill. The

engravings not only represent the different kinds of micro

scopes, but a great variety of different objects magnified.

Though, in our examination of these essays, we have found

much to praise, yet we must not indulge ourselves in indiscri

minate panegyric, the refuge of indolence, and a careless exa

mination. We think, that he has omitted to describe a very

curious, and, in the physiology of vegetation, an interesting

•scene, viz. the appearance of the pollen, in hot water, the

bursting of the elastic covering of each grain, a,nd the escape

of the smaller atoms, the true farina. There are other omis

sions in the vegetable part, at least of equal if not superior

importance, to many things which are admitted ; particularly

the late discoveries of Hedwig, relating to the parts of" fructi

fication of mosses and mushrooms.

* The number is thirty-ene, but some of them are repeated under th«

fame title.

The
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The essays are sometimes enlivened, as Mr. Adams will

probably call it, by poetical quotations, and occasionally by

prose run mad. This method is displeasing to a philosopher :

it breaks the chain of his reflections, aw leads to the mortify

ing reflection, that philosophy is not supposed to be sufficiently

interesting without these meretricious ornaments. We can

not compliment Mr, Adams on his taste in the selection

of his adventitious decorations : some of them, like the jewels

in the nose os an Indian, only shew how much deformity may

be increased by misplaced finery. Mr. Adams's language is

neat, but often philosophically incorrect. The references to

the plates are, in some instances, faulty. Though these errors

detract a little from the merit of the work, and the pleasure of

the reader, yet, on the whole, this performance is a very re

spectable one. In another edition, we would recommend a

particular list of the plates to be added, since it is not easy, if

we look at the engravings only, to find what they are intended

to represent.—Our author's next work, in this department of

science, will be Astronomical and Geographical Essays.

ul Tour through the ljlands of Scotland, and the Hcbridc Isles, in

1786. By John Knox. Svo. 6s. in Boards. Walter.

IT appears that the plan of improving the fisheries in Scot

land has much engaged Mr. Knox's attention for several

years ; and to promote this end, he has repeatedly written

and published addresses to the gentlemen of that country, and

the public ; which, with some observations on the antiquities

of Scotland, are prefixed to the narrative of the tour.

On examining this work, we find it to be an enlargement of

a pamphlet published in 1/84, under the title of • A View of

the British Empire, &c.' and of which we gave an account in

our fifty-eighth volume. t

The volume begins with a short account of the author's

journey from London to Edinburgh, and thence to Oban, in

Argyleshire ; after which he gives a general description of the

West Highlands and Hebride Isles, between Oban and Cape

Wrath, in the northern parts of Scotland. Oban, he observes,

is formed by nature, and by a combination of favourable cir

cumstances, for being a principal harbour, and a centrical

mart for the South Highlands, and the numerous islands near

that coast. Here likewise he thinks that a royal dock and an

arsenal would be extremely advantageous to the nation.

The next place which claims particular -attention from this

traveller, is the island of Lismore, above seven miles in length

by one in breadth, and containing fifteen hundred inhabitants.

Here, as at Oban, he proposes that a town should be built for

the
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trie accommodation of fishermen ; and two of the same kind at

proper distances in Mull; a large island, and conveniently

situated for trade andAavigation.

Dr. Johnson has tola us, that a dinner in the western islands

differs v ery little from a dinner in England, except that in the

place of tarts there are always different preparations of milk :

and that their suppers are like their dinners, various and plen

tiful. Mr. Knox r?marks on this description, that the doctor

forgets the great variety ofwild fowl and fish at the tables of

the islanders, which no people in England, except those of

the first fortunes, can command; and even few of those can

procure such variety in equal perfection.

The following is given as the bill of fare of a Highland

breakfast.

* A dram of whiskey, gin, rum, or brandy, plain, or in

fused with berries that grow among the heath.

' French rolls ; oat and barley bread.

' Tea and coffee ; honey in the comb ; red and black currant

jellies; marmalade, conserves, and excellent cream.

' Fine flavoured butter, fresh and salted ; Cheshire and High

land cheese, the last very indifferent.

' A plateful of very fresh eggs.

4 Fresh and salted herrings bioiled

' Ditto haddocks and whitings, the skin being taken off.

'Cold round of venison, beef and mutton hams.

•Besides these articles, which are commonly placed on the

table -at once, there are generally cold beef and moor-fowl to

those who chuse to call for them. After breakfast themenamufe

themselves with the gun, fishing, or sailing, till the evening,

when they dine, which meal serves, with some families for sup

per.'

Great Loch Broom has in all ages been celebrated for its

herring fisheries, and is consequently the grand resort of the

busses from the towns on the Clyde, at the distance of two

hundred miles or upwards. Whatever be the cause, the ar

rival of the herrings is said to be more certain here than in

any other part of the kingdom. Till of late, they were re

markable for their large size, as well as their richness and

flavour. Their richness, we are informed, continues the

fame; but their size is diminished from five hundred to eight

or nine hundred for each barrel.

Mr. Knox tells us, it has been observed by the oldest men

how living, that the shoals of herrings do not frequent the

coast of Sutherland with that regularity and constancy which

is perceived on the shores of Ross-shire. But though this un

certainty of the herrings furnishes a discouraging circumstance;

against a fishing station, the cod and ling fishery is invariable
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to those who can venture a considerable way in the open sea,

where the fish are large and inexhaustible ; and the great fish

ery off the south coast of Iceland; to which there is an open

sea, and no interruption whatever, is yet more important. The

subsequent extract affords strong reasons for erecting a town in

this quarter*

'* Vessels which frequent that fishery from Holland and other

parts, generally allow one month upon an average, for the out

ward bound passage ; but if a town was established at Loch

Laxford, or Loch Inchard, the vessels from thence could rust

over with any wind, in three or four days. Other vessels have

to navigate the dangerous passage of the Pentland Firth, or the

channel between the Orkney and the Shetland islands ; but

between Cape Wrath and Iceland there are no lands, no inter

ruption to the progress of the vessels through the night as well

as the day*

' Shipping from other parts* who have long outward and

homeward voyages, generally chuse the longest day, which hap*

pens not to be the best season for cod : that fish is in its highest

perfection between November and April, or the beginning of

May at farthest t a circumstance which may throw the Iceland

fishery almost entirely into the hands of the north-west inhabi

tants of Scotland, and particularly those upon lord Rae's estate.

The very oil extracted from fish taken in the Iceland seas might

enrich the whole coast in a few years.

* But there is an argument in reserve, that supersedes all

other considerations, and points out in the most forcible man*

Her, the expediency of a town near Cape Wrath, even admit

ting that no fishery could be carried on from these shores, or

near them.

• The distance between Loch Inchard and Cape Wrath, and

from thence to Loch Eribol on the north sea, is above twenty

miles. In this long track, which to navigate requires different

winds, there is no place where a vessel can safely anchor iri

rough weather, or where she can receive the smallest assistance

to repair any damage she may have received in her voyage* The

coast to Cape Wrath is composed ofa perpendicular lineof rock

from 100 to 250 feet high, against which the sea breaks with

inconceivable violence, throwing its spray sometimes over the

summits, to a considerable distance upon the lands.

4 On the east side of the Cape the shore is exactly similar, ex

cepting the opening at Durness, which being mostly dry land

at low water, no vessels approach it unless driven thither by

stress of weather, when they are instantly stranded or broke to

-pieces.

' The, effects of this inhospitable shore, which denies either

an asylum or a supply to the'sir.king vessel, falls heavy, as fnr-«

. rnerly observed, upon the commerce of these kingdoms, besides

the dumber of men who die through cold and fatigue, or who

go,down with the ship to the bottom of the ocean. A town

1 therefore
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ilierefo're, at either of the above-mentiorte'd pladcs, would prova'

a moft defirabie boon to the fhipping of all the European na

tions, and particularly to thole of Great-Britain and Ireland.

Here able ftiip-carpenters might be accommodated with a grav

ing dock, and farnifhtd with all manner of materials for the

immediate repair of fuch yefiels as were forced thither through

leaks, dent, rough weather, or contrary winds.'

Mr. Kno* informs us, that in different parts of his journey

he exprefled a wiih to fleep in the room which had been oc

cupied by Dr. Johnfon. What beneficial effeft he experienced

from this nodurnal gratification we are not told, nor does it

appeaV from his narrative. He feems to have been at great

pains in examining the weGern coaft of Scotland in particu

lar : he points 'out feveral places where, he thinks, towns

might be built with great advantage, towards promoting the

ferneries ; and for his exertions in endeavouring to excite the

public attention to this important object, he is entitled to

commendation.

-^-:- f* - - • _ -

Se/tfi Beaxtits of dncient Englijb Poetry ; toilh Remarks iiy

Hehry Headley, A. B, zi-ols. 121110. 8/. /e<wtd. Cadell.

a period cbnfiderably earlier than the reign of

queen Elizabeth, to the cbnclufion of the laft century,

this nation has produced a race of poets, whofe works, though

Sow neglefted and forgotten, were once the delight and admi

ration ofthe age in which they lived. Some of thefe have foared

lo the heightsof the epic and dramatic mufe : fome have under

taken to illullrate the annals of their country ; and have beau

tified the plainnefs of hiftorical narration with the graces and

ornaments of poetry : fome have fent their fancies to wander

in the Fairy regions of allegory, have embodied the virtues

and vices-, the pafliohs and affections of man, and dreffed them

out with all the charms of fiftion; Some tranfport us into

the calmnefs and repofe of rural fcenery ; and entertain uv

with the artlefs loves of Ihepherds : while others, on the con

trary, have introduced us to the refined gallantries and po-

licenefs of cours. Some elevate our minds to the nobleft fen-

timents of heroifm and valour ; and others foothe and fubdue

us by the tendereft 'feelings of humanity; By a fate, however,

not uncomrooni they have funk into negleft : and the original

editions are now become fo fcarce> that few have an opportu

nity of conluking them. An attempt, therefore, to reftore

thefe writings to general notice, by the means of a republica-

tion, is certainly ufeful and commendable ; fince it not only

tends to gratify curiofity, but to ftrengthen and improve the

V.ot. LXV. Jan. 1788. fi jpublc
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public taste, hy enlarging the sphere os intelligence, and by

presenting to its view an additional supply of objects which

at once contribute to enrich the imagination, and to soften

the heart.

But though such, in some respects, have been the charac

teristic excellencies of the writers we have mentioned, their

faults, on the contrary, have been so numerous, as greatly to

overbalance them. In order to arrive at their beauties, it is

necessary to toil through whole pages, which are not only dry

and insipid, but even disgusting to the more correct taste os

modern readers. In this account, a collection from the se

veral poets, in which the best parts of each may be brought

forward immediately to view, and what is uninteresting or

disagreeable may be suppressed, seems better adapted to the

purposes of general entertainment than an entire new edition

of their works.

These are some of the arguments which appear to have in

fluenced Mr. Headley in the volumes now submitted to our

consideration. Let us hear his own words on the subject :

* Selections expressly of beauties, from modern books of

credit, unless immediately intended for the use of schools, are

in a great degree, idle and impertinent, and do but multiply

books to no good end ; by anticipating him, rhey deprive the

reader of that pleasure which every one feels, and of that right

which everyone is entitled to, of judging for himself: but in

obscure literature of a more remote period, the contents of

which are strangely unequal, even where it is the wish of the

editor to exhibit them entire, it is safer, previously to allure

curiosity by select specimens of prominent excellence, than to

run the risque of suppressing it totally by an indiscriminate and

bulky republication of the whole ; for it not unfrequently hap

pens, on the first inspection of such works, in which the beau

ties bear no proportion to the defects, that by an unlucky fort

of pervcrseness the reader is confronted with a dull passage, or

perhaps a series of them, the volume is instantly laid aside, and

with it every intention of a re-examination. In such cases,

therefore, and in such only, selections seem eminently of use j

and were it poffible to obtain the opinions of the forgotten au

thors in question, there can be little doubt of their acquiescing

in a revival of their works, however partial, rather than meet

the horrors of perpetual oblivion.'

These authors have found an able advocate in Mr. Headley,

and we do not think, if it were possible, as he fays, to obtain

their opinions, that they would regret having their cause com

mitted to such hands. The arguments which he himself has

used in their behalf, as well as what he has given us in their

own words, are of such a nature as will probably insure them

. . — . a fa

i
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a favourable decision from their judges. We will, however,

examine this work more particularly, and shall give our opi*

nions oh the several parts', as they have struck us in reading

them.

The Preface is chiefly employed in explaining the editor's

design and method of proceeding in the present selection, and

Sn giving ah account os other similar publications which have

appeared.

. In the Introduction, which employs twenty pages, Mr.

Headiey has entered largely into the merits of the ancient and

rnodern English poets, To those who have derived their poe

tical principles from the school of Pope ; and who naturally

retain a veneration for their mailer, he will perhaps appear ia

this comparison, to have leaned with too great partiality to the

fide Of the former.

Perhaps, the example of Pope has produced an effect on

t)nr poetry, similar to that of Titian in the province of paint-

ing. Both were men of undoubted genius, and both pos

sessed tie higher excellencies of their art in an eminent degree :

but their followers, who had neither so much imagination nor

judgment, were captivated with (hat softness and harmony ofco

louring, which strikes the observer at first fight; and without giv

ing themselves time to distinguish nobler beauties,made that the

immediate object of their pursuit, which is at best but a se

condary qualification. The taste, however, of the age is at

length gradually recovering itself from this extreme of vicious

refinement. The labours of sorf.e of the first friends of lite

rature {among whom it would be uujust to omit the author of

the History of English Poetry), have been successfully exerted

in restoring the grander and more simple style of Spenser and

Milton-. In promoting this reform, the pieces now under con

sideration may hot be without their advantage. Many of

them abound with that strength and richness of imagery which,

irtark the scenes of the Fairy Queen, and Paradise Lost: and

tothers possess, severally, that'manly warmth of sentiment, and

that natural and affecting tenderness which distinguish the nar

ratives of Shakspear*.

The biographical sketches, which follow next-, are not the

least valuable or entertaining part of this work. They con

tain a Variety of pleasant remarks, nrtch judicious criticism,

and some curious anecdotes. For the . latter, Mr. Headiey

has been assisted by Aubrey's MSS. preserved in the Alhmo-

lean Museum at Oxford. The character of Aubrey has, vj$

think, been Vindicated by Mr. Warton, in the Preface to hrs

Very elegant and learned edition of Milton's Minor Poems.

. £ * Th«
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The poetry in this first volume is divided under two heads,

Descriptive and Pathetic' Pieces. Among the former, we

recognized, with pleasure, the Induction to the Mirrour for

Magistrates, by Sackville, which we have often read and ad

mired as one of the sublimest pieces of English poetry. The

translation of the first book of Marino's Sospetto d' Herode,

by Cralhaw, is in the fame grand style. A new edition of the

translation of Marino would be a valuable acquisition to the

public. The selections from Drayton, Niccols, and Daniel,

which rank under the last head, are written with a simple and

affecting sweetness, that must interest every reader of feeling.

The second volume is divided into five heads ; consisting

of Didactic and Moral Pieces, Elegies and Epitaphs, Mis

cellaneous Pieces, Sonnets, and Speeches. The first of these

we think the least interesting of the whole selection. A mo

ral sentiment introduced in the midst of imagery, or pathetic

description, gives an air of seriousness and dignity to the

whole ; and is generally heard both with attention and plea

sure : but when the poet openly professes that his sole object

is to teach us, he has need of a more than ordinary power of

insinuation, as well as elegance of address, to insure a favourble

reception to his instructions. In this respect, therefore, the

modern poets seem justly to claim the advantage. It cannot,

however, be denied, that these pieces possess a simplicity which

is often pleasing : if the reader does not always find poetry,

he may expect to meet with good sense ; and though he may

not be delighted, he will scarcely fail to be improved.

Under all the other heads there are several specimens,

which are beautiful of their kind. In particular, the Son

nets of Drummond are remarkable for aclaffical chasteness and

purity, not usually found in the poets of the last century.

. We submit it to Mr. Headley's consideration, whether his

plan would not have been more regular, if, instead of classing

the pieces under different heads, he had printed them in their

chronological order, after the nraUjner of the Muse's Library 1

The poetry is in general well chosen. The editor has

sometimes, perhaps, as he fays, * listened to the captivating

whispers of mercy, instead of the cool dictates of unsentimen

tal criticism,;' but, in the few instances which occur, we are

not averse to granting this indulgence to his philanthropy,

Among the pieces of this selection we have sought in vain

for the names of Fairfax, Suckling, Randolph, and some

others,, whom we ihould have expected to meet with. We

were, in particular, much disappointed at finding no specimen

from Stephen Hawes, who certainly deserved a place here, not
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only for the early date of his poetry, but for that pleasing

simplicity which characterises the History of Graund Amour,

and La Belle Pucelle.

At the end of the second volume are subjoined sixty pages

of Notes, in which the learned reader will, we believe, find,

much amusement, and perhaps information. They display an

extensive knowledge, and a very accurate observation of the

older poets.

We find, from the editor's Preface, that he has materials

for two additional volumes: and we hope it will not be long

before he gratifies the public with them. Whenever he is

disposed to do it, we believe he need not sear meeting with 4

welcome reception. He seems to lament that his situation has

not been favourable to these pursuits. It is the happiness of

few to wander unconfined through all the delights of a literary

elysium, and to fay with the made of the ancient bard ;

Nulli certa domus : lucis habitamus opacis,

Riparumque toros, et prata recentia rivis,

Incolimus.

We think, however, we are consulting the public utility

when we say that we wish Mr. Headley every additional source

of information that he can desire.

The present volumes come recommended by a very nume

rous and respectable list of subscribers ; and are dedicated to

Mr. Windbarn, Member for Norwich.

An Attempt to illustra/e various important Postages in the Epistles,

&c. of the New Testament, from our Lord's Prophecies of tht

Destruction ofJerusalem, and from some Prophecies of the Old

Testament. By N. Nifiett, M. A. Svo. is. 6d. Johnson.

IT,HE object of our very modest and intelligent Author is to

* show, that the expressions in different parts of the New

Testament which apparently relate to the last day, in reality

point out only the decline of the Jewish empire by the de

struction of Jerusalem, and the extinction of the Jews as a

nation. The chief passages which he examines are the xxivth

chapter of St. Matthew, with the parallel ones in the other

Evangelist* 5 the two Epistles of Paul to the ThesTalonians, and

the 3d chapter of the Second Epistle of Peter. His position,

he endeavours to prove^ by a comparison of different parts of

the Old Testament; where, in a bold and figurative phraseo.-

logy, the prophets, in similar, language, point out events near

at hand, by the express observation of our Saviour and the

different Apostles, who confine the completion c£ the prpphs.-

E 3 cie*.
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cies to the present generation ; and by showing that, in their

situation, prudence would suggest a cautious language, which

their followers, from their other, doctrines, sand oral informa

tion, could not misunderstand.

The observations on the fifth chapter of the First Epistle

to the converts of Thessalonica are, in some measure, the foun

dation of much of the reasoning: we shall consequently select it.

' I shall begin with the jth chapter of the First Epistle,

which, from its close connection with the conclusion of the former

chapter, has generally been supposed to be a continuation of

the subject of the general resurrection at the last day, of which

the Apostle is there speaking, " Of the times and the seasons,

trethren, ye have no need th.at I write to you." In answer to.

•this representation, it might be observed, that the Apostle

apparently concludes his former argument by adding, in the

last verse, " wherefore comfort one another with these words,'* •

and this certainly deserves some attention, independent of any

other consideration.

' Besides ; if the times and the seasons relate to the time of

the resurrection at the last day, the Ap°ftle could not h3ve said,

that the Christians were not in darkness, that that day should

overtake them as a thief ; for I presume it will be allowed by all,

that they were as much in darkness as to the time when it should

take place, as the unbelieving Jews themselves; nor to mention

that it was a matter of mere curiosity, which the Apostle would

hardly have indulged. I think this must appear to every at

tentive reader, to be an argument of some considerable weight

against the common interpretation. But other evidence is not

wanting, that the Apostle in this chapter has begun a new sub

ject ; or rather, that the conclusion of the former chapter wa-s

only an occasional digression from the main design of the epistle,

' "The only way to ascertain the Apostle's meaning, and of

course to determine the sense of the ensuing context, is to exa

mine in what fense the phrase, "times and seasons," is used by

the sacred writers ; for upon that the whole evidently depends.'

The texts quoted, in which this phrase occurs in the. Old

Testament, are the 20th, 21st, 39th, and 40th verses of the

ad chapter of Daniel, and the 25th verse of the 7th chapter,

Svhcre it evidently alludes to changes merely political. Our

author, however, goes on :

. * "There is one passage more, where this phrase is used, and

that is in the New Testament, by our Saviour himself; and he

evidently adopts the fense, as well as the expression of the pro

phet; for when his disciples alked him when he would restore

the kingdom to Israel, Vvithout giving them a direct answer to

their question, he replied : " it is not for you to know the times

and the seasons which the Father hath put in his own power."

As if be had said—" You have no business to pry too curiously

into

•
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into the dispensation os Heaven, in producing those great re

volutions which his wisdom may see fit to bring about ; but to

rest satisfied that they will take place in iheir proper time.

* When, therefore, the Apostle uses the like phrase, probably,

as in the case of our Lord, in answer to some query put to him,

it is not likely that he mould vary the established meaning of

it, by referring it to the general resurrection, but applied it

to that period when the Jewish constitution was to be abolished,

and Jerusalem laid in ruins ; especially if it is considered thac

this period was then very near at hand.'

But while we give full credit to Mr. Nifbett for his ability,

we own that he has not brought conviction to our minds.

The boldness of eastern metaphor is not applicable to the sober

style of epistolary instruction j and the destruction os a city is

too obscurely pointed out, by the coming of the Lord. We

confess, that we mould rather look for a solution of the diffi

culties in the different interpretation of the term generation ;

and we cannot think it iuconsistent with the Apostle's charac

ters, to warn their converts, to avoid evil, by the uncertain

period of the duration of the world, or to urge them to persist

in the faith, since their time of trial might not be long.—-

But we must take another opportunity of explaining our opi

nions on this subject.

The Man of Sin, Mr. Nifbett supposes to be some impostor

of that time, and not to allude to the reputed, successors of

St. Peter. The remarks on Dr. M'Knight's translation are

not important: that author agrees with Mr. Nifbett in his

interpretation of some passages 5 but others, he supposes, really

allude to the last day.

FOREIGN LITERARY INTELLIGENCE.

AS it is some time sine* we resumed subjects of Natural phi

losophy and History, the materials, in this department,

have accumulated ; but, if a little disadvantage arises from the

lateness of some part of our information, it will be more than

compensated by our being enabled to communicate it in a more

connected order. Indeed, though we mention our Ltencss, it it

a comparative term only : for we shall only step back a few

months, except in some controverted subjects, While, in the

usual course, it would have been styled early information, some;

years hence.

Our readers are acquainted with the splendid work of Mess,

Marivetz and Gouffier. entitled Physique du Monde. We have,

mentioned the successive publication of different parts of the

fifth volume. The third pait appeared very lately, aud contains

£ 4. their
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their theory of fire, which, we are sorry to observe, is, in many

respects, exceptionable. They think, that the æther, or the

sethereal fluid, is the sole matter of fire; but that it produces

heat only, when put in motion by the parts of bodies. 'We

have foundt' fay they, • lhat the state of bodies, when they

are styled nor, depenJs on the intestine motion of their parts;

and this motion can only be attributed to the action of a fluid,

which pervades and agitates the smallest panicles. Fire, which

cannot then be the principle and cause of its motion, must be

its consequence and necessary tffect. We could not, therefore,

till this time, form any idea cf fire, if we would consider it as a

distinct body, except as a bpdy whose effects are perceived by its

being exerted to action inconsequence of friction, and the in

tensity of whose motion increases in proportion to the solidity of

the body employed, and the force as well as the velocity of the

frictions.'—This is the Newtonian system, which Newton doubt

ed of, and which the chemistry of modern times has destroyed.

The authors support it by numerous arguments, arid attack their

antagonists with much spirir, though without success.—The sys

tem is opposed even In their own country; and in a late publi

cation of M, Reynier, on ' Fire, and fume of its principal ef

fects,' a very different opinion is maintained. ,' All bodies,' fays

pur author, ' contain fire, not as a fluid pervading them, but as

a constituent part, and of course this portion of their substance

cannot be accumulated without changing their forms. It is di-

]atable, and can change its dimensions, and, in its different txio-

tions, tends to restore an equilibrium, in which it equally presses,

and is pressed on.' This system very much resembles M. de

Luc's, Which we shall examine at some length, in our next

Number. M. Reynier, however, differs from him, in at

tributing all the operations of this fluid to its alternate dilatations

and compressions. Heat, for instance, is only' fire, dilated by .

any cause ; and this principle is, in the work before us, extend&J

fa as to explain many of the phænomena of nature.

M. Reynier is not very successful in other branches of his phi

losophy. He has been long the antagonist of the systems, of

.Bonnet and Spaknzani ; and, in different essays, has attempted

to shew that organized beings may be reproduced from fecun

dated feeds, without the cencourse of the sexes, and that these be

ings may be formed by the simple aggregation ot organized mat

ter. We now mention him, because he has very lately returned

to the charge, and, in a very elaborate memoir, added different ar

guments and facts in support of his last position.

The facts which afford him the best assistance, in this last me-

v oir, are the phenomena of the vegetable fly from the .nushroom

of mosses T. There is a kind ot mushroom, the Clavaria Milita-

• We use the terms Mejfcs for messy crroiinds. Sulway moss, and other

similar greunds, have the fame dttiomli.ation.
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ris of Linnzus, (Syft. Natur. Ed. Vindob. 725.) which grows

pnly on the head of a dead infect, in the nympha ftate. The

phenomenon was firft obferved in the Caribbee iflands, and a.

proper account of it, with a judicious explanation, was given

by Dr. Watfon, and fir John Hill; but the kind of mulhroom

was, in thofe climates, a different one. The vegetating fly of

Europe was defcribed in a letter from M. Muller to M. Buck-

ner, inferred in many literary journals. JVI. Reynier defcribes

this beautiful faffron -coloured mufliroom very particularly, and

infills that it always grows on infects, from which botanifts tear

it rudely, and without either examination or reflection. He has

difcovered many new forts of this plant; and thinks not only thai;

they grow on organized beings, but that their form is the con-

fequence of the matters that produced them. This curious opi

nion is to be the fubject of a fubfequent memoir.

Having found two plants of this kind laft autumn, he began tp

examine them, and diftinotly faw, that each plant penetrated

the hairy fliell and the chryfalis, and but ft thefe coverings in

confequence of its expanfion, at the fame time. If we admir.

{hat every body proceeds from a germ, in this cafe we muft fup-

pofe, fays he, that the germ had penetrated the fliell and the

chryfalis, or had been taken into the infect's ftomach, andpaffed

with its fluid into that organ, previous to its metamorphofis.

The firft pofition, bethinks, falls of courfe ; and the fecond, he

endeavours to fliew, is equally without foundation, as the action

of the ftomach, the great folvcnt powers of the gaftric juices,

muft deflroy the principle of life. The queftion is thus reduced

to an abfurdity ; but the abfurdity may, perhaps, be retorted.

The facts are not well eftablidied : many botanifts have found

this mufhroom on peat. De Lnt found it on the furface of the

cranium of a living bee ; and Bruyfet has made a fimilar obfer-

vation. In America, it has indeed been found arifingfrom the

internal parts or the exuviae, but of exuvije fo decayed, as to be

permeable in many parts to the a'r; and thofe who have con

templated the fimple arrangement of the ftomach, and circu

lating fyftcm of inlefls, will fmile at the folvcac powers of the

gaftric j lice, and the action of the organ which contains it. Our

authpr, however, goes on: he fliewshowan infect muft produce

a vegetable, becaufe the matter of vegetables and animals differ

only in the former containing lefs fire ihan the latter; and

the infect muft lofe much of its fire by putrefaction. We muft,

therefore, wonder that every dead Daphne is not changed into a

laurel ; or that yews, in our church-yards, are not as common as

graves. The whole theory, of which our readers will prob ibly wifli

lor no farther fpecimen, is an elaborate explanation of Button's

fyftcm of organized matter, wheremuch ufeis made of the internal

mould, and the mefhesof M. Bonnet.

M. Reynier has not efcapcd without oppofition, nor has he

remained Blent : to-lib antJgonift M. Milfin de Grandmaifon,

/ ' ' of
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of the academy of Orleans, we have yet seen no reply ; but t»

another antagonist, on a collateral branch of a. dispute on the

fame principles, he has addressed some remarks.—We must take

this matter up a little higher. The fame author published a me

moir on the marchantia polymorpha *, (L. Sp. Plant. 1603) in

which he endeavours to show, that this kind of moss is re

produced from the cups, without the intervention of any im

pregnating farina from male flowers, since the cups were early

and carefully separated from the parent, and every other plant.

He did not long enjoy this partial triumph. The abbe P. an

ecclesiastic of some rank, soon reproved him for his hasty con

clusion, and for not reflecting that, in the instance he men

tioned, the propagation was rather by means of a flip than by

feed ; that, from having examined one part only, he could not

decide on the nature of other pans, which might be sexual ; and

that at best, if the fact contended for was really true of the mai>

phaijtia, it would not greatly affect the general question, espe

cially as the feeds of many cryptogamic plants had already been

dilcovered. To these observations M. Reynicr has just replied ;

but his great argument is directed against the general analogy of

the propagation <4f plants, and his best support of this argument

is the experiments of Spalanzini, which we have examined in

our review of the tranflation of his two volumes. In the inter

val, between the reply and the rejoinder, a very sensible letter,

addressed to .M. de la Metherie, appeared in the Journal de Phy

sique, in which this question is greatly elucidated. We shall

only attend to those parts of it which relate to the present dis

pute. Schmiedel, the author observes, to whom we are indebted

for an excellent work, entitled, Icones Plantarum et Analyses Par-

tium, published indifferent portions, at Norimherg, from the year

1747 to 1782, in folio, has explained the different organs of this

species of marchantia, which are subservient to its increase.—The

one is thelittle cup, which Rcynier observed; and it contains minute

globules, by no means sexual, whxh M. Schmiedel calls granula

vivipara. The cups are in fact flips or sucke:s, as Reynier himself

has suggested ; and this able author has erred only in supposing

them the only modes of propagation, for the marchantia has, be

sides these slips, male and female organs. They have both a similar

appearance, that of an umbrella, or a head, on a- toot-stalk.

The borders of the heads of the male flowers are only waved, and

those of the female divided in:o eight or ten rays. The former,

examined with a good microscope, are porous ; and these pores

lead to small oval cavities, which the author calls polliniferous

follicles, or the true anthers:. Under the rays of the latter is a,

little range of germ?, by age changed into capsules, which, in»

* The trivial name polymorpha arises from its heads, at different times,

assuming different forms ; by which means botumsts of credit have' impro

perly multiplied the species of the marchantia.

stead
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#cad of being free, as in other genera of mosses, are divided by

« membrane wbich shelters them. This description is confirmed

in every essential respect, by M. Hedwig; and, in his work, en

titled Theoria Generationis & Fructisicationis Plantarum Cryp-

togamicarum, a very excelltnt dissertation, which obtained the

prize from the academy at Peterlburg, for the year 1783, it is

illustrated by splendid and accurate plates. Many other parts c«f

the fructification are alsodescribed and delineated ; but we could

enlarge only on what was most essential to our present enquiry.

Indeed we should have long since reviewed the whole work, if

the necessity of constantly referring to the plates had not pre

vented us. We may add, however, to the other observations,

that M. Hedwig not only discovered the seeds, but sowed them :

.—they produced plants, and figures are given of their appearance

on their first expansion.

We have, in this detail, given the origin, and we suspect th<

termination, of this attack on the system of Bounet, by a disciple

of Buffon ; an attack and a dispute, in themselves of no great

importance ; but which have led to facts and observations both

new ;uid curious, instructive and important.

Though we may anticipate our account of a suture volume os

the Memoirs of the Society of Agriculture, yet M. Bernard's

remarks are too nearly connected with our present subject, to be

omitted. They relate to the fig-tree, and the very singular ope

ration named caprification. It was found that figs ripened im

perfectly, and that their feeds were not fruitful, if a branch of

the wi'td fig (caprificus) was not suspended over the tree. As

the wild fig contained insects, it was supposed that these insects

penetrated the fruit of the tree to which they were brought, and

gave a more free admission to the air, and to the fun. Linnæus

explained the operation, by supposing that the insects brought the

farina from the wild fig, which contained male flowers only, to

the domestic fig, which contained the female ones. From what

Hasselquist saw, in Palestine, he seemed to doubt of this mode of

fructification, and M. Bernard opposes it more decidedly. He

could never find the insect in the cultivated fig ; and, in reality,

it appeared to leave the wild fig, after the stamina were mature,

and their pollen dissipated : besides, he adds, what they may

have brought on their wings must be rubbed away, in the little

aperture, which they would form for themselves. At Malta, where

there are seven or eight varieties of the domestic fig, this operation

is only performed on these which ripen latest: the former are of u

proper size, fine flavour, and in great abundance, without it ; so that

he thinks the caprificanon only hastens the ripening. But it pro

bably does more : we must, however, follow M. Bernard.

He examined the parts of fructification of the fig ; and he ob

serves, if this examination be made previous to the ripening,

that round the eye of the fig, and in the substance of its covering,

may be seen triangular dentated leaves, pressed one against

another %
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another j and, under these leaves are the stamina, whose pollen s*

destined for the impregnation of the grains, which fill the rest

of the fruit. These mule organs are much more numerous in the

wild' fig than in the domestic; and the stamina arc found to con

tain a yellow dust, which may be collected, when it is ripe. The

wild figs, when ripe, are not succulent, and have no taste,

though the gniins are disposed in the same manner as in the

other kind. The pith of the grain of the wild fruit serves as

food to a species of the cynips, whose larva is white, till the mo

ment of its transformation ; and it is by an opening, in the di

rection of the pistil, that the insect penetrates the grain. From

this account, which is in many respects new, it is probable that

the insect is only communicated by accident to the domestic fig-,

and that the flowers of this gemrs are sometimes hermaphrodites.

But the number of hermaphrodite flowers being fewer on the culti

vated than on the wild' fig, the feeds are foecuudated more

certainly and quickly by the capiilication ; and every botanist

knows that, when the impregnation is completed, the flower

soon withers; while, if by any accident it is delayed, it conti

nues in bloom much longer. This view of the subject, there

fore, explains very completely the reason why, in Malta, the

caprification is practised on the late kind of figs, because it ha

stens the formation and maturity of the fruit.

Since we are now engaged in botanical researches, and, as

we may not soon have an opportunity to give an extensive ac

count, we shall add a short notice of a new work of the abbe

CaVanilles, on the geranium : our. readers may recollect his la

bours on the malvaceous plants, and the geranium is arranged

very near to them, in a natural order. This genus of orna

mental plants is a very numerous one : Tournefott knew about

liity species; the younger Burman, seventy four; and even

Murray, in the S) sterna Vcgetabilium, of 1784, could enume

rate but eighty-two. M. Cavanilles has described one hundred

and twenty-eight species. He has himself cultivated a great

number. Almost all are engraved, and the plates are superior

even to those of his former volumes. We may just observe, that

our author divides the speciei of geranium, either as they have

regular or irregular corollas : the former class contains, in ge

neral, the European species, whose leaves are most commonly

opposite; the latter contains the greater part of the African spe.

cief, whose leaves are more frequently alternate. This class

contains seventy-one species, the other fifty -fcven.

"I * *
The abbe Poire t has favoured the world with some farther cle-

sciipiions of the infects of Birbary, and we fliall take this oppor

tunity of continuing our account of his memoir.

The beetUs are the next objects of his attention, and the first

species described, is the fcarabseus marglnatus, scutcliatus, muti".

,cus, clypeo rhoxbco, elytris connatis, punctatis glabris, la-

tcrihus nurginatis. This infect is entirely black, and is not
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■unlike the scarabeus haemisphericus of Pallas, (Icones Insccto-

rum, pi. vi. fig. 23.) yet it is smaller ; its helmet almolt smooth,

with some other varieties. It inhabits sandy places, and digs a

hole tor its young under the dung of cows, where it lays its

eggs, and covers the aperture wiih sand : the larvæ reside in.

this gloomy dungeon till they have undergone their different

changes, and then escape from it by an oblique passage, which

they dig for themselves.

Though it has been already described, the abbe speaks of the

sacred beetle of the Egyptians, which they made the emblem of

Neitha, or of their Minerva. It was supposed to be of both

sexes, and to produce its ycung without any connection with

the male : of course it was a proper emblem of that goddess,

whom they styled the Creator. Ælian supposes it to be the em

blem also of a soldier, since they had it engraved on their rings.

—Our author, however, leaves the reveries of an antiquaryj and

speaks of it as a naturalist, who has sought it in its retreats a

gloomy and disgusting throne for a divinity—under cow's dung*

This insect wanders on the sand till the moment when it is to

provide for its young. He then becomes active and indefatiga

ble. He hollows out a piece of dirt, deposits the eggs in it, and

covers them with the dung, the food of the larvæ : this mass he

rolls on the sand, till it increases to the size of a small orange.

He isimpatient ti.l be has found a place to deposit this precious

burthen ; scarcely ever quitting it, he sometimes draws it with

his hinder legs, and sometimes puflies it forward with his head.

If it is taken from him, he is violently agitated; searches with

eagerness on every side, and never leaves the person whom he

discovers to be the robber. When this ball is sufficiently dry,

he digs a hole in the sand of eight or ten inches deep, and there

lays his future offspring. He accompanies them to their retreat,

and finishes there his own existence. The larvæ appear towards,

the end of autumn, and live in their cave tiil the spring, when

they become perfect insects, though sometimes the insects are met

in the winter with the larvæ ; and it is not easy to say, whether

they belong to the family of that, or of the former year.

The only spider mentioned in the continuation of the memoir

now before us, isthearanea fasciata, abdominc fasuis stavescenti-

bus, pedibus susco annulatis. The abb£ supposes it to be the fame

which Fabricius has described from the museum of sir Joseph

Banks. (System. Entoroologiæ, p. 433. 1 !.) —The difference

is only in the manner in which the eyes seem to be disposed .

This spider arrives at its greatest bulk in July : it is then a*

large as the thumb. It inhabits hedges and thickets : its webs

have large rntshes, and it resides in the centre. The snares arc

spread for large flies, wasp«, drones, and even locusts : the les

ser insects can escape through the meflies. The animal which it

entangles, is soon bound with strong threads, killed by the sj.i-

user's jaws, and partly eat, if the spider is hungry; the rest is

con-

s
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Concealed under some neighbouring dry leaves, covered with a

kind of web, and a blackish glue in great abundance. Irs lar^

der is said to be often plentifully stored : among these provisions

our author found the beautiful sphex maxillosa, formerly de*

scribed.

Its heft is of the size of a pigeon's egg, divided horizontally,

and suspended by the threads of the infect, which are of a silvery

tvKite, and stronger than silk. The young ones live in amity,

but when grown up are mortal enemies. They never meet

but they fight with violence, and their battle only ends with the

death of the weakest. The dead body is carefully stored in the

lardeh 'twelve of these spiders were shut up together; and, after

a battle of eight days, the strongest only remained alive; Jn the

fame thickets, our author met with another spider of a similar

kind, whose manners and ferociousness were the fame; It resem

bled velvet, and its colours were black and brown; agreeably

ihaded. It does not lay its eggs like the former, but deposits

them on some solid body, fastens them With a glue, and cover's

them with threads spun, seemingly without order, and so distant

from each other, that the disposition of the eggs may be easily

seen; The eggs are left to chance; and the parent-infect gives

itself little trouble about them.

Hijtoire dc VAcademic Royah des Sciences, pour VAnnie 1783;

avechs Memoires de Matbematiquc et dc Phyjiquc, pour la ?nhnt

Annie. 4/0. Paris, 1786;

AFTER a successful progress for near ninety years, the Royal

Academy of Sciences have changed the plan of their pub

lication. Their history, which was an abstract of their memoirs,

and an useful abridgement, lately executed by the marquis de;

Condorcet, is now omitted ; and, in its place, we find the <Jo-

iervations communicated to the society, and the reports of its,

commiffioners, on particular subjects. The history, they ob

serve, is omitted, because it has .answered its purpose; and, if

its design was merely to make the language and the subjects of

science more familiar, or to give a concise view of the objects of

the philosopher, to those who required nothing farther, their

remark is just. But it has answered many other purposes ; and

the general regret with which philosophers received the first ac^

count of the change, is a more convincing proof of their opinionj

than any thing that we can urge. We accept, however; with

great pleasure, the observations of the Royal Academy in any

form ; but we (hall change our plan also, and review this volume

In the order in which the memoirs arc arranged in iti

The first report is on the aerostatic machine of M. Montgolsieo

by Messrs. Le Roi, Tillet, Briuon, Cadet, Lavoitier, BoHUt;

de Condorcet, and Demarest. It contains a concise and well-

written history of the inveutiont but oters nothing new*

Ab
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An individual, who wished to remain unknown, requested

that the Academy would propose prize* for the memoir, whicit

would point out, in the most satisfactory manner, the means

of preserving the healths of the men employed in unwhole

some operations. He offered, for this purpose, the interest of

12,000 livres, (jcol. sterling) ; and the first premium has bcea

bellowed on the belt dissertation on the following subject : To de

termine the natureand the causes of the diseases to which gilders

are exposed, and to point out the heft methods as preserving thefr

healths, either by physical or mechanical means. The author is

M.HenryAlbert Gosse, of Geneva. He has, however, chiefly con

fined his observations to thole who work on small pieces, particu

larly on watches. The Academy wish that he would extend his

remarks ; and thinl>, that by enlarging his preservingfurnace^ it

might be used by those who work on a larger scale.

The eloges are those of Dr. Hunter, M. Euler, M. Ber.ouf,

an eminent mathematician, M. d'Alembcrt, the Comtc de Tres-

san, author of the military articles in the Encyclopædia, and,

of some, rather indecent, romances, and of M. Wargentiu, ail

eminent mathematician and astronomer at Stockholm.

The first memoir, in this volume, is on the obliquity of the

ecliptic, and on its diminution, by M. le Gentil. The true obli

quity he supposes to be 230 28' 6".9 ; and the diminution to be

37" in everv hundred year?. Some observations, on parti

cular fixed liars, are added at the end, with some remarks oa the

observations of M. de la Caille, made with the fame instrument

which M. le Gemil employed.

Two memoirs on the solstitial heights of the fun, in June

1782 and 3, next follow; but they arc incapable ofabridgment.

We have more than once, in our Foreign Literary Intelligence,

mentioned M. dc la IMace's memoir 00 the figure ot the earth : it

is inserted in this volume, next to M. le GentiL's dissertations,

and we greatly regret that it is not in our power to give so par

ticular an account of it as its real merit would require, not only

from its length, but of its numerous algebraical calcula

tions. The great object of this paper is to ascertain, as exactly

as possible, the figure of the earth, and somewhat relating toita

constitution. The figure of the e.trth is ot great importance in

many questions of natur.il philosophy and astronomy, since, in

theory, this planet is considered as a point, placed in its centre,

and, to apply theory to practice, it is necessary to ascertain the

length of the radii from this point to the circumference. The

variation of its parallaxes* which depend on its figure, arc too

minute to be observed with respect to the sun and the planets ;

but, if the flattening at the poles is equal to rjj, as has been

supposed, it would amount to 20" with respect to the moon.

The effect of the figure of the earth on the calculation of the

principal phenomena which depend on it, as the variation of gra

vity, from the equator to the poles ; the parallaxes ; eclipse* ;

precelhon
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precession of equindxes ; and nutation of the earth's axis; is)

examined by M. de la Place, from what theory or obsc/vatioii

has furnished.

The proportion of the polar to the equatorial axis is supposed

to be as 249 to 250, very nearly, by a new kind of calculation,

from the different measores of a degree in different latitudes ; but

M. de la Place thinks it probable, from these premises, that

the earth is not a regular ellipsis, that it is not a solid of revolu

tion, and that the southern pole is flatter than the northern. If

this is the cafe, it will in some degree account for the greater

cold of the antarctic regions) above that which is observed in the

arctic in the same latitudes • yet, from the consideration of the

equilibrium of the earth, from the length of the pendulums in

different places, our author thinks it more certain* that the earth

is really an ellipsoid of revolution, the proportion of whose axe*

are as 320 to 32 1 ; and that the different phenomena, just men

tioned, coincide very nearly with this supposition! It is already

known that the density of the earth increases frorh the circum

ference to the centre, though the law which it follows will pro^ •

bably never be discovered, till another more fortunate Maupertuis

ihall actually practise what the other proposed, and endeavour to

Uig to its centre.

The observations made by Mi le Mon .icrj in June' 1782* at

the summer solstice,' on the gnomon and object-glass of Saint

Sulpice, will be unintelligible without a tedious description of

the instruments and situation ; and it wilt, at last} be Uninte-

testingk'

The next memoir, by the marquis de Chabert, on the use of ma

rine time-pieces with respect to navigation, and particularly trt

geography, is a very important one. Its object is to determine the

difference in longitude between some points of the Antilles and

coasts of North America, and Fort-Royal in Martinico; or be

tween the fame places and Cape Francois in St. Domingo* by

observation?, made during the cruises of Gomte d'Eftaing in

1778 and 177O1 and Comte de Gmsse, in 1781 and 1782. M.

de Chabert was captain of the Vaillant in the first period*

and of the St. Esprit in the second. He laudably employed the

intervals of war in the pursuits of astronomy. The longitudes*

he observes, with the time-pieces, are calculated very hearly,

and he expatiates on the advantages to be derived from them*

With their assistance, he asserts, that he could calculate the di»

rection and the velocity of the different currents through which

they pissed. The numerous longitudes, ascertained in this me

moir, we cannot enumerate, as they would exceed our limits*

The marquis recommends spilng-clocks, as those moved with

weights are too cumbersome, and easily put ont of order, by the

fliock of an engagement. The Engl'.sli time-pieces are usually

of the size of a large watch, and they go with great accuracy.

M. Sabatier was the author of", a memoir on the brain and its

mem-
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membranes, published in the seventh volume of the mem >irs of

the Savant Etrangeres. He pursues the subject, and, in this

volume, his dissertation on some peculiarities in the structure of

the spinal marrowy and its coverings, is inserted. • This accu

rate anatomical detail we cannot abridge, but may remaik, that

he denies any transverse medullary fibres, or nervous communi-

cation between the different (ides of the final marrow. — He

mentions the grey cortical appearance in different parts of the

marrow, which we have usually considered as a source of nervous

energy, and denies that there is any vacuity, any lengthened

ventricle, from the calamus scriptorius of the bruin through the

substance of the medulla spinalis. In the ganglion, formed by

the vertebral nerves, the cortical substance appears ; but M. Sac

batier denies that the nervous fibrils from each cord are mixed

in the ganglion : their appearance changes, but they may be

traced distinct.

M. Monge has produced water from burning inflammable

and dcphlogisticated airs together, by means of the electrical

spark, in greater quantities than Mr. Cavendish or M. Lavoi

sier. As his experiments were made without knowing those of

the former chemists, they are entitled to particular attention.

By repeated explosions he produced three ounces three drachms

and above forty-five grains of water, slightly acidulated. The

acid was seemingly the vitriolic, and proceeded, in M. Monge 's

opinion, from an accidental impregnation from the oil of vitriol,

of which the inflammable air was formed ; and the water had an

empyreumatic taste. The remaining airs werc-dephlogillicated,

inflammable, and fixed. The last seemingly prevented the ex

plosion of the former, and our author attiib.itcs it to the impu

rity of the air in the vessels : perhaps it might be formed by the

explosion. We think that, in many respects, M. Mongc's expe

riments confirm the theory of the composition of water.

The next memoir is by M. de la Lande, on the eclipse of the

moon on the 18th of March, 1783, which, as it was nearlycen-

tral at Paris, the time favourable, and observations made by seven

different attronomers in that ciry, the author thinks is well adapt

ed for ascertaining the true size of the stiadow of the earth, and

the proper allowance to be m.ide for its atmosphere. The semi-

duration of the total eclipse was 51' 4", and the necessary allow*

ance for the atmosphere 36".

The following memoir is also by M. de la Lande, on the

change of inclination which must take place in the orbits of the

planets, in consequence of the reciprocal attractions, and the al«

terations in the planetary orbits. Mars sufiers the greatest

change, as its inclination diminishes nearly 29" \ in every hun

dred years. The particular table we cannot transcribe.

In the extract of observations, which determine the geographi

cal position of the city and mouth of the river of St. Domingo,

•the latitude appears to be 18° 28' 30", and the longitude 72*

30' west, instead of 730 45', as in the best maps.

Vol. JLXV. Jan. 1788. F M. Foa-
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M. Fongeroiix de Bondaroy makes a singular, and probably

an useful observation, on (he honied i") c. Two grains, by accw

dent, fell near a heap of pigeon's- dung, in a dry ground. Each

produced from seventy to eighty ears ; but, of that plant next the

dung the ears had about cm -fourth of iheir grains horned. The

author osly concludes, that this disease does not proceed from

m ;isture : he iulpe?fs, witH Geoffroy, that it may arise from

iouie disease in the p irw ot fructification ot the plant.

Observations on two total eclipses of the moon, on March i8»

1783, and in the night of the 10th and 1 ith of September, of the

fame year, by M. Mcffier, follow; but we cannot engage in the

i*ry accurate and particular detail of this able observer, without

transcribing his own words.

M. Meffier has also communicated observations on the comet

of 1783, the twenty-first that he has observed, from the observa

tory of the marine, and the sixty eighth whose orbit has bec.l

calculated.

The abhe Testier has communicated some experiments, whose

object is to sliew the effect of light on certain plant* ; but he has

added little to what was before known. We shall select a few of

his most interesting conclusions. Plants lean towards the light most

in their early (late; when at a great distance from it; when placed

against dark colours; and when the feed is sown in such a situa

tion that the young plant can rise most easily. They will in

cline towards the light of a lamp ; and, in a place perfectly dark,

rhe shoots do not rife, but mix indiscriminately with the roots.

He enquires, too, whether the different modifications of light had

the fame effect on plants^ in the opeiation of blanching^ as the

direct light. Reflected light had a similar effect, but in a lets

degree than the direct ; and, by multiplying the reflections, the

power was proportionally weakened. The light of a lamp has

less effect than even the reflected light of the day, and the reflected

light of the lamp is proportionally weaker : even the light of the

moon seems to have some effect. — A plant need not be far from

the light to lose its colour : it is sufficient if the light does rot

fall us on it. The effects of coloured light are not j e-t accurately

ai ertained.

The parliament of Paris requested the advice of the Academy

about theaif.ze of bread,, on account ot a dispute at Rochetort re

lating to a tax on bread. The eoramimoneif, named by the Acade

my for this purpose, were Mtff. le Roy, Tiller, and Demarest ;

and rheir report follows the abbe Testicr's memoir. The numer

ous and accurate experiments which fill this very extensive and

useful essay,' make it almost impossible to give any proper account

of it, while rlie different customs, methods of preparing the

bread, and the variety of measures, would make even the bett

accoimt unintelligible and uninteresting. The report contains

above one hundred quarto pages ; the experiments ar-e nume

rous and well digested ; the reasoning close, pointed, and con»

vincing.

8 M. Dionis,
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Kf. D"oais du Srjour nc\t explains his new analytical mchod*

for resolving astronomical questions. This is the eighteenth me

moir on the same'Tubject ; and the design of this essiy is to appl v

the former general methods to the observations on Mars, midc

in 1 7 j t , in order to obtain the mean parallax of the fun, and to

verify the conclusions, drawn by the fame means, from the ob

servations on the passage of Venus over the fun : these were the

Aibject of the sixteenth memoir. The parallax, from these ob

servations, is g". 473 ; lUar deduced from the observations on

Venus was 8. 813. The difference o. 66o. Oar author prefers

the lauer, and thinks its accuracy to be chiefly depended on ;

and in this the best astronomers in Europe join with him.

The abbe dc Gua then adds a treatise on spherical tiigonomctry,

which he professes to deduce, very briefly and conaplctelc, from

the algebraical solution of the moll simple of its problems, by

means of the different transformations, of which the respective

proportions of the sines, &c. of the fame arc or plaue angle ren

der the lbluiion susceptible. It contains, too, some formulxand

remarks, which he supposes to be new aud us. tul.

The only problem requited, is, the two sides and the con

taining angle of any spherical triangle being given, to find the

third side. There is much neatness and accuracy in our author's

method, but we do not fee that it is superior to Simpson's, with

which our mathematical readers must be well acquainted.—The

corollaries are t!ii i teen in number, and diverge so much from

the original proposition, that everv advantage from the con

nection seems to be lost.—We mult resume this volume in a fu

ture Number.

MONTHLY CATALOGUE.

DIVINITY.

site Analogy between the Light of Inspiration and the Light of

Learning, as Qualifications for the Ministry : a Sermon preached

. in the Cathedral Church of Glocejlcr, at a public Ordinalif* of

Priejls and Deacons, on Sunday, September 9, 1 7 87. By tht

. Re<v. Samuel Horjley, LLD. F k S. 4/0. lu Robfon and Clarke,

TH IS is in many respects an elegant and learned discourse,

from 1 Cor. ii. 2. "For I determined not to know any thing

<among you, save Jesus Christ and him crucified." Dr. Horfley

endeavours to show, that when the apostles seem to depreciate

human learning, they refer to the subtle eloquence of many

pretenders to the Gospel, whose refinements had deprived it of

its essence and energy. The learning requisite for a preacher

was, in the apostles, the gift of tongues, the inspiration of the

Holy Ghost : in modern divines, this gift must be supplied by.

study and attention ; and the deductions of modern enthusiasts,

who depend only on their 2eal and their fervour, are not less

founded on the real meaning of the texts than on reason and

tommon sense.•-TheGifts an-d the Offices, in this Epistle of St.

V 2. Paul,

i
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Paul, Dr. Hortley thinks, answer to each other in their respec

tive orders ; but these sentiments are not peculiar to our author.

His opinion, that the Offices (how that a Hierarchy and an ex

tensive establishment had taken place in the Christian church,

when little move than half a century had elapsed from the death

ef Christ, is more original, but more uncertain. On the whole,

this sermon has much merit ;. bub we fear that it may occasion

altercation*

An EJsay on the Depravity of the Nation, wish a View to the Pro

motion as Sunday Schools, tSc. of which a more extended Plan

it proposed. By the Rev. Jq/ij-h Berington. IS. 8w. Robinsons.

This is a more*finiflied Essay than we could have expected

from the title ; yet it is more conspicuous from the neat and

rounded periods of the language, thanfrom the novelty of the

author'* opinions. The effects of vicious indulgence on the in

dividual, he transfe/s to society ; and shows, that the checks

which have hitherto been applied to prevent the spreading of

these injurious deviations are insufficient. After many remarks,,

whose application to the subject is remote, and not always clear,

some of which we think not well founded, he considers Sunday

schools as the principal and best remedy for the evil. His plan-

for extending their utility, is to connect them only with the

general principles of religion, not with the tenets ofa sect ; and

to put into the hands of the children, elementary books of ge

neral morality, and undisputed theology. The usual catechisms,

he observes, with great justice, are in general too-abstruse for

the age at which they are taught.

We have more than once observed, that though plans of this

kind are apparently liberal and judicious, they would probably;

end in the subversion of all religion. We would not abolish the

divisions of sects, but moderate their vehemence, and recon

cile them to each other, that they might converse as brethren

and friends. Mr. Berington need not be afraid, at present, of

intolerance.

A plain Account of the Ordinance of Baptism; by William Foot.

The third Edition, with the Author's last CorreBions and Improve

ments, by Jojhua Toulmin, A. M. Jmall 8-vq. is.bd. Johnson.

Th% little tract is highly commendable for the candour and

good sense displayed in it. We have seldom seen a controversial

subject managed with so little asperity. Yet we cannot agree

in the author's conclusions: his principles, and the interpreta

tion of the texts have often, and may be with justness combated ;

so that it is not surprising that we fltould.diverge greatly from

each other at lad. The character of this work is now establish

ed ; and, if this had not been a third edition, a controversy of

this kind would be unsuitable to our situation.

Jesus Chrijl the true God, and only Qbjccl ofsupreme Adoration. By

J. Hod/on, M.D. i Fols. Small liw. ^s.Jewed, Deighton.

Dr. Hodiou'i sresace is florid and abrupt j but the work is

. „ writtea.
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•written in a more gentle strain, and is, in many respects, per

spicuous, and sometimes forcible. A great part of it consists

•in quotations from different parts of the Bible, and in a com

parison of various passages from the Old and New Testament,

in the first essay, he endeavours to prove the divinity of Jesus
■Christ ; in the next, his humanity ; of course, in the third, he

is mown to be both God and man. In the second volume, diffe

rent objections, which have been made to the divinity ot Christ,

ure attempted to be answered, with very different success. The

■objections are, that Jesus Christ, in the Gospel, hath not avow

ed himself to be God ; that he has not only never required

prayer to be addressed to him, but has absolutely forbidden

it ; and that this trinity of person, or nature, is not only un

necessary, but inconsistent. These objections are frequently

answered very imperfectly, and we greatly prefer thcfirlt volume

to the secondi.

We are not so certain of die force of Dr. Hodson's vindica

tion of his stepping out of the way of his profession, as he seems

to be : tractent fabrilia fabri, is an adage, whose good sense

strongly recommends it, and its general acceptation proves its

truth. In these volumes there is some scirieness, a large col

lection of apposite passages from the scripture ; but so little

novelty either in the selection, or the application, that while

on 'the one hand we a're unable to select any adequate speci

men, on the other we cannot recommend this work, in any

other way than as a new form of aid arguments j as a repeti

tion without any considerable improvement.

Pardobaftism -examined, on the Principles, Concessions, aud Rea

sonings of the most JtarncJ Padobaptijis ; second Edition. 2 Voh.

Dilly.

The first edition of this work was examined in our 57th Vo

lume, page 463 ; and it is since greatly enlarged, by many va

luable additions. As we gave then1 a specimen of Mr. Booth's

method of arguing, and as we have, in our 53d Volume, given

our opinion on the subject, it is sufficient to have mentioned this

new and enlarged edition of an excellent and well conducted

defence.

Ecclefiaftes, in Three Parts. A new Translation with a Paraphrase.

Tcr-which is added, A new Translation ofother Passage* os Scrip

ture; with Notes and RefieHions sn the present Fajhion ofcoYreti-

ing the Hebrew Text by Conje&ure, 2<vo* 5*. Jewed. Lowndes.

If our author contends on the one hand, that the text of the

sacred scriptures are very little, if at all corrupted; and the mo

dern critics, that much should be amended, and much restored,

before the sense of the Hebrew authors be ascertained with pre

cision, it will be at once obvious, that the dispute can only be

decided by recurring to MSS. of different æras, and compar

ing the value of the different readings-. This comparison is

now before us, and we think that, from this evidence, Mr.

¥ 3 Green
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Greenaway's opinion appears not well established. Yet we

agree.with him when he contends, that notpnly in sacred, but

profane author?, a careful attention would often supersede the

enquiry after a various reading. ,

This work contains a translation, with a commentary on

Ecclesiastics, published at different times, and in no regular

.order,—with some remarks on other parts of the Old Testa

ment. Of his translation, and of his Piefac,e, we can select

no specimen, because no passage will give an adequate view of

tl)e work. The author is sometimes whimsical and erroneous

in his interpretations, and sometimes judicious and correct ;

bat, in every instance, lie is serious and rejigious : he is generally

also calm and candid, except when the texts have been muefc

tortured to render them intelligible, and consistent with the

context. In his remarks on profane authors, in the Preface,

}ie occasionally employs the utmost licence of conjectural emen

dation, while he warmly opposes this method of drawing the

fense from obscurity : in one or two instances, he has shown

some dexterity, in explaining without any of the expedients of

Prociustes. His observations are occasionally too far extended ;

and we are led to think of the old age of Nestor, when the

friends and the companions cf his younger days occur to his

recollection. But though we mention it as critics, as men we

sincerely pardon it, and attentively listen, wish the respect due *q

grey hairs, uncontaminated with vice,

M" E D I C A L,

Bath Waters, a conjeHural Idea of their Nature and Qualities, in

three letters. ByA.W.M,D. 8<v». 2s. Robinsons.

Dr. Wilson either wrote his Letters about the year 1776, or

from that time- he had neglected chemical enquiries, and lost

ill remembrance of the intervening period. But this too is a

* conjectural idea; now a conjectural idea consists of 'infe

rences drawn from, and a judgment formed upon collated

circumstances;' at least our author tells usso, though on less autho

rity we should not have believed it. The inference just hinted

at, we draw from she ' collated circumstances' of oiir author's

ignorance of every newly discovered fact : and, in his own words,

where lie tells us what Mess. Baume and Meyer are now 'pene

trating into.' But what they are penetrating into is what they

guessed at in 1776, and of which our author's knowledge is de

rived from Macquer's |3;ctionary, published in 1778, though

translated some little time afterwards.

Having given our conjectu'al idea, we must proceed to Dr,

Wilson's; and here we own that we are somewhat at a loss.

The matters discovered by evaporation do not assist him ; and,

as to his opinion of the aerial impregnation, we cannot trust

to an analysis ; we must take his own words:

* X. As to the second point, namely, the unanalysable in?

gredients with which the water is impregnated. TJiere is no
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manner of doubt but that the Bath waters, along with their

teat, acquire a specific, definable impregnation, though too

{iobde to be caught, to which I have no hesitation in ascribing

their molt eminent and powerful qualities.

* Inflamablc gas is perfectly generated in the resolution, of

pyritous substances, which is always attended with fermentative

neat. Though it is of the nature of an highly inflammable

oil, yet, in the form of vapour, it freely mixes with water ; at

perhaps any infl.amablc substance would do in the same divided

jtate. It appears to me that Bath waters are no further either

sulphurous or calybeate than they are impregnated by that py-

ritical ferment which supports their heat : I think I am justified,

therefore, in concluding that they derive their heat and their

Characteristic qualities from the fame immediate cause.'

' Acid gas, .commoply called fixed air, has by no means

escaped the attention of medical people : which they may find

as plentifully in brilk cyder, or spruce beer, as in a saline draught

in the act of effervescence : but, inflamablc gas has not only

escaped their attention, but whenever, without their intention,

or permission, it has inlnuated itself into their compositions,

they have taken particular care to avoid it : as, in the washing

os sal polychrell, and the almost total disuse of the balsam of

sulphur; while the disgusting ingredient was in fact Sue moil

active and important one in the compositions.

* This inflamablc gas, called also hepatic air, which I shall

call the progeny of sulphur, because, I do not think it can.

properly he accounted the inflamablc part of it on!y ; but ra

ther an inversion of its substance or corporeal particles into a

volatile and more perfectly inflamablc modification. I have

lately seen an account of some experiments tending to confirm

this idea of the matter. •

4 This inflamablc vapour [consider as one of the most active,

to be at the same.time, to the sense, mild principles that can be

employed in medicine : even sulphur in the form of flowers,

which h not in quite so bad repute as this progeny of^it is ar

mongst physical folk, nqver exerts its efficacy in the animal con

stitution, but iu so far as it is subtilised into this volatile in

stallable state ; a state which the inflamation of sulphur in the

open air cannot reduce any of its parts tc, as is manifest from

both the singular pungency of its smell, and the colour of its

flame when burning.'

The mention of hepatic air may seem to oppose our 4 conr

jectural idea but a very little attention to Dr. Wilson's account

will confirm it, and lead us to suppose, that he is only relating

his dreams in (he interval of his forgetfulness, when he was

probably asleep.

The second essay is intended to show that no putrefaction

rakes place in fevers, except in Ut last moments ; and that thers

js AO infection, This 'is a, very comfortable opinion, and we

.'?{'< • F 4 wilh
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wish that there was something more solid to support it than mere

assertion. The author rails at the doctrineiof spasm; yet he

speaks of the stoppage of circulation in the extremities, the vac-

cilatory tremor of the extreme vessels, and the exertions to over

come this tremor, and restore the circulation. This doctrine

. is, in other words, that of spasm and reaction. There are,

however, some useful remarks in this essay; arid sorrie which

seem to show that Pr. Wilson is nos unacquainted with prac

tice. But we object strongly to scalding the patient with hot

water by way of a stimulus.

At EJsay on the Treatment of Consumptions, by Richard Charles,

Svb. is. Herdsfieid.

Mr. Charles supposes, that consumptions arise from too great

•viscidity of the blood ; and that fluids, in this viscid state, are

absorbed, and stagnated in the glands. To this theory there

is but one objection, viz. that in such cases the blood is not

5>reterna'turally viscid ; the buffy coat arising from the tenuity^

which suffers the red particles' to fall down before the crassamen-

tura concretes: this tenuity is, however, only apparent, from

the increased action of the vessels. In the latter' stages, parti

cularly, the blood is in reality too thin. The medicine which

our author employs, must be examined by experience ; for it

may be of service, though the tneory is erroneous.

"' R Liquaminis falis diuretici- Supqnis Mollis aa unc. unam

essentiæ limonum drach. unam. M. '

By liquameri, we suppose that our author means the diuretic

salt, in a deliquescent state. Of this liniment a tea spoonful

or two are to be rubbed in, on the breast or abdomen, morning

and evening. No other medicine is recommended ; but, for th6

general management, 'the reader is referred to Dr. FothergillJ

]>. Reid, &c.—and a copious extract follows from Dr. Buchan^

We heartily wish success to our author's plan ; bin we own that

we have very little confidence in it. Will a drachm of diuretic

salt, as much soap, and seven drops of essence of lemons, rub

bed on the skin, lessen general iiritabifily ? We wish that it
would | •'■>-''<■ '

POLITICAL.

The Speeches of Mr. IFilies in the House of Commons. 8w.

• ' '• 6s. iu Boards. . No Publisher's Name.

The Z<7/?'Words of Mr. Baxter sold so well, that the world

was soon entertained with More Last Words. We hope that the

s.lc ot these Speeches will produce the fame effect; and that if

infirmities should prevent Mr. Wilkes from going to the house, we

may at least receive intended speeches.— I he author will forgive

our insinuation, for the fake of the comparison ; but, in more than

one instance, we looked on some of these as, in a great mea

sure, intended Speeches ; we mean, in the fame manner as Ci-

iero's in favour ot Milo, the effect of which, in speaking, wa»

ouch inferior to its impression when read. We mean not to accuse
"" r - • v , - ■ Msi
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Mr. Wilkes of the timidity of Cicero; but, as we never sus

pected him of writing previously what he should speak, it is

not improbable that he may have sometimes wricten afterwards,

what he might have said. Or, perhaps, hepublilhes his Speeches

for the realon which he asligtfed when he persuaded Lord G. G.

to adopt a similar conduct. 1

• Upon all occasions, in every (lation of life, and at the rifle

of what I hold most importart, personal freedom, I will continue

the strenuous defender of the liberty of the press, the bulwark

of all our liberties. I beg pardon, Mr. Speaker, for this di

gression. I was going to remark, that his lordship's justifica

tion would have come more full and satisfactory by the publi

cation of the genuine speech than by a complaint to this house

of misrepresentation, or a prosecution in a court of law. We have

often been charmed within these walls with the manly senti

ments, the honest effusions of the heart, which characterise my

noble friend's speeches. I therefore venture to supplicate his

lordship to gratify the impatience of the public at large, at

well as of his own constituents, and the numerous and zealous

synods and presbyteries of Scotland, with the permission of

reading what you, sir, and the House heard with so much plea

sure. This will not only confute the wicked libellers of his

lordship (for Matthew is not rhe.only one, they are legion), but

remain a weighty obligation on the present age arid posterity.

It will furnish a clear demonstration that in these times, and in

this house, we possess one noble senator from the North, who

has told ministers the boldest and most unwelcome truths, with

out the smallest amendment hitherto in a single member of ad

ministration.'

We have selected this passage as a specimen of our author's

shrewd, sarcastic manner. At this time it is only necessary to

fay, that the Speeches before us contain those inserted in the

two first volumes of 17 77j and the additional one of 1 778. These

three volumes make about two-thirds of that now before us ;

though every little scrap which can illustrate the Speeches, or

add to the volume, is subjoined.

The subjects of our author's oratory are well known to be

many of the popular (sometimes called patriotic) questions

which have occurred in parliament. They are proofs of a good

understanding, and a readiness in adapting, in proper language,

whatever his reading may have furnished to the question before

the house ; added to the sarcastic manner already noticed.

Speech ofMr. (Filles on the Impeachment ofMr. Haslings. 8r<>. is.

Robinsons.

Mr. Wilkes defends the late governor-general of Bengal,

upon the principle of his succesiful administration in the East,

enforced by the thankful acknowledgments which he had re

peatedly received from the court of directors. The Speech if

conceived in the animated language of its author; and breathes

a spirit of generosity untainted with political prejudices.

*' '• ! A Let'
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A Later to James JoKn, Esq. late Member of his Majijgy'j Coats

al in the I/land of Items, from James Ramsay, A. M. (>d.

Phillips.- ,

. In Volume lxiv. p. 78. we examined Mr. Tobin's letter;

gad .observed, that the controversy; was degenerating into per

sonal invective. It has now reached almost to its acme" : of course

there is an end of argument, a period put to information ;

sad it would be no lefs?difficuit than unpiealing, to engage ia

an examination of this Letter.

NOVELS.

^he School for Fathers; er, the Ftflim of a Curse. Containing Aui

. identic Memoirs and Anecdntcs, with Historical Facts. Thrc(

Volumes. \imo. gs. Robinsons.

It is perhaps, as the editor observes, of no great consequence,

whether a novel be really authentic : it is read with avidity,

«md while it gives a faithful picture of real life, the authenticity

s©f its materials are oflittie comparative importance. The let

ters., however, ofwhich these volumes in a great degree consul,

we believe to be genuine. They ate simply elegant and neat,

without adventitious ornaments. Alfred feeis for Elwina the

warmest affection, while he assumes only the name of her friend j

but a disguise so repugnant to his natural feelings, and even

to nature, is aukwardly put on, and worn with uneasiness,

Elwina meets him with a similar flame ; and if the whole of the

letters appear, this friendship seems to rise more suddenly than

is common ; they become at once too warm for friends, and not

sufficiently explicit for lovers. This conduct, though apparently

faulty, is not inconsistent with nature. Those who, for differ*

ent reasons, dare not talk of love, will employ the language

which is allowed, but are seemingly inconsistent, as it is dictated

by a pastion different from that which they have assumed. Al

lied and Elwina are separated by family-ambition^ assisted a iit»

tie by their own. He is sent to Minorca, killed during the

liege ; and see dies soon after hearing the news ; it was com*

municated too abruptly, from .motives which, for the credit of

human nature, we bo,pe arc misrepresented.

If the letters, as we believe, are genuine, the heart of Alfreds

was well regulated, and his mind well stored with information

pf different kinds. He was minutely attentive, tender, and af

fectionate. Elwina was his counterpart, and the little elegant

attentions are seemingly directed byamind of exquisite sensibility.

4 Our Waria' must forgive us, if we do not pay an equal compli

ment to the language of the introductory part: it is in some

places incorrect, and in many embarrassed. The title too is ex

ceptionable. Can Harley's misfortunes arise from the impre

cations of his grandfather on a son, who at least, in the in

stance which drew them on his devoted head, was not blame-

able i Cin his son be the victim of that groundless curse ? Every,

sentiment of reason and religion revolts at a suggestion so im

proper
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proper and so improbahle ; we think these volumes would have

lost no part of their value, if it had been entirely expunged.

The American Adventures, though interesting, do ncft seem to

be equally genuine, The story os Logan is a little improbable.

On the whole, we have been highly pleased with these letters,

and perhaps mould have received a greater and a mor, unal

loyed gratification from them without the narratives. I'he

Sprig of Myrtle, apd some 1/roilar trajts are exquisite, though

similar circumstances occur in the ' Concfpondents'.

fila, or the Delusions of the Heart i a Tale founded 9* Fm3s,

izmo. it, 6d. Robinsons,

This little Tale is truly simple and pathetic ; and while its

distress for a time pains, its moral mends the heart. The con

duct of the story renders it interesting, and differs from the

frequent narratives which, in this season of the year, the press

sends forth in abundance ; and it is the conduct and the reflec

tions on the different incidents, rather than the novelty of the

£ory, that distinguish the Delusions of Ela. There is some im

probability in the catastrophe ; nor did the nightingale enter

tain, or the wood-pigeon sooth us, who reflected that the scene

was in India. These harsh notes occasionally destroyed the

harmony and merit of the rest of the work, which deserves no

inconsiderable commendation,

Qatberine, or the Wood of Llewllyn ; a descriptive Tale, ly tbt

Author of the Village of Martindale. 2 Vols. izmo. $s. sewed

Lane.

We never wish to break a butterfly on a wheel, and often

praise where the severity of criticism might have checked the

tender mercies which well?meant endeavours have drawn from

our tribunal. If, however, we own that we may have been

sometimes too merciful, the fault of those who extract every

particle of blame, and again publish mutilated characters, mu

tilated at the expence of common fense, grammar, and justice,

rannot fail of exciting the warmest indignation. The editor

will soon recollect what has suggested these remarks ; and he

will remember that nothing draws down the .vengeance of jus

tice with greater certainty than the abuse of clemency. . s

These volumes contain a simple and pathetic Tale.—l^ure

description- sometimes hoJds the pface of fense;. and, instead of

pew characters, we meet *'i<h situations somewhat uncommon,

and occasionally improbable. The union of the Old Batchelor,

and the Old Maid, if not entirely new, is at least a novelty in

histories of this kind.—On the whole, however, the unity of the

plan, the artificial concealment of the event, with the neatness

cf the language, render this novel more estimable than the

* every day publications,' designed for the circulating libraries.

The parodies are very well executed ; but the frontispiece is so

inuch the reverse, that, like the candle in the noted epigram, it

cures the reader of every partiality that he may bave'fclt for

she personal «harms of the heroine,

Augusta ;
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Augusta; er the Dependent Niece, in Letters. 2 sols. umo. 6s.

Vemor.

One of those productions which neither excite admiratioa

nor contempt. There is not an atom in these volumes which

some forfrier novellist might not claim.

MISCELLANEOUS.

A fret Translation of the Preface to Rellendcnus ; containing ani~

mated Strictures on the great Political Characters of the present

Time. 8vo. 2s. bJ. Payne and Son.

While one friend of the late editor of Bellendenus informi

the world of the subject of the work, another has rendered the

political Preface, which introduces it, more accessible to Com

mon readers. There is an originality in the language of this

translation ; but, while by this means the value is augmented,

we are led to suspect that the translator enjoyed peculiar advan

tages, which greatly contribute- to the excellence of his work.

There is a neatness in rendering some difficult and complicated

passagei, which could not easily be attained but by one who

possessed the idea as well as the words. Indeed, the errors which

we have observed are not those where the sense seems to be mis

taken, ctr where the idiom is the Latin one ; but in a few collo

quial phrases, that sometimes seem to injure the elegance of

the whole. In short, this translation can only be styled ' free' in

opposition to one where . u '

Verbum verbo curabit reddere fid us

Interpres. .'•'«; ■ .

But political discussions are the phrenzies of the moment :

the time may soon arrive when the editor's elegant Latinity,

and his translator's faithful attention, will be involved in obli

vion, with the panegyrics and invectives of the day. Why did

not the author chuie a subject as durably interesting as his

own eloquence ?

The True Alarm 1. an Effdy : Jheviing the pernicious Influence of

Houses of Industry on the political Interests of this Country. 8f<>.

. is. Robinsons.

The author of this pamphlet endeavours to shew the perni

cious influence of bouses of industry on the political interests

of this country. If all that he affirms concerning these recep

tacles of the poor be well founded (and we believe there is much

truth in his assertions), they must prove of real prejudice to the

public. Without previous investigation, however, it would

doubtless he too precipitate to determine on the abolition of

them all, from abuses discovered in a few. But that a minute

examination of their osconomy, and their effects, in the diffe

rent parts of the kingdom, should be commenced as soon as

possible, under the authority of the legislature, would be a

measure worthy of attention, and is strongly inculcated by the

observations contained in the present pamphlet.

Memoirs
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Memoirs of Major Edward M'Gauran. In a Series ef Letttri\

written by himself. Z Pols. \2mo. 6j. sewed. Hookham.

Major M'Gauran has served in a military capacity in several

armies ; and has experienced many vicissitudes in life. ' In these

Memoirs he presents us not only with his own adventures, buo

a description of the countries through which he has passed. He

appears to be a gentleman of a volatile disposition, but of good

principles. His life has hitherto been devoted to one Minerva,

and we now wish him much success in his application to the

itber. •

The Conjurer Unmask'd. 2S~ 6J. Den ton.

This production, which is translated from the French, con

tains £.n explanation of all the surprising performances exhibited

in this kingdom and en. the continent, by the most eminent

professors of slight of hand ;, with descriptions, observations, and

directions for the tricks of the. divining rod, automaton chess

player, self-performing organ, speaking figure, artificial ser-

pents, mechanical birds, &c. &c—a choice and plentiful bill ot

fare for the gratification of curiosity.

An Address to the Manufacturers and Traders of Great Britain*

i2mo. 6d. Otridge. ■

The design of this address is to point out the hurtful conse

quences of selling commodities under the market-price. The

author's principle seems not to be destitute of foundation ; bqt

ha has thought proper to support it in such, a bombastic strain of

argument, as is extremely unsuitable to the subject. His plain

for remedying the evils complained of, however, merits atten

tion ; as does likewise his proposal for the better employment

of the poor, .

A Dissertation on the ConfiruSiion of Loch. By Joseph Bramah,

&vo. is, Baldwin.

This ingenious artist clearly evinces, that the best constructed

socks are liable to be secretly opened, either by pick-locks, or

false keys, skilfully made. But, to the honour of his own in

vention, he describes a particular kind of lock, constructed by

himself, which affords perfect fecuriry against all the machinations

of art. As we cannot give our readers an adequate idea of it with

out plates, we must be contented with informing them, that the

peculiarity of this curious piece of mechanism consists in making

the wards moveable; and in adapting the Lock to the key, in-

stead of fitting the key to the lock. The perusal of this pam«-

phlet will afford pleasure to thole who are conversant in mecha

nics. . .

A Letter to the Treasurer of the Society instituted for the Purpose os

esseBing the Abolition of the Slave Trade ; from the Rev. Robert

Boucher Nickolls. Small ivo. id. PhiHipj.

This letter is truly humane, sensible, anc} interesting: it af

fords a strong argument for abolishing the slave trade, inasmuch

as it will procuic betier treatment to theNegroes, to keep up the

•- - stock
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stock of native slaves : there is little doubt, if we trust to rea*

son or Tacts, but that a sufficient supply will arise from their

natural increase, a supplv equal even to the extended cultiva

tions. This view of t lie subject, however, will not satisfy those!

whose affected humanity or real zeal aims at the total abolition

of slavery. We own, rhat we wilh either the circumstances, or

the political situation of the West India islands, would admit of

this salutary reform ; but, after maturely weighing every argu

ment, we are convinced, that it is not 'only inexpedient, but

impracticable. To abolish the Guinea trade should be the pre

sent chief object ; and the next step may not be equally difficult ;

but the change must be gradual.

An Effay on Anger ; hy John Fa-ivcett. 8w, U. 6d. Johnson*

If, as Horace fays, anger is a paroxysm of madness, our au

thor, who endeavours to direct its object and measure, may be

justly said to teach men cum ratione infanire— an attempt which

has been supposed to be sufficiently absurd. This Estay on An

ger has, however, some merit : it is plain and practical ; and

it may be useful. Criticism has, therefore, no object: the faults

ef the author are covered by good designs of the moralist ; and

the critic would be ill employed who searched for faults that

would lessen the utility of the author and his work.

Mrs. bigkfieLPs Jujlifitation, containing the Proceeding in the

Ecclrjtaftical Court, before the rigbt-warjhifful Peter CabotrU

LLO. By Mrt. Ann jnglefield. 8w. *J. Sewell.

This pamphlet contains an account of the proceedings of the

ecclesiastical court relative to Mrs. Inglefield ; who now appeals

ro the public in vindication of her character, insisting that she

is cleared from all injurious aspersions, by the favourable decision^

of the court.

Captain Inglefield1s Vindication of bis ConduB: or, a Rply to a

Pamphlet entitles "Mrs. hglefield's Justification." %<vo. is.

6d. Murray.

The present pamphlet is a reply to the preceding. The cap

tain, not satisfied with the arguments adduced in Mrs. Ingle-

Jield'-s favour, in the ecclesiastical court, perseveres in maintain

ing the criminality of which she had been accused, and manifests

such an opinion of her conduct as seems utterly incompatible

with the idea of reconciliation recommended to the parties by

the court.

An Answer to Captain Inglefield's Vindication of his ConduB, £sV.

8vo. 6d. Sewell.

This unbecoming dispute has been already maintained. too>

long before the tribunal of the public, We rather wish than

hope that a reconciliation might take place between captain

and Mrs. Inglefield ; but it is an event which never can be ef

fected by violent means ; and the altercation serves only to rcr*

dcr the unfortunate breach more irreparable.

CO&REk
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CORRESPONDENCE.

WE are much obliged to the author of the < Treatife on

Gout and Gravel,' for his candour and complaifance ; yet ws

are llill at a diftance. He fpeaks of the difference between the

concreting acid and the phofphoric, 'in all the trials to which'

the former ' has been pur.' He would favour us by mention*

ing them. It is not proved by the ilrong and powerfjl attrac

tion which the calculous acid has for magnefia: it is not proved

by the fuperior affinity which muriatic acid has for the foffil al

kali. In both thefe inftances the fimitarity between the two

aci-is is ftriking. We have made no experiments on the fub-;

jeftj and if we had, we ihould be cautious of quoting them,

as experiments on anonymous authority are not always well re

ceived by the world, though we ihould feel ourfelves indebted

to the author of the treatife for thofe decilivc ones, on which

his opinion is fo firmly fixed.

We cannot yet acquit our correfpondent of not being indebted

to Mr. Bsrthollet for the hint, becalife, before the publication

of his memoir, he was not aware that tliec oncreting matter

was an acid. He now differs from him on the nature of the

acid, though without adducing a fingle experiment in f;ivbur

of his own opinion : the two experiments juft mentioned, \*]iich

are his own, are decidedly againit him, and they are the only

ones, in his treatrfe, which are applicable to this difpate. He

mult allow us to adri, that he has never faid that he was not ii>-

tiebted to lierthollet ; arid till he has explained the foundation

of his different opinion reflecting the nature of the acid, the

fufpicion mull neceflarily remain.

Our correfpondent has left off tranfcribing from the Review,

at the very fentence where we mentioned the phofphoric acid as

a principle of the animal earth, which we fuppofcd to be one of

the ingredients of calculi. We do not wonder then rhat he faw

nothing of the phofphoric acid ; but we wonder that he nccafed

us of knowing nothing of it, for very obvious reafons. If fixed

air is not a formal as well as a virtual ingredient in calculi, how

will our correfpondent account for the action of lime water, and

of cauttic alkali on it, in Scheele's experiments.

Our correfpondent'? acquaintance with the chemical nature

of the blood is very limited. No fixed air has been demon-

llrated in it : its neutral falls have been feparated : no feparate

^ckl has ever been found in either the chyle or circulating

fluids. Why thefe things are fo, we know not: it is enough that

thefe ate fails. * If,' fays our correfpondent, ' a little of any

acid be mixed with trefli urine, it acquires in a very ihort time

after the precipitation has taken place, the peculiar fostid fmelfr

by which the urine of nephritic patients is diiUoguimed.' We

have tranfcribed this additional argument, becaufe the author

points it out wit'i fome care, and mall add only one fhor-t ret

mark : we never found any f«ti<J fmell in nephritic urine, ex

cept
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cept when an abscess has discharged purulent matter into the

Madder. Yet we have seen many scores of nephritic patients,

and have constantly smelt the urine, because we always supposed

that the fœtor was a proof of the presence of pus, and distin

guished it from the increased flow of mucus, which commonly

attends the presence of any acrid substance in the bladder. Has

Our author tried the experiment as often? or must we put his

knowlege of chemical physiology and practice on the same foot

ing on which we had once occasion to put his chemical acqui

sitions ?

We should apologise to our correspondent, and to our readers,

for considering this subject to so great an extent ; but we h:ipe

that the discustions in which we have been engaged, will pro

mote the progress of science, and extend the knowlege of the

nature of this singular acid.

We are much obliged to ' Another Friend' of the Critical Re.

view, for his offers. We profess to review every reviewable pub

lication } but, in the hurry of collection, some escape us, and

we shall gratefully acknowlege any communication of this kind.

We have received a very'long and a very obliging letter from

' Criticus,' who compliments us on the execution of the two ar

ticles of M.Volne) ; but he wishes that we had examined • the va

riation in the accounts of this author and M. Savary more ac

curately, and given our opinion on the disputed points.' To

have enlarged on the various observations which the perusal of

M. Volney suggested, would, in our own opinion, have en

tangled us in the mazes of controversy. But it may give some

satisfaction to our correspondent, to inform him that M. Micha-

elis, in a foreign Journal, has attacked M. Savary, and shown

that much of his erudition is copied from Abulfeda, and actu

ally written after his return.

We should not probably have engaged in any controversy re

lating to the Anodyne Ætherial Spirit, if we had been aware

that it would have occalioned so many remarks, and that opi

nions on the subject were so various. Our article has by some

of our correspondents been considered as hostile to Mr.Tickell,

and by others as too favourable. If we can judge of our own

designs, we can truly fay, that we gave those sentiments which

arose from a very careful and attentive examination of the me

dicine, and of the diseases for which it was directed. We con

cealed only what might have baen injurious to the inventor,

without benefiting the world. If we did not, as Medicus

■wisties, give the result ot our own experience with it, we must

candidly own, that we had not then used it in cases sufficiently

appropriated, and sufficiently varied, to enable us to give any

decided opinion on that subject.-
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Mary £>ueen of Scots Vindicated. By John Whitaker, B. D.

8w. 3 Vols. 18/. in Boards. Murray, London; Creech,

Edinburgh.

*TPHE age of chivalry is not wholly passed away : . knight-

* errants sally out in pursuit of imaginary adventures ; they

dress vp the object of their vows in the most glittering attire ;

adorn her with every merit and every virtue ; then throw

down the gauntlet in defence of an image which owes its de

corations to their skill.—The amiable, the elegant dowager of

France was little adapted by nature to the turbulent rule of a

ferocious and uncivilised nation ; yet, while chance offered

to her assistance able and honest counsellors, and while Provi

dence preserved them, her life was comparatively easy, and

her reign happy. We have no reason, from any of the events

of her life, to think her prudence was considerable, or her

judgment accurate : in the early periods there are many rea

sons for a very different opinion, though she profited in the

school of adversity by the severe lessons of her artful rival.

Mary's person, formed to inspire love, her accomplishments,

which even a rude age could feel and value, raised contending

admirers in her prosperity, and commiserating friends in her

adversity. From the machinations of these, rather than from

actual guilt, she suffered in her life ; and her memory has ex

perienced the wounds of calumny since that time. Elizabeth

was too eager to lose sight even of inadvertencies in her rival,

and too earnest for her downfal to conceal them without ani

madversion : her courtiers magnified every little tale, and

aspersed the memory of Mary, to justify, is possible, an act

cruel, malicious, and perfidious.

So little was the bishop of Ross's Vindication regarded, that

the tide rolled on with undiminilhed force, till it was checked

in 1754, by Mr. Goodall; whose efforts were assisted by Mr.

Tytler. Afterwards Dr. Stuart, in the first instance; and

Mr. Whitaker, in the present Volumes, attempted to turn

the torrent in an opposite direction. Many manuscript m.-.

Vol. LXV. G teriaii
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terials are still to be found in different collections ; for the

friends of Mary who survived her were numerous, though

the ppvver of Elizabeth prevented their speaking openly or -

loudly. We could have wistied that Mr. Whitaker's zeal

had led him to these repositories, instead of again dishing

up the crambe recocta of his predecessor; instead of dilating,

amplifying, and adding to suppositions and difficulties, which,

at this distance, must involve the questions' in obscurity, with

out a possibility os being able to elucidate them.

After a very mature consideration of all the arguments, we

own that, in our eyes, Mary appears not to have been crimi

nal ; and we believe the letters are in reality the forgeries

of her enemies. She was innocent of the murder of Darnley,

though, his conduct could not lead her to respect his memory,

or greatly to regret the loss she had sustained. She was capti

vated by Henry's person : his picture remains ; and it repre

sents' a tall, robust, but an aukward and ungainly young man.

His face is not animated by a foul either of spirit or sensibility ;

and, consistently with this appearance, his conduct seems to

have been mean, trifling, wavering, and silly. Bothwell is said

to have recommended himself to her notice by his intrepidity ;

if Mary was not privy to his design of carrying her off, and

there is no very decisive- reason to believe that she was, we

cannot, while we reflect on her situation, and the state of so-

■ ciety at that time, blame her for her subsequent conduct, though

she had remained free from the violation which Mr. Whitaker

contends that she had experienced. Yet, with all Bothwell'.s

turbulence and spirit, we cannot suppose that he would have

proceeded so far with his sovereign, if, from Mary's indiscre

tion, he had not known that he had a powerful advocate in

her heart. This reasoning, however, proceeds on the suppo

sition that the letters and the contract are forgeries ; and, to

prove that they are so, is the object of Mr. Whitaker's three

large volumes."'

We shall not examine these volumes minutely : the profusion

of words ; the repetition of arguments ; and reasoning some

times the most trifling, deter us from it. It is Mr. Whitaker's

opinion that Mary was innocent. With that view, every thing

like an argument, every thing like a reason, both good and

bad, are accumulated. It is not enough that his heroine is not

guilty ; but she must be the wisest, the best of queens, and of

women. With an amiable heart, and with strict integrity, she

indeed shines when placed near her insidious relation ; and if

we speak of her as an elegant woman, in a rude age, we

inay allow gallantry to expatiate largely in her praise. A

severe historian must be more exact.

We
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We suspected Mr.Whitaker, even in the beginning ofthe first

■Volume : the picture Was too flattering to be a correct drawing;

Her eloquence is spoken of repeatedly from Camden's Annals t

and the original of this word is *suada.' It is not eloquence,

it is persuasion ; . ahd they must have been more; or less than,

inen, who could not be persuaded by the arguments and tears of

an elegant woman, of a woman in distress, persecuted and op

pressed. The language of those who conversed with Mary must

be rigorously examined. It is not the only instance of our au

thor's mistranslation, though it is so trifling a one that we

Ihould not have noticed it, if some of his arguments had not

been of.the philological kind. Th~ Pretres fortunes of Boileaa

are styled the * happy priests :' it is true, the word may be

translated happy ; but their luck, riot their felicity, is the

subject of the poet's satire. These little circumstances must

have their weight in the arguments drawn from the internal

evidence of letters no longer in existence, of which only im

perfect arid inaccurate translations remain. Our author'l

arguments by no means Ihow that they were riot written ori

ginally in French;

We need not dwell on the historian's contradiction of him

self, in the character of Mary. After the most pibfuse com

mendations of her judgment and prudence; he allows that she

did not hold the reins of government with firmness, that she

was guilty occasionally of ' greatJblly,' and of numerous in

discretions.

In the examination of the letters Mr. Whitaker reasons with

greater strictness and acuteness. He remarksi at length, how

the first ruriiour of letters intercepted grew gradually to the

alarming magnitude of written records; that the,time when

they were said to be intercepted renders the whole doubtfulj

because, frotri various circumstances, it was impossible that

they could then have been seized j that extracts were circulated

before the letters were seen ; that the originals were never ex

amined by impartial witnesses, or compared with Mary's own

writing, but by the designing Elizabeth ; that the reputed

substance of the letters When they were first seized, was very

different from what appeared in them when the pretended ori

ginals were produced. In stiort, every part tf the transaction

When nicely sifted, showed; in his opinion, that the fraraers

of the plot had not determined in what manner to carry it on.

At this distance much must undoubtedly remain in oblcurity ;

hor is it to be expected that we can account for the conduct,

which, if we for a moment suppose the letters genuine, would

be proper for a regent to purlue, when his queen was sus,iect-

G 2 «d j
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.ed; or the guardian of a son, when the mother was attacked

in the severeit manner. Yet there was an evident endeavour,

even in those to whom Mary's fame was not of consequence,

to avoid enquiry. A fair comparison was never made, the

accounts of different witnesses very evidently, in our opinion,

Telate to different sets cf letters ; and the leaders of the faction

were known to be able to counterfeit her hand. The letters

too,—letters of the greatest importance, are sent without even

a seal. We shall add a specimen of our author's reasoning,

who could not have been more explicit if he had been the con

fidant of Lethington.

* The first time that the idea of a set of forged letters was

suggested to the rebels, was on the 24th of July, 11567. It was

pretty certainly a spark struck off from the mind of Lethington,

by the friendly collision of the ideas of adultery and murder,

then floating among the mob of clergy and gentry in Edinburgh,

and his own habits of forging the hand-writing of Mary. These

habits are sufficiently attested by his own confession ; as he ac

knowledged in secret to the commissioners at York, that he had

frequently forged her writing. His active hand, therefore,

caught the spark as it flew, threw in the combustibles, which

his active genius could always furnish, and fanned both imme

diately into a little flame. He is expressly said by the rebels

themselves, to have been " esteemed by them as one of the best

engines or spirits of his country." He is particularly reported

to have had " a crafty head and fell [or sharp] tongue." Eli

zabeth also is declared by her own ambasladour, to have known

him well " for his wisdom to conceive, and his wit to convey,

whatsoever his mind is bent unto to bring it to pass." And he

is described by another cotemporary, to have been " naturally

inclined to plotting and intriguing, and fond of encountering

difficulties, as tools that served to sharpen his wit, of which he

had a very great nock." He instantly conceived the plan of a.

series of letters, fabricated in a writing similar to Mary's, and

proving all thai the mob asserted, in order to terrify Mary into

the wanted resignation. He instantly connected it with its pro

per accompaniments. His mind had always a quickness of in-

ventiqn, and a vigour of formation about it. And his tongue,

which was 23 lively as his fancy, instantly reported the whole

for a system already in existence, to Throgmorton ; to whose

lodgings he frequently repaired, and in whose ear he fre

quently pretended to whisper the secret designs of the party.

He was, no doubt, the principal channel of intelligence to

Thtogmorion on all occasions. He was the only channel

upon this. Had the project of the letters been known to any

except the relater and the reporter, it must soon have crept out

among the busy partizans in the city, and appeared in some of

Throgmorton's intelligences concerning them. Such a pre

tended
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tended discovery, if it had once gone out beyond the two,

would not long have crept. It would soon have raised itself

upon its feet. It would soon have stalked forth in gigantic

formidableness, among the amazed crowds. And it was pri

vately intimated to Throgmorton only, that he might act in

conjunction with Lethington and his four associates in treach

ery ; that he might write like them to Mary, upon the danger*

that were pressing upon her from every side ; and that so he

might unite to drive the poor doe, which they could not hunt

down, into the toils prepared for her.'

So rapidly run our author's ideas, and so plausible is his

relation: yet this very able, this quick convenient engine

forged, if the other parts of Mr. Whiraker's suspicion be true,

the letters, so aukwardly and imperfectly, that two or three

editions were necessary before they were sit to meet the public

eye: the dullest tool of the most uninformed party could not

have succeeded worse.

The variations with respect to the number of letters, the

sonnets, &c, at some times said to be found with them, while at

other times letters only seem to bespoken of, are arguments of

little importance, unless it be proved necessary to speak in com

mon of such things in the style of a lease, and to repeat, on

every occasion, executors, administrators, and assigns, as well

as barns, stables, and out-houfes. There is one fact which

appears to us very strong : the clerk of the privy council men*

tions the letters as written and subscribed by her own hand.

It is impossible to account for the introduction of the last word,

unless the letters there produced had been subscribed. The

real letters had no signature, and we cannot avoid joining

Mr. Whitaker in his suspicion, that though they could forge

the hand of Mary, they could not imitate her seal. Of course

unsealed letters, on such subjects, could not properly have a

signature ; and such letters must be consequently obscure and

illusive. We are aware of Mr. Hume's answer to this point ;

and though we allow his arguments to have great weights and

that they are not sufficiently considered by Mr. Whitaker, yec,

in this instance, from the language of the report it is impossible

to apply the subscription to the contract.

We have, in this article, chiefly given a specimen of our

author's manner, with some remarks on the management of

the controversy ; and we have selected rather those parts which ,

are subservient to this design, than those in whjch he has

materially elucidated the question. The latter are, indeed,

found with much difficulty. He has amplified hints, and has

extended the sentences of others to whole pages. From this

error, and a want of a pointed and comprehensive view of the

G 3 argument,
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argument, the impression left on the mind is weak. We kxsij

fight of Mary, and fee only a tiresome advocate.

It is a little remarkable, that if the conduct of the regency

was so varying; if their description of the letters was so fre

quently changed, that the Duke of Norfolk had not detected

the imposition. He was a commissioner at York, and at West

minster; he wqs a member of the privy council.: and yet these

letters at different places seem to have assumed different soapes.

From his trial it appeared that he considered them as genuine :

in the conferences with the bishop of Ross, no doubt of their

authenticity appears to have been expressed. This-fact should

certainly be accounted lor better than it has been ; though

every one who has examined every part of the. subject will be

induced to thirik Mary less guilty than she has been generally

supposed,

The second Volume contains critical remarks on the letters,

and the internal evidence of the forgery. It is tedious, dry,

and disgusting. It proves, we think, pretty plainly, though,

our author contends for a different opinion, that the original, as

Hume supposed, is lost; and that the Latin and the French are

, retranflations from the Scotch version. The argument, in which

Mr. Whitaker is most successful, is that which relates to the

anachronisms..

The third Volume commences with accounts of some other

forgeries., in order to show that it W3S not an uncommon crime

in those times, nor peculiar to Lethington. Mr. Whitaker

supposes too,, that the, letters sent as from Mary to Elizabeth

were the production of this. deceitful secretary ; that the for

gery of the letters to Bothwell might be, compared with the

forgeries of the fame hand in letters to Elizabeth. Indeed,

Mr. Whitaker's mind is so full of forgeries, that he will hardly

allow of the existence of any public inllrumeut of that æra,

without interpolations. Criticisms on the Sonnets follow ; and

^hey are as uninteresting as the critical remarks on the Letters.

After a remark on some observations of Lord Hales, he re

turns to the Sonnets, and endeavours to prove them incom

patible with history, and with, each other. The Contracts

next share Mr. Whitaker's attention : one of these he allows

to be genuine, and the two others to be forgeries, frnmed in.,

order to depreciate the character of Mary, by leading the rea

der to suppose that they were made before the murder of the

king- .

"Mr; Whitaker next examines the circumstances of the mur

der of Darnley ; and is so \tty minute, that if he had at

tended the conspirators in every movement, he could, not have

been more accurately informed of their' designs, Murray,

I Lethington,
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Lethington, and Bothwell were, in his opinion, the chief

contrivers of the murder ; and it was executed by their ser

vants, or assassins hired by them, . %

The Appendix contains some original papers, with remarks

on the forgeries and interpolations which occur in them. Mr.

Whitaker thinks that Buchanan repented of his slanders against

Queen Mary: but his opinion relts on uncertain evidence;

andThuanus, if indeed he was the author of Thuanus Re-

stitutus, published at Amsterdam, gives a very different ac

count, v •

We must now take our leave of Mr. Whitaker, whom we

can commend only for his good designs. If the little that he

has added to the labours of Goodall, Tytler, and Stuart, had

been compressed into one half of one volume, it might have

been of service to the cause he has espoused.

Additions and Corrtclitns to the former Editions of Dr. Robert

son's History of Scotland. | s. Cadell.

'TPHESE Additions and Corrections are inserted in their re-

spective places, in the eleventh edition of Dr. Robertson's

History ; but are likewise published separately, for trfe conve

nience of those who have purchased the former editions. We

cannot better inform our readers of the author's conduct, in the

execution of these amendments, than by presenting them with

the Preface to the edition above mentioned.

' It is now twenty-eight years since I published the History

of Scotland. During that time I have been favoured by my

friends with several remarks upon it; and various strictures

have been made by persons who entertained sentiments different

from mine, with respect to the transactions in the reign of queen.

Mary, From whatever quarter information came, in whatever

mode it has been communicated, I have coniidered it calmly,

and with attention. Wherever I perceived that I had erred,,

either in relating events, or in delineating characters, I have,

without hesitation, corrected those errors, Wherever I am sa

tisfied that my original ideas were just and well-founded, I ad

here to them ; and, resting upon their conformity to evidence

already produced, 1 enter into no discussion or controversy in

order to support them. Wherever the opportunity of consult

ing original papers, either in print or in manuscript, ro which

I had not formerly access, has enabled me to throw new light

upon any part of the history, I have made alterations and ad

ditions,, which, I flatter myself, will be found to be of some

importance.'

In our preceding article we own that our opinion was form -

ed. from, the geneial force of ail the arguments; and if it were

Q a ■ \ not4
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riot, it would not be suitable to our plan to engage particu

larly in defence of the unfortunate queen. The arguments

adduced in the pamphlet are very striking: and Dr. Robert

son urges the opinion of the duke of Norfolk, with great

force. It is an argument which it is difficult to elude. We

shall select it as a specimen of the author's mildness in this

controversy, aster so much illiberality has been displayed by

some of his antagonists.

' Nor did Norfolk declare these to be his sentiments only in

public official letters, he expressed himself in the same manner

to his most confidential friends. In a secret conference with the

bilhop of Ross at York, the duke informed him that he had

seen the letters, &c. which the regent had to produce against the

queen, whereby there would be such matter proved against

her, as would dishonour her for ever. State Trials, edition of

Hargrave, i. 91. Murdin, 52. The bilhop of Ross, if he had

known the letters to be a notorious forgery, must have been na

turally led, in consequence of this declaration, to undeceive

the duke, and to expose the imposture. But, instead of this,

the duke and he and Lethington, after consulting together,

agreed, that the bishop should write to Mary, then at Bolton,

and instruct her to make such a proposal to Elizabeth as might

prevent the public production of the letters and other evidence,

State Trials, i. 94. Murdin, 45. Indeed, the whole of this

secret conference seems to imply, that Lethington, Ross, and

Norfolk, were conscious of some defect in Mary's cause, and

therefore exerted all their ingenuity in order to avoid a public

accusation. Murdin, 52, 53. To Banister, whom the duke

srems to have trusted more entirely than any other of his ser

vants, he expressed himself in similar terms with respect to the

queen of Scots. State Trials, i. 98. The words of Banister's

evidence are remarkable : " I confess that I, waiting of my

lord and master, when the Earl of Sussex and Mr. Chancellor

of the dutchy that now is, were in commission at York, did hear

his grace fay, that upon examination of the matter of the mur

der, it did appear that the Queen of Scots was guilty and privy

to the murder of lord Darnly, whereby 1 verily thought that

his grace would never join in marriage with her." Murdin,

134. Elizabeth, in her instructions to the Earl of Shrewsbury

and Beale in 1583, asserts, that both the duke and earl of

Arundel did declare to herself, that the proof, by the view of

her letters, did fall out sufficient against the queen of Scots; .

however they were after drawn to cover her faults and pro

nounce her innocency.'

Winter Evenings ; or Lucubrations on Life and Letters. 1 imo.

3 Vols. gs. in Boards. Dilly.

T N the dreary moments of winter we receive an entertain-

■* ing companion with pleasure : we stir the fire, and snuff

. - the
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the candles ; look around with calm complacency, while the

burft of elements rages around us ; and, in our own little

circle, at leaft, feel no ftorm. The author of thefe Lucubra

tions has cheered the moments of folitude by his own remarks;

and, by bringing a few old,—a few almoft forgotten compa

nions with him, has renewed the pleafing recollection of for

mer days. His fubjecls are too numerous to be even tranfitoriljr

defcribed ; and in each, he difplays much learning and infor

mation. His language is always neat; and, if we except a

few anomalies, we dare not call them errors, very correct. His

tafte, formed on the pureft claffic models, is accurate and re

fined ;—his piety is rational, and his morality unitained.

But we mult itop our career of commendation ; we can pro

ceed no farther; for juftice requires we'fhould reverfe the

tablet ; our impartiality will not permit us to clofe the account

in the favourable ftrain we could have wiftied to have continued.

If the reader of thefe volumes looks for information which other

works do not contain ; if he difdains fometimes to purfue reflec

tions thatatonce fuggeft themfelveson the flighted confideration,

be will be disappointed. There is no idea fo hackneyed on

any fubjeft which occurs among the titles of thefe Effays, that

may not occafionally be found in them ; there is no quotation

fo trite, that our author will not tranfcribe. He has defended

the practice of quoting from the Latin poets, by juft argu^

incuts; but we think they only prove that citations are

admiffible when either a new or an appolite remark occurs in

authors of antiquity ; when a common fubject is adorned by

a peculiar, a ' curious felicity' of expreflion. In every other

circumftance, they have the effect of proverbs in converfation,

which are not fuppofed to add to the elegance of difcourfe.

From retirement, probably, our author has become fafti-

dious : on the fubjecls of newfpapers and the theatre, he ii

occafionally uncandid, and frequently too fevere. His ftyJe

is too little varied to render s. fucceffion of eflays pleafing ;

and the Letters, fuppofed to be written by correfpondents, are

languid and uniform. If he had not hinted at their being his

own productions, they would fbon have betrayed their author.

If, however, we wifh for a companion who will not fatigue

the mind, perhaps already wearied by complex inveftigation ;

who will innocently, and fometimes profitably, draw it to

fubjects where, though- no novelty occurs, the fentiments of

others are decorated in pleafing language ; who preferves the

ftricteft propriety, and the niceft decorum, our author may be

felected without danger of difappointment. If he only reflefts

image's we have already feen, or tranfcribes from authors whom

we have formerly read, he may affift the mind, by contributing

to
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to preserve the evanescent vestiges, or reviving1 the pleasure?

which was once felt with the keener zest of novelty. On both

these accounts we owe him some obligations ; and he seems to

ajm at no more. . i ... '. .

We shall select a few specimens of this writer's manner, and

sliall endeavour to choose passages of different kinds, which

shall illustrate, lo far as our limits will admit, our preceding

observations. ......

*' I read Xenophon's Memorabilia in Greek, and I was de

lighted with them. I read them in an English translation, and

I found them tedious and insipid. The translation was appa^-

rently. performed with sufficient fidelity ; but it did not affect

or strike with any peculiar force. I have experienced effects

exactly similar in the perusal of other books. To what (hall I

attribute them ? Are there such charms in the GrcekJanguage

as are able to give a value to sentiments, which of themselves

have no recommendation ? Certainly not: but there is a con

ciseness, and, at the fame time, a comprehension of expression.

i"n the Greek language, which, I think, tiae English cannot

equal. On the mind of a reader who completely understands

the larguage of a Greek author, the ideas are impressed with

more force and perfpecuity by the Original,, than bv any transr

lation. The ancient Greek authors, it is acknowledged, paid,

great attention to the art of composition, to the choice and ar

rangement of words, and to the structure of periods, so as r,ct

communicate,the idea, or raise the sentiment intended with pe

culiar force and precision, Xenophon is known to have been

one of the most successful cultivators of the art of composition ;

a'ndlit cannot be supposed that all who have undertaken to

translate any of his works, though they might understand the

matter, could have equalled him in the art of composition for

which his country and himself were remarkably celebrated.

♦The pleasure which a reader feels in the perusal ot a Greek

author, has been attributed to the pride of conscious superiority

over those who are not able to unlock the treasures of which he

keeps the key. This opinion has owed its origin to the poor

appearance which some of the most celebrated authors of anti

quity have made, when presented to the public in the dress of

a modern language. The English reader has read translations

of the classics, without being able to discover excellence

adequate to the universal reputation of the author. The trans

lator, though he comprehended his author, was perhaps a poor

writer,' unable to communicate with spirit the thoughts which

he conceived with a sufficient degree of accuracy. The blame

unjustly fell on the original author and his admirers. He was

supposed to have written poorly, and they to have admired him

only from motives of pride and affectation. Some, whose ig

norance prevented them from deciding fairly, rejoiced to fee that

aucienr. learning, which they possessed not, despised ; and eagerly

joined
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joined in attributing to arrogance and pedantry all praise of

Greek and Latin, t& which they were inveterate enemies, as

well as perfect strangers.

4 But the supposition that the pleasure which men feel in

reading authors in the ancient languages, arisen solely, or

chiefly, from the pride of possessing a skill in those languages,

is too unreasonable to be generally admitted. Os the many

thousand admirers of the ancients, who, in every part of their

condud and studies, displayed great judgment and great virtues

must we suppose the greater part cither deceived in the estimate

of the authors whom they read, or actuated by pride, and

mistaking the self-complacency os conscious learning and ability

for the pleasure naturally aiising from the study of a fine au

thor f Why is not a man, wi.o understands Welch, German,

Dutch, and any other language," not remarkable for literary

productions, as much inclineu to extol the writers in those lan

guages as the reader of Greek and Latin, if the motive for

praiie consists only in possessing a knowledge of a language un

known to the majority of his countrymen or companions?

' In accounting for the great esteem in which the Greek and

Latin authors are held, much must be attributed to the lan»

guages solely, and exclusively of thought, doctrine, or method.

Many who are but poorly qualified to give any opinion on the

subject, will impute it to pedantry, when I say, that those

languages possess inherent beauties, and an aptitude for elegant

and expressive composition, to which the best among modern lan

guages can make no just pretension. Till, therefore, an ancient

Greek author can be translated into a language equal to his

own, it will be unjust and unreasonable to form a final judg

ment of him from the best transtation.'

The following remarks on the diffidence of boys, and th«

impropriety of rendering them forward and confident, are ex

panded in some other essays, and are of great importance.

' Diffidence wears off when the mind becomes conscious of a

sufficient degree of strength \a support confidence. With re

spect to confidence without merit to support it, though often

valued in the world, and particularly in the law, I hold it in

great dishonour. It mav push ks way to employment and

opulence, but it is scarcely consistent with a good mind ; and

without a good mind what happiness is to be found in employ,

ment and opulence.

" Sincerum est nisi vas quodcunque infundis acescit."

Hor.

« People who value themselves on knowing the world are

very apt to insist on effrontery as a necessary virtue to go through

the world with success, or rather to recommend it as the sub

stitute and succedaneum of every virtue. But I never hear

these persons boasting of their knowledge of the world, and the

value of worldly wisdom, but I think of some passages in Scrip

ture in which it is not held in so high estimation—" The chil-.

drea
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dren of this world are wiser in their generation than the chil

dren of light :" but it should be remembered, that the wisdom

is not that which is from above, but that of the serpent, that

of the accursed spirits, originating and terminating in evil un

der the fair semblance of good.'

The following remarks on prayer are equally just and clearly

expressed : with these we must conclude our article.

' The language of a prayer should be natural, and warm

from the heart, yet at the same time restrained and chastised by

good sense, otherwise it must degenerate to the nonsense of the

dotard, or the madness of the enthusiast. Dr. Johnson deserves

great praise for the simplicity and energy of many of his prayers.

Nothing of his usual style, his long words, or formal periods,

is to be observed in them. His good understanding suggested

to him the impropriety of all affectation when he laid aside all

pretensions to wisdom, and with an humility, which must al

ways become the greatest of mortals, approached the throne of

the Almighty.

4 After all that taste and criticism can suggest, it is certain

that uprightness of intention and fervent piety are the best

beauties of supplicatory writings. He to whom prayer is ad

dressed considers not the form of words, and the structure of

periods, but the faith, the sincerity, the charity of the poor

petitioner. If the heart is right, the errors of the understand

ing and of the lips will pass unnoticed. Yet it is decent and

reasonable to take care, according to the best of our knowledge,

not to offer up prayers in which there is any known defect un

worthy a creature furnished by the Creator with those intellec

tual powers, which surely can never be more honourably exerted

than in the service of Him who gave them.

" I use not to run ralhly into prayer," says Howell, "with

out a trembling precedent meditation ; and if any odd thoughts

intervene and grow upon me, I check myself and recommence;

and this is incident to long prayers, which are more subject to

man's weakness and the devil's malice."

Sermons by Charles Symmons, B. D. of Clare-hall, Cambridge.

8to. 5/. in Boards. E. and T. Williams.

TV/JR- Symmons seems to be a young author; perhaps a

-*•*■*• young man : he possesses the faults and the excellencies

of youth, viz. its sire and luxuriance, not always sufficiently

repressed by cooler judgment. His Preface is incorrect and

injudicious. It led us to form an opinion of his Sermons,

which we changed afterwards with pleasure. Let us state the

first paragraph as a specimen.

■ At a period when the eloquence of the pulpit seems parti

cularly to be studied, it may be regarded as presumption in the

author to swell that copious stream of divinity with which the

tress oversows ; especially as, with unaffected diffidence, he

declares
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declares his confcioufnefs of infttfluicncy to meet the notice which

he folicits ; and his fenfe of the uncommon and fuperior me

rit of fome modern publications of a defcription fimilar to his

own.—To the charge of preemption he wifhes that he could

give a full and fatisfadlory anfwcr. But from the plain matter

of faft, he hopes for the extenuation of his errors as a writer,

if not for the exculpation of his raflmefs as a publifher.'

In the fubfequent parts of it, he defends luxuriant language,

frequently introducing the words of Scripture, and a warm

fpirit of devotion, in oppofition to the cooler eflays which are

often delivered to the public from the pulpit.—From thefeob-

fervations, and no inconfiderable (hare of egotifm, we expected

the language of poetry, with the warmth of enthufiafm ;—.

metaphors crowded, mifapplied, and confufed ;—with a fpirit

of 'declamation calculated for the Tabernacle. ]t is not our

faults, if the author holds out falfe lights to miflead ; but per

haps, from this pre-conceived opinion, his Sermons appeared

to greater advantage. We have read them with great care,

and they pofTefs no little merit. The luxuriance, natural to

the author, is reprefled with miy:h care in the more accurate

corrected Sermons ; and we perceive that, in the others, where

it is more confpicuous, Mr. Symmons is aware that it may

run away with his pen ; and endeavours, though fometimes in.

vain, to guard againlt this error. Perhaps, on the whole, the

language is too warm and florid : but we would not decide too

pofitively on this fubjeft ; and it would be more unfuitable

in our journal, fince we have more than once reprehended a

too plain and timid manner. We can more confidently fay,

that thefe Sermons contain juft remarks, clear 'and pointed ex

planations of different pafl'ages of the Scriptures, with a

rational and animated piety.—In many of the Sermons, the

divisions, which are not oftentatioufly pointed out, are pecu

liarly happy.

The fubjedls are: Sermon I. Civil, ihoral, and religious

Advantages derived from Chriftianity.— II. On Death. — III.

On Human Difcontentj or, the duty of Submiffion to God.

r—IV. On the Death of Chrift.—V. On the Atonement of

Clirift.-—VI. On the Refurretfioii.—VII. On Natural and

Spiritual Man.—Sermon VIII. On the Difpenfaticns of God.

—JX. On the Chriftian Difpenfation.— X, On the Temporal

Advantages of a Religious Life.—XI. On the Birth, Dignity,

and Character of the Meffiah.— XII. On theNeceflity of con-

ftant Attention to the religious Improvement of Life.

Perhaps, in no paflage is the author's luxuriance more repre-

henfible than in the following one : it is taken from the third-

Sermon.
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" * May not therefore " the thing formed say to him that,

formed it, Why hast thou made me thus ?" I asked thee not for

existences Why then did'st thou obtrude it, if it trust be fol

lowed by affliction ? Creation, it is pretended, is the work of

love. Why then am I placed in a world which brings forth

only thorns and thistles ?—Why gifted with eyes looking afore

and after, when the retrospect is misery, arid the prospect dis

appointment ? The spells of hope, indeed^ may sometimes raise

a palace to cheat our fatigue, but reflection quickly dissolves

the shadowy fabric : aud we find ourselves still upon the blasted

desert, or in the howling wilderness.

* Cease, wretch ! forbear the frantic expostulation* It is ig

norance,— ingratitude,—impiety*—Go to reafin ;—(he will tell

ihee, for lhe has told many, that this life is not the completion

of thy being ;—that it is the period only when thy obedience is

to be ascertained ;—thy mental energies called forth ; thy vir

tues strengthened, exalted, refined, and prepared for a more

illustrious condition.—Go to revelation j-r^stie will tell thee thar

thou art " a stranger and a pilgrim," whose home is beyond the

grave. That thou art here upon trial, surrounded with afflic

tions to exercise, and with temptations to assay that thoo

must " fight the good fight," and be victorious before thou art

crowned :—that, as thou art a labourer in the vineyards tho\i

must toil before thou art paid.'

We prefer the first Sermon as most correct ; arid in which

the author's fire is most carefully prevented from rising into a

blaze. We shall select a specimen of our author's best manner

from this discourse : • - 5

•-Under a scheme of theology (that is the Pagan) so absurd

and so nefarious,, with what effect could the people be enjoined

to reverence their gods? Could they reverence the capricious*

the violent, the revengeful, the lewd ? Could they look up -

with confidence or esteem to creatures, who excelled the worst

of mortals only in power and exemption from death ? No.—-

From such gods, contemptible'as the objects of worship, and

dangerous as the objects of imitation, the best that could be

done was to take the sceptre of the world : and (with the pru

dence of Epicurus) to remove them to a distant heaven j where,

undisturbed by the cares of government, they might indulge iri

their darling sensualities.— The world would certainly not lose

by the deposition of these mock rulers ; whose place might be

as competently supplied by those non-entities of atheism—chance!

and fate. i

* Daring the prevalence ofsuch religious illusion how unhappy

and liable to error must be the condition of man! Assured by

his observation that " there was one event to the righteous and

to the wicked," that joys and miseries were indifferently scat

tered in the paths of life, he saw no other state of being wheie

the caprices of fortune could be accounted for and rectified. In

what manner then was he to act f To accept the splendid offefs
_ C -
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of vice; or to wed the austerity of unendowed virtue? Reasoa

surely whispered him " to eat and to drink ;"— to give his ap

petites their full riot ;—-for " to-morrow he was to die;'' In a

very short time,—a year,—a day,—an hour, perhaps, he was

no more. The earth-bubble (if I may so express it) was to

break.—The sensitive puppet sent upon the stage of existence

only, as it seemed, to play a few fantastic tricks;—to enjoy

some happiness,—but to suffer much misery, was for ever to

vanisli, and be forgotten. Horrid and mortifying idea,—the

genuine parent of profligacy and of crime !'

If these Sermons reach a second edition, we would recom

mend that they be surveyed with the rigour of attentive

criticism : much may yet be repressed with advantage ; and

the abilities, as well as the learning of the author, would be

more conspicuous, if the attention was not unseasonably drawn

away by the flalhes, the meteors, which occasionally dazzle the

cooler reader.

'Philosophical Trartsaflios of the Royal Society of London. Vol.

LXXV1I. For the Year 1787. Part I. yo. -js. 6d.

§t«L. Davis.

"I T is with regret that we have delayed so long the account

of the First Part of this annual collection ; but as few

important articles occur in it, our crime will be of left con

sequence, and our excuse more readily obtained : annual vo

lumes, from voluntary contributions, must; necessarily be of

unequal value.

Article I. An Account of a new Comet. By Miss Caroline

Herschel.—-Miss Herschel, in her brother's absence, has

" swept the sky in the neighbourhood of the sun, and caught a

comet by the beard;"—in plainer language, she discovered one

of these excentric stars on the first of August, 1786. It was

followed for a few succeeding nights, but presented rio very

remarkable appearance : it resembled in colour and brightness

the 27th nebula, in the Connoissance de Tems, except that it

was round.

Art. II. Remarks on a new Comet. By William Herschel,

XX. D. F. R.S.—The light about .the centre of the comet

was of a confused kind ; and the tail extended a sew degrees

towards the north : it seemed going^down to the fun ; and we

may perhaps hear of it on its return.

Art. III. Magnetical Experiments and Observations. By

Tiberius Cavallo, F.R. S.—These experiments have been no

ticed, at least the most important ones, in our review of Mr.

Cavallo's Treatise.

Art. IV. Description of a new Electrometer. By the rev.

Abraham BenneC, M. A.—This Electrometer consists of twp

pieces
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pieces of leaf gold, suspended within a glass cylinder : for the

particular construction, we must refer t6 the volume and the

plate; but we shall mention a few experiments which were

tried with so nice an instrument.—The cap is the part which

covers the cylinder.

' ist. Powdered chalk was put into a pair of bellows, and

blown upon the cap, which electrified it positively when the cap

was about the distance of fix inches from the nozzle of the bellows;

but the fame stream ofpowdered chalk, electrified it negatively at

the distance of three feet. In this experiment there is a change of

electricity from positive to negative, by the dispersion or wider

diffusion of the' powder in the air. It is also changed by plac

ing a bunch of fine wire, silk, or feathers, in the nozzle of the

bellows, and is wholly negative when blown from a pair of bel

lows without their iron pipe, so as to come out in a larger

stream : this last experiment did not answer in dry weather so

well as in wer. The positive electricity of the chalk, thus blown,

is communicated because part of the powder sticks to the cap ;

but the negative is not communicated, the leaf gold coliap«

sing as soon as the cloud of chalk is dispersed.

' 2dly. A piece of chalk drawn over a brush, or powdered

chalk put into the brush, and projected upon the cap, electrifies

it negatively ; but its electricity is'not communicated.

* 3dly. Powdered chalk blown with the mouth or bellows-

firom a metal plate placed upon the cap, electrifies it perma

nently positive. Or if the chalk is blown from the plate, either

insulated or not, so that the powder may pass over the, cap, if

not too far off, it is also positive. Or if a brush is placed upon

the cap, and a piece of chalk drawn over it, when the hand is

withdrawn, the leaf gold gradually opens with positive electri

city as the cloud of chalk disperses,

' 4thly. Powdered chalk falling from one plate to another

placed upon the instrument, electrifies it negatively.'

Wheat, flour, and red lead, are strongly negative where

chalk is positive : —sand, cakes of metals, iron filings, coal-

ashes, rosin and quick-lime, in powder, resembled chalk.

Many other experiments are described, but they are so miscel

laneous, and so little applicable, in their present state, to any

useful purpose, that, as we cannot abridge, we have little

inclination to transcribe" them.

Art. V. Appendix to the Description of a new Electrometer.

By the same.—In this Appendix, Mr. Bennet explains the

construction of his electrometer, as connected with M. Volta's

condenser. The only additional fact of much importance i%

that if the powder is blown> at about the distance of three

inches, upon a plate moistened or oiled, the electricity is con

trary to what it was when dry. Perhaps similar experiments,

in a more improved state of meteorology,, may be rendered very

useful. Art.
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Art. VI. Some Account of an Earthquake felt in the North

ern part of England. By Samuel More, Efq.—The earth

quake occurred on the nth of Auguft of laft year, about two

in the morning.—It feems to have extended from Penrith.

along the banks of Alfwater arid Winander mere to Manchef*

ter:—its other directions are not noticed.

Art. VII. Determination of the Heliocentric Longitude of

the defcending Node of Saturn. By Thomas Bugge, Pro-

feflbr of Aftronomy at Copenhagen.—The culmination of Sa

turn was obferved with a fix feet aeromatic tranfit inftrutnent;

and the meridian altitude with a fix feet mural quadrant.

From the obfervations with thefe inftruments, the right afcen-

Jion and declination, the geocentric longitude and latitude of

Saturn are calculated : the calculations are compared with,

thofe of Halley and de la Lande, and the feveral errors are

pointed out. The reft of the paper is employed in calculate

ing the heliocentric longitude of Saturn, and that of the node.

From thefe calculations it appears that Saturn's paffage through.

the node happened Auguft 21, 1784; and that the heliocen

tric longitude of his defcending node — 9?. 21°. 50' 8",$.

Art. VIII. Defcription of a Set of Halos and Parhelia,

feen in 1771, in North America. By Alexander Baxter, Efq.

—Befides the principal halo round the fun, there was a lu

minous circle, parallel to the horizon, palling through the cen

tre of the halo, in which were five mock funs : oppofite to the

fun was a luminous crofs, and in the zenith a femi circle, with

the convex part turned to the fun. Thefe phenomena were

obferved at Fort Gloceftcr, on the river of Lake Superior, a-

bout fix nvlles above the falls of St. Mary's, and as much from

the head of the river where it iffues from the lake. It occur

red the zzd of January, 1771, about two in the afternoon.

The peculiar fituation may, in fome degree, account for

the appearances ; but the immediate caufe of halos, is yet ob-

fcure. i

Art. IX. Obfervations of the Tranfit of Mercury, May 4,

1786, at Drefden. By M. Kohler.

A||. X. Obfervation of the Tranfit of Mercury, at Pe-

terfburgh. By M. Rumovfki.

Art. XI. Account of the Strata obferved in finjcing for -

water at Boflon, in Lincolnihire. By James Limbird.—We

need not purfue the auger in all its different difcoverics; but

may remark, that-at 474 feet from the furface, chalk and gra

vel were found ; and at 468 feet, fait water was drawn up,

additional proofs of what we formerly advanced, of that part

of the ifland having been long under the fea. The work is

discontinued; but we hope it will be refumed, as under this

• VOL. LXV. Feb. 1788. H vaft
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vast load, fresh water will undoubtedly be found, which will

rise to the surface.

Art. XII. Observations of Miss Herschel's Comet, in Au

gust and September, 1786. By the rev. Francis Wollaston,

LL. B. F.R.S.—Mr. Wollaston applied his system of wires to

this comet, and it seems to have answered pretty well. The

author has given a series of observations on the different stars

which the comet preceded, or followed.

Art. XIII. Account of a Thunder-storm in Scotland ; with

some meteorological observations. By Patrick Brydone, Esq.

F. R. S.

Art. XVII.—Remarks, on Mr. Brydone's Account of a

Thunder-storm in Scotland. By Charles, Earl Stanhope,

F. R. S.—These articles contain a very remarkable fact, with

a sufficiently ingenious and probable explanation. During a

.thunder-storm, at so great a distance, that the lightning was

followed by the found after a period of from 25 to 30 seconds j

a young man, sitting on a cart very near the place of obser

vation, was suddenly struck dead ; and the horses shared th*

fame fate. The sound was that of several muskets fired to

gether, without the rumbling found usual after thunder; or

without any sensible flafli of lightning. Another young man,

about 24 yards behind him, with another cart, on a lower-

part of a bank, escaped. We need not enlarge on the parti

culars, or on lord Stanhope's tedious explanation. The

fatal blow seemed to be derived from the earth, whence it first

struck on the iron of the cart-wheels : it was conducted to the

young man's body, while his legs, which hung suspended,

were not affected ; and from the shafts of the cart if was com

municated to the horses, for the hair of the bellies and legs

seemed to have been more burnt than on' any other part of

their bodies. The principle on which the explosion depended

was the following : if two clouds are suspended over the earth,

the one near the earth in one part, and the other between that

cloud and the earth at some distance; if the first cloud strikes

the earth, it communicates to it a superabundant quantity of

electricity, and again receives a portion from the second cloud.

But, if the earth is dry, the electricity received from the first

elrud is not generally communicated ; and the second cloud,

involving a different part of the earth, that part of it, from

the usual effects of electrical atmospheres, must be in a con

trary slate of electricity from that of the cloud : and, if the

earth be within a striking distance, or meets with any proper

medium of communication, the equilibrium will be restored

by what lord Stanhope calls a ' returning stroke.' In circum

stances, favourable in every respect to this returning stroke,

/ . was
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*svas this unfortunate young man ; it took place> and the event

Was instantaneous death to himself and his horsesi

Art. XIV. On finding the Values of Algebraical Quantities

"by converging Serieses, and demonstrating and extending Pro

positions given by Pappus and others. By Edward* Waring,

M. D. F. R. S —It is impossible to abridge this Paper, or to

give any particular account of it, since it consists of a series

of depending calculations.

Art. XV. Experiments on the Production of Dephlogisti-

cated Air from Water with various substances. By Sir Ben

jamin Thompson, Knt. F. R. S.—'There are but two circum

stances, on this subject, completely authenticated ; the one,

that air from water is more pure than common air ; the other,

that its production is the consequence of light. That light

is a substance we well know ; and that it is connected with,

and perhaps is partly composed of phlogiston, is probable: if

we suppose then, that it is compounded of vital air and phlo

giston *, we shall approach more nearly to an explanation of

the phænomena of nature than in any other way. This, hos>-

ever, is a supposition, only to be appreciated by facts ; and

has no other value than the supposition of the algebraist, in the

solution of equations by approximation : — let us attend rather

to sir Benjamin Thompson. He employed raw silk, which

collects air very rapidly in water exposed to the light. It was

found by our author, that light alone, independent of hear,

was the efficient cause of the production of air 5 and that the

quantity produced was in proportion to the intensity of light,

whether that light was from the fun, or collected by mir-

Jrors from lamps. It was not peculiar to the silk to furnish,

or rather to collect air : sheep's wool, eider down, hare's fur,

and cotton wool, had similar properties. The ravellings of

linen, and human hair, had very little power in this respect ;

but, from whatever substance the air seemed to be furnished,

the water, in consequence of the process, changed to a greenish

or a yellowish hue j and the colour appeared to arise not from

vegetation, but from animalcules. In every instance, where

the experiment was pursued to any extent, there was some se*

diment observed in the water, whichS if it did not arise from

the animalcules, would seem to lhow some decomposition ot

the water itself.

The cotton-like substance produced by the populus nigra,

whose threads are much more minute than silk, collected air

* We are well aware, that M. Scheele supposed light to be a component

part of vital air; hut, independent of the Ipecisic heat of vital »ir, which

rnditates against him, we think our opinion biist adapted to explain tin

several facts.

H a. from
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from water : but it was found, upon examination, that this

quaptity of air produced was neither in proportion to the solid

contents, nor to the surfaces of the materials employed. The

air from silk Was better than that which was procured by means

of plants vegetating ; and that the materials acted in a way not

wholly mechanical, was evident from fpun-glafs not having the

fame effect. It must also be observed, that the power of the

silk did not seem to be exhausted in repeated experiments, or

the silk to be>sensibly altered : even water by itself, when the

animalcules were formed, produced pure air, without any

Cither addition. There are some doubts which have arisen re

specting the melioration of pure air by vegetation, since dead

leaves have the power of separating air from water, and vege

tating leaves produce it, even in water saturated with vital

air, which it is supposed would not have happened if the pure

air was an excrernentitious discharge from the plarit.

Art. XVI. Account of the Discovery of two Satellites re

volving round the Georgian Planet. By'William Herschel,

Iff. D. F. R. S.—These satellites were discovered the nth of

January, 1787 ; and the discovery arose from a change made

by the author in his telescope, by which he gained more light.

He followed them in their course, and he thinks the first makes

a sy*iodical revolution in about eight days and three- fourths,

the other in about thirteen and one-half. The planetary na

ture of the Herschel is therefore completely ascertained.

Art. XVIIL Concerning the Latitude and Longitude of the

Royal Observatory at Greenwich ; with Remarks on a Memo

rial of the late M. Caffini de Thury. By Nevil Maslceline,

D. D. F. R. S.—M. Caffini de Thury had asserted, in a me

moir presented to the Royal Academy of Sciences, that the

latitude of Greenwich was not ascertained within 11". The,

astronomer royal, with becoming zeal, shows that it has been

fixed with considerable precision : he explains the various me

thods employed for this purpose, both by his predecessor Dr.

Bradley, and himself, as well as the original of M. Caflini's

mistake. The latitude appears, from a mean of two deter

minations in different ways, to.be 510 28' 40".—The latitude

of the observatory of Paris is probably 480 50' 14". Dr. Mafke-

line then examines into the causes of M. Caflini's mistake, and

refers it to a passage in a memoir of the abbe de la Caille on

astronomical refractions, and the latitude of Paris, in the French

'Memoirs for 1 755. T^he error probably arose from some little

defect in the instruments, and the table of refractions employed

by the abbe. It is impossible to follow the astronomer royal in

all his remarks ; but we have seldom seen any astronomical

research conducted with equal precision, or any detail more

clear.
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clecr. The difference of longitude between the two places

appears to be 9' 20".

Art. XIX. Account of the Mode proposed to be followed in

determining the relative Situation of the Royal Observatories

of Greenwich and Paris. By Major-general William Roy,

F. R. S. and A. S.—It is impossible to give a proper idea of

these methods without the assistance of the plan which accom

panies it ; but from the talents of those who are engaged in

the operation, the accuracy of the instruments which they can

command, and the specimen of the attention which we have

already given in the mensuration of the base, there is every

reason to suppose that the relative situatioa of the two ©bser-

vatories will be ascertained with the greatest precision.—The

remarks on the pendulum, the experiments made with it at

Spitzbergen, and their consequences, are extremely curious.

Art. XX. Account of three Volcanos in the Moon, iiy

William Herschel, LL. D. F, R. S.—This short paper is very

interesting. It is a fact that luminous spots have been disco

vered on the dark portion of the moon ; that these are partial,

frequently changing in their appearance, and sometimes dis

appearing. They must necessarily, therefore, be produced by

some active power in the body of the moon ; and that power,

from its light, must be fire. It is consequently with much

reason that they are supposed to be volcanos. The largest

must be nearly three miles in diameter.

A Trealise on Tropical Diseases ; and on the Climate of the West

Indies. By B. Moseley, M. D. 8i/ff. (is. in Boards. Cadell.

"\X7"HILE we lament the misconduct of the last war, and

the many lives sacrificed by ignorance and inattention,

we receive some consolation in reflecting on the brilliant exam

ples, examples of humanity and care, which it has afforded,

and on the more comfortable expectation that the destruction

in that unfortunate period has afforded salutary lessons for

the future conduct of ministers and commanders. The medi

cal records of that time are full of fatal events ; of armies sa

crificed to climates and to diseases ; of victims, not in the

field, but in the hospitals. Dr. Moseley' and his predecessors,

whose steps we have carefully foflowed, give fad examples and

useful directions : we hope they will not lose their effect.

The work before us contains an Account of the Climate of

the West Indies, and the Means of avoiding its dangerous

Effects ;—an extensive Essay on the Dysentery ;—an account

of the Yellow Fever ;—of the Tetanus ;—a short Treatise on

Cancers; and another on the Dry Belly Ache.—OPthcse dif

ferent diseases the author has seen much, and read more. His

observations, however, his reflections, and his numerous quo-

H 3 tations,
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tations.are thrown together with much confusion. His narrative

is generally diffuse, and his digressions tedious; yet, in many

parts, we perceive the footsteps of a sagacious observer, a just

reasoner, and an attentive enquirer. Our author's erudition is

very extensive ; he generally excites our respect, though we

are often displeased ut being detained from an useful subject by

remarks which, if they were not digressive, we might have styl

ed judicious.

The circumstances which relate to the climate of the West

Indies, are generally known, and the means of avoiding dis

eases are those which have been, with a few exceptions, gene^

rally 'understood. Our author speaks, however, with much

disapprobation of the frequent use of acids, and somewhat toa

positively, in different parts of his work, of their destroying

the stomach. We suppose that he means when taken in excess >

yet it is difficult tc fay how far the use of a cooling, laxative,

antiseptic nourishment may be carried, without encountering

this imputation. His opinion is, however, connected with

two others ; the one, that the diseases of the West Indies are

not in general of a putrid kind ; and that the sweat is acid^

rather than alkelescent : for the first position, we shall select;

bis own arguments.

* The idea that every thing in, hot climates inclines to putre

faction, by the alkalescent disposition of the animal juices, while

life remains, appears to me to be totally void of foundation. M"

bile be prone to alkalescence, milk, lymph, and chyle are

prone to acidity, and al! habits are not bilious. It is certain,

that putrid fermentation is soon excited after death ; but there

are no pestilential nor contagious fevers, at least in the islands.

Again :" . ,

•Much "has been said by writers concerning putrid fevers,

and the tendency .of all fevers to putrefaction, in hot climates.

But such opinions are not founded on practice, however they

niay seem to agree with theory. The great endemic there, is

the nervous remittent fever, which is unattended with any

putrid symptoms, and which has its feat in the nervous system ;

or, as I have often thought, in the brain itself. I scarcely re

member to have seen a fever accompanied with petechial, or

purple spots, in the West Itjdies ; and it is very "uncommon to

find the parts livid, or gangrenous, where blisters have been

applied.' ,

The acid perspiration is supported with less force ; it de

pends on the smell chiefly, and on the superior refreshment

Vhich arises from burning aromatic woods, compared with

sprinkling the room with vinegar. Not to speak of the positive

assertion's Hillary on the opposite side, if our author reflects

pn the smell of the perspiration in different diseases, he will

find that they do not always indicate the state pf the body.
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In puerperal fevers, when the milk is gone, we have often

perceived a sour smell : in the confluent small pox, the odour

is not very different, at least during the first days. We should

endeavour to explain this appearance, for modern chemistry

might enable us to do it ; but the discussion would be too ex

tensive. Indeed, though we passed over his opinion of the na

ture of the West Indian fevers without a remark, it was rather

because we would not oppose actual observation by theoretical

arguments, than that the opinion coincided with the testimony

of other practitioners, or with reason. Dr. Moseley has not ex

plained it very clearly ; we shall probably assist him, by ob

serving, that in his opinion, the quick progress of diseases to

a putrid state arises more from the violent inflammation in the

first stages than any natural tendency to putrefaction. If this

consideration be not added, the doctrine will not be found to

be entirely consonant to his own observations. Again : when

he fays that idiotism is unknown in the West Indies, it must

be considered as an hereditary or a primary disease ; for many

complaints affect the mental faculties in a secondary way.

From similar causes, Dr. Moseley may be often misunderstood

by a careless reader.

It is well known that Europeans degenerate in these islands ;

but we must add, that some of their diseases degenerate also.

The calculus has been known to disappear, after some resi

dence in the West Indies. This fact may be connected with

the -acid sweat; but we would advise, before the argument is

pushed too far, that it be accurately determined whether the

sweat is really acid : if it be, it will make more than one

change in the chemical physiology. We shall transcribe one

other fact, which is a curious, and, we believe, a true one.

* The reverse of what is supposed to happen to the European,

attends the African race. Every generation here, is an im

provement on the former. That wild chaos of instinctive no

tions, which Negroes bring from Africa, seldom can be modu

lated, unless they come from it very young, to bear any durable,

rational impression. When this happens, they look back with

horror on their savage state ; and do not easily forgive, unjess

some compliment is added on their improvements, the reproach

of having been born in Africa, and of ever having lived in a,

state that nature intended for them.*

Of the military operations on the Spanisli Main we can

give no specimen. The army, from which mucli was expected,

and by which much might have been done, mouldered away

by disease. Of the inhabitants on the Musquito more, the

Samboes are said to be Africans, and to have escaped from the.

wreck of a Guinea ssiip. With the features they inherit, we

find, the vices of the Negroes.

H 4. The.
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The Essay on the- Dysentery is a very extensive one ; but

its great bulk consuls of quotations and copious extracts from

the ancients, who deserve less attention on this subject, pro

bably, than on any other, iince they so frequently confounded

the different diseases of the bowels. Our author's method of

cure is by sweating ; and he fellows Sydenham in thinking

the dysentery to be the epidemic of the season turned in on

the bowels. The sweating is not brought on by cloaths and

heat, but by antimonials and laudanum, assisted by a vomit

of ipecacuanha : and Dr. Moseley observes, that perspiration

is easily induced, as well as kept up, in tropical countries.

When perspiration is brought on, the stools lessen in number,

and the evacuations sometimes cease : in this way, our author

obviates the objection which may occur against his plan, from

ithe- danger of checking the perspiration, by rising frequently

in consequence of the other calls. • •

Instead of the vitrum ceraturn he uses the glass of antimony,

carefully levigated. This medicine is given in bed; and, as

its action on the bowels is abated by the perspiration, he ob

serves, that ...

' A much larger dose may be given that way : and let me

repeat, that an active dose of any antimonial seould never be

given while the patient is up, and walking about. Ten grains

of glass of antimony will act less on the bowels, while the pa

tient is in bed, than three grains will while he is up, and the

whole effect turned upon the bowels, by being exposed to the

air. Besides, sudden death has been frequently brought On by

spasm, from antimonials carelessly administered, if the glass

of antimony inclines the patient to vomit, I advise the diluting

but sparingly, unless what is brought up indicates foulness of

the stomach ; but copiously otherwise.

' From the effects of the vkrum antimonii ceratum, I have

never been able to discover that the antimony derives any be

nefit whatever from its mixture with the wax. For an active

cose of either nyast be given, or it answers no end; and if

melting the antimony with the wax weakens its force, a greater

quantity-must be given to produce a proper effect.—Therefore, I

always use the common giass of antimony, preferring a simple

medicine that I can depend upon, to a compound medicine that

.must be liable to uncertainty in its operations, according to

the attention or carelessness employed in its preparation.'

As we mentioned the inaccuracy of our author's language,

we may slightly hint, that his quotations ate not clearly

pointed out: we suspected that we had detected him in more

than qne considerable error ; but we must retract the suspicion,

and we should not have mentioned it if, in consequence of our

enquiries, we had not met with the plant, which probably

produces the tapioca: it is described, with the method of

preparing
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preparing the farina, by Piso, in his Natural and Medical

History of the Brazils, under the name of mandihoca, p. 114.:

we have not been able to discover it among the synonyms of

Linnæus. •

In the Essay on the Dysentery many valuable extracts are

inserted from modern authors ; and we do not recollect any

one of importance that the author has omitted. The morbui

mncosus of Roederer, though it sometimes degenerates to dy

sentery, can scarcely be styled that disease; and his treatise

'on it is not sufficiently discriminated; so that we cannot

blame Dr. Moseley for omitting it. The remarks are very

often judicious ; but, from the ease with which the disease

yielded, he will excuse us for suggesting, that it was a pecu

liar epidemic : we suspect strongly, that his plan would not

succeed so well in this climate. The following solution, when

the sudorific process could not be practised, has been, in our

author's opinion, singularly useful : the dose is from a drachm

to half an ounce.

' Solutio Vitriolic*.

' R Vitrioli albi drachmas tres; • .

Aluminis rupei drachmam ;

Coccinellæ pulveratæ grana tria ;

• Aquae ferventis libram. Misce in mortario marmoreo. So

lutio a fæculentia vel residendc- expurgetur, vel per chartairi

bibulam filtretur.'

The endemial causus, in the West Indies, is said to be a

fever highly inflammatory. It is generally known in medical

writings by the name of the yellow fever ; and its fatality is

considerable. Dr. Moseley directs bleeding, with all the vio

lence of Botallus, not only ad deliquium, but repeatedly.

After that, he gives laxatives, puts the patient into a warm

bath, orders diaphoretics, applies blisters, and at last recruit*

the strength with bark. But, though this is the whole rou

ting the two first remedies are, he tells us, very generally

successful. We need not inform our author, who is very in

timately acquainted with medical writings, that the success of

this plan is no proof of the disease not being putrid, unless

the plague, described by Sydenham, and the pestilential fever,

treated by Dover, were not putrid, for they yielded to the fame

profuse bleedings. Dr. Moseley, however, appears to us to

deserve confidence ; and, whatever may be the nature of the

disease, we have reason to believe that his plan has been suc

cessful. There is one motive for its use, that it cannot easily

be less useful than the methods hitherto practised. The reco

veries from the yellow fever were usually very rare.

On the subject of tetanus we perceive a little of the scep

ticism
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ticism of an old practitioner. He thinks that no medicine Is

of service in this disease, but that it is best prevented by giv

ing bark freely after operations, and an anodyne every night.

In this cafe,his directions apply to the locked jaw, which occurs,

he fays, in warm climates after amputation, though the nerves

have been cautiously avoided in makingthe ligature. The cures

of locked jaws are those, he thinks, of nature, not of art:

and he rests much on the opinion of Hippocrates, that, if not

fatal before the end of the fourth day, the disease spontane

ously subsides. Of the general disorder, he thinks, with jus

tice, that the opisthotonus is the most violent degree of the

disease ; but he is also of opinion, that the emprosthotonus does

not exist. Other practitioners have thought the fame; yet

•we have seen a decided case of it, where not only the flexors

of the extremities were affected, but those of the neck and

trunk. It had every true character of a tetanic disease, and

.110 particular cause appeared to have excited it. We well

know the little force of anonymous authorities ; but we have

more than personal credit at st;ike ; and, if Dr. Moseley desires

it, will put him in a way of procuring the most authentic in

formation. 1

On the subject of cancers our author gives short, but im

portant information.—His great object is the bay fore, a kind

of cancer not uncommon on the Mufquifo shore; but he ob

serves that it is applicable to any curable cancer. We regret

that our author has published his method so plainly, since we

have seen bad effects from the indiscriminate use of escharotics.

His acrid substance is the corrosive sublimate, which he thinks

is superior to arsenic, the remedy of Mrs. Plunket, because

it only erodes the morbid parts, with little effect on the sound

ones.

Of the dry belly-ache Dr. Moseley's account is also short.

He denies that it is produced from new rum, or that the rum

is impregnated with lead. After emptying the bowels ll^the

mildest, oily laxatives, he gives his vitriolic solution in a dose,

tp excite nausea, or a flight retching, and speaks with the

utmost confidence of its success. In pulmonic complaints he

tells us also, that it is singularly useful.

We must not take our leave of this work, without our ac-

knowlegements to the author, for the information we have

received from it. We regret only, that he has employed that

time in transcribing from others, which he might have filled

usefully by a detail of his own experience ; and that a man,

acquainted with so many languages, should have attended fa

little not only to the polish, but to the precision of his own.
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A Concordance to Shah/peart ; suites to all thi Editions,

•which are added, Three Hundred Notes and Illustrations, t*r

titely mill, 2vo. 6s, in Boards. Robinsons.

'T'O those who look on Shakspeare as a divinity, and his

works as sacred, a Concordance may seem requisite. We

own, that we have styled him the * god of our idolatry;' yet

we are not well pleased with the design, or with the execution

of this tribute- to his lhrine. Where the fense of a word is

of great importance, it may undoubtedly be determined, by

comparing the passages in which it is found ; but, in Shak

speare, few words require to be fixed in this manner :—words

of this kind are not the object of our editor's attention ; and

the sentiment is usually of much more importance than the

expression. If, therefore, a concordance be collected, it mould

be of those passages where the fame sentiment occurs in dif

ferent forms : at present the occurrence of the word is sufficient ;

and of a word which so little decides the force of the sentence,

that, as it is not pointed out by different characters, we mull

look at the title, before we can discover it. This Concord

ance is now literally a patch-work, where, in each series,

Nec pes nec caput uni,

Reddatur formae.

We never saw Shakspeare in a form so little pleasing, so

torn and mangled. Horace has told us, that if we change

the order of the words of a true poet, we may yes find his

scattered limbs; so in every form, the rugged energy, the

poetic majesty, the expressive sublimity of our first poet will

claim our respect.

The Notes deserve a different character : they are said to

be the efforts of a young, but zealous critic. In his lucubra

tions we discover the refinement of Warburton, and the bold

conjectures of Theobald, mixed with genius and attention :

yet we think his fancy often carries him from the proper track.

He is more eager to six the meaning of the text, by a bold

innovation, than to reconcile it to the context, by a patieiit

attention. Let us examine a few notes of different kinds.

On the following passage, he is perhaps too fanciful,

'.——move the llill-piercing air,

That sings with piercing.]

4 Still-piercing air' is very harlh. The old copy reads,

" Still-peering air."—Peering, 1 think, may have been printed

in mistake for fleering, and the words which tmnediately fol

low that sings with piercing") somewhat strengthens my

conjecture. " Pierce," fays Helena, •* the air, that regards

not your attack—that fleers, that mocks, that laughs, in lhort,

ar, your power, but do not touch Bertram.-"

} . . , Again,
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•Again,

• The composition, that your valour and fear make? in yon,

is a virtue of a good wing, and I like the ivrar well. Alt's well

that ends weiT.

A virtue of a good wing, and I like the wear well," is

nonsense. For " wing" we must read vigon, a sort of Spanish

wool. The whole should run thus—The composition that your

valour and fear makes in you, is a vigon of good virtue, and

I like the wear well.—i. e. Your valour and sear is a stuff of

good manufacture, and I like the wear well. Without such

reading, where is the integrity of the metaphor? as Dr. War

burton woold fay.' Few of Shakspeare's metaphors are pro

perly kept inviolate. ' " ^

Once more,

4 I have rubb'd this young quat almost to the fense,

And he grows angry. Othelh, A. 5. S. I.

•AU the commentators, I believe, have mistaken the sense

of this passage. A " quat," in my opinion, is an intimate, a

erony. We now fay, when we speak of the intimacy of one

man with another,—*• O ! they are quater-cousins." I there

fore read as follows :

". I have fubb'd this young qnat," &c.

i. e. I have fubb'd, or put off, this quater-consin, or associate

of mine, as long as possible, and now he grows angry. " %uat"

appears to be an abbreviation of" quater," and may have been

nied for quater-cousin, or friend, in the fame way that cuz is

employed for cousin, a relation by blood or marriage.'

• I will bring thee where Mrs. Anne Page is at a farm house

a feasting; and thou shalt woo her : cry'd game, said I well i

Merry Wives of Windsor, A. ?. S. 3.

• Mr. Steevcns would retain, "cry'd game," but I cannot

think it right. I read, " Thou shalt woo her, and cry amie."

•—Amie, Fr. a word of endearment. Thou shalt woo her, says

the host, and cry amie,—i. e. salute her with the title of lovely

mistress, eh, said I well ? That this is the true reading, the

context will clearly shew."

Sometimes the author adds explanations highly probable,

but which we would admit with caution : in the following, for

instance, a blue eye may be correct, as it is a sign of weakness,

fatigue, or want of rest. . J

4 A lean cheek; which you have not: a blue eye, and

sunken, which you have not. As you like it, A. 3. S. 2.

" A blue eye." But why a blue eye i I believe we should

read " a flu eye."—Flu—Jluijh, in the northern counties, is

•watery, weak, tender. " A flu eye:' will therefore mean, an

eye filled with tears. Fluer, French, lojlow or run,' %

«. Again,

It is not probable that Sir Toby Belch would think it a

disgrace to be called drunkard.—We quote the passage also,

to frow our author's vague method of referring : -the explana

tion,
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tion, quoted in the note, we have not, after diligent search,

been able to find. The name of the play is of no use in a

work, where passages from different plays are mixed, without

any order. This reference is not the only one of the kind.

4 Send for money, knight; if thou hall her not i' the end,

call me cut. Ttveiftb Night, A. 2. S. 3.

" Call me cut," i. e. call me wine-bibber— call me drunkard.

This is highly natural. Men are very apt to rail against the

vices that themselves are addicted to. We now fay of a man

who has been drinking to excess, that he is cut. The meaning;

of cut, in " come cut and long tail," is, however, totally dif

ferent. See note on Merry Wives of Windsor.'

Another Note of a doubtful kind, is the following.

« ■■■ Mine honest friend,

Will you take eggs for money ? Ifinter's Talc, A. 1 , S. *.

" Will you take eggs for money ?" The meaning is, Will

you take ayes (i.e. words) for money? Ait, in old language,

is used both for the affirmative yes, and for egg. See Caaucer,

Ait, Aye, ((£0, Teut.) an egg.'

We shall conclude our article with a few notes, which we

think, rest on a better foundation : they are chiefly suggested

by an attention to the old French, a source of explanation not

yet exhausted. Yet, even in this line, our author is occa

sionally mistaken.

« I remember, one said, there were no sallets in thejines, to

make the matter savoury. Hamlet, A. 1. S. 2.

"No /a/lets in the lines" is nonsense; and no salt in the

lines is not right. The poet has here, as is very common with

him, adopted a French word, vie. faletes, i. e. smut, or smut-

tincsi. Dire des faletes, is, to talk lewdly. Salete< having;

been at first printed without the accent, was read faletes, and

thence arose the mistake.'

' Come thou monarch os the vine,

Plumpy Bacchus with pink eyne.

Ant. and Chop. Act. 2. S. 7.

" Pink eyne," in this place, I believe, are neither small eyes

nor red eyes, but twinkling eyes ; and such as are usually ob

served in drunken persons, to fink, is to wink with the eyes.

" He is quite pinky," for •* he is quite fuddlid," is now made

use of in ordinary conversation.'

' ' King Henry's blood,

The honourable blood of Lancaster,

Must not be slied by such a jaded groom.

H. ir. P. 2. A. 4, S. 1.

" Jady groom" is the right reading {jadit, Fr.) hereto

fore. The sense of the passage is— thou who wert heretofore a

groom, and held my stirrup.* . .. •

' Can sodden water,

A drench for sur reyn'd jades, their barley broth,

Decoct their cold blood to such valiant heat? Henry f. A. 3. S. 5.

2 «' Sui-
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" SarreynM" is old, worn-out. The French word snrrane*

Anglicised, and then corrupted. It should be printedsurrdn'j}

' One

To whom you are but as a form in wax,

By him imprinted, and within his power

To leave the figure, or disfigure it.

Midsummer Night's Dream, A< I. S4 t..

Lave" is the proper word. To lave is a term of art in

painting, and signifies to embellijhj to beautify.'

' Nym, and Bardolph, are sworn brothers in filching ; and in

Calais they stole a fire-shovel : I knew by that piece of service,

the men would carry coals. Henry V. A. 3, S. it

" Carry coals,"—there is' a quibble here on the English

word coal, and the French word colic, which signifies Jbam,

lamboozle, or cheat. " I knew by that they meant to carry

coles," i. e. I saw plainly that they were bamboozlers, of

tricksters."

Julia ; or the Italian Lever. A Tragedy. As it is ailed at

the Theatre-Royal, Drury-lane. By R. Jephson, Esq. Sno.

is. 6d. Diliy.

'T'HE story on which this Tragedy is founded, is remark.

■* able, and well adapted for theatrical representation. The

incidents in it are, however, few ; and, to fill up the de

stined number of acts, » duel between Marcellus and Men-

tevole takes place in the third, which neither perplexes, re

tards, nor promotes the developement of the plot. In the

fourth, an interview between Julia and Mentevole, equally

unimportant, but much more improbable, occurs. Can it be

supposed that a rejected lover would, in the day-time, place

ruffians in the garden of his mistress's father, to assist him

in carrying her elf, in case she Jhculd happen to walk there?—•

That a man, immediately after he had been apprized of a

charge of murder urged against him, and that too justly found

ed, inslead of meditating flight, or preparing to defend him

self, should only shew an anxiety to be married:—That, on

the lady's appearance, he mould enter into a long conversation

with her, without expressing any apprehensions of being dis

covered by the family, on which circumstance the success of

his scheme must have entirely depended 1 The heroine, in

deed, fees at last, her father and Marcellus approaching to

wards them, but not till her situation has been rendered ex

tremely interesting, by her seizing a dagger, and threatening

self-destruction. Their appearance gives her an opportunity

of quitting the stage with the usual eclat attending virtue

reprimanding abashed villany. The scene, however, if ad

mired, must be admired foritself: it is totally unconnected with

the plot; neither this attempt of Mentevole nor his duel with

Marcellus produce any effect, or are ever hinted at afterwards.

The
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The language is in general good, neither too turgid nor

too tame, and well adapted to the "stage. A few antiquated

expressions, and arrangement of words in Shakspeare's manner,

tend to strengthen, sometimes possibly to stiffen the dialogue.

We recollect a whimsical, but ingenious critic's observing on

the following words, spoken by Juliet,

Oh, sweet my mother !

that they are more affecting from the peculiarity of their loca

tion. A similar inversion of words sometimes occurs here;

as, * Dear my Lord,' ' Good my lord,' and, ' Soft you a

while ; for lo you who comes here.'

Such an imitation as the last, appears a parody, and tends

rather to burlesque the original than grace the copy. We

meet, likewise, with some aukward expletives ; such as, ' That

bloody lingering business there at Candia.'— * That lady

there'—' swells up her impatience,' &c.

Such expressions as the following are equally exceptionable:

■ ' the bonds of their long amity,

The lie with many mouths has puff'd asunder.'

A mouth of many lies is a more natural image than ' a

lie with many mouths.' And, ' To puff a bond asunder,'

is rather an incongruous metaphor.

' His sister, as we learn, has sought a convent.

And will no more be found,'

Surely the person who flies to a convent identifies the spot

where (he is to be found. That circumstance must depend on

the -will of others, not her own.—Some excellent passages

more than compensate for these, and a few other flight defects.

We were particularly struck with the character of Mentevole :

it is conceived and executed with much spirir. The haughti

ness, and siery impatience, which he displays in the following

scene, are every where preserv'd.

Mcntev. Tell me, Olympia, are not women woo'd

By constancy, and deep-protested oaths ?

By living on their smiles, by nice attentions ?

By yielding up our reason to their humours ?

By adoration of their beauty's power?

By sighs and tears, by flattery, kneeling, fawning?

Tell me how many ways a manly mind

Must be debas'd, to win a lady's smile?

' Oylm. That which by baseness only can be gain'd,

Were better undesir'd. But sty, good brother.

Why do you question with such angry haste, %

And what strange fury ruffles all your mien ?

Give me your hand : it burns. You arc not we!L

Your mind unquiet fevers thus your blood.

'Merit. No, no: a woman's coldness. Your fair friend,-—

Teach her to smile, and my distemper die. .
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« Olym. She has no fense of joy: that beauteous flower

Boivs its sweet head over Claudio's bloody grave^,^,

' Aleut. Must that eternal sound grate on me still i

Hast thou been faithful to me ? Hast thou told her,

How thou hast seen these lids, even at her name,

Swell with unbidden tides of melting fondness ?

Whole nights how I have fill'd thy patient ear,

And slie my only theme ? How many times,

When chance has given her beauties to my sight,

Thou hast beheld me, trembling, try to speak,

And gaze away my meaning ? • ■

• Olym.. Nay, my lord,

Endeavours true as mine disdain suspicion :

And let me say, if Qie shou'd ne'er consent,—

Mint. How's that? take heed! If she stiou'd ne'er consent ?

Put not my life on chilling supposition ;

Make it the doubt, Olympia, of a moment,

And though thou art my lister, and a dear one,

By heaven, I almost think that I shall hate thee :

For here I sivear, deeply and calmly swear it,

The hour which sees me desperate of her love,

Shall be my last.

Olym. For (hame ! be more a man.

'Men, By the great power which gave me sense and being,

I'll wiest from fate my folly's chastisement,

And this right hand shall end me.'

To this impetuous character, that of Julia forms a pleasing

contrast. There is something peculiarly solemn and delicate

in the following sentiment, which slie utters to Marcellus»

whose brother, to whom she had been betrothed, was secretly

murdered.

' "Julia. There is an aweful witness of this scene,

For ever present here, who hovers round me.

Through the still void I hear a solemn voice ;

On his pale lips the unwilling accents hang:

Our vows, he cries, were register'd above ;

For thee my breast was pierc'd; fee this red wound,

Nor lose the memory in a brother's arms.'

The characters, however, in general, are not drawftvwith

any strong discrimination : they converse with the same unifor

mity of diction which commonly prevails in modern tragedies.

That of Manoa, an honest and respectable Jew, though but

saintly sketched, has the greatest claim to novelty. He is, we

believe, the first who has been introduced on our stage with

out beiag represented as an object of ridicule, or abhorrence:

—such plays as Mariamne, where the scene is laid in Judea,

and the dramatis persona; are of that nation, must of course

be excepted.

' *. The
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Life es Scipio Africanus, and ofEpaminondas. Translated' intt

Englijh by theRev. R. Parry. 2 Vols. 10/. inBoards. Richardson.

"DUblius Cornelius Scipio, distinguished from others of his

family by the surname of Africanus, and Epaminondas,

were two of the most illustrious characters in ancient times:

the former, trained up to arms almost from his childhood, had,

in early youth, the honour of subjecting all Spain to the Ro

man power; while the latter, born in an humble station, and

conversant only with philosophy, yet displayed, at an advanced

period of life, such extraordinary valour and military conduct,

as rendered his country, from being -an obscure republic, the

arbitiess of Greece, and will secure to his name a glorious

distinction amongst those of the most celebrated comman

ders. Whether or. not the lives of.thefe great personages had

ever been written by Plutarch, it is impoffible now to deter

mine ; all we know with certainty is, that they have not been

transmitted to posterity in the works of that valuable biogra

pher. With the view of supplying this defect, they were ex

ecuted by M. de Folard, so far back as the year 1739; and,

considering both the information he has collected on the subject,

and his own judicious observations, it may justly appear sur

prising that the work has never before been translated into

Enghlh. The authorities on which the narrative is founded,

admitting of no hesitation with regard to the authenticity of

facts, we have only to present our readers with a specimen or

two of the history. The following extract concludes the Life

of Scipio Africanus:

• Scipio consoled himself in his disgrace with the comforts of

a retired life; but he did not lose the remembrance of it. The

resentment he frit for the outrages his services had been repaid

with, lasted even to his death, which happened about twelve

years after his leaving Rome. His last wishes were a proof of

it'; he ordered a tomb to be erected for him at Linternum,

♦'That thou, .ungrateful country," as Livy makes him fay,

when he was dying, " mayest be deprived of the honour of my

obsequies.'

* This resentment roused afresh the inveteracy and rage of

envy against him, and his whole house. The people, ever vio

lent in their affections, would have created him consul and

perpetual dictator ; Scipio remonstrated so strongly against it,

that the proposers of the scheme were punished. They would

have raised statues to him in the forum and the temples close to

those of Jupiter, but he constantly opposed it. They moved

that his portrait, painted with all the ornaments of 3 triumpher,

and placed in the temple of Jupiter, should be solemnly car

ried through the whole city. His moderation alone prevented

his receiving these honours ; thus, as has been since observed

Vol. LXV. Feb. 1788. I by
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by Mr. St. Evremont, did the corrupter of the manners of Ms

country continue always free from corruption. But to change

the manners when such a change is become necessary, is that to

corrupt them ? And who can fay what use Scipio might have

made of these changes, had the republic permitted him to carry

them to the end he proposes ?

' The zeal and respect of the people, so oftenmerited, and

expressed, was at his death, converted into indignation and

rage. It was customary at Rome to deliver in public the eulo-

gium of great men after their death. This wife practice mul

tiplied, if I may be allowed the expression, the effect of their

virtues, by giving a freih view of them in a circumstance the

most likely to render the impression more lively and affecting.

The blind rage of envy ranked among citizens, who had for

feited their privileges, the vanquisher of Hannibal, the pre

server of Rome, and the conqueror of Carthage ! The meanest

patrician was honoured at his death with a funeral oration.—

Scipio the Great was refused this compliment by an order of

government, which reflected disgrace only on its authors.

AU who had a just esteem for talents and virture, indemnified

Scipio, by their open expressions of concern for this outrage of

his country. The day in which the account of his death reached

Rome, was a day of general mourning; it was so justly due to

a citizen, who had raised the glory and power of Rome to a

height it had never before attained, that the very persons who

forbid rendering his name due honour, could not help mingling

their tears with those of the public.

« Pliny relates that he saw at Linternum the tomb of this

great man, and that it passed for a truth, that a dragon con

stantly guarded it. Thus does ancient history disfigure the plain

fact by the false marvelous, invented only to amuse the vulgar.

The fame author adds, that they still shewed, in his time, olives

planted by Scipio's hand, and a myrtle of extraordinary beauty,

which he had set; circumltances which prove how much the

idea of greatness which great men communicate to every thing,

interests the curiosity or rather the vanity of mankind.

♦ There was another tomb for Scipio at Rome, raised undoubt

edly to him by his family, in happier times. It is well known

that great men have experienced more persecution in. republics

than in other governments ; but sooner or later the time of

doing justice tb their characters arrives. If no people was more

capable of feeling this virtuous recompence than the Romans,

the memory also of no one was more likely to inspire it than the

memory of Scipio.'

The great Fabius, it is well known, was a constant opponent

of all Scipio's measures; and with respect to this conduct,

which has been attributed to envy, M. de Folard suggests the

possibility that it may have proceeded from prudence1. He

observe?, that all the advantages which were gained against

Hannibal
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Hannibal in battle, feemed only to excite Fabius's fears that

they might ceafe to continue ; and if that happened, he would

have thought Rome in danger. Scipio, on the contrary, was

perfuaded that it was doing nothing to drive Hannibal out of

Italy ; and that it was abfolutely necefiary to reduce the repub

lic of Carthage to fuch a (late, that, by fubduing her, and

making her feel all the evils with which me had menaced tlj^

Romans, fhe never more ftiould have the power of giving them

the like alarms. Thus different principles make the greateft

men think and aft differently, who yet aim only at the fame

object, the good of their country. This obfervation of M. de

Folard's mull, at leaft, be allowed to be candid ; and, indeed,

coniidering the cool temper, and particularly the great age of

Fabius, it feems more reafonable to impute his oppofition to a

convi&ion of judgment than to perfonal animofity.

We (hall feleft the next fpecimen from the laft fcene in the

Life of Epaminondas.

' Epaminondas, hurried on by that warm zeal for his country

which was his ruling pallion, was unable to countroul it, when

he had once given it the reins. He feemed unwilling to (uffer

a Jingle individual of the Lacedemonians, whom he had fo to*

tally routed, to efcape. He followed them with a kind of in

veteracy which forced him on; he advanced railily into the

midft of them, without reflecting that the body of his brave

Thebans, weakened by fatigue, by wounds, and the lofs it mud

unavoidably have fuftained in fo warm an aftion rouft diminilh

every inftant, and be able to follow him but at a great dillance.

He found himfelf at laft, almofl alone, in the middle of a

croud of Lacedemonians, much more alarmed at feeing him

amongft them, than he would have been, had he been able to

fee the great danger to which he was expofed.

• Reflection at laft opened their eyes, blinded in a manner

by the ftupor into which fear had thrown them. They obferved

chat £paminondas, hurried away by the heat of the a&ion, and

the eager delire of conqueft, moft inconfiderately and thought-

lefsly Hiked his perfon : they inftantaneoufly fell upon him on all

fides. Never did the moft intrepid foldier fuftain fo unequal an

attack with more courageous firmnefs. Prefled from all parts, he

at length recovered his ufual prefence of mind \ lie Ihunned the

darts which fell round him, he warded off others with his

buckler: feveral however reached him ; he had the refolution

to draw them out of his body warm with his blood and cad

them back upon the enemy. At lait, while he was wholly en

gaged in defending himfelf againil thole who furrounded him,

an officer quitted his ranks, attacked him with his lance

ihortened, and plunged it into his breait, where the iron,

which was broken with the force of the blow, remained. EJ.U-

minondas, fenfelefs and covered with blood, fell at length upon.

la an
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an heap of dead, which he had slain before he received thi3

wound.

« A piece of news of such importance, was scon spread through

both armies. In such moments it is that the human heart

usually changes the most. poignant grief into the moll desperate

rage. The Thebans flew to the spot where they saw their ge

neral fall. Their natural strength, seconded by their fury, pat

all that resisted to the sword. The Lacedemonians for some

time purchased with their blood the hope of carrying off the

body of Epaminondas, around which this dreadful slaughter

was made. At last the Thebans, equally brave, but much

stouter, dispersed them, aud with the point of the sword reco

vered their dying general.

* At this fight their rage redoubled; they returned to the

charge, they fell upon the Lacedemonians with still greater

violence, whom the impetuosity of their attack had already put

to flight ; but these generous soldiers were, if I may be allowed

the expreslion, so many bodies which had lost their head.

Epaminondas extended on the ground, deprived them of every

hope of gaining a complete victory, which but for this accident

they would easily have obtained; moreover the whole glory of

the battle was hitherto of their side; it would have been im

prudent to risk the loss of it, and to fee the body of their ge

neial carried off. The commanding officers therefore judged it

right to found a. retreat to collect their men, who had every

where broke their ranfes in pursuit of the fugitives.

' The Thebans being returned into their camp, which bor

dered on the field of battle, their first care was to call together

the surgeons. After having examined Epaminondas's wound,

they declared it mortal. While the whole army was trying out

in despair, they to!d them that there was not a ray of hope left ;

that Epaminondas must expire if the iron was not extracted

from his breast, and that also he must infallibly die if the ope^

ration was performed. Epaminondas heard them without the

least emotion.

' It is not so much the death as the triumph of this great

man, which the historians here describe. Condemned by the

physicians, and, sensible himself that he drew near his end, he

ordered his ihield-bearer to be called, who advanced all in tears.

Epaminondas, anxious only for his own fame, and the glory of

his country, asked him if he had saved his buckler. He an

swered that it was safe, and produced it. Epaminondas, trans

ported with joy that so glorious a spoil had not fallen into the

enemy's hands, clasped it, says Justin, as the dear companion

ot his labours and of his glory. He at last enquired which

side had gained the victory : they told him the Thebans, a»d

that the Lacedemonians had quitted the field of battle. " I

have then lived long enough, fays he, since I die with the ho

nour of. having never been conquered." At these words he

ordered them to extract the iron out of his breast. This dread -

1 fui
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sal order, to the horror of which Epaminondas alstne was in

sensible, threw all the officers and soldiers into despair.

In the midil of" this general affliction, one of Epaminondas'j

most intimate friends could not help expressing his grief in

stronger terms than the rest. "*« O Epaminondas !" he cried,

" you are dying, and when you die, we shall lose you entirely,

without a hope remaining os seeing you revive in your offspring ;

you leave us no child behind yon." " You are mistaken,"

replied Epaminondas cooly, " I fliall leave behind me tivo

immortal daughters, the victory of Leuctra and that of Man-

tinea!" Having said this, he again directed that they mould

take the iron out of his breast, and expired, overjoyed at learn

ing, as he died, the triumph of his country.'

In writing the lives of these illuflrioos r.ncient«, M. dt

Folard has availed himself of all the information which could

be obtained fiom Greek and Roman historians. Scipio having

been early immersed in military action, and Epaminondas

long secreted in the sti«de of philosophical retirement, the

narrative presents u? with few of those interesting and charac

teristic anecdotes which gratify curiosity in the Lives of I'lu-

tarch ; but M. de Folard, it must be acknowledged, displays

a justness of observation, and not unfrequently likewise that

depth of incidental reflection, which peculiarly distinguishes

the Greek author. As exhibiting a connected detail of the

history of two such illustrious personages, we are glad to sind

that the work ha?, at last, made its appearance in an English

translation, though we cannot bestow any great encomiums on

the manner in which it is executed. The version if frequently

disfigured with Gallicism* ; and sometimes with obsolete Eng

lish. We sliall only specify a few examples: — ' ham.ejted by

the flames,'—'but restored malgr'e the sufferings,' — 'goodly

harmony.' The translation, however, is perlpicuous, and

appears to be faithful.

An Introduction to the Hijlory cf the Dutch Refullie, for the last

/eji Tears, reckoning jrotn the year 1777. Svo, .\ i. in

Board K?4r fley.

rT" H E commotions in the United Provinces, which, some

•* i 1 \ : : < i . 1) it : *< 1 1 < to spread the flame of war over

Europe, are now happily extinguished, and even seem almost

forgotten.. Nor is it perhaps of much importance to poli

tical knowledge, or to posterity, that the causes which ex

cited them should be traced with minute investigation. Cu

riosity, however, is undoubtedly interested in such a disqui

sition ; and on this account, the public is indebted to those

who have thrown light upon the subject. The author of

I 3 tha
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of the present Introduction takes an extensive view of the late

dissensions in Holland : his knowlege of the country, and it*

constitution, through the different departments, appears to be

correct j and he displays an uncommon fund of information

respecting persons, characters, and incidents ; though, on some

occasions, there seems reason to suspect that he is not wholly

destitute of prejudice; and, on others, we meet with some

insinuations not satisfactorily explained. As one example, he

mentions some dissensions in the stadtholder's family, con^

cerning which we are left entirely to -conjecture ; at the fame

time that there appears no foundation for the circumstance on

which suspicion would most naturally fix as the object alluded

to by the author.

Among the characters with which we are presented in this

work, is that of the duke de la Vauguyon, the French ambassa

dor ; whose political conduct the author censures, for not having

endeavoured to destroy the union between Great Britain and

the stadtholder, and joining .intimately with the Orange

party, as well as with their adversaries. How far this refine

ment in political intrigue might have been practised with suc

cess, it is now impossible to determine ; but the author ascribes

the duke's conduct to a private pique; the account of which,

however whimsical, we shall extract, for the satisfaction of our

readers.

* Some time after this ambassador came to the Hague, there

was a caricature print came out of him and Marchand, in which

they were represented in the characters and habits of Jesuits,

sacrificing the reformed religion, the .Seven United Provinces,

and M. Berenger, to the whore of Babylon, the genius of

France, and the demon of jealousy.

' This print was neither ill executed, nor, in the detail of

its composition, was it destitute of humour ; at least it seemed

as to execution and design to be far superior to any thing that

could proceed from thehandsor the invention of a plodding, dull,

Dutch tradesman. But whatever its merits might have been, it

gave the highest offence to the duke and his cabal. The medal

of Van Beuninghen did not excite livelier sentiments of resent

ment in Louis XIV. than this print did in them. And though

among us, where the frequency of satirical compositions of

this kind renders their effects transitory and insignificant, it

would have been laughed at for a day, and afterwards forgot

ten ; yet in a country where pasquinades of this kind are not

so common, it was very capable of operating powerfully on

the minds of the multitude, and was long remembered with

malevolence. The duke considered the publication of this

print as an injury aggravated by an insult ; and his fense of

interest
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interest was quickened by that of vanity or sentiment : inqui

ries were industriously set on foot by all the French cabal, to

trace the author or the engraver, without in the end producing

any clear or positive intelligence with regard to either. How

ever, it was the general opinion, formed on what they called

precedent and subsequent facts, that the princess of Orange

had it designed, and that the Comte de Welderen got it en

graved in London.

* This, whether true or false, was implicitly believed by

the duke himself, aud it inspired him with such sentiments

of vengeance and resentment, the hereditary passions of his

family, as ever after powerfully influenced his conduct. This

spirit, at first feeble and wary, moved within a narrow sphere,

and made its efforts with hesitation and timidity: encouraged

by success, it boldly extended its operations ; in the course of

its progression it continued to acquire vigour, and at length it

advanced with a rapidity and force which burst through all the

limits, within which honour, the dread of shame, or the fear

of reproach had circumscribed its activity. Van Berkel, and

other leaders of the high republicans at Amsterdam, were not

wanting in either arts or sagacity to cultivate these sentiments,

and, uniting closely with the French ambassador, they jointly

concurred to destroy the legislative influence of the prince of

Orange.' >

In this Introduction, the author has divided his materials

into distinct sections ; but without scrupulously adhering to

any particular arrangement. Besides the information he dis

covers, his remarks are often interesting. From the manner

in which the volume concludes, there is reason to expect a

second ; and should this prove the cafe, we hope the author

will not forget, that it must be his own information, more

than the nature of the subject, which will claim the public

attention.

 

Memoir] of the late War in Asia ; uoith a Narrative of the Impri

sonment and Sufferings of our Officers and Soldiers. By an Officer

ofCol. Baiilie's Detachment. ivo. zVols. 1 zs.inBoards. Murray,

"\ J Arious accounts, and some of them perhaps not the most

authentic, of the late transactions in India, have already

been submitted to the public. If ever the imputation of

mendax in biftoria should be applied to British writers, it could

in nothing be urged with greater justice than with regard to

the affairs of that continent; where the prejudices of opposite

parties are invigorated by the most powerful impulses of pri

vate interest ; and the distance of the scene gives extraordinary

I + latitude
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latitude to the arts of misrepresentation. The Memoirs no«r

before us appear in a 'very questionable stiape.' The author

professes to record the merit of the fate of individuals in our

fleets and armies; to particularise their services and their

hardships, for the promotion of their interest, if they have sur

vived their sufferings ; for perpetuating their names, if they

have not: and, in both cafes, for the satisfaction and conso

lation of their anxious relations and friends. These, though

very subordinate purposes of historical narrative, might be

, admitted upon principles of humanity ; but we do not, in

fact, find, that the merits of private officers are any otherwise

displayed than as they contribute to the illustration of what

is apparently the author's principal object. With regard,

indeed, to the sufferings of the officers and soldiers in the

prison of Seringapatam, he is so tediously explicit, that we

are presented with almost one entire volume on the subject ; but

which unfortunately is so ill calculated to excite compassion,

by the extreme frivolity of the narrative, that it must provoke,

even in the molt sympathizing mind, some degree of ridicule

on their distresses.

We would be understood to speak without either partiality

or prejudice, when we observe that this work is evidently

Written with the view of celebrating the merits of Mr. Hast

ings ; and we are the more free to declare this opinion, as we

not only have the highest confidence in the justice and honour

of that great tribunal by which he is tried, but as we think

that the seemingly interested adulation of this author implies a

very indifferent compliment on the weight and energy of the

late governor-general's defence. Such being the nature of

the present work, we presume that we cannot extract any part

of it more suitable to gratify the curiosity of our readers than

the account of Mr. Hastings before he was governor-general

of Bengal, which is as follows :

4 Mr. Hastings is the son of. a clergyman of the church of

England, and was born at Darlesford, in Worcestershire, the

seat of his ancestors for many generations, in the year 1732,

His family is one of the oldest and the most respectable in that

County : but having taken part with Charles I. during the civil

wars, many of its possessions were sold, and the produce ex

pended in the service os that unfortunate monarch. Four man

sions, near Barsord, in Oxfordshire, are now in the possession of

{he lineal descendant of Mr. j[,eiithal, the speaker, which were

made over to that gentleman in order to preserve Darlesford,

which had been in the family of Hastings since the year

1250, as appears by Dr. Nafh's Antiquities of Worcestershire,

T"e last portion of their patrimonial estates was sold by the

grandfather of Mr. Hastings, to sir John Knight ; and his fa
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ther dying when he was young, Mr. Hastings was left under

the care of an uncle, Mr. Howard Hastings, who sent him to

Westminster school, where he was distinguished as an excellent

scholar, and went into Colkgc, the head of his election, in the

year 174'L He there gave the first proofs of those *' uncommon

abilities," as Mr. Fraocis calls them, which have distinguished

him through life—nor was he more remarkable as a scholar,

than for personal intrepidity. His uncle dying in the year

1749, Mr. Hastings was left under the guardianship of Mr.

Criswicke, an East India director, who appointed him a writes

to Bengal, much ag.iinst the inclination of Dr. NichoJ, the head

master of Westminster, who entertained so high an opinion of

little Warren Hastings, as he called him, that he offered him

self to educate him at Oxford. — Mr. Hastings arrived in Bengal

in the year 1750, when the English possesled neither territory

nor power in Hindoltan.—He was in the interior parts of Ben

gal when Calcutta was taken by Surajah Dowlah, in the year

1756, and was allowed his liberty at Manhedabad, a singular

mark of the esteem in which his character was at that time held.

At the capture of Calcutta by colonel Clive and admiral Wat

son, he served as a volunteer in the army, and being the first

Englishman in Bengal who spoke the Persian language, he suc

ceeded Mr. Scrafton, in the year 1758, as resident at the court

of Meer Jaffier, one of the most considerable offices in Bengal.

-—Here Mr. Hastings remained until he obtained a feat in the

council of Calcutta. He quitted India in the year 176c, with

an unblemished reputation, and a fortune so moderate ns only

to entitle him to lodgings in Essex-street in the Strand Dis

appointed in his hopes cf returning to India, he had formed a

plan, in concert with the late Dr. Samuel Johnson, of founding

a professorship for the study of the Persian language at Oxford ;

but a change soon aster taking place in the East India direction,

he was appointed second in the council at Madras, in the year

1769, and ordered to succeed to that government.—In the year

j 77 1, the Directors removed him to a country with which he>

was better acquainted, and he became governor-general of

Bengal in the year 177.'.'

What confirms cur opinion of the design of this publication,

is, that though entitled Memoirs of the late War in Asia, a

very considerable part of it is occupied with the domestic oc

currences relative to the prosecution of Mr. Mailings. In the

narrative on this subject, we can discover the author to be

not a little embarrassed between his zeal for the cause of Mr.

Hastings, on one side; and, on the other, a strong latent at

tachment to that gentleman's principal accusers. The foremost

of these is Mr. Burke ; the account of whom we shall subjoin,

as a counter-part to that of Mr. Hastings.

* This celebrated person is a native of Ireland. Me quitted

his own country nearly at the commencement of the present

reign.
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reign. Amongst the various peculiarities which distinguish this

reign from all others, there is none more striking than the

■very extraordinary increase of that body of men who are gene-

Tally termed political adventurers. Mr. Burke, amongst this

order of men, has been eminently successful. He made his firll

entrance into public life in the character of private secretary to

the marquis of Rockingham, in the year 1765. He continued

steady in his attachment to the noble marquis, from the year

1765, to the time of his decease, and it has been generally*

thought, that he governed the party, the heads of which, though

men of good understanding, were more remarkable for the

arBuence of their fortunes, and their private worth, than for

talents as orators and statesmen. By a prudent, though not

fordid œconomy, he avoided the inconveniencies and the dan

gers of embarrassed circumstances, and amidst all the vicissitudes

of his public life, preserved an independent and erect mind,

with a narrow private fortune.—From the earliest years of Mr.

Burke, there was something in his sentiments, pursuits, and

manners, that indicated to the discerning eye sublimity of ge

nius and delicacy of taste. As he advanced in years the pre

sages formed concerning him were more and more confirmed :

and he grew up in favour with all around him. An interesting

sweetness and sensibility of countenance prepared the stranger

for thinking justly of the humanity of his disposition, and, from

the richness of his conversation on every subject, he was pleased,

though not surprised, to find intellectual excellence in con

junction with moral goodness. There is nothing in nature that

is solitary, or independent of that universality of things which

composes one harmonious whole : nothing so insignificant that

it may not be associated by a vast variety of connections, with

something most interesting and sublime : and all the arts and

sciences are linked together in one chain, affected by mutual

influence, and sustained by mutual support. Hence the copious

and disciplined fancy of Mr. Burke, whether in private conver

sation or public discourse, both in speaking and writing, diffused

a captivating charm on every subject, and gave relief and ani

mation to topics the most dry and barren.—The sciences have

a natural tendency to produce candour and forbearance, by in

ducing in the minds ostheir votaries an habit of tracing every

action and every effect to its proper cause. And polite literature

and the fine arts, by exhibiting human nature in an infinite

variety of interesting situations, excite a thousand social and

humane emotions, which cannot spring from all the occurrences

and vicissitudes of the most varied life. Thus the man of letters

becomes a citizen of the world. His enlarged mind acquires

an habit of sympathetic indulgence. The antipathies and pre

judices which set men at variance with one another, are gradually

worn off. Nothing that belongs to human nature; no pecu

liarity in national character; no common failing or imperfection

of the individual member ot society, moves either the ridicule
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or the rage of the man who is accustomed to contemplate nature

and humanity under manifold forms, and in whose breast dis

gust and even indignation at the effect, is partly lost in the ■

contemplation of the cause. The character of Mr. Burke,

was marked by nothing more than superiority to vulgar

prejudices, and unbounded philanthropy to all classes and

nations of men. It was this expanded sentiment that, on

different occasions, inspired him with courage to resist the po

pular fury, when it had broken loose with a savage ferocity

against unfortunate criminals, and a proscribed religion. It

was perfectly natural for such a spirit to enter by a lively sym

pathy, into the sufferings of the Indian nations under Euro

pean tyranny, and to indulge an honest indignation against their

oppressors. He suffered his imagination to dwell with pleasure

on the visionary project, of uniting the freedom cf the native*

of India, with their dependence on Great Britain, and of

bringing to exemplary punishment, an individual who had uni

formly acted in the character of the first minister in India, on

those very principles by which our possessions in that country

had been acquired, by which they had been maintained, and

by which alone, beyond all manner of doubt, in times of civil

convulsion, they could be recovered or preserved.—The finest

genius, the most generous disposition, is not unusually found

in conjunction with an irritability of temper, which magnifies

its object. Although it may be too much to affirm, that belief

is nothing more than vivid perception, attention has undoubt

edly a microscopical power, and this power we can command

at pleasure.—Hence that wonderful variety of opinions that

prevail, on so many subjects, among men of equal understand

ings: for while reason and truth are uniform and invariable,

the passions and interests of individuals are various : and when

once the will begins to influence the judgment; fertility of in

vention, instead of being a lamp of light, becomes a source of

error. Mr. Burke, in his eagerness to impeach the governor-

general of Bengal, lost sight e-f constant precedent, and political

necessity : and, for what had become the predominant passion

of his soul, his imagination, fertile even to excess, easily found

a cover in partial views, and plausible theories and conjectures.'

However the talents and benignity of the ' political adven

turer' may seem to be flattered by this delineation, we find,

in less than the space of two pages, that, with respect to a

transaction, ' in defiance of law and common sense,' the same

■ Mr. Burke was the grand mover of this business.'

The other of Mr. Hastings's accusers, celebrated in this

work, is Mr. Sheridan ; whose character, as there drawn, we

shall next present to our readers.

* Richard Brindsley Sheridan, a descendant of that Sheridan

whose name is immortalized in the writings of dean Swift,

was, like Edmund Burke, a political adventurer, and a native

of
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os Ireland, though he was educated in England, and, for some

years, under the tuition of the learned and classical Dr. Samuel

Parr. He possessed, like his illustrious countryman, excellent

qualities both of body and mind, improved by a learned and

liberal education : an expressive countenance, a manly yet pleas

ing deportment, great insinuation and address, versatility and

accommodation of manners in the common intercourses of life,

but, in matters of importance, inviolable attachment to his

professed principles. He was introduced to public life by Mr.

Fox ; and he has paid the finest compliment that was ever yet

jnade to that wonderful man's penetration and discernment of

character. He was distinguished, as well as Mr. Burke, by

learning, eloquence, wit, and humour ; and, like Mr. Burke,

he maintained unshaken fidelity to his friends, with a narrow

private fortune. In snort, the country, the situation, and the

friends of these men were the fame ; and their talents and vir

tues nearly equal in degree, but different in kind. Though

Mr. Burke knew bow to excuse the follies and frailties of his

fellow-men, he was, from the sensibility of his temper, in

disposed to remark them. Mr. Sheridan had a quick appre

hension of whatever was either odious or ludicrous in human

life and conduct, but, except on the theatre, he seemed too

good natured toobseive it. Mr. Bu-ke inclined somewhat to

the sternness of republican vutue: Mr. Sheridan, to the indul

gence of a court. They both of them seasoned their orations

with the pleasing excursions of fancy: but, while Mr. Burke

often rose from taith to heaven, and it was not every one who '

accompanied him in his flight that couk! distinguish the summits

of mountains from clouds, clear argument and business were

always the predominant features in the speeches of Mr. Sheri

dan. The former preserved his dignity by husbanding fortune •.

the latter by despising it. Mr. Burke, like Cicero, sacrificed

at his Tufculum, both to the muses, and the houlhold gods,

Mr. Sheridan, like Cæsar, sought to reign in the hearts of men,

refused nothing when he had aught to bestow, and, in every

situation, with his eye fixed on tha objects of a lofty ambition,

waited in perfect tranquility for that relief which the common

vicissitudes of human affairs, rightly improved by commanding

genius, are wont to bring to all difficulties.'

From some of the parts above extracted, we suspect that the

author has been dipping his pencil in the well-known Preface

to Bellendenus. In a work intended to gratify both Mr. Hast

ings and his accusers, little consistency can be expected ; but

we cannot behold, without a degree of astonishment, the,

incoherent and complicated prejudices manifested in that now

before us. The author affirms, that ' the first lord of the

treasury, jealous of the great mind of Mr. Hastings, em

braced with avidity a pretext for humbling the man whom

he considered as his rival, and veiled his own hostile fears

under the i'acred name of regard to justice,' This
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This cafe is certainly none of those * where the conclusions

of the understanding,' as the author observes in another place,

' derive not an impetus from the emotions of the heart*' In

deed, the impetus is so strong, that it has evidently offered

violence to the understanding.

The author has eked out the work with an Appendix ; con

taining a description of an Eastern haram, differing little from

the common recitals on this subject; a Narrative of the Treat

ment of the English prisoners taken at Bednore ; a Prison-song

in Seringapatam, and another in Bengalore : but the person

who believes that the Muses ever were courted in the hour of

real distress, must entertain a' very erroneous idea of the con

stitution of the human mind. In perusing this work, we were

sometimes disgusted with a repetition of particular expressions,

and often with a turgency and affectation of style and senti

ment, the concomitants of vitiated taste.

Observations on various Passages of Scripture. Voh 111. Cis IV.

Svo. 13s. Johnson.

IN the year 1765, Mr. Harmer first published one volume of

Observations on different Passages of Scripture, which ap

peared again ten years after, with very considerable additions:

this new edition was divided into two volumes, and was ex

amined in our XLIst Vol. p. 43 ; while the former occur

red in the XTXth Vol. p. 10c. The volumes now before

us are supplementary ones ; and their substance has been col

lected from sources of information to which Mr. H'armer had

not formerly access. We greatly regret that Voloey's Travels

were not in his hand : this very able and intelligent author

might have rectified many mistakes ; and, by his observations,

saved many long discussions. Indeed, Mr. Harmer is not

sufficiently cautious in his choice of authorities.

It is, we believe, well known that Mr. Harmer endeavours

to explain different parts of Scripture by the account which

travellers have given of the customs of the East; and we hav«

received no little information from his former work. Whe

ther the most important circumstances had already been ex

plained, or, from some late publications, our knowlege of

the subject has been improved, may be still uncertain : we

found, however, this supplement less interesting than the edi

tion of 1775. Much labour is employed in ascertaining facts

of little comparative importance; and much time is' spent in

answering some deistical objections, which would have done

little injury to true religion, if they had remained in their full

force, and which it is almost impossible to elucidate, at this

distance from the sera of the events.

Our
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Our author has prefixed to these volumes, a Specimen for

illustrating the Greek and Roman classics, from the fame

sources, the travellers to the east. As a specimen only, thi*

is not, perhaps, a fair object of criticism : yet we may remark,

that, in the instances chosen, Mr. Harmer has not sufficiently

elucidated some parts, and has mistaken others.

When he produces a passage from Dr. Chandler, to lhow

that the goats were permitted to browse on the vines, if he

had recollected the following lines (or their original in the

Anthologia), it might have been equally decisive.

* Rode Caper vitem, tamen hinc, cum ltabis ad aram,

In tua quod fundi corn.ua poffit, erit :

Or when he adduces Shaw's authority, to show that purses

were not tied to the girdles, but were'eontained in the girdles

themselves, this common of Horace might have contributed

to the elucidation.

' Ibit eo, quovis, qui zonam perdidit, inquit.'

Perhaps, in almost every instance, the Roman classics are the

best elucidators of their countrymen's works.

The part in which we think our author has committed the

greatest .mistake, is in his remarks on the murrine cups. We

shall make some observations on this subject, because it is cu

rious and little known, as well as that Mr. Harmer attacks

Pliny, by an uncandid remark; which may, with less injustice,

be retorted on himself :

' The passage in Propertios, which led Scaliger to believe

porcelain was meant, is as follows :

Seu quæ palmiferæ mittunt venalia Thebae,

Murrheaque in Parthis pocula cocta focis."

Lib. iv. El. 5. v. 25, 26.

* Four things are evidently supposed by Propertius in the last

line—that these murrine vessels were earthen ware, or the pro

duction of pottery ; that they were extremely precious ; that

this valuable matter was generally, if not always, so far as he

knew, formed into cups ; and that he believed them to have

been made in Parthia.

• One thing that may have inclined many of the learned to

suppose these murrine cups were not porcelain, may have been,

it's being much more commonly called china, or china ware :

being sensible that the knowledge that the Romans had of the

remote countries of the East did not reach to China, or near that

country ; and supposing that, till very lately, the art of mak

ing poreelain was no where known but in the Chinese empire.'

We give the author full credit for his quotation from Char*

din, and believe with him, that porcelain was really made in

an early age in Persia, and, we may add, many other places

in the East. We contend only, that Pliny does not mean por«

celain by munine cups j and that the lines in Propertius will bear

a very
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a very different interpretation. If our author thinks, that the

paifage in Pliny * does no honour to his care in making en

quiries concerning those matters about which he wrote,' we

must think that the observations of Mr. Harmer do no honour

to his care in reading the author whom he has criticised. These

stones are found, fays Pliny, in different parts of the earth:

they are splendid without strength, and neat rather than splen

did. They are admired for their colours, and for the shades

of colours, verging from the purple to the milky white: to

be pale and to be transparent is an equal fault. They are

celebrated also for the smell which they afford : and are seldom

so large as the common drinking-glasses. The assertion of

their being found in the earth is supported by their being

sometimes transparent, the gradual shades of colours, and

their odour. Each is inconsistent with porcelain, and the

knowledge of the Persians in that manufacture. We must

now reconcile their fossil nature to the words of Propertius.

For this purpose, we shall refer again to Pliny, who, in his

14th book, speaks of a kind of wine which is called murrinam :

it was perfumed with myrrh *, and sometimes the calamus

arcmaticus ; if the wine was not originally sweet, it leems to

have been sweetened with honey or raisins. This wine is men

tioned, with great encomiums, in the Pseudolus of Plautus.

Varro is of the fame opinion : and Mercurialis scarcely differs

from it, when heconsiders the murrina, or the murrhea, rather as

sweet perfumed drink than really wine. We shall not adduce

the disputed passage in the Persa of Plautus, because it was not

understood even in the time of Cicero, and of course, cannot be

elucidated at present. It is, however, pretty obvious that a

perfumed liquor,was employed under this title ; and, if it was

really not wine, was used instead of it : the origin of this

liquor was undoubtedly an attempt to give a similar odour

which the myrrhine cups imparted to common wine ; and this

odour from the myrrhine Cups, was chiefly conspicuous when,

the wine was hot, as we learn from Martial.

' Si calidum potas, ardenti murra Falerno

Convenit, sic melior fit sapor ille mere'

In the former passage we should be rather inclined to consi

der the murrea pocula as draughts of perfumed wine ; for po-

cula, in the poets, is a term which more frequently signifies

the liquor than the cup. Add to all this, the passage in

Propertius, where he calls the murreus an onyx.

' Et crocino nares murreus ungat onyx.'

* We may just remark, tl at the '' conremptus odor Smyrna:' in Lucre

tius, and the ' myrrham olet' in the Asiiiaria PJautus, fljew that tlu»

perfume waa not greatly relished.

2 Whatever
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Whatever interpretation we give to this line, it is very in.

consistent with porcelain ; and the different passages unite only

in supposing the stone in question to be a kind of agate, with

a mixture of the lapis suillus, a stone that gives out some

odour when warm.—This odour, it is true, is not very agree

able, nor was that of the murrina, in the opinion of Plautus,

.more so.

Our readers will excuse this discussion, which we have pur.

sued chiefly to show, that

* It is not Pliny noqs ; but he that dreams.'

If, however, the author will contend, that the value of the

murrina prevented these cups from being so common as is sup

posed, and that' their colours were imitated in porcelain, we

shall not oppose him : he may adduce in his savour the line of

Martial :

' Surrentina bibis ? nec murrina picla nec aurum,

« Sume'.

They were, indeed, very valuable : those authors who reckon

gold and silver vessels among furniture, deny this term to the

murrine vessels on account of their rarity : yet when we con

sider the extreme luxury of the primores populi ; when we fee

the common people imitating the odour rather than the colours

of the cup, even this supposition will appear improbable. The

epithet os Martial may allude to varied colours of any kind.

The principal subjects of the third volume are, the weather

of Judæa ; the mode of living in tents in that country j its

houses and cities ; the diet of its inhabitants; their manner

of travelling ; and the eastern methods of doing people honour.

In the fourth volume, Mr. Harmer endeavours to elucidate the

substance on which their books were written, their preservation,

and the different kinds of books ; together with the natural,

civil, and military state of Judæa. Some circumstances re

lating to Egypt, its adjoining wilderness, and the Red-sea,

with miscellaneous mati»j, are then subjoined.'

As we have already given our opinion of these volumes in

general, we shall only add a specimen or two of the author's

observations. We have formerly had occasion to attempt an

elucidation of the camel entering the eye of a needle, so that

we shall select Mr. Harmer's account of it : we, however,

prefer the former explanation.

* What makes the comparison used by our Lord so painful

to the mind, when he said, " It is easier for a camel to go

through the eye of a needle, than for a rich man to enter into

the kingdom of God," seems to be it's appearing quite unna

tural, as we have no conception of its being at all in use to

make a camel pass through any narroiv passage. Very widely

extended
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extended deserts is the idea we associate with that of a camel ;

such an animal's being put to force its way through a narrow

passage we have no notion of.: it therefore appears unnatural,

and gives us uneasinss. But this is wholly owirfg to our un-

acquaintedness with local circumstances.

4 I have elsewhere given an account of its being common, for

the Arabs to ride into houses, and commit acts of great violence,

if measures are not taken to prevent them. The eastern doors,

therefore, are often made very low, in order to guard against

them, not above three feet in height.

• This keeps out the Arabs, who are almost centaurs, and

seldom tempted to dismount in their excursions, but, we should

suppose, must be .very incotrvenient for the inhabitants, who

make so much use of camels, and must often want to introduce

them into their court yards ; but, though they are so much

taller than the Arab horses, this is done, however, by training

up their camels, not only to kneel down when they are loaded

and unloaded, but to make their way on their knees through

such small door- ways.

• This must sometimes, without doubt, be attended with

great difficulty, and makes the comparison of our Lord suffi

ciently natural : " It would be as easy to force a camel through

a door-way as small as the eye of a needle, as for a rich man

to enter into the kingdom of God."

' Strong painting this, according to the eastern custom ! it it

allowed ; but nothing unnatural, since camels are often forced

through a small aperture, though certainly much larger than

the eye of the largest needle that ever was made : the Arabs of

the times of our Lord, and indeed long before, being of the

fame plundering disposition with those of the present generation,

and consequently must have been guarded against in much the

same manner.

' I have not only met with an account in some book of tra

vels, of camels making their way on their knees through the

low eastern door-ways ; but I have found in the papers of a

very ingenious clergyman, containing observations of a similar

kind to these, that he had been assured by a " gentleman that

lived many years in Morocco, that the entrances into the houses

there are low for a similar reason, and that loaded camels pass

them on their knees."

We shall add the following passage, because its length is

well adapted to our limits.

' There is so much resemblance between an expression of sur

prise, made use of by the Turks, upon an exhibition of the

military kind among them by the baron de Tott, and some

words of Balaam recorded in the book of Numbers, that I

thought it might be worth while to take notice of it.

• When the baron de Tott was endeavouring to make them

better gunners, for, want of which they suffered such great losses

in the war with the Ruffians, which'termjaated in IJJ^, he was

Vol. LXV. Feb. 17&S. &, forced
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forced by them, very contrary to his wish, to fire a cannon at a

certain mark. Upon redoubled solicitations, he was prevailed

on to point the piece, and was not lei's surprised than those

around him, to' see the bullet hit the piquet, in the centre of

the butt. The cry machalla resounded on all sides.

' At the bottom of the page i3 this note : Machalla (What

God has done !) An expression of the greatest admiration.'

* This reminds one of an expression of Balaam, Numb, xxiii.

22, 23. '« God brought them out of Ægypt ; he hath as it were

the strength of an unicorn. Surely there is no enchantment

against Jacob, neither is there any divination against Israel :

according to this time it (hall be said of Jacob, and of Israel,

What hath God wrought!"

* These words may be understood to be expressive of devotion

as well as surprise ; but a word of this import appears to be used,

now in the East merely to signify surprise, and nothing more,

probably, was meant by Balaam.'

We mull not leave our author without observing, that be

has, with great care, collected various facts; and that, in

general, he has employed his materials with (kill. If the ob

servations of travellers are useful in elucidating the classics,

they may be most advantageously employed in the Greek clas

sics : but much has been done in this way ; though it might

perhaps be of some utility to collect the scattered treasures,

and bring the different illustrations into one view.

The author of the History of Ali Bey was, we find from

Mr. Harmer, Signior Lusignan, who resides at present in this

kingdom. The authenticity of this history has been attacked

by M. Volney, in the first volume of his Travels, p. 116. As

the internal evidence induced us to consider it as a genuine

work, and as there is not the smallest suspicion of any designed

misrepresentation, we wilh this gentleman would put it in our

power to fay something for him and for ourselves.

Idea fur la Meteorologie. Par I. A. De Luc, Lecturer de /a'Reixe,

tome premier. Partl.&Ih Hvo. 14.J. Elmfly.

MDe Luc's volumes, on the Modifications of the Atmo^

. sphere, fixed his credit, as a natural philosopher, on the

solid basis of well-conducted experiments and judicious reason-

ings. Since that period he has not been idle ; his work on the

earth and its minerals, and the volume which now lies before us,

bear ample testimony of his diligence and ability. The subject

of meteorology is not, however, new to our readers ; we thought

that we could not direct their attention to it under a better gui(}e

than M. Sauflure, and we could not have introduced M. de J,u.c

more advantageously than under his auspices.

We nuist confess, however, that we think M. de Luc's first

steps exceptionable. His definitions go beyond the bounds with
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In which they should be confined, for they include theory also.

He calls elastic fluids expansible ones ; but he goes on co explain

their expansibility, and allows them an inherent activity, not

%vell suited to the vis inertia; of matter, or to phænoinena. L'ghc

he considers as one of these expansible fluids, in our opinion,

without foundation-. Every pbamomeiion of light seems to show

ihat each ray is projected in straight lines, in which it proceeds,

unless reflected by a body not transparent, refracted by a change

wf medium, or a little deflected from its way, in passing near the

surface of solid bodies. If light be an expansible fluid, it can

only be so when, in a concrete state, it "Vices a component part

ttf a body ; but in that state we cannot examine it. That in a

separate state it is not an expanlible fluid has been sufficiently

ifhown by sir Isaac Newton at the end of his Optics, where he

effects not being produced by Undulations, which

se if the light was an elastic, or it M. de Luc pleases,

: fluid.

. de Luc's first consideration is evaporation, in which he re«

peats his former opinion, that it is the effect of the union of fire

with water. This is eertainly true, but the expansile fluid thence

arising is probably dissolved in the air. In t.'ie subsequent part

of the chapter on evaporation, he considers the various circum

stances which influence evaporation and the state of vapours in

different situations.

The next subject of inquiry is hydrology, or the chemical ef

fect of these different vapours. The union of fire with water, in

the production of vapours, destroys the peculiar effects of each,

and it is only on the dissolution of this union that the moisten-

ing power of water appears ; this is what M. Sauflure calls the

hygrometrical affinity. M» de Luc explains particularly the

different causes which contribute to the decomposition. He then

examines the nature of an hygrometer, and explains the proper

ties which it ought to possess. The substance to be dilated and

contracted, which he now employs, is whalebone. The extreme

point of dryness is, in his opinion, best ascertained by plunging

: in water ; in moistened receivers he thinks thet-

ence, according to the ten: perature, andhelliow'i

rce of the error which M. Sauflure fell into in his experi

ment. M. de Luc is probably in the right, and for this obvious

reason, that M. Sauflure found his instrument on high mountains

and in fogs to point somewhat beyond the mark ot extreme hu

midity *. Hot steam is a very improper medium tor this purpose,

since Mr. Watt has observed, that the wood-work employed in

those machines, in which steam is used, cracks as if from extreme

heat. In fact, in an atmosphere of hot steam there is a strong

attraction for water, and it may turn the instrument somewhat to

wards dryness ; but this is the cafe with very hot steam only; itcan-

»ot materially aftect the experiments with the hygrometer. Extreme

* Mr. SauiTure has, however, very lately .replied to this aud some other
r . . . t :.t>J obfej vation*

K 2 dryness
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dryness he ascertains with lime, fresh calcined ; indeed the point

at this extreme cannot be fixed with greater exactness than by M.

Sauflure. Ourauthor's hygrometer is graduated in the fame man

ner, and into the fame number ot" parts as M. Saussure's. The

whalebone he thinks expands regularly and constantly in an equal

degree in the fame state of moisture ; the thinner it is, the more

sensible. Our author drew it out to a foot in length, and a line

one-twelf:h of an inch in width, so thin, that it weighed only

half a grain ; it might be drawn still thinner, but is, in this

state, sufficiently sensible. M. de Luc next examines diffe

rent substances, as proper for making hygrometers : those which

expand regularly are, in his opinion, wood, reeds, ivory, other

bones, feathers, and whalebone ; they must be cut transversely,

and not in the direction of the fibres ; hair contracts it re

gularly, and numerous comparative experiments are subjoined

to prove this position. He then returns to the theory of evapo

ration, in order to explain the increased dryness on exhausting

a receiver. He thinks M. Saussure's reasoning insufficient ;

but, in the progress of the argument, has hazarded many re

marks, which, if true, are only so in particular circumstances.

"We think that this appearance is not very satisfactorily explained

on his own principles, and we own that we feel a little repug

nance to admitting his explanation of fire as a dissolvent of water.

The first pnrt concludes with some remarks on the comparative

progress of hygrometers, in which he owns that M. Saussure's in

struments are preferable. 1 ro,j!xr!

The second part is very copious and extensive ; it relates to

vapours, considered as a class of expansible fluids. The author

begins with definitions, as usual, and shows that vapours generally

confistof two ingredients, the yielding and theheavy fluid. The

yielding or changeable fluid is light, or heat ; the heavy one is

water, or any other substance capable of assuming an aerial form.

He then shows the differences between vapours and airs, and

reff rs the spontaneous or sudden changes of the former to the

less intimate union of the ingredients.

Fire first claims our author's attention ; he calls it an expan

sible fluid, whose yielding ingredient is light, and whose more

solid one is a substance not yet clearly understood. He explains

many of the phænomena of fire, from this principle; but we own

that we are not yetconvincedof the justness of his system, while we

see bodies which possess the matter of fire as an ingredient decom

posed without theappearance of light ; yet there is much ingenuity

in the system which is built on our author's theory of vapours.

When the particles of fire are accumulated as much as possible,

and reach their maximum, then he supposes the decomposition

begins, and light, as one of the ingredients, is let loose. The

influence of light is, on this account, very extensive, and it forms

part of a system which M. de Luc has hinted at in another work,

that the effects of heating bodies arise from the light, which,

meeting with the matter of heat, forms new fire, or adds a force

to
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to the fire which had already been decomposed. 1 The great power

of the solar rays, when collected either by a reflection or re

fraction into a focus, seems to arise from the quantity of light}

the earth too receiving so much light, which is increased, or ac

least in some degree prevented from dissipation, by reflection, oc

casions the great heats in the lower strata of the atmosphere. On.

the same principles the phenomena of phosphoric bodies are ex.j

plained, and some curious facts of this kind, as well as those which

relate to heating bodies, not commonly known, are elucidated.

The next section is on the phænomena ot' heat, and chiefly of

those which result from the different capacities of bodies. Heat

our author considers as the effect of uncompounded tire in different

substances, and its degrees to be those of the real expansive force;

of the fire, not of the quantity of actual fire accumulated, be

cause different bodies are heated in different degrees, though ex

posed to the same heat, in equal times. The motions of the par

ticles of expansive fluids, M. de Luc attributes, after M. Sage,

to an æther similar to that supposed to exist by Newton. But we

have formerly, in our Foreign Literary Intelligence, given a

short account of that author's Lucrece Newtonien. The nume

rous circumstances and explanations since added to it, arc shortly

hinted at by our author, and employed by him to explain the

different capacities of bodies for receiving heat. The whole is,

however, too hypothetical, and too doubtful, to induce us to

enlarge our article with a particular account of it.

The phenomena ot heat wnich accompany combustion are also

explained in a manner which we think doubtful. In geutle heats-

the pure air is supposed to be reduced only to fixed air, by the

addition of inflammable air ; in stronger heats the two airs a-e,

he thinks, destroyed, and water is formed. Much time is em

ployed in explaining the appearances of Argand's lamps on this

principle, with very little success. The whole depends more

plainly on the flame being hollow: as a greater surface of flame

is exposed in that case to the air, than in a common lamp or a

candle, the oil is more completely burnt. The transparent part

of the flame is visible in a common candle at the bottom of the

wick : we fee it at this moment, and it arises only from the purer

parts of theoil and tallow being first burned. The water which,

was collected from the patent lamp arises from that which was

contained in the oil. Argand's lamp is undoubtedly an inven

tion of much merit, and we wifli that the inventor could have

secured the profits which the patent would have produced in the

usual time. Nothing but an extraordinary zeal in Mr. Ar

gand's favour could have led M. de Luc for a moment to look so

deep for the advantages of the patent lamp. We suspect too

that M. de Luc is a follower of M. Lavoisier in more respects

than the composition of water. He speaks with much caution

about phlogiston, as a distinct principle *, He proceeds to the

• When a late journalist speaks with regret of the luss of M. Morveau,

to the system of phlogiston, we suspect that he means his change of opi

nion rather than his death. We should be sorry for either event.

*K 3 phænomena
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phænorhena of heat, so far as they regard liquefaction; and cort*

siders liquidity to arise from the union of fire with bodies, which*

lessens the intimate union and attraction of the particles of whicH

they consist. He opposes', at some length, the hypothesis, that a

change in the capacity of bodies for retaining heat is the general

cause of the phenomena of the augmentation and diminution of

lieat, which occur independent of any direct communication or

deprivation of this principle. The language of latent heat, when

applied to that heat which produces fluidity, he objects to, since

lieat cannot be latent where its expansile power is conspicuous.

If fluidity is the consequence of fire added to any substance, it

may be Very properly alked, from whence arises the fluidity of

|fe, when searsalt is joined with it ? This question our author

answers particularly, and seems to consider the nceeflVry propor

tion of fire to be contained in the salt ; and that, by this means,

a diminution of heat appears to take place : but there art some

phenomena of this kind which are not ret well ascertained in all

their circumstances, because where many bodies are concerned,

whose affinities to fire are not well understood, this element may

be furnished by their. decomposition, without affecting the ther

mometer.

The last section of this chapter is on those phænomena of heat

which proceed from the decomposeion of the grosser atmafpheriq

fluids, which, as possessing fluidity in a greater d«gree than watery,

must, according to M.de Luc's system, contain a greaser propor

tion of fire. In this section he explains himself more particular?

ly, and endeavours to Oiow that greater or less degrees of he:<t

proceed from the decomposition and production of these fluids,

rather than any difference in the capacities of bodies for retaining

heat. This position is ascertained, in M. de Luc's opinion, by

an ingenious experiment of Mr. Watt, from which he learns the

quantity of heat required to form vapours, by the heat w\iich they

deposit in consequence of their decomposition. Our author then

observes, that more heat is contained in pure and inflammable*

airs, since the water formed by the electrical spark passing through

them, is at first in a state of vapour, besides the fire which is de

composed by the light, and is conspicuous during the experi-i

ihent. The difference in specific gravity arises from the firo

being clogged with different substances ; and the chemical differ,

ences in airs arise, our author thinks, from ihedifserent affinities;

which their component pans have to the fire. The section is con

cluded with some remaik? which are designed to obviate objec

tions, and some reasons why site is not more often conspicuous itt

Our different decompositions. To our author's system we shall

add no observations, though we mutVown that his experiments

fire not decisive, in our opinion, to show that jio variation caa

follow from the different capacities of bodies for heat, indepen-'

dent of their attraction f<5r fire as a component part ; nor is it in

any respect cl ar that fire is the very universal dissolvent which M.

fje Luc supposes.—The next chapter, on the electrical fluid,, how^ »

. .'. ." ." ever,;
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t**r; contributes to elucidate the subject; but this we must reserve

for another article: and though our articles may be somewhat

disproportionate; the disadvantage from this cause will be much

less than that which would arise from stopping to the middle ofa

subject.

FOREIGN LITERARY INTELLIGENCE.

(Continued from p. bn.)

WE have- often had occasion to regret that our work In

creased under our hands ; and, in very few instances,

have we formed a plan fora continued account, without its being

broken and interrupted by the accession of new information. M.

Reynier and M. Des Fontaines have added to our information

on the generation of plants, and on the irritability of the sexual

organs; but their memoirs we must mention at some future time,

for, if vve continue on one subject till it is exhausted, we fear thitt

we shall never be able to proceed to any other. Materials will

accumulate faster than we can write.

As we proceed, however, from insects, in our historical detail,

to more perfect animals, it may not be improper to "mention an

observation of M Reynier: he has lately told us, that the aranea

fasciata of M. Poiret is found at Lausanne. But the count

Razoumowfki, who ha- examined the spider of SA-itzeiland, and

compared it with the descriptions of Fabricius, and the abbe

Poiret, thinks that they (bould be referred to differenttfamilies,

as the eyes are arranged in different orders. The Lausanne spi

der, therefore, he considers as a new one, and describes it in the

following manner : ' aranea pulcra media, maxillofa, corpore

ovato oblongo, thorace villtiso pilis albis, abdomine pcdibulque

pigris, faseiis flavis pulcherimus orn^tis.'

The next subject of natural history, which has lately excited

the attention of philosophers, is the structure and ceconomy of

fiffw M. Brussonet's memoir on the respiration of fish is, in

tnany respects, a valuable one. H,e describes the organs of rc-

spiratipn in the two great classes, the cartilaginous and the spinous

kind : in the first, the gills are supported by a cartilaginous arch ;

in the others, by little incurvated spines. He examines the re

lation of the heart to the lungs, it9 corresponding size in each

class, with a variety of particulars, which our limits will not

permit us to enumerate.—We need scarcely mention, that the

heart of a fish has one auricle and ventricle only ; that the great

artery is immediately lost on the gills, whose branches arc again

collected and dispersed over the whole body ; bat the arteries

which arise from the gills have no pulsation. ThegiJIs differ in,

their structure ; in those fish which remain long in the same vva^er

the gills are supported on short bony arcs ; the cavity is large,

and they are provided with means to retain the water sometime.

Qthers, which inhabit seas, and swim with rapidity, have an

' , • K 4 add'"002-.'
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additional organ, like another lobe of the lungs in the human

-body. It is distinct from the gills, and situated in their cavity,

towards the base of the opercula, and behind the elevation which

the orbits form. The canal, by which the air is transmitted to

the lungs, differs also in different kinds of fist] :—in the lamprev,

for instance, its form is very singular and sufficiently known. In

"fish too, the air contained in the water is received and returned

by different apertures : it is confined by the opercle which is firm

ly fixed to the body of the fish, and forms one fide of its thorax.

When, therefore, the mouth is opened to tike in water, by cor

responding motions- the opercle is opened to let out the water for

merly contained in the cavity ; and when the mouth is shut, the

opercle is also closed. ' This operation may be easily seen in the

gold fish kept in a glass vase.

The effect produced on the water, by its transition through

the lungs, is unknown : we have reason to think, not only as in

men, that the phlogistic principle is separated from the blood,

but it may be suspected, that air is actually absorbed, and again

secreted in the air-bladder. This part of chemistry is probably

on the eve of being elucidated, since we have lately attained

much of the previous necessary information. Fisti cannot sustain

a very considerable augmentation of heat, in the surrounding

element, without injury. Various stories are, however, re

lated by M. Bruffoner, of the great heats of mineral springs

which have supported fish. Some of these we have had occa

sion to mention; and though more are now accumulated, we

must still confess thnt we remain incredulous. Our author's own

experiments seem to sliow, that fish cannot easily support a heat

beyond 250 of Reaumur, or at most, more than 280 (from about

88^ to gr° of Fahrenheit) *. There is not, however, anv great

difference between this heat and the temperature which men can

support, if We consider that water communicates heat much

more quickly and perfectly than air. Man probably could not

sustain the heat of 1 00 degrees in water, for many hours toge

ther; and this does not depend on the relaxing quality of water

sis such, for vapour is more powerful in this respect, yet greater

heats are supported in an atmosphere of hot vapour,with impunity.

Independent of heat, fish are injured by continuing long in the

same water: the cause of this we have just hinted at, and we

repeat it, in order to observe, that the only -effort to discover the

change in the water, which our author has made, is to add syrup

of violets to it, which becomes greenish, aster some time, and

shows that a little alkalescence is imparted to the water. In

lime-water, the fish discharge a sanious matter, and seem after it

to recover a little ; but they soon die. It is probable, therefore,

* There is always au uncertainty in reducing the degrees of Reaumur to

those of Fahrenheit. Dr. Martine first pointed it out, and M. de Luc hat

repeated the observation. The uncertainty arises from that of the strength

of the spirit used. The thermometers now mostly tiled arc mercurial

obcs, and we do not therefore employ the correction. •

that
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that lime-water is unfit to combine with the matter which it is

necessary the fish should discharge from its lungs. Water im

pregnated with fixed air was soon fatal to its inhabitant, and the

mouth and opereles were wide open : the aerial acid seemed not

to be of itself injurious or disagreeable, but only to have satu

rated the water with one of the ingredients which the fish wanted

to discharge ; for, when the animal was killed by lemon juice,

or the acid of arsenic, the mouth and ihe opercle of the gills

were firmly shut.

M. Brussonet, in another memoir, has given some observations

on the scales of those fish which have been supposed to be with

out a covering of this kind.—He begins with remarking the ge

neral differences of the scales, according as the fish are designed

for the deeper waters ; or to encounter theshock of corals, ma

drepores, and rocks, in places nearer the shore. He goes on to

explain their arrangement and disposition, according to their dif

ferent manners :—in some, for instance, they are almost covered

with the skin, and serve only to give this covering a firmness and

a polish, while in others, they are bucklers of defence from the

attacks of any enemy. Our author, hon ever, soon proceeds to

describe particularly those fish which appear to have no scales.

The first species mentioned, is the cepola tænia of Linnæus.

M. Gouan tells us, that it has no scales ; but M. Brussonet dis

covered them under a fine delicate membrane. They are ar

ranged in oblique lines, crossing each other like chequers ; and

when they drop off, they leave a mark almost square. The ap

pearance of these scales in a microscope is also described. The

animal swims with great agility. A similar form in the airange-

ment of the scales, was dilcovered in two fifli which belong to the

genus, styled by Gronovius, mastacembalus : one of these was

brought by sir Joseph Banks from the South Seas. The remora

was long supposed to be without scales ; but their existence has

been already demonstrated.

The scales of the sand-eel must be of a peculiar construction,

because its manner of life is uncommon. They are so small,

that they have escaped the observation of many ichthyologists.

They are arranged like those ot the cepola tænia; but the ob

lique lines are distinct from each other. Every part of the head

and body of the common eel is covered with a skin of a close

texture, and a white colour, with innumerable blackish points,

which, through a microscope, represent spots. The skin is co

vered with a very fine blackish epidermis ; and, between these

two coverings, are found little oblong or round f^l'ic'es, formed

by the union of both skins, which pour out a fluid through in

numerable apertures. In each of these follicles a scale is found :

the convexity is on the outside, and the concave surface is con

nected to the body of the fifli by many different vessels. This

discovery, which is not, indeed, perfectly new, may prove un

fortunate to this species ; for the Jews do not eat of it, because

they are forbidden to eat fish without scales. It is top late for

them
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them to be injured by Nutria's Jaw, which Pliny tells us directed

. 'tip such fish to be employed in sacrifice. The organs of genera-

ti6n of the eel allb, have not been properly described, except

by Valisnieri.

Mafay kinds of murasnas, which belong to the fame genus, and

ire found in the Indian seas, have scales like the eel:—the lupus

marJnus *, expressly described by Willughby, and Grond-

viws, as without scales, has larger ones than the eel, concealed

in the fame way. Some species of the genus- of bleinnius, she

vjviparus, for instance, has similar scales, though smaller. A

species of labrus, the donzella of the Laliarts, and the labrus

julis of Linnæus, has scales of the fame kind ; but they have

been already described by our author, in the Philosophical Trans

actions for the year 178.1. In all these fish, the scales are c6n>

cealed under the skin ; they are distant from each other ; and the

iniriials are deprived of the ventral sin, or at least these parts are

lo small as to be scarcely perceptible, and of little service in sup

porting ir. The body is lengthened in these species, that by its

undulating motion the fish may be sustained. ' They seldom go

far from the fllofe ; and are capable of living in vases. The

aperture of she gills is small, and the skin, which covers the

stfhole head, becomes transparent over the eves.

There are two other species which have the scales almost con-i

c'<aled. The one is a scomber, described by Brown, in his Na

tural History of Jamaica:—-its body is thin, of rf silver hue, and

finely polished j its skill resembles leather ; its bedy is marked

by lines raised above the skin, directed from the head to the' tail,

which touch at the sides. These lines are formed by strait, elon

gated pointed scales, fixed on the skin, and covered by a scarf-

skin of a silver hue. They ?,re about one-third of an inch long,

attached to the skin by a vessel, which is united to its smallest ex

tremity, and nearest the head. These scales cannot easily fete

separated, and they give the skin its firm texture. The other

species is described by Margrave, under the title of guebattu It

forms a new genus, nearly allied to the scomber. There is a

specie's of it in sir Joseph Banks,'s collection : its scales are near

three-fourths of an inch long, flattened, an(t almost wholly co

vered by the scarf-skin. Margrave describes it as without scales ;

both species' 'swim wirh uncommon velocity. These elongated

scales are somewhat analogous to those whith cover the body of

the sea-dog. *

Different species of the tetraodon have fine scale? like pins,

raised above tile body, which are necessary to animals whose bo

dies are often swelled, and again reduced, at pleasure, to their

former lize. Some have hard united scales, others soft and

flexible ones. Their growth, and the manner of their increase',

is to be ihe subject of future memoirs.

* This is not the cetaceous animal which we call th« sea-wolf, hut a

smaller iish, similar to the blennius : we have not heexi able, after some,

paitts, to ascertain its genus with precision, unless it be the anarhicas lupus

Lirinxi.

I If
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If we consider the more perfect animals, our attention must be

soon attracted by a very leatnod dissertation on the animal which

Homer and Ariitotle have called ©<Sf. The author is M. MiU

lin dc Grandmaison ; and, after a display of very extensive eriw

dition, he agrees with Buffon, in thinking it the jackal. Mess,

Pallas and Guldenstaedt consider the jackal as the wild-dog,

and the origin of the common dog : more lately, Mr. John Hun

ter, in an essay, which will be soon publilhed, endeavours to

prove, that the jickal, the wolf, and the dog, are varieties of

the fame species. Indeed, though M. Buffon s experiment wa»

unsuccessful, the similarity of manners have alwavt associated the

two last animals ; and, from their union, fruitful individuals have

been produced. In fact, while the ancient thos is supposed to be

the jackal, the animal described by Oppian and others, who are

suspected to have been in an error, from the very flight account

of the earlier authors, is more probably the spotted hyæna. Mr,

Pennant thinks that the thos of the Greeks is the animal styled

by Appian the yelloW-wolf.

Another fcssay, in the department of zoology, which we must)

mention, is on the jrrboa, by M. Sonnini de Manoncourt. We

shall not follow this author in his outrageous and uncandidj,

attack on Hasselquitt and Linnæus, by whom it has been styled

mus jaculuj, nor contend with him w"hen he denies that it is ot the

rat kind. It has undoubtedly some resemblance to the rabbit :

but while the definition of the mus Linnaei remains as it is in the?

system of nature ; while it is allowable to group similar indivi

duals under one generic title, our author's ritnarks are of nd

great consequence. M. Sonnini is nvre reprehensible, when

he makes this animal, who leaps only with great activity, a con

necting link between quadrupeds and birds. His object is to

prove that the jerboa is the alagtaga of Tartary, described by

Gmelin, in the new Peterfburgh Transactions. We have not this

work at hand, but in the first volume of the Dccouvertes, faites

par divers savants Voyageurs, compiled from Gmelin's papers, we

find an accurate description,^ and a good figure of the animal,

under the Linnxan title of mus jiculus. M. Sounini's descrip

tion is, however, somewhat fuller ; but if Linnæus was so repre

hensible, it is a little remarkable that Gmelin, who was an

autopta as well as our author, should not have pointed it our. .

If it were advisable to separate the gendra, there arc undoubt

edly many animals with which the mus jaculns might be pro

perly arranged. Yet, to disturb the prelent order, would not be

very convenient : if, for instance, it was referred to the lepUs,

which it more correctly resembles, the peculiarity of the hinder

feet would be lost: if to the genus cavia, which Palla?, after the

example of Klein, wishes to form, the association would be still

more unnatural ; and, if it be arranged with animals which

spring from the force and the elasticity of their hinder legs, it

would approach too near the cat and tyger. If genera are, there

fore, at all use so!,' it appears better td leave the mus jacifhts in

its present place. The
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. The animal is not easily confined, as it gnaws the wood of it*

cage ; it loves warmth, and is very tame, but its quiet is insipid

insensibility, without interest and without attachment.

In this detail of natural history, we may now descend to the

structure, and constitution of the globe, in different situations :

but, on this subject we cannot afford much novelty, from the

inquiries of our neighbours. Somewhat has, however, occurred

on the Natural History of the Islands of Goree and St. Domingo,

which may deserve our notice.—The information relating to the

former island, is from M. de Preflar to M. Faujas de St. Fond.

This island, he observes, consists of a craggy reck, with a little

tongue of good land : the rock, we apprehend, is on the side

next to the Atlantic; for the sea washes it with much fury, and

has discovered different columns of basaltes, chiefly pentagonal,

xaisei vertically on each other, except towards the lower part of

the pic, where the columns seem to have been broken, and to be

inclined at different angles. The basaltes are black, ot a fine

texture, and so hard, as to strike fire with flint. In short, there

is no doubt of its being produced by a volcano. The mountain

is covered by a volcanic earth, which proves to be a good puox-

zolane, and capable of cementing, even with bad lime, into a

very hard terrass. The neighbouring islands of Magdelaine, at

a league and a half distance, are also vulcanic ; and the sea hav

ing made numerous indentations, (how that basaltic columns oc

cur at a great depth, and of course do not depend on the lava

being cooled by the water. Many trees, in these islands, are 60

(French) feet in circumference. Their electrical machine, of

which the plate was 24 inches in diameter, gave pretty good

sparks ; so that it may be excited in the torrid zone. The thermo

meter is scarcely, at any time, under 12* of Reaumur (59 of

Fahrenheit); on the 15th ofJanuary, it was at 160 (68°), some

timesit ha6beenat 24v(869);and in the fun, even at 400 (122°).

There is seldom any rain but in the rainy season ; and then, in

the space of three or four months, from thirty-six tc» forty inches

of rain fall, which is scarcely more than falls in the whole year

in thole parts of England where rain is most common.

The natural history of St. Domingo, by M. le Genton, is much

more particular, and it is very interesting, since, from an exami

nation of the currents to and from the Gulf of Mexico, it is

sufficiently evident that the whole gulf was once dry land, while

most of the Leeward Islands appear to have been raised by vol-

canos, and exhibit proofs of the destructive force of the cur

rents, and or the productive power of internal agents, which

have been looked on as equally pernicious. The French part

of the island is the object of this author's attention ; it is, on the

northern side, opposed indeed to the Atlantic, but in the eddy

of the current which passes through the Bahama Channel, and

draws the water away with it : from this cause the shallows and

Jow islands between it and the American shores seem to be pro.

duccil. The mountains in the neighbourhood of Cape Francois

z ' .' rile
- * * » •
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rise suddenly to (harp points, and are calcareous, supported by

rocks of grit and granite, pretty certain signs of a former con

nection with the continent. The granites form an extended

chain, which reaches to the Spanish lide of the island, and differ

only in the proportion of their constituent parts, except that they

seem to contain a little calcareous earth intheir substance. This

fact is somewhat extraordinary, but it is not ascertained with

much precision. The calcareous strata are parallel, and contain

porphyry, flints, and different marine exuviæ. The mountains

are rich in minerals and metals. Towards the extremity of the

black mountain, in an aluminous stratum, is found some fossile

wood in the state of coal ; on one side of the illand is a pretty

considerable mass of the loadstone. Though no volcano appears

in this island, it is not improbable, from these facts, that the

mountains have been raised by some active power in the bowels

of the earth. We cannot quit the subject of mountains without

mentioning that M.dc Luc has replied to some parts of M.Saul-

sure's relation of his journey to Mount Blanc, in which the ob

servations of the former are combated. The replies are not

always satisfactory, though in some instances they are so. la'

our review of M. de Luc's work we have mentioned some points

on which these two philosophers differ ; in fact we preferred

giving an abridged account of the facts of M. SautTure's journey,

because we were aware that some controversy would probably

arise from it.

Carcli a Linne Amanitates AcaJcmu\r, Vol, V11J. & IX. Edi/iii

J. Cbrijlian Daniel Scbrcbcrus, time. Erlangx, 1 785.

WE must acquit ourselves of a former promise by shortly

mentioning the object of the editor in these two addi

tional volumes, and giving a concise account of their contents.

The collection, publtstied under the title of Amænitates Acade-

micæ, have attracted the attention of the, naturalist and tbe phy

sician so much, that in no library of importjnce they are want

ing ; and though many editions have been publistied, copies are

now scarce and extravagantly dear. There is more than one

Dutch and German edition, besides that of Stockholm; and

Dr. Pultney, an able and adequate judge of these subjects, has

even thought it of importance to give an abstract of each

essay.

The first volume was not collected by Linnæus, but by Cam

per, and dedicated to Mr. Peter Collinfon. It was published in,

1749 at Leyden, and Camper undoubtedly intended to continue

the collection, as, in the title-page ' volumen primum' is added;

but the dedication, which is very particular, only mentions the es-

says of that volume : besides, of the second volume, the second

edition is printed in the title, with a note, that the first edition

appeared at Stockholm in 175 1. Tbe Stockholm edition of the

first volume appeared very soon after the Leyden one, and is dated

in the fame year. If any dispute arose on this subject,- it was
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soon compromised, as the volumes were afterwards published at

Leyden, or at least the latter Leyden copies bear the (ame date

with the Stockholm ones. We have explained this part. of the

subject, because Dr. Pultuey left it uncertain.

These Dissertations are the theses published by the student*

when they take their degrees ; anil, in foreign universities, are

usually the works of some of the professors, or at least the pro

fessors contribute the materials. To complete the setj however

lome Diitertations were deficient ; but they were those in which

Linnæus had only assisted the candidate. The early death of

his son prevented him from rendering the Amænitates perfects

as he had intended} and Schreber h;.s now collected what re

mained. The Dissertations are 36 in number, and divided into

two volumes :—the first contains thole to which Linnæus contri

buted a large sliare, and they 'form the eighth volume ; while

the others are those in which he had little or no concern, though

they were published at Upsal during the period in which he pre

sided.

The Dissertations in the eighth volume are distinguished by

the following titles:—Coloniæ Plantaruin ; Medicus sui ipsius ;

Morbi Nautarum India; ; Flora Akerocrifis ; Erica ; Dulcamara ;

Pandora et Flora Rybyensis ; Fundament* Testaccologiat j

Respi ratio Diætetica ; FragaVesca; Observationcs in Materiatn

Medicam ; Planta Cimicifuga ; Esca Avium Domesticarum ;

Marum ; Viola Ipecacuanha; Plants Surinamcnses ; Ledum

Palustre ; Opium ; Bigæ lusectorum ; Planta Aphyteia, et Hy-

pericum.

In this collection we find much to commend, and somewhat

to blame. As many of the Dissertations were written long ago,

new improvements have occurred which ought to have been

pointed out, lest, under the authority of Linnæus, mistakes be!

widely disseminated- In the Dissertation on the plants of Suri

nam, the names are compared with the genera of the younger

Linnæus, in his Supplement ; and thrise plants, whose parts of

fructification were not sufficiently perfect to allow of their being

admitted into the Supplements are properly noticed. Yet the

ipecacuanha is still supposed to he a species of viola, though it

is correctly described in (fee same work, and referred to another

genuc. The plant described by Vandelius, which led" Linnseus

into his mistake, is pretty clearly,' from the figure of its root, a

very different species. .He had,st^'Tcd it Pomballia ; and we fear

the marquis de Pombal ha|, by this means, loft the opportunity

of having his memory1 fiTeUrv.ed among the botanists. Among

the statesmen he was i^eft''.entitled to much distinction. We

could have wilhed also, so/ the reputation of Linnæus, that some

of these Dissertations haft, been omitted. It is not for his credit to

revive the theory of the exanthemata viva, nor to propagate

the story of his being cured of a fit of the gout by eating straw

berries. Most physicians know, that the paroxysm of a disorder

is first perceived to yield by some degree of appetite returning,"
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and the food required is as various as arc the fancies of patients*

We cannot give a long account of these volumes; yet a

fliort explanation of the subjects may not be improper, as the)

titles are sometimes quaint and unintelligible. The Colonise

Plantarum relate to the emigration of many plants from their

native foil to other countries, where they at last appear among

the indigenous vegetables : the origin of many of these is dis

tinctly traced, as well as the means of their conveyance. It is*

however, surprising, that the country where wheat was indige

nous ha6 not yet been discovered. Sicily has the fairest claim.

The second is a pathological disquisition on the six uon-naturals,

and the effects of inattention to the due degree in which they are

necessary. The subject os the third is evident ; it affords nothing

new, except that the author attributes intermittent! at sea tot

stinking water, and cures the tsenia by a solution of luhanthrax

in spirit of wine. Akero is an island situated in a take in $u-

dermania ; its flora is not very remarkable.

The Dissertation on the Eric.i, contains Linnæus's arrange-

ment of the species; little is added to its uses, and these are

not important. The diseases on which the dulcamara is said to

he useful, are numerous ; while more modern practitioners find

it inefficacious. It is certainly not so poweiful a diuretic a*

has been supposed.

The seventh Dissertation contains a list of the flowers and the

insects which they support, that occurred in a sum of Beck's,

called Ryby. Pandora is a collective term applied to insect:, as

Flora is to plants, and Fauna, to animals. The Fundament*

Testaceologiæ is a very accuiate and useful work. The advan-*

tage of free air, r.nd the dangers which arise from close places

and contaminated air, are well undfrstood. Our author's Did*

sertation is chiefly valuable for the facts relating »P the salubrity

os different countries. The Essay on the strawberry we have

already noticed ; it is not only to cure gout, but to dissolve the

calculus.

The observations on tm; Mateiia Medica contain an account

of the effects of spine remedies little known in this Country.

They point out alsov with" some probability, the genera and

species of others, whose- origin is not very certain. The effects

are rather those of tradition and report, than of reason and ex

perience. The; Cimicifuga (Syst.. Nat. 1282) is a vetjr foati4

plant of the class tnultifilifjuas, w+iere it stands near the Delphic

niurn, Aquilegia Helleborus ' and Actæ.i.. .Except for drawing

away the infects, from which its name is takep, we do not know

th^it it has been used. Gmelin indeed mentions, that in Siberia

the natives employ it as an evacuant in -tiropsy ;• its effects are

violently emetic apd drastic. The food of domesticated biids it

particularly pointed out in a scries of experiments, resembling

those which were made on the food of cattle, in a former volume

of the Amænitates, and which are translated and augmented by

Mr. Stillingflcet, The Essay on. the iHarum (Teucrium Marura

LituJ
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Lin.) is a pretty complete account of the botanical and medical

history ot the plant ; it is a warm odorous bitter, but notiiing

is added concerning it to the relations of other authors. The

Dissertation on the Ipecacuanha we have already mentioned.

The enumeration of the Surinam plants is somewhat antici

pated by the Supplement of the younger Linnæus ; but it is

very complete, and rendered more valuable by a constant re

ference to that work. Of the Gustavia Augusta, a very beauti

ful flower of a noble tree, a good plate is annexed ; and we may

now observe, that the plates of these two additional volumes,

which are pretty numerous, are much better executed than those

of the former volumes.

The Ledum Palustre is a warm foetid plant; its oeconomical

uses are numerous ; its medical ones are chiefly for external di

seases : and it is in this Essay that Linnæus seems eager to re

commend it internally, in those complaints which are supposed

to proceed from insects, particularly in dysentery. We meet

with the same hypothesis in the Essay on Opium, but no new

information is added relative to its effects or its use. Bigæ In-

sectorum means only a pair of insects : two new ones are described

which were found in the collection of Dr. Fothergill; the first

is termed the Diopsis Ichneumonia, the other Paupus Micro-

cephaku , the one is dipterous, the other coleopterous. The

Apbyteia is a parasite plant, found at the Cape of Good Hope,

by 1 hunberg ; it is without leaves, and described, as the editor

Jbouklhzve told us, in the Supplementum Plantarum p. p. 48

and 301. There is only one species, the A. Hydnora. The

Hypericum, with its different species, is described; but the best

part of it is that in which we are informed it will cure the

phthisis : a handful is to be boiled in two quarts of Spanish

wine till halt is consumed, and a dose is to be taken morning

and afternoon.

Of the Dissertations in the second volume we shall only tran

scribe the titles, because Linnæus contributed little, if anything,

to them, and because they are not of sufficient importance on.

their own account to induce us to enlarge on them. Hæmorr-

hagiæ uteri sub llatu Graviditatis ; Methodus investigandi vires

Medicamentorum chemica ; Consectaria Electrico-medica ; Pul-

sus Intermittens ; Cortex Peruvianus ; Ambrosiaca; Hæmopty-

fis ; Venæ rosorbentes ; Febrium lntermittentium curatio varia ;

Hæmorrhagiæ ex Plethora ; Suturæ vulnerum ; Medicamenta

purgantia; Perspiratioinsensibilis; Canones Medici ; &Scorbutus.

Yet, before we entirely leave this volume, we must except

the Dissertation on the various remedies of intermittents from

the general censure. It is an extensive and laborious compilation ;

and, in the greater number of the Essays in the last volume, if

we do not find the extent of original information, and the curi

ous remarks which distinguished those whose materials were fur-

nislietl by Linnæus, yet these defects are compensated by a de

gree os medical erudition, which is honourable to the young-

candidate,
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candidate, and rriay be of fervice to the reader. If it be ob-

ferved that in this volume we find Linnzus had given up the

theory.of intermittent .fevers, publiflled in the firft volume of the

Arazmtates, we mu'ft reply, that the fame information may be

found in thefitthand fixrh,in the Diflertations on the Febris Up-

falienfis, and the Quaffi.i. His.new opinion is not indeed better

founded ; and the abforption of an acid from the air will prove

a fyflem equally untenable with the accumulation of argillaceous

earth through the medium of water;

A very ufeful Chrbnologkal Index of all the Difiertations

'publiflled during the period when Linnzus prefided at Upfal,

and contained in thefe nine volumes, is fubjoined.

MONTHLY CATALOGUE.

DIVINITY.

Ttvo Sermons. By J. Lettice, JS. D. \to. is. 63. Cadell.

MR. Lettice has engaged with two powerful antagonifts, the

idolater of the Graces, and the author of the Talk ; but

his native force of mind would have enabled him to contend

with fuccefs, if the ftrength of the ground had not given him

peculiar advantages.

The firft fermon is oh the kind of manners moft fuitable to

the clerical character, and an enquiry how far minillers of the

Gofpel may ufe this world without abufing it. In this exami

nation he makes a forcible and pertinent diftinclion between

the knowlege of man and the knowlege of the ways of men}

between an acquaintance with the human, mind, and the conduct

of the world, in moft inftanccs the worft part of the world.

He ccntrafts, wiih great (kill, the good,-humoured complaisance

'dictated by benevolence, and guided by morality^ with the

artificial and corrupt manners, the tinfel of politenefs, recom

mended by lord Chelterfield. , • :

In the fecond fermon, he defends the conduct of education

in our univerlities againtt the gloomy and too unqualified fatire

of Mr. Cooper. Yet, different minds looking at the fame ob*

ject will felect. parts of it fuited to their various difpoiitions :

each may be correct, becaufe each dcfcribes what he faw ; and

each may mifreprefent, becaufe he only defcribes in part. Mr.

Lettice is, however, an able advocate ; and we are happy to

reflect that fuch a plcafing view of the I'ubjecl has the fanction

of an eye-witnefs.

A Sermon. By Edward Parry. Svo. is. Lowndes*

This Sermon, founded on the parable of the good Samari

tan, is publifhed for the benefit of the Chefter infirmary. It

is an elegant and judicious 'difcourfej but we were forry to

perceive our author ftepping out of his way, with fome zealous

VOL. LXV. Pel* 1788. 'L corn
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commentators ; to fee him look on the good Samaritan as our

Saviour, and explain his labour of benevolence and humanity,

by the redemption of mankind. This interpretation, however,

does not detain the preacher long from his principal object.

A Sermon preached on tht nd of August, 1787, at the Ordination

of the Rev. John Love, Minister of the Gospel at Crispin Street,

Spitalfields, by the Rev. Thomas Rutledge. To which is added the

Charge, by the Rev. William- Smith, A. M. 8vo. U. Elliot.

The exercises, at an ordination, are often tasks undertaken

unwillingly, and executed hastily : at least we know no other

reason for the imperfect state in which we have often found

them. Mr. Rutledge and Mr. Smith seem to have been drawn

into public against their inclination ; but their works will bring

no disgrace on their characters. If we cannot praise their

compositions, as highly polished, and peculiarly elegant, we

can, with truth fay, that they are clear, religious, and prac

tical.

POETRY.

Mont Blanc : an irregular Lyric Poem. By the Rev. T. . Sm

Whalley. \to. $s. Baldwin.

This Pindaric composition is not destitute of poetic fire;

but the light is neither steady nor clear. It is sometimes

veiled in smoke, sometimes suddenly blazes like a meteor, and

renders us more sensible of the obscurity which surrounds it.

Many images in it are well chosen ; but we meet with few pas

sages of any length that are unexceptionable. The following

is no unfavourable extract. The third line alludes to the sum

mit of Mont Blanc ; which, as we have observed in plain prose

already, is broken into three distinct heads; and the immense

quantity of snow which covers it is supported by rocks of gra

nite, which, when the moon shines clear, form the beautiful

representation depictured towards the conclusion.

' When night assumes her awful reign,

And solemn (hades obscure the plain,

How graceful then thy domes arise,

Imperial mountain \ to the flues,

And their eternal vigils keep

Over the silent realms of sleep !

All husli'd about thy throne sublime,

Save the soft-treading foot of Time,

Beneath whose endlesi pressure, fall

The noblest cities' tow'ry pride,

The hills, the mountains, rocks, and all

That art or nature e'er supplied ;

All, all, but thee ; for still thy state

Defies the tyrant's envious hate,

And still thy regal pomp appears

"Unblemifh'd by the weight of years

3 Since
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Since change and fickle chance are seen

Heaping new honours on thy snow, <

And countless ages (it serene.

Amidst the splendor of thy brows.

She breaks ! How sweet her trembling light

Silvers the fable stole of night i

Oh! Luna, let thy fairest face

The mountain's gloomy grandeur grace !

Ride onwards, while from either fide

Thy bright'ning path the clouds divide,

And pausing full upon his brow,

Suffuse thy lustre o'er his snow!

Gild the dark fleeces curling hung,

About his breast, his domes among,

And beam o'er all his rocks below !

His rocks sublime, whose varied gold

Has borne on high, for years untold,

The massy silver of his pond'rous throne, ,

And stood unmov'd, and still shall stand,

Through many a wreck of many a land,

Marking a thousand scenes to mortal eyes unknown/

The ideas suggested in the preceding passage are strikingly

sublime, but their effect is somewhat diminished by amplifica

tion. The author's judgment is, indeed, inferior to his genius.

He pursues his thoughts too far, and is too profuse of ornament.

The cadence of the verses is, in general, harmonious ; and the

rhymes, with very few exceptions, correct. Those marked in

Italics are used by our best writers, but they are introduced too

frequently: ' view' and ' shew' are more exceptionable. Mr.

Whalley, surely, need not be informed, that the latter is pro

nounced ' show,' and we cannot fee why it should not always

be spelt in that manner.

Reflections on the Englijh common Version of the Strictures, and on

the Necessity of its being revised by Authority, 4/0. is. White.

The intent of this little performance, which displays evident

marks of genius and learning, is sufficiently specified by the

title. We entirely concur with the author in his sentiments ;

and wish he had treated the subject in a more copious manner.

Derwent. An Ode. 6d. Longman.

Some passages in this, poem, in which the author recalls past

scenes on the banks of the Derwent, where he spent his younger

days, and describes the manners and amusements of the old in

habitants, are picturesque and entertaining. In others he ex

presses himself in a very peculiar style.

' When thy Hyads impetuously pour'd

Adeluge from ev'ry hill,

The dams by thy torrents devour'd

The miller aghast in his mill ;

I« * Thy
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Thy rage did but temper the air ;

Far distant the mildew of health,

Where guilt vainly decorates care

Disdaining the gewgaws of wealth.

.Fine hduses, sine coaches, fine wives,

Genealogies bought by the yard !

Why forfeit the peace of your lives,

Ye wretches, for such a reward !'

One would be almost apt to suspect that the author derived

his inspiration from a different liquor than that which flows

from the fountain of Helicon.

Poms and Translations. By the Rev. W. Bcloe. 8<vt>. 5/. 1*

Boards. Johnson.

Of this gentleman's translation of Coluthus, which is here

reprinted, we gave some account in our sixty second Vol. p. 1 50.

The other poems consist chiefly of elegies, songs, sonnets, and

translations from Greek and Latin authors. Among the latter,

we have the version of a little Latin poem, written in the manner

of Catullus. Its neatness, of expression, and novelty of thought,

towards the conclusion, will please the classical reader. The

thought alluded to, however, is inadequately rendered in the

translation.

* In the fame tomb we'll sink to rest,

Beyond all'human being's blest.'

These lines are entirely destitute of the force and spirit which

marks the original.

4 Sic nos consociabimur fepu'ti,

Et vivis erimus beatiores.'

We have no objection to the other lines ; they will serve as a

Ihort specimen of the performance, which seldom reaches to

excellence, or sinks beneath mediocrity.

! ' Occidit mea chara Pancharilla,

Occidit mea lux meumque sidus.

Et nunc per vacuas doinos silentum,

Comes pallidulis vagatur umbris—

Sed charam sequar: arboresque ut alt*,

Sub tellure suos aguntamores,

Et radicibus implicantur imis,

Sic nos consociabimur sepulti,

Et vivis erimus beatiores—

In E n g l i s h.

My Pancharilla breathes no more,

My light, my star of life, is lost ;

And now upon the Stygian shore,

With many a pale and airy ghost

She melancholy fleets along,

Companion of the silent throng.

But I will hasten to.my love,

And as the trees, whose roots profound.

% —Their sympathetic fibres move,

In closest union to be bound,

•1 6 In
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In the same tomb we'll sink to rest,

Beyond all human beings blest.'

The Contro-vcrjiad; an Ep:Jlle to a learned Friend. Svo. is. 6dm

Stalker.

While we possess opinions of our own, we are not conscious

of'ever attempting to set them up as the standard of rectitude,

or depreciating the works of authors in proportion as they differ

from us : we give to each their due of praise, and mention, with

our reasons, in what they appear to be mistaken. In more

than one respect, we differ from the author before us, yet there

is so much shrewdness in his manner and his remarks,—there is

such a degree of candour, with perhaps one or at most two

exceptions in his satire, that we have read his account of the

controversy with much pleasure. Indeed, he owns that he is

biassed on one side^ and perhaps every one who has read much

that has been published on the disputes, will feel a bias ; so

that he is most impartial who is best aware of the influence of

his prejudices. While authors are pleasant and good-humoured,

we do not disapprove of controversy.

NOVELS.

Fatal Follies ; or the History of the Countess of Stanmore. 4 Voli'

izmo, .\os. fevjed. Robinsons.

The follies of Lady Stanmore were, indeed, fatal ; and we

can scarcely regret her misfortunes, when we reflect on their

source, an attachment to fashion and splendour, with little re

gard to the more serious and domestic duties. The other cha

racters of this novel are drawn with an equally faithful pencil ;

but the colours are more pleasing. In short, without any great

novelty of sentiment or character, these volumes are interesting

and entertaining. The author is well acquainted with the hu

man heart: he is acquain:ed too with the several places where

his scenes are laid, and with the manners of their inhabitants.

Our young Indies may learn, from this novel, something besides

an ah! and an oh!—thele delightful decorations of a female

correspondence.

Retribution. By the Author of the Gamrjlers. 3 Vols. llmo.

js. bd. Robinsons.

This author's genius is superior to his art, and his knowlege

of the human mind more conspicuous than his invention. His

story is managed with very little address ; and the frequent

changes, the reference to the adventures of the other person

ages of the novel, weaken the feelings, and destroy the interest.

Besides, when we look at Grubble, we cannor help recollecting

Brancton ;—when we hear the speeches of Bray we refer to

Briggs ; - nor can Lady Anne Prelcot appear to advantage by the

side of the equally dignified, and the more amiable Mrs. Del-

vile ; Patty and Cecilia, Mrs. Preicot and Harrel, are also coun

ter-parts. Such wefe our feelings on reading this novel ; yet,

on the whole, it possesses considerable merit. The various

L 3 scents
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scenes in which Preseot appears, are worked up with singular

pathos : we feel for the amiable, the tender Patty ; and admire

as well as pity the generous, the infatuated colonel Preseot.

Agitation ; or Memoirs of Grorge Woodsord and Lady Emma Mel

ville. ->,Voh. 121110. -js. bd. served. Barker.

This lady, ' content to dwell in decencies for ever,' deserves

no 'ill natured sarcasms.'—Like her former works, this novel,

if it raise no admuation, will escape contempt; and, to con

clude in her own manner,—may never any novellist hold up

worse examples, or inculcate less salutary lessons, than we find

jn the Memoirs of George Wood ford and Lady Emma Melvill !

The Efsetls of the Paffions, or Memoirs of Florincourt. From the

French. 3 sols, t zmo. 9/. Vernor.

There is srme novelty, and somewhat interesting, in the ad

ventures of- Florincourt, and the fatal end oi Julia. The story

of Varueil also, though improbable, is varied by numerous and

uncommon events, and related in a manner which does credit

to the sensibility and the spirit of the author. There is, how

ever, no considerable merit in the whole; and the work can

only appear in a very advantageous light, when placed near the

miserable trash w htch we have received under the title of Novels.

The West-Indian; or tbt Memoirs of Frederick Cbarlton. 2 sols.

12/110. ji> sewed. Axtell.

There is too great similarity in this story to the Adventures of

Roderick Random, and his Narcissa ; yet there is some dexte

rity in the manner of dishing up the repast before us; and the

frit morsel is not wholly unpalatable. The author began with

mince-pyes, and we invert the feast, by concluding with a

fricassee. As he has thought fit to bribe us by a promise of

his pyes, we sliall conclude our character of the work in the

manner which he has prescribed, and ' wish that the author's

success may be adequate to his merits.' We hope we (hall not

forfeit our right to the invitation, when we add, as impartiality

directs, that these merits are not very striking or considerable ;

—that the conclusion is lame and impotent,—and these little

volumes lequire, at last, the addition of a trifling farce, to sup

ply the vacuity of a meagre story.

The Adventures of Jonathan Corncob, Loyal American Refugee,

Written by himself. izmo. 2S. bd. Robinsons.

Harkee, Mr. Jonathan Corncob! leave your indecorums, and

preserve your genuine humour, unpolluted by improper lan

guage, or indecent descriptions. If you do so, we sliall receive

ou with pleasure, as a relation at least, if not a descendant,

yl the facetious Yorick : otherwise we shall consign your future

volumes to the oblivion which they will merit.

Phabe; or Distressed Innocence. 2 Vols. izmo. ^s. sewed.

Stalker.

The reader, who can pursue the adventures of Phæbe in this

strange.
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strange and intricate contexture of event?, must be capable of

much patient attention ; and, for those who can employ the

necessary time in the enquiry, we anxiously wish a better em

ployments Aster much care, and a scrupulous examination,

we gave up the cause as hopeless : of course, we cannot decide

on the probability of the narrative. Every thing is designed,

as Bayes fays, to elevate and surprize.

POLITICAL.

Animadversions on the Political Part, of the Preface to Bcllendenus,

%<vo. is. 6d. Debreu.

We have already given our opinion on the political nature

of this celebrated Preface, and regretted that so much pains

mould have been bestowed in vain, on a temporary and

disputed subject. The animadvertor, also, displays abilities

worthy of a better cause ; for the meteors of the day are al

ready funk in obscurity: in short, both the Preface and the

Animadversions, we may style, in the language of our present

author, a ' melancholy perversion os splendid talents.'—In this

work there is much severe and poignant reprehensions of the

heroes of the Preface, and no bluntkss sarcasms on its author.

We have seldom seen arrows pointed with a better aim; and

we are sorry that they must waste their force in the air. The

political and classical antagonists of our present author are be

yond their reach.

As the title imports, the chief attack is directed against the

politics of the Preface:—the short allusions to the Latin wea

pons, which were wielded with true classic force, are very suc

cessful'. We shall transcribe a short passage, as a specimen of

our author's abilities.

* The editor's arguments against the commercial treaty are

selected, with his usual felicity, from the Greek poets. It has

been frequently said that there never existed a religious error,

however absurd and impious, that numerous adopters have

not attempted to establish, and in their own opinions success

fully, cm the divine sanction of Scripture. It supposes*, how

ever, some consistency even in the wildest zealots, to have re

course for authority, where alone saflicient authority could be

found. It remained for the learned l'refacer to extract his ter-

tium quid from a mixture, the most heterogeneous that ever

entered the imagination ;—to prove, by quotations from ancient

poetry, the specific evils of modern policy ; to shew our treaty

with France highly injurious from the testimony of Aristopha

nes ; the insufficiency of the Irish propositions by the evidence

of Homer; or the evil tendency -of a rupture with Portugal on

the weighty attestation of the Orphic verses.—These are re

sources peculiar to learning. Plain, unlettered men must be

satisfied with national history, and the evidence of the times.*

Letters on the Slave Trade. By Thomas Cooper, Esq. Small 8fo.

Supplement to Mr. Cooper's Letters on the Slave Trade. Small 8fa.

These little tracts are circulated gratis ; and though we com-

L 4 mend
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mend the humanity of the design, we cannot approve of accuV*

mulatjng every shocking fact that is calculated to impress the

reader with a belief that treatment of this kind is common.

Mrs. Brownrig, and some others of the fame infamous de

scription, have cruelly used their apprentices, and, in the fame

way, it might be proved that every apprentice is treated with

unheard-of barbarity. We believe, in a moral view, it would,

not be allowed to misrepresent facts, whatever benefit may be

derived from the misrepresentation. Mr. Gooper, however,

collects only from different authors; and, if he misleads the

reader, it is by enumerating occasional cruelties in such a

manner as to induce him to think they are frequent dnd com->

mon. The description of the means of procuring slaves is un

doubtedly correct.

The Supplement consists, of detached facts, compiled from

different authors, relating to the numbers of slaves in the West

India islands, and some parts of the continent, where African

staves are imported : 500,000 either killed in war, or exported

as captives, 'are, our author thinks, annually loll to Africa, yet,

from the state of population, and various causes which influ

ence it, Africa might bear that annual loss four times told,

without a diminution of the existing stock. The total number

which have been imported from Africa, is calculated at fifty

millions, at least ; and, by the deaths previous to the impbrta»

tion, the loss in war, &c. Africa has lost five times as many in

thi« destructive trade,

thoughts upon the African Slave Trade. By John Ncivion, 8vo,

is. Buckland.

Mr. Newton, though at present a minister of the Gospel, was

once engaged in the slave-trade as mate, and as captain of a

Guinea ship. He gives a very candid, and apparently dif-

paffion'ate account of the cruelties necessarily attending this ini

famous species of traffic, without aiming at exaggerations to

fill up the measure of horror. We shall select one fact respect

ing the loss of seamen on the coast, and another to correct the

misrepresentations of some authors who have treated of the

manners of the Africans. ,

« How far the several causes I have enumerated, may respec

tively operate, 1 cannot say : the fact, however, is sure, that a

great number of our seamen perish in the slave trade. Few/

ships, comparatively, are either blown up, or totally cutoff,

but some are. Of the rest, I have known some that have lost

half their people, and some a larger proportion. I am far from

saying, that it is always, or even often, thus; but, I believe,

I ihali state the matter sufficiently low, if I suppose that, ac

1'east, one fifth part of those who go from England to the coast

of Africa, in ships which trade for staves, never return from

thence. I dare not depend too much upon my memory, as to

the number of .ships and men employed in the slave trade more

than thirty years ago ; npr do I know what has been the state
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of the trade since ; therefore I fliall not attempt to make calcu

lations. But, as I cannot but form some opinion on the subject,

J judge, it probable, that the collective sum of seamen, who go

from all our ports to Africa within the course of a year, (taking

Guinea in the extensive sense, from Gorce or Gambia, and

including the coast of Angola,) cannot be less than eight thou

sand ; and if, upon an average of ships and seasons, a fifth part

of these die, the annual loss is fifteen hundred. I believe those

who have taken pains to make more exact enquiries, will deem

my supposition to be very moderate.'—

' I have often been gravely told, as a proof that the Afri

cans, however hardly treated, deserve but little companion^

that they are a people so destitute of natural affection, that it

is common among them for parents to fell their children, and

children their parents. And, 1 think, a charge of this kind i<

brought against them by the respectable author of Spectacle de

}a Nature. But he must have been misinformed. I never

heard of one inllance ot either while I used the coast.'

Much information may be derived from these Thoughts, and

we would strongly recommend them to the public attention.

They will convince ^very one, that the farther importation of

Africans should be stopped, from every consideration ; and so

far only, as we have already observed, it will be probably found

expedient for the legislature to proceed at present.

A Letter to Philip Francis, Esq.. from the Right Hon. Edmund

Burke, l$c. With Remarks. 81/0. Is. Murray.

This Letter is written in consequence of one which appeared

lately in the Morning Herald, addressed to Mr. FraBcis, and

subscribed with the names of the members of the committee for

managing the impeachment of Mr. Hastings. In that Letter

the committee expressed the greatest respect for Mr. Francis,

from the opinion they entertained of his public conduct during

his residence in the East Indies, and declared a desire of re

sorting to his assistance in the affair of the impeachment. The

author of the present Letter reprobates, with indignation^

such a public avowal of their d<:fign, after Mr. Francis had been,

piohibited by the house of commons from any sliare in con

ducting the impeachment ; and he draws such a picture of that

gentleman's conduct in the East Indies, as seems totally irrecon-

cileable with the character ascribed to him by the committee.

The author's remarks are sullied with a degree of petulance

but intermixed with strong expostulation.

Minutes of Warren Hastings, and Philip Francis, Efqrs. %<vo,

is. bd. Stockdaie.

These Minutes contain the substance of the transactions in

council at Bengal, relative to the differences between the gen

tlemen mentioned in the title. Whatever be the motive for

their publication, they doubtless justify the conduct of the

house of commons, in not permitting Mr. Francis to' be a

•> „ . 1 member
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member of the committee for managing the impeachment of

Mr. Hastings ; and indeed, upon the principle of candour, Mr.

Francis might rather be satisfied than displeased at the exclusion.

<£ke Answer of Warren Hajlings, Esq. to the Articles exhibited by

the Commons in Maintenance of their Impeachment against him.,

8ff. 4J- Boards. Stockdale.

This pamphlet is said to contain Mr. Hastings's answer to

the different articles of impeachment against him, delivered at

the barof the house of peers, on Wednesday, Nov. 28, 1787,

Mr. Hastings replies to each article separately; and concludes

with a general exculpation of himself from the charges which

kave been-brought against him.

A Second Letter from Mr. Pigott to the Right Hon. William Pitt.

\to. 4_>. bd. Kidgway.

Mr. "Pigott's former letter was- noticed in our Review for

April, 1787. He now reproaches the minister for his inatten

tion to that epistle ; but proceeds to deliver his sentiments in

the fame strain as before, on other political subjects ; and we

have not the least doubt with the fame success. His former let

ter was dated from Hieres, in Provence ; but the present from

Pent, near Geneva. 1

Defence of the Statute faffed in the forty-third Tear of Elizabeth,

concerning the Employment and Relief of the Poor ; with Propo

sals for- enforcing it, 8f«. is, bd. Debrett.

The author of this pamphlet urges many sensible observa

tions, recommending a farther trial of the statute above men

tioned, as well as of other subsequent statutes respecting the

employment and relief of the poor, with more coercive means

of enforcing a due observance of them. It has been repeatedly

affirmed by many who have written on the subject, and the fact

is unquestionable, that the evils so loudly complained of relative

to the poor, might be, in a great measure, if not entirely, re

medied, by a proper execution of the laws now existing for

that purpose.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Thoughts on the Importance of the Manners of the Great to genera,!

Society. Small Svo. zs. Cadell.

This very respectable author profesies himself ' neither an old

man, a clergyman, or a Methodist,' and wishes to rife above

the imputation of ' morofeness, self-interest, or enthusiasm,'

He points out those errors, for they are scarcely vices, which

Tesult in the most serious minds from inattention, and taint the

conduct even of the best informed, with a stain little suitable to

that purity which should peculiarly distinguish the followers of

Christ. The indecorum in the conduct of the great, with re

spect to the observance of Sunday ; the applause which brilliant,

rather than religious, or just sentiments, receive in public ; with

some similar errors, are the lubjectof his animadversion. On these

subjects,
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subjects, his style is serious and severe ; sometimes pointed and

indignant; but, in every instance, as neat as his sentiments are

just. On the whole, we, have read fiis exhortation with great

pleasure, and earnestly recommend it to those for whom it it

intended.—We shall conclude our article with a sliort specimen,

' When the general texture of an irregular life is spangled

over with some constitutional pleasing qualities; when gaiety*

good humour, and a thoughtless profusion of expence throw a

lustre round the faultiest characters ; it is no wonder th.at com

mon observers are blinded into admiration : a profafe genero

sity dazzles them more than all the duties of the Decalogue. But

though it may be a very useful quality towards securing the

election of a borough, it will contribute but little towards malt

ing sure the calling and elect on to the kingdom of heaven. It

is somewhat strange that extravagance should be the great cri

terion of goodness with those very people who are themselves

the victims to this idol ; for the prodigal pays no debts if he

can help it: and it is notorious, that in one of the wittiest and

jnost popular comedies which this country has ever produced,

those very passages which exalt liberality at the expence of jus

tice, were nightly applauded with enthusiastic rapture by those

deluded tradesmen, whom, perhaps, that very sentiment helped '

to keep out of their money.'

A Letter to the Caput of the University of Cambridge on the fy.

jeRion of the Grace for Abolijlnng Subscription, By a Member

ofthe Senate. Siro. bd, JohnJon.

A grace for the removal of subscription to the usual form at

the time of taking the degree of bachelor of arts, was presented

to the caput in December last, by the rev. Dr. Edwards, and

rejected. In this Letter the author expostulates with the caput.

in strong terms, on this silent rejection, without tbeir having

given a reason for their conduct. His expostulation is warm aud

manly ; but

* Non nostrum est tantas componere lites.'

We must imitate the silence of the caput, which, in these in

novating times, we think, at least, prudent.

The Parental Monitor. By Mrs. Bonhote. 2 Vels, iimo.

1 is. Lane.

These elegant little volumes, the productions of anxious ma

ternal tenderness, are properly taken from the secluded circle,

for which they were originally designed, and given to the world.

We have looked over them with some care, without finding any

thing to reprehend either in the languageor the observations. The

former is neat and perspicuous, without a laboured refinement:

the latter are pointed, useful, and strictly moral. The Monitor

consists of select essays, which are rather rules of conduct, art

fully connected under the form of general observations; of poe

try of various kinds; of sables and adventures. Some of these

are the works of other authors ; and Mrs. Bonhote's list is a

very
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very carefully selected one. The subjects are so miscellaneous,

that we cannot even transcribe the table of contents; and per

haps a fliort specimen of the neatness of our author's language,

and the sound good-fense of her precepts, will be of more conse

quence. We shall select her advice to young.ladies on the im

portant subject of marriage, because we have not been able to

find any other passage os equal utility, that can be with so little

injury separated from the rest of the essay.

' Did young people seriously consider the important change

which marriage mult necessarily produce in their situation, how

much more cautious would it make them in forming their choice

©f a companion for life Alas ! what avail the graces of the

finest figure, the most captivating address, the assemblage, of all

that is ensnaring, if the heart is depraved, or the conduct im

prudent ! The gayest associate of the convivial hour mayhe the

dullest, the most unfit companion for the domestic circle; and

he, who is never satisfied but in a crowd, or when engaged in

a continued round of pleasure, is very unlikely to make a ten

der and prjident husband. Should sickness or distress draw near,

depend upon it he will fly from their approach. If beauty

alone excited his passion, it will cease to exist; when you are

deprived of those attractions on which it was founded. If for

tune was his inducement, that will likewise soon lose its value

in his sordid mind ; and the very person who brought him the

Wealth for which he sighed, will be considered as the grand ob- .

ftacle to its enjoyment. Too often is this unpleasant picture to

be seen in many discontented families, which a little serious

reflection might have prevented being so unfortunately realized.

Never be prevailed upon to yield your hearts to anyone, how

ever he may shine in the gay circles of the world, if you are

convinced that he has no relish for the enjoyments of retired

life. The man who likes every house better than his own,

will scarcely take the trouble of making home agreeable to

prhers, whilst it is disgusting to himself. It will be the only

place in which he will give way to his discontent and ill hu

mour. Such people are for ever strangers to the dear delights

of the social state, and all the real comfonts of a well regulated

family. He that is indiscriminately at home is never at home,

'and he feels himself a stranger or a vilitor amidst his closest con- v

nexions,'

.Elements of Universal History, for Toutb. By J. A. L. Mon-

triou. i zmo. zs. bd. Marsh.

This is. the Iliad in a nutshell; and the work is too concise

to admit of its being, in any great degree, useful. We do not

object to the execution, since the narratives which occur are

perspicuous, and the few facts which are mentioned, sufficiently

correct. The plan is, however, too vast ; and no abilities could

have filled up so extensive an outline in such a small bulk, as

to have given satisfactory information on any particular part.
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The ancient geography can only be understood, under the

guidance of an instructor, assisted by good maps.

The Children's Friend. Translated by the rev, Mark Jnlhony)

Meilan, from the French of M. Benjuin. 24 Volt. l6mo. 121.

fe-vjed. Bew.

UAmi des Etifans of M. Berquin, merits every commenda

tion that is due to a work happily calculated for the instruction

• and entertainment of young minds. It instills the precepts of

morality in the most agreeable manner ; and while it informs

the understanding, it improves the heart in the cultivation of

those tender affections which are favourable to virtue. The

author of the present translation evinces his own judgment, in

endeavouring to extend the usefulness of so valuable a work;

but we wish Mr. Meilan had reflected more deliberately; that»

as a foreigner, the success of his attempt, in rendering it into

English, was an extremely precarious event. His acquaintance'

with the idioms and manners of this country appears to be as

yet too imperfect for such an- undertaking. The work istherefore

disfigured with numerous improprieties ; though some parts of

it are executed with a degree of accuracy surpassing what could

be expected from any author that laboured under such a disad

vantage.

Favourite TaleSr Tranflatcd from the French. 1 into. xs. 6d.

Robinsons.

These Tales are in the style of Voltaire ; and Imirce, we re

member, at the time of publication, was attributed to the late

King of Prussia. We wish they had remained in their original

state, for indecorum and infidelity can never be pleasing. The

Tale, in imitation of Sterne, is only a new combination of

Sterne's images and situations.

Fairy Tales, selected from the heft Autfjors. 2 Vils. I into, es*

Lane.

The only merit of a collection must arise from the judgment

with which it is chosen ; but what judgment can appear in a

compilation, where, to be pleased at all, must be the exercise of

fancy alone ? We remember, in these Tales, some of the com

panions of our nursery, when pleasure was cheaply bought by

novelty. We then were pleased with them, and. our readers

must: accept of a decision at an age which alone can decide on

these subjects.

The Ground-vjori of the Grammar of the French Language. By

Jean Jaques D'Etrowville. 1 imo. 2s. 6d. Dilly.

M. d'Etrouville begins with the verbs, as confessedly the most

difficult, and in reality, the most important part of the French

language. Though this is a solecism in gran;mar, we see

but one considerable objection to it, which is the necessity of em

ploying pronouns before the learner knows what they are. Our

author is more reprehensible in increasing the number of his

conjugations to twelve ; whieh embarrass, and add new difficul

ties,
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tie* to the trouble of learning. In other respects, he seem* to

be sufficiently accurate; for minute errors, either in the pre

face, or the conduct of the work, we would not fastidiously point

out. In short, whatever may be the other merits of his Gram

mar, h is not calculated to expedite the progress of the learner.

S be Complete System of the French Language. By Nicholas Sdlmon.

%vo. 51. 6d. in Boards. Keaifley.

The ' Fpotstep' * was so steep, that we despaired of reaching

the top of the ladder : the .Complete System has, however,

proved, so instructing, that we do not repent the labour em

ployed in attaining it. Much accurate information on the na

ture and the genius of the French language, from the best

authors, may be obtained from it, though nothing can be far

ther distant from a grammar, or more unfit, from its extent and

form, for the purposes of tuition, except probably in the hands

of the authdr.

It is a general fault in almost every author of a grammar,

that he aims at too much. Even Chambaud's work, the best

elementary French grammar that we have yet seen, is too dif

fuse. In the rudiments, general rules only should be taught;

the exceptions may be best learned, and most securely fixed on

the mind, by reading, when a stock of words, the most difficult

part of every language, is at the fame time procured. This error

is not, however, peculiar to the French masters. In the Latin

ichools, some years are spent in learning general rules and ex

ceptions; but more are required to apply them, and point

out the connection between Lilly or Ruddiman, and Cicero

or Cæsar.

9~he Pronunciation and Orthography of the French Language ren

deredperfectly Easy. By John Murdoch. l2mo. is. 6d. Forster.

It is with the judgment of French masters' as with their

watches,
■ • None ■

Go just alike, yet each believes his own."

We fee, however, no very peculiar merit in this work, or any

reason to suppose that ths best rules will supersede the necessity

of a master. • . ,

A vocabulary of words which resemble each other in sound,

a collection of exercises, and some pieces of prose and verse,

are subjoined, with remarks on French versification.

Midsummer Holydays. Written for the Improvement and Entertain

ment ofyoung Folk. t2mo. is. halfbound. Marshall.

Propriety of behaviour, and a delicacy of manners, may be

properly learned from this little story: on the whole, we greatly

approve of it. The language is also, in general, neat and cor

rect ; yet the following paragraph is highly reprehensible for its

inelegance.

• See our account of the Footstep in our last Vol. p. 359.

' But
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* But the pleasure of having done oar's duty, answered one's

own expectations, and those of one's friends, and being able to

give oneself a proofof one's industry by something one has .worked,

or written, or learned, makes a person brisk and lively, and.

ready for any innocenc diversion ; though I think, as one grows

older, one takes less pleasure in those diversions that do not turn

to something useful.' t

The author does not often offend in this way ; but we may

observe, that the sentences are too long for the younger readers.

tT7je Contrast, iimo. 3/. 6d. Cadell.

This narrative exhibits the opposite consequences of good and

evil habits, in the lowest ranks of rural life. It is avowedly

written for the benefit of servants, and the best proficients in

Sunday schools. It is evidently well calculated for the purpose,

and, as such, deserves our recommendation.

A Jbort Account of the late Dr. John Parsons, Professor ofAna

tomy at Oxford ; Dr. Richard Huck Sounders, 'of London ; Dr.

Charles Collignon, Professor of Anatomy at Cambridge ; and Sir

Alexander Did, of Besconsield. %i>o. is. Murray.

This biographical account is extracted from the tenth volume

of the Edinburgh Medical Commentaries, and bears the ap

pearance of authenticity.

Political Miscellanies. Part I. ivo. 3s. 6d. Ridgway.

Among these miscellanies we meet with several antiministerial

election squibs, thrown out among the populace during the last

contest for Westminster ; with other occasional productions of

the fame kind, which appeared within these few years. The

pieces most distinguished for humour, however, are the ' Pro

bationary Ode extraordinary, by the rev. W. Mason, M. A.*

and * the Statesman, an eclogue.'

Memoirs of Mr. Henry Mafers de la Tude. Written hy himself.

Translated from the French. %<vo. 2s. Johnson.

This gentleman, for a youthful frolic and a jest against the

marchioness de Pompadour, was committed to the Bastile, and

afterwards to the castle of Vincennes. He made his escape from

both ; but being retaken, was again committed prisoner, and

suffered, in the whole, a confinement of thirty-five years. The

extraordinary manner in which he and his companion effected

their escape from the Bastile in particular, affords such an ex

ample of ingenious contrivance, unremitting perseverance, and

heroic resolution, as probably never was surpassed by any pre--

ceding adventurer.—Happy Englishmen ! read this narrative,

and hug to your glowing bosoms your Great Charter, with its

offspring, the Habeas Corpus act. Amidst all your political

contests, regard, with a watchful jealousy, the (lightest infringe

ment on those glorious bulwarks of freedom.

Memoirs
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Memoirs of Henry Mafers de Latude. Written hy himself. 1 2mg.

y, Robson and Clarke. ' •*

The chief circumstance in which this translation differs from

the preceding, is, that it is printed in a larger letter.

CORRESPONDENCE.

We are informed by the translator of the Preface to Bellen-

denus, that the translation was begun and completed without

the knowlege or the communication of the author. We readily

publish this declaration, in compliance with his request, espe

cially as our opinion seems to have been pretty generally fol

lowed. We need not ap.ologise to the translator for a mistake

so favourable to his abilities.

In our review of Mr. Pearson's Sermon, we did not allude

to any absolute mistakes, but to some points which had been

controverted, and which we wished to have had a better oppor

tunity of discussing, than the review of a sermon would allow.

The whole performance was so much to his credit, that we,

ihould have thought him an author worthy of our particular re

gard, and consequently mould have pointed out any opinion

which we had thought ill-founded, or any position which had

appeared reprehensible.

The Animadversion on the Accentuation of Æneas, in the

Scripture Lexicon, arises from our own mistake. The person

meant was not the Altetaq of Homer; but the Al>i»f mentioned

in the Acts of the Apostles.

We would, with pleasure, oblige our correspondent Rusticola

with some information relating to the new Nomenclatura Che-

mica, in our foreign department, though we have no reason to

suppose that the terms will be generally adopted in this coun

try. But bis request is now superseded by a translation of the

French work ; and it must, of course, be examined as an English

publication. We purpose also, in our account of it, to consider

the objections and the answers which have been published on

the continent. Our correspondent is misinformed, when he

asserts that the names of the three alkalies, in the new Pharma-

copeia, are to be the fame as in the new Nomenclature,. We

have some reason to suppose that they will be Kali, Natron,

and Ammoniæ. It has not, we find, escaped this intelligent

chemist, that by the royal authority not only the Formulas, but

the language of that Pharmacopeia, is ordered to be rigorously

observed.
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CRITICAL REVIJEW.

tot MAR C H, 1788.

Archteologia : or, Miscellaneous TraBs relating to Antiquity.

Publijhed by the Society of Antiquaries of London. Vol. Fill,

^to. j I: i t. in 5heitJ' White.

TTHIS volume of antiquarian discussions is, in various re-

■* fpects, valuable and important; many curious facts of

antiquity are collected, and many appearances satisfactorily

explained.—In a doubtful path, we may have chosen different

routes; so that, though we may sometimes differ from the au

thors before us, yet we would not insist, 'with great pertina

city, on opinions which must necessarily have an insecure

foundation. The conjectures of the antiquary are always

liable t<5 error.

Article I, A Sketch of the Asylum or Sanctuary, from its

Origin to the final Abolition of it in the Reign of James I.

By the rev. Samuel Pegge.—This is a very able history of the

right of sanctuary which different places possessed. Mr. Pegge

traces it from the time of the Israelites' arrival in the land

of promise, and attributes its first institution to Moses. The

immunity was undoubtedly not patriarchal, for this obvious

reason, that it is connected with a fixed establishment ; and

the establishment which, in the age of the patriarchs, was moll

secure, still remained liable to many causes of disturbance,

and the inhabitants to various changes of situation. We are,

for a. similar reason, led to suspect that it was in some degree

connected with the Druidical institutions, though in a very

different form, and connived at, rather than authorised. That

part, however, os the dissertation, which relates to the earlier

æras of its establilhment in Britain, deserves to be selected.

' Diuidism is thought by many to be derived, though not

without perversions and corruptions, from the patriarchal reli

gion ; but then of this, the rite of sanctuary was n» part.

Groves and trees were anciently very venerable and sacred

things, not only as places of worship, but also as themselves*

Objects of adoration among idolatrous nations. Mr. Evelyns

yov LXV. Mvclt, 178a. t M alfi>
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also has shown, that such trees actually obtained an imtno--

nity, and grew to be asyla amongst them ; but that this was

iiiy practice of the Diuids does not at present appear; In

deed, we hear nothing of sanctuary of any kind in Wales, till

long after the introduction of Christianity into that country.

Jeffrey of Monmouth, tells us, that Dunwallo Molmutius, who

reigned near five hundred years before Christ, at a time when

Druidism was the prevailing religion, " established those which

the Britains call the Molmutine laws, famous among the Eng

lish to this day. In these, among other things, he enacted, that

the temples of the gods, as also cities, should have the privilege

of giving sanctuary and protection to any fugitive or crimi

nal that should fly to them from his enemy. He likewise

enacted, that the ways leading to those temples and cities,

as also the husbandman's plows, should be allowed the same

privilege." When Jeffrey, I say, writes thus, one cannot pos

sibly give him credit. I am one amongst those who think Jef

frey not to have been the author of the Britisti History, but

only the translator, and pqrhaps the interpolator of it; but as

to this famous passage, though many later authors, I observe,

have received it without scruple, it appears to me to be per

fectly inadmissible. The Britains, in my apprehension, ploughed

little, and had no cities at that æra. But did not Brute, it may

be alledged, come from Troy, where Juno had an asylum ? f

reply, that the arrival of Brute in this island is itself very dis

putable, as resting solely on the suspicious credit of the British

history ; and as to Juno's asylum at Troy, that, as has been

before conjectured, may possibly be a prolepsis. But do not

authors tell us that Ælfred the Great assumed these Molmutian

laws into his code? And is not this what Jeffrey means, by

saying, the laws of Molmutius were famous among the English

to this day ? I answer, fir John Spelman has shewn, that thie

is not fact * : and it is a strong presumption against it, that

Molmutius appears to have followed the Grecian plan, according

to the fiction of- the British History ; whereas king Ælfred, as

we mall presently see, framed his constitution respecting this

matter upon the system of Moses f. To dismiss this business

of Molmutius^ who, in all probability, neither wrote nor dic

tated any laws at all ; Jeffrey pretends, that in his days, and

by this measure, the "murders and cruelties committed by rob

bers were prevented, and every body passed fase without any

violence offered him :" a false and most irrational inference ;

f nee sanctuaries, upon this princes model, are not calculated to

prevent, but to promote and encourage every outrageous and

villainous act, as has been Ihown above. Indeed, one can

' * Ælfred does not so much as metit:oii the Molmutian laws. V. Sir

Henry ipelman in Gloss, p. 362 ; and Mr. William CJarke, in his excel

lent Prelace to the Welch Laws.'

' f The Molmutine laws were Pagan, not Christian, as Ælfred's ar*,

Shtnngham, p. 115.'

scarcely
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scarcely imagine any thing more likely to generate vice arid im-'

morality, except The pernicious doctrines of priestly absolution,

the doing evil if" good do but come of it) and the compensation,

ef evil by what were called good works, such as the founding

of monasteries, hospitals, &c.'

Mr. Pegge afterwards pursues the history of sanctuaries in,

this island, with great accuracy, pointsout the principalchnrchrt

which enjoyed this privilege, and concludes with the final sup

pression of asyla in the first year of James I.

Art. II. Reasons for doubting whether the Genii of parti

cular Persons, or Lares, properly so called, be really Panthea.

By Fr. Ph'. Gourdin, an honorary Fellow of the Society.—»•

The great object of P. Gourdin is to show that the Dii Ma-

jores were seldom, if ever, those deities which were styled

Lares, or Penates. We so far agree with him, and have always

been of opinion, that the houlhold gods were representatives,

probably fanciful ones, of the ancestors of thole who prfcserved

and held them in veneration. Yet it must be acknowleged, that

the images of thegreater gods were occasionally preserved in the

Lararium ; and it is by no means clear* from various passages

of the classics, that they were not sometimes included among

the lares, especially when any remarkable instance of fkvoOT

had been supposed to be received from these superior divinities.

Whether the panthea were lares should have depended on the

meaning of the term, which is not decided. We think it

evident, from different passages, that this title was applied to

divinities which were worshipped in many different countries,

whether their names or their symbols were the fame, or

different. Sometimes, if any dependence is to be placed on,

the rant which the pantheus holds, when addressed with other

divinities, it may be supposed to mean some inferior object

of devotion.

Art. III. Observations by the rev. Mr. Pegge on the Stan-

ton-Moor Urns, and Druidical Temple.—The Stanton-Moof

urns, are chiefly remarkable, since one of them contained a

smaller ujti. We see no reason to suppose that their dispo

sition is not fortuitous.-'

Art. IV. An Account of some Stone Coffins, and Skeletons,

found on making some Alterations and kepairs in Cambridge

Castle. By the rev. Robert Masters, B. D. F. S. A.—

Art. V. A Second Letter from Mr. Masters, on the Stone

Coffins found in repairing Cambridge Castle.—These letter*

enly inforifc us of the discovery of coffins, whose contents

^crumbled iato dust oil being exposed to the air. Mr. Masters

informs us, that the toSins described in the second letter,

M 2 seem
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seem to have been deposited before the building was erected**

The present gaol is the gateway of the ancient castle, and

it is of a later origin than the castle : we strongly suspect,

therefore, that the bodies described in the first letter were

deposited there previous to the building of the gateway, and

that the ground on which it stands was the cemetery of the

castle. ,

Art. VI. Miscellaneous Observations on Parish Register*.

By John Bowie, F.S. A.—Parish registers were first introduced

into England in 1538, by Thomas lord Cromwell, and were

evidently borrowed from Spain and Italy. There are many

useful remarks which may direct the antiquaries in this article,

particularly in the period of the Protectorate, where the regi

sters were often kept in adjoining parishes.

Art. VII. Letter on a Roman Tile found at Reculver in

Kent, from John Pownall, Esq.—The author thinks the tile

Roman ; and that, if the suspected inscription is really one,

it alludes to the second legion stationed in this part of Eng

land. It is more probably not an inscription; and its relation

to the second legion, in a country where various legions had

been occasionally stationed, is not very well supported.

Art. VIII. Dr. glass's Letter on the Affinity of certain

Words in the Language of the Sandwich and Friendly Ifles

in the Pacific Ocean, with the Hebrew.—The words are taboo

and matee :—the resemblance of the former, in appearance and

meaning, is very remarkable.

Art. IX. Mr. Willis"s Essay on the Ikineld-Street.—

Art. X. An Estay towards the Discovery of the great Ike-

neld-Street of the Romans.—

Art. XI. Mr. Willis on the Roman Portway.—These

articles contain a particular account of the Ikeneld-Street,

which arises from the river Ichin, and runs parallel with thax

river through Winchester, &c. as well as of the Portway, a

Roman road, which was carried from the North-East to the

North-West of the kingdom—from Caistor, near Norwich,

to Exeter. In these descriptions, our author differs, in many

respects, from other antiquaries ; but his account is highly

probable, and we think it merits very particular consideration.

Part of the Portway is called by Dr. Stukely Ikeneld-Street.

Art. XII. Mr. Willis's Account of the Battles between Ed

mund Ironside and Canute.—The. great battle between Canute

and Edmund (anno 1016) Mr. Willis supposes was sought in

Sarstan-fields, near Wayhill, between Winchester and Old Sa-

rum : his camp, in the interval' of the two battles, is thought

to be at Figbury Ring.

Art. XIII. Observations on Ancient Spurs. By Fr. Grose,

Esq.
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Esq. F. A. S.—This account is not a very extensive one, bat

it contains some remarkable information.

Art. XIV. Account of the Discoveries in digging a Sewer

in Lombard-street and Birchin lane, 1786.—

Art. XV. A(Count of the Discoveries before mentioned,

referred to in the preceding Paper.—These two articles con

tain a particular description of the antiqujties found in Lom

bard-street and Birchin-Lane. They are illustrated with nu

merous engravings, without whose assistance we could convey-

no accurate idea of the subjects. We shall transcribe, how

ever, a short account of the excavation in Lombard-street,

from a letter of sir John Henniker.

* A large trench has been excavated in Lombard-street, for

die first time since the memory of man, which is funk about

sixteen feet deep. The foil is almost uniformly divided into

four strata; the uppermost, thirteen seet six inches thick, of

factitious earth ; the second, two feet thick, of brick, appa

rently the ruins of buildings; the third, three inches thick, of

wood ashes, apparently the remains of a town built of wood,

and destroyed by fire ; the fourth, of Roman pavement, com

mon and tesselated. On this pavement the coin in question,

(a gold coin of Galba) was discovered, together with several*

other coins, and many articles of pottery. Below the pavement

the workmen find virgin-earth. From the particular situation

of Lombard-street, elevated above the level of the marshes, and

happily placed to enjoy the advantages of the river, and from

the appearances here spoken of, it is presumed that it consti

tuted part of the site of the ancient Augusta.'

Art. XVI. Observations on a Picture by Zucarro, from

Lord Falkland's Collection, supposed to represent the Game

of Primero. By the hon. Dames Barrington.—The picture

is a curious one: primero is, however, a game that Mr. Bar

rington has explained but imperfectly.

Art. XVII. Observations on the Antiquity of Card-playiBg

in England. By the hon. Daines Barrington.—

Art. XVIII. Observations 00 Card-playing. By the rev.

Mr. Bowie,— :

Art. XVIII *. Some Observations on the Invention of Cards,

and their Introduction into England. By Mr. Gough.—.

These different authors differ a little in their accounts of tho

antiquity and invention of cards. We must speak in general,

for we cannot reconcile discordant opinions. Cards were of

Spanish origin, but, we suspect, of Arabian or Saracen inven

tion ; though we can trace them with tolerable certainty na

farther than Spain. About the middle, or more near to the

e.nd of the fourteenth century, they were known in that coun

try ; and the invention was carried to France, and to Italy ;

M 3 ftonj
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from France it seems to have been imported to England, from

the1 English garrison at Calais. We h_ave no satisfactory evi

dence of cards being common in England till about the middle;

of the fifteenth century, though they seem to- have been introi»-

duced about the end of the fourteenth. In the original packs

the ten is wanting : the coate cards (for that is the term ra

ther than lourt), represented ten, as they do at present. T6te

queen was originally a knight, and the change seems to have-

heen made in the gallant court of Paris. In the Spanish card$

there were undoubtedly aces, though in some of the earlier

cards of uncertain origin, they seem to have been omitted, or»

in the specimens which have reached us, are lost.—--The stamp?

is on the deuce. Perhaps there may have been some game

where the ace was not employed : if a French pack of picquet

cards was to reach to future times, an antiquary might ima.

gine that the smaller caFds were not at this period employed.

On an old wrapper there are the Spanish words cartas finnas,

though the rest of the inscription is in French> and the vender

is an Englishman. This fact plainly shows from whence they

were first procured ; for we still retain on our sealing-wax the;

Dutch inscription, Fyn Segellack, &c. because it was for»

jnerly on the wax imported from Holland.

Act. XIX. Observations on our ancient Churches. By the

rev. Mr. Ledwich, F. A. S.—These observations deserve much

attention: Mr. Eedwich, to the accuracy of an antiquary

joins the erudition of a scholar. The British and the Romark

style of churches is, in this article, Well discriminated ; and-

what we style the Saxon, our author thinks, is the Roman,

arch, while the Qothic, which we have been used to attribute

Oo the Saracens, is, a corrupted form of the ruder ages, and

not older than the tenth century. It is not the form of the,

arch, but the ornaments and mouldings also, that distinguish

t,he kind of architecture which, though styled Roman, was

probably brought from the East, as the earlier and more zeal

ous Christians would reject the temples of idols, and every

form connected with paganism. In the ninth, tenth, and

eleventh centuries, the architects, in our author's opinion,

were not so scrupulous :. they borrowed their ornaments from

the Roman temples, and seemed to prefer those which were,

erected in the time of Adrian, and which the Ægyptian su

perstitions had deformed wiih the monstrous representations of

the most contemptible idolatry. This is the style of the capi

tals in the French church at Canterbury. These were first

introduced into France and Spain in the second century, by

Basilides, who debased Christianity with many eastern super-

liitions. : «'
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' Art. XX. A circumstantial derail of tbe Battle of Lincoln"

A. D. 1217. By the tew Samuel Hegge.—It is impossible to

abridge this particular detail of the battle of Lincoln, fought

fft the year 1217. on the accession of Henry III. It is com

piled from the earliest and best informed historians.

Art. XXI. Some Account of the BrimhamRocks in York

shire. By Hayman Rooke, Esq.—There is no subject on

which an eager antiquary may more certainly mislead the read

er, than in those natural productions where art is, in some

degree, conspicuous, or where peculiar forms may give the

appearance of design to what is really accidental. Major

Rooke describes many rocking stones, anyone which he call's

an oracular Hone ; but, though we allow that these were some

times consecrated places, and the rocks themselves emblems

of a divinity, yet a very accurate enquiry is necessary before

we can pronounce every peculiar form of Hone to be the effects

of Druidical art, or consider every moving rock as subservient

to divination or religion. The situation of these rocka is often

of considerable importance in the decision. One of the largest

rocks, moved with the leall force,' that we have seen, evi

dently owes its motion to accident. It is a vast mass, sepa»

rated from a mountain, where the sides, once contiguous, are

evidently discernible : we know two rocks which owe their

motion. to the effects of the tides; and it is remarkable, that

these rocks rest on knobs like some which major Rooke has

figured, and whose mobility is attributed to art. Naturar^

history must, therefore, come to the aid of the antiquary ;

and the nature<of the recks, their situation, and the natural

history of the adjoining country, will be required, before it

will be easy to decide on the origin of their motion. In ge

neral, the Druids seem to have taken advantage of natural

circumstances, and the very little art which we perceive in.

any of their monuments, forbid us to look very deeply for the

causes of their choice, or for their execution. The greater

number of these stones, as far as we can judge from the ap

pearance of the plates, are indebted for their motion to their

peculiar nature, and to accidental circumstances. The oracular

llone is, however, very curious, and the effect is, in some

degree, artificial. We shall extract our author's account of it,

' No, 7. represents an east view of a very singular kind of mo

nument, which I believe has never been taken notice of by any

antiquary. I think I may call it an oracular stone, though it

goes by the name of the Great Cannon. It rests upon a bed

of rock, where a road plainly appears to have been made lead

ing to the hole, which at the entrance is three feet wide, six

feet deep, and about three feet six inches high. Within this

aperture, on the right hand is a>roupd hole, two feet diameter,
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perforated quite through the rock, sixteen feet, and running

from south to north. Jn the above mentioned aperture, a mafc

might lay concealed, and predict future events to those that

came to consult the oracle, and is heard distinctly ron the north

side of the rock, where the hole is not visible. This might

make the credulous Britons think the predictions proceeded

solely from the rock deity. The voice' on the outside is as

distinctly conveyed to the person in the aperture, as was several

times tried. The circumference of this rock is ninety-six feet.

' There is reason to suppose, that people in the dajk ages of

Di'uidifm, imagined that the rock idols had a power of articu

lation. "There is a remarkable story in Giraldus Cambreniis,

which shows, that the common people in his days, attributed

the power both of speaking and protecting to these sacred rocks,

The're was a large flat stone, ten feet long, six wide, and one

toot thick, which, in his time, served as a bridge over the ri

ver Alun, at St. David's in Pembrokeshire. It was called in,

British leek lavar, that is, the speaking ltone, and the vulgar

tradition was, that when a dead body was, on a.time, carry

ing over, this stone spoke, and wish the struggle of the voice

cracked in the middle, and the chink, from which the voice

issued, was then to be seen. In this simple story, the remains

of that part of the Druid superstition, of which we are treating,

are clearly to be perceived.'

The curiosity of this quotation must apologise for its length*

The many articles of this volume that remain, will be exam-'

jned. in a future Number.

Elements of Natural History, and of Chemistry. By M. dt

Fourcroy. Transtatcd into Engltjh. With occafeonal Notes,

and an Historical Preface, by the Translator. 4 Vols. 2vo,

ll. 4/. in Boards. Robinsons.

E have been for, .some time unusually anxious to pro

mote the study and the progress of. chemistry in this

kingdom, by poijuing out errors in many publications, par

ticularly those which relate to medical chemistry, and directing

the attention of authors to those fystenis where they may ob

tain-better information.. After having taken the lead in science,.

England is left behind; in chemical enquiries; and, though,

y/e boast of man.y distinguished chemists, yet chemistry is not

generally studied : works of. real utility are deformed by the?

grossest errors. ; and these, whose general knowlege is respect

able, lose the credit which they might have obtained by a

flight attention to this subject. We have reviewed M. Fo

croy's works, in the order of- their publication, from the 1

Englilh edition of the Lecons Elementaires, in our fifty-ni:

volume. The Supplementary Observations we considered in

the sixtieth, and the original of this new edition was shortly

no'iced in the last volume of our Journalr A work that we

recona.-

w
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recommended, for we wished that it might be translated anew,

we cannot but approve of; and, from the ability which the'

translator has displayed, we think it could not have fallen

into better hands. His ideas are dear and precise i his in

telligence extensive, and his language neat.

The part which we have translated, differs from the passage

in the translation before us, and from the original. In fact,

i.t was taken from the preliminary dissertation in another form,

and differs rather in appearance than in reality. Of the errors

which we noticed in that article, one.pnly.is amended ; and,

indeed, that part of the work mull have been printed off be»

fore the appearance of our Number. The error which is altered

is that of the language rather than of the chemical opinions.

The translator has executed his task very well ; and indeed

the language of Fourcroy faljs easily into good English. We

differ from him occasionally only in little wprds, and in a fear

circumstances, where the error arises from a flight inadver

tency. In reviewing the few remarks that we made in com

paring different parts of these volumes with the original, we

find them too trifling to mention. * Precis' is more properly

an abstraS, than an amount. Perhaps the modern gaffes

may be truly said not to have ' all the properties of air;* but

Fourcroy observes, that they have not in general its properties.

In short, it would be unplcasing to the reader^ disadvantageous

to the translator, and highly disagreeable t,o ourselves, to en

large in this microscopical kind of criticism, in a work where

the faults have no real importance. Chatoyant is that kind

of white which the eye of a cat assumes in the dark : the trans

lator observes, truly, that there is no English word for it;

the idea is that of a semi-transparent whiteness.

In other views, this work will not, at present, form an,

object of very extensive discussion. We gave a pretty full ac

count of the first edition ; os the memoirs qf chemistry, whose

substance is interwoven in the present volumes ; and a general

plan of the changes in the present edition, with an outline of

the preliminary dissertation. Our chief object is, therefore,

at present, the translator, the historical preface, aud the notes.

In his preface we have a very neat, as well as a concise and

Correct view of the origin of the doctrine of a phlogistic prin

ciple, and of the fatal wound which it received fiom M. La

voisier,—a wound which, however, gave occasion to a new

discovery that, once established, will have the most extensive

influence; we mean, the composition of water. We shall

transcribe the first accidental experiment that led to the f^ct of

the composition of this common element.

4 Previous to the month of October, 1776, the celebrated

Macqucr, assisted by tyL Segaud de la Fond, made, an experi-

* ' ment.
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jnent, by burning inflammable air in a bottle, without explo

sion;, and holding a white china saucer over the flame. Hi*

intention seems to have been that of ascertaining whether any

fuliginous smoke was produced, and he observes, that the sau

cer remained perfectly clean and white* but was moistened with

perceptible drops of a clear fluid, resembling water, and which,

in fact, appeared to him, and his assistant, to be nothing but

pure water. He does not fay whether any test was applied to

ascertain this purity, neither does he make any remark on the

fact.*

The notes are either short corrections, facts relating to

English artists, and works which the author has not precisely

tmcerstood, or sometimes flight elucidations. They are, iri

general, very proper; but, from their not being intelligible

without the text, and from their conciseness, they will not

admit of selection. The theory of heat, as commonly under

stood in England, is, however, given at some extent, and the

view is strictly accurate, as well as clear and philosophical*

To the note, p. 189. vol. I. we may reply, that Boerhaave,

by boiling water, and then exhausting its remaining air in the

receiver of an air-pump, procured ice that funk iri water.

We may also just mention, at present, though we shall have

occasion to enlarge farther on it, that F. L. Eaharmann has

melted rock crystal' in a flame urged by a sine dream of dc

, phlogisticated air. What may we not expect from a well-

formed speculum, with the assistance of the same fluid ?

Iri the department of natural history our author follows M,

BauBenton's system, which, for accuracy and extent, is supe

rior to any yet known : we have already bad occasion to give

some account of it. TO this part, the translator's notes are

useful and pertinent.—Though we cannot engage in 2 parti

cular description of the new passages, we will ielect a specimen

of the translation, and, for obvious reasons, we will select

what is observed on the subject of the calculous acid ; its pro

perties are more distinctly pointed out than in any other che

mical author.

' As to the lithiasic acid, its properties, as far as they are at

present known, 1. A, concrete and crystalline form: 2. Diffi

cult solubility in water ; and in much larger quantity in ho%

than in cold water : 3. It changes the nature of the nitrous

acid, part of whole oxygenous principle it absorbs, and the»

forms a reddish deliquescent mass, colouring many bodies :

4;. It unites with earths and metallic cafees, forming peculiar

salts, vvhicb 1\J. de Morveau calls lithiasites of lime, of pot-afll,

of soda, of copper, &c. 5. It prefers alkalis to earths : 6. Is

yields these bases 10 the moil feeble acids, even to that of chalk,

w.hicli is th,e cause of the insolubility of (he calculus in creta

ceous
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fenus alkalis. This last character is peculiar to the present

acid ; however, there remains, as M. de Morveau well observes,

much to be done, respecting the lithlasic acid ; to which I may

add, that it remains to be ascertained that it be not the modi

fication os some other acid, as may be suspected from the known

resemblance between the saccharine and oxaline acids, as well

as between the pretended perlate or ourctic, and the phosphoric,

acid.

' M. de Morveau thinks, that the arthritic concretions, which

physicians have supposed le b* os the same nature as the calculus

of the bladder, are very different from that substance; but he

frounds his opinion only on certain experiments of Scheneckiu.%

inelli, and Whytt, which are far from poffesiLog the accuracy

at present required in experimental philosophy 5. and the ohscr*

vations of Boerhaave, Frederick Hoffman, Springfield, Alston,

Leger, Sec. on thegood effects of alkaline waters, soap, and lime-,

waters on the arthritic and calculous affections, appear to ra«

rnore proper to ascertain the existence of an analogy between

these two kinds of concretions, than the former are capable of

disproving it. It mast, however, be allowed, as M- de Morveau,

observes, that expe;iment alone is fuJhcicnt to decide thetjueir

tion, which affords an additional proof of the great importance

of chemical researches in the art of medicine," and the advany

tages it promises to that ustful science.' ,

On tbe whole, this must be pronounced to be a valuable

system of tbe most improved chemistry, in an advantageoui

form ; and we cannot conclude without thanking the transla

tor * for the paiiis which he has taken to make it accessible to

the English reader ; we hope it will often save us from the

most unpleasing task of reproof.

Historical Sketches of Civil Liberty ; from the Reign of Henry,

tbe fifth to the AcceJJion of the House of Stuart ; Djith am

Account of the ^Antiyvily, Use, and Duty «f furies. 8w.

6s. in Boards* Robinsons.

THE Historical Sketches of Civil Liberty are rather in-

ilaiices of its occasional subversion: the historian, with)

BP very caut4ous hand, delineates the conduct of some of the

most despotic tyrants whi«h this nation has ever seen, together

with the infamy of their basest instruments. At the fame

(ime he brings a few modern transactions so near to the older

ones, that if he had not given a different explanation of the*

conduct wf the authors, we should have almost suspected that

he wished the reader to compare and apply them.. The diffe

rent facts are sometimes coloured with a glowing pencil ; bun

vve have no reason to think that they are misrepresented ; the

" We have some reason to think the translator iiMr. Nicholson, author

es au Introduction to Natural i'hilaloghy.

7 reKec
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reflections are bold and pointed, but not in every instance toor

severe. Some recollection, however, would soon suggest, that

in essential circumstances, our liberties are at present in no

danger. The steady opposition to every attempt which -may

contribute to infringe them—the disgrace which attends those

who presume to circumscribe the limits of the constitution, a*

it has been conducted for the last thirty years, are sufficient

proofs that the present race are worthy of the inestimable bless

ings of a Magna Charta. While this remains uninfringcd,

the popular clamours respecting the duration of parliaments,

the modes of election, and similar trifles, are, in our opinion,

of little importance. If it be supposed that these trifles will

lead to serious things, yet, when we reflect on some transactions,

it will appear probable, that the moment in which a corrupt

parliament .shall attack the sacred palladium will undoubtedly

be the last of its existence, unless public spirit be first subdued:

we fear, however, that it may be lost while confounded with

factious clamour.—The historical part of this work relates to

the reigns of the Tudors, those princes who have ruled despoti

cally in a constitution free from despotism ;—who have held

the reins with the strongest hands, and have had the good

fortune of being praised sometimes for faults litlle inferior to

those which brought the unfortunate Charles to the scaffold.

We shall select the concluding part of our author's character

of Elizabeth. It is well discriminated, but too gentle.

* ' considering the reign of queen Elizabeth in a

great and political view, we have no reason to regret many

subsequent alterations in the English constitution. For, though,

in general (he was a wife and excellent princess, and loved her

people—though in her time trade flourished and riches increased,

the laws were duly administered, the nation was respected a-

broad and the people happy at home—yet the increase of the

power of the star-chamber, and the erection of the high-com-

miffion court in matters ecclesiastical, were the work of her

reign. She also kept her parliaments at a very awful distance,

and in many particulars she, at times, would carry the prero

gative as high as her most arbitrary predecessors. It is true,

file very seldom exerted this prerogative so as to oppress indi

viduals ; but still she had it to exert : and therefore the felicity

of her reigo depended more on her want of opportunity and

inclination, than want of power to play the tyrant. This is a

high encomium on her merit, but at the fame time it is suffi

cient to show, that these were not the golden days of genuine

liberty ; for surely the true liberty of the subject consists not so

much in the gracious behaviour, as in the limited power of the

sovereign,' it

The other parts of the work relate to different questions,

connected with civil liberty, to the conduct oi military gover-

nors,
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Soft, whom our author dreads with all the horror which a

good Englishman would feel, when his dearest liberties are

attacked, though in this instance without a cause to excite

his fears ;—to military members of parliament ; the feudal

system ; the conduct of judges, &c. His apprehensions are ever

aJ/ve : we hope that they will not be realised.

As the course of our observations has led us to pursue a re

trograde course, we must, at last, make some remarks on the

Introduction. It relates to the constitution of Scotland, the

modes of electing members of parliament in that kingdom,

and its forms of criminal and civil jurisprudence.—The con

stitution of Scotland is still, in some degree, feudal:—the

influence of chieftains, and the power of the crown, is still

felt in elections ; and its legal institutions partake rather of the

civil law, and the customs of despotic countries, than of the

liberal spirit of the laws of England, or a regard to the safety

and independence of the individual. Our author is warm in

explaining the dangers and inconveniencies of this system, as

well as eager to reform it. He forgets that the human mind,

accustomed to one bent, can with difficulty assume another,

though a better direction : he does not consider that indivi

duals, the bulk of the commonalty, must feel that they de

serve power, before they can exercise it; that they must be

able to provide for themselves before they can shake off the

feudal shackles. When Henry the VITth crushed the power of

the barons, it was by raising the commons to distinction, who

were enabled to assume independence, in consequence of the

increasing agriculture and commerce of that pacific reign,

Scotland is now advancing fast towards the liberties of Eng

land, because their manufactures, their agriculture, and, above

all, their fisheries are thriving. '

On the whole, we must praise the author's intentions rather

than his execution. He is eager in the cause of liberty, with

out that political sagacity which would enable him to point

out the best way of attaining it. Yet this, in an Englishman,

is an amiable error, if it be kept free from the clamours of

party zeal.—While there are no marks of profound judgment

in -the work, there are few of elegance or force in the language.

It is neatly correct, and often faultlessly dull.

A Colleftian of Engravings, tending to illustrate the Generation

and Parturition of Animals, by Thomas Denman, M. D.

Folio. 10/. 6d. Johnson.

*T" HE design of this fasciculus is to give a specimen of a

great work, which m; y contribute to illustrate the most

important animal functions, and which may be gradually in

creased by successive publications. Engraving, as Dr. Denman

' observes,
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observes, multiplies drawings, as printing multiplies copies; bo t

the picture speaks to the eye, and its language is as general as

the faculty of vision. This great design is not, however, to be

executed by one person : Dr. Denman requests the assistance?

ef naturalists of different countries; and, while the engravings

are finished with the accuracy which distinguishes the present

volume, while the expence is io moderate, and so greatly in

ferior to the excellence of the work, we have little doubt bus

philosophers will become eager contributcrs to it. Our author

tells us, that his own collection is not large, but the drawings

are taken from nature; and they are consequently valuable:

whatever may be the limits of his own life, the work will be

carried on by Mr. Clark, of Queen-street, Golden Square, if

he should survive.

The plates which compose this number, are nine ; and

they relate to parturition and pregnancy : they are neither

confined to the human species, nor to the healthy state. The

explanations are concise, and they are printed in Latin and

French; but, as there are no references, lest the beauty of the

plates might have suffered, they are calculated for proficients

rather than students. We own, that we wish the plans of

Halter and Albinus had been followed ; and that out-lines,

with the proper references, had accompanied the plates. We

shall, however, give a short account of the contents of this

fasciculus, with some remarks' on the execution,

< The first plate is miscellaneous : there is a nut, in which •

the funis which connects the sharp end of the kernel to th«

broader end, which is again connected by the external mem

branes to the shell, and to the tree, through the medium of

the husk, and of the foot-stalk, is represented as an example

of the fructification of vegetables. We hope, however, that

in some future Number, this subject will be still farther illus

trated. Another representation in the first plate is the chry

salis of the phalaena Atlas : from its size, the beautiful net»

work of vessels expanded over its surface is peculiarly conspi

cuous. The third object is the eggs of the cuttle fish, which

are collected into clusters, like grape3.

' . . The second plate contains the ovaria of a frog; just before

the deposition of its contents. The left ovarium is turned

aside, as by their bulk they would otherwise hide the uterus,

and the origin of the ovaria.

The third plate shows the ovarium of a hen, with an egg

perfected in the infundibulum. It is a correct rather than an

elegant representation; but it is designed as an illustration of

Harvey's description, and is well adapted for that purpose/

The fourth is a beautiful representation of the uterus of a

cow, with one of the cotyledons, and a portion of the menv

1 ^ branet.
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branes. Its object is to illustrate Harvey's description of the

changes in consequence of conception in the class of the pecora.

The fifth is an exquisitely delicate representation of three!

human abortions, in a very early state: one of these contain*

twins ; and, as the author justly observes, is the first of the

kind which has been delineated. The septum between the

twins is very conspicuous, though it is afterwards more clearly

presented in a separate state.

j The next is a morbid human ovum : the foetus must, from

its size, have died in a very early period of its existence. The

funis is varicous, as we suspect, though Dr. Denmcn considers

it as full of dropsical tumors ; and the placenta itself is co

vered with tubercles or hydatids.

We have never seen a drawing executed with so much delij

cacy and skill as the seventh/ plate. The artist was aXicrman,

and his name was Hall : we preserve it with great pleasure.

The subject is a human ovum in the third month of preg

nancy, -

The eighth represents the uterus of a woman, who died in

the act of parturition. The circumstances and the execution

present nothing very unusual.

The last plate represents the partition of the aterus, when

there have been twins. We are not, however, informed of

what the partition consists, we suppose of the decidua. Though

we have spoken of the plates as numbered, since in this lani

guage they are more conveniently described, yet each plate

with its explanation is- distinct, that they may be afterwards

arranged in the form most convenient, when the volume is

completed. ■ .

. We have taken an early notice of this Number, because we

think its merit is very conspicuous, and because we would

assist the designs of the very intelligent author, by contributing

to make his plan more-public. We heartily wisti him success,

. „ , ,—__ , , . . „

Chemical Qbjer-vaticns on Sugar. By Ediuaid Rtgty. Stm,

^ 2s. Johnson. f'

"XX7E have read these Observations with great pleasure : fn-

* ' deed, in Mr. Rigby's essays we usually find instruction

and entertainment. Our author examines the source of sugaf

in the vegetable, and traces it in its subsequent forms, till it

becomes vinous spirit and vinegar, when again he offers some,

remarks on the means of recomposing it. With Morveau, he

thinks sugar a kind of sulphur, whose acid is concealed by

phlogiston, and on that principle he explains its production,

in different circumstances : this is the opinion which we have

usually entertained ; and though Mr. Kirwan led, us to opinions

- somewhat
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somewhat different, yet, as we had occasion lately to observe,-

the difference was not considerable. If, however, Mr. Rigby

kad read that author's' essay, his own would probably have

beea more complete, and he might have attributed the source"

«f the acid, which he finds a difficulty in explaining, to the

decomposition of water, whose vital air, with the assistance of

light, would form the oxygenous principle of the saccharine

acid. Mucilages also, which contain the saccharine acid in'

disguises are soluble in water, and may by this medium be

conveyed to the plant. If we do not attribute the superior

iweetness of the tropical fruits to the more luxuriant vege

tation, .and consequently the greater perfection of the process

of fructification, it will be sound, that Mr. Kirwan's theory

, will, in other respects, facilitate the investigation.

If we do not examine this treatise very particularly, it must-

\e attributed to its containing facts and principles which have

ibeen often the subjects of our consideration in this Journal,

rather than to disrespect for the author, or to any difference

in opinion from him. On the subject of the revivification of

rfugar, we shall transcribe a passage which appears to us a vers

finking one. We have referred to Neumann, and find the

quotation very correct.-

' Acetated lead, which is usually called sugar os' lead,' and

obviously so from its sweet taste, may, I think, be considered

as a true sugar produced by the phlogistieation of the vegetable

acid. This substance is the chrystallized solution of white

lead in vinegar. The ceruse being an imperfect calx cf lead,

mull contain some phlogiston, though, evidently, not enough

to make it assume the metallic character. The salt thus pro

duced seems then to be composed of the calx of lead, of phlo

giston, and of the acid of sugar contained in the vinegar.

By the union of the two latter, sugar is produced upon the

general principles already advanced ; and though, in this in

stance, it is so much impregnated with lead that it would be

unfit for any of the purposes for which sugar is used, yet its

sweet taste and another property which it possesses, sufficiently-

evince its truly saccharine state; for- it is well known to che

mists, though it has hitherto been very difficult to explain,

that by distillation an inflammable spirit may be obtained

from sugar of lead, and though, from the adventitious cir

cumstance of a metallic combination, it may differ, in some

of its principles, from ardent spirit obtained from pure sugar,

by the double operations of fermentation and distillation, yet

agreeing with it in the chief characteristic of that fluid, in-

ihimmability, there can be little doubt of its being in. itself

similar, as wejl as derived from a similar source, more espe-

1.. 2 . cially
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Stialsy as it is well known that inflammable spirit cannot be

Obtained from a solution of lead in the vitriolic acid, or any

father than the vegetable.

* The revivification of perfectly metallic lead from the sugar

of lead by heat alone, which is a well established chemical

fact, is another proof that the compound contains phlogiston;

and consequently still more strongly favours the preceding con

jecture, that the sugar is produced by its union with the veget

able acid of the vinegar.'

The consequences that may be drawn from this fact, are

numerous and important: it is not one of the least, that wine

inay probably be sweetened by phlogistic processes, without

the danger of metallic impregnations. The fumes of sulphur

we have seen often employed ; but, from the manner in which

it is used, the great advantage seems to have been that of

(checking fermentation. We own, however, that the oil of

vitriol, the chief agent in that operation, has not been equally

successful ; and it is probable that the phlogistic fumes may

have some effect. The other instances in which sugar seem*

to be revived, though curious, are not of equal importance.

Poems by William Whitehead, Esq. late Poet Laure'at, and Re

gister and Secretary to the most Honourable Order of the Bath.

Vol. HI. f» wubieb are prefixed, Memoirs of his Life and

Writings. By W. Mason, M. A. Svo. 4/. in Beards. Rob>-

son and Clarke.

nPO the two volumes collected by the author, Mr. Mason

adds some miscellaneous pieces, published since the for

mer collection, and some others which Mr. Whitehead thought

proper at that time to omit. We need not examine poems

long known, or appreciate a character which critics have al

ready decided on. To Mr. Whitehead they have allotted,

polished neatness rather than sublimity ; a refined delicacy ra

ther than invention. In poetic fire, he was not deficient;

and, if he had not corrected with much coolness, he might

have been admired for the occasional splendor, as well as the

more steady illumination. His Odes, these tedious repetition*

of courtly compliment, were often spirited and poetical ; and;

if his successor mines with a brighter fire, .or more varied

imagery, he does not excel Mr. Whitehead in precision, ot

the gloss, which is the effect of the limse labor et mora.

The want of variety in the pauses of Mr. Whitehead's lines;

Mr. Mason attributes, properly, to his assuming Mr. Pope'

as his model, to his putting on the trammels of imitation

Voij. LXV, March, 1788; N itf
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in the structure of his verse. The bolder energy, and tJi<

more varied structure of the verses of our elder poets were, for a

time, forgotten in the admiration of more polilhed versifica-r

tion, of more luxuriant description, and a more elegant selec

tion of imagery.

It is the Life of Mr. Whitchead that we must more parti- .

cularly examine: it is related by Mr. Mason with great ele

gance and propriety, and illustrated by poetic attempts of the

different æras. Yet, in these passages, which we should have'

read 'with pleasure, as the dawnings of Mr. Whitehead's fancy,

or the test of his acquisitions, the biographer hrt9 chosen to

change some trifling epithets, arid has destroyed the pleasure of

marking the progressive improvements. It might be supposed,

a flight reflection would have told him that these (ketches had

no importance but as the effusions of the growing mind, and

that a weak or misapplied epithet os the author's own was

more valuable than the belt which' the rpaturer experience of

Mr. Mason could have afforded ; that if the verses were of

consequence, it was as much for their faults as their excellen

cies. We remember having once requested a poet of some

eminence, to collect his juv'enrle" effusions, arid to place therii

in proper order :— after some months, he came whh much im

portance, and pleasure in his countenance : i am sure, said

be, that you will be pleased, for 1 have taken much pains in

collecting the different poems, and have also corrected them

very carefully.—But to r*turn :

Mr. Whitehead was the Ion of a- baker of Cambridge, and

the artificer of his own fortune. He was removed from a

school at Cambridge very early, to Winchester: he was dis

tinguished in that seminary for poetical effusions ; but, by the

force of interest, was placed so low on the roll, that it was

scarcely possible for him to succeed to New College. His

epistle to fir Bryan Boughton,

* though written, probably, after his being disappointed of

a removal to New College, expresses no degree of chagrin, but

breathes that spirit of contentment irr his situation, which he

retained through life, and which 'impresses such a pleasing cha*

raster upon several of his poetical pieces, where he speaks of

himself. His prizes-verses, already mentioned, have but little

merit, if we deduct from them that of mei? easy versification,

*Vhich he seems to have acquired by sedulously imitating Mr.

JPope's-manrier. Neither his fancy nor judgment appear to have

risen, in any degree, equal to what, in common progress, might

be expected from a mind, which," a very few years after, exhi

bited both these qualities so strikingly. His efforts at wit also*

were now equally feeble ; and, on the whole, 1 am led to woridef

■lh«t his school-master should speak of any of his production's
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witti rapture ; for among the many pieces written at that period4

which I have perilled, I find on]/ one that seems to indicate th*

future poet.

' This, however, I think, would not have been the cafe, had

he taken the versification of Spenser, Fairfax, Milton, and poets

similar to them, for his model, rather than the close and con

densed couplets of Pope ; for, in that wdy of writing, his fancy

would have developed itself earlier, and, perhaps, have ob

tained greater strength and powers of exertion. But, though he

had read Spenser in his childhood with avidity, and was fullv

capable of catching his manner, yet the fashion of the time led

him to exercise himself in that mode of verification which was

then (almost exclusively of all others) esteemed the best: for

those writers which may be called of the Italian school, were

in no request, as Mr.T. Warton has well observed in the very

judicious preface to his late edition of the Juvenile Poems of

Milton.'

Mr. Mason, with equal justness and good sense, adds some

observations on that early maturity of genius, which gives

the fond parent so much delight, but which seldom produces

any abundant harvest. It is a fact, that strong minds are not

evolved early, that the sprightly forward boy is scarcely ever

conspicuous for force of judgment, or accuracy of investiga

tion. Swift, Dryden, and Newton, gave no early indications

of excellence ; their youth was stigmatised by the opprobrium

of dullness. We shall transcribe some lines from one of Mr.

Whhehead's first productions : we wish the epithets had not

been changed.

' Twas night, and sleep with gently-waving wand,

Sat softly brooding o'er that monarch's brow,

Whose waking nod could Judah's realms command,

Or deal destruction to the frighted foe, ■ .

Great David's son—But at this tranquil hour,

No dreams of state disturb'd his peaceful bed,

To nobler heights his thoughts unfetter'd soar,

And brighter visions hover round his head.

Let meaner kings by mortals guard their state :

Around his sacred couch aerial legates wait.'

In these ljnes, however, there is a precision and neatness,

which make us think that they have undergone more than one

correction.

On the death of his father he returned to Cambridge, and

was admitted a sizar at Clare-Hall. At this place he formed

those literary connections, which were the first steps to his fame

and fortune. From this retreat he was drawn to become the tutor

of lord Jersey, and Mr. (afterwards general) Steevens :—He

went to Italy and France as the tutor of lord Jersey and lord

Harcourt. He returned with them to England, was made poet

N 2 laureat,
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Jaureat, and resided with his noble pupils, though chiefly wits*

lord Jersey. In the calmness of his retirement/liisdifferentpoems

were produced. ' Not urged by hunger or request of friends,'

he wrote slowly, but correctly : he polished his lines with;

care, and seldom hazarded those sublimer flights which judg

ment did not approve, Or reason could not justify. Strada

would have drawn him as collecting flowers about the middle

of Parnassus, preserving their hues with anxious care, and

arranging them, with unwearied assiduity, to the best advan

tage. Mr. Mason gives a catalogue of his works, with some

remarks and incidents of the poet's life, connected with the

publication. The catalogue we need not transcribe, as we have

already reviewed the two volumes in our XXXVIIth Vol.

p. 199. To Mr. Mason's remarks we must pay some attention.

There is one trait of the biographer, which, as it occurred

early, and again appeared at the end, was particularly conspi

cuous, an antipathy—it is scarcely too strong a term—to Dr.

Johnson, a dislike, which a variety of opinion on philological

subjects, or the character of a poet, would scarcely justify.

We shall transcribe the first passage, which relates to Pope's

Epistle from Eloifa to Abelard.

• — it is not the story itself, nor the sympathy it excites in

us, as Dr. Johnson would have us think, that constitutes the

principal merit of that incomparable poem. It is the happy

use he has made of the monastic gloom of the Paraclete, and

of what I will call papistical machinery, which gives it its ca

pital charm ; so that I am almost inclined to wonder {if I could

•wonder at any of that writer's criticisms) that he did not take

notice of this beauty, as bis oivn superstitious turn certaialy must;

have given. him more than a sufficient relish for it.'

The Strifes to so great a height at the end, that the author

soars to metaphor: but though we may aMow of * intellectual

indigestion,' we want an interpreter for ' unconcocted taste.' In

reality, we are sorry to fee an elegant essay, and a judicious

criticism, deformed by splenetic effusions. That Dr. Johnson

wanted taste to discriminate the nicer beauties of composition;

, that he wanted the seeling to which poetic fire is chiefly di<*

rested ; that, above all, he seems to have been occasionally di

verted from the path of criticism by political dislike, or

sometimes, as we suspect, in the Life of Gray, by personal

antipathy, may be allowed. But, after every thing disad

vantageous is detracted, his critical merit will be considerable;

and, while we should expect Mr. Mason to be displeased with

some parts of his conduct, we are sorry for his intemperate

warmth, and his indiscriminate condemnation. The political

gloom, whi«h dimmed the fire ot Milton, in the critic's eye,

1 cannot
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cannot surely have obscured the merits of Johnson in the

mind of our biographer.

Mr. Whitehead himself was more plncable, and his mild

unoffending nature is one of the most amiable features of his

mind. He expunged some lines in his Essayon Friendship, whea

he had reason to fear they would be considered as reflecting

on the fickle attachment of some os his earlier friends : to the

numerous ' licks at the laureat,' he made only a good-hu

moured reply, in the ' Pathetic Apology for all Laureats, past

present, and to come;' and even this was circulated only

among his friends *. The attacks of Churchill were more

severe, more pointed, more fatal. Yet even to him the re

turns are sketches, in general candid, and sometimes good,

humoured. We (hall transcribe four lipes:

* So from his common-place, when Churchill strings

Into some motly form his Jam*'J good things;

The purple patches every where prevail,

But the poor work has neither head nor tail.'

There are two other passages on different papers,—perhaps,

in the heat of resentment, intended to form a poem, and, ia

the moment of good-natured reflection, consigned to oblivion.

Our biographer's criticism on the Roman Father of Mr.

Whitehead, is equally correct and beautiful. Though we have

transcribed much, we must beg for a little farther indulgence.

' There are different poetical exertions peculiarly appropri

ated to every different species of poetical composition ; but to

the drama surely belong all the following: a fluent and well-

cadenced versification, with a variety of pause, as sedulously

studied as in that species of blank verse wiiich is employed in

the bell descriptive poetry ; for though, by the frequent admis.

sion of eleven-syllabled lines, the tragic style obtains a superior

degree of freedom, yet diversified pauses are as essential to this

as to the other ; and though, as being calculated for recitation,

it may take greater liberties in point of accentuation, yet a

general rhythm, and the laws on which it is founded, should

never be infringed, except for the fake of peculiar energy.

Agaia, the tragic style admits, nay, J think, demands the use

of strong images, metaphors, and figures ; it cannot, indeed, be

truly impassioned without them ; and while it discards unmeant

jng epithets, should be liberal ot those that add force and vigour

to the sentiment, Shakspeare, I am sure, gives full authority to

this, as well as to the former assertion, We can hardly turn to a

single passage among that infinite number, which, in his works,

* We were surprised at an error in this poem, at least we suspsctit so ^e

an error, 'attend like SateUTus on JJayes.'j

N 3 we
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we pronounce superlatively fine, that is not even cfowded with

them : and yet, while the application of two together, to one

and the Line substantive, is among the most distinguishing maiks

of this great master's phraseology, it has, of late,' become a

fr.shion to decry the use of epithets entirely. Similes, indeed,

unless expressed with extreme conciseness, have been justly re

probated ; but, of similes thus expressed, no rriore copious fund

is to be met with than in the works of this poet. When "pure

description holds the place ofsenses* and, what is worse, of paflion,

it is, indeed, of all other things, .the most abhorrent to the

genius of dramatic language; and when sentiment too is not

conveyed in a condensed energy of phrase, it tends greatly to

disgust, not only the spectator, but the reader. Yet, on these

accounts, to exterminate either the one or the other, is what

po true critic would attempt.'

On the whole, we have viewed, with great pleasure, this

pleasing portrait of an amiable man, sketched with much

judgment arid fidelity, by an intelligent friend. Mr. Mason

may despise our praise ; yet, as we have told him his faults

with freedom, we can add with great readiness, that the good

fense, and good taste, with the judicious reflections in this

biographical essay, render it not only valuable in itself, but a

well adapted appendage to the three volumes of Mr. White-

head's works ; and, as the one may truly be styled a classic

poet, the other may add to his poetical honours, the well-

earned title of a classical biographer.

The poems in this posthumous volume, already published in

a separate state, are, Variety, a Tale, for Married People :—

the Goat's Beard, a fable :—Venus attiring the Graces.

Those"not before published, besides the different sketches quoted

in the Life, are Verses on the late Improvements at Nuneham,

the feat of the earl of Harcourt, printed in a private and

more accurate impression of the Oxford Guide:—Verses ad

dressed to Lady Nuneham, on the Death of her Sister. Those

published in other forms are, the Battle of Argoed LIwyfain, a

poem of Taliellin, inserted in Jones's Historical Account of the

Welch Bards; — different Birth-day Odes, written since the col

lection of the two volumes in 1774: and Observations on the

• Shield of Æneas, first published in Dodsley's Museum, and after

wards annexed to Dr. Warton's, and Mr. Pitt's translation o{,

Virgil. We need not add, that these additional poems do not, in

any degree, detract from the merit of their author. The present

editor has followed Mr. Whitehead's example ; and, instead

of inserting all the odes, has selected only those which, with

the assistance of some friends, whose taste in lyrical composition

lie ' could depend on', were most approved.

: »• . ' Practiccl
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Praclieal Observations on Venereal ComplaintI . By F. Sv:ediaur,

M. D. The third Edition, corrected and enlarged. To ivhtch

are added, an sJccount of a nenj Venereal Dijcnse which has

lately appeared in Canada ; and a Pharmacopœia Syphilitica,

8-vo. 4/. feived. Elliot.

W/ HEN we have praised a work in general, we do not

mean to insinuate, that it contains no faults ; and,

while we think an author very commendable, it seldom hap

pens but that, if we examined him closely, we should find,

that he often differed from us in opinion. To this cause it is

owing, that we have received many books with favour, which

have, in Tome respects, differed from each other ; that we

have thought well of Dr. Swedhur's first edition, though we

have praised also Mr. Hunter's Treatise:- nay, we Hill can.

approve of the present work, though it attacks Mr. Hunter

severely, and commends the criticisms of Mr. Jesse Foot. In

this there is in reality no contradiction : neither is unexcep

tionable ; and we could demonstrate to Dr. Swedinur, that, if

we were to fellow him step by step, we could find, in his present

work, many defects. His criticism on Mr. Hunter is, in

many respects, extremely fastidious, and, in some instances, it

relates to the most disputed points of practice, in which two of

the profession could scarcely be found to agree, without some

exceptions.

. As the present Observations contain an attack on Mr. Hun

ter, we could not well avoid making these remarks, toward off

the suspicion of inadvertency or contradiction on our side. We-

must examine this work more minutely than we usually do a

third edition, not only because it is much enlarged, but because

the additions are curious and valuable. In our account of the

former edition (Vol. LVJ.I. p. 17.) we gave some hints of the

expectations which we formed of Dr. Hensler's work, by

which the disputed point, relating to the antiquity of the ve

nereal disease, was to be ascertained. It is now, vie find,

published : but, for ' the complete evidence from historical

facts,' we are referred to this German work, published at Al-

tona. If we had known nothing of the subject of this volume,

but from the indiscriminate praises of Dr. Swediaur, we should

have supposed that the whole, dispute was settled. We were,

however, surprised to find, from other authorities, that the

great foundation cf Dr. Hensler was the facts from Luisinus

and Astruc. Let us, however, assist Dr. Swediaur, and ob

serve, that the principal novelties in the German work are, an

account of the Treatises of Conrade Schellig, and John Wid-

man (Salicetus). These are supposed by Altruc to be lost :—*

N 4 yet
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yet Schellig. cannot, by any ingenuity, be traced back farthejt

than 1495, and ihe earliest Widman (for there were two of

that name) we can find, is in 1501. The former is said ta

fyave used mercury and warm bathing for the complaint, but

unfprtunately does not mention the usual mode of propagat

ing it. The latter, it is said, observed the disease from 1457.

We own that, without much more decisive evidence than we

possess, we regard both the one and the other as of little con

sequence. Dr. Swediaur can only convince us by a translation

of the work, which, if it be so valuable as he rspresents, and

as we really believe it to be, deserves to be better known.

Its value is not, however, in the historical parts, though the;

treatises of Salicetus and Schellig, with some others, are sub-,

jjoined in the additamenta. Since, from various enquiries, we

have long since suggested our suspicion, that the disease is

really not of American origin *, we cannot be suspected to

have been influenced in our account of Dr. Hensler's work,

by any prejudice. We have wished for one well authenticated

fact of the disease, previous to 1493 ; but we must confess

^hat we have not yet fotind one.

In Other respects, this third edition is rendered much more

valuable : many new facts are stated with accuracy, new modes

pf cure are mentioned, with the foundation or authority for

different new remedies. We shall transcribe a short passage of

^his kind.

* My friend t)r. Winterl, professor of botany at Buda in

Hungary, discovered lately, that the inhabitants in the confines

pf Turkey cured themselves of the lues in all its stages by a de

coction pf the astragalus exscapus.—The inspissated juice of the

papaver somniferum, known under the name of opium, by suc

cessive increased doses from one to twelve or sixteen grains in 3

day, first proposed for a trial by Dr. Nooth, has proved very;

successful in the great military hospital at New York. But

how far all these medicines do or maysucceed without mercury,

3 am not able to decide. So much it seems to be certain,

that the lues is in general much easier cured in warm climates,

when properly treated, than in cold ones. A decoction of the

bark of prunus padus has been lately found very efficacious,

especially when joined with the use of mercury, in inany violent,

and inveterate venereal complaints, by Dr. Biornlund, physi

cian in Sweden 5 and an account of them has been inserted in\

the Swedish Philosophical Transactions for 1784.'

A hew chapter is on a kind of venereal disease, which has

lately appeared in Canada. It is somewhat like the sibbens of

* Perhaps it is not commonly known, that the original of Quack;

(quacksalver) came from a similar German word quacksalher—the name of

Quicksilver, from the indiscriminate use of this metal in syphilis by itinerant
•ttWaitioner*. ' " '

. ;
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the Scotch, a disorder certainly not owing to a combination of

itch and the venereal disease. We shall transcribe the descrip

tion, which very much resembles the account which the phy»

jicians of the sixteenth century gave of the syphilis.

' It first manifests itself generally by little ulcers on the lips,

tongue, and inside of the mouth ; rarely in the genitals. These

little ulcers are of a very corrosive nature, and were observed

in many children to have nearly destroyed the tongue. They

first appear in the form of little pustules, filled with a whitish

purulent matter; the poison of which is so infective, that it

communicates by eating with the fame spoon,, drinking out of

the same mug, by smoking tobacco with the same pipe ; nay,

it is even pbferved, that it it communicated by linen, cloth, &c

* This poison being absorbed from the'ulcers, or as it often

happens, originally absorbed without any external symptom*

whatever, breaks out afterwards either in large ulcers, or ma

nifests itself by violent nocturnal pains of the. bones. ,The

ulcers breaking out in the flein or mouth, diminish the pain

of the bones. These symptoms are often accompanied with

buboes under the arm-pit, in the throat or groin ; which some

times inflame and suppurate, at other times remain bard and

indolent. Some patients feel pain? in different parts of the

body, which increase during the night-time, or when they take

some violent exercise. This is the second stage pf the disorder.

f In the third stage, tetters, itching crusts, or ulcers, appear

coming and -going in different parts of the body. The bones

of the no.fe, palatum, cranium, clavicula, tibia, arm, and hand,

grow carious, or tophi appear in several of these bones. At last,

pains of the breast, cough, loss of appetite, sight, hearing,

smell, and falling oft' of the hair, close the scene before death.

—Sometimes all these symptoms appear at the very beginniDjj

of the disease.'

It lurks in the constitution many years, without giving any

signs of its presence ; and sometimes even continues after the

symptoms have appeared without any manifest exacerbations.—

It is cured, like syphilis, by diaphoretics and alterants, parti-

Jarly by mercury.

The Pharmacopeia Syphilitica contains a materia medica;

a table of the preparations of mercury ; and a description of

compounds. The author, with a facility, perhaps pardon

able, admjts every medicine which has been mentioned, and

^nany compounds which are only proper under the direction

pf a sagacious practitioner. The pharmacopeia is, however,

Very properly, in Latin*; and by using the Lirmæan names of

vegetables, as well as the chemical terms of Bergman, the

prescriptions would not be understood by many even of the

faculty. Morveau has adopted a new language, and we dif-

cruuinaie
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criminate his late one by the name of Bergman, who first re»

commended it publicly, for the fake of a proper distinction,

though at the expence of strict propriety. Many different for

mulae of the Lisbon diet-drink are inserted, clogged with nu

merous articles, though seemingly not more efficacious than

that published in the Medical Observations.

On the whole,, this work does the author great credit. The

collection is valuable, because the sources from which the dif

ferent parts are taken, are with difficulty procured, and the

opinions are the result of much experience and attention,. We

would repeat more seriously, that a translation of Dr. Henfler's

work would be received with great pleasure.

practical Observations on the Natural History and Cure of the

1 Venereal Disease, Vol. 1. and IJ. ffy ^ehn Howard, Sur

geon. $-vo. \zs, Baldwin.

"R/IR. Howard we are not unacquainted with : his Tract on

■* A the' Medical Properties of Mercury,' we reviewed in

oar LIVth Vol. p. 482. and it is the design of these vo-

lames to enforce, with more extensive and particular argu

ments, the doctrines contained in that little work. Our

author engages, in his present attempt, with the advan

tages of some erudition and extensive practice. He examines

many parts of his subject, which are sometimes cursorily

passed over j and his arrangement, though new» is sufficiently

clear and perspicuous. We were pleased to see that a pupil

and an admirer of Mr. Pott was not the antagonist of Mr.

Hunter: the disputes which the doctrines of that author have

excited, were running fast into a contention on the merits of

the several leaders. Mr. Howard can praise the author of the

Treatise on the Venereal Disease, though he occasionally dif

fers from him ; and we can praise Mr. Howard, though we

do not adopt all his opinions. In a work so popular as our's,

decorum has prevented us from enlarging on subjects of this

kind, and we have been led into inconveniencies in consequence

of it. We must, therefore, be a little more diffuse than

we have formerly been, though the same reason will prevent

us from so close an examination of these Observations as their

real merit would allow. "The language of the author is diffuse,

and this will make our article ditproportionably short.

Mr. Howard's plan is a little singular : he considers first the

general infection, as he thinks the gonorrhæa to be a different

disease, or at least a modification and a new form of the origi

nal disease. He, in the subsequent pages, seems to doubt

whether the matter of a gonorrhæa by inoculation, would pro

duce syphilis. The great original source of the general in-

fcctior\
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lection is a chancre, sor even the bubo, he suspects, is partly

produced by the healing of the chancre suddenly; and that,

without the interposition os medicine, the virus would be com*

rounicated to the general system, in a gradual and unper-

ceived manner. It is pretty certain, that the earliest authors

do not mention the bubo, and that the gonorrhæa was not de

scribed till thirty years after the appearance of the original

disease. The cause of this variation we cannot explain ; but,

after a minute attention to every argument, and every experi

ment that have been suggested, we confess that we agree in

the common opinion, that these are different forms of the fame

disease; that, in one instance, the complaint is local, in the

other general. But it is enough, at present, to state the foun,

elation of Mr, Howard's arrangement.

After preliminar/observations on the periods of the appear-?

ance of the different symptoms, and the conduct of some of

the early practitioners, our author describes particularly the

different kinds of chancres. It seems to have been the ancient

opinion, and we have known it supported by some moderns,

that if the chancre is destroyed, the disease is crushed in it*

bud. Mr. Howard believes only that the poison would be con

veyed into the system, without an inflammation of the inter

vening glands; and the opinion we have alluded to is not

only moll dangerous and destructive, but given up by the best;

practitioners. The chancre, in its different forms, chancrous

excoriation, the venereal bubo, and the phymofis, are only

primary symptoms. The termination of the chancre is in

eruption, disposition to sore throat, and nodes. The bubo,

which is mentioned in this section, is the swelling which comes

on without the appearance of chancre ; but we own, that we

have some doubts whether bubo ever appears without the pre

ceding symptom : it is well known, that, in many instances,

it is almost impossible to ascertain unexceptionably, that a

pustule has not existed.

The secondary symptoms are, in our author's opinion, in

fluenced by the operation of the remedy. Their order, or

their succession, i; by no means regular. The symptoms de

scribed under this title, are neglected chancres or bubos, ver

ruca:, ulceratiens of the mouth, (kin, arrd tongue, ophthalmia,

farcocele, rhagades, later eruptions and nodes, diseases of the

joints, ozæna, and hectic.

Nodes he seems to consider as affections of the perios

teum, similar to the eruptions of the skin, and, in some mea

sure, to be influenced by mercury; they are flight elevations

of the periosteum, which suppurate, and separate that mem

brane from the bone. After having observed that there are

' " two
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two species, the softer puffy, and the circumscribed tophaceon*

pode, he goes on,

' Most frequently the disease is confined to the periosteum ?

and upon the introchjction of a ptoper quantity- of mercury, in.

a proper.manner, the tendernels, pain, and puffiness of the ones

species ; the pain, hardness, elevation, and circumbseribed ap>-

pearance of the other, go ofF entirely. But in the last species

jt sometimes happens, that though the fairest and most judicious,

life of the remedy may have been adopted, and though the paiix

and other concomitant venereal symptoms may have ceased, yec

the elevation still continues and seems to have acquired the soli»

dity of bone. This I call an exostofis; it was, no doubt, ori^

ginally a venereal affection of the nodous kind, perhaps of the

periosteum ouly ; but which, by the long continuance of the

(disease, or by the concurrent operation of circumstances to mer

unknown, is become at length an affection of the bone itself.

And the distinction which 1 would make between node and ex-\

ostosis is this, that the one is a venereal affection of the periosteum

povering the bone; the other an excrescence, or expansion of

the bony plates themselves ; proceeding, however, either from),

a previous nodous affection of the periosteum, or from the long

continuance of the disease. When a collection of venereal mat

ter has continued long on the surface of any bone, it gradually

insinuates itself into its very substance. Thus from the surface

it may extend to the dipioe ; thence to the inner table of the

cranium ; and from the outer to the inner, cancellous parts of

such a bone as the tibia, &c. and in this way render the bones

of each part completely caribus. A venereal node, wherever

situated, may be always known by the nature of the pain prei

ceding or attending its formation ; like some other venereal

pains, it is sometimes felt by day as well as by night: but the

violence of the paroxysm (if I may be allowed that expression)

lasts principally during the sore or middle parts of the night.

However it is at other times more completely nocturnal ; the

patient either feeling no pain by day, or such a slight degrees

of it as is disregarded

The anomalous symptoms are those which are not decisively

venereal ; aud several cases are related, where the disease put

on various appearances. The only method , of determining

seems, in fylr. Howard's opinion to be, employing the specific

in its whple force. Indeed, this is not quite decisive; for,

after a full mercurial course, many ulcers will not heal that

really were venerer.l, and will then yield to bark, sarsa, or to-,

pical remedies, which they had relisted before. So that, a^' "

at least, the original source of the disease will not be detected,

by this means. ' ,

On the history of gonorrhæa or of bubo, we need make na

remarks. As it is omitted, however, in our article of Dr.

Swediaur's work, we may observe, that the story of the disease

stvkd,
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styled the brenning and the apegalle, as well as the epitaph

of the person who is said to have died of the pestis inguinaria*

previous to 1493, cannot, from the other parts of the history,

relate to this disease. It is of more consequence- to observe;

with our author, the consent between the internal surface of

the urethra, and the external part of the glands and prepuce

A striking instance of the translation of the inflammation of the

urethra to the prepuce producing a choidee ; and again, from

the external to the internal, is related very carefully, and we

believe faithfully.

' The different inflammations, arising frorn metastasis in thlk

disease, have been supposed to originate in a translation os nut

ter. But, as has been already hinted, I must rather attribute

them to an acquired mobility of the nervous power of the parts

affected. Buc whether that mobility be morbid, that is, vene

real, or not; or whether it be generated by inflammation, is

difficult to fay. The metallases in gonorrhæa very much re

semble the translations of inflammation which occur in some

habits from erysipelas, gout, and rheumati fir.—disease-- in

which the existence of a specific matter has, with great reason*

been doubled.

4 The translation in a gonorrhæa sometimes takes place much

later in the disease than in the instance given above. It is no

uncommon thing for a sudden redness and inflammation to at

tack the glans, whilst the natural means of cure, the running*

is going on from the urethra: if this inflammation is consider

able and continues, the discharge from the urethra may cease $

remove this affection from the glane, and the original disease

returns to its former feat. There is, therefore, a consent be

tween the glans externally, and the surface of the urethra in

ternally, and the inflammation and increased secretion of the

one part may be readily transferred to the other. In like man

ner 1 have known the metastasis first shew itself on the testicle

and epidydimis, producing hernia humoralis; then leave these

parts and appear on the skin of the scrotum; and lastly, though

the running has been either partially or totally stopped for x

time by the inflammation, yet it has returned again to the

orethra. This secondary running, after hernia humoralis, is

generally obstinate, and continues with great permanency to

tease the patient, and seldom leaves him till the testicle and

epidydimis are nearly reduced. It is in short the natural ter

mination of this inflammatory affection, and should not there*

fore be checked.'

We point out the facts and remark*, not to observe that

this metastasis is a constant, or even a frequent event, but to

induce practitioners to attend to it. Much less are we willing

to follow our author, when he endeavours to rest on it as an

argument which will show the difference between the gonor*

rhse*
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rhœa and syphilis. He draws no other important consequence

from it, in which from different motives we should not agree

with him. He would, like every prudent practitioner, give

mercury in gonorrhæa, and treat the inflammation of the

testis, in consequence of the suppression of the discharge, by

telaxants onlyi

In other respects; he describes very carefully the gonorrhæa

in all its varieties; and traces, with much exactness, its dis*

ferent consequences.

The first volume concludes with remarks on diseases con>

nested with syphilis; and; in this part of his, work, Mr.

Howard introduces an opinion, that it arose from the confine1-

ment of the Moors, previous to their expulsion from Grenada;

The leprosy was common with them, and their want of clean-

liness, added to the virulence of the disease, may, he thinks;

have produced the syphilis. If we must account for its origiri

independent of its being ari ertdemic, we may attribute it to)

a chemical union of two morbific matters, o'f ari assimilating

nature. Leo Africanu; is positive that the Moors from Spairi

carried it into Africa; if so, it cannot have been brought

from America by Columbus; but it does not follow that it

is the offspring of leprosy. The diseases seem to us to have

no connection, and our author's analogy is a very distant one.

With gout there is a nearer connection ; and we have seen

inflammations and discharges from the urethra, so perfectly

resembling gonorrhæa, from misplaced gout, that it was im

possible to distinguish the difference. We know the little de

pendence (hat can be placed on patients' assertions in these

complaints ; but the fact was decided by the discharge resisting

every remedy, till a fit of gout came on, and then ceasing spon

taneously. We knew too of a venereal affection rapidly cured!

by mercury ; but it was followed by a sit of gout, and we believe

the symptoms originated from it. Scorbutic eruptions, and

scrophulons discharges sometimes affect also the urethra, by me

tastasis. Murray's Treatise * deMateria Arthritica ad verenda

aberrante,' in the second volume of his Opuscula, is a very

valuable one ; and some facts in it lead us to suspect, that

when our author speaks, of regular gout keeping off swellings

of the prostate, it is more probable that the gout, become

irregular, had fixed on that part. We would strongly recom

mend Murray's Essay to his attention.

The second volume commences with general observati&ns ort

the different preparations of mercury, and with some just re

marks on the difference of their effects, chiefly as connected

with their different solubility. Mr. Howard mentions a single

instance of salivation from Plummer's pill :—we have met witH

many )
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ihany ; but we agree fully with him, in thinking this medicine

inadequate to the cure of lues. It may, indeed, be used

with advantage in the advanced stages of pregnancy, to pre-i

Tent the disease from gaining ground, till more actire mea

sures can be employed. Beyond this point we have found no

£Ood ground to trust it as an antivenereal. There are also

some just remarks against trusting to a single mercurial: it is

often necessary, we well know, to try numerous preparations ;

though, if any single one deserves the preference, it is the!

ointment, with the method of friction. We have long since

returned to this old practice, and we believe that practitioners

in general begin to perceive its utility to be greater than that

of any other method. Mercury, divided by tritaration, h

also often useful; and, as the many old medicines, with pro

per attention, may be made to produce a sufficient change, we

must confess, that we cannot speak from extensive experience

of the newer forms in which mercury has been exhibited.

We differ somewhat from Mr. Howard on the subject of

salivation: we are convinced, that some discharge from the

mouth is necessary, and think that the mere alterative course,

vvithout any affectiofi of the gums, is a dangerous refinement

to gratify a timid race, at the expence of their constitution

and future health. We differ, however, about the degree, and

think that a discharge from a pint to- a pint and half per day,

has fully answered every purpose ; nor have we seen the salu

tary changes take place, so decidedly on the coming on of sali

vation, as Mr. Howard seems to have'done, unless the saliva*

tion be supposed to take place from the first redness of the

gums. Our author's general conduct of the cure, viz. by

keeping up the effect of the medicine by regular repetitions,

preventing an excessive discharge, and accumulating it in a

sufficient degree, are undoubtedly proper. We have had

much reason to distrust the effects of very sudden salivations,

and think the cures produced iathis way are often delusive.

Mr. Howard next describes the alterative course, and points

out a very good plan for pursuing it : indeed, we would carry

the salivation not much farther. Perhaps we may not differ

greatly on the whole ; for, greater or less, without some other

limitations, convey very different ideas to different minds.

Our author admits of topics as assistants to mercury, by

quieting local irritation ; but perhaps there are few instances

where they can be properly allowed. When a bone of any

importance is attacked try a foul and spreading ulcer, the vi

rulence of the disease in that part should be diminished, with

out waiting for the effects of mercury brought to it in the

course of the circulation. When an unpleasing deformity oc-t

curs "
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fciirs, it is undoubtedly right to correct it; but, in other iri-i

stances, we have been willing to leave the ulcers, as indices

of the effects of the remedy ; and when we find the full efficient

action of the medicine produces no change on them; we have

reason to think the appearances depend, in some degree, on local -

causes, and treat them accordingly.—Our author cannot dread

sedative injections in gonorrhæa, from an apprehension that the

matter may be thrown into the system. He thinks, however, that

the general inflammatory tendency may be transferred to the?

neighbouring parts. This is undoubtedly a common effect ;

but we fear also other consequences. The chancre, and the

chancrous excoriation, should be only alleviated: the worst ef

fects have sometimes arisen from suddenly healing them by

fedatives> or even destroying them at once by caustics.

As we have reason to expect another volume, it will b6

more convenient to close our article at this part of the work,

Which is nearly about the middle of the second. But we

cannot conclude, without apologizing to the author, if we

mould have misrepresented his meaning. He has been accused

.of trusting only to full and unqualified salivation 5 and it must

fae owned, that his language, in many reTpects, supports this

opinion. Yet his directions for the conduct of the discharge

do not countenance the imputation, to one acquainted with

,thte old authors, where full unqualified salivation holds up a

dreadful picture of human misery. We suspect, however, that

lie carries it farther than some modern practitioners would al

low, and farther than we can fully agree with him. We should

be glad to be corrected in this respect, if we are mistaken.

Letters and Papers on Agriculture, Planting, l$c. feletled from

the Correspondence- Book of the Society instituted at Bath, for*

the Encouragement of Agriculture, c3c. Vol. 111. Svo. js.

in Beards. Dill y.

\j Arious causes have contributed to delay cur account of

" this very curious and important volume * ; but. While

they were unavoidable, they were not the less regretted ; and

•we hope the respectable society, to whom the world is indebted

for this collection, will attribute our delay to any thing but

intentional neglect.

The society continue to keep in view their first, and their

great objects, those circumstances which relate to agricultures

and planting ; and, from their proper conduct in selecting;

occasionally abridging, as well as by the addition of notes;

* The former volume! were noticed in the XLIXth and LVIth Volume*

«f our Journal, p. 411. and p. 170.

they
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..they render their successive volumes , very valuable. After .a

suitable introduction, we receive an elegant encomium on the

memory of the late Thomas Curtis, esq. one of the vice-nre-

£dems of the Bath Society;—an essay on the farm yard

management of dung ;—Miscellaneous observations on the

. ceconomical and medical virtues of many common, mostly

. of indigenous plants, by Mr. Crocker ; with Mr. Onley's

method of cultivating his farm, and his calculation of the eJc*'

pence and profit in the cultivation of one acre of arable laud

for four years : these articles we cannot abridge. ' .

There was a salt extracted from the rubbith of an old furnace

of a steam engine: Mr. Swaync thought it nitre; we should

rather have expected it to be natron :—it appeared, however,

to be Glauber salt. The water, it seemSi is brackish, and the

vitriolic acid must have been furnished copiously from the pk-

coal. Dr. Fothergiil, who analysed this fait, has communicated

a paper, in which he treats of the application of chemistry to r»-

ral œconomy, and the arts j but, in this dissertation, he Only

points out the connection in a general way, and endeavours to

show that, as they are chemical processes, their improvement

must greatly depend on the knowlege of chemistry.—Mr. Close

gives an account of the culture and produce of a small piece

of lucerne, with the produce of a half crop of oats; with

potatoes planted in the intervals. This plan succeeded very

" well. The culture of the bush vetch is described by, Mjr.

S-.vayne : it is an indigenous, perennial, evergreen^ of whic,h.

cattle are very fond (vicia sepium Lin.) The producejsr#ta

this specimen amounts to above four tons of dry fodder in an

acre. The plant is not easily raised from seeds, as the feeds

are much infested with insects.

Mr. Davis gives some arguments to (how the greater advan

tages which dairy farms have above arable ones ; bat the con

clusion will be liable to some exceptions. Mr. Billingstey has

offered some remarks on Mr. Davis's arguments, which t?nt3>

in some degree, to limit his opinions. The culture of carrot*

is another subject which has occasioned some diversity of opi

nion. The mode of cultivation in the neighbourhood of Ips

wich is explained by Mr. Kirby.

Mr. Wagstaffe of Norwich explains the success of his me-

. thod of planting the hedge-rows, of new and upland inclosures.

He planted the populus alba, the nigra, and different kind*

of willows. The poplar is peculiarly useful in hedge row?,

as every thing thrives under them ; their growth is rapid ; and

the timber useful for any purpose where lightness is required i

it is not, indeed, very durable. The Essex and Kentith hus

bandry are described by Mr. Onley, and Mr. Hill: the for*

. Vot. LXV. Marti, 1788. O mer
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mer is, we think, in many respects, too speculative, or at

least his agricultural remarks are not supported by the prac

tice of other counties.

Mr. Billingfley gives an account of the culture and profit on

oats and potatoes, from six acres of land, at twenty (hillings

per acre. The first year, from the high price of oats, the

profit clear was 2cl. 6s. but, from potatoes, it was 48I. and the

ground was left in excellent order for wheat. Of the culture

of potatoes, Mr. Close gives a more particular account. They

are not sufficiently attended to as an article of husbandry, par

ticularly on the continent ; and we think it will be of general

utility to transcribe the various uses which may be made of

this singularly useful vegetable.

Yl have many years sold the greatest part of my crop for

seven (hillings per sack of three bushels ; thus the one hundred

and twenty sacks would amount to forty-two pounds ; but they

are now so much cultivated, that to make a fair, and what may

be termed a sure estimate, they ihould be valued only as appli

cable to the feeding and fattening of cattle. I am convinced

from experience, that they are worth three shillings per sack

for those purposes, and then the produce would amount to

eigheeen pounds per acre. They are excellent food for hogs ;

roasting pork is never so moist and delicate as when fed with

potatoes, and killed from the barn-doors without any confine

ment. For bacon and hams, two bushels of pea- meal should

be well incorporated with four bushels of boiled potatoes, which

quantity will fat a hog of twelve stone, (fourteen pounds to the

stone). Cows are particularly fond of them : half a bushel at

night, and the same proportion in the morning, with a small

quantity of hay, is sufficient to keep three cows in full milk;

they will yield as much and as sweet butter as the best grafs.

* In fattening cattle, I allow them all they will eat : a beast

of about thirty-five stone will require a bushel per day, but will

fatten one-third sooner than on turnips. The potatoes should

be clean washed, and not given until they are dry. They do

not require boiling for any purpose but fattening hogs for bacon,

or poultry; the latter eat them greedily. I prefer the cham

pion potatoe to any sort I ever cultivated. They do not answer

so well for horses and colts as I expected ; (at least they have

not with me) though some other gentlemen have approved of

them as substitutes for oats.'

In the following article, sir Thomas Beevor gives us some

information relating to the culture of the turnip-rooted cab

bage. Sir Thomas's letter is extremely clear and interesting.

From two acres of this cabbage he fed twenty-four bullocks,

arid one hundred and ten sheep, for four weeks. The land,

after this crop is off the ground, and it continues on it in the

scarcest period for grass, may be sowR advantageously with

buck-wheat. .•■.*■ ' Mr.
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, Mr. Billingsley's other crop of potatoes from six acre} ef

land of twenty shillings an acre, was worth seventy-three

pounds. The prosit, though enormous, is not, we thiiik, in

any degree exaggerated : the produce was undoubtedly consi

derable.'—Mr. Anderdon's attention was turned to a crop of

turnips, raised between rows of beans ; and his observations

are, in some respect) controverted by the committee who ex

amine the papers for publication. They seem to think, that

Scotch cabbages are more suitable to the land proper for beans

than turnips, and suspect, that Mr. Anderdon is too partial

to horse-hoeing. Mr. Anderdon, however, escapes, with great

dexterity, from these charges, and appears to have considered

his subject with a minuteness and accuracy of ditlinction,

which reflects credit on his attention and abilities. Mr. Pavier

has examined his crop of turnips, and seems inclined to favour

the sowing turnips in broad-cast, twice hoed, with beans drilled

in the intervals of the rows. The committee are probably in

the right, when they consider the escape from the fly as owing

to some other cause than the bean ro\Vs. We strongly suspect,

that the hoeing in Mr. Anderdon's practice, by destroying the

lateral roots, which, at least in seme kinds of turnips, and

probably in all, may destroy the vigour of the shoots, by con

verting the nourishment to their own increase, gives additional

force to the plant, which can best counteract the depredations

of the fly. Mr. Pavier appears, however, to be a theoretical-

rather than a practical farmer.—Mr. Hazard's article on

making butter and cheese is an excellent and practical one.

—Sir Thomas Beevor's relation of the experiment on the

durability of woods, is of less importance, as the trees were

of different ages when cut; yet, from 1774 to 1784, it may

be worth while to transcribe the results.

' The cedar was perfectly found*—Larch* the heart found,

but the sap quite decayed;— Spruce-fir, sound;—Silver-fir, in

decay.-—ScotchJfir, much decayed.—Pineaster, quite rotten.—3

Chesnut, perfectly sound;—Abele, sound.—^Beech, sound.—

Walnut, in decay.—^Sycamore, much decayed;—Birch, quite

rotten.'

Mr. Wimpey's practical enquiry into the most effectual

means of promoting vegetation, is a very useful work; but,

as it is defective in the" physiology of vegetation, the author

must, of course, be less accurate in explaining the operation

of those means which influence it* We do not pretend to

fay, that the operation of different manures is well known j

but different parts of the subject have been ascertained, and

little more is required than to bring them together. Mr.

Wirapey, Jn his explanations, does not sufficiently discriminate

O * betweea
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between different practices, as applied to different foils. Hi*

strong recommendation, however, of pulverizing the foil, is

pretty generally well sounded. A thin light foil is, we be

lieve, the only exception.— Mr. Robins' effay on raising, plant

ing, and tultivating the turnip-rooted cabbage, is an excellent

one.—The experiment by Mr. Close, on horse-hoed wheat,

is very instructive. — The description and use of the new-in

vented patent universal sowing machine can be understood

only with the assistance of the plate.

In this collection of Papers on Agriculture and Planting, we

meet with sir Thomas Beevor's account of the origin, progress,

regulations, and description of the new Bridewell, or Peniten

tiary house, at Wymondham. This description is too gene

rally interesting to be unsuitable to any collection, whose

Object is the good of mankind. The prisoners are kept clean

and neat; the table of diet is not sumptuous, but sufficient.

Diseases are unknown ;—but no prisoner, only one excepted,

has ever been' known to be committed to it a second time.

Such is the terrifying effect of stlitude I

Sir Thomas Becvor has also communicated his observations

.on setting of wheat. He thinks the practice gains ground,

and, from the great profit to the dibbler, there is little doubt

of finding a sufficient number of labourers. The price of set

ting an acre is now reduced from ten shillings to six ; but,

from the expertnefs, which is the consequence of much prac

tice, the gain is not less than it was at first.—Mr. Cook's pa

tent drill machine is also described in this volume, and illus

trated with a plate. On trial, we find it much approved of.

Mr. Pavier, in examining Mr. Bull's crop of turnips, scat

tered with little care among beans, revives the opinion of the

beans contributing to prevent the fly. The beans had been

, horse-hoed thrice, and the field had long been in a course of

driH husbandry. In this instance, the lateral shoots of the

turnips could have had no bad influence ; though it does not

follow but that the fame effect may be produced by very dif

ferent causes. Whatever increases the vigour of the plant,

undoubtedly prevents the destruction of the fly. Mr. Winters

crop of beans is a very good instance in favour of the drill

husbandry, with the aflistaj><e of the hoe.— Mr. Hazard gives

some very proper and judicious instructions for the culture of

potatoes ; and sir Thomas Beevor relates some important par

ticulars relative to the produce and use of one particular kind,

the white champion. This author's remarks too, on the Suf

folk dun-coloured cow, recommended also by Mr.. Young, are

Gf great utility.— River weeds are recommended by Mr. Wag-

'staife, seemingly on a good foundation, as. majvure, T\ . •*.
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We have often had occasion to mention buck-wheat, though

we believe eur readers in many parts of the kingdom are little

acquainted with it.

' It is become with me, fays Mr. Bartley, a favourite object

of cultivation-; being clearly of opinion, that it ought in nu

merous cases to supersede the practice of summer fallowing, for

the crop produced seems not only to be so much clear gain ia

respect to such practice, but also affords a considerable quantity

of straw for fodder and manure ; beside th3t I think a summer

fallowing is nothing like so advantageous a preparation for a

succeeding crop.

* From its quick a»d luxuriant vegetation, it 5s an admirable

destroyer of w«eds, and suits with a dry, light, mellow soil,

fcut flourishes most in a light sand. It is impatient of wet and

cold.'

Horses, poultry, and hogs are fond of it ; and there is great

reason to suppose, with our author, that it may become an

object of distillation. Mr. Bartley gives an account, in a sub

sequent paper, of the method of cultivation.—Mr. Young, in

another paper, points cut 'the numerous advantnges of hne-

ing turnips ; and Mr. Onley gives a good account of the Esiet

method of * cultivating and applying potatoe?, carrots, winter-

vetches,' Sec. He is more partial to carrots than potatoes,

and is willing to substitute the former for oats, in the seed of

horses, for whom so much national expence is incurred jn the

importation of this grain. We would strongly recommend an

attention to carrots, as they contain a large portion of saccha

rine matter, and vegetable nutriment.

Mr. Chappie thinks his crop was better for steeping his

barley in the lixivium of dung ; but the real advantage seems

to have arisen from his separating the lighter seeds which,

swam at the top.—Mr. Webb's account of his method of se.

lecting proper potatoes for seed, may be useful ; but, in most

parts of the kingdom it is unnecessary.—Rusticus tells the

Society, that a little vegetable acid (about a spoonful to a gal

lon of cream) will accelerate the operation of churning.

The depredations of weevils are prevented by frequent

screening only ; and Mr. Wagstaffe informs us, that poultry

are very fond of these animals. Hens collect them carefully

for their chickens.—Mr. Rogerson's experiment for planting

of wheat, was on too small a scale. —Mr. Close's table for

manuring land, Mr. Winter's experiments for feeding swine,

and Mr. Dobson's description of the model of a harp, for

which a premium was granted by the Society, can only be

understood with advantage, from the work itself.

Mr. Bogle, in the next paper, recommends harrowing

and rolling the crop of co(a ; be seems to think, that the har-

, - O 3 ton
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row may divide the roots. The Society differ from him,

though they observe, that by sowing in broad-cast, seed enough

to feed half a million of people is destroyed. By dividing the

roots, a favourite system os' this, author, the saving in seed

would also, he thinks, be considerable.—Dr. Girieve describes

the Ruffian plough —A member of the Friendly Society, the

mode by which Mr. Acland, in his new bill, proposes to lessen

the poor rates, gives an account of the advantages of similar

institutions ; Mr. Aqstie recommends them.—Sir. John An-

struther endeavours to ascertain the increase of wheat and bar

ley, by a series of experiments during the space of three

years, as well as tp .compare the methods of broad-cast and;

drill-husbandry, in the cultivation of barley.—The miscella

neous information, and Mr. Winlaw's patent mill for separat

ing the ears of corn without threlhing, are equally incapably

cf abridgment. »

The series of comparative experiments, by many different

authors, on th,e nature of the Turkey, East Indian, and Eng

lish rhubarbs, is extremely valuable, and give the fairest rea

sons for expecting that the laft will, in time, rival, very suc

cessfully, the first. Th^e. is a little opposition in the diffe

rent accounts, if by numbers I. and II. similar specimens arcs

meant; but this difference we cannot reconcile. The English,

rhubarb requires a somewhat greater dose ; but it is purgative,

•without stimulus or griping ; it is astringent, and its united,

qualities of purging am} astringency are not combined with

any inconvenient addition. We cannot too often inculcate,

because it is essential to the credit of the English rhubarb, and

because the caution has been frequently disregarded, that the

plant from which the root is taken should not be less than

seven years old, and that it is safer to les it remain in the,

ground still longer. The feeds have also a purgative virtue,

though in a less degree. In short, the English rhubarb seems

only to want a greater age, more careful drying, and a little

attention to its external appearance, to render it a successful

rival to the foreign root. The part which affords the yellow

colour is the effect of the saccharine acid, and- it is not the

artringent pijnciple, though it is probably one of the com

ponent parts of that principle ; for alkalis turn the rhubarb

red, and the colouring matter in the urine is no^ changed by

chalybeate solutions.

. The remaining articles are not very important ones. Sir

Thomas Beevor gives some account of the value of the turnip-

rooted cabbage, as a spring crop.—Mr. Winter calculates the

weight and number of feeds per bufliel, of different grains.;

and the advantages which Mr. Bogle supposes may be derived,

from setting out plants of wheat, &c. are distinctly enumerated.
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On the whole, we think this volume a very valuable one 5 and

if we have not enlarged on each particular in proportion to its

merit, the omission must be attributed to its very miscellaneous

nature, the condensed language of the several correspondents,

and the abridgment which the letters seem to have previously

undergone. To give any very distinct account of the diffe

rent papers, would fill a volume inllead of being comprised

in an article.

The Athenaid, a Poem, by the Author of Leonidas. 3 Volt.

lz)«o. lzs. in Boards. Cadell.

\JR, Glover, if not in the first, claims a most respectabk*

seat in the second class of English poets. His Leonidas,

though too much exalted by the partiality of his admirers, was

more unjustly decried by their opponents. Party-prejudices

concurred to heighten the applause on one side, and to edge

the asperity of the other. As a tubok, it may be liable to

many objections, but it contains particular passages of superior

excellence, in almost every different line of poetic composition.

The Athenaid may be considered as a sequel to it, and termi

nates with the destruction of the Persian army commanded by

Mardonius, at the battle of Platæa. The hand of the fame

master is sufficiently obvious : some scriptural allusions should

have been omitted ; they are contrary to the genius of the

poem, which, however, abounds with the fame profusion of

elastic imagery as Leonidas. We find in it likewise, the same

liberality of sentiment, the same zeal for the natural rights of

mankind, the fame good fense, and sometimes the fame

strength, spirit, and elegance, which marked the other com

position, tt must, however, be acknowledged, that its merits

are generally of an inferior degree to those which embellished

Leonidas. The vivacity and fire which distinguished Mr.

Glover's Iliad, too often appears quite suppressed, or faintly

glimmers in his Odyssey. The Athenaid is a long, we had

almost said, a tedious narrative, connecting an immense chain,

of events, performed by a variety of characters, in general

faintly coloured and uninteresting. We have no principal

figure on which we can fi^ our eyes. On Aristides, Themilto-,

cles, and Mardonius, the chief labour is bestowed ; and they

are, indeed, strongly discriminated ; but neither the undeviat-

jng integrity of the one, the interested policy of the other,

nor the gallant but unequal spirit of the last, fascinate our at

tention, or interest our feelings, like the majestic manners of

Leonidas, the intrepidity of Dtomedon, or blooming virtues

sf Dithyrambus, I{ should be observed, that the gratters

Q * ' «*A



and events are pretty closely copied fr^m history ; and the

Poem is probably the worse for it. Some uninteresting narra

tives and weak passages would .doubtless have been omitted or

altered, had Mr. Glover lived to have given the last polish to

this work. To dismiss a poem of such length as the present,

and written by the author of Leonidas, without an extract,

would shew too little respect to his memory ; we stiall therefore;

select one that will do no discredit to it. It may be proper to

inform the reader, that a Grecian princess, having enquired,

of a Persian satrap concerning Sandauce, Xerxes' lister, is told

that she was then mourning at ^he-tomb of Ariana, whose fate

Us so elegantly described in Leonidas, and preparing a grave,

for her Jiufband Autarctus.

' —: :———Not distant flows

The fount of sorrow, so we styl'd the place,

Frequented oft by Ariana's grief;

There oft her head disconsolate (he hung '

To feed incessant anguilh, ne.^er diiclos'dj

Unless in sighing whispers to the stream ;

Her last abode is there. The myrtles Ihed

Their odours rpund, the virgin roses bloom;.

I there have caus'd a monument to rife,

That paffing strangers may her name revere.

And weep her fortune ; from her early grave

May learn, how Heav'n is jealous of its boons^ ;

Not long to flourish, where they most excels

A marble mansion new erected nigh

Her faithful slaves inhabit ; who attune

To thrilling lu:es a daily fun'xal song.

He leads, he stops. On gently-moving air

Sweet measures glide; this melancholy dirge,

To melting chords, by sorrow tbuch'-d, is heard.

Cropp'd is the rose of beauty in her bad,

Bright virtue'-s purest mansion is defae'd ;
'■."'•tike Mithra's beams her silken tresses shone

''• -lit lustre gentle as a vernal morn ;

Her eye reveai'd the beauties of her mind ;

• iThe slave, the captive, in her light rejoie'd^

Lament, ye daughters of Choaspes, wail,

Ye Cifijan iriaids, your paragon is lost 1

• Once like the fresh-blown lily in the vale,

In Susa fair, in radiancy of bloom

Like summer glowing, till consuming love

Deform'd her graces ; then her hue she chang'd

*i*o lilies pining in decay, but .kept

The smile of kindness oh her wasted-cheek.

Lament, ye daughters of Choafpes, wail,

Ye Cifikn maids, your paragon is lost t-

•"" '' "'"'' ■'"' " "a : ©ray.
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O ray of wisdom, eye of virtue, form'd

TV spread superior light, the dazzling brand

Of love malign obscur'd thy eagle sight ;

Thy vital flames are vanish'd, ours remain,

As lamps to endless mourning in thy tomb,

Till we rejoin thee in a land of bliss.

Lament, ye daughters of Choaspes, wail,

Ye Ciflian maids, your paragon is lolt !

The song concludes. Sandauce from a bank

Of turf uprises, resting on her slaves;

A pallid visage, and a fainting Hep,

She brings before the sepulchre and spake :

O A'riana! listen from thy tomb,

To me in woe thy filler, as in blood!

By difPrent fortunes both were doom'd to waste

An early bloom in sorrow ; O admit

Autarctus first a neighbour to thy clay,

Me next, who feel my vital thread unwind.

O Heav'n ! my humble spirit would submit

To thy afflicting hand but every fount

Of health is dry'd; my frame enfeebled sinks

Beneath its trial. When the inhuman prielt

Condemn'd my children to his cruel knife,

The freezing sheers of fate that moment cut

My heart-strings ; never have they heal'd again ;

Decay'd and wither'd in the flower of life,

My ilrength deserts my patience : tender friends

Provide another grave.—For whom ? bursts forth

Emathia's queen, and threw her clasping arms

Around the princess j whose discolour'd hue

In warm affection flushes at the light

Of Amarantha, as a languid rose, ,

Shrunk by the figpur of nocturnal frosts,

A while reviving at the tepid rays

Of wintry Phcehus, glows. For me, she sigh'd,

For me, that bed of endless rest is made.

Com'st thou, neglectful of thy nuptial bliss,

To poor Sandauce's burial ! soon the hour,

When os she sun these sickly eyes must take

Their ialt sarewel, may call thy friendly hand

To close their curtains in eternal night !'

The reader will perceive some striking passages in the quo

tation we have given him ; and similar ones, though we must

confess more sparingly introduced than we could have wished,

are scattered through the poem.

Medical Commentaries for the Tear 178-7. Vol. XII. By An-

drew Duncan, M. D. H-ve. Js. in Boards. Elliot. -

"I T is with no little concern that we fee an useful work, and

T # respectable author, sinking in public estimation, espe

cially
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cially as we are ourselves obliged to use repeatedly the language

t)f admonition, and even of reprehension. We suspected that

he once paid some attention to our remarks ; and we hops that

he will not now misconstrue what is designed for his advan

tage. We mean not to fay, that the books and papers are

improperly chosen ; but we must be allowed to observe, that

the remarks on the use of the spiritus vitrioli dulcis in fevers,

the three works on the red and quilled bark, by Drs. Skete,

Irving, and Kentish, are not of so great importance as to fill

nearly one third of the part appropriated to. books. As to Dr.

Reynolds' account of the use of sugar of lead,we believe it might

have beeo of importance, if, instead of one grain, he had given

ten for a dose. We have seen this repeatedly done with advan

tage, assisted only by the occasional use of ol. ricini, to prevent

constipation. Of some other books wsmay remark, that Fontana

fur le Venin de Vipere was published in 1781 ; Strack's Ob

servation's deFebribus intermittentibus, in 1785 ; and ofcourse

not proper objects for an account of the publications of 1787.

Dr. Blane's, Quarin's, And Bacheracht's works are almost the

only ones which are within the liniits that the author laid down

for himself, and which are objects of general attention.

Of the choice of original essays we shall make no observa

tion, because we know the difficulty to which an editor, in

Dr. Duncan's situation, is exposed. Some of the essays are,

however, of real practical importance. In the cafe of rabies

canina, wiiich terminated fatally, after mercuri;:l salivation

had been induced, it must be remarked, that the salivation

was very rapidly brought on. Dr. Bennet's history of a drop

sy of the pericardium, mistaken for an aneurism of the heart

or larger vessels, reflects honour on his candour, without bring

ing the least imputation on his ski!! :—the account of the

scurvy in Siberia; of the pepper medicine in the ulcerated

throat of the West Indies^ and of the use of the flowers of the

arnica, in paralysis and amænorrhæa, are of real utility.

The medical news is, in many instances, very trifling: we

wish that this part of our author's work was greatly shortened.

' The greater number of the publications, announced to be al

most ready, had reached us before the promise in the Medical

Commentaries.

To this volume is added, an original memoir of Dr. Web,

ster, in which he endeavours to show, that condensation is the

only cause of heat in nature. In the greater number of ope

rations in which heat appears, or is produced, condensation,

is particularly conspicuous : but it can scarcely be called a

cause; it is often only a concomitant effect of the separation

pf heat ; and it has been in general well knoyvn, and reppat
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«d!y observed, that in the change of state from vapour to

fluid, and from fluid to solid, heat becomes obvious to the

fenses, while in the opposite changes it is lost. We perceive

little novelty, and no very considerable ingenuity in Dr. Web

ster's opinion, when stated properly.

We must conclude with repeating, that our esteem for Dr.

Duncan, and our wiso to render his work valuable, and wor

thy of his character, has drawn from us, somewhat unwillingly,

these remarks. Perhaps we may have expected too much, and

consequently this part rf the work may to us have appeared to

fink proportionally low; yet, as we think the plan good, we

wish that the execution was unexceptionable. As we have men

tioned the objections freely, we ought also to remark, that

muth useful information may be found in this volume; and

that to the younger students, and more secluded practitioners,

it will be particularly valuable.

Defences of Unitarianifm for the Year 1 787, containing Letters

to the Rev. Dr. Geddes, to the Rev. Dr. Price, Part II. and

to the Candidatesfor Orders in the Tiuo Universities, Part II.

By Joseph Priestley, LL. D. F. R. $. Zvo. 2s. 6d. Johnson.

"P\R. Priestley has changed the form of his Defences, and de-

signs to publish an annual volume with a title similar to

{he present. The last volume of Letters to Dr. Home, Sec.

is to appear as the volume of Transactions for 1786. We hoped

{hat we had seen an end of a controversy, tedious in its pro

gress, and which promised little utility in its conclusion. We

did not consider the irritable nature of our present author ; we

did not reflect that many of hjs opponents had the last word.

But still some comfort remains. ' Every year, he fays, bring*

this controversy nearer to its termination.' We rejoice at it,

though we fear that this prophecy means only that it will not

be eternal ; for he adds, that the attention to it abroad and. at

home, is continually increasing : now if the future can be

judged of by the past ; if experience adds to wisdom and sj-

gacity, this increasing attention, if we except the influence of

inspiration or revelation, will have an opposite effect. The more

it is attended to, the greater number of controversialists there

will necessarily be.

The transactions for the year 1787 consist of an answer to Dr.

Geddes, and we think a judicious and a satisfactory one.

gave nearly a similar opinion in our review of his Letter. The

next object of our literary Entellus is Dr. Price, who, in the

appendix of his Sermons, had stated some of Dr. Priestley's

arguments, tlia^t the public might form their own opinions, on

the
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the subjects of thejr difference. In this statement Dr. Priest

ley finds some things to correct, and some things to which he

chuses to reply.

Our author next addresses again the Candidates for Holy Or

ders; and, in these Letters, he groups a croud of antagonists,

and some opponents, who have rather alluded to his opinions

than attacked them directly. In this group, we distinguish

particularly Mr. Howes, who has again appeared in the list*

in the appendix to his fourth volume, Mr. Madan, the author

of the Letter by an Under-graduate, and Dr. Croft, author of

the late Bampton Lectures. Some others we cannot distinguish

in the crowd. The under graduate Dr. Priestley has answered^

distinctly, without perceiving the humour of the assumed cha

racter. If he is however right, when he mentions the reputed

author, we think him too severe in charging that author with

a difect falsehood. The person who assumes a character is not

a liar when he tells the audience what that character is. He.

concludes, that the deception is understood ; and Dr. Priestley

we supposed was too acute not to have perceived at once, that

the under-graduate's gown concealed a writer of some rank and

importance. Who he is, we presume, has been hitherto only

guessed at ; and we shall not transcribe the tale of rumour, till

we have a better foundation for it.

In these Defences, we perceive the fame active eagerness,

the fame acuteness in the reply, the fame earnestness in ad

vancing fresh proofs. Dr. Priestley is an Antæus that rises

with fresh spirit from the ground, and attacks his numerous

opponents with the spirit also of a Briareus. We cannot fay

that he is always successful ; but we are well pleased to add,

that these Defences are conducted with mere temper than his

former ones.

Four Trails.—/. On the Principle of Religion, as a Test of the

Divine Authority. 11. On the Principle of Redemption, whe

ther ifpremial it is agreeable, or if judicial contrary . to di<vinf

Reflltude. III. On the Angelical MeJ/age to the Virgin Mary.

IV. On the Resurrection of the Body, as inferred from that of

Chriji, and exemplified by Scriptual Cafes. With a Discourse

on Humility. By Robert Holmes. B. D. 81/0. ^s. Cadell,

'TPHESE Tracts are written with great neatness and precision;

•*■ they add no inconsiderable credit to the author's charac

ter, and deserve oqr commendation. The first is on the prin

ciple of religion. 1 All religion if founded in love or fear of

the Deity ; and by fear is meant not that reverence which par

takes of dread, but real apprehension of punishment : in short,

.it confines to pee being those feelings which, in most re)i
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gions not soanded on revelation, have formed" two distinct

priuciples. Mr. Holmes examines the influence of these, in

different periods of the world, and enquires in what time either

principle predominated. In the state of innocence it was

love, and expectation of benefits : in the Jewisti dispensation,

it was considerably mixed with tear; but even then, the foun

dation was laid for another, more perfect dispensation, when

mankind were to be reconciled to God through the merits of a

Saviour.

The second Tract was occasioned by the republication of

Mr. Balguy's Essay on Redemption : it is entitled, * the Pre-

mial and Judicial Principles of Redemption, considered under

the idea of divine Rectitude.' In pursuance of the former

principle, he points out the attributes of showing mercy, and

inflicting punishment ; but seems of opinion, that the opera*

tion of both is necessary ; and, that though penitents may

hope for pardon, sinners will undoubtedly be punished. Im

punity for impenitent sinners is not then to be considered as

the object of our Saviour's suffering: it is not for them that

he died-: it is not they, who are redeemed. From the death

of Christ Mr. Holmes thinks that the suffering of some may

be penal for the faults of others ; and that, as we fee only a

few links of the vast chain, we ought not to consider this mode

of proceeding as any imputation on the wisdom and benevo

lence of a God, who sees all the connections of past, preseat,

and future.

The third essay, on the Angelical Message to the Virgin

Mary, js designed to prove that the message was of divine ori

gin, and the messenger sent from God ; and that, from the

concurrence of all the parts of the evidence, our Saviour was

a divine being in a human form ;— that he was God and man.

* Thus was God gloriously and sensibly manifested untp

men ; when he came down to men, in the likeness of man,

and in our nature discovered his own. And when he appear

ed in human nature, fye discovered himself by divine works,

and his ^lory was disclosed by his actions. If any one looked

upon the man Christ Jesus, there was no sensible glory about

his head, that might distinguish him from others ; but thero

was an intellectual lustre, with which wisdom and goodness

adorned him. His words and deeds were, such, as mere man

.never did exhibit ; and upon his speeches and actions there were

marks of divinity visible. His miracles were such as no pow

er, but that of God, could do ; and with them he entertain

ed and astonished the minds of men, who expressed their admi

ration, saying, ' what manner os man is this.' Besides, these

miracles were all a$s of love ; and men were affected at them,

as
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as at the observation of greatness and goodness. At the satrre

time, the obliged and amazed multitude were entertained by

the divine season with discourses full of wisdom and virtue,

such as were most worthy of God, and most profitable to men.

Those who heard him speak such wisdom as never man spake,

saw him live such virtue as never man lived ; and celestial holi

ness cloathed the Son of man with glory. He was thus a liv

ing law of virtue, and the substantial doctrine of wisdom, and

a sensible manifestation of power ; and yet a man, like unto

us in all things, except those glories* and except our vicious

infirmities. Here then was human nature in view, and hu

man conversation observable : but in allthis, a divine wisdom,

goodness, and power, did appear. Here was the life of God

exhibited in the nature of men ; and the invisible divinity did

appear, veiled in the sensibleness of humanity. His conversa

tion was familiar, and yet stupendous ; and every appearance

was wonderful, but not terrible. Such a manifestation of God

there was, as obliged men to the greatest veneration of him ;

and what the Son of God did, was most God-like. Such an

one is he, who is the supreme in the spiritual kingdom os'

God ; and none other was either worthy or fit to be supreme,

but he, who by his appearance could shew us the Father, and

reconcile us unto him.'

The fourth essay is on the Resurrection of Christ, and Of

the Body. The former is first demonstrated by strong and

clearly connected evidence; and the latter is inferred from it.

The different objections are answered with considerable force.

A very sensible and judicious Discourse on Humility follows,

inwhich this state of the human mind is recommended ai the

surest guard against the fascinations of prosperity, and the best

suppprt against the frowns of adversity ; as a convenient qua-

lity, as well as a religious principle.

The notes contain much learning, and some curious in

formation : those on the first tract are extremely curious, par

ticularly in the references to authors who speak of human sa

crifices. In the notes on the fourth tract, Mr. Holmes gives

it as his opinion, that the future life will be a state of society*

On the whole, our author seems very well acquainted with

the subjects he treats on ; and, though we have occasionally

differed, for on-some points a difference is unavoidable, yet

we can freely and cheerfully commend the whole. To have

stated those passages on which we entertained another opinion,

would have led us too far; it might have drawn us on to spe

culations, in which truth would be with difficulty ascertained,

and have at last ended in barren disputation.

n,



'fbe Tivln-Brotdtrs ; ir, a nenv Book of Difclpline for Inftlelt

and eU Offenders. In Pyofe and Verfe. 8-z/o. zs. Elliot.

1 T is not eafy to guefs at the contents of this book from the

title; and after it is read, fo whimfical and excentric is

the author, that the difficulty is fcarcely leffened. Thefe

Twin-Brothers are, a poem and a fermon;—we beg pardon—

it is a new exhibition,—a fermon in a flyle fuch as our fathers

never knew. The poem, is ' a new colony propofed and con-

Jidered.' It is a whimfical Hudibraftic one, in which the

author propofes to colonize fome defert fpot,—not with felons

and convifts, but with a race that may well be fpared, the

Deifls. Where they are to go, we know not; but we would

beg leave to take from the colony thofe Deifts who neither

write nor difpute, becaufe belief is frequently involuntary;

and it has been faid, that in this tribe there are at leaft fome

whofe lives are in the right. Our projector too muft take care

whom he calls Deifts, becaufe fome indifcriminating authors

have rafhly called the modern Unitarians by this name. The

poet, however, chiefly talks about David Hume, Voltaire,

and Roufleau. His rhymes are not always correft, or can

his humour be fometimes eafily underflood; yet, on the whole,

it is a very amufmg performance.

The Sermon is an addrefs to the old Bucks who, by exam

ple at leaft, if not by precept, train up a child in the way he

fhould not go. There is much farcaftic invedtive againft this

race, and a vein of irony that is occafionally very fuccefsfuL

The humour evaporates in the too great length of this new

exhibition. The following argument, though ludicroufly en

forced, is ftrqng and cogent; it relates tb thofe who aflame

any religion for temporal advantage. . •

' I wiih for no feigned friendfhips : I hold the temporifing,

accommodable fyftem to be infamous and deteftabie. I mult

therefore be exceedingly forry if it is frequent and faihionable.

' Let us gravely and foberly talk of this matter. What,

pray, conftitutes a gentleman ? He is no coward, he is no liar,

he is ,no deceiver : on his word, on his writing, on his pro-

feffion, on the plain language of his condufl, you may con

fidently rely. Ah! what becomes of our accommodation ? If

I have defcribed a gentleman, my temporizer forfeits the char-

after ; for he is not a man of courage, of integrity, of con-

iiftency, of honour.'

The following ftory, though there is a little indecorum in

the ludicrous conclufion, is well told.

• Apropos, on the fubjeft of bibles; you have heard the

ftory
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story of our friend Harry . I have laughed a hundred;

times, when I have figured how confounded he must have

looked on the production of his Bible : I must tell you this

story, gentlemen. It was this. He was going abroad. Mo

thers are mighty good people, you know ; and Harry's mo

ther took up Harry to her closet, and said many a grave thing;

to him you may be sure: but to crown all, she took from the

shelf an elegant Bible, telling him, this was the precious trea

sure ; he must remember his duty ; he must remember her;

he must consult and take great care os the precious volumes.

Little did Harry know how precious the volumes were ; for—

you shall hear—Harry returns in due time. One day the

worthy lady takes our friend aside, and " hoped he had re-

jnembered, the last injunction (he had given him." He could

very honestly fay, He had taken great care of the Bible. To

prove this respect and obedience, he runs up stairs to his own

room, and returns instantly with the two volumes safe and

sound, neat and fair. The good lady pulls off one cover:

" Rather too clean, Harry ?" " O mother, I took great care

of them." The second volume is equally unsullied : flie

shakes her head ; thereby indicating her suspicions that they

had not been perused so often as she had wished. She opens

volume first, and, lo! a five pounds bill is found fase and

found, 'she second volume displays bill the second, quite

safe also, and of four times the value. She was confounded,

—and so was Harry ! Harry, I used to say to him, I know

one man 'of our acquaintance who most sincerely regrets he did

not search the Scriptures !'

Indeed, it may be observed, that the author's humour occa

sionally carries him -too far. He comes too near the porch,

and occasionally steps on the threihold of the temple : above

all, his invectives cannot increase the detestation of the hoary

sinner, nor are they likely to produce a reformation.

Elements of the Grammar of the English Language. Written in

a familiar Style : accompanied nxiith Notes Critical and Etymo

logical. By Charles Coote, J. M. S-vo. 6s. in Boards. Dilly.

'"THE professed design of these Elements is to furnish such

■* a syHem of grammar as, by uniting perspicuity of ex

pression with preciseness and justness of idea, shall avoid the

most^essential defects observable in the various treatises hither

to published on the subject. The general utility of a work of

this nature is sufficiently obvious. How far Mr. Coote has

succeeded in his laudable attempt, may appear from our en

suing enquiry. * . . •

\, * The
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The volume is divided into four books, respectively allotted

to orthography, etymology, syntax, and prosody. The au

thor begins with remarks on the different powers or founds of

the vowels, and the pronunciation of the consonants ; con

cluding the first book with remarks on the English orthogra

phy. The following observation on the last of these subjects

deserves to be extracted.

' The orthography of a great number of words is so unsettled,

that they are written indifferently two ways. Thus, enlarge

and inlarge, inquire and enquire, increase and encrease, entire and

intire, superintendence andsuperiAtendance, •vitious and vicious, ne

gotiate and negociate, and many other words are used indiscri

minately for each other. This difference is the effect of their

palling to us from the Latin through the medium of the French;

in consequence of which double derivation, they are differently

written, according to the temporary prevalence of one or the

other language in the writer's mind. The rule I would recom

mend in thele cafes is, to write in the Latin mode those words

which we have received, almost unchanged, from the Frehch ;

but where the French have made considerable alterations in the

word in quellion, it seems most adviseable to adapt its ortho

graphy to that which prevails in their tongue.'

It is known that the cafe of the English nouns, which an

swers to the Latin genitive, and is styled by bistiop Lowth the

possessive cafe, is formed by adding to the noun the letter s,

preceded by an apostrophe. When the plural ends in s, the

other / is omitted, but the apostrophe is retained. Dr. YVallis

and Mr. Greenwood, however, recommend the elision of the

plural / ; as tie lord's bouse, for the house os lords; the ivarrior's

trms, for the arms of the itiarriors. On this .occasion, Mr.

Coote makes the following jult remark :

* But this is certainly an improper method, as it confounds

the possessive cafe of the singular number with that of the plural ;

the lord's house, as written by Dr. Wallis, implying the house of

lords ot of a lord, rather than the house of lords, to which lenle

the doctor applies it. If either s is omitted for the prevention

of a harshness of found, propriety and perspicuity require the

omiflion of that which succeeds the apostrophe ; as, the lords'

house, the warriors' arms; a method sufficiently distinguishing

the plural from the singular, which, in the words now treated

of, would be lord's and warrior's.'

Mr. Addifon has observed, that the letter /, ' cm many oc

casions, does the office of a whole word, and represents the

his or her of our forefathers.' In consequence of this opinion,

he sometimes subjoins the pronoun his to a noun, to denote

the possessive cafe; as ' my paper is the Vlyffes his bow,' for

U/js/is's bow. Our author justly remarks, that this is an erro

neous idea ; because, if the / were a contraction of his, it

YPt. LXV. March, 1788. P could
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could not properly be applied to feminine nouns, to substantives

of the plural number, or to the possessive pronouns oar, your,

her, or their; on which occasions it is frequently used. He

concludes, therefore, that the 'i is not an abbreviation of his,

but of the old English terminations is, ys or es, or of the

Saxon es,

Mr. Coote observes, with equal justness, that the addition

of the apostrophic s, to her, our, your, and their, though esta

blished by custom, seems to be superfluous, as these words

include the idea of possession, and require no farther indica

tion of that circumstance.

Respecting the conjugation of the auxiliary and neuter verb

to be, we meet with some observations which deserve a place

in our Review.

* This tense was formerly inflected also in another form ; as,

I be, thou beeji, he Iccth; we be, ye be, they be. Shakespeare,

Ben Jonson, Sir John Cheke, &c. sometimes used this in

flexion ; but it is now obsolete, except among the provincial

vulgar. The correspondent tense in the Saxon will justify ei

ther of these methods.

' Shall then this verse to future age pretend,

Thou wert my guide, philosopher, and friend ?

Pope's EJsay on Man, Ep. iv.

Wtrt is here used in the indicative mode for wajl; as it is alfa

in the following quotations :

* Thou who of old wert sent to Israel's court. Prior's Solomon,

* Before the heav'ns thou wert.—Milton.'

* I am just now as well as when you was here.' Pose's Let

ters.—4 Knowing that you was my old master's good friend.'

Spectator, No. 517.—'If you was here,' Bolinbroke's Letters.

—This use of was, which is the first and third person singular,

with a pronoun of the second person plural, is altogether incon

sistent with grammatical analogy. The word you, even when

it is applied to one person, is plural : and should therefore be

joined to a plural verb. The expression above condemned, fre

quently occurs in conversation ; but those who adopt it ought

to consider, that it is as improper as it would be to fay you is

for you are, which the very persons who substitute you was for

you were, do not think of using.'

Mr. Coote observes, that will, in the first person, expresses

an inclination, promise, resolution, or menace ; in the second

person, it iinrply foretels ; and in the third, it not only fore-

tels, but sometimes intimates willingness as well as a peremp

tory resolution. To these observations we would add, that

nuill, in the second person, has sometimes the import of a

command. In giving orders to a servant, it is not uncommon

to fay, you will go to such a place ; a mode of expression which

certainly implies more than simply foretelling,

6 W«
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We must differ from Mr. Coote with respect to the ordinal

adverb firstly, the use of which is, in our opinion, not only

pedantic, but improper. For first is used as an adverb as

well as an adjective; and, therefore, needs not the addition

of the adverbial syllable fy, to give it that signification.

Jn treating os the adverbs of time, our author makes the

following remark.

• Among the adverbs of time some reckon to-day, to-morrow,

and yesterday ; but, though these words are sometimes used

adverbially, they are more properly nouns than adverbs. In*

deed, the former of them is no other than a combination of the

noun day with the preposition to ; the second, os the substantive

morrow with the^same preposition ; and the latter, of day and

the adjective yesier.'

In this quotation, Mr. Coote has used former improperly*

instead of first. Former and latter can be used with propriety

only where tnuo things are spoken of. As we observe this

grammatical error in other parts of the work, we hope it will

be corrected in the next edition.

' Opposite, fays our author, though properly an adjective,

5s occasionally used as a preposition ; as, bis Jbop is Opposite;

(that is, fronting or facing) his father's ; he lives opposite you*

In these examples, we are inclined to think, that opposite re

tains its signification as an adjective, and that the preposition

to is understood.

* From differo,' fays Mr. Coote, which signifies td put off as

well as to differ, we have also borrowed the verb to defer, which

should therefore be written differ ; for defero would properly

have made defer. The French, in their differer, and the Italians

in their differire, both which signify to put off, have preserved

the original beginning.'

In this remark, we cannot help differing from our author.*

We think that the distinguishing of different ideas is an object

of grammar superior to the consideration of etymology'; and,

therefore, that the 'naturalization of defer, to put off, Or delay*

is not only expedient, on account of precision* but a useful

acquisition to the Engliih language.

The following extract concludes with a remark worthy of*

attention.

' If a disjunctive conjunction occur between two nominative

pronouns of the fame person and number, the verb governed by*

them agrees separately with each ; as, " either he or Jhewas con

cerned ; neither he nor Jhe has hren there." But, when the pro*

nouns thus disjoined are of different numbers or persons, the

verb cannot properly be made to agree with each ; for, if we

fay, ''you or / ivas present," adapting the verb to the pronoun

/, as being in the most worthy person, the verb, being then

P a singular.
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Angular, will not suit the second person plural, you; in which

case, that part of the verb in question which would suit you, is

understood. The sentence, therefore, will be of the same im

port as if we had said, " you were present, or I was present."

Those persons who make the verb agree collectively with two

nominatives, when parted by or or nor, instead of adapting it

severally to each, would, for be or I was present, say plurally,

" he or I were," as if it were, " he and J;" but this is altogether

improper ; for it indirectly affirm* the presence of two persons,

when only one or theother b; meant to be referred to as pre

sent.' _ ...

Mr. Coote is, without doubt, justified by etymology, in

considering the noun means as plural, and, on that account,

in condemning the expression, '* by this means," or " by that

means," though frequently used by the best writers. Mean

being the singular (from the French moyen) is, in such cases,

more conformable to etymological propriety, as well as to

discrimination. But there are grammarians who consider

means as a noun both of the singular and plural number.

We entirely agree with cur author, that adjectives are im

properly used as adverbs, when the intention is to express the

manner or degree of any circumstance ; as, " extraordinary

bright, extreme elaiorate," Sec.

1 In the following passage,' fays Mr. Coote, ' the fame word

is used both as an adjective and an adverb ; as, "all their un

godly deeds, which they have ungodly [that is, in an ungodly

manner] committed." Jude 15. This is an aukward confusion

of acceptation ; but the emendation proposed by Dr. Lowth is

certainly ill-judged. That grammarian is of opinion, that the

analogy of formation established in our language, would re

quire ungodlily for the adverb, rather than the adjective ungodly.

To those, however, who reflect, that the ly in ungodly is a cor

ruption of like, and that the syllable which he proposes to add

to it is exactly the fame, the term ungodlily will not appear to

be an analogous combination, but as improper an expression as

vngodlikc-Uke would be. He also recommends beavenlily, llvelily,

&c. as consistent with analogy ; but he ought to have consider

ed, that, though ly, subjoined to nouns, forms adjectives, and,

added to adjectives, constitutes adverbs, the latter part of this

rule must doubtless have an exception with respect to those

adjectives which have been already formed from nouns by the

addition of ly, and which therefore cannot reasonably admit a

duplication of that particle. In such instances as the above

mentioned, where an adjective is less proper than an adverb, it

is very proper that the former lhould give place to the latter;

and, as ungodly is an adjective, it would have been better to

substitute an adverb for it; but, as an adverb formed from that

word in the fame manner in which adverbs are formed from the

gene*
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generality of adjectives, would have been somewhat anomalous,

recourse might have been had to an adverb formed from an

adjective os the like signification with ungodly.'

To the etymological objection made by Mr. Coote, respect

ing the derivatives mentioned in the foregoing extract, we

might add that of cacophony, or the disagreeable sound which'

would result from the formation above specified.

In the course of this work, Mr. Coote makes many judi

cious observations on the English syntax ; pointing out impro

per modes of expression usrd by some of the belt writers, and

frequently combating the doctrines of the most approved gram

marians. If we should in anything dissent from his opinion,

it would be where he scrupulously adheres to etymology, at the

expence of discrimination. Such instances, however, are very

few; and when they occur, they are generally supported with a

strength of observation that almost precludes any positive op

position of sentiment. On the whole, this volume affords a

perspicuous, rational, and useful system of Engliih grammar,

improved by many philological remarks, and purified from a

number of popular errors and improprieties, which have their

source in the prejudice of authority,-

The Fate of Sparta ; or, the Rival Kings. A Tragedy. By

Mrs. Coviley. is. 6a". Robinsons.

* THE following tragedy, fays Mrs. Cowley, is, in its fable

and events, all invention—except in the conduct of

Chelonice, and the scene in the temple.—Other deviations

from history will strike you, but if I have altered circumstances,

I have strictly abided by character.' That of Leonidas, she

adds, is, according to history, ' artful and tyrannical.' But

is it natural to suppose, that an artful king of Sparta would

thus address one of his high-spirited subjects in language an

Asiatic despot would hardly use to the meanest of his slaves?

* Leon. How slave ! what, murmur at my will ! Dispute

Jlis word, whose breath annihilates thy race!

What are ye all, but creatures of my breath ?

1 doom ye life—rejoice! I bid ye die-

Sink silent to your graves !'

The costume likewise is sometimes violated. To ' wield a

sabre,' and

• The miners now beneath us

Form for the quick a wide capacious grave'—

is not very descriptive of the Spartan mode of warfare. The

' statue of Phocion' would better have suited an Athenian dra

ma ; and * the sovereign pontiff' of Lacedæmon gives rather

P 3 the
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the idea of a pope than a pagan priest. Such expressions as

* the still sabbath of the night,' and ' sorrow cloister d in the

heart,' are inconsistent with Grecian manners.

We meet, however, with many passages to which we cart

form no objection. The characters of the hero and heroine

of the drama, that of the latter more particularly, are drawn

witii strength and spirit, as the following quotation will

evince.

. ' CM. The hour in which thou vanquilhest Leonidas,

Prepare the pile, to flame around his daughter !

Cleom. Princess ! thou dost mistake thy duty.—-Spartan,

And daughter of Leonidas, are titles .

Dearest to thee

Cbcl. Mistake my duty, said'sl thou, ?

When at a husband's feet I aflc a father's life.

Do I mistake my duty ?—If I do,

I'll ever so mistake, and boast my error!

Yes, 'till Leonidas sits thron'd in safety,

His daughter shall forget she is a wife ;—

Tear from her heart each trace of long past fondness,

And own no ties, but those first awful ones

Stampt there by nature, .

Clcom,. Wife of Cleombrotus !

Thy honour and thy fame's deriv'd from him ; \

Thy happiness from the fame source Ihould flow. . .'

How dear those hours—for sure such hours have been,

When thou disclaim'!! all joys, but in my love.

Cbel. Hadlt thou found bliss in love— , , ■ . • • 1

«. Cleom. I'd not sought bliss on thrones.

Thus, as a lady would you chide, and this

Let all the subject world receive as law.

Let them be taught that in the humble lhade,

Far from the reach of proud ambition's eye,

Felicity has rais'd her grassy seat,

And wantons there with love.

But, madam, I was born to reign ! -*

And he so born, feels fires that vulgar souls

Could not endure.—Felicity to us,. .> '»

Is not a nymph in humble russet clad,

Sipping the dew-drops from the silver thorn, • •

Or weaving flow'rs upon a streamlet's brink—

Oh, no ! she's Jcrpter'd, and her gifts are croivns !

Cbcl. I have a soul, to taste her gifts, like thine. -

J have a mind that grasps sublimer cares

Than cottage nymphs can know ; I would be great,

And bear the cares of thousands.—But ambition,

And ev'ry lofty sentiment it gives,

Sinks to the earth, when weigh'd against his life
From whom I drew my own.' • .-.
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We cannot speak very highly of the .plot in regard to it*

probability ; but many of the scenes are extremely animated

and interesting, and well calculated for stage-effect.

Love in the East ; or, Adventures of Twelve Hours ; a Comie

Opera, in three Ads. Written by the Author of the Strangers

at Home. Svo. is. 6d. Lowndes.

t Astern Tales are now told in a dramatic form : we have

seen an eastern tragedy ; an amphibious being, neither

tragedy nor comedy, styled, in the doubtful language of Shak

speare, a play ; and we now receive an opera of the same kind.

The play is the only species that affords any distinguishing cha

racteristic of eastern manners : the tragedy and the opera, mu-

tato nomine, may be placed in any climate, and the adventures-

appropriated to any habitable country, either east, west, north,

or south. But, if it loses its robe and turban, it may still retain

an incontestible title to the malk and the sock: it is interesting,

lively, and busy. Probable we can scarcely call it in any in

stance ; yet its improbabilities are well disguised, and we have

seldom time ,to enquire into the foundation of any incident, from

the mirth excited in consequence of it. The first metamorphosis

is, however, too common on the stage : we have seen Tom Er

rand in Beau Clincher's cloaths so often, that we are almost

weary of the change, though conducted with great pleasantry.

The two pretended colonels is a considerable improvement on

the original incident ; and the source of some true comic hu

mour. Of the characters there is not one that has any pre

tensions to novelty, Mrs. Mushroom is lady Tremor, with

scarcely any change. The language is pointed and pleasant,

though rather too much like that of ' the First Floor.' The

songs deierve also great praise. We shall select a soon speci

men : the scene requires no explanation.

' Baton. Ah, ha !—Vcila mon homrne— [comrs forward

fiftly, and tips Eliza on the Jhoulder\ serviteur. 1 am told,

bair, you call yourielf colonel Baton.

Eliza. I—I have anlvver'd to that name, Sir.

Baton. Den I presume, Sair, you be osficier in de French

service, by your vite cockade.

Eliza. Sir, I — 1, yes, Sir; I wear a white cockade—^1 ad

mire it extremely.

Baton. So do I, Sair.

Eliza. 1 am very glad you like it—I—

Batcn. And I mult 'ave" it, Sair.

EJtza. Have my cockade, Sir ! Bless me, that is a little

extraordinary.

P 4 Eaton.
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Baton. Monsieur. [Angrily].'

Eliza. Well, Sir, {here it is—If you have taken any fancy

to the hi.., Sir, it is at your service. [Aside] I wisti Henry were

come.

Baton, [tears the cockade from Eliza 's hat] Now, Sair, you

'ave no mark of de livree of my sovereign—I tell you dat you

be villain, poltroon.

Eliza. Really, Sir, I think it is very absurd for us to cut

throats about a piece of white ribbon—so——

Baton. I know dat I do you too mnch honour to light you.

[drawing his Jixiord>]

Eliza. Then I am sure, Sir, I don't desire any more honour

than is my due.

Baton{ Aliens, defend yourself.

Eliza. I wish I could, Sir.

Baton, [prejjing On Eliza with his sviord] Combatez ! com-

batez ! Monsieur.

Eli*. No, Sir, you have dishonoured my reputation, by

calling me a coward, and I will not fight till I have cleared

my character. Pray, Sir, don't be so violent. [A/Ut.] What

shall I dof I must avow myself.

Baton. Repondez, scelerat !—answer me—do you deserve

the name of man ?

Eliz. No, indeed, Sir—I am—

Baton. Parlez—vite.

Eliza. I am

Baton. Vat be you ?

Eliza. I . am—[seeing Stanmore, ivho enters at the moment]

Sir, your moll obedient humble servant.

Stan. Heavens ! that voice—no longer distinguished by the

Scotch accent—I—

Eliza. Here is my champion, Colonel—Surely he will de

fend a life which I have risked for the joy of seeing him one*

more ; and which, from this moment, shall be devoted to re

pair the wrongs he has suffered.

Stan, [embracing her] My life ! my soul ! my dearest Eliza.

Baton, [aside] My dear Eliza ! Oh ho ! [to her] Madame,

vil you pardon my mistake .' Dere be de cockade. Venever

you like to go into de army again, I hope to 'ave de honneur

of be. your commanding officier. '

Eliza. You see, Colonel, I have engaged with another com

mander, and I am sure you are too much a man of honour to

wish I Thould ever desert.'

The success of this opera on any stage but those of the

winter theatres will be, we fear, inconsiderable, as the cha

racter of Eliza reciurres such various powers to be suppoited

with effect.

FOREIGN
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(Cflntintied from p, \$"J*)

IN compliance with the requeft of a very refpectable corre-

fpondent, for whofe opinion we have the higheft regard, we

fliall till up the outline of the nev? difcoveries in natural hiftory,

and natural philofophy ; and we do it with more willingnefs, be-

cauie we fliall by this means afcertain the flate of thefe fciences

at the end of the hi ft year, and fix the. period from whence our

future progrefs mult commence. We fliall nearly follow our for

mer order.

M. Rome de 1'Ifle has written to M. Marivetz, one of the

authors of the Phyfique du Monde, formerly mentioned ; and

combated, at fome length, his opinions on the matter of heat.

To this letter M. Marivetz has replied, requefting the continu

ation of the remarks, and promiling to pay every attention to .

them. He owns that this treatife was written during a ftate of

ill-health ; and confeiTes that, on this account, it may be lefs

perfect than it ought to have been. We have mentioned this

controverfy at its origin, not becaule we mean to purfue it in

its fucceflive ftcps, but becaufe we fliall watch its progrefs, and

communicate to our readers any facts of importance, which it

will contribute to draw forth to public notice. We are not con

vinced of the truth of one affertion of M. de 1'Ifle, that flints

ftruck againft each other produce no fire. If the (harp edges of

gun-flints are ftruck in this way, we have feen fire proceed from

the collilion. In any other method, the particles abraded are not

fufficiently fmall to be inflamed. On the fubject of heat we may

alfo fliortly obferve, that P. Sr. Julien has examined the opinion

relating to the heat of warm mineral fprings ; we mean the fyf-

tem which refers the heat to the decompofition of pyrites, as was

mentioned in our laft volume, and has obviated many objections

that may occur from the great variety of fprings, and their dif

ferent fituations.

Another branch of natural philofophy, and another form of

fire, occurs in the electrical fluid ; and we are happy to introduce

the continuation of Van Marum's ele6lrical experiments with.

Teyler's machine ; we embrace this opportunity with more plea-

fure, becaufe the firft experiments were published three years

ago, before the commencement of this part of our undertaking.

This vaft machine is in Teyler's mufeum, at Haarlem ; but

what it was is of little importance, as its powers are now mucli

increafed. To the 135 jars, forming as many fquare feet of

coated glafs, he has added 90 other jars, of limilar dimenfiotis ;

and the battery now contains 225 feet of coated glafs. This

immenfe furface, after a little expofure to the fun, was charged

as foon as the old battery ; and the power was increafed in pro

portion to the increafe of the furface. With this power, a ftroke

that would melt 120 inches of lead wire, of -^ of an inch in dia

meter, melted an equal length of tin, 5 inches of iron, j-J inches

of
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of guld, * of an inch of silver, and as much copper and brass.

But she order of the fusibility of metals by fire, in the experi

ments at tht academy of D'jun, were iron, copper, gold, silver,

and lead. The relation, therefore, of metals to the matter of

he .t,;ind to the fire of the electrical fluid, is very different ; nor is

the relation of the compound metals to each, less uncertain. Lead,

therefore, is the worit metal so'- conductors, and copper the best,

particularly as it adds to the difficulty of its fulion the property

of not rusting. Iron, brass, and copper, formed globules when

fused ; but the other metals did not. The globules are sometimes

thrown to the distance of thirty feet ; and those of copper remain

eight or ten seconds in a red state; yet, when melted in the fire,

though the globules are larger, they continue red only two or

three seconds. If the wires are too long, a part only is fused ;

and if different parts are united by a knot, the fusion stops at the

knot. M. Van Marum confirms the observation of M. Nairne,

that an iron wire of . 8 inches is shortened ^ of an inch, by be

ing brought to a red state, in consequence of a discharge of elec •

tricity. »

Our author has continued his experiments on the calcination

of metals ; but the colours of paper, on which the metal is cal

cined, is expressed by illuminated plates. We can only describe

them impertectly. Lead is most easily calcined, and part of the

calx is dissipated in smoak ; the rest forms a flame-coloured spot,

Ibaded with different colours, trom the greater or less degree of

calcination of the different globules. A tin wire calcined gave

smoke filled with filaments, and globules which rebounded from

the paper several times. The spots which the globules left were

yellow. Iron is difficultly calcined : it is dissipated in smoke and in

globules, which leave a dull reddish colour. Copper is still more

retract, ry : its spots are green, yellow, and a shaded brown. Brass

is more easily calcined ; and the appearances differ a little on ac

count of the zinc which it contains. The calx of silver is grey,

or brown ; that ot gold, purple. 1 he globules, ot gold calcine

on the surface, while they remain red, though they are unalterable

in a common fire : they probably require a greater proportion of

air than they can receive in a mass M. Van Marum explains

calcination by the antiphlogistic doctrine, a system which seems

to gain ground on the continent.

. Iron, lead, and tin, are melted by the electrical stroke, in

phlogisticaicd air ; but they cannot be calcined in it. Lead cal-

ciues more easily and completely in pure than in atmospheric air;

but the other metals are calcined with equal ease in each. The

globules of iron acquire a much greater heat in pure air. Lead

and tin are calcined in nitrous air, as well as in common air.

Our author calcined metals in water ; but he could calcine only

ene-cighth ot what could be calcined by the fame force in air.

_Th<-y furnished in calcination an elastic fluid ; that of tin was in

flammable air ; but in general the air of the water mixes with

the air of the metal : lo that the experiments are to be pursued
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in water deprived of air, by boiling. We have reason to expect

lhat they will produce important consequences.

M. Van Marum has proved, that if a conductor is too small to

carry a charge of electricity trom the clouds, ir will jump to the

nearest and most powerful conductor. He, therefore, recommend*

them to be of copper, and to be in the form of a rod, so large

as not to be melted, or made red-hot by any sliock which they

may be expected to conduct. He confirms what Dr. Priestley has

saicj of the lateral pressure, and, of course, advises that rhe con

ductors should not be fixed in the masonry.—He confirms Dr.

Priestley's explanation of earthquakes, from the fame pressure,

and has rendered it more conspicuous by placing the water be

tween two bad conductors. Our author formed nitrous acid too,

in the manner of Mr. Cavendish ; but, as this experiment is now

pursuing in a peculiar manner, we shall not enlarge on it.

Two ounces and a half of pure air, placed on mercury, and

electrified, was reduced to one-fifth of its quantity, and the

mercury was calcined. Three inches of phlogisticated air, by

the fame means, was, after ten minutes, augmented three-eighth*

of its bulk. A caustic liquor did not diminish it, but before the

next morning the augmentation subsided. M. Van Marum con*

eludes that this expansion arose from the hear, or from the elec

trical fluid increasing, by some other means, the repulsion between

the particles of air. Nitrous air, tried in ihe fame way, with a

caustic lixivium, was changed into phlogisticated air; and the

lixivium contained nitre. Yet the fame change was observed after

three weeks, without the assistance of electricity. Inflammable

air, in a similar experiment, gave no signs of acidity ; it was

only a little dilated. Alkaline air was expanded after being elec

trified, and was no longer absorbed by water: it was partly in

flammable.

To explain some electrical phænomcna, our author made two

baloons of the amnios of a calf; and having silled them with in

flammable air, balanced them so as 10 keep them in the lower

region of the atmosphere. One was elect ifu-d positively, the

other negatively. They soon arose and moved towards each

other; they then descended slowly. Clouds, in similar situa

tions, rife and become more rare ; they cannot consequently hold

so much vapour as before. He imitated thunder and lightning

also in miniature, by electrifying surfaces of bronze and copper

gilt. The sparks from these surfaces are said to relemble storms

in miniature, at a distance.

While we are freaking on these subjects, we may shortly no

tice some extracts trom a manuscript on the wind?, by M. Du-

carla : it is entitled 4 Objects of Enquiry.' We cannot explain his

opinions at length, as they depend on diagrams. The origin of

winds is, he thinks, the condensation of vapour, since every cu

bic inch of rain must be replaced by a mass of air equal to the

bulk which the rain formerly assumed in its state of vapour. It

is the great evaporation from the lea which keeps that element so

cool:
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tool : if all the heat absorbed by the sea in a year were tbbeeorflft

sensible at once, it would be almost sufficient, in our author's opi

nion, to make the Mediterranean boil. The southern hemisphere is

said to be colder than the northern, as the proportion of land ta

sea, beyond the tropics, is very inconsiderable. It follows, from

his calculations, that the trade-winds are of three kinds, viz.

those between the east aud the visible pole : they last more than

£x months ; and even this excess increases with the intertropical

latitude, zdly, Between the west and the invisible pole; they

continue less than half a year ; and this diminution is farther in

creased between the same latitudes. 3dly, In the space where

the usual trade-winds prevail, in the neighbourhood of the torrid

zone, the regular winds are constantly between the east and the

visible pole. The easterly winds must, therefore, be peculiarly

prevalent.

To conclude the subject of meteorology at present, we shall

shortly mention the Society at Manheim, and the contents of their

former volumes. The elector Palatine, who is also duke of Ba

varia, in order to remedy the inconveniencies which arise from

detailing observations made with various instruments, distri

buted many, of different kinds, made in an uniform manner, to

observers of different countries. The academy, which he insti

tuted for the purpose of improving meteorological observations,

in conformity to the intentions of the prince, ordered the most

perfect and uniform barometers, thermometers, hygrometers, and

compasses, to be constructed under the inspection of its own

members, and to be distributed to different universities. The

Capuchins of Mount St.Gothard in Switzerland, the university of

Cambridge in America, the Academies of Sciences of Petersburg,

Copenhagen, and Stockholm, have among others received them ;

and they expect to find attentive observers also in India and Africa.

The society was inllituted in 1780; and, in 1782, their first

volume appeared, under the title of • Ephemerides Societatis Me

teorologies Palatinae.' It is in large quarto, beautifully printed

on fine paper. It contained, besides the usual appendages of

preface, description, &c. meteorological observations made in

ilifferent places, during the year 1 781 . The second volume con

tains the observations of 1782, and a dissertation from America,

on the varieties in the pressure of the atmosphere. In the third

volume are the observations of 1783 ; a description of Cavallo's

electrometer rendered more perfect ; a dissertation on the oscil

lation of the mercury in the Torricellian tube ; a history and

description of the earthquakes in Calabria and Sicily, and of the

burning of the earth in Iceland. The fourth volume contains

the observations of 1784; a dissertation on the diurnal and noc

turnal oscillation of the barometer ; observations on the rigour

of the cold in Flanders ; different descriptions of the inundations

of that year. In the fifth volume are the observations of 17K5,

and a memoir on the constant descent of the barometer during

the passage of the fun over the meridian ax noon and night. Thi«

volume
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volume was unusually delayed, and we have heard of no more.

The Academy proposed a subscription for the sixih volume, as

the expences exceeded their funds; and, if this plan fails, they

will confine themselves to an abridgment of their observations :

they offer the sixth volume, of 736 pages, for six Rhenish, flo

rins, or fifteen French livres (about twelve (hillings and sixpence

sterling.) The observers are to receive a copy gratis.

We must add, however, to this subject, some intelligence front

the Manbeim academy, received at the moment of our writing.

* The abbe Hemmer, director of the academy of natural philo

sophy to the elector Palatine, has just made three curious dis

coveries : the flame of every burning body is always electrified

negatively : the barometer always makes an eflbit to descend,

when the fun pastes the meridian : and animals have always at

perpetual spontaneous electricity.' Of these discoveries two are

anticipated : the second in the fifth volume of their own Trans

actions. We find conductors to guard against lightning are

very common in the Palatinate. M. Heminer has himself erect

ed one hundred aud sixty on houses, magazines, and churches.

In a late thunder-storm in Proveuce, in France, the thunder

struck the bell, and killed a monk, who was zealously tolling it

with a view to dissipate the accumulation of the electrical fluid.

A conductor would have saved his life, and enabled him to pur

sue his unphilosophical or superstitious plan in safety.

We have stepped a little out of our way ; but it is on collateral,

and not, we presume, on uninteresting subjects : we must now

return to our former companion, M. Reynier. His observations

on the generation of plants do not add much to the force of

his system, though they contain some facts of importance. Hit

experiments were first directed to the effects which result from

depriving flowers of the sexual organs ; the operation seemed to

have no effect on the duration of the flower. In many instances,

however, there was an attempt to reproduce the stamina and pis

tils; for the flower threw out filaments from the wounded part,

of different lengths. It docs not appear that the anther* were

ever reproduced. This consequence was very conspicuous in she

geum rivale; in different kinds of mallows ; in the æchinopus

ritro. It was less observable in different species of ranunculus,

the philadelphui coronarius, the clematis erecta, and vitieiila and

the cratægus tomentosus. It was not observed in different kinds of

iris, the hibiscu3 Syiiacus, and some others. The light seemed

greatly to influence the elongation ; and, in some instances, it

seemed merely a natural Ucvelopement. It was remarkable in

the ruta graveolens, which has five stamina standing against the

pistils, and five laying on the petals, that when the first five were

cut off, the others assumed their place.

In the second part the author considers more particularly the

generation of plants. He recurs to Spalanzani's experiments,

and adds one other of his own, on the tremtere (we know not

exactly the Linnzan came.) Before the corolla was opened, he

cut
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cut away all the sexual parts, and destroyed all the other flowefJs

in their bud : of five flowers, two gave fruitful seeds, the rest

withered. On this principle, he again enforces the doctrine of

organic molecules, with additional power. But it is sufficient

to observe, in the words of a very intelligent French author,

that a few instances are of little importance. No one will deny

the animal generation, because Bonnet found the puceron (the

insect called the vine-fretter, from its usual habitation) might at

once fecundate many successive generations. Besides, it does

not appear that M. Reynier kept his flowers from the access of

insects ; or that other plants of the fame kind wete not in the

neighbourhood, from which the pollen may be brought by the

wind.

That the parts of flowers usually styled sexual, particularly

the stamina, are organs of the greatest importance, is evident

from their possessing irritability, and even spontaneous motion.

In almost all the species of cistus, if the antheræ are irritated with

a pin, they diverge from the centre. Many instances of their

spontaneous motions are mentioned in the Sponsalia Plantarum,

in the Amxnitates Academicæ 5 and various others are accumu»

lated, in a memoir read lately to the Royal Academy of Sciences,

by M. des Fontaines. This gentleman is profeslbr in the bo

tanical garden at Paris ; and to numerous opportunities adds

unwearied attention. A very sensible motion is observed in the

stamina of many plants, at the moment when the antheræ arc

expanding, and the pollen is ready to escape. By this motion,

the anthera is directed towards the pistil, and, in some instances,

after the pollen is dispersed, the stamen returns to its former sta

tion. The approach of the male organs is perceived in the class

of lilies : in the fritilleria Persica, the garlicks, and the orni-

thogalums, the return of the organ to its fomer station is con

spicuous. In some of the other species of fritillaria, where the

difference in length would render this approach useless, the flower

remains till the antheræ bursts ; the flower then changes its pen

dant situation for an upright one. The peculiar situation was no

longer necessary. The stamina in the different kinds of rue, from

aright angle, and, from lying concealed in the hollows of the

petals, rife upright, at the moment of impregnation. In the

white dittany, the stamina hang down and bend, at the proper

time to reach the pistil, in the form of an arch. In the tropoeo-

lum, the geranium fuseum, alpinum, and reflexum, the motions

are similar. In plants where there are numerous stamina, they

approach sometimes singly, sometimes in pairs, or three and three,

or all at once. This motion is very uniform and regular; it

occurs at one time, always in the fame order in the fame flower,

and not in those where the end could not be obtained by the

motion ; so that it is impossible to refer it to a mechanical cause,

or to consider it as fortuitous. In some plants, the motion may

be mechanical, where the stamina are connected with the leaves,

and their expansion raises the anthera. There are instances of
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this kind in the forfkalea, theparietaria, she flower* of the nettle,

and some others. It is impossible to mention all the variety of

motions, or the names of plants, whose irritability is pointed out

in this memoir ; it is of consequence, however, ro observe, thak

the stamina of etery plant are not irritable. In a few kinds*

where the antheræ are naturally placed near the style, it cannot

be expected ; but no irritability has been perceived in some plants

where they are at a distance. .•

There are some motions observable in the p'stiN, nos recom

cileable to mechanical causes : they occur in the styles, and evett

in the stigmata. The motion of the pistil towards the amhera ;

and the subsequent change of situation, may be easily observed

in the paliiflora, the nigella, and the lilium superbum. The dif

ferent appearance of the stigmata of the common tulip, and the

gratiola, before and after the explosion of the pollen, is very ob

vious. These are the facts mentioned by our very intelligent

author, who concludes his memoir by some remarks which are

designed to prove, that these different motions cannot be mecha

nical. But, if mechanism be considered as effects necessarily

arising from a peculiar organization, in consequence of any given

cause, his opinion is not well founded ; and indeed, in that sense

many of our own operations may be styled mechanical. Hi»

meaning, therefore, seems to be only that they depend on irrita^

bility, and consequently on life.

The number of moving plants, not only which move on an

irritation, but which, like the æschynomene movens, perform

regular revolutions, has been much increased. A species of he-

difarum, brought some years since from the banks of the Ganges,

has, from this property, been styled the gyrans. It was de

scribed by M. Brussonet, very lately ; but the plant is known in

England, for it flowered in I7"7 in Lord Bute's garden. It was)

discovered in India by lady Monson ;' and a specimen is at pre

sent in sir Joseph Banks' collection. It occurs in the Supplement

of the younger Linnæus ; but has only been described and deli

neated by M. Brussonet. The chief motion is in the lateral

folioles, which rife and sink alternately, describing the arc or

a circle : the motion is in the foot- stalk, and is rather an oscilla

tion than gyration. ,

M. Brussonet has lately added to his observations on fifli,

and finds, that the fins, when cut off, arc reproduced. Since

the publication at Gottingen, relating to the reproduction of the

parts of animals, naturalists have takeu different sides, and, while

some contend that every part of our body may be regenerated,

others confine the reproduction to those parts which are not pri

mitive and original. When divided, they are united again by a

substance resembling the original, without possessing its peculiar

properties. ft/I. Brussonet is of the former opinion, and it may

hold in filh as it does in the insect tribe, though the more perfect

animals have no such properties. M. Plumenbach, professor at

Gottingen, tells us, that even (he eyes of salamanders, rfter be
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ing taken out, are reproduced. Speculative science fljould never

be supported by such inhumanity. The opposite opinion is well

defended, in a dissertation published at Strasburg, by M. Egtins,

• De Consolidatione Vulnerum.'—If we recollect rightly, M.

Fontana found, that though divided nerves were reunited by a

substance seemingly nervous, yet he could never trace the fibrous

structure in this new part ; and scarcely, in any instance, was

sensibility and motion recovered. Yet we fee Fontana arranged

on the opposite side, in this controversy : perhaps his opinion

may be changed in consequence of new experiments.

We cannot boast of many new-discovered quadrupeds ; yet we

ought to mention M. Schreiber's new work. It is a description

of the quadrupeds already known, taken from the best authors,

and illustrated with coloured plates. The text is in German and

French; and the figures are ofien taken from the lite: the de

scriptions are, however, sometimes imperfect.—There are two

new works, publishing on ornithology in fasciculi or numbers :

one at Gottingen by M. Moerhem, illustrated with plates; and

the other by Sparman. The last contains many not yet described;

in the first we have no reason to expect much novelty.—Fabricius

has published the first volume of his new work on insects, which

contains many additional species. The first fasciculi of the his

tory of the fish peculiar to Austria are publisliing at Vienna.

MONTHLY CATALOGUE.

POETRY.

Tbe Alley of Amlrcjbury. A Poem, Part FUJI. 4/0. a*.

Cadell.

THIS poem is sounded on some manuscripts relative to the

abbey, and events which have-happened in it. Should it

meet with approbation, it will be followed by a second part.

Its chief tendency is to decry absurd institutions,

4 Which under colour passion to controul,

Enthral the active virtues of the soul.'

The story of Eltruda, who, in obedience to a father's dying

commands, renounces the prospect of domestic happiness, and

prefers the veil to a deserving lover, takes up the greater part

of the poem. There is but little novelty in the tale, or mode

of relating it; the diction is, however, sufficiently easy.and

perspicuous, and sometimes elegant and pathetic.

Jekyll: a Political Eclogue. 4/0. is. 6J. Debrett.

This is one of the little squibs of a party, powerful at least

in words, in wit, and in humours. The shaft is directed against

Mr. Jekyll, as the supposed pupil of the marquis of Lansdown,

because he was returned for the borough of Calne ; but the

arrow is harmless, and, though winged with wit,- is not point,

ed by ill-nature, or poisoned by malice.

2 We
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We shall select Mr. JekyU'* supposed soliloquy* which i*

humorous and sarcastical.

* Where were our friends, when the remorseless crew ,

Of felon whigs—great Lanfdown's pow'r o'erthrewr

For neither then, within St. Stephen's wall

Obedient Westcote hail'd the treasury-call ;

Nor treachery then had branded Eden's fame,

Or taught mankind the miscreant Minchin's name.

Joyful no more (tho' Tommy spoke so long^

Was high-born Howard's cry, or Powney's pratling tongue*

Vain was thy roar, Mahon !—tho' loud and deep;

Not our own Gilbert could be rous'd from deep.

No bargain yet, the tribe of Phipps had made :

Lansdown ! you sought in vain ev'n Mulgrave's aid )

Mulgrave—at whose harm scream, In wild surprise,

The speechless speaker lifts his drowsy eyes.

Ah ! hapless day 1 still, as thy hours return,

Let Jesuit*, Jews, and fad Dissenters mourn I

Each quack and sympathizing juggler groan,

While bankrupt brokers echo moan for moan.

Oh ! much-lov'd peer !—my patron !—model!—friend I

Hew does thy alter'd state my bosom rend*

Alas ! the ways of courts are strange and dark I

Pitt scarce would make thee now—a treasury-clerk '.'

Althan and Galvina, a Talc. By J. J. 4/0. It. Hookham,

The author has thought proper to explain the circumstance*

which constitute a ' well managed tale,' and appeals to the

public whether the present does not answer his definition. We

nave less to object to the story than to him, for not acknowledge

ing that he has closely copied it from the episode of Comal and

Galvina, at the conclusion of the second book of Fingal.,

Jl Trip to Parnassus ; or, the Judgment of Apollo on Dramatic

Authors and Performers. A Poem. 4/0. is. Abraham.

Every modish saunterer, in his casual trips, will stop at the

theatre, and give his opinion, incidentally, of the piece and

the actors, or will remain there, and review the whole set at

his leisure. From the splendor of the Rosciad many ephemerae

were raised into existence, which buzzed a while, and were for*

gotten. Our authoress may live a little longer : she is a harmless

fly, without a sting. In this poem some authors are crowned at

Parnassus, who, if we may judge from their works, were never

in light of the mountain ; and some encouraged by Apollo,

whose names must have been unknown to the god of wit. But

this lady is more inclined to praise than blame ; nor will she

sacrifice each well-meaning candidate for fame, to raise a pile

to some favourite idol of fashion or prejudice. Of her'poetry

-' we can say but little : there are no gross defects ; but there are

no striking beauties.

Vol. LXV. Match, 1788. Slavery,
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Slavery ; a Poem. By Hannah Mere. \tc. is. 6d. Cadell.

Religion, philosophy, and poetry, have of late vied with

each other in deploring the fate of the unhappy negroes, and in.

endeavouring to interest the reason, feelings, and fancy, in

their favour. Their united efforts, it is to be hoped, will be

crowned with some degree of success ; though immediate

or absolute emancipation, as we have already observed, is

scarcely to be wished, or expected. Interested considerations,

placed in the opposite scale, will probably counterbalance the

advantages which policy might allow. The load, however,

may be lightened, though not totally removed. The natives

of Congo and Angola, if a liberal code of laws was instituted

in their favour, and guardians of their rights appointed in dif

ferent districts, would possibly have little reason to repine at

their it.ite of servitude. However that may be, Miss More

shews herself no despicable advocate in their favour, as the fol

lowing passage, in which the sentiments are no less just than

happily expressed, will sufficiently shew.

' Perish th' illiberal thought which wou'd debase

The native genius of the fable race !

Perish the proud philosophy, which sought

To rob them of the pow'rs of equal thought !

Does then th' immortal principle within

Change with the casual colour of a skin ?

Does matter govern spirit? or is mind

Degraded by the form to which 'tis joined ?

No : they have heads to think, and hearts to sees,

And fouls to act, with firrh, tho' erring zeal;

* For they have keen affections, kind desires,

Love strong as death, and active patriot fires ;

All the rude energy, the fervid flame,

Of high-soul'd passion, and ingenuous shame:

Strong, but luxuriant virtues boldly (hoot

From the wild vigour, of a savage root.

Nor weak their sense of honour's proud control ;

For pride is virtue in a Pagan foul ;

A fense of worth, a conscience of desert,

A high, unbroken haughtiness of heart;

That self-some stuff which erst proud empires sway'd,

Of which the conquerors of the world were made.

Capricious fate of man ! that very jpride

In Afric scourg'd, in Rome was deify'd.'

AFRICAN SLAVE TRADE.

A Proposal for the Consideration os those who interest themselves in

the MoUtion or Preservation of the Slave Trade, ivo. bd.

I.owndes.

Our author, with much candour, suggests that, as we aim at

procuring the happiness of the Africans, it is not of great con

sequence whether they languish in servitude under the tyranny

' of
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fef a black. master, ( or of a West Indian planter. Besides, he

idiJs; that their lives are sometimes spared because they wilt be*

a lucrative object of commerce. The proposer is not aware,

that many wars are projected and carried ori in Africa for the

Only purpose of supplying the (lave market; and that death, at

any rate, must be a favour in comparison of th(! miseries which

Haves often suffer, both previous and subsequent to their impor

tation.—He proposes riot to abolish but to regulate slavery, and

to render the importation less heceflaryl by securing good treat

ment id the negro. This Is the converse of our plan : we wished

to secure good treatment, by preventing the importation j and

Zt in this way, we speak more immediately to the interests of

the planter, we hope that we (hall be bfctter attended to.'

This author also recommends a greater attention to their reli

gious instruction, in which the English planters are, we fear;

fiften deficient*

An Occasional Discourse, preached In the Cathedral of jTork, on the

Subject of thi As ican Slave Trade. Hy iV. Mason, M, A>

i,to. \i, Roblon and Clarke.

While the earnest exhortations of humanity, the active en

deavours of the wise arid good ; while reason dictates, tender

ness pleads, aud the insinuating charms of poetry allure ; while

all tend to one goob! end, the emancipation of our brethren ia

slavery, the puipit *, from which the no'ble design first pro

ceeded, should not be silcnt-^-it is not: we haVe now before ui

five discourses, which merit considerable praise, and display the

goodness of the preachers' hearts, their piety, their benevolence,

and their judgment.

Mr. Mason adopts for his text the quotation from the Greek

poet; which St. Paul applies very forcibly in one of his exhor

tations. ,It occurs in Acts xviK 2$. 4 For we also are hii

offspring..' The sermon cOrnme'nces by a general outline of

S;. Paul's general plan of reasonings to allure the Gentiles;

those haughty Greeks, who called every other nation barbarians*

The words of the text, from oae of their own poetfj was ap

plied with great force and goed effect; while, in our author's

hands; itS power is riot lost, when he points oiit that it is a

great, a leading, A fundaments*.! doctrine of Christianity, that

God is the father of all, and that we are >Ill, without excep

tion of place or time, or any accidental circumstances; hh

Offspring.

Mr. Mason is, throughout the whole discourse, warm, spi

rited, and energetic :—i*. is a noble fignt to see a whole king

dom rise at once, in opposition to slavery ; and it is the most

animating consolation to reflect that* in a cause like thisi reli

gion and humanity must smile On the attempt, even though it

Ihould prote abortive.

' * If we mistake not, the dVsigri of abolishing the slave trade was first

recommended in a sermon by bishop Warburton, tong before even the

twie^olerrt solicitations of the Quakers' appeared.—Since Writing ih\i note,

We find our suspicion well-fouutiod.

w Q_2 A Ser
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A Sermon on the Suljetl of the Slave Trade. By Joseph Priestley,

LL.D. F.R.S. is. Johnson.

On this subject there is no dissent : Dr. Priestley joins with

Mr. Mason, and both labour earnestly in this truly Christian

tafle. On this subject too, there is little room for criticism,

for he who means well may be freely forgiven, though he should

err in trifling points. From our present author we have occa

sionally differed; but we never so entirely coincided with him

as in the Sermon before us, though, on one or two circumstan

ces, we cannot join him with much cordiality. On the whole,

however, this sermon is truly valuable, and may be very service

able to the cause of humanity*

The foundation of this Sermon is similar to that of Mr. Ma

son's: indeed, Christian divines cannot easily differ on the least;

doubtful tenet of the Gospel, charity and good-will towards

men. Dr. Priestley examines the state of the negro trade,

and the condition of the West Indian slaves, without im

proper exaggeration, or unjust representation. He answers,

with great coolness, and with much reason, the arguments for

this trade, drawn either from the state of the Africans, the

good treatment of some of the staves, or even from political

motives. He agrees in the opinion which we have already of

fered, that to prevent the farther importation is the only step

that can at present be taken with propriety ; and he adds to it

a proposal, that a negro fltould be permitted to acquire his

freedom by his work ; or rather by his diligence, industry, and

good behaviour.

Dr. Priestley and Mr.' Mason mention that passage in Vol-

ney's Travels, in which he speaks of the original ^Egyptians

having been negroes. We mention it again, chiefly to draw

some attention to the extraordinary assertion, which we had

jgreat reason, in our review of that work, to think not well-

sounded. Perhaps Dr. White may elucidate it in his History

of Lower Ægypt.

Justice and Mercy recommended, particularly -with Reference to the

Slave Trade. A Sermon preached before the University ofCant'

bridge. By P-Pcckard, D.D. 8vo. is. Cadell.

Dr. Peckard, in his official capacity, gave out the subject of

the prize, which was gained by Mr. Clarkson, whose work ort

the itidefensibleness of flavery, has been received with so much

regard, and contributed to animate many zealous friends to the

rights and liberties of mankind in this cause. Of course his

merit has not been, hitherto, inconsiderable; and, in the pre

sent sermon, he displays equal zeal, with much judgment and

forcible reasoning. His text is from the prophet Micah vi. &.

« He hath mewed thee, O man, what is good-, and what doth

the Lord require of thee but to do justly, to love mercy, and

to walk humbly with thy God.'

Dr. Peikard enforces the necessity of showing mercy in the

strongest light : he opposes some of the arguments ia favour of

6 the
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the slave trade ; and shows, from various facts, that to treat

the slaves with humanity, is highly advantageous even to the

temporal interests of the planter. In many respects, this Ser

mon deserves our approbation.

Ybe Abolition of the Slave Trade confiJered in a Religious Point of

■■ View* A Sermon, preached before the Corporation of Oxford.

By William Agutter, M. A. %vo. I J. Rivingtons.

Mr. Agutter contends for the abolition of the slave trade, on

religious principles ; as in creation and redemption they are

partakers with us of the divine mercies, they mould, he argues,

be considered as brethren. In a consultation at the Hotel Dieu,

when a desperate remedy was proposed, one of the physicians

observed, 'fiat experimentum in corpore vili :' the patient, who

retained his fenses, and understood the language, looking with

steadiness on the physician who had spoken, replied, * Nullum

corpus vile est, pro quo non dedignatus est Christus mori.' The

reply may well be retorted on those who would continue to

transport by fraud, by oppression and violence, the unoffending

African, and attempt to justify the infamy os the transaction

by alledging their inferior powers and capacities as an excuse.

A Discourse in Favour of the Abolition of Slavery in the British

Wef Indies. By W. Hughes, M. A. 410. is. Cadell.

, The first Sunday in Lent, on which this Discourse was preach

ed, is ingeniously connected with the subject, by means of the

text, * Is not this the fast that I have chosen ? to loose the

bandsof wickedness, to undo the heavy burthens, and volet the

oppressed go free ?' If. lviii. 6. The author examines the state of

servitude among tfie Jews ; its aggravation among the Romans,

till the milder radiance ol the Gospel mitigated its severity,

and may, in due time, probably destroy every part of the sys

tem, leaving only its vestiges in the accumulated descriptions

of its horrors, Mr. Hughes is an ingenious advocate, and, on

the whole, deserves great commendation.

MISCELLANEOUS SERMONS.

Two Sermons, preached in his Majesty's Chapel at Whitehall. By

Hayter, A. M. Bvo. is. Cadell.

The first of these Sermons is on the 1 6th verse of the xvith

chapter of St. Mark 'He that believeth and is baptized shall

be saved.' Mr. Hayter shews, that the term 'laved' is often

used in a collective, rather than in a particular sense, and means

one of the chosen and elected, whose suture destiny must, how

ever, still depend on his own merits. Thus the Jewish nation

is said, at times, to be chosen and to be saved, though their

personal characters were not such as would in general entitle

them to divine distinction. From this meaning of the term,

he proceeds to consider the abuse of it among some sects of

fanatics, and points out, with much precision, the effects of

some few obscure passages of Scripture, not properly discrimi

nated, or thoroughly understood by the gloomy and often the

uninformed scctarist. 0^3 The
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The second is from St. Luke : * fie that hath ears to (earl

let huii hear.' Mr. Hayter applies these words to the intellec

tual ears rather than the Corporeal ; and, from this view, he

takes occasion to direct some just and pointed arguments towardi

the unbeliever. He answers a few tof the objections of the!

sceptic very properly, and seems to Consider it as an inevitable

consequence, that Mior'ality mult fall with religion. We have

had occasion' to observe, that the opposers of religion are petu- .

liarly exact in their moral characters, to give a sanction to theif

opinions ; and this will still be true, while free-thinking is

confined to a few men of some abilities and reflection. Mr.

Hayter's opinion would probably be just, if religion were ge

nerally abandoned.
• It is not by accident, or from refinement, that we have used

the terms of ' opposers of religiqn,' and ' free-think.ing.' The

terms are best adapted to the persons and their opinions. There

are many truly religious Deists ; and we believe there is scarcely,

in any instance, a real Atheist. We have known many re

puted ones, who have endeavoured to reason away the exist

ence os a Deity. Their reasons have been of the most trifling

Jund, and scarcely ever seem to have convinced themselves;

but, whatever becomes of their reasoning, their feelings have

always contradicted it. Religion is To intimately interwoven

Vvith the human heart, that it cannot b£ torn from it : religious

sentiments will return, and cause a perpetual war in the'bosom.

But in our digrefliori, we' must not forget Mr. Hayter, whose

two Sermons are' excellent. With found fense he unites a

very clear and perspicuous language ; with much information

he joins a happy method of explaining it.

A Sermon preached before, the Lord* Spiritual and Temporal, in the

Abbey Cburcb 'of Westminster, on W ednesday, January 3'b, 1 788'.

By Samuel Lord Bijhop of Gloucester. 4/0. jj. Cadeil.

In this Sermon his Jordstiip points out that trait of Christianity

which teaches submission to the powers that be, because they are

ordained Of God. The textisfrom St.Paul's Epistle to the Romans,

*iii. 1, 2. 'Let every soul be subject to the higher powers : for

there is no power but of God; the powers that be are ordained

of God ; whosoever therefore refisteth the power, refisteth the

ordinance of God.' From 'the latter part he does not draw

the stavisti tenet of absolute non-resistance, but refers to the

implied compact between the governor and the governed; and

hints, that' a failure on one part' may justify a resistance on trie

other. Though we give his lordship full credit for the good

fense and the liberality of this position, we do not fee how it is

Connected with the text; nor can we think it peculiarly appli

cable to the solemnity which the lords spiritual and temporal

were met to commemorate.'

In other respects', the candour, the judgment, and the good

fense of this Sermon fender it, in our opinion, truly excellent;

Jiis lordstiip traces the changes which have, at various times,'

taken place in Christianity; he stiows how they have been con-
1 ■•- ■ ■ >—■•... ........ nested'
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fcected with the state ; explains the foundation of the union be.

tween the civil and religious systems, in the plainest and most

Convincing manner ; and he (hows the expediency of surround

ing the national religion with the pale of a test act. We may

assume the credit of having coincided with his lordship on these*

points, generally on the fame grounds: yet, perhaps, when the

preacher pointed out the reason of preferring one form of re*

Jigion to the rank of an establishment rather than another,

he might have added, that the government would undoubtedly

choose that which was most favourable to the claims of the

reigning monarch. This does not apply, indeed, to our own'

times., since the king did not establish our national religion, but

that establishment was the great foundation on which the family

of Brunswick relied its claims.

His lordship's sentiments on the test-act we shall beg leave

to select, and with them we shall conclude our account of this

admirable discourse.

• It is of the nature of religious sects, as such, to conceive

their own system of faith and worship to be purer and to ap*

proach nearer the standard of perfection than that of any other;'

for on no principle but this can they be supposed to have sepa

rated from other religious societies, whether national or tole

rated. Under this persuasion they will always be trying (and.

the more sincere they are in their persuasion, the more earnestly

they will be trying) to propagate their own opinions, and to

advance their own models on the ruins of the rest ; and, as the

surest way of effecting this, to interest the state in their service,

by gaining a part of the legislature to their side. In this pur

suit, hesides the simple motive of truth, it may be presumed,

they will be not a little stimulated, from the view of those

temporal emoluments which they fee annexed to the religion of

the magistrate, and from which they themselves, unjustly, as

they will think, are at present excluded. Nor is there any

other way of preventing them from accomplishing their designs,

and erecting themselves into the national church, than by keep*

ing them out of the public administration, and taking care that

offices of trust and dignity, in the disposal of government, shall

be conferred on such persons only, whose principles incline

them to preserve the constitution in all its parts. Now this is

the precise business of a tell : not as an artful mode of harassing

our adversaries, but as a prudential provision to secure ourselves j

not as an engine of oppression, to lay men under legal disabi

lities, because they profess not the true faith; but as a weapon

of defence, to guard us from the attacks of those who are pre

pared to catch at every opportunity to do us harm: not as a

penal law, and by way of punishment for opinions; for with

opinions, provided they be neither destructive of private virtue

nor subversive of civil authority, the Magistrate has no concern ;

but as a law of restraint, by which the men, who hold opinions

unfriendly to the religion of the state, are with-held from situ

ations, where they might possibly reduce those opinions ta

practice,*
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practice : not that the national church may persecute its oppo

nents, but that it may not lie at the mercy of its enemies; not

that it may become a tyrant, but that it may not become a slave.'

A Discourse read in the Chapel at Belvoir Cask after the Funeral

of his Grace the Duke of Rutland. By the reverend George

Crabbe. $to. is, Dodsley.

This is an elegant and a pathetic eulogium. If the late duke

of Rutland was so amiable, so able, and so great as he is re»

presented, the national loss, in his death, is considerable, and

we would join the preacher in his lamentation. Something

must be allowed to private friendship ; something to Mr. Crabbe's

peculiar situation. There were, undoubtedly, in the late duke,

virtues which time would probably have rendered still more con

spicuous ; there were probably faults which, in a longer life,

we charitably hope would have been amended,

POLITICAL.

Observations relative to the Taxes upon Windows or Lights. By

John Lewis De Lolme, LL, D. qto. 3*. Richardson.

Had not the name of Mr. De Lolme been prefixed to this

pamphlet, we never sliould have supposed it to proceed from

the author of • the Constitution of England,'

Quantum mutatus ab illo !

The sagacious political writer is now funk into a whimsical

satirist, exposing to ridicule the tax upon windows, with a le^

vity as disgusting as it is tedious, The result os the whole is

to recommend, instead of it, a tax on the capacity or tonnage

of houses. The best arguments which the author produces for

.'this substitution are, that the manufacture of glass, and of win

dow fashes, would not oe discouraged, as he thinks they must

be by the present impost. Mr. De Lolme, however, is against;

relinquishing entirely the tax upon windows : he would conti

nue it at the rate of a sixpence upon each ; but insists that the

produce of such a tax be exprefly appropriated to ' some elegant

purpose. ' I would,' says he, ' have all these additional six

pences set apart as a perpetual fund for paying off the debts of

future princes of Wales,—fpr giving portions to princesses,

royal, as well as entertainments on occasion of their marriages,

^-and for defraying the expences of fire-works pn the king's

■birth-days,' The virtuous advocate of Geneva, who declares

Jiimselt an enemy to ' unreasonable' taxes, would yet propose

one, the chief purpose of which is nothing else than the en

couragement of luxury.

To the observations already mentioned, are «dded others on

the shop-tax, and the late act relative to hawkers and pedlars,

fill written in a similar strain : with a hint for the improvement

|)f the metropolis ; which consists in removing the cattle-market

from Smithfield to the fields north of the town, and supplying

the cattle with water,
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Impartial RefltBions on the Proceedings ofGovernment, and ofthe

- Court of Directors, respecting the four Regiments raifing for the

service of this Country in tie East Indies, &vo* is. 6dm

Morgan.

The writer of this pamphlet defends the conduct of those:

directors who have refilled the authority of government ia send*

ing out the four regiments to India. The subject has been ib

folly discussed in parliament, that the public is already in pos

session of all the arguments advanced in the course of the con

test. It is at length happily terminated; and that with addi

tional security, not only to the British dominions in the East,

but to the constitution of our government.

Letters on the Politics of France. By an EngUJb Gentleman at

Paris, ivo. is. Debrett.

This writer is an advocate for the French king, against the

late opposition of his parliaments, which he affirms were not

actuated by a regard for the liberty of the subject, nor by any

desire of an improvement in the constitution or the laws of th«

kingdom ; but by the misconception of a measure which becama

necessary, from the disordered state of the finances. But when

he admits, in the fourth letter, that their efforts~were levelled

at the king's power of taxing his people, we cannot easily re

concile the result of this acknowledgment with the observations

above specified. If any thing farther were necessary to con

vince us that this author, notwithstanding his assumed title of

' an English gentleman at Paris,' is really an humble devotee

of the monarchical power of France, it would be the following

observations on one of the most important circumstances in the

British constitution.

* The house of commons has held the strings of the national

purse, while the sum of no less than two hundred and forty

millions of pounds sterling has been expended, besides the or

dinary revenue, and till the annual expences have increased

from being under two millions a year, to upwards of fifteen,

millions.

' They have disputed and quarrelled about the money, and

done every thing but save it. In short, their œconomy, with

out prudence, has led the nation into more than one half of

that amazing expence ; and, it is more than probable, that a

nation less jealous ot the power of laying on taxes, -would not

have expended near so much. While you have had armies

abroad, and fleets at sea, the debates, cabals, and intrigues of

the house of commons, have undone all that they have been

doing. The king has retained the power of expending money

without responsibility. He can order stiips to sea, and armies

to march. But then the people alone, by their representatives,

are to decide concerning the means of supplying the money to

pay them. What a farce is this ! What a children's trick !

'And yet this pleases the nation. This pleases a sensible, in--

telligent, and well-meaning people!!!'

It
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It will require more convincing arguments than an excla*

Hiation, to persuade the people of Great Britain that the com«

Hiand of the public purse is a matter of no consequence in go

vernment. Had this author consulted the writings of the illus

trious Montesquieu, he would not have hazarded a sentiment

ib repugnant to the plainest maxims in politics. i

A hajly Sketch of the Conduil of the Commijjionersfor the Affairs of

India. Svo. 6d. Debrett.

When an author prtjfesses to state to the public any political

transaction of importance, it is his duty to perform the task

with impartiality and precision. But we must acknowlege we

fnd neither of these qualifications in the pamphlet now before

Us. The avowed haste of the writer is urged as an excuse for

inaccuracy; and inaccdracy givesi rise to misrepresentation. A

Sketch, therefore, which can only merit attention by its just

ness, is substituted, however erroneous, 'or a faithful narrative ;

while some circumstances necessary to be known are suppressed,

and others either perverted or exaggerated. We must content

ourselves with these general remarks on this pamphlet, as a

minute examination of it would not only exceed our limits, but

be extremely disproportioued to the degice os notice which such

a production requires.

MEDICAL.

Elements of Medical "Jurisprudence. Sw. is. 6d. Becket.

This is a tranflation of a work of Faselius, under the fame

title. The chapter, however, on insanity, is added by the

translator, Dr. Farr. A work of this kind was, indeed, much

wanted ; but the necessary facts are not sufficiently distinguish

ed from the trifling; and those most essential, in any given

case, from those that are less so, Much useless matter also oc

casionally occurs. The best part of the original work is the

chapter on poisons ; but the symptoms in conlequence of taking

vegetable narcotic poisons will not point out the particular

poison which has been given, so distinctly as the author sup

poses. The additional chapter on insanity contains some im

portant lessons, and the rules for preserving the gereral health,

of cities are very useful.

Ibc Cafe of a Hoy ivho had beer, mifalen for a Girl ; with tire*

Anatomical fieivs of the Parts, brfoff and after the Operation and

Curt. By Thomas Brand, Surgeon. \to. is. bd. Nicol.

In this instance, the testes had not fallen into the scrotum,

and the frœnum was connected with the lower parts ; so that

the organ resembled the clitoris. The mistake was easy, and

the method of removing the inconveniencies obvious. Mr.

Brand thinks, that an hermaphrodite does not exist. Yet, if

pur memory does not fail u.c, we once read a description of a

person who had the organs of each sex, though we cannot re

collect the author. A curious instance of a person of neither

sex is quoted in this pamphletj

A Can
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A Candiil Review of Jejse Fool's Observations on the nfJ] Opinions

of John Hunter, in bis late Treatise on the f'enereal Disease. By

John Peake. Surgeon. 2vo. is. Johnson.

Mr. Peake thinks, that Mr. Foot's Observations are vulner

able in other parts besides thole at which the critical arrows have

been directed : we agree with him, that much remains to be

remarked ; and that even another combatant may find some

weak side, on which the attack may be successfully made. Mr.

Peake follows the observer very closely ; but, though we do not

differ from him in general points, there are a few particulars in

which we would beg leave to hesitate at least, if not to oppose

our brother reviewer. They are nor, however, of much con

sequence. As we were first in the lists against Mr. Foot, we

are highly gratified at being attended by authors so respectable

as Mr. Peake, Mr. Tyre, and Mr. Brand.

NOVELS.

Alan Fitzojborne* 2 Vols. xzmo. 6s. Wilkins.

TVyTlSS Lee's Recess, the parent of the modern historic novel;,*

— will strike too forcibly on the reader's mind, and will

perhaps have gained too strong an jnterest in his heart, to leave

him an impartial judge, or an unprejudiced critic. When

we fay that miss Fuller is inferior to her predecessor, we do

not mean to deny her a proper share of praise. These volumes

possess great merit ; but they do not interest us by events so

Uncommon ; they do not harrow up the foul by distress so ac

cumulated, or rouse the attention by incidents so unexpected

as occur in the work just quoted. Miss Fuller's merit is of

an humbler kind; she connects the outline of history with a

chain of events in domestic life; and interests us as much by

the tender affection of Gertrude, as Hie dazzles by the splendid

heroism of Edward, . '

It too often' happens, in this novel, that the men are jealous

without reason, and the wives murdered without examination ;

hor is this the only mark of an unfruitful invention.—Fitz-

osoorne is discovered, as other heroes have been ; and Alan

takes an eastern spouse, after the example os many of his pre

decessors. A fastidious critic may also perhaps notice some

minute geographical errors, and a rigid moralist point out that

the spirit of vengeance is too eager and rancorous.

Notwithstanding these defects, Alan Fitzosborne will be read

with much pleasure. The story is well connected, and generally

interesting :' the language is usually correct and often elegant :

the distinctions are just ; and the morality, with the little ex

ception already noticed, unblameable. The great morals,

which the fair author seems to have particularly aimed at

jllttstratingj are the advantages of an undeviating sincerity
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and regard to truth ; with the distress which conscious guilt

xnust induce, even when most apparently prosperous.

If this work be not the first, it should be arranged in the

irft class of historical novels ; and we have pointed out the

faults, rather to assist the fair candidate for fame, in her future

attempts, than to detract from her present merit.

Ihe Hijlory of Leonora Meadb'ivson. By the Author of Betsy

Thoughtless. 2 Vols. $s. Noble.

The spirit which dictated Betsy Thoughtless is evaporated ;

trie sire of the author scarcely sparkles. Even two meagre vo-

■ lames could not be filled, without a little History of Melinda

Fairfax;—without the Tale of Cornaro and the Turk,— a tale

told twice, in verse and prose,—a tale already often published,

and as often read. Alas, poor author I we catch with regret

thy parting breath.

But, as this is probably the last time that we shall meet, as

■we owe somewhat to the author of Betsy Thoughtless, our first

guide in these delusive- walks of fiction and fancy, we must give

•a short account of the present work.—Leonora yields indis

creetly to the wishes of her first lover ; she then marries another ;

Ihe marries again, before she is happy, with the faithful Fleet-

wood, whom she thought inconstant. Mrs. Munden acted more

prudently, though at first thoughtless and indiscreet. The tale

is, however, neatly told, and we are interested in the fate of

our heroine, notwithstanding her first indiscretion, and her two

subsequent very unaccountable matches.

The story of Melinda Fairfax is that of the 'Guardian', which

las been so often seen on the stage, though with some little

variation. TheTaleof Cornaro is well known ; the poetical

version we do not recollect. If it is the work of the author, he

deserves our applause : the versification is elegant, and some

times highly poetical. The descriptive parts are extremely well

executed.

The Apparition ; a Tale. By a Lady, z Vih. i zmo. $s.

Hookham,.

This is a pretty little story; but the invention of the author

is superior to her powers.—The desk, the ring, and the ap

parition, are well conceived ; but, from a want of force, thejr

effects are inconsiderable. Is this tale, as we suppose, is the

production of a young author, we have reason .0 expect some

thing more important in her maturity.

Sidney Place ; or the Bracelet. 2 Vols. \2mo. jj. Lane.

This novel is, in many respects, superior to the numerous race

of its companions ; yet the author stoops with too much servi

lity to the usual inartificial expedients of common authocs.

Why is the novel called the Bracelet? Why must elegance and

beauty be discovered, by accident, in a cottage? These are

trite, worn-out anticipations and incidents. It is a question of

more consequence, why every pert, flippant female must be the

• - • v _ counter*
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counter-part of lady G. in sir Charles G rand i son ?' Is it because

in every author the copy is drawn, with various success, from

the fame priginal, nature; or that they are indifferent copies

from a valuable painting ? We shall leave the question unde

cided. The religious topics are not managed with success : if

the ' points' of difference between the Catholics and Proteiianti

were * immaterial,' we cannot easily fee the reason why Clara,

for their sake, should have left her father.

Augusta ; or the Female Travellers. 3 Ftls, I lino. jj. 6d. Lane.

The story is rather entertaining than interesting; and the

entertainment is sometimes afforded at the expchce of probabi

lity. The French adventures are extremely improbable, chough,

they are, in other respects, more agreeable than any other part

of the work, as they display scenes not usual in novels, and the

event is kept cautiously out of sight. O;; the whole, there is

little real merit in these volumes, and as little to blame: we

were not greatly displeased, but we have no inclination to open,

them again.

MISCELLANEOUS.

An Appeal to the Public, on the Conduct of Mrs. Gooch, the Wife

of William Goocb, Esq. Written by herself. 4.0. zs. 6d.

Kearsley.

Mrs. Gooch's appeal is dated from the Fleet Prison, where

we are sorry to find that this unfortunate lady is at present de

tained for debt. She is wife of the gentleman who, a few

years since, brought into parliament a bill of divorce, which

was opposed by the lord chancellor, on the idea that there seera-

ed reason to suspect a collusion between the parties. We sin

cerely sympathise with her distresses, and wish that her family,

which appears to be both opulent and respectable, would afford

her such relief as might extricate her from the horrors of a situ

ation sufficiently overwhelming to female fortitude, though it

were not embittered by the pangs of remorse, an4 the severity

of implacable relations.

The Flowers of Ancient History ; designed for the Improvement and

Entertainment of Youth. By the Rev. John Adams, A. M.

1 zmo. y. 6d. Kearsley.

Our author, in silling his bouquet, has given us flowers and

weeds, artificial representations, and sometimes the misrepre

sentations of historians. If we could diminish it to one quarter

of its present bulk, we might say, that the incidents were well

chosen, related with skill, and occasionally illustrated with ju

dicious remarks. But the grains of corn, are in so small a

proportion to the chaff, that they do hot repay the trouble of

seeking them. Had our author styled his collection the sub

jects of ancient history, and at the fame time had mentioned

what ati Augæan stable he had wandered in, we should have

commended his patience, and pitied him for having been en*

gaged in such an uncomfortable laboitf.
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The Flowers ef Modern History. By the Rev. John Adams, A.

lzma. }s. bd. Kearfley.

When flowers are plucked from their native beds, they soori

wither, and become offensive ; while, in their best states, they

are often misjudged, and ill-fancied ornaments. Mr. Adams

has decked himself with the strength of Hume, the splendor of

Robertson, the copiousness of Guthrie, the varied elegance

of Burke, the curiofa felicitas of Chesterfield, and the unadorn

ed neatness of Goldsmith ; and, on the whole, has rendered

himself disgusting with ornaments. They are misplaced ana*

improperly connected. We are told, for instance, that in the

time of Henry II. Becket was at the head of affairs : it appear*

as if Henry found him in that situation ; and it is only obscurely

hinted at, that he made him archbistiop of Canterbury ; nor if

the motive mentioned, viz. that with his aid he might more

securely oppose the pope. The penance of Henry at the shrine

of Becket, a fact of considerable importance, and the source

of much speculation, is not once mentioned ; though the dis*

putes, in consequence of Dr. Sacheverell's sermon, occupy^

whole pages. When the compiler speaks of the crusades, and

the military operations in Palestine, he does not distinguish be

tween the undisciplined multitude under the direction of Pete?

the Hermit, and the more regular armament that afterwards in

vaded that country. In that section where he treats of Ma?n*

Charta, he fays it was irefigned> by king John, in 1216. The'

opposition against Charles II. rises and soils within the compafsf

of a line ; and James II. is at once in possession of the kingdom,

immediately after the Restoration.—T%e prince of Oranges

lands at Broxbolm'e in Toibay ;—James is naturally timid;—the

duke of Argyle goes to Scotland, collects troops in Lothian, and

returns to Stirling. These are a few only of the little oversights,

which are indeed of no great consequence to the well-informed

historian, but which render this work very improper fer those

into whose hands it must chiefly fall.

A Review of the Memoirs of the Protefieral House of Cromwell. Bj)

the Reverend tyark 'Noble, F.A.S. of L.&E. B) Williatii

Richards. Svo. 2%. bd. - Cadell.

We reviewed Mr. Noble's work in our LVIIItK volume,

p. 42. with some little indignation at feeing abilitfes and in

dustry misapplied. Mr. Richards attacks Mr. Noble on accoont

of many errors and misrepresentations. Different mistakes are

clearly pointed out ; and the conduct of some of the adherenti

of. Cromwell, and of the dissenters of that age, has certainly

been greatly misrepresented. It is time now to rife above ri

diculous prejudices? there were undoubtedly some wife and

good men, who enlisted under the banners of the common

wealth on' the purest and best principles, while the opposite ar

my was disgraced by its hypocrites and libertines.' it is easy

to see, that the justice of the cause ri not to be decided by ex

aggerated praises, or accumulated satire on individuate.' Mr/

Noble was undoubtedly reprehensible in this respect, and out

author
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author sneers improperly at bishops and the hierarchy, because

some bishops have been intolerant, unrelenting, and severe.

Mr. Richards, on the whole, is, however, much more candid

than Mr. Noble, and the style of this letter, addressed to lord

Sandwich, the patron of the Memoirs, is mildly expostulatory,

and occasionally indignant. Mr. Noble had represented Wales

as a barbarous kingdom, and Mr. Richards engages in the

defence of this (perhaps his native) country, with much zeal

and success. Indeed, while England was harrassed with in

vasions, devastation^, and civil wars, literature fled to the se

cluded corners of these islands, and we find h«r in Wales, in

Ireland, in the Hebrides, and even in Iceland.

Talcs, Apologues, Allegories, Visions, Historical Fafls, and Ante

dotes; in Verse, By William Walked. %vo. zs. bd. Faulder.

These seem to be the gleanings of Mr. Walbeck's common

place-book ; but we do not perceive the brilliancy which adorn

ed his first sketches ; and the humour which once amused us

seems to have lost some of its zest. Short pieces are not, pro

bably, well adapted to our author's genius. He wants that

sententious brevity which gives force to apophthegms : he has

not the expressive force which gives a poignancy to the epigram.

Hte thoughts are expanded, and, like a diluted acid, lose their

sharpness by being diffused. Yet, in these little pieces, we

fee no malevolent sarcasms: the arrows, though pointed, are

not directed to a vital part ; and our author's sallies are guided

often by good humour, pretty generally by strict decorum.

Laura, or Letters from some Persons in Switzerland. By the Au

thor of Camille. Translated from the French, 4 Vols, nmo.

10s. Hookham.

In the original, we thought these Letters agreeable and en

tertaining : in the translation they lose much of their power

to please, from the aukwardness rather than the incorrectness

of the language. The translator cannot, however, deprive the

reader of many judicious reflections ; nor will his unfkilfulnefs,

on the whole, prevent these Letters from being read with some

satisfaction and information. The characters and manners,

though they may appear to be peculiar, are faithfully drawn,

and well supported: to young ladies, in particular, these vo

lumes afford many salutary lessons.

CORRESPONDENCE.

WE are well pleased to take our leave of the candid author

of the Treatise on Gout and Gravel, in good humour. The

experiment he recommended, of adding a few drops of muri

atic acid to morning urine, we have tried : he fays truly, that

the smell is hepatic; but it is not the smell of purulent matter

in urine, which is much more nauseously foetid. We suspect,

however, that we added too much of the acid. The deposition

'is not like pus; it is the mucus which occurs in the catarrhas

veficæ. 1 ' To
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To his other observations we will shortly reply, by observing

that calculi are sometimes of a different nature, as is well re

marked, we believe, by Dr. Dawson, in the Medical Transac

tions, and supported by experiment. We suspect that we may

have mistaken the experiment with magnesia, for want of com

paring our author's letter with his work.

Though this instance is not quite in point, we are willing to

abide by our opinion, which the author has adduced from our

Review in December last, respecting the propriety of giving

different names to acids apparently different, and are ready to

wait till more experiments have been accumulated, before the

point in dispute be finally decided. In our review of M. Four-

croy's Chemistry, just published in an English dress,we had tacitly

consented to our author's proposal, and had allowed the con

creting acid the term of lithiafic. This article was written

before the receipt of his letter, which, by an accident, did not

leach us in time to reply to it in our last Number. He may be

assured that we shall always pay particular attention to an au

thor, who joins with much original information, equal candour

and complaisance. *

OUR ' Old Correspondent' will see that we have attended to

his advice in continuing the account of Natural History and

Natural Philosophy, in the Foreign Literary Intelligence. We

are well pleased with his approbation of our plan ; and, indeed,

we find, as he has observed, that by the continued narrative,

we can combine more information within a narrower compass,

and fix it more securely on the mind, than in any other form.

" • He advises us to drop the account of the transactions of the

foreign Societies, as they are generally related in the news

papers. This subject we have had for some time in contem

plation ; and if we find they are given with regularity and cor

rectness, we will, with pleasure, resign a talk which, thought

it saves us much labour, yet takes up more room in proportion

to its utility than we are willing to allow. Without this as

sistance we shall feel no want of materials.—He complains that

the subjects of the Intelligence are not sufficiently pointed out

in the Index : this is an inconvenience which we have ourselves

felt, and we have had different schemes in view to remove it.

To sacrifice the List of Books, which occurs after the title of

each volume, as he and another respectable correspondent have

proposed, is to give up a portion of our work which is not

without utility, and which has had the sanction of custom ; but,

on this subject we wish for the opinions of our readers.

WE can assure Mr. Mossop, that we know nothing of the

gentleman with whom he is so angry, or of the Letter alluded

to. The only objects of our enquiry are the pretensions of

authors to civility, learning, or erudition, leaving their titles to

their own discretion.—We have no connection with those gentle

men to whom he wishes that we would communicate his letter.

*
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Morsels of Criticism, tending to Illustrate some feiv Passages ise

the Holy Scriptures upon Philosophical Principles and an enlarged

View of Things, j^to. ll. Is. in Boards. Robinsons.

'THE title of this work' is equivocal: we opened the

■* book with some dread, lest the ' philosophy' and the

* enlarged view' should be designed to lead us near the confines

of the Deist, and lest Mr. King's abilities and character should

have been employed to give a force to opinions which will

always want the adventitious assistance of wit, humour, or pre

tended philosophy. It is with great pleasure, however, that

we found our apprehensions without foundation ; that much,

just criticism was united with found philosophy; much inge

nuity connected with extensive information. While we give

our sincere tribute of applause to the author's attempt, we

znustown that he has seldom convinced us of the points which

lie has most laboured to eltablilh. We have formerly observed,

and every new attempt gives additional confirmation of

the remark, that, in every instance, the inspired writers

ipeak, without regard to philosophical precision, and adapt

their relations to the popular belief, the general prejudices

of mankind. No discoveries in philosophy have been yet

able to reconcile the Scripture relations to the system of

nature; and though we may be occasionally brought back

to the language of a sew passages, we differ greatly in the

general views, and the more essential particulars. We have had

occasion also to distrust those modes of revelation which rest on

philological enquiries, as if the will and intentions of the

Deity were only to be revealed through the medium of gram

mar, through the interpretation of Lilly, of Buxtorf, or

Messieurs de Port Royal. As Mr. King, in some of his essays,

rests on an interpretation of the words of Scripture, and en

deavours to reduce the meaning, thus procured, to the modern

system, his attempt militated origintily against the opinions '

Vol. LXV. 'jpril, 1788. ' R we
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we had formed. We therefore perused his book with mo/e

than ordinary attention; and, as we were sensible of somebiass,

have endeavoured to guard against its effects.

The first Essay is on the Lord's prayer, of which Mr. King

has given us-a new translation : the great point, however, of

his enquiry, relates to the first clause, sli-ri^ b It tmj ajaw?V,

contrasted with the fourth ymb'/ru m S/Taj^a <r«, <J; » a^Ktu,

He observes, that though this prayer is given by St Luke in

somewhat different words the fame distinction of plural ,and

singular is carefully observed ; and consequently may be sup

posed to be os importance. Mr. King then collects mans

passages of Scripture, where heaven is spoken of in a general

iense, and finds that the word is always used in the plural,

though .where it is mentioned only with reference to the hu

man race, the word is in the singular number. The founda

tion of this circumstance is, in our author's opinion, to be-

Collected from modern philosophy. The heavens, in general,

are supposed to be the stars, which are numerous, and ttir

heaven the fun, which illuminates this system of planets. Each

ray of light is divisible into seven colours; and our author

supposes, that we fee it only in its compounded state, while

to the inhabitants of the fun it appears divided, and forms a

gorgeous luminary of beautiful and resplendent colours. Yet,

though light is thus constituted in our fun, in those of other

systems it may be~different : the union of their different colours

may be equally resplendent, though the prevailing 'hue may

be different; and Mr. Herschell has observed the light of

some stars to be blue, others red, &c. so that the brawns may

form an object as varied as it is glorious. The heat of the Am

can be no obstacle to this opinion, since, with some other

Jiiodern philosophers, he thinks that the light of the fun pro

duces heat, in consequence of its action on the terrestrial bo

dies, rather than communicates it to them.

This opinion is supported, in Mr King's opinion, by the

descriptions of the holy city, the different expressions of many

f>f the prophets, the. circumstance noticed in the appearance'

of angels, viz. the shining light, or glittering garments ; way,

even the occasional illuminated appearance of the human face,

particularly of Moses and St. Stephen.

Yet, on a little reflection it will, we think, be obvrons,

that colour has no existence but to the eye, and the eye is air

organ of the natural man, and not of an immaterial soul, ft

is revealed, that we shall appear again in our own Bodies to

receive the judgment denounced against sinners, or the rewards

promised to the righteous; but it is not revealed, that our

jpanistinurnts or our rewards are to be corporeal. This corrup- <

J tiort
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tion is to put on incorruptibility, and the pleasures are ' such

as tyt has not seen, nor ear heard ; nor has it entered into the

heart of man to conceive.' If Mr. King contends that heaven

is a throne, the earth is, on the fame authority, a foot-stool |

and, if the whole tenor of Scripture be examined, it, will

be clear, on the one hand, that the joys of heaven are not

corporeal ; and, on the other, that when they are particularly

pointed out, the language is not descriptive, bat metaphorical,

arid levelled to the common understanding;. Again, if the

sun elicits the elementary fire from bodies, and if we remain,

corporeal, the fire in our future mansion will be equally eli

cited, and of course extraordinary heat must be felt. Mr. Kii.j

supposes, that it may be no more than ' viial heat;' but we

know not how the degree is determined : indeed, from the term

'vital heat' being so often repeated, it appear? clear, that

our author thinks our bodies are to be unchanged. The state

of comets stands in his way ; they are ignited in their approach

to the fun ; and Mr, King is obliged to acknowlcge, that

though it may be cool and refreshing on the fun's surface, it

most be very hot at a little distance : but this is impossible,

unless by any cause the sun's rays are obliged to converge, or

some body is opposed which contains elementary fire, in diffe

rent circumstances from the human body. In short, the whole

system is so hypothetical, that it will not bear even an exami

nation with other parts of Scripture; it is neither supported

by reason nor by revelation.

We have not opposed the great philosophical basis on which

Mr. King rests, that the fun is a luminous and not a heated

body, because we have more than once had occasion to hint at

it, and to express our opinion of its probability. Every neiv

ilep in philosophy gives it greater support ; and a very valuable

part of Mr. King's first essay contains some curious proofs

of it. On the subject of phlogiston, indeed, he seems to

doubt, and sometimes to employ the term, matter of sire, or

elementary sire, instead of it, without sufficient accuracy. The

experiments with Mr. Parker's burning-glass are in some de

gree new.

* If a piece of wood be inclosed within a decanter, full of

water, you may, by means of the focal rays, charr, or burn

the wood to a coal, in the midst of the water ; and yet the fides

of the glass decanter, through which the rays pass, so very near

to the focus, will not be cracked, or any ways affected; nor

will the water be in the least degree warmedi

' These experiments already mentioned, have been actually

made with Mr» Parker's great burning lens, in Fleet-street*

The piece »f wood was large enough to have some of it* fub-

R '2 stanct
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stance left entire, and untouched : and it was inserted In a large

decanter of water, about eight inches in diameter, and was

compleatly charred very deep; only emitting bubbles of air

during the operation.

* With this fame extraordinary glass also some other experi

ments were made, which greatly confirm all that is here said.

The focus was caused to shine into the. midst of the water, where

the wood had been when it was charred ; but no continuance

of the focal rays there, would either heat the water, or crack

the glass. As soon, however, as a piece of metal, either of

iron, or of lead, (in which we well know there is what has been

called phlogiston, but is rather fixed fire, or the fluid of heat

fixed,) as soon as either of these were pnt into the midst of the

water, they became too hot to be touched ; and communicating

'their heat to the water, made it not only warm, but the iron

caused it to boil almost immediately.

' And when again the decanter filled with cold water only/

had been suffered to have the focal rays fall into the centre of

it, for some time ; and yet was no ways made warm, or affected ;

if a little ink were poured into ir, (which we know contains the

vitriolic acid, and which would therefore attract certain parts

of the water, and set free the phlogiston, or fluid of fire,' that

was before fixed in the water) the mixture began to boil very

soon.'

Mr. King's explanation, relating to the ink, is erroneous,

since the acid of vitriol is not essential to the composition of

ink. In fact, the iron in ink is almost in a metallic state, and

the focal rays act on it as divided iron. We mean not, how

ever, to give this as an explanation ; the facts mould be re

peated with care, and, after ast, a complete explanation will be

found difficult. Wood in charring seems to absorb the matter

of heat from the focal rays ; the phlogiston is again separated

in burning; and, in its separation, combining with water,

forms inflammable air. In this circumstance we dare not

fay that the water is decomposed. Our author falls into some

ether mistakes, particularly in considering the vapour in the

exhausted receiver, as arising from fixed fire, separated from

the brass plate: it is now known to arise fram the wet leathers,

the oil in the piston, and sometimes, as we suspect, from the

residuum of air. We are sorry that we have not room for ma

ny subjects of curiosity and entertainment from this essay.

Our author uses the version of the Septuagint, which he thinks

most accurate, and particularly because it is the version quoted

by our Saviour and the Evangelists. In one instance which is

produced of its excellence, Mr. King is a little unfortunate :

when the waters were divided, and the children of Israel passed

through the Red-sea, the Septuagint says it was by the me

dium
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diurn of a south wind, the Vulgate by an east wind. Now,

lays our author, an east wind would drive the waters of the

ocean into the Red-sea, through the Straits of Babel Mandel,

instead of dividing the waters.—But, if he had looked farther,

he would have seen, that eastward the Straits of Babel Mandel

are Iheltered by the coasts of Malabar : so that an east wind, pre

vailing generally, would prevent the waters of the ocean from

accumulating in the Straits, aud would actually draw off water

from that coast. Besides, as the Red-fca runs nearly north,

and south, an east wind could alone divide the waters—A

south wind would blow that sea into the Mediterranean, and

it would be immediately supplied from the Straits of Babels

Mandel, merely to restore the æquilibrium.

We are sorry, that from the extent of our observations on,

the first, we must be more concise on the succeeding essays.

The second is on the first chapter of Genesis. In this our

author labours hard ; and he succeeds much better than Mr.

Mila. But much may be expected from an ingenious scholar,

with all the modern changeable theories of philosophy to assist

him. The reflexibility of heat is not new ; but it is, we be

lieve, new, that heat, independent of light, may be brought

to converge into a focus. On the consolidating power of air,

Dr. Macbride's Essays woold materially assist ourauthor, though,

after all his endeavours, after all the ingenuity which he has

displayed, many important objections may, we think, be brought

against his philosophical commentary. On the whole, how

ever, this morceau is a very creditable one.

The third essay is on the first, second, and third verses of

the fourth chapter of the First Epistle of St. John. Our au

thor Contends that 0 i^ohnyii 'haur X«rri» i> osC^xl iAuAffirra,

should be translated, that confesseth Jeius to be the Chrijl come

in the fiesli. This translation is attempted to be supported by

rsiziny parallel passages, and, in our author's opinion, supports

the pre-existence of Christ. But whatever support the general

tenor of St. John's writings may afford, and this is all the

evidence that we should choose to allow, we think the transla

tion cannot be' admitted. Theomiffion of Christ, in the second

passage in the Alexandrian and Vatican copies, seems to stiow

that it was not considered as the word on which the stress of

the passages was laid : and again, in a language so perspicu

ous as the Greek, whose perspicuity consisted in the liberal

use of articles and pronouns, we should not have suspected that

the article, at least, would have been omitted in a verse of so

much importance as this must appear, if the proposcd^interpre-

tation were allowed. The excuse of erasures and jnterpola-

v R 3 lions
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tions has been so often abused, that we are unwilling, with

out decisive evidence, to allow it.

In the next essay on the second verse of St. Mark's Gospel,

Mr. King would translate xyyAo<;> angel'; and, from the pro

phecy relating of St. John being originally applied to Elias,,

from the fame term being also applied to Elias,. from the en

comium on John, ' Yea, I fay unto you, more than a pro

phet,' he is willing to conclude that Elias and John were an

gels in a human shape, perhaps the fame, and proper harbin

gers for the Son of God. The reason of the confusion we

jhall transcribe from our author.

' The Greeks seem to have had no other proper word" in

Common use, whereby to express and denote a messenger of any

kind, than aysix©- ; except i t was srjso-Cetic, or a*-os-cA©< ; neither

of which clearly conveyed the idea: and therefore the Seventy,

(when they composed their version of the-Old Testament,) and

afterwards, the writers of the New Testament, constantly used

the former word, to describe a messenger of any kind; in all

those instances where such was on any occasion mentioned. At

the fame time, however, as the principal characteristic, even

of an angel of God, on every occasion cn which orie is at all

mentioned in Scripture, is that of being a messenger from God ;

a messenger communicating the divine will ; therefore (being

extremely and justly cautious not to use the word' $aipu>, dæmon,

on this occasion ; or any word that might, by any possibility,

convey a similar idea to the heathen, who would instantly and

eagerly have caught hold of such an expression, and have per

verted it;) they chose to express the character even of such a

divine messenger, merely by the single word a.y[i\<&; used by

way of eminence ; leaving it to the context to explain when the

word was used in this divine fense; and when merely in the

ordinary way. And in consequence of this, without due atten

tion, some confusion and mistakes must need arise

It is afterwards allowed, that our translators have, in gene

ral, avoided the confusion, though, in this instance, it is sup-'

posed that they are mistaken. After this, our author adds the

principal passages where it is translated angel, and some where

it is interpreted messenger. From comparing them together,

he endeavours to ihow that the term angel sliould be employed

in this verse. Though something may be objected to his ar

guments, yet, on the whole, they mult be allowed to have

great force1. , ,

' * The want of words, in the Greek language, to express fully the fillip

lime description of heavenly things contained in the holy Scriptures, appearr

remarkably in another instance, where the LXX hav* even been obliged

to iivtrnduc; a word entirely new, and not before known in that language.

It is the ward X*£«£> Cherub, and in the plural, p(ips£ijt*, Cherubim.'

Mr;
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Mr. King afterwards pursues the parallel more exactly.—

fie insists on the description of each; and thinks that their

dress was similar, since img fruaif will properly signify a man

clothed in hairy garments, and John is exprefly said to be

clothed in camel's hair. The angelic nature of Elias is, he

thinks, particularly pointed out in the first verse of the seven

teenth chapter of the first book of Kings, ' <osx^nt in»Vi»»

£v?3, before whom I stood in his presence. The narrative of

his being fed by ravens depends, in svlr. King's opinion, on

his being directed by the Divine Spirit to the neighbourhood

of their nests, where he was fed by the food provided for their

young ones. Many instances are accumulated, to fliow that

they live on food, which is often taken from their neits in an

eatable state ; and one other instance of game, provided from

eagles' nests, may be found in the Spectator.

Mr. King then obviates the objection that may arise from

the words of our Lord, in his discourse to Nicodenins ; (John

iii. 13.) but, while he was thus employed, we mould have

been pleased to have seen « consilient explanation of the whole

conversation, which, we think, is much wanted.—The Essay

«oncludes with an enquiry into the main end and tendency of

the preaching of John, and an explanation of our Saviour's

remark, that though among those born of women, a greater

than John has not risen—yet that the least in the kingdom of

heaven i& greater than he.—The main end of his coming was,

as Mr. King observes, to be the harbinger of our Saviour; and

that he may be again/expected, in his character of Elias, the

immediate predecessor of our Judge at the last day. The de

claration of our Saviour, in the second object of remark, is

supposed to relate to John's humiliation in a human form.

Our article would be dilproportionably long, if we examined

the remaining essays at this time ; so that we must resume the

consideration in a future Number.

Principles of Surgery, for the Use of Chirurgical Students. Part

the First. By John Pearson. 8w. $s. in Boards. Johnson.

"f F surgery be defined • the art of curing diseases by external

* remedies, and- manual operations,1 it will not hence follow

that science and reflection are unnecessary : and it was useless

fpi Mr. Pearson to engage in a defence of scientific surgery,

by combining with it views more strictly medical. In the dis

tinction between surgery and medicine, as in every other dis

tinction where the outline is pretty exact, the colouring in the

(hades will mix and unite ; neither in some part of the picture

will it be easy to say where the one begins, or where the other
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ends. If surgery be, in reality, the art of curing wounds,"

the nature and condition of the wound, and the properties of

the application adapted to it, requires some reasoning : and,

even in manual operations, the mode of performing them, the

expediency of the operation when the situation of the patient

is considered, as well as the removing those states of the con

stitution which may prove impediments, require no little ex

ertion of the mental faculties, and prove the necessity of the

surgeon's being acquainted with science, capable of reasoning

with justness, and deciding with propriety. Dr. Hamilton's state

of the difference between the two sciences, always appeared

to us very correct ; and we were reminded of it by a suspi-

cion which arose in our minds, that Mr. Pearson's observations

were directed against it. The objects of the surgeon's consider*

ation, he observes, * are generally subjected to his fenses }

and, where they are out of the reach of fense, the symptoms

are more plain, the inductions fewer, and the conclusions mor«

certain than in medical enquiries :' in reality, in a scientific

*riew, surgery must be arranged after medicine, because the

intellectual operations are not required to be exerted with so

much force, the objects to be combined are not so numerous,

and the judgment to be formed is not so difficult. We know

not whether it was to support the opinions of the preface, but

the * Principles of Surgery' contain much of what really be

longs to medicine : unfortunately too, those parts are of in

ferior value to the rest of the work.

In this first part, Mr. Pearson treats of inflammation in

general, of erysipelas, and the distinctions between the twa

diseases; of som'e particular inflammations.either of the glands

or other parts ; of the common boil, for instance, the abscess

of the breast, of the psoas muscle, and of the paronychia. U,c

treats too of gangrene and fphacelus ; of the carhunclp ; of chil

blains, and of scalds. As these inflammations are of the

eryfipelatous kind, it would have been more scientific to have

examined them after treating of erysipelas : this disease is,

however, described ar length, after burns ; and the account

of erysipelas is followed hy that of cancer, ozæna, and canker

of the mouth. In a scientific view also, the malignant parotid

should have been noticed, as the connecting link between th,e

authrax or carbuncle, and cancer.

On inflammation in general Mr. Pearson is pretty dif

fuse, and engages in discussions which can scarcely, in any

instance, be the object of the surgeon alone. Yet he declines

an investigation of the proximate cause, though the question,

whether the inflamed vessels are generally obstructed, might

influence the cure. Jt is generally true, however, that,
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they are not ; but it is not equally so, that inflammations

are ever resolved without some effusion from the excreting

arteries, or the neighbouring glands. We think, that during

the course of every inflammation, some effusion may be

perceived ; and that, in the best circumstances of resolution,

this effusion is particularly conspicuous. From hence we would

also infer, that in resolvable inflammations there is no very

general obstructions of the inflamed vessels. The resolution

which our author mentions as produced by a small evacuatioa

of blood, plainly (hows that, though he treats of inflamma

tion as a surgeon, his mind is filled with the idea of internal

inflammations. Of erysipelas too, he speaks very generally,

and the distinction between it and inflammation is extremely

just, when we consider both diseases in the abstract; yet his

distinctions will not apply to erysipelas, from external causes

alone, and our author seems to consider it as always sympto

matic. As it belongs to the surgeon, it is always so; but it

is not the surgeon's province to treat even of cutaneous diseases

from internal causes.

The treatment of inflammations is, in general, well de

scribed, though with a little of the same confusion which arises

from mixing the different departments. We were not, how

ever, aware that vegetable and fossil alkali were sedatives, or,

in reality, that they were useful in inflammation.

We shall describe, as a specimen of our author's manner,

the account of the venereal paronychia, which is in some mea

sure new, and of real importance.

» As the venereal paronychia, is a complaint that is not uni

versally understood, I shall deliver its history and treatment

upon the present occasion, although it might be referred to

another place. This disease generally appears in the form of a

smooth, soft, unresisting tumor, of a" dark red colour, and is

situated in the cellular membrane about the root of the nail.

It is attended with an inconsiderable degree of pain in the in

cipient state; but as suppuration advances, the pain increases

in severity: its progress toward maturation is generally flow,

and is seldom completed.

• When the sordid matter it contains is evacuated, the nail

is generally found to be loose, and a very foul, but exquisitely

sensible ulcer is exposed ; considerable Houghs of cellular mem

brane, Sec. are frequently exfoliated, so that the cavity of the

sore is ofte-n very deep,

* The discoloured and tumid state of the skin commonly ex*

tends along the finger, considerably beyond the margin of the

ulcer : in such cases, the integuments that envelope the finger

become.remarkably thickened, and the cellular membrane is so

firpily condensed as not to permit the (kin to glide aver the

6 su>
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subjacent parts. The bone is not usually found iu a carton*

state.

' This species of p^ronychia is more frequently seen among

the lower class of people when they labour under 1 ties venerea,

than in the higher ranks of life. It does not appear to be con

nected with any particular state of the disease, nor is it confined

to one sex more than to the other. In the Lock hospital, it

occurs in the proportion of ^boiit one patient in five hundred.

» When I adopt the name of venereal paronychia, it is not

with the deiign of implying that this is a true venereal abscess,

containing a fluid which is capable of communicating syphilis

ta a found person. Its progress and cure, seem to be uncon

nected with the increased or diminished action of the venereal

poison in the constitution, and to be also uninfluenced by the

operation of mercury. I consider the venereal disease as a remote

cause, which gives occasion to the appearance of this, as well

as of several other diieases, that are widely different Irom its

own specifick nature.'

On the subject of chilblains the author is a little inaccurate.

In the 238th paragraph, he considers them as owing to severe

cold, and, in the following one, not so much to severe cold

as to alternate successions of heat and cold. \ In reality, they

are owing to heat, or a little cold, on a part whose vessels have

been weakened by heat, and of course easily chilled. If heat

is therefore essentially necessary, and no certain diminution of

it equally necessary, heat must be the cause. Our author is

himself a little paradoxical on simijar subjects. lie is, how

ever, sufficiently correct, and his apparent paradoxes on the

effects of heat and cold, only appear to be such from his neg

lecting to make a proper distinction respecting the degrees,

of heat, or considering the effects as relative to the particular

states of the body.

In the psoas abscess, our author thinks that he has seen

immediate advantage from a large caustic near the lumbar ver

tebrae. Blisters nut have found of very little service ; and the

wound, treated in any way, has been almost equally fatal. We

never saw but one instance of recovery after the abscess had

formed, and in that cafe the abscess pointed in the loins.

Our attention has therefore been directed to prevent the abscess

from forming ; but we cannot boast of our success.—Large

and repeated bleedings have appeared the most useful plan,

though other methods may undoubtedly be tried ; and we have

had some in contemplation, which we shall mention if we find

them useful.

• On other parts of our author's subjects we can perceive no

great novelty ; but we shall transcribe two passages of differ

ent kinds, which will furnish their own apology.

- ' 'The
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\ The use of farinaceous substances, earths, Sec. (in eryss,

pelas) counteracts one of our most principal indications, which

Js to promote a gentle perspiration in the part: their applicav

tion is also attended with the farther inconvenience of forming

hard irritating crusts upon the diseased part. I have seen very

disagreeable and dangerous consequences to ensue from their

use.

' Mild, warm cataplasms, are the applications which a verj

extensive experience hath induced me to prefer. They may be

composed or the powders of aniseed, fennel, camomile flowers,

SfC. mixed with a fourth part, or an equal quantity of bread,

and a proper quantity of milk : linefeed powder may sometimes

prove a convenient addition,'

Again :

« In cancerous affections of the breast, the absorbent glands

\a the axilla, are very frequently contaminated with the disease;

and professor Camper has discovered some absorbent vessels,

palling from the breast into glands situated under the sternum,

which exhibited the same diseased appearances with those seated

in the axilla. Now, as the absorbent glands that lay on each,

fide of the under part of the sternum, communicate with each,

other by means of absorbent vessels, it will be easy to under

stand in what manner the disease may be propagated from one

breast to the other. A cancer may therefore be reproduced in

a part apparently cured ; or propagated to a distant part, by

means of diseased absorbent vessels,'

On the whole, though our author's too eager defence of

surgery, as a science, has led us to examine his work very

minutely in one respect, it has not blinded us to its general

merit. The ' Principles of Surgery' (how that Mr. Pearson

joins an exact attention to a good judgment; and we can

safely recommend him as a competent guide to the younger

practitioners. ,

Method of Cbymical Nomenclature, proposed by Mejs. de Morneau,

' Lavoisier, .Bertholet, and De Fourcroy. By Jams St. John,

M. Z>. S<vo. 5*. in Boards. KearHey.

"\X 7"E own our obligations to the translator, for collecting

* * the different memoirs which have been presented to the

French academy, pn the subject of the new Nomenclature :

every thing is added which can illustrate, every thing which

can explain it. If the French chemists resolve to change the

language of the science, it is at least necessary to have a dic

tionary of their terms. The translator steps forward, however,

with too much warmth and confidence, when he observes, that

this language is not the result of a theory, but of plain and

simple facts; when, with an air of victorious triumph, he tells

us, that we must'not censure it, unless we can prove the sal
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lacy of the principles on which it is sounded, and goes on to

enumerate, among these principles, certainties and uncertain-

♦ lies ; facts admitted, as well as those which are disputed. A

flight reflection should have told him, that when the founda

tion of a series of terms is not generally admitted, it is at least

. imprudent to incorporate the errors, and widely disseminate

the difficulties which must arise if they are once disproved.

To follow him in his triumphal career, though we should ad

mit, that air is incorporated with sulphur in burning, will it

follow from thence, that phlogiston is not separated I We al

low that the sulphur, when burned, is an acid ; but it is net

yet clearly ascertained, whether the acidity is then first pro

duced, or whether it appears in consequence of the separation

of a principle before combined with it. The composition of

water is admitted with great reluctance; and a very respectable

academy has lately bestowed the prize on an essay which con

tradicts it: the origin of the heat, from calcination, or burn

ing inflammable bodies, he will allow us to add, is by no means

at present established, in the way which theFrench chemists have

adopted, to explain it. If either of these opinions, which are still

doubted, mould be generally disbelieved, the greatest confusion

would arise. The attempt, therefore, is impolitic j it is pro

ductive of doubt and of difficulty, and no one good conse

quence can arise from it. The language is harsh, unpleasing,

and not easily remembered. Many new compositions were

undoubtedly without names ; but it will be more ridiculous.,

if names have been given to substances as acids, and

followed in the reputed compositions which are found not t»

be so. It is not true, that many of the compounds were with

out names in the old language of chemistry, if we denominate

Morveau's late improved language the old one ; but, allowing

all that is intended to be urged, it does not follow, that be

cause some terms must be added, the old ones should be

changed. Yet, if the language be admitted in any work, it

is necessary that it soould be explained : if it be used in Eng

lish, it is necessary that it should be adapted to the English

language. This our translator has done with sufficient care

and accuracy. — But before we leave the preface, let us select

one passage.

* I have sometimes observed a phænomenon to take place

during the putrefaction of human bodies, and which I cannot

but think of very great importance to be enquired into and

known* This is the exhalation of a particular gas, which is

the moil active and dreadful of all corrosive poisons, and pro

duces most sudden and terrible effects upon a living creature.

This I more than once have had an opportunity of remarking
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in the dissecting room of Mr. Andravi at Paris. I know that

the carbonic acid gas produced by che combustion of charcoal,

fronvliquors in fermentation^hd by the respiration of animals,

as Well as all other elastic fluids except vital air, is incapable

of sustaining life ; but the aeriform fluid which is exhaled at

certain times from animal bodies in putrefaction, is infinitely

more noxious than any elastic fluid as yet discovered ; for it poe

only is incapable of sustaining life in the absence of vital air,

but is dreadfully deleterious, and does not at all seem to abate

of its corrosive property, even in the presence of the atmo«

spherical fluid. So that it is utterly dangerous to approach a

body in this state of putrefaction. I have known a gentleman,

who by slightly touching the intestines of a human body begin

ning to liberate this corrosive gas, was affected with a violent

'inflammation, which in a very short space of time extended up

almost the entire of his arm, producing an extensive ulcer of

the most foul and frightful appearance, which continued for

several months and reduced him to a miserable state of ema

ciation. He then went to the south of France; but whether

he died, or escaped with the loss of his arm, I have not been

able to learn. This is only one example of many which I have

seen. I have known a celebrated professor who was attacked

with a violent inflammation of the naresand fauces from which,

he with difficulty recovered, by stooping for an instant ever a

body which was beginning to give forth this deleterious

fluid.*

There is a peculiarity too, we apprehend, in this gas, that

it eludes the trials with nitrous air. On this account, pro

bably, the experiments with the eudiometer are such insuffi

cient proofs of the salubrity of the air in many instances ; and

we may suspect then, on this account, wounds in dissecting aw

attended sometimes with so much, and at other times with to

little danger. 1

The Memoirs which Dr. St. John has translated in this

volum«, are, ist. A memoir on the necessity of reforming and

bringing to perfection the nomenclature of chemistry, by M.

Lavoisier: 2d. M. Morveau's explanation of the principles of

chemical nomenclature, with an appendix on the nomenclature

of some compound substances, which occasionally combine like

simple bodies. 3d1y, M. Fourcroy's explanation of the new

nomenclature, with copious and proper glossaries. 4thly, The

different memoirs of M. Hassenfratz and M. Adet, on the

new chemical characters.

We cannot engage in a very extensive explanation of this

new language ; but shall give a short specimen of, together

with some remarks on it, and the reasons why we think it

improper to be adopted. We must begin, however, with a

fljort account of M. Lavoisier's memoir.

Thi«
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This celebrared chemist draws his chief arguments for this

change, from the increasing extent of the science, and the

superstitions and fancies whic^once dictated its language.

The first improvement, however, by M. Morveau, rendered

the language simple and intelligible, while it was capable of

being extended with ease and propriety, at least so far as the

teal discoveries will yet require. In this memoir M. Lavoisier

refines in his speculation, with all the subtilty of a metaphy.

fician ; and his remarks are often just, if it were possible that

a new race mould be created, for which a new language was

to be formed. He forgets that we have already a language,

which wants only improvement : he is not aware that, before

a new race can arise, some of the systems on which his language

is sounded, may pass away ; even for this new face, they are

not the neatest, the most euphonic sounds. Our translator

keeps too close to his author—la metaphysique des langues, is

Undoubtedly the metaphyfic of language, if the genius of the

English would allow this term to be used abstractedly:—.the

• species of metaphyfic,' though equally literal, is still more

harsh ; we should say the * kind of metaphysical reasoning.'

The table, for that is the most comprehensive view of the

subject, is divided into six columns. The title of the first is

'substances not yet decomposed:' these are light, the Calo

ric, or the matter of heat; Oxygen, the basis of acids, or

of vital air, and the vital air itself, which is styled oxygenous

gas, and is reduced to that state either by light or the caloric;

Hydrogen, the base of inflammable air, from which result

hydrogenous gas, the inflammable air, and water, which is

composed of hydrogen and oxygen; the Azote, or the base

os phlpgisticated air ; the azotic gas is phlogisticated air.

Azote, combined with oxygSn, gives the nitric or the nitrous,

according as the acid is colourless or ("masking : in the latter>

the azote is supposed to be-in excess.—-B lit to return :

The second section is on the acidisiable basis, or radical

principles of the acids. Those v/hose bases are known are

the azote, charcoal, sulphur, and phosphorus : the bases not

known, .as of marine acid/ &c. are called the radicals of the

acid. Sulphur, with oxygen, forms an acid ; and, in the state

of common vitriolic acid, saturated with oxygen, it is styled

sulphur/'!-; it is called sulphurroa/, when, in the state in which

it has been usually called the phlogisticated acid. The gene

ral names for salts formed of acids of the first kind, are sulph

ur/ ; of the second, sulphites ; and all combinations not yet

advanced to a state of acidity, sulphure/j. In this instance,

there is a slight change, and a very proper one, frorn the

Jrench terms, which, in jEnglilh, are too much alike.

Fixed
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Fixed air is the carbonic acid ; its salts carbonatt, and plum

bago, the carburet of iron. The muriatic acid remain?, and

its compounds arc muriats: the dephlogisticated is called cxy-

gettated, tnuri-atic acid ; and its compounds oxygenated muriats.

—Corrosive sublimate and calomel arc corrosive and mild mer

curial muriats. The muriatic salts of tin, in their different

states, are muriat of tin, sublimated muriat of tin, and smoak-

ing muriat of tin.

The terms nitric and nitrons acid are followed by the acetic

and the acetous, the phosphorous and phosphoric, with their

compounds aectars and acetites, phofphorats rind phosphorites".

The dephlogisticated kind has the termination in ic. Mans

acids have only this termination because we seldom see theni

but in their dephlogisticated state, or with little oxygen ; so

that they have but one kind of compound. The boraci; acid

has its borats ; the fluoric its fluats ; the succinic its succinnts,

the tartaric its tartrites ; th^ oxalic its oxalats ; the gallic its

gallats ; the pruffic its pruffiats ; the arsenic its arseniats ; and so

on. The peculiar neutral is denominated the aectat of pot

ash, of soda, of ammoniac, os lead, copper, &c. The calces,

of metals, as containing oxygen, are cxids : thus we have the

oxid of arsenic, antimony, ice.—The earths and inflammables

luckily remain with little change. In the different memoirs

the foundation of the new names, and the reaVons for the al

teration, are given at some length.

The changes which these authors have introduced, are, we

think, in many respects exceptionable. They are very nume

rous; numerous without necessity : and so different from the"

former terms, as to require much time and attention to un

derstand and "remember them. It is a task whose burthen we

have felt severely. In many instances, the difficulty is in

creased from the want of analogy ; and, in some, from the

harsh terms, and the too near resemblance of those designed to

convey very different ideas. The carbonic acid has no refe

rence to the usual origin of the fixed air, and the carbonet of

potash can scarcely be supposed to mean mild salt of tartar.

Many of these words too are founded on hypothesis, and not

on decisive experiment* If the absorption of vital air is not

the only, or the most important change in calcination, what

will become of the oxids ? If the composition of water is not

iucontestabiy proved, who will adopt the hydrogen ? Again :

a language of this kind is not capable of being extended with

the science : one new discovery may, on the contrary, lhake

it to its foundation, and, in each succeeding seven years, We

isust again learn a new dialect, ' '

The
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The substances not yet decomposed, which are arranged i<4'

the first column, are followed in the succeeding ones by these

substances in different forms, and in composition. They seem,

however, to be too numerous, for the vegetable and animal

acids are certainly decompounded in the fife, and their basis'

is pretty clearly fixed air. In another view, they are too nu

merous ; for if the fame acid, in different forms, must be

allowed a new name, till the similarity with some known acid

Is proved, as we have contended for, the number of acids

must be greatly increased. Our authors have, indeed, taken

advantage of every new discovery, and included the saccharine

with the oxalic acid, and arranged the astringent principle,

which we have formerly shown to be a phlogisticated acid,

under the title of the gallic acid, &c. They have too, assumed

the camphor as an acid, without having proved its acidity,

while many bodies more certainly acid are omitted. If some

of these acids must be admitted among compounds, light is

also a compound body, consisting of rays differently refrangi

ble ; and there is some reason to think that even, as a chemi

cal body, the different rays may poffess different affinities, for

we fee different colours in the flames of burning bodies, and

phosphoric light is tinged with different hues. M. de la Me-

therie has shown, that inflammable and pure air will decom<>

pose each other ; and the volatile alkali has been clearly

proved to be a compound. ' There are many different bodies

very certainly compounds, among their simples. Again, the

plan of giving bodies names from their principles, is -a spe

cious one; but it is not well managed, and is probably not

easily executed. In this Nomenclature there are many errors

from this source. Let us take an instance from inflammable

air : it is called hydrogen, from its being one ofthe ingredients

©f water; but it makes only 0.13, while pure air is 0.87.

It makes a larger proportion of oil, viz. 0.21, why then is it

not called eleogen ? and of volatile alkali, and then it should

be ammoniacogen, terms not more harsti than many adopted

in the new Nomenclature.

As to the particular terms, they are -very badly adapted to

the English analogy. La calorique is indeed French ; but

these terms, as we have already observed, are not used ab->

stractedly in English. Oxygen is also better adapted, for the

fame reason, to the language of the inventors than our own s

it is built too, on the system of its being the principle of

acidity, without reflecting that it is as much a principle of

the calces of metals, and more so of water. Hydrogen is

equally, and for the fame reason, exceptionable. Azote from

a, non,
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«, non, and f£u, vita, is an unpleasant term, and equally

Applicable to fixed and nitrous air. The sulphats, the sul

phites, and the sulphures, or, as Dr. St. John more properly

calls them, sulphurets, are harsh, disagreeable, and not suffi

ciently discriminated. To suppose that a basis of the muriatic

oxalic, and ether acids, exist.*, without having proved theSir

existence, encumbers the new language unnecessarily : for to

give it the term radical does not prevent the necessity of form

ing a new one, when the basis is really found. Besides, why

will they suppose that there is a basis? In their list of sub

stances not decomposed, there are many substances which really

have one, though they then insist on rigorous demonstration of

its existence : they here admit it on supposition.

The terms pyro-tartaric, pyro-lignic, and pyro-miicic, to

express acids in an empyreumatic state, are improper, as com

pounded of Greek and Latin words : they are improper 'too,

because the two last do not occur in their uncompounded state,

and they are in the list of uncompounded subjects. There are

many acids of wood, a term too general and collective, which

are in a separate state, under other names. It appears highly

probable, indeed, that all the ligneous acids are modifications

of the acetous. Unfortunately the prussic is not an acid ; the

prulsiats have no existence as neutral compounds, and the ra

dical must consequently be an imaginary substance.

The new chemical characters deserve a better report : they

are explicit, distinct, systematic, and intelligible. Though

adapted to the new Nomenclature, they may be applied to

any language: but those who have learned the characters of

Geoffroy, Black, or Bergman, will be unwilling again to

study another form. From this variety we have reason to

suspect that characters will be neglected, and words at length,

used ; since they will be more intelligible, though somewhat

more troublesome.

To compress our account of this work, we have incorporated

the French criticisms with our own opinions ; and where some

objections had been replied to with success, or where we

thought them not well-founded, we have pasted them over i

we have not room for long discussions. After the most mature

reflection, we are decidedly of opinion, that this new language

is neither euphonic, exact, or convenient ; and we earnestly

dissuade the English chemist from adopting it. We have been

repeatedly called on for, our opinion, and flattered by being

told that it was waited for with some impatience. We have

complied, as early as possible, with the request; and, to give

n force to bur decision, we shall continue to use the former

ferms'cf M. Morveau.

'Vol. L£V. Jfrii, 1788. S Letters
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letters to and from the late Samuel Johnson, LL. D. 9*o which

ere added some Poems never before printed. Pullijhed from

the Original MSS. in her Pofftjpon, iy Hester Lynch Piozzi.

2vo. i I'ols. I2J. in Boards. Cadell.

T T is the lot of genius to be often drawn from obscurity in

the most unfavourable moments : the festive board will not

wait for the hour of health and hilarity, or make allowance

for the gloom which disease and low spirits may spread around

him.—As an author, the man of genius is expected to be uni

formly excellent and, in the remarks on those parts where, he

finks below his own level, the critic does not reflect how often

he has risen above it. The periodical essayist feels the weight

of this inconvenience with double aggravation ; and the re

viewer, for we may surely be allowed to look at home, cannot

always enjoy the clearness of unruffled recollection : when call

ed to fulfil his destined task, he may bring with him a mind

hairassed by anxiety, and depressed by ill-health. But John

son was loaded with almost every difficulty which we have

mentioned, and he has not escaped the usual misfortunes of

literary reputation, which happen after death: his life has

been mangled with unrelenting cruelty; his memory sullied

by partial recollection ; the accumulation of every harsh reply,

cr dictatorial remark ; and, in the instance before us, each tri

fling scrap, dictated in the moments of pain, languor, and

uneasiness, is brought from its hidden recess into open day*

light. Strong mutt be the mind, and unsullied the character,

that can bear so manv, and such severe trials ! Johnson has

not escaped from these various ordeals, without a wound ; but

the wounds have not been fatal. We have no reason to think

that Mrs. Piozzi meant to injure his credit by this publication ;

and we are fully of opinion, that she has added to it by mean*

the most precarious, and which might have been most destruc

tive. 'The intimate correspondence os many years, the unre

served communication, in various scenes and situations, in dif

ferent states of mind and body, Would seldom afford so few

and such inconsiderable errors.

If the subject of Dr Johnson's Letters be enquired after, we

can truly fay, that there is none,; with what then are twa

large volumes filled ? With traits of affection and regard ; with

anxious solicitude for his friends' welfare and success; with

much infantine and amiable fondness for the children ; with. fre

quent complaints of his own ill health; with anxiety when

his friends are sick and distressed ; mixed with a little appre

hension, occasionally, of being neglected.—The man of business

may style all this trifling ; the supercilious philosopher turn

from

3
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•from It with disgust ; but it leads us through the labyrinth of

the human heart ; it (hows us what Johnson really was, and

gives no unpleafing picture of his mind, when separated from

an unpleafing form and disgusting manners. We (hall turn,

over these volumes ; and, in selecting those little incidents

which may be interesting to ouf readers, shall have sufficient

opportunity os giving specimens of the style of his familiar

correspondence. We must, however, first attend to the editor.

Mrs". Piozzi, whose answers to Johnson are occasionally in

terspersed, to avoid the necessity of annotations, is well known:

with many polite accomplishments, she joins no inconsiderable

knowlege of the best modern languages, French and Italian ;

she seems also well acquainted with Latin, and various sciences

not usually understood by ladies. The following passage

should, however, have been explained more particularly : it

seems intended to elevate and surprise; but it is either incor

rectly expressed, or not well founded. There are one or two

other passages in Mrs. Thrale's Letters, which deserve the

same remark.

■ ' mould I be charged with obtruding trifles on the pub

lic, I might reply, that the meanest animals preserved in amber

become valuable to those who torm collections of natural history,

that the fifli found in Monte Bolca serve as proofs of sacred writ,

and that the cart-wheel stuck in the rock of Tivoli, is now

sound useful in computing the rotation of the earth.'

The rest of the preface we shall make no remarks on. The

Letters, the editor observes, are unchanged. But we have

reason to suspect that some arc omitted. It was undoubt

edly delicate, and, we think, proper, to erase the names,

and, in some instances, lo put asterisms instead of initial let

ters. Mrs. Piozzi has also baffled conjecture, by not distin

guishing the same person by the same number of asterisms, and

generally putting down the number without any settled design :

we may have lost a little pleasure in this way ; but it is not

to be regretted, when some respectable individuals are proba

bly saved a great deal of pain.

The correspondence commences in 1765, when Johnson was

preparing his Shakspeare for the press, and continues unin

terruptedly during their separations, till the event which was

fatal to their friendship, the marriage of Mrs. Piozzi in 1784.

In this interval the letters are very numerous ; and we (hall

point out a few which appear to deserve some notice. In ge

neral, we do not see many instances of that superstitious ter

ror, that unmanly dread of death, which had taken such hold

on Johnson's mind. His desire of being distinguished is fre

quently obvious j and his language, though in general cor-

k S 2 rect,
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rest, is, occasionally, full of the little peculiar phrases, the

cant terms which may have been the subjects of his raillery,

and are again employed to show the error by example, or to

evince that his reproof was salutary and good-natured. The

little infantine appellations of queeney (miss Thrale), of sweet

heart, &c. show that he possessed a good and affectionate heart.

The sight of old friends seems to be always pleasing : he sym

pathises in their distress, and feels a delight in their prospe

rity ; but prosperity is not common, or at least he did not

often meet with it, for he fays,

' He that wanders about the world fees new forms of human

misery, and if he chances to meet an old friend, meets a face

darkened with troubles.'

The first event which furnishes a little more than a repe

tition of regard and affection, is his journey to Scotland.

The Letters written at this period are said to be the originals

from which the Tout was compiled ; but, independent of their

being written when the images were fresh and vivid, they dis

play much more good nature and complaisance than the work

formed from them. He looked on Dr. Blacklock, he tells us,

with reverence : he professes himselfwell pleased at St. Andrews,

and other places, where he did nor behave with complaisance

or even wiih common decorum.—To what mast we attribute

this difference ? We are much inclined to believe that Johnson

meant not to offend, and was not conscious that he had done so.

The day spent at Fort George, where his sentiments were

opposed, he calls pleasant and instructive. His manner was,

indeed, harsh and ungraceful, while his flatterers commended

often his faults. Of Mr. Boswell he does not speak with

great respect, though, in one passage, he allows that he had

not given him credit for so much discrimination and good

Jense as he had shown. We know not, however, how the

account stood before. We shall select a specimen or two from

this edition of the travels. We first arrive at St. Andrews.

■ The professors who happened to be resident in the vacation

made a public dinner, and treated us very kindly and respect

fully. They shewed us their colleges, in one of which there,

is a library that for luminousness and elegance may vie at least

with the new edifice at Sti&'tham. But learning seems not to

■ prosper among them; one of their colleges has been lately

alienated, and one of their churches lately deserted. An exr

perirtient was -.made of planting a shrubbery in the church., bat

.it did not thrive.

' Why the place should thus fall to decay I know not; for

education, such as is here tt le tyid, is sufficiently cheap. Their

term, or, as they call it, their session, lasts seven months in the

year', which the students of the highest rank and greatest expence

6 may
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may pass here for twenty pounds, in which are included board,

lodging, books, and the continual instruction of three pro

fessors.'

Again :

* We travelled towards Aberdeen, another university, and

in the way dined at lord Monboddo's, the Scotch judge, who

has lately written a strange book about the origin of language,

in which he traces monkeys up to men, and fays" that in some

countries the human species have tails like other beasts. He

enquired for these long-tailed men of Banks, and was not well

pleased that they had not been found in all his peregrination.

He talked nothing of this to me, and I hope we parted friends ;

for we agreed pretty well, only we disputed in adjusting the

claims of merit between a shopkeeper of London, and a savage

of the American wildernesses. Our opinions were, 1 think,

maintained on both fides without full conviction; Monboddo

declared boldly for the. savage, and I, perhaps for that reason,

sided with the citizen.

4 We came late to Aberdeen, where I found my dear mistress's

letter, and learned that all our little people were happily re

covered of the measles. Every part of your letter was pleasing.'

* When they had not cabbage they bad nothing' appears in

the letters : we know the criticisms which this passage has ex

cited, and we will draw none en ourselves by defending it.

Yet, in England, at the Reformation, a cabbage was sold foe

fix pence, and it was one of the first and the commonest of our

vegetables.—The letters from the Islands are full of cheer

ful commendations ; and the whole Tour would probably have

been described with better colours, if his health had been bet

ter. The following passage, written in this frame of mind,

is, however, in many respects, admirable.

' I cannot forbear to interrupt my narrative. Boswell, with

some of his troublesome kindness, has infoimed this family

and reminded me that the 18th of September is my birth-day.

The return of my birth-day, if I remember it, fills me with

thoughts which it seems to lie the general care of humanity to

escape. 1 can now look back upon threescore and sour years,

in which little has heen dpne, and little has been enjoyed ; a

life diversified by misery, spent part in the sluggishness of pe

nury, and part under the violence of pain, in gloomy discon

tent or importunate distress. But perhaps I am better than I

should have been it I had been less afflicted. With this 1 will

try to be content.'

The eighty-first letter is more gloomy and misanthropical :

this life will only seem not happy to one whose powers of

enjoying happiness are lost. The topics of this letter were,

however, suggested by the barren heaths: Dr. Johnson is in

better humour where he is warmed and filled; at every house, .

S 3 hii
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he observes, with equal gratitude and propriety, he is receive

ed as if he came to confer a benefit. But we must leave

Scotland for the accounts from different parts of England.

Dr. Johnson's relation of Jus occasional excursions to Litch?

field, and to Afhboume, the residence of his friend Dr. Tay

lor, furnish the subjects of many Letters. Yet little is told

in them, but that he dined with one old friend, and saw

another: in his successive visits he gives an account of little?

domestic incidents, below the dignity of any mode of writ

ing but a familiar correspondence, where trifles-assume a pro

priety, because they show that the writer has sufficient con

fidence in his friend, to trust him with his trifling. In his

successive visits too, he is a witness to the decaying health of

his old acquaintance, and fees, every year, the little crop

thinned by death. More chearful men than Dr. Johnson

would feel the depression which these events must have occa

sioned : but, in his Letters, he generally looks up to the rising

family of Mrs. Thrale, and fees few things but what he con

nects with the" most interesting parts of their situation.—-As a

specimen of their general style, we shall extract one entire, on

Mr. Thrale's first attack, at a time when a tour to Italy was

projecting.

« I am glad to hear of pretty Queeney's recovery, and your

returning tranquillity. What we have suffered ought to make

us remember what we have escaped. You might at as short a

warning have been taken from your children, or Mr. Thrale

might have been taken from us all.

' Mr, Thrale, when he dismissed me, promised to call on me;

lie has never called, and I have never seen him. He said that

he would go to the house, and I hope he has found something

that laid hold on his attention.

' I do not wish you to return, while the novelty of the place

does any good either to you or Queeney, and longer I know

you will not stay ; there is therefore no need of soliciting your

return. Wh3t qualification can be extracted from so sad an

event, I derive from observing that Mr. Thrale's behaviour has

united you to him by additional endearments. Every evil will

be more easily borne while you fondly love one another; and

every good will be enjoyed with encreafe of delight past com

pute, to use the phrase of Cumberland. May your care of each

other always encreafe ! I am, dearest Madam, Your, Sec'

There are two letters which might occasion some discussion,

if we examined these volumes with the severity of criticism, we

mean the 138th and 189th. The former contains some reasons

why those who have learned much in early youth seldom im

prove in maturerage. The reasons have undoubtedly weight;

but the fact is not universally true j and the exceptions would

have
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have pointed out a better explanation, vie. that there is seldom,

jn matures age, any very powerful motives for peculiar exer

tions. When there are, proportional excellence generally fol

lows. Besides, to add to a stock requires more attention than

first to amass it. How many books are read by a well-in

formed man, with very few ideas that are new ; while, in the

progress of knowlege, the greater part of each work may

have appeared interesting. The botanist who collects the

flowers of any district, must walk many miles to add one line

to the end of his Flora, though, in the commencement of hit

undertaking, one field woald furnish a page.—The other let

ter (the 189th) is on letter-writing. Though we have heard

Johnson's sentiments on this subject controverted, we think

that he is right: it is in the familiar letters that the foul is

divested of disguise, and appears in its native colours. * Tq

fit down, fays he, so often, with nothing to fay ; to fay some

thing so often, almost without any consciousness of saying, and

without any remembrance of having said, is a power' which;

every body has not.

The controversy about Rowley's Poems, the Lives of the

Poets, the riots in the year 1780, are the roost public circum

stances which occur in this correspondence. Dr. Johnson seems

to think the Poems spurious. -—The Lives of the Poets were

written by starts, and often in a hurry. Indeed, in those

where most pains are seemingly employed, the biographer,

perhaps, only brought into form ideas which he had long pos

sessed, and bent his powers of disquisition and discernment, to

subjects on which he had often thought, and on which he had

probably decided. He seems not to have been aware, that,

the Life of Milton was coloured with political prejudice: his

opinions on these subjects' were deeply rooted ; and, from their

riot having been contradicted in conversation, he might have

thought that they were indisputable. The task of biography,

at this period of his life, he seems to have wished to escape:

he applied to lord Westcote for a Life of his relation (lord

Lyttelton), and mentions, with some exultation, his success in

procuring the Life of Young from Herbert Croft,—Ofthe riots

in London he gives a tremendous account : he speaks of the

great services which Mr. Wilkes performed ; and tells us, that

the king first recovered from the panic, and put the troops

in motion, before his ministry had time to awaken from their

consternation.

Dr, Johnson speaks with regard and affection of Mr. Thrale :

the letter to Mrs. Thrale, on his death, we should have tran

scribed, if we had not already transcribed much. Their hap*

pjness in marriage wa^ so great, he lays, that ' without perso-

- S 4 nal
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rial knowlege, he should have thought the description fabo-

lous.' We omit it for another reason, to preserve the letter

which Dr. Johnson wrote to Mrs. Piozzi, on her marriage.

We have already hinted at some letters being omitted, and

we strongly suspect that some expostulations passed on the re

port, or after the first information, previous to the conclusion.

Whatever foundation our suspicions may have, we shall tran

scribe the only letter from Johnson, that appears on this sub

ject, in the present collection. It is admirably suited to the

situation and circumstances of his correspondent *.

' What you have done, however I may lament it, I have no

pretence to resent, as it has not been injurious to me : I there^

fore breathe out one sigh more of tenderness, perhaps useless,

but at least sincere.

* I wish that God may grant you every blessing, that you may

be happy in this world for its short continuance, and eternally

happy in a better state; and whatever 1 can contribute to your

happiness 1 am very ready to repay, for that kindness which

soothed twenty years of a life radically wretched.

' Do not think slightly of the advice which I now presume

to offer. Prevail upon Mr. Piozzi to settle in England ; you

may live here with more dignity than inTtaly, and with mote

security : your rank will be higher, and your fortune more un

der your own eye. I desire not to detail all my reasons, buC

every argument of prudence and interest is for England, and

only some phantoms of imagination seduce you to Italy.

',1 am afraid however that my counsel is vain, yet I have

eased my heart by giving it,

'• Wheii queen Mary took the resolution of sheltering herself

in England, the archbilhop of St. Andrews, attempting to

dissuade her, attended on her journey ; and when they came

to the irremeable stream that separated, the two kingdoms,

walked by her side into the water, in the middle of which ho

seized her bridle, and with earnestness proportioned to her dan

ger and his own affection pressed her to return. The queen

went forward,—If the parallel reaches thus far, may it go no

farther.—The tears stand in my eyes.

' I am going into Derbyshire, and hope to be followed by

your good wishes, for I am, with great affection, Your, &c.'

The second volume concludes with some miscellaneous let

ters, and the Odes in the Consolations of Bpethius, the joint

labours of Dr. Johnson and Mrs, Piozzi. We cannot leave

the collection before us, without again pommehding it; it

conveys faithful pictures; and we listen with pleasure to John-,

son,,, while we are disgusted with his biographers.

• It is a little remarkable, that we hear nothing of M. Piozzi till after

the death of Mr. Thralc, and he is not then spoken of as a new ac

quaintance.

fhar.
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Pkarmacopaia Collegl Regalis MtJicorum Londinenjis, ^ta, gs,

Johnfon.

1 EAR fifty years have elapfcd fince the publication of the

laft edition of the London Pharmacopeia. In this in

terval, the colleges of Wirtenburg, New Brunfwic, Upfal,

Copenhagen, Peter/burgh, and Edinburgh, have publifhed re

peated editions of their feveral difpenfatories. What may at

firlt feem negligent, will be found at lait highly creditable;

and, when the college may have appeared molt inattentive, in

aflifting the Englifh phyiicians with a proper pharmaceutical

guide, it will be a fufficient anfwer to refer the caviller to the

former difpenfatory. It contained many aftive and judjcious

prefcriptions; and, though encumbered with fome crowded

formulas, contained fewer trifles, and more excellencies, than

any difpenfatory of that period. The dignity of the college,

in their national publications, is well preferved. Their di-

redtions are concife, pointed, and fufficiently clear to adepts,

but they avoid minutenefs in the directions, as it is not a work

of chemiftry ; they omit the trifling cofmetics, which contri

bute to fill up fome valuable foreign difpenfatories, and refufe

to aflifl the cook or the confectioner. The narrative of the

committee, prefixed to the lafl. Englilh edition, is a work of

much learning ; difplays great extent of information, and an

accurate difcrimination between what is ufeful or elegant in

compofition, and what is trifling or difguftful. We greatly

regret that the Englifti tranflation is not decorated by a luni-

lar narrative.

It is the great bufinefs of a reviewer of a national work, to

give a full account of the changes which the improvements in,

Jcience, more accurate inyefligation of the powers of remedies,

pr even fafliion and fancy, have fuggelted. We ihould.alfo

perform our taik imperfectly, if we did not join in applauding

what is proper, and, blaming what is either incorreft, haltily

rejected, or too eagerly admitted. As the tranflator has added

notes, like Dr. Pemberton, we (ball defer the taflt of criticifm

, till we can examine the merits of the Englifh verfion, fmcc we

fhall then have fome of the reafons before us which influenced

the college jn their conduift. At prefent we flialj confine our-

felves to the real changes which occur.

The Preface is written with great elegance ; and it explains

the neceflity of the changes in the names, the reafons for

adopting the arbitrary terms alloted to the alkalis, and the

conduct of the college in fome other refpe&s. The catalogue

pf the materia mcdiga follows ; and the college has now fol

lowed the example of almclt every foreign pharmacopoeia, in

affigning
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assigning the generic and trivial names of Linnasus to each of

the vegetables and animals employed. The last edition had

only the synonyms of Caspar Bauhine, for Linnæus was then

unknown. From the former catalogue they have rejected the

Acacia j the Agaric; the semina Ammeos and Amomij

the roots of the Aristolochia longa & tennis; the leaves

of the Artemisia and Atriplex olida ; Bdellium; Bi

tumen Jud aicu m ; Bolus Armenia, Buxj Lignum; Ca- »

I,aminthæ folia; Cakcrorum Oculi ; Carpobalsa-

(ium; Casumunar; Cepa; Ch amædrys and Ch am.æ-

riTys; Cost us ; Dictamnus Creticus; Elatine ; Fu-

lico; Gladiolus luteui ; Gum Elemi ; Hedera terres-

tris; Hvpocistis ; Hyssopus; Juncus Odoratus ; Ker-

mes succus; Lamium Album; Bezoar; Lichen Cine-

reus terreftris; Malabatkrom; Margaritæ; MaubmW-

gare; Matricaria ; Meum ; Napi Semen; Nardus Celtica

& Indica ; Nepeta ; Opobalsamum ; Ova ; Pæoma ; Pa

ralysis ; Petroselinum Macedonicum ; Pimpinella ; Pi-

FXR allum; Pix arida ; Polium; Scinci ; Seseli; Stæ-

chas ; Tsrebinthina argentoratenjis; Thlaspis ; Thy-

Mus citatrus; Tiliæ flares; Trichomanes; Vipera and,

Uvæ PAss.æ. Acetum Tartarum, &c. are put under the term

vitis ; and each calx or salt of metals, usually put into the list;

of the materia medica, because procured from manufacturers,

occurs under the title of the metal.

Among the additions are, Acetosa; Acidum Vitrio-

liccmj Aconitum; Arnica; Avena; Balsamum Ca-

nadense ; Bardana j Cicuta ; Cynaræ folia; Colchi- ,

cum; Columba ; Digitalis; Genista; Ginseng;

GrATIOLA ; HELLEBOR ASTRUM ; ICHTHYOCOLLA ; JuG-

ians ; Kino; Mezereum ; Pareira Brava ;~ Piper In-

dicum ; Quassia; Quercus; Ribes ntgrum and ruhrum;

Ricinus; Santonicum; Seneka; Simaruba ; Sium ;

Spicelia; Stavisagria Taraxacum Tussilago ; Uva,

Ursi and Zincum.

Of the more simple preparations, those of course are omit

ted where the articles are omitted in the materia medica. The

roasted squill, the toasted rhubarb and nutmeg, and the strain

ed storax, are expunged. Storax is purified in a different way;

and a formula is added for the purification of gum ammoniac.

The conscive of garden scurvy-grafs, of mint, rue, laven

der, mallows, and rosemary, are omitted. Conserves of

arum and squills are added. The preserves are wholly omit

ted. The inspissated juices of red currants, of lemon, and hem

lock leaves, gathered when the flowers art! just going to appear,

are added. Of the extracts, the ext. enulæ canipanaj, aloes,

r
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iind lign. guaic. are omitted. Extra&s of cbamornad flowers

of broom tops ; a re fi no us extract of bark and cafcarUla ; an

aqueous extract of fena, are added. The exc. cathartieuin is

improved, by adding the cardamom feeds, near the end of ih«

infpiflation, in a fmaller quantity, and in 1'ubitance: it is now

cxtraftum colocynthidis compofitum.

The lift of exprefled oils is augmented by fh* callor oil:

that of effential oils by the animal oil of Dippel; fpirit of tur

pentine rectified by diftilling it from water; rectified oil of

amber, and the aromatic oil of Hoffman's anodyne liquor,

under the title of oleum vini. The omifiions are numerous:

the college have rejected the oils of rhodium, wormwood, mar*

joram, rue, favine, chamomxl flowers, dill and cummin feed;,

as well as the aromatic oils, the oils of box, bricks, and co

paiba.

There aj-e numerous changes in the falts; and we fhall

therefore give a concife and connected defcription of the arti-

fles, as they appear in the new edition. The vitriolic acid is

in the materia medica ; and its ftrength afcertained by its fpe-

cific gravity : from this acid the nitrous, muriatic, and acetous

acids, are formed; and their refpedtive ftrengths are fixed in the

fame way. The acetous acid is the radical vinegar diililled

from copper ; and the common diftilled vinegar retains its

place and name. The vitriolic and the nitrous acid are diluted

in different degrees in diitintt formula;. The other acids are

the fait of amber, with its oil, and the flowers of benjamin :

the laft are prepared Mil by fublimation. Of the alkalis there

is prepared kali, natron, and ammonia ; a iolution of the mild

and cauftic alkali, called the aqua kali, and aqua kali puri,

the folid cauftic alkali (kali purum), and calx cumkali puro,

viz. a faturated folution of the cauftic aljiali with lime.—The;

fpirit of fal ammoniac is aqua ammonia; ; that with quick

lime, aqua ammoniae purs. The fpirit of hartfhorn is re-i

tained, and ftyled liquor volatilis conm ceryi; the fait and oil

are diftingnifhed by their former names.

The neutrals are the kali vitriolatum (fal polycreft); natron

vitriolatum (cqbic nitre); purified common nitre; kali acetatum

(faldiureticus); aqua ammonia; acetatx(fp.Mindereri);kalitar-

tarizatum (taftarurn (olubile) ; natron tartarizatum (fal rupel-

lenfis) ; alumen purificatum, & uftum. Sea fait, Epfom fait,

and common fait, are in the lift of materia medica. We have

hitherto interfperied neither praife nor blame; but we may

now be permitted to add, that the falts are called with ftrict

propriety, and are defcribed with great accuracy and neatnefs.

This part at leaft of the work is feemingly carried toils high-

fit pitch of improvement.
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Magnesia now appears for the first tim£ in an English dis

pensatory ; its preparation, and the method of calcining it,

are properly described. Of the sulphureous preparations there

are the stores sulphuris loti, as before ; kali sulphuratum

(hepar sulphuris); oleum et petroleum sulphuratum (balsamum

sulphuris) ; and sulphur pracipitatum, prepared from the kali

sulphuratum.

We must follow also the new edition in our account of the

metallic preparations, and leave the comparison to the reader.

Our article would otherwise be too extensive. The antimo

nium calcinatum is continued; the crocus antimonii is im

proved, by adding to the deflagrated materials a little common

fait. The antimonium muriatum is prepared with equal parts,

of the crocus and vitriolic acid ; common salt is added, and a

double elective attraction ensues. In this way the preparation

formerly the causticum antimoniale, seems to have additional

portion of vital air, and to resemble, in this respect, the cor

rosive sublimate. The preparation of the pulvis antimonialis

we shall transcribe: it seems intended to be employed instead of

James's powder ; it agrees pretty nearly with the specification,

except that He separated the remaining phlogiston, by boiling

in melted nitre, while the college direct it to be done by heat

alone.

* Pulvis Antimonialis.—R antimonii in pulverem crassum

triti, cornu cervi.rafi, singulorum p. libras duas.—Misce, et

injice ollæ ferreæ latæ, ad rubedinem calefactse, & affidue agita,

donee colore cinereo fuerint. Materiam refrigeratam in pul

verem tere, st crucibuio loricato immitte. Crucibulum aliud

inversum, cui parvum sit in fundo foramen, luto conjunge.

Igr.em subministra, quern ad rubedinem sensim aug^e, & ua

auctum serva per horas duas. Denique materiam frigefactam

in pulverem subtiliffimum tere.'

The sulphur antimonii præcipitatum is nearly the'same as

the kermes mineral, and ordered to be prepared in a different

manner from the former medicine under that title. The an

timonium tartarizatum is directed to be prepared from the

crocus, with an excess of the crystals of tartar, and to be

crystallized. The glass of antimony (antimonium vitrisica-

tum) is now added.

The lunar caustic is made with a greater proportion of aqua

fortis, and is more properly called argentum nitratum.

The flores marriales are prepared from iron filings, andcaH-

ed ferrum ammoniacale.—The ferri rubigo is directed to be

moistened with water instead of vinegar, in the operation of

rusting. The ferrum tartarizatum is made by mixing filings

of iron with twice the weight of crystals of tartar, into a thick;

paste, exposing it to the air for eight days, it is then to* be

dried
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dried and powdered.—The ferrum vitriolatum is the sal mar-

tisi somewhat stronger.

Of the mercurials there is the hydrargyrus purisicatos, by

distillation, and adding some filings of iron in the retort. The

H. acetatus is the pulvis cinereus of the Edinburgh dispensa

tory, though somewhat more calcined, dissolved in the acetous

acid, and crystallized : this is probably the medicine of Key-

ser. The H. calcinatus continues nearly as before. The H.

cum creta consists of three ounces of mercury, triturated with,

five ounces of chalk, and is intended to supply the place of a

very old preparation, the mercurius alkalizatus. The hydrar

gyrus muriatus, the old corrosive sublimate is prepared in the

following manner.

* Hydrargyrus muriatus.—R hydrargyri purificati, acidi vi

triolic), singulorum p. libras duas, salis muriatici ficcati p.

libras tres cum semisle.—Misce hydrargyrum cum acido in vase

vitreo, & coque in balneo arenæ donee materia exsiccata suerit.

Materiam frigefactam misce in vase vitreo cum sale muriatico;

turn in cucurbita vitrea sublima calore sensim aucto. Dein ma

teria sublimata a scoriis sepajetur.'

Calomelas, formerly mercurius dulcis, remains; and Scheele's

calomel, the H. muriatus mitis is also added. The H. nitratus

ruber, the old mercurius corrosivus ruber, is prepared by add

ing a small proportion of muriatic acid to the nitrous. The

mercurius præcipitatus albus is now calx H. muriati. Æthiops

mineral continues, to the disgrace both of chemistry and me

dicine, under the name of H. cum sulphure. In the factitious

cinnabar, the H. sulphuratus ruber, there is a less proportion

of sulphur, and, of course, some chance that the medicine

may not be wholly useless. In the H. vitriolatus, the old

mercurius emeticus flavus, the mercury and acid, are in equal

quantities. ■

The saccharum saturni is cerussa acetata ; and a substitute

for Goulard's preparation is formed by adding two pounds

four ounces of litharge to a gallon of distilled vinegar : this

may be an useful application ; but it is not like that of Gou

lard. Stannum puiveratum continues with little alteration.

Zincum calcinatum is preferred to the flowers ; and the

white vitriol is purified, by adding a little vitriolic acid, again

dissolving and crystallising the fait.

Of the distilled waters retained, there are common water

distilled.—Aqua anethi ; aqua cinnamomi ; aqua sœniculi

(from the seeds) ; aq. menth. sativ. & piperit. ; aq. pimento ;

pulegii, Si rosæ. They are ordered to be distilled from the dry

herbs. '

Among
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Among the spiritus distillati we find alcohol ; spirit us ætheris

vitriolici (sweet spirit of vitriol or æther in embryo); æther vr-

triolicus; spiritus ætheris nitrofi (sweet spirit of nitre) ; spiri-

<us ammonia; (sweet spirit of sal ammoniac); sp. ammoniæ sœ-

tidus ; olim sp. volatilis fœtidus ; sp. anisi compositus ; spiritus

carui ; cinnamomi ; juniperi compositus ; lavendulæ ; me.nthas

fiperitidis ; menlhæ i'ativæ ; nucis moschatæ; pimento; pu-

Iegii ; raphaui compositus ; & rorismarini.

The decoct, cornu cervi has a larger proportion of gum.

arab. than that preparation for which it is substituted, the

decoct, album. There is also the deooct. cort. Peruv. ; hel le-

iari, ulmi, et hordei ; decoct, pro fomento & pro enemate.

The decoct, pectorale is now styled decoct, hordei compofitum.

The decoct, sarsaparillæ is also attended by a dec. sars. com-

.posit. a substitute for the Lisbon diet-drink. The mucilages

are those of starch, gum arabic, and of quince seeds. The

infusum gentianæ compofitum is the old inf. amarum.—There

is a simple infusion of senna, and the old preparation, with

this title, is called inf. sennæ tartarizatum. The simple lime-

water only remains: the tinctur* rosarum is infusum rosæ j

and the acetum scilliticum has one-twelfth of brandy.

Thevinum aloes is the old tinctura sacra. The antimonial

wine is made with the glass of antimony ; and the vinum an-

timon. tartarizat. isa solution of that medicine in water, with

four times as much wine. We hope the quantity directed will

not be made in warm weather. — The vinum ferri ii made

with Spanish white wine, instead of Rhenish, and without

spice. The vin. ipecacoanhse is prepared with the fame wine,,

without the orange peel. Thevinum rhabarbari is kept from

fermentation by a little spirit : it is in other respects un

changed. „

Tinctura aloes is sweetened with a liquorice, which takes

ess from the disagreeable taste of the aloes.—The compound

tincture is the fame with the elixir aloes of the last edition.

Tinctura assæ fœtidæ, balsami Tohitani and balsami Peruvtani

are understood from their titles • they are made with rectified

spirit of wine. The tinctura benzoes composita, is the oki

'baliomum traumaticum. The tinctura cinnamomi composita

is the former tinctura aromatica ; and the tinctura cardamomi

composita is the old tinctura stomachica. The other new

tinctures are tinct. cascarillæ; columbæ; corticis aurantii ;

-Peruvian! composita (Huxham's tincture) ; galbani & scillse.

The other altered titles are the tinct. catechu (olim Japo-

nica) ; ferri muriati {martis in spiritu salis) ; gentianæ compo

sita (amara) ; guaiaci (guaiacina volatilis); hellebori nigri

'{mehuncodii) ; lavendulæ composita (olim sp. lavendulæ com

positus);
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positus) ; opii (vice tinct. thebaica) ; opii camphorata (elixir

paregor.) ; sabinæ composit. (olim elixir myrrhæ composlt.) ; a

compound tinct. of rhubarb is added, seemingly with little

advantage. Tinctura antimoaii, corticis Peruvian! volatilis,

fuliginis; flerum martialium, saturnina, veratri Sc styptica,

balsamum guaiacinum, elixir vitrioli acidum Sc dulce, do not

occur in this new edition.

The julepum e camphora is mixtura camphorata, with the

camphor previously rubbed with a little spirit of wine; the ju

lepum e Creta is mixtura Cretacea. The mixtura mosehata,

lac amygdala:, & ammoniac), are sufficiently understood by

their names. The first is considerably increased in strength,

and uhe mosch. is suspended by gum arable. The emulsion has

no gum, but more almonds. Hoffman's anodyne liquor oc

curs under the title of spiritus ætheris vitriolicr" compositus,

and is compounded of a quart of sweet spirit of vitriol to three

drachms of the oleum vini. In this form it is scarcely so active

as in the Dijon receipt. The spiritus ammonia; compositus is

the spiritus volatilis aromaticus ; and the spiritus ammoniac

succinatus is the eau de luce. Spiritus cam;horatus has a

double quantity of camphor.

The only syrups are syrupus althex; caryophilii rubri; cor

ticis aurantii ; croci ; succi limonis; papaveris albi Sc erratici ;

rosæ; spinæ cervinx; tolutanus; viola; et zinziberis. These,

in a pharmaceutical view, are too many.

Among the medicated honies are me! rosæ & scilla ; oxy-

mel æruginis, with one-fifth only of the quantity of ærugo

which it had when it was styled mel Ægyptiacum; oxymel col-

chicum j Scilla; & simplex. The two last are unaltered : the

first ij new.

The pulvis hieræ pieræ is now pulvis aloeticus. The pulr.

aloet. cum guaiaco is a very imperfect representation of an use

ful, though ill-compounded medicine, the pil, aromat ; and

the p. a. cum ferro, is in the place of the pil. eephracticæ.

The pulvis aromaticus stands for the species aromaticæ ; the

pulv. ari composit. for the pulv. sternutatorius. The pulv. e creta

compositus, & cum opio, for the different bole powders ; the

pulvis ipecacuanha; compositus for Dovar's powder. The

pulv. e scammonio compositus is rendered more active : the

pulv. e senna compositus has sewer aromatic*.—The pulv. e

cerussa ; e chelis cancrorum compositus ; contrayervs compo»

situs, still continuerto disgrace a great work. The pulv. opia»

tut is opium joined with burnt hartshorn, in the proportion

of one grain to ten. The pulv. e scammonio cum calomelane

is an improvement of the old pulv. basilicus, though the cream

of tartar might have been continued, as the medicine was in

powder.
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powder. The starch and the liquorice crowded the pulv. e

tragacantha comp, too much : they are now properly omitted.

The lozenges are of little importance : the trochisci amyli

are the former white lozenges ; the T. glycyrrhizæ, the black

ones. The T. e nitro & fulphure remain. The T. e creta

are the old tabellas cardialgicæ ; and T. e magnesia are now

properly added, for the first time.

Pillulæ ex aloe are formed of aloes, ext. of gentian, and

syrup of ginger : pil. ex aloe cum myrrha are the former pil.

Rufi ; the pil. e gummi are the pil. gummo£e ; and the pil. ex

hydrargyro are the pil. mercuriales. The pil. ex opio super

sede the pil. sapon ; and the pil. e scilla are an improved form

of the pil. scillit. though rather too much crowded by the

ginger. -

The electaries are few : viz. elect, e cassia, e fcammonio,

& e senna (olim elect, lenitiv.) Why was not the elect, e bac-

cis lauri continued ? The college have not ordered a more effi

cacious medicine in this volume. The confectio aromatica

(cardiaca), and the cons, opiata (Philonium Londinense) am

ply supply the voluminous electaries of this kind in the former

edition.

Of the medicated waters, theaq. aluminis composit, stands

for the aq. aluminosa Bateana ; and the A. cupri ammoniati for

the aqua sappharina. The A. lithargyri acetati compofita is

a diluted solution of the former water, with a little proof spi

rit. A. zinci vitriolati cum camphora, is made with the spiri-

tus camphoratus, instead of the camphor in substance.

All the infusions and decoctions in oil are justly rejected.

The plasters next follow. The emplastrum ammoniaci cum

hydrargyro is only slightly altered in name. The emp. can-

tharidis is improved by adding hogs-lard instead of vinegar.

.Empl. ceræ is the former attrahens. The cummin plaster is

unchanged ; the empl. ladani is the fame as the former emp!.

stomachicum. The empl. Iythargyri is much like the old

empl. e minio ; the calx from which the name is derived is

only altered. But the greatest change, in this department, is

the substitution of the emp. lithargyri for the emp. commune,

in many following formula;. Thus we have the emp. lithar.

cum gummi, cum hydrargyro saponis, thuris, & cum reziria,

an other respects like the old formulæ, with similar titles. The

two last are the empl. roborans & commune adhæsivum. The

empl. picis Burgundicæ is the old cephalic plaster.

The'unguentum adipis suillæ is the former unguent, sim

plex.—U. calcis hydrargyri albæ was once U. e mercurio præ-

cipitato. The unguent ad vesicatoria is now, more properly,

made of a decoction of cantharides, with the empl. e cera.

The
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The ung. ceras is the former ung. alb. U. ceruflz acetatas

was once the faturninum, though it had then a lefs quantity

of wax. Th,e new U. elemi is rendered fofter by mixing a

little oil with it. The white hellebore ointment is new, and,

with the aid of a little eflence of lemon, is no difagreeable

remedy for a very difagreeable complaint. The llrong mer

curial ointment is made with an equal quantity of the adeps

& fevum, though in different proportions, without thcbalf.

fulphuris. The U. hydrargyri mitius is near the llrength of

the unguent, casruleum mitius, as it contains one part of the

'Wrong ointment to two parts of hogs lard. TheU. hydrargyri

nitrati has been long in ufe under another name, the citrinum,

though not in the Difpenfatory. Ung. picis is unchanged. The

bafilicum, now the U. refinz fiavje, lofes the common turpen

tine, with advantage. U. Sambuci, fulphuris, & tutise, are

unaltered. U. fpermatis ceti is altered only in name from the

linimentum album. The liniment, ammonia; is ftronger than

the linamentum volatile, which it difplaces ; and there is 9(

ftill ftronger liniment, diftinguiftied by the additional term

fortius. The linimentum faponis remains unchanged : the L.

camphoratum is an elegant and ufefiil form. It has two ounces

of camphor, fix of aq. ammonite, and fixteen of limple fpiric

of lavender.

The ceratum album, citrinum, & epuloticum, remain under

the new terms of C. fpermatis ceti, retinas fiavze, & lapidis

caliminaris. There is a ceratum cantharidis, C. lythargyri

acetati, which contains fome camphor, and a very ufeful pre

paration, well known in private practice, ceratum faponis.

With the foap it contains a pretty large proportion of acetated

litharge.

The cataplafma cumini has a double proportion of the cum-

rnin feeds ; the cataplafma fmapios confiib of equal parts of

flower of muftard and crumb of bread, made into its proper

form with vinegar. The coagulum aluminis continues un

altered.

An EJJaf on tht Method of Studying Natural Hijlory. By Ricb-

' ard Kentifi, M. D. F. A. S. Delivered fa the Sac. Nat.

-• Stueiioferum, at Edinburgh, 8vo. 2s, Johnfon.

*TPHERE is no little confufion in this EfTay. It is faid to

•"• be delivered in 1782; but <|ie author not only tells thej

members what happens in 1782, which they muft be fuppofed

to know as well as himfelf ; but, by a kind of prophecy, what

happened in 1783 and 1784. In faft, he fpeaks at the fame

tyne of the origin of the Society, aad of its improved ftate :

' VOL. LXV. April, 1788, ' " T wTiile
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while a student in Edinburgh, he regrets that he did not make

sufficient use os sir Joseph Banks's library in London. Though

we cannot explain the facts, we perceive the source of the er

rors to be, his having added to his oration since its first deli

very, and having united the different parts very unskilfully.

. The observations on the method of studying natural history

consist chiefly of a list of authors, many of which he seems not

to have read. In mineralogy, he speaks of Rome de l'lfle's

system ; and the attempts of some other crystallographers ; but

omits the abbe Hauy, ihe best support of crystallography, and

overlooks the proposal, and indeed the practice of many natu

ral historians, who fix the specific characters fiom the obvious

properties. He is not aware, that much real knowlege may

be derived from crystallography, or of the many facts lately

adduced for that purpose. His arguments against it are those

only of Mr. Kirwan. If he objects, that the speech was de

livered in 1782, we must remark, that it was corrected and

enlarged in 1787.

On the physiology of plants, he is not aware of the best

book on the subject, Du HamePs Physique des Arbres ; and on

their application to the purposes of medicine, he is strangely

mistaken, in thinking that Murray's Materia Medica—(Ma-

teria Medica! Apparatus Medicaminum) is arranged accord

ing to the Linnæan system. The method is indeed botanical,

but the orders are natural ones, of his own formation. He

ought to have known, that though this work is not completed,

so far as it goes it is the best and most instructive system

that has ever appeared. t

Of Button he fays, that the ' elegance of his diction, and

the boldness of his thoughts, give an air of novelty and genius

to his work.' The tutor of natural history might have learned,

if he had read this author, that the novelty and genius were

not semblances only : he might have found a greater number

of real, well authenticated facts ; more true information in

BufFon's work, than in an host of merely popular writers. We

know his faults ■, but we revere his excellencies.

It is a little surprising that Dr. Kentish, who engages to,

instruct, did not know any thing of the system of insects- by

i-'abricius. On this subject too, the only notice which he

takes of Swammerdam is the observation that four hundred

! writers preceded him in the path of entomology. Perhaps he

was not acquainted with tike Biblia Naturae, a work of such;

vast extent of knowlege, such unwearied labour, and so excel

lent in execution, as to raise the highest admiration in even

a superficial enquirer.

On the whole, in this work we find maclv that is generally

known ;

2
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known ; little that is out of 'the common tract. It is a re-

spectacle Essay for a student ; but it will not add credk to

one farther advanced in the science. It would have been more

prudent to have kept it from the public.

Ah EJsay on Sea-Bathing, and the Internal Use of Sea-Water.

By R. Kentijh, M.D.F.A.S. Edin. Bve. U.td. Murray.

T~>R. Kentilh has tried some experiments on bathing; but,

~* from that source we cannot perceive that he has greatly

improved oui acquaintance with the remedy. His second expe

riment we can, however, confirm from our own trials; and,

from them too, we can contradict one of his remarks, that:

the glow never comes on in the parts of the body immersed in

the water. We have felt it a thousand times, particularly in

the sea. His recommending weak people to bathe in the fore

noon rather than in the morning, and to take seme cordial

to assist the glow, when it does not come on, are also well

founded. In general, however, his directions are not pro

perly discriminated : the salutary lessons are mixed with many

errors ; and, while this book will, in no instance, supersede

the directions of the practitioner, it will add little to any prac

titioner's knowlege.

The mischief is greatly increased by the Synopsis, and the

very short insufficient remarks added to it. How caa any

person not acquainted with diseases, distinguish between, active

and passive haemorrhages I And, since he has remarked the se

dative power, from remaining in the bath, why did he not

rather discriminate the management peculiar to each kind of

haemorrhage? Elephantiasis, giddiness, melancholy, jaundice,

hectic, syphilis, hiccough, low fevers, and the confluent small,

pox, arpear among the diseases for which ' cold bathing is an

approved remedy,' without a single remark. This undistin-

guilhing recommendation is highly pernicious. We know

that, in peculiar stages, and with cautious management, it

has been ased in most of these cases ; but does the author

really think it adapted for melancholy, jaundice, or elephan

tiasis ? Will it remove a gall-stones Will it correct the

præternatural torpidity ? or destroy those ill-formed tubercles,

which characterise the true elephantiasis? As the author writes

for the people, we cannot help eagerly cautioning our readers

to distrust this very inaccurate lift of diseases, and those very

undiscriminated recommendations.

The use of bathing in hectic we have not mentioned ; it

is a speculation which requires caution and attention. In this

work too, it is connected with doctrines which we think high-

Jy dangerous, viz. the use of full diet and tonics, under which

: T 2 head
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head we observe that wine occurs." We have seen instancesof

this practice ; but they have been fatal ones, and we shall re

serve a full discussion os this seemingly destructive tenet till

the author's work on phthisis' appears. It will then receive

ttie strictest examination.

He seems to misrepresent the general practice of physicians,

who-prepare their patients for the cold bath, by bleeding and

depletion. In cafes of general weakness, it would be un

doubtedly wrong. It is probable, however, from his remarks,

that he has never seen considerable plethora with weak vessels;

that he has never observed symptoms of debility arising from,

or attended with, a great fulness of the circulatory system. If

he was to meet with such a case, and employ the cold bath,

without previous evacuations, some internal haemorrhage would

probably be the consequence ; if he should direct bark and

full living, he would augment the disease. There is little

doubt but that, when he has practised some time, many such

will occur: to his future experience, therefore, we may safely

leave him.

The Rural Economy of Norfolk : comprising the Management of

Landed Estates, and the present Practice of Husbandry in that

County. By Mr.MarJhall. zVols. %<vo, \2s. in Boards. Cadell.

"K/TR. Marshall is not unknown to the public, or to our rea-

ders: in our XLVIIth Volume, p. 18. we gave an ac

count of his first work, entitled, ' Minutes of Agriculture,'

and we found him enterprising and attentive, affectedly sin

gular, and whimsically eccentric. His second appearance was

in our XLVIllth Volume, p. 444.. where we gave an account

of his 'Experiments and Observations concerning Agriculture

and the Weather.' He seemed improved in that short inter

val, and we are happy to find that his improvement has been-

progressive.

In these volumes he explains the rural œconomy of Norfolk ;

but as we expressed some apprehensions that he might become

a theoretical book-maker, from a practical farmer, it is neces

sary to clear his character from every suspicion. He found

the inutility and fallacy, he tells us, of ' transient views ;'

and, at the fame time, thought that faithful registers of the

practice, in well cultivated -districts, might be extremely use*

\ful. For this purpose, he presented a very excellent plan to

the Society for the Improvement of Arts, &c. in 1780 ; and

Jas he had endeavoured to acquire agricultural knowlege syste

matically, from ' self- practice,' he proposed to extend his ob-

-sotvations to the practice of others. In reality, he purposed

-to reside in some county where agriculture was studied with

». ; '- . precision
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precision and care, at least twelve months; to confine his ob

servations to cattle, the dairy, and the management of graz

ing ; after which he intended to pursue his enquiries in arable

districts. The pUn was not adapted to the Society's views ;

so that, while they offered every assistance which their library

or their models could afford, th;y declined engaging- in it more

particularly. At this time he was offered the agency of sir

Harbord Harbord's estate in Norfolk. This was well enough

suited to his designs ; and the volumes before us are the result

os his enquiries in that county. We find, that he has since

been in Yorkshire with the same purpose, and we are in daily

expectation of his observations on the system of husbandry pe

culiar to that part of the kingdom.

The first part of his work contains a general description of

that part os Norfolk in which his observations were made, and

their agricultural system : it relates to districts, estates, farms,

foils, manures, farmers, workmen, horses, implements, and

taxes. The part of the county where the pure Norfolk hus

bandry may be found unaltered, is the eastern district. We

fliall extract a general account of the foil.

' A singular uniformity of foil prevails throughout this coun»

try : there is not, perhaps, an acre in it which does not come

under the idea of a sandy loam.

' Its quality, however, varies widely, both as to texture and

productiveness. The northern part of the district abounds with

barren heaths and unfertile inclosures ; while the southern

hundreds are principally covered with a richer, deeper, highly

productive foil.

'The foil, in general, however, may be termed shallow;

perhaps six, perhaps five inches may be taken as the medium depth.

' Immediately under the cultivated foil, a hard cruli—pro-

vinciaily "the pan"—occurs universally; and under this sub-

straw of various qualities, an unfathomable ocean of sand may

be considered as the prevailing substratum. In some places a

hungry gravel, but more frequently an absorbent brick-earth,

is the immediate subsoil. Marl sometimes rises to near the

surface, but seldom so high as the pan.'

The pan, our author thinks, is produced by the pressure of

the broad flat share os the Norfolk plow : to break it may be

injurious, since it becomes a receptacle of the feeds of weeds,

and is a defence against the bibulous sand below, which would

absorb the water. From general considerations of the soil, and

natural history of that part of the kingdom, we are entirely of

the fame opinion. The great Norfolk manure is marl, and

Mr. Marshall gives a very good account of the different kinds

of marl. Let us select a short passage, where his whimsical

.language is strongly and pointedly expressive.
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' The natural situation of the white marls of this district is

singular: they do not lie in iirata, as fossils in general do;—

nor in a continuation of rock, like chalk and limestone; but

in distinct masses, of different figures and magnitudes, rising

with irregular heads toward the surface, and sinking to, per

haps, ten, perhaps, twenty feet deep, and sometimes to a depth

unfathomed. If the abyss of sand, in which they lie buried,

could be rendered transparent, these clouds of marl would, I

apprehend, be seen scattered under the surface of this country,

in resemblance of the clouds of vapour, which we frequently,

in summer, see suspended in the atmosphere.'

Marl is well known to be a calcareous earth, with different

proportions of clay and sand.—The different marls of Norfolk

are analysed in this part of the work, with sufficient accuracy.

An account is given of the other manures, particularly the

sea-sand, used in Yarmouth for littering the horses, which is

consequently imprSgrrated with the different excrementitious

fluids. The horses are those of the heavier black Lincolnshire

breed : the old active, though smaller race, is almost extinct,

The general management of estates, in Norfolk, is ex

plained under the heads of tenancy, term rents, covenants,

time of receiving rents, and heads of a lease. These particu

lars we cannot abridge ; and, indeed, the work before us is so

rniscellaneous, that we can do little more than transcribe the

subjects of the author's attention, and occasionally extract any

passage that may appear interesting. He next explains con

struction of the buildings, and the materials, the forms of gates

and fences, and of live hedges. He treats also of inclosures,

planting, the general management of timber, and pretty ex

pensively of the general management of farms, that is, of the

several crops, and the use to which the different products may

be applied. Previous, however, to this discussion, he exa

mines their practice of laying out, succession, soil process, ma

nure, feed, vegetating and harvest process, farm-yard manage

ment, and marvets. The laying out farms, and proportion

ing thejr fields tc the size of the farm, is a great object of the

Norfolk husbandman, and is generally judiciously executed.

}n most of the other parts of this subject he is equally a pro

ficient. In the soil process, in particular, they excel ; and

their management is distinctly detailed. Broad-cast is almost

universally prevalent.

Mr. Marshall then informs us of the Norfolk management

respecting wheat, barley, oats, pease, vetches, buck, turnips,

cultivated and natural grasses, cattle, sheep, rabbits, swine,

poultry, decoys, and bees, The article of cattle is very ex

tensive, and the observations are judicious: we shall extract

. what relates $p decoys, as little known, and more generally

entertaining, f Th?
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• The leading principles of a decoy are these. The wild-duck

is a very stiy bird, and delights in retirement. The first step,

therefore, is to endeavour to make the given water a peaceful

ai'ylum, by suffering the ducks to rest on it undisturbed. The

fame love of concealment leads them to be partial to waters

whose margins abound with underwood and aquatic plants :

hence, if the given water is not already fnrnilhed with these appen

dages, they must be provided ; for it is not retirement, alonr.,

which leads them into these recesses, but a search after food,

also.

• Nevertheless, at certain times of the day, when wild fowl

are off their feed, they are equally delighted with a smooth,

grassy margin, to adjust and oil their plumage upon. On the

close-pastured margins of large waters frequented by wild fowl,

hundreds may be seen amusing themselves in this way : and,

perhaps, nothing draws them sooner to a w.iter than a conveni.

ency of this kind :—hence it becomes essentially necessary to suc

cess to provide a grassy, shelving, smooth -shaven bank at the

mouth of the pipe, in order to draw the fowl, not only to the

water at large, but to the desired part of it.

• Having, by these means, allured them to the mouth of the

pipe, or canal, leading from the water to a tunnel net, fixed at

the head of it ; but hid from the sight, among trees and aquatic

plants;—the difficulties now remaining are those of getting them

off the bank into the water, without taking wing ; and of lead

ing them up the pipe to the snare which is fat for them.

' To get them off the bank into the water, a dog (the more

he is like a fox the better) steals from behind a skreen of reeds,

which is placed by the side of the pipe to hide the decoyman, at

well as his dog, until the signal be given. On seeing the dog,

the ducks rust) into the water ; where the wild-fowl confides

themselves as safe from the enemy which had assailed them.

4 But among the wild-fowl, a parcel (perhaps, night or ten)

of decoy-ducks have mixed, and were, probably, instrumental

in bringing them, with greater confidence, on to the bank. At

soon as these are in the water, they make for the pipe ; at the

head of which they have been constantly fed ; and in which they

have always found an asylum from the dog. . The wild-duckt

follow j while the dog keeps driving behind ; and, by that

means, takes off their attention from the trap they are entering.

' As soon as the decoyman, who is all the while observing

the operation through pcep-holts in the reed-lkrecn, sees the en

tire stioal under a canopy net, which covers and incloses the

upper part of the pipe, he stlews himself ; when the wild-fowl

instanily take wing ; but their wings meeting with an imprevi-

ous net, instead cf a natural canopy formed of reeds and bulU.

rustles, they fall again into the water, and, being afraid to re

cede, the man being close behind them, push forward into the

tail of the tunnel'iict which terminates the pipe,' t

T 4 • ' The
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The first volume is concluded by a list of rates and propor

tions ; ot rather, the prices of different labourers, and the

quantity of materials for a given work. .,

In this volume, various references are made to ' minutes/

or those detached observations which are separate and distinct

from any general systematic plan ; and the minutes are recorded

in the second volume. They are a collection of very valuable

facts, related familiarly, and, we believe, faithfully. A list

of provincialisms, a very necessary work, concludes the volume.

If the former part of the work would not admit of abridg

ment, these isolated facts are still less capable of being shorten

ed. The naivete, the clearness, and the good fense which

these minutes display, have rendered them to us singularly en

tertaining and instructive. The management of the dairy is

related more at length, and with much care. It is, however,

a Norfolk diary, and the products are not of the best kind.

In short, Mr. Marshall's minuteness and singularity gives an

interesting appearance even to his dealings with the miller at

Walftiam fair, or his relation of the manner in which a bul

lock eats turnips. We shall select only one fact, and we think

it an important one.

* In finking a well near Gunton-House, the workmen it

seems traced the tap-root of an oak, through an uniformly

white sand, to the depth, I think, of twenty feet. The tree

was nevertheless. uncommonly healthy and beautiful,

' This (hews that a strong foil is not necessary to the produc

tion of fine oaks.

' There might, however, be one circumstance favourable to

this oak. The stratum which it grew in might be impregnated

with the drainage of the house and offices ; for of so absorbent

3 nature is this bottomless bed of sand, that it drinks up the

whole drip of the house, together with the overflowings, and

waste water, and filth of every denomination.'

On- the whole, our author has executed his task very well ;

and we shall, with great pleasure, accompany him in his fu

ture observations in Yorkshire »,

Pratlical Observations on Hernia; illustrates ivitb Cafes. By

B. Wilmer. izmo. is. Ca". Longman.

"Jl/jsR. Wilmer's knowlege and experience render him, in

many paths, an eligible guide : on the subject of hernias

he has already instructed us. 1 hefe Observations are the result

of a careful attention and extensive practice j and we have lit

tle doubt but that they will be received with prpper respect.

* These Observations are, we find, sinct published,

He
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He enforces the observations of some of the best chirurgical

authors, on the stricture of the upper part of the sac, which,

is often an impediment to the reduction, after the ring of the

muscles is dilated or divided ; and he distinguishes, with great

care, between the hernia congenita and the hydrocele. Dif

ferent cafes are also added to illustrate the use of cold applica

tions ; the coldest, and therefore the best, is, in our author'a

opinion, a saturated solution of sal ammoniac in the coldest

water, used during solution.

His observations on bleeding in hernia; have not entirely

corresponded with our experience. We have often seen the

pulse, in cases of rupture, fuller, stronger, and quicker. If

he means to condemn the copious and indiscriminate bleedings,

often practised, we entirely agree with him ; tbut we have

usually thought it expedient to take away some blood from a

sound healthy man, if he laboured under a recent hernia, with

much pain; especially if the strain which brought it on oc

curred in the moments of mirth and jollity, and consequently

when a little intoxication may be suspected. Perhaps our au

thor may not differ from us : the cafes seem to say that he doe*

not ; but he will then allow us to observe, that his condem

nation of bleeding is too general.

The use of blisters in ileus we do not attribute to the ab

sorption of the cantharides, because their utility appears too

suddenly, to admit of this opinion ; and we cannot therefore

agree with Mr. Wilmer, in thinking a blister to the abdomen

would be of service in hernia;; or that the more quick action

of the flies, in the methods suggested, would be salutary. The

acrid purgatives are, we know, alone successful ; and, though

it may appear improper, in many views, we suspect, that to

quiet the inverted peristaltic motion previously, with opiates,

might in the end facilitate the action of the laxative. But

this is suspicion only, not sanctified by experience, and must

therefore be received with caution.

Surgical Trails, containing a Treatise upon Ulcers of the Legs,

&c. Second Edition. To which 'are noiu added, Obfer'valtons

on the more common Disorders of the Eye, and on Gangrene. Bjf

Michael Underivood, M.D. 8<vo; 5/. Mathews.

WJ E examined Dr. Underwood's Treatise upon Ulcers of

* " the Legs, the Hints on the Method of Treating Scro-

phulous Tumors, and the management of the Mammary Ab

scess and Sore Nipples, in our LVIth Volume, p. 156. On

his peculiar method we were cautious of deciding, without ex

perience ;
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perience ; but we immediately began a series of experiments,

and took occasion, some time after, shortly to mention the pro

gress of the trials. It was favourable, on the whole, to Dr.

Underwood's plan ; but the amendment was not so rapid, and

we can now add, that the cure was not so certain as we ex

pected. The state of many old ulcers has, however, been

much amended by it ; the inflammation and pain lessened ;

and, in some instances, where the plan seemed successful, and

we thought it might be safely done, they have been healed.

We continue to practise it; and we think it a very valuable

improvement : to the former treatises there is very little addi

tion on this second appearance.

The tract on the Inflammation of the Eye is now first pub.

listied ; and contains many facts, which, if not wholly new,

are of importance. Dr. Underwood strongly recommends an

attention to the distinction between the active and the atonic

inflammation. But he allows that in practice it is not

easily made : where the pain or the fever be not considerable,

it may, we think, be safely treated as atonic. Pain from irri

tability only, or rather a complaint of the eyes, in a very

irritable constitution, he attacks with the vapour of the spiri-

tus volatilis aromaticus in boiling water, directed to the eya

by a funnel ; two drachms of the spirit are added to two ounces

of the water. Where there is some degree of atonic ophthal-

iny, he advises the solid collyria, in the form of ointments,

instead of the fluid ones ; and thinks that sir Hans Sloane's

ointment is chiefly serviceable from the stimulus of the pow

ders. He recommends, in some cafes, even the extract, fa-

turni ; in others, the unguent, citrinum, either with or without

cerate. We have come very near this practice, by combining

the mercurial ointment with the unguentum saturninum, and

applying it with a camel-hair pencil every night, between the

eye lids. We have used this application many years, with

good success, in atonic ophthalniy, and in the pibrophthalmy,

Specks in the cornea are, he thinks, successfully destroyed by

a few drops of the aqua sappharina. The effusion of blood in

the aqueous humour we have not seen but in consequence of

violent blows: Dr. Underwood mentions it as a vicarious dis*

charge, or as a species of inflammation, from an internal

cause.

The strictures on gangrene contain some very proper distinc

tions between that kind of the disease from atony, and that

which proceed* from inflammation. In the atonic kind, he

recommends the blue vitriol, of which one-eighth of a grain

is given, four or six times a day, in a spoonful of spirituous

cinnamon-water: it is not, indettT, recommended as an uni

versal
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versal remedy, but as often useful, even when bark and opium

have failed. In the gangrene, from wounds of the hand, in

dissection, he recommends wine and bark. But we think the

wine should be in moderate doses, and the bark in large ones.

In this way we have seen two cases, which appeared at fir4

very threatening, successfully treated. The external remedies

afford nothing new ; their application is directed, by attend

ing to the original distinction respecting the cause of the disease*

We.cannot leave this edition, without again expressing our ap

probation of Mr. Underwood's plan, and the general execution

of his work.

Memoirs of Great Britain and Ireland, from the Battle off Lei

Hogue till the Capture of the French and Spanijh Fleets at Pig».

By Sir John Dalrymple, Bart. Vol. II. \zs. in Boards. Cadell.

/"~\F the first volume of fir John Dalrymple's Memoirs, whick

commenced at a very important period of British history,

an account was given in our Review for May, 1771. In the

preface to that volume, the author informed the public, that

the work was undertaken by the advice of the late light ho

nourable Charles Yorke, who advised him not to trust to

primed books for materials, but to procure access to original

papers. Sir John accordingly exerted himself in procuring

useful manuscripts in England, Scotland, and France. We

regretted, however, that the work should not have been en

riched with the evidence of those family-memoirs in London,

of great authority, which the author was anxious to have seen ;

and we yet wish that he would condescend to the necessary

train of solicitation for that purpose.

Besides the authority of original papers, fir John Dalrymple

adopted several anecdotes transmitted by oral tradition, which

he considered as of sufficient authenticity when generally cur

rent, and relative to a period so late and interesting as that

which was the subject of the Memoirs. We have already given

our opinion of the latitude within which tradidiial evidence

may !»: safely admitted in the composing of history ; and we

have no reason to impeach the credibility of any of the oral

documents adduced by sir John Dalrymple in support of his ,

narrative.

In April 1773, we gave an account of the second volume

of these Memoirs, which, according to the numeration used

by the author in the volume now before us, must be considered

as a part of the former. The authorities upon which it was

founded were drawn from the most secret sou ces of informa

tion, tfie Depot des Affaires Etrangers, to which, after great

 

exertion
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exertion of interest, and some journies to Paris, fir John Dal-

rymple procured access by a particular order of the French

court. This was a sacred repository, into which no British

subject had ever before been admitted ; and the result was,

t'hat he discovered, particularly among the dispatches of Ba-

rilion, the French ambassador at the British court, such scenes

of political intrigue, and unexampled corruption, as not only

excited his own astonishment, but almost rendered men totally

incredulous to th» authenticity of the documents which he pro

duced. It appeared that Charles the Second was a pensioner

of France, that his ministers likewise were bribed, with the

privacy of their sovereign, and that even the name of Algernon

Sidney was enrolled in the list of parliamentary prostitutes.

In the number of those whose minds revolted at the idea .of

such general venality, were some who so far transgressed the

limits of liberality and candour, as to entertain suspicions in

jurious to the fidelity of the historian. For our own part, we

regarded his personal veracity as inviolable ; but we suggested

a possibility of falsehood in the dispatches of Barillon, who

having the discretionary expenditure of large sums, for the

purpose of bribing the court and parliament of England,

plight impose upon his master, by retaining in his own hands

the money which he said he had distributed among certain

members of the legislature.

In the preface to the volume now under consideration, fir

John Dalrymple acknowleges that the injurious suspicions

above mentioned, joined to the uneasiness which he found his

discoveries had created in families with which he lived in

friendship, discouraged him from the prosecution of his Me

moirs ; he therefore resolved to leave the rest of his papers with

his family, to publiih, or not, as they should think fit, after his

death ; and some parts of them, which he had given in print

to his friends for their opinion, he suppressed. Whatever in

dulgence may be due to the particular circumstances of sir John

Dalrymple's connections, we cannot but express our disappro

bation of admitting so incongruous a principle into historical

narrative. It is the prerogative of a historian to relsie the

actions and characters of men with truth, for the information

of posterity. Ne quid falfi dicere audeat, ne quid <veri non

audeat, should be the maxim of every such writer ; nor can h

ever be violated without sacrificing the most important and'

useful purposes of history.

We regret the more the reserve adopted by fir John Dal

rymple, as there is much reason to imagine, that among the

original papers to which he had access, there were such docu

ments of political transactions and intrigue, as must hav*

thrown
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thrown great light on the period of history which forms the

subject of the present volume, and have given it a degree of

interest impossible to be instilled into any recital, however welt

composed, that is founded upon authorities already submitted

to the public. Our regret on this account is farther increased,

when we consider the abilities of this writer, who was qualified,

to apply, with judgment and energy, the important discove

ries, for such we shall suppose them, which he has obtained

in the course of his research. In a word, we cannot easily be

reconciled to the suppression of historical truth, the regard for

which ought, in our opinion, to supersede every private con

sideration ; and we must again express a desire that, on some

future occasion, sir John Dalrymple will favour the public

with those secret vouchers, which a blameable, however ami

able, delicacy has hitherto induced him to with-hold. Nor are

we entirely without hope, that to perform a service of such,

importance to history, is yet the intention of the author. T»

those who may be inclined to wilh the contrary, we would

suggest the reflection, that the virtuous can feel no just re

proach for the demerits of their ancestors ; and to behold the

disapprobation, though posthumous, which follows political

depravity, is one of the strongest incitements to rectitude.

This volume commences at the year 1692, with a review

of the war 6n the continent, the war of the sea, and the mi

nistry. The treachery of the great in England is afterwards

briefly mentioned in the following terms :

' The evidence of lord Sunderland's treachery (for th'e evi

dence of such extraordinary facts should be referred to) is to be

found in a letter from the earl of Arran, his son-in-law, to king

James ; the treachery of Godolphin, in captain Lloyd's reporc

of his negociations in England to king James ; and of lord

Marlborou«h, in his letter to king James, and general Sack-

field's letter inclosing it to lord Mellfort ; all lately published

by Mr. M'Pherson. The originals of the two last letters are

not in exiitence in the Scots college at Paris, where the other

two papers are. But the copies were found among the other

official papers of Nairne, under-secretavy of state to lord Mell

fort, and one of them has an interlineation in Lord Mellsort's

hand-writing. And, in king James's memoirs, I have seen a

memorandum in his own hand- writing, that Lord Churchill

had, on the 4th of May, given him information of the design

upon Brest. I was told by the late principal Gordon, of the

Scots college at Paris, that, during the hostilities between the

duke of Marlborough and lord Oxford, near the end of the

queen's reign, lord Oxford, who had got intelligence of the

duke's letter, and pretended, at that time, to be in the interest*

of the exiled family, applied for, and got an order for the ori

ginals and that his making the duke knew that his life was in
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bis hands, was the cause of the duke's going into a voluntary

exile to Brussels in the year 1712 : and, indeed, so extraordi

nary a step as that exile, must have had an extraordinary cause.

It is known too from the history of the times, that there was a

private meeting between the duke and lord Oxford, at Mr.

^Thomas Harley's house, to which the duke came by a back

door, immediately aster which he left England. I have also

heard from the late archbishop of York, grandson to the earl

of Oxford, that he had been informed, that the duchess of

Marlborough, after the death of those two persons, had con

trived to get the letter from lord Oxford's papers, and destroyed

it.'

The transactions relative to the Darien company are inti

mately blended with the historical events of this reign. Sir

John Dalrymple observes, it has been made a question, whe

ther William behaved with his ordinary sincerity and steadiness

in the assurances of favour which he gave more than once tc»

the comp'any during their distresses. • )

' The following anecdote,' fays he, 1 makes it probable,

that there was a struggle in his breast between the part which

l»e was obliged to act to please his English and Dutch at the

expence of his Scots subjects, and his own feelings. A pro

vision ship of the first colony, in which were thirty gentle

men passengers, and some of them of noble birth, having

been shipwrecked at Carthagena, the Spaniards believing, or

pretending to believe, that they were smugglers, cast them

into a dungeon, and threatened them with death. The com

pany deputed lord Basil Hamilton from Scotland, to implore

king William's protection for the prisoners. The king,

at first, refused to see him, because he had not appeared at

court when he was last in London. But when that difficulty

was removed by explanation, an expression fell from the king,

which showed hi3 sense of the generous conduct of another, al

though influenced by the English and Dutch East Ir.dia compa

nies, he could not resolve to imitate it in his own. For lord-

Basil's audience having been put off from time to time, but,

At last, fixed to be in the council-chamber after a council was

over, the king, who had forgot the appointment, was passing

into another room, when lord Basil placed himself in the pas

sage, and said, " That he came commissioned by a great body

of his majesty's subjects to lay their misfortunes at his feet, that

he had right to be heard, and would be heard :" The king re

turned, listened with patience, gave instant orders to apply to

Spain for redress, and then turning to those near him, said,

•* This young man is too bold, if any man can be too bold in

his country's cause." I had this anecdote from the present earl

of Selkirk, grandson to iord Basil.'

The character of William having been variously represented

by historians, we (hall lay before our readers the short account

of
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of it as drawn by fir John Dalrymple, who, notwithstanding

a latent predilection for that monarch, appears to delineate

him with fidelity.

• The portrait of king William is eafily drawn, becaufe it

confifts of three broad lines, Simplicity, utility, and juft pride

of character; three qualities that compofe the character of So

crates, which whoever follows, will pafs with fuccefs and honour

through private life. But it is a portrait that fhould be much.

more Studied, examined and imitated by men in public life,

and above all by Britiih princes ; for in proportion as thefe laSt

{hall imitate king William, in the expansion of his mind to the

love of religious toleration, that faireft flower of cultivated hu

manity ; in hisopennefs and fincerity to his fubjects, in public

and in private, his mercy to his enemies, his temper to his

oppofers, and the warmth, fteadinefs, and even partiality of hit

private friendships ; in his fortitude againft misfortune, mode

ration during profperity, and readinefs to take advantage of

accident, and yet to give way to it ; in his application to pub

lic bufinefs, without pretending Singly to direct what can be

done with difficulty, even by numbers; in his yielding to par

ties in a country full of party, in order to recover them, in/lead

of combating, and thereby lofing them for ever; in his fcorn-

ing to court popularity by his manners, when confcious that he

could make it follow him by his actions ; in his employing men

of talents in his fervice wherever he could find them, even when

he liked neither their perfons nor their principles; and even in

his love of hunting, wine and good fellowship with his feleft

friends, they will be glorious and happy. And, on the other

band, in proportion as they Shall imitate the crooked politics

of the firil and third prince, or the violent politics of the fecond

and fourth prince of the Stuart race, or the felfiSh and unfeel

ing indifference too common to thofe who are elevated above

the red of human kind, their reigns will be inglorious to them,

and to their people unhappy.'

__ While fir John Dalrymple has denied us the pleafure of any

new information in the historical part of the work, he has in

fome degree compenfated this defect, by political reflections,

which, in general, are juft, and difcover philofophical obferv-

ation. But what constitutes the principal merit of this vo

lume, is the interesting articles in the Notes and the Appendix,

which have been profeSTedly written with the view of pointing

out the moSt vulnerable parts in the French and Spanish mo

narchies, that Britain might avail herfelf of them, had the

war which feemed lately on the point of breaking forth, been

actually kindled.

The firlt that occur: relates to a military expedition, .pro-

pofed by the field marfhal earl of Stair, who thought that

the Shortest and fafeft way to conduct a French war, was by

marching
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marching directly to Paris. This plan he is said to have urged

«rt three different occasions, and he was an enthusiast in his

opinion to the last moment of his life. It is certain, that a

project which proceeded from so high an authority-, merited a

jetribution extremely different from the displeasure which we

are told he incurred of his sovereign ; and it is no small evi

dence of the propriety of the plan, that the principles upon

which it was formed were confirmed by the marquis de Feu-

quieres, a military critic of acknowleged penetration and judg

ment. However hazardous, therefore, such an enterprise'

may appear to the minds of those who are not suited to the

comprehension of great achievements, we believe, that in the

circumstances in which it was proposed by the earl of Stair,

and under the direction of that consummate general, it would

have led to victory and glory. Opportunities may again occur,

in which the fame plan will be adviseable ; but the general

who conducts it must be one who is eminently qualified by

judgment, fortitude, and activity. It is proper to mention

that, in the notes, we meet with some agreeable anecdotes of

the earl of Stair.

Sir John Dalrymple has given such a minute and accurate

description of Cadiz, and the means of attacking it with suc

cess, as deserves the attention of the public. After describing

the situation of the place, he thus proceeds :

•These circumstances have remained the fame for two cen

turies past, during all which time the, fleets of England, with

a cruel satyr upon their admirals and admiralties, have passed

and repassed Cadiz without ever or.ee thinking to take advan

tage of them. But what was formerly not difficult, is become

much easier now, since Mr. Millar's invention and improve

ments upon the carronade gun, the largest of which, to throw-

ball of an hundred pounds weight above two miles, does not

weigh a .24 pounder gun ; and, the small ones, such as the six

pounders, are so light, that one of them with its carriage can

be Lorn upon a couple of poles by two men carrying their arms

flung at the fame time. Thirty or forty of those large carro.

nades placed on the narrow neck of land to the eastward of

Cadiz, would defend it against a host of enemies, and bar all

(allies from the town, because the shot, when the guns are

charged with cannister, falls in a Iheet fourteen hundred feet

in length, nearer or further off according to the different gra

vities of the parts of which it is composed, and therefore would

mow down a column of troops, which in that narrow space

could advance only in columns. The fame carronades would

reach Cadiz, and throwing balls of 100 pounds weight, to fall

upon the flat roofs of houses six or seven stories high, would

destroy all below them.*

We
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We cannot coincide in opinion with sir John Dalrymple in

the subsequent extract.

• ' There is a popular cry at present in England, on which

account the chance is three to one that it is unjust, against the

empress of Russia, for introducing the system, that free bottoms

make free cargoes in times of war. Strange ! that princess der

serves a statue in the Royal Exchanee, among the monarchs of

England, for what (he has done. The nation which has most

trade, must always suffer most from the pillage os trade ; and

therefore the English beyond all others. The trade of'England

in the first years of the reign of king William was almost anni

hilated by capture; and in the late war it suffered most griev

ously, because exposed to that pillage, from which the regula

tions of the empress, in the cause of humanity, of the mer

chants, who are the general and inoffensive friends of human

kind, and of the free communication of the enjoyments of life

to all amidst the horrors of war, will for the future protect it.'

Had the empress of Russia particularly favoured the trade

of Great Britain, me might have merited the gratitude of the

nation ; but when stie asserted the freedom of commerce, in

violation of the laws of neutrality, by supplying our enemies

with naval stores, we cannot consider her conduct in any other

light than as inimical to the interests of this country. Sir

John Dalrymple, in the ardour of philanthropy, overlooks the

very necessary distinction between a trade conducted upon the

principles of humanity, and that which tends to the encour

agement and support of war. We are the more surprised to

find him so much a citizen of the world, in this instance, aa

on other occasions, notwithstanding his liberality, and exemp

tion from national prejudices, he discovers not only a laudable

attachment, but extraordinary zeal, both for the interests and

glory of Britain.

A great part of the Appendix is occupied with the account

of an intended expedition into the South Seas, by private per

sons in the late war. It appears, that in the year 1779, Sir

John Dalrymple proposed to three opulent and public- spirited

merchants at Glasgow, a plan for distressing the Spanish trade

in the South Seas, by means of privateers, with a little assist

ance from government. The proposal received the approba

tion os Lord George Germaine, to whom it was communicated

by the author. From that time until the close of the war,

the plan was the subject of much epistolary correspondence be

tween sir John Dalrymple and several gentlemen conversant in

naval affairs. It was admitted on all hands, that the project

was devised with great judgment, and would probably be at

tended with the most advantageous,consequences to those who

Vol. LXV. April, 1788. U " sliouid
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should' embark in the expedition. For a particular account

of this interesting paper, we must refer our readers to the

Appendix, with the author's reflections on it, and a few colla

teral subjects.

The next article in the Appendix treats of an incorporated

Union with Ireland, and of a federal union with America. Sit

John Dalrymple endeavours to (how, that nothing' less tharit

an incorporated union with Ireland, like that of England and

Scotland, can preserve theBritisti and Irish nations in perpetual

amity; as the productions of the two countries being the fame,

the Irish husbandman, manufacturer, and trader, is the rival

of the English husbandman, manufacturer, and trader; and

each separate parliament will encourage the industry of it»

own country, and discourage that of the other.

In respect of a federal union with America, sir John Dal*

rymple is of opinion, that the Atlantic ocean between Great

Britain and that continent removes all chance of animosity

that might arise from the circumstances of their vicinity ; and

that, as Britain has not a single regiment in the dominions of

the States, nor the disposal of a single office, nor even a party

in the country, it is impossible that she should exert any mili

tary force, or undue influence, or sow divisions among them.

* The cause of division then being removed,' says our author,

* the chain of a federal union, stretched across the Atlantic,

between the English, and their still beloved countrymen, might

be as eternal, as the ocean that seems to separate, but, in

reality, tends indissolubly to unite them.'

The federal union between Great Britain and America,

tould be nothing else than an offensive and defensive alliance,

combined with a commercial treaty ; and the ocean that, it*

our author's opinion, tends indissolubly to unite them, is like

wise open to ah intercourse with other nations. Could the-

legate, or mediator, from whatever country he was chose*,

enforce, with all his vigilance, a perpetual prohibition both'

cf foreign emissaries, and domestic incendiaries ? Could he

ever, in the plenitude of his dictatorial authority, assert an im-

controlable dominion over the passions and caprices of mankind?

An eternal union of nations not really incorporated, seems to

%e an Utopian idea ; but we entirely agree with sir John Dal

rymple, that the strictest possible connection between Great

Britain and the American States, would tend equally to the

interests and happiness of both countries, and such- a connec

tion ever ought to be promoted and maintained with the great

est cordiality.

' The last article in the Appendix is a discourse on the uniort

of nations, by Mr—Fletcher of Sulron, written in the year

1706.
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1706. It contains many just observations on the treaty of

union then negociating between England and Scotland. But

notwithstanding the great sagacity of the author, who was a

determined enemy to that measure, time has long since evinced,

that his strongest .arguments against it were founded in ideal

apprehension ; a remarkable proof how much, in the govern

ment of nations, events are sometimes different from what

might be expected upon the principles of political theory.

We have examined this volume under the sacceffive impress

sions of dissatisfaction and pleasure : of the former, as it opens

no new prospects into the reign of William the Third, when

in the power of the historian ; and of the latter, because ic

contains interesting plans for the exertion of the British arm»

in war, and the excensian of commerce by means of national

aggrandisement. We must, however observe, concerning our

author's political projects, that while they discover boldness of

conception, and strength of understanding, they are inspired

with a glow of fancy, a hyperbolical confidence, that seem to

bid defiance to time and accidents, under every administration

of government.

The Life of Baron Frederic Trend ; containing his Adventures (

his cruel and excejji-ve Sufferings , during ten Tears Imprison

ment, at the Fortress of Magdeburg, by Command of the latt

King of Prujfa ; also, Anecdotes, hiftorical, political, and

personal. Trans1'ated from the German, by Thomas Holeroft*

3 Vols. \zmo. \is. sewed, Robinsons.

T> Aron Treacle, whose life is related in this work, was de-

scended of a noble Prussian family. He received his

education at Konigfburg, before that university fell into dis

repute, and was introduced at ihe age of eighteen to the

court of the late king of Prussia, where his personal qualifica

tions and talents could not fail td render him soon distinguished.

He immediately caught the attention of that discerning mo

narch, and was rapidly preferred. Under such patronage, to

what eminence he might have risen, it is difficult to fay; but

the career of his fortune was, in a stiort time, interrupted by th«

effect of those very accomplishments which had recommended

him to the favour of the sovereign,- when the princess A—a be

came likewise attached to him by the strongest ties of affection.

This was a situation in which the unreserved and impetuous

temper of youngTrenck could not long preserve him from falling

a sacrifice to his own imprudence and vanity. Proud, ralh,

inexperienced, and daring even to insolence, he was bnable to

restrain himself within the bounds of common discretion.

When reproached, concerning the princess, by a lieutenant,

V z whom.
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whom he calls ' a public (meaning roval) Ganymede,' h«

fought with, and wounded the officer. This appears to have

been the first offence he gave to his sovereign ; who, resenting

the insult, as well as the wound which his favourite had re

ceived, uttered his usual threat, ' Herr ! der donner und das

wetter ivird ihm aufs bersc fahren—Nebm' er Jich in acbt *.

The prophecy was but too effectually accomplished : Trenck

was soon after put under arrest for a trifling neglect; and though,

during the next campaign, he appeared to have regained the

favour of the monarch, those who envied his fortune, and the

splendor in which the munificence of the princess enabled him

to live, instilled into the king a suspicion that he held a trait,

erous correspondence with his cousin, the famous Pandour

Trenck, whose excessive cruelties furnished, at that time, sub

ject of conversation to all Europe. To forward their design,

a letter was fabricated, as coming from the Austrian Trenck,

to the Prussian ; and, though it contained nothing on which

any specific charge could be founded, it served to confirm the

suspicion in the mind of the king, who immediately ordered

the supposed offender to be imprisoned in the fortress of Glatz,

without giving the most distant intimation relative to the cause

of this procedure. After this rupture, no two individuals,

apparently, were less capable of reconciliation than the haugh

ty and pertinacious Trenck and the inflexible Frederic.

The former demanded a trial, according to the laws of the

country ; but without the power of obtaining it. The latter,

who was implacable in proportion as he was resisted, deemed

the appeals of Trenck to justice as so many proofs of his

insolence ; and, little accustomed to opposition, conceived

an irreconcileable hatred to the man who was daring enough,

by complaining, to impeach his royal authority. Trenck,

however, whose actions all corresponded to the restlessness of

his mind, after remaining about seventeen months in prison,

effected his escape, in a very precipitate and extraordinary

manner, in company with a lieutenant of the name of Schell.

The estates of Trenck had been confiscated, the supplies

from his mistress cut off, and he and his companion, without

the smallest pecuniary resource, were obliged to undertake,

through Poland, on foot, a journey of eight or nine hundred

miles; the incidents on which are no less surprising than

affecting. After obtaining aid siom his mother, Trenck first

went to Vienna, and next to Russia; where he was engaged

* 'Sir! the thunder and the storm fliall rend your heart! Beware."

The translator has not given this expression sufficient force, ft was the

usual threat of the late king of Prussia, when very a-igry, aud is now be

come proverbial among German, particularly Prussian offieert.

. . »n
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in many extraordinary adventures, arising partly from circum

stances, but chiefly from his own impetuosity. At Vienna he

maintained a familiar intercourse with his cousin, the Pandour

Trenck, and prince Charles of Lorrain ; and, in Russia, with

the count and countess of Bestuchef, lord Hyndford, the am

bassador count Bernes, and many other persons, whose names

and characters are well known in the history of those times.

After his escape from Glatz, Trenck remained at liberty

upwards of seven years ; during which interval, various at

tempts were made by the Prussian monarch once more to get

him into his power. Trenck, inflamed with resentment, and

not content with loudly complaining in foreign countries, of

the injustice he had sustained, vigorously counteracted the

views of his royal opponent ; in effectuating which purpose,

he particularly availed himself of an intrigue with the countess

of Bestuchef.

It was a common artifice with the king of Prussia, to cor

rupt the servants of those courts which were inimical to his

interests ; so that by the treachery of the Austrian, and the

activity of the Prussian emissaries, Trenck was again seized at

Dantzic, the magistrates of which city durst not oppose the

requisition of their neighbouring potentate. The unfortunate

prisoner was conveyed to Berlin, and thence to Magdeburg,

where he was cast into a dungeon which had been prepared for

his reception. Being allowed only a pound and a half of

mouldy ammunition bread, and a jug of water, in the day,

he suffered incredible torments from hunger. In this situation

he remained near a twelvemonth ; when, attempting to break

out, he was once more restored, by the means of an Austrian

resident, to his powerful persecutor, by whose orders a new

dungeon was built, in which were renewed all the sufferings

of the last imprisonment. The waljs of this horrid receptacle

were so wet, that the miserable captive remained six months

continually immersed in vyater, which trickled down fiom the

arches. He was chained by the foot, had an iron rim round

his body, others above his elbows, was handcuffed with an

iron bar, which prevented him from bringing more than the

ends of his fingers into contact ; and had round his neck an

iron collar, on which the whole weight of the chains depend

ed. To prevent a dislocation, from this enormous incum-

brance, he was obliged continually, while he lav on the bare

earth, to support his chains with one hand. That no hope

should remain of ever being released from his misery, a tomb

stone, with his name engraved on it, the indication of the

destiny which he was to endure, lay constantly at his feet. To

^dd to this axpumulated distress, after he had been some years

V 3 *»
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vts confinement, it is affirmed, that his implacable enemy,

with the view of preventing all repose, gave orders that he

should be called by the centinels, and be obliged to answer

every quarter of an hour. This practice, unexampled for

cruelty, is said to have been continued during four years. :

■ Trenck was not released till nine months after the peace of

Hubertfburg. He obtained his freedom partry by the media

tion of the Austrian Court, and partly by that of the princess

and other powerful friends At Berlin ; who, though they durst

not petition the choleric and obstinate Frederic, appear to have

softened and prepared his mind to grant a pardon, by such

insinuations and means as were in their power.

The limits of our Journal will not permit us to relate all

the stratagems and attempts which were made by the prisoner

to escape : suffice it to say, that they were at least as extra-

Ordinary' as his sufferings; and these were such as nothing but

the moll invincible vigour, both of body and mind, could

ever have enabled him to sustain. The incidents in his life

are so wonderful, that were they not confirmed by undoubted

evidence, they would be deemed utterly incredible.

In giving an account of a work which reflects so much on

tlie severity of the late king os Prussia, it would be unjust not to

observe, that Trenck's original offence was of a nature the ,

jnost injurious to the character of his sovereign. But admit

ting that the allusion which offended the king was entirely false

and malicious, it must be acknowleged that his resentment was

Carried beyond the bounds of humanity. It has, however,

given rife to a series of adventures, no less extraordinary than

interesting ; and which, by Britons in particular, may be re

garded as a foil to their glorious charter of liberty, that bar

rier against the outrages of a military government, and the

violence of arbitrary power.

As a specimen of the translation, as well as of the manner

of the author, we shall insert a short extract, containing the

account of his release.

4 Peace had been concluded nine months. I was forgotten.

At last, however, when I supposed all hope lost, tke 24th of

December, and the day of freedom, camt ! At the hour of pa»

radc count Schlieben, lieutenant of the guards, arrived, and

brought orders for my release 1

" The sub-governor supposed me weaker in intellect than I

really was, and would not too suddenly tell me these happy

'tidings. He knew not the presence of mind, the fortitude,

which the various dangers I had seen had made habitual. Self*

pTaise offends; yet never was I too much elated in prosperity,

depressed in adversity ; never timid or undetermined in the mo«

meiu of danger; ar»d, for the truth of this, I appeal to all who

have
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have known me personally, or been acquainted with those who

have seen me in such situations.

« My doors, for the last time, resounded ! Several people

entered; their countenances were more than usually cheerful,

and the sub-governor at their head, at length, said, " Thi|

time, my dear Trenck, I am the joyful messenger of good

news. Prince Ferdinand has prevailed on the king to let your

irons be taken off."—^Accordingly, to work went the smith—*

*« You shall also" continued he, " have a better apartment.**

«' I am free then," said I, " and you are afraid to tell me so

too suddenly. Speak! fear not! I can moderate'my transports."

*• Then you are free !" was the reply.

4 The sub-governor first embraced me, . and afterward hia

attendants.'

' Once more at liberty, I walked about the fortifications, to

accustom myself to light and air, and collected the money 1 had

concealed in my dungeon, which amounted to about seventy

ducats. To every man on guard I gave a ducat, to the centi-

nels then on duty over me each three, and ten ducats to be

divided among the relief-guard. I sent the officer on guard a

present from Prague, and the remainder of my money I bestow

ed on" the widow of the kind, the honest, the worthy Gefhardt.

* The night was riotous, the guard made merry, and I passed

most of it in their company. 1 was visited by a!l the generals

of the garrison on Christmas morning, for I was not allowed to

enter the town. Boots, uniform, all were ready by noon. I

.was dressed, viewed myself in the glass, and found pleasure ;

but the tumult of my own passions, the congratulations I re

ceived, and the vivacity of every thing round me, prevented

my remembering incidents minutely.

* How much room for reflection did this scene afford! My

intrinsic worth then and twenty-four hours before, when in

prison, was the fame; yet, how wonderful an alteration in the

carriage and countenance of those by whom I had been so strictly

guarded ! 1 was treated with friendship, distinction, attention,

and flattery. And why? Because those fetters had dropt off

which I had never justly borne. Oh world ! what art thou?

What, indeed, in despotic- states ! What is merit, what virtue,

where arbitrary power disposes of the sete of men ?

' Evening came, and with it count Schlieben, a waggon, and

four post-horses. Afcer a very affecting farewell, we departed.

Who could have persuaded me 1 mould have ihed tears at leav

ing Magdeburg? Yet tears I actually did Ihed. It seems equally

jftrange that I lived here ten years, yet never saw the town.

* I shall not weary the reader's patience with the trivial inci

dents of our journey. The exact duration of my imprisonment

at Magdeburg was nine years, live months, and some days ;

add to these the seventeen months imprisonment at Glatz, and

the amount is eleven years. Thus did the prime of life, the

brightest hours in the day of man, pals in imprisonment. Thus

U 4 was
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was I robbed of time, which monarch? have not the power to

restore; thus, too, was my body weakened, thus my health

impaired, so that now in my decline of life,, a second time, I

suffer in the gloom, the damp, and the chains of the dungeon,

of Magdeburg.'

Concerning the original work, we must remark, that its

beauties and defects are very prominent. The latter are, in

deed, sometimes shaded, and at others corrected in the trans

lation ; and that chiefly by omitting repetitions, which arc

■almost endless in the German. Not even the prisoner's sufferr

ings in the dungeon of Magdeburg seem to prey so incessantly

en his mind as the acts of injustice by the attornies, lawyers,

and judges of the courts of Vienna, the men in power, and

we may add, the empress queen, Maria Theresa. By these

he was deprived of vast possessions in Hungary, to which he

was entitled, as the heir of the famous Pandour Trenck. But,

however interesting to himself, and however consonant to Tiis

own feelings his repetitions might be, they are teuious and

irksome to the reader. We scarcely can regard the egotism

and vanity which pervade the work, as part of its defects, since

they are highly characteristic of the author; whom, though we

are continually obliged to admire for his fortitude, love of

freedom, and undaunted integrity, we are almost as conti

nually led to condemn for self-sufficiency, arrogance, and the

rash and imprudent manner in which he endeavoured to obtain

justice, and by which he frequently defeated his purpose.

Impartiality obliges us to observe, that the manner in which- .

he speaks of the English nation is highly illiberal, and dero

gatory to himself. That he was defrauded in London by %

knot of villains, cannot justify him in affirming that * the high,

esteemed English nation, for a thousand reasons, merits the

contempt of Germans ;' or for aslerting that ' the proud and

selfish Britons would treat other nations as they do their ne

groes, were they to fall under their dominion.' This is the

.language of passion and rancour, and without affecting the

character of the English, is injurious to the judgment of the

author. That he did not understand the laws of England, or

that he should suppose, because he had heard these laws and

the integrity of the English spoken of with so much applause,

there were no dishonest men among them, was his misfortune

and his folly. The best of laws will be abused, and the best

of nations will give birth to villains. 1 To characterise a people

by the accidental abuse of the former, or the wicked acts of

( the latter, is very unworthy a mind capable of thinking so

justly, so philosophically, as is, occasionally, that of the baron.

, We shall now take a view of the reverse of the medal ; we

lhall
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(hall fpeak of the beauties of the work. Thefe are of a very

inafculine, fingular, and original nature. The declamatory

pafiages, with which he interrupts the narrative, fo forcibly

feize upon the imagination, that, even amidft its hurry and

avidity for farther information, it willingly Hops, and, accom

panied by the baron, contemplates, with a kind of enthuiiafm,

the corporeal fufferings, the unfpeakable anguifh of mind, and

the dreadful effects of despotic authority abufed ! We do not

remember to have read a work that fo ftrongly affefts the paf-

iions of pity and indignation. To the reality of fact, it

fuperadds the pathos of fiction. It is, likewife, a treafure

to the hiftorian ; for, exclufive of anecdotes, it gives a ftrong

picture of various perfons, and particularly of the late king;

of Pruflia, and his hated opponent, Maria Terefa, of inefti-

mable worth to him whofe bufinefs is to fearch-for truth un-

difguifed. It alfo contains numerous charadteriftic traits of

the great northern courts of Pruflia, Ruffia, and Auftria; as

well as of the inhabitants of thofe kingdoms.—Baron Trenck

has added the lives of his kinfman, the Pandour Trenck,

and his friend Schell, who effected his efcape from Glatz.

Thefe are curious productions, and written in a ftyle til-mult

peculiar to the baron.

In the tranflation we have remarked fome few errors of ftyle,

and fome miftakes in the meaning of the original. Saben uns

ganx glcichgultig an, is not ' faluted us with indifference,' but

looked at, without feeming to notice us.' Backofen is an oven,

and not a bakehoufe ; lederne hofen means leather breeches, not

fpatterdafhes ; eine rolle rauchtatak in der band tragen does not

fignify to fmoak a roll of tobacco, but, to carry a roll of to

bacco pioper for fmoaking. Thefe errors we think fufficiently

compenfated by the vigour of the language, and the impaffioned

manner in which the tranflator has conceived and exprefled the

feelings of his author.

Memoirs of Frederick Baron Trenck. Written by blmfelf. Tranf-

lated from the German Original, by an Officer of the Royal

Artillery. 2 Fats. 81/0. 6s. fewed, Egerton. '|

rT~'HE above is an imperfect tranflation of the work we have

•*• reviewed in the foregoing article, containing more than

one half, but not two-thirds of the original. The parts

omitted are of the utmofl confequence, both to the hiftory and

the character of the baron, and leave the ftory unconnected,

and half told. The tranflation is made by a young officer,

who, it is prefumed, is better qualified to wield the fword

than the pen. Indeed, he modcllly pleads, in his dedication, .

that he ' Attempted the translation merely as an ixercife in the

German
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German language.' He ought, perhaps, to have reflected on

the propriety of publishing such an exercise, if he is in any

degree ambition-s of literary reputation.

His errors are peculiar to himself, and numerous. He has.

paid so little attention to geography, that the Englilh reader

will find cities, and rivers, of which he never heard before,

nor perhaps ever will again. Thorn, literally following the

German, he calls Thoren ; Thoran, Thorau; the Vistula the

Weichsel ; the Warta, the Waarte ; &c. Many mistakes of

the names of places and persons, for they are continual, scera

however to be errors of the press. He is very liberal in the

use of French words : thus he calls a soldier in the body

guard of Frederic a garde du corps; a subterranean passage,

jouterrein ; the gate of a city, the town-forte ; and says the

Pandour Trenck was sentenced d''avoir la tete cajfee ; and that,

at the sire at Aix la Chapelle, Trenck formed an espalier with

•water pails. His Englilh is sometimes rather remarkable ;

for, exclusive of inattention to grammar, instead of ' Gefhardt

was then in the field,' he writes, ' he was at that time in the

campaign'—For ' he could not come till the guard was re

lieved, he could not come before the relies :'—' he would soon

make my doors fly open, he would soon jhoot my locks:'—

Borck, he fays, appeared in my prison in the form of a cruel,

Jfeo'—' Smiths laid a monstrous chain round my neck :'—and,

instead of informing the reader that Trenck was buried in his

subterranean passage, by the falling of a large stone, his asser

tion is, that Trenck lay impaled in the earth. He likewise

says, ' my design misgave me—enjoy a frelli air—turned roe

blind,' -&c. Sec.

Some few mistakes are made in the meaning of the original;

but, in general, the translator has done justice to his author's

conceptions. He appears never to have seen the third vo

lume of the German ; but, following a mutilated translation,

jn French, by baron Borck, has given an abstract which, in

forty pages, comprises the events of between three and four

hundred, in the original.

FOREIGN LITERARY INTELLIGENCE.

(Continued from p. 22\.)

WE descend from the inhabitants, and the ornaments of the

earth, to the earth itself ; and we must follow the guides

who will afford us novelty and instruction, through pathless

ways and even burning mountains : when we cannot chuse our

direction, we must patiently obey.

It is well known, that the discoveries of captain Cook animated

the zeal of the French ; and that, about three years since, an ex.

6 " ^edition
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peditaon of a similar kind was suggested, in which the navigators

were to tread in his steps, and add to his discoveries. In fact,

in August 1785, Mess, dc la Peyroule and de Langle sailed front

Brest, in the frigates Bussole and Astrolabe; and, as little infor

mation has been hitherto published of their progress, we (hall col

lect, from the best authorities, what has hitherto been related in.

Europe., respecting it. The voyage was appointed for the im

provement c f geography, astronomy, natural history and philo

sophy, the history of customs and manners. For this purpose,

two astronomers were ielecfed ; but one could not bear the sea,

and returned : M. Dagelet, of the academy of sciences, went there

fore alone; three naturalists were appointed, M. de la Martiniere,

P. Receveur, and M. de la Fresne ; two natural philosophers, Le

Chevalier de Lamunon and M. Mongez junior. The Buflple

carried 113 men : the officers were men of the best information,

and the firmest resolution : the seamen preferred for this voyage

were those acquainted with different professions : in this crew

there were warch-m.tkers, armourers, carpenters, &c. They

were well supplied with marine watches, and M. Dagelet wa»

particularly directed to make observations with the pendulum,

to determine the differences in gravity, and to ascertain the true

proportion of the equatorial to the polar diameter of the earth.

He carried with him, for that purpose, the invariable pendulum,

which M. Condamine employed in America, Africa, and Lap

land.

They made some observations at Teneriffe, and left this island

about the end of August 178; : they determined the position of

the isle of Martinvaz,. and of Trinity : the latter is 310 15" west

longitude from Paris. They refitted on the coast of the Brazils ;

and M. Dagelet, in a letter to M. de la Lande, gives a most flat

tering picture of the island of St. Catherine, in 280 of south lati

tude : they staid but a little while there, and made a few ob

servations only : the time was pressing, and they feared that the

season for doubling Cape Horn was already too far advanced.

So far M. Dagelet's clock went weLl: that on board the Astro

labe varied a good deal : they looked for the ifland of Ascension,

placed in the maps one hundred leagues to the west of Trinity ;

but could not find it. M. Dagelet had searched for it once be

fore, and concludes that no such illand exists. The whale fish

ers thought that the Trinity had been mistaken for it ; but this

is very improbable, An isolated spot in a vast octan raised per

haps by a volcano, may have had an equally sudden destruction.

Trinity is a volcanic rock, where there are three or four hundred

Portuguese subsisted by the governor of Buenos Ayres.

The navigators doubled Cape Horn ; but, from November

1785, nothing was heard from them till May 1787, though the

letters were dated in September 1786, at Montery, on the coast

of California in 36 {" Tiorth latitude. On the 1 3th of July they

lost six officers, the fiist pilot, and fourteen men, in a port oF

fjorth America, of which, they had taken the plan, and were

try-
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trying the soundings. Three boats were sent, and two wens

dashed in pieces by the breakers, against the bar. In this inter

val they had been to the north ; but the extent of their voyage it

concealed. They give a very unfavourable account of California.

It is a dry barren peninsula with little water: the attempts of the

Spaniards to subdue the natives wore ineffectual : the plans of

the Jeluits to convert them were scarcely more so, though

these subtle priests contrived to establish ./orty-thrte small vil

lages in this peninsula. The known parts of it are three hun

dred leagues in length, and from ten to forty in breadth. It it

probable that these vessels did not reach above sixty degrees of

north latitude, not so far as the famous Straits, or even Gore's

island. They visited Owhyee and the other islands of that

group, and returned in the autumn of 1786, to reach India in

February 17S7 ; and have, in this voyage, determined the situa

tion of more than fifty places on a coast almost wholly unknown ;

we suppose from California to the sixtieth degree of north lati

tude. They reached India in safety, on the first of January 1787;

and M. Dufresne, one of the supercargoes, is returned from Ma

cao, on account of his health : he fays, that they procured some,

beautiful furs from the natives of Cook's river. The voyagert

are returned to the North, and may be expected about the end

of this year. '

Of the discoveries of the voyagers in natural history, we have

received some very exact accounts from M. de la Martiniere, in

a letter, dated Macao, on the 9th of January 1787. From this

letter, which we cannot translate in detail, we shall make extracts

of some passages which appear most interesting.

Among the plants of Madeira, he mentions the Dracoenia

Draco, as now very scarce. * The idea,' fays he, * which we

form of ir, from the insignificant specimens in our hot-houses, it

greatly inferior to what we feel when we examine it in its own

country. I have seen at least three ; each of whose trunks were

from fix to seven feet in height, and their diameter from four

and a half to five feet. The principal branches, which were from

twelveto fifteen, and of the size of a man, were sent off obliquely a

little from the trunk ; and, dividing into two lesser branches,

rarely into three, rose to the height of from' torty to fifty feet,

Including the length of the trunk.—The leaves were fixed to the

extremity of the branches, placed alternately, forming a little

parcel. The whole tree is so regular, that it seems to have been

trimmed by the constant care of a gardener.' In the island of

Teneriffe, from the port of Oratora to the last cone of the peak,

M. de la Maitiniere observed five different kinds of vegetation :

this difference is owing, he thinks, to the greater or less decompo

sition of basaltcs, which necessarily return to the slate of veget

able earth : he was not, therefore, surprised to see the plain of

tb« Oratora entirely covered with vines and fruit-trees, since the

rains and melted snows fertilised the earth, and fit it for vegeta

tion. 1 ■ ■ • \ • . ■ • •

The
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• The shrub styled Spanium fupranolium, (Linnaei sol. Sup.

j 19,.) discovered bv M. Mason, is the last which is met with near,

the extremity of this mountain : it grows with so much strength,

that it is not uncommon to meet with a collection of branches

covering a space of eighty feet, and from seven to eight feet high.

It bears a large quantity of very white fragrant flowers j and these

attract bees to a height which appears too great for animals so

weak. In reality, some remains of swarms of bees ate found in

the spiracula of the mountain,; the insects arc seemingly suffo*

cated by the sulphureous vapours, to which they have been drawn,

by the warmth, and for protection against the winds.

4 We breathed there, fays M. de la Matinier, with great ease,"

except when we were exposed to the sulphureous fumes, which

the various spiracula emitted in considerable quantities. At

their edges we saw sulphur crystallised, in the form of needles,

and of other very beautiful crystals, in great abundance. The

volatile alkali seemed to have in that place its usual poignancy.

In descending from the peak we took the road of Gouima, which

gave me an opportunity of seeing many other little volcauos, and

some shrubs which had not occurred in the other parts of the

island, viz. the cytisus prolifcrus, cistus Monspeliensis & vil-

losus, erica arborea, and the pinus txda, in considerable quan

tity.'

M. de la Martiniere was not acquainted with the enquiries of

M. Dombay, in Chili, on the subject of the licti. Feuille re*

lates, that under this tree the traveller falls asleep involuntarily,

and afterwards feels considerable'anxiety*. ' The history which

this author has left us, vol. iii. p. 33.' fays our natural histo*

rain, ' must be received with many restrictions. One day, in

our pursuits, accompanied by a marine, we were joined by two

Spanifli peasants, who were eager to follow us aud giv< us the

common names of the plants which we met with : when we

came under several licti, which sliaded the roads, I said to them,

There is the licti. They acquiesced, and styled it by the same

name. I then made a lign to them, that it was dangerous to

touch it : one of them, to encourage me, collected a handful of

its leaves, which he bit into several pieces ; at the fame time he

made signs, that if 1 slept under it I sliould find some inconveni

ence 5 aud that I should feel some itching, which thev could easily

express, as their whole time had been employed in scratching.

By their encouragement, I collected handfulls of the fruits and

flowers. Is it not possible that ihe bad qualities of this tree may

be owing to a very small insect of a redifli colour, which I had

occasion to see ? Bit* this is conjecture only.'

The voyagers went from Chili to Easter islands, which arc en

tirely volcanic, and where the inhabitants live on the ignama,

'* The description and the reference to Feuille prevent U3 from thinking

it the aMlroemeria ligti, and we cannot refer it to any other genus. Th*

fourteenth edition of the System* Naturae it very deficient in synonym*

and aa index us trivial names.

- ' bananas,
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bananas, sugar canes, and potatoes, while shoals oF sifli swarm

«n their coast unmolested* Of the Sandwich islands, M. de la

Martiniere only praises the boats, which are excellently well con*

ftructed, and beautifully painted. Their stuffs are made from

the mulberry tree, and display patterns so various, and co

lours so beautiful, as Would be creditable to the manufacturers

of any country. . v " .

From China they purpose going to Manilla and Kamtschatka*

where our botanist will continue his observations : he expects

great treasures from New Holland ; he will not, we suppose, col

lect any of the convicts from Botany bay. "

In another memoir, our natural historian describes some in-

sects which he has discovered in his voyage, i . An insect very

like- the oniscus of Linnæus: it is crustaceous, of a dirty white;

colour, and was found fixed to the gills of a diodon. 2. Ad

insect lodged in a little triangular, prismatic house, of the colour

and consistence of tender ice : its body is green, mixed with

many bluish spots, and some of a gold colour : its neck termi

nates in a little blackish head composed of three little leaves,

cocked in the form of a hat, and included within three fins : of

these, two are large and sloping on the upper part ; the other is

small, in the form of a semicircle. It was taken on the north

west coast of Nootka, in a calm. 3. An insect which would

resemble the glass of a watch, if a glass of this kind was hollow

ed to a point. The body is of a cartilaginous confidence, and

on it there are three elevations, by means of which it fixes itself

strongly to the bodies of different marine animals. It was fre

quently found on a species of diodon, which occurs very often

between Nootka and California. 4. A species of pennatula or ra

ther of lernæa, which appears to have some particular charac

ters. This insect was taken on the north-east of Nootka.

This is the most important part of the information which

we have received from the different accounts of the French

voyager?. We think that we perceive many marks of studied

concealment ; but what we have related appears to be interesting,

and what may be afterwards discovered will probably be more

so. As we possess good means of information, we shall take the

earliest opportunity of cpmmunicating it.

But while the voyagers are ranging over volcanic countries,

we must not be inattentive to those of Europe. Ætna has been

again unquiet, after about fix years of rest. From the first to the

tenth of last July, there were signs of an approaching eruption :

on the eleventh, after a little calm, there was a subterraneous

noise, like the found of a drum in a close place, and it was fol

lowed by a copious burst of black smoke. It was then calm

till the fifteenth, when the fame prognostics recurred : on the

seventeenth the subterraneous noise was heard again : the smoke

was more abundant ; slight (hocks of an earthquake followed,

and the lava flowed from behind one of the two little mountains

which form the double head of Ætna. . Ou the eighteenth, while

• , the
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the spectators were in anxious expectation of a more severe ertip.

tion, all was quiet, and continued so more than twelve hours :

soon after they perceived some new shock', accompanied with

much noise, and the mountain threw out a thick smoke, which,

as the wind was westerly, soon darkened the eastern horizon :

two hours afterwards a shower of fine black brilliant sand de

scended : on the east fide it was a storm of stones ; and, at the

foot of the mountain, a deluge of flashes of fire, of scoria and

lava.

These appearances continued the whole day ; at the setting of

the sun the scene changed : a number of conical flames rose from

the volcano ; one on the north, another on the south, were very

conspicuous, and rose and sell alternately. At three in the

morning, the mountain appeared cleft, and the summit seemed

a burning mass. The cones of light wjiich arose from the crater

were of an immense extent, particularly the two just mentioned i

the two heads seemed to be cut away, and at their separation

was a cone of flame, seemingly composed of many lesser cones :

the flame seemed of the height of the mountain placed on the

mountain ; so that it was probably two miles high, on a base of

a mile and a half in diameter. Thh cone was still covered with

a very thick smoke, in which there appeared very brilliant

flashes of lightning, a phenomenon which Ætna had not before af

forded : at times, sounds like those from the explosion of a large

cannon, were heard seemingly at a less distance than the moun

tain. From the cone, as from a fountain, a jet of many flaming

volcanic matters Were thrown, which were carried to the distance

of six or seven milss : from the base of the cone a thick smoke

arose, which, for a moment, obscured some parts of the flame, at

the time when the rivers of lava broke out. This beautiful ap

pearance continued three quarters of an hour. It began the next

night with more force ; but continued only half an hour : in the

intervals, however, Ætna continued to throw out flames, smoke,

stones ignited, and showers of sand. From the twentieth to the

twenty second, the appearances gradually ccase'd. The stream

of lava was carried towards Bronte and the plain of Lago.

After the eruption, Dr. Mirone, the relator, ascended the west

ern fide of Ætna, and found that point of the mountain covered

with hardened lava, with scoria and stones. The travellers were

annoyed by the smoke, by the showers of sand, mephytic va

pours, and excessive heat. They saw that the lava which

came from the western point divided into two branches, one of

which was directed towards Libeccio, the other, as we have

already said, towards the plain of Lago. The lava on the

western head of the mountain, had from its various shapes bc»n

evidently in a state of fusion : from one. of the fpiracula, the odour

was strongly that of liver of sulphur : the thermometer in de*

scehding was at three degrees of Reaumur's scale, (nbout forty

degrees of Far.) while near the lava, in the plain of Lago, it was

fifty-two degrees, (one-hundred aud forty of Far,) The lava ex-

• ' ■ - tended
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.tended two miles ; its width was from two to three Sicilian can-

ax (from thirteen and three quarters English seer, to twenty

one) and two cannse deep (thirteen feet three quarters). Some

tender crystals and black dust were collected : the former were

probably sal ammoniac ; and the black dust consisted of the same

salt with fine sand. An analysis of the different volcanic mat

ters furnished by Ætna, follow ; but it offers nothing very new

or interesting.

Of the different volcanic productions, basaltic columns are the

most curious and most difficult to explain. We have had occa

sion to mention the different facts and arguments, which seem to

show, that they are really the consequence of fusion ; and per

haps the observations of Dr. Delabre and M. Besson, communi

cated to the Royal Academy of Sciences, may contribute to con

firm it : the former found, by very cat eful observation, that de

compounded basaltes was very soon changed into globular masses,

whether the original form was prismatic or of a more irregular

kind. This fact, while it accounts for the frequent occurrence

of rounded pieces of lava, seems to bring additional evidence for

the volcanic origin of basaltes. There is another state in which

these rounded bodies appear : they are sometimes thrown out in

this form at first from the craters ; and they acquire it either by

rolling in the fused mass or by various successive coatings of the

liquid matter. In this memoir, the author distinguishes very

.carefully the two kinds, and pursues the distinction in all the

different forms which they assume, when farther decomposed.

These memoirs furnish many curious facts, and a series of at

tentive observations on many different extinguished volcanos.

The observations of M. Besson, on the different decompositions

of lavas, and the cause of their changes, deserve very particular

attention : though made on one spot, the distinguished volcano of

Puy de la Veille, in Auvergne, they may be generally extended,

and will furnish strong arguments against those sceptical philoso

phers, who take an example from the hardest lavas, and calculate

the time that earth may be formed from the softest. We have

seen some beautiful coloured drawings of volcanic products by

M. Besson, and think that they may be imitated with great suc

cess, in the method pf tinted engravings. Indeed this art is as

well adapted for the representation or mineral productions, as

common coloured engravings are for conveying faithful and beau

tiful likenesses of beasts and birds. We are surprised that it has

not yet been employed for this purpose.

Memoirs dc TAcademie Royale des Sciences. (Concludedfrom p. 67.)

IN pursuing our account of the transactions of this very re

spectable society, we meet with a memoir of the abbe de

Gua, whose title is, Different Measures, partly new, of fphærical

Areas and solid Angles, both triangular and polygonal, of which

the Elements, in a sufficient number, are supposed to be known ;

with remarks, tending to simplify the integers of many differ-

£ . 2 ■ ential
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cnfial equations already separated from unknown ones. These

measures are in reality, only new in part, since the first person

who attempted to measure solid angles was Albert Gerard, who

boasted, that his method was entirely new, except, he adds

with a peculiar reserve, it was known .before the deluge. The

invention, however, is attributed, in more than one English,

work, to Cavallicri a Jesuit, and professor at Bologna. The me

thod occurred to the abbe de Gua, in consequence of some pro

positions in his spherical trigonometry ; and it is undoubtedly, in

some respects, different from that of Gerard : different solution*

have also been given by James Bernoulli, M. Leonard Eulcr,

and the abbe Bossut ; our author's is plain, simple, and elegant.

We are sorry that we can give no adequate idea of it, without

the diagrams, and a more full explanation of the article on sphae-

rical trigonometry than is consistent with our limits.

The fame author presents us with some new and useful pro

perties of the tetraedron, or, as he calls it, an essay on tctraei

oometry. This science has the fame relation ro solid angles as

trigonometry has to plane ones ; and as, in the former eflay, this

system of solid mensuration is deduced from the properties of

the plane surface. The utility of the science before us is conspi

cuous in many arts, where the mensuration of solid angles is of

the utmost importance. But this memoir is intimately connected

with the former ones ; and of course, we can only announce its

title and its object.

M. Benhollet's memoir, on the difference of radical vinegaf

and the acetous acid, is a very curious one. . The radical vinegar

is indeed more concentrated than distilled vinegar, in the pro

portion of 1,0404 to 1,0178; but when diluted to an equal

strength, its taste is more fliarp, and its smell more poignant.

When more closely examined, it appeared that the radical vine

gar had a greater attraction tor alkilis, formed a more perfect

combination with them, and resisted better the action of heat

than distilled vinegar. Our author thinks that vinegar, when

added to the copper, gives it some phlogiston, and receives from

it some vital air, by which its acidity is increased : he proposes

to make verdigrise more expeditioully by adding to the calx

of copper, as it rises from mines, or is procured in the residua

of different procelies, to the acetous acid ; and the radical acid

may at any time be procured by the fame means : the salt \t

then soon evaporated, and the acid separated by distillation.

The same author's method of procuring caustic alkali, pure^

for it is usually contaminated with a little calcareous earth, some

effervescing alkali, and occasionally with a little iron, is a very

Useful one. The caustic alkali W is dissolved in spirit of wine^

and distilled. The salt came over separate .from the heterogene-

bus matters : it appeared quite pure in the common trials, but

formed a little precipitation in a solution of barytes, in the mu

riatic acid, of an effervescing powder. If the distillation is-

carried farther, the solution of the purer pan of the salt in the

Vou LXV. April, i788. X • spirit
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Ipirit of wJfie, is separated from the solution in water. The oily

part of the spirit of wine (our author calls it trie resinous) is

also separated by a decomposition of the spirit itself. In the purest

state, as dissolved in spirit of wine, the alkali form* crystals,

tinctured a little by what the college, in their New Pharmacopœia,

call oil of wine. From these experiments, he explains some appear

ances described by Meyer, in his account of the causticum

pingue, the principle which he supposed lime to have acquired

in the fire, by calcination, and some facts mentioned by Mac-

quer, in the fifth volume of the Miscellanea Taurinensia. The

alkali employed was the vegetable, and M. Berthollet thinks

that his experiments will contiibute to render different medi

cines more certain ; which, though difguistd by reveries of al

chemy, or the names of substances employed in making them,

are in reality only pure alkaline solutions in spirit of wine. Se

veral deliquescent salts are made to crystallise in the same way.

Terra foliata tartari and miiriatcd zinc will not, however, form

crystals by this method.

M. Lavoisier returns again to his own system, in the reflec

tions on the increase of weight which sulphur and phosphorus

acquire in burning, and on the cause to which it is to be at

tributed. Bergman had observed, in his Essay on Elective At

tractions, that the weight acquired in burning sulphur and phos

phorus was owing to the union of ihe matter of heat, rather

than of the oxygenous principle, i. e. the basis of vital air, as

Lavoisier had supposed (Opuscul. vol. iii. p. 427 ; and Dr.

Beddoe's translation, p. 245.) Our author's answer is concise and

clear, though perhaps not in every respect satisfactory. All the

heat, fays M. Lavoisier, is not combined with the residua, since

some escapes in sensible heat and light. If then heat is heavy,

let us weigh what escapes. But the difference of weight, when

fix grains of phosphorus were burned in a vessel hermetically

sealed, was imperceptible. Again : our author, with M. de la

Plnce, found that the heat disengaged from burning ninety-two

grains of phosphorus was enough to melt a pound of ice : h*

froze therefore a pound of water in close vessels, and thawed it

again ; but found no loss or gain of weight : he consequently con

cludes that the heat in this more extensive trial has no weight : and

that his first principle is true. To ascertain, however, the weight

of heat, is an experiment that requires many precautions. In

England, different conclusions have been formed from actual ex

periments, and at least it would be safer, at present, to leave the

question to more careful enquiries. But whatever may be the

result of these trialsj our author's position is pretty well founded ;

and we think that, in :hese Instances, the increase of weight is

owing to the absorption of air, aud perhaps of air deprived of

its specific heat.

The supplement of M. de la Place's former memoir on the

approximation of formulae, which represent great numbers, is

the next article of this volume. In the first article of the former

6 memoir,
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memoir, he gave a general method for reducing into series, thai

would converge quickly, the differential functions of factors,

raised to very high powers. In the second, lie reduced to inte

gers of this kind, all the functions given by linear equations to

the common differences, whether partial, finite, or infinitely

little ; and, in the third article, he gave an easy method of ap

proximation to formulœ, whose powers were very great, and

where the trouble of solution in the usual way would be very dil«

treffing : all these preliminary labours he now applies to some

problems in the doctrine of chances, or to any event not depend

ing on a known law : the theory, as our intelligent author ob

serves, consists in reducing all the possible events, rel itive to any

object, to a certain number of cafes equally possible, and in

determining the number of cafes favourable to the event, whose

probability we are in search of. The relation of this number to

the possible cafes will sliow the degree of probability : this simple

principle is developed aud expanded with great clearness and

ingenuity.

M. Vicq-d'Azyr continues his enquiries into the structure

of the brain of animals, compared with that of man. His fourth

memoir is contained in this volume, and relates to the quadru

peds, birds, fisti, reptiles, infects, and worms ; with an account

of the principal and striking differences betwecn their brains and

that of the human race ; though his comparative account is,

summed up with great precision, and more conciseness than we

could have expected, yet it would make this article too extensive

and too large, in proportion to the others, to extract it: as we

think it easy to make this abstract intelligible without the plate?,

we shall combine it with some future 4 Intelligence,' if all the me-

moirs ate not translated ; but a work of this kind we should ear

nestly recommend.

We must now return to M. Lavoisier, who subjoins reflections

on phlogiston, to explain more particularly his theory of com

bustion and calcination, published in 1777. In this memoir he

gives the history ot phlogiston from its origin, in the systems of

Becher and Stahl, its extension by B.tume and Macquer, to its

decline, in consequence of his own experiments : this history is

not quite complete; for, before him, Hales proved that, dining

combustion, much air was absorbed* ; and, ib far from its being

a single unsupported conjecture, by an obscure author, it w<ia

brought to the test of experiment, and the quantity of air ab

sorbed, in some degree ascertained. Our author then examines

the inconsistencies in the different doctrines of the supporters of

phlogiston, Mid. points out great and numerous difficulties in

them. In this review he docs not act fairly; for he introduces

difficulties not really connected with phlogilfon, while there are

undoubtedly many, even in the most approved systems, as well

as in his own. After a few necrfjsry distinctions, • he proceeds to

■ ■—1 1 — j

* As Hales has been often overlooked on this subject, we beg leave to

refer to the first vol. of his Statics, p. 170, 17c, 130, and 131.

X 2 th»
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the phenomena of combustion. Of combustion, in the usual

way, M. Lavoisier's sentiments are well known to our readers :

the phenomena of burning charcoal, we have not had equal op

portunities of explaining. This subllance, instead of absorbing air,

if is supposed gives out a determinate principle ; that princi

ple which changes common to fixed air, and which we call

phlogiston, though M. Lavoisier chuses to style it a coaly matter.

In consequence of the discharge of this principle, the air parts

with a portion of its heat, and, from the loss, its specific gravity

is increased, and its bulk is less. In order, therefore, to produce

the strongest beat in combustion, the burning body, and the me

dium in which it burns, must be in an aerial state, as they then

contain the greatest quantity as specific hear. Secondly, When

both substances by burning, are reduced to a concrete state. And,

thirdly, When the effect is instantaneous. There is no instance

in which all the fe circumstances concur.

Our author then explains the difference between ignition, in

flammation, and detonation, which are terms, in his opinion, by-

no means synonymous, or convertible. Ignition is where the body

is not aerial, and does not assume the state of air, by the opera

tion. Inflammation occur?, where the burning body is in an

aerial state, or capable of assuming it, in consequence of the

changes produced by fire. Wood and unctuous oils admit of a

double change in burning : the inflammable part is first separated

by the heat, in an aerial state, and then is inflamed. Detonation

is that operation which two concrete bodies give out at once,

with an explosion, the matter of heat ; and this matter our author

thinks is furniflied exclusively by nitre. These are the chief ob

servations of M. Lavoisier, in which it is a leading principle, that

the matter of heat occupying the interstices of bodies expands

them ; and that its escape lraves them more dense.

The next memoir is by the marquis de Condorcet, on the cal

culation of probabilities. It is the fourth part of a series of me

moirs, whose object we formerly explained, viz. to determine

the probabilities of future events, by the observation of the past.

The theorem by M. Charles, on the equations, in finite dif

ferences, is this—There are equations whose differences are

finite which have two complete integers. The demonstration is

Arict and accurate.

The memoir by M. Lavoisier on the action of fire, animated

by vital air, on the most refractory substances, is a very valuable

one : the means of executiag the experiments were by means of

a blow-pipe, or an enameller's lamp, and very generally the body

tried was put on burning charcoal. In using Tschirnhausen's

burning-glass, the stand was a hard granite or porcelain, and the

fecus was shortened by interposing another lens. The order fol

lowed is that in the system of M. Daubenton.

Rock crystal was only softened (it has since been fused) while

quartz was imperfectly melted on the surface ; a fine very hard

grit had only flight signs of bein& softened : a white quartzy

sand
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Mnd was pretty completely melted ; and a grey quartz melted

entirely. The chalcedony and the green jasper melted, though the

latter continued in the fire above forty-eight minutes : in general

the coloured stones were mere fusible than the others, though

when the colour is volatile, its escape diminishes the fusibility.

The argillaceous stones may be softened to the conlistence of

paste ; but by strong heat they become hard, so as to cut glass

like a diamond, to be scarcely touched with a file ; the purest

are most refractory. Tschirnhausen's glass has less power than

the blow-pipe with vital air. Calcareous earths are entirely in

every instance refractory, when pure ; when joined with acids,

they are in some degree fusible. Barytes, in all its forms, is

equally infusible, though somewhat inflammable : while the

one points out its resemblance to lime, the other sliows, with

equal certainty, a similar nature to that of metals. Magnesia,

like the two former, is entirely infusible.

All the precious stones are fusible, except those composed of

the three classes of earths which are not capable of fusion. A very

little flint destroys their refractory nature : volcanic matters are,

in general, very fusible. The nature of compound stones may

be very readily understood from simple ones : but we must add,

that a very little calcareous earth gives quartz or clay a great

degree of fusibility.

Of salts, the most fixed is phosphoric tartar: marine salt, tha

fixed alkalis, and borax, are wholly volatile without decompo

sition : vitriolic, metallic, and other salt', are decomposed by the

charcoal. All metallic substances, except platina, are volatile in

a fire raised by viral air : gold and silver are, however, without

comparison, the most fixed. Gold, silver, platina, and mercury,

are incombustible : the others burn with great rapidity. Iron

burns with an ebullition, and the escape of many sparkles, as in

a fire-work. Vital air, by dissipating the inferior metals, is an ex

cellent method of cupelling silver or gold ; but it cannot be made

an exact one, since a little of the more precious metals them

selves escape in the operation. 1

M. le Roy, in the following memoir, describes a new electri

cal machine, which he calls a true electrical pump, to exhaust

the electrical matter from any body, and of course, to electrify

it negatively. He had described one ot this kind in 1772, and

seems a little jealous, that a machine to produce cither kind of

electricity, at pleasure, should be called Mr. Nairne's, which

term it has obtained from its being constructed by th;it artist.

The present description is illustrated by a plate, and would be

unintelligible without it.

The observations, on a total eclipse of the moon, on March

18, 1783, by Messes, the duke of Rochefoucald, the abbe.Ro-

chon, and Mechain, made at Passy, are very particular. We

can, however, only observe, that the first immersion was at seven

hours forty-one minutes and two seconds ; and the end, eleven

hours twenty-four minutes and ten seconds, true time. The

X 3 cora
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comparative observations of M. Darquier at Thoulouse, and M,

Carouge at Paris, are added.

The observations on the total eclipse of the moon, on the ioth

of September 1783, at Paris, by M. Meghain ; at York, by Mr,

Pigott; by the. abbe Beauchamp at Bagdat; and at Laon, by

Messrs. Cotte, Tournant and de Cambronne, next follow. The

difference between the meridians of the royal observatory at Pa

ris and Bagdat, appeared to be two hours forty -eight minutes and

twenty seconds ; that between the fame place and York, thirteen,

minutes thirty-four seconds ; and that between Paris and Laon,

five minutes twenty-niue seconds ; or by the triangles of France,

five minutes ten seconds.

The observations on the occultations of some stars of the Plei

ades, observed at Paris on the 29th of February 1783, and

Compared with observations at Drontheim, Buda, and Bagdat,

are incapable of abridgment.

For the observations on the eclipses of the fun, on the 14th

of June 17-9, and the 17th of October 1781 ; with the corres

ponding observations at Vienna, Prague, Konsvinger, in Nor

way, we must also refer to the volume itself. They cannot be

extracted with any advantage.

M. Mechain's memoir on the comet of 1783, and the deter

mination of its situation, when first discovered on the 26th of

November, is accompanied with Mr. Pigott's observations at

.York. It was observed for the last time by M. Mechain, on the

Zist of December ; and its progress, in that interval, is distinctly

traced. Mr. Pigott saw it on the 19th of November, and follow

ed it till the 3d of December. Jlis observations, with Mr.

Goodriche's, are particularly detailed in the Philosophical Trans,

actions, for 1784. '

The manner of solving, by approximation, differential equa

tions, and equations whose differences are partial, is explained at

some length ;by M. Cousin ; we are sorry that, from the extent

X>s our article, and the subject having been treated in different

volumes, that we can only announce this memoir. M. Cousin's,

next essay on the mathematical theory of the motion of the fluids,

we must rflso, for obvious reasons, pass over without a remark.

M. de la Place's memoir on births, marriages, and deaths, ia

Paris, from 1771 to 1784, and in the whole kingdom of

fiance, during 1781 and 1782, is very curious; but we can.

only select from it some detached facts. In the memoirs for

1771, M. Morand had published the lists at Paris, previous to

those of M. de la Place. The births at Paris, annually on an

average of 14 years are, 101 21 males, 9677 females; the mar

riages 5023; deaths 10413 males, &890 females; foundlings

3202 males, 3129 females the births in the whole kingdom^

including C01'fic3, for 1781, were 970,406; the marriages

236,503; the religious professions 1400! the deaths 881,138,

The excess of the births in 1781 was very much less than in,

she former year, owing to t" jvalence of many epidemics.
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The next essay is on the means of knowing the population of

a kingdom, by Messrs. du Sejour, the marquis de Condorcct,

and de la Place. The method is, by affixing to M. Cassmi's

carte, the average-population of each village, town, or dillrict

mentioned in that carte. We greatly regret that it would lead

Us too far to explain this design more particularly : we hope to

do it at some future period.

The nex» memoir is by M. Monge, on the method of finding

the integers of equations, with ordinary differences, when they

are raised to any power, and in the cases where the complete

integrals are algebraic. That which follows, by the fame au

thor, is on the integration of equations, with finite differences,

which are not linear.

M. Cornette, in the subsequent memoirs, examines the vi-

ttiolic and nitrous ammoniac : the union of the volatile salt with

the vitriolic acid is far from being strong ; and it is destroyed by

fire; the vitriolic acid decomposes common sal ammoniac very

imperfectly. The experiments 0.1 the nitrous ammoniac fliow,

that this salt remains unchanged by a red heat; and that the vo

latile alkali alone is capable of burning. If additional phlogis

ton be combined, the nitrous acid still remains unconsumed ; it

is the volatile alkali which our author thinks is chiefly concerned

in the detonation of salts ; but in this respect he is contradicted

by his subsequent experiments : though he allows that, for this

purpose, it must be mixed with an acid. M. Cornette then exa

mines the volatile alkali, to ascertain the state in which it contains

phlogiston : it is, he thinks, in an oil v rather than a dry state ; but,

by its assistance, he could neither make gunpowder, nor pulvis

fulminans. Aqua regia, prepared by distilling nitrous acid from,

common sal ammoniac, was not subject to expansion, and could

be kept more safely than that procured by mixture alone.

The volume concludes with some remarks, by M. Sjbatier, on

the fracture of the patella. The author produces many cafes, to

show that bandages are generally useless and sometimes hurtful ;

he requires his patients onlv to keep in such a position that the

muscles may be wholly in a state of relaxation.

MONTHLY CATALOGUE.

D I V I N I T Y, &c.

Reasonsfor Revising by Authority our present Person os ti e Bible.

, 2io. is. o</. Cadell.

THIS candid writer examines the state of the Hebrew text,

and explains.'he causes of its imperfections. He brings

different instances tiom Dr. Lowth and Dr. Kennicott, where a

slight alteration will restore passages evidently corrupted, or ren

der a sentiment of equivocal tendency entirely unexceptionable :

he then proceeds to answer the different objedtions made to a

new translation, and offers his own opinion, that a new version

is highly commendable, though he wilhes to preserve, as far as

possible, the. majestic simplicity of the old translation.
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An Evangelical Summary of corroborative Testimonies concerning

the holy Birth, virtuous Life, painful Death, and glorious Re-

furrcHion and Ascension of Jesus Christ, ivo. is. 6d. Evans,

This Suinmary consists of a connected relation of the pro

phecies relating to Christ ; of the events of his life ; his death j

his resurrection and ascension. Each part of this subject is

concluded with general reflections, and the whole is introduced

by a suitable preface, in which the author points out the ne

cessity of a serious, attentive, and candid enquiry into the foun

dations of religion, and endeavours to' show that no one should

be exempted from an investigation os this kind. The whole

is a rational and judicious work, though the Deists have a little

right to complain of some misrepresentations.

An Argumentative Appeal, addrejfed to the Right Reverend the

Bifiops, and the Body of Parochial Clergy, on the Modes of

raijing Money for the Improvement of Church Lands, in Cafes

of Enclosure. By N. Turner, M. A. Svo. U. bd. White and Son.

In new bills of inclosure, a part os the inclosed common

las been occasionally allotted to the incumbent, in commuta

tion for the tythes. But a plan of this kind has been rendered

less advantageous, because the clergyman retains it only for his

life; and the estate either remains uncultivated, or the restor

expends his fortune, on a property which cannot long be retain

ed, Mr. Turner, as a remedy for this inconvenience, proposes,

that in similar bills, a power be given to the incumbent, tq

burthen this new estate with a certain debt, to be repaid by in

stalments ; so that he is, in that instance, a trustee for his suc

cessors, as well as the temporary possessor of his own life-an-

jiuity. This is a very obvious and useful remedy ; though, on,

the part of the pqblic, it is proper that trustees should be alfa

appointed to see that, the money is properly expended ; and

that a power should be given for the successor to recover any

part which should not have been laid out in improvements.

Dr. Priijlley's Letters to the Candidates for Orders in both UnivtT*

sties on Uu'fcription to Articles of Religion. 8i>«, IS. Johnson.

A republication, merely, lest they should be forgotten, or

there should not be a sufficient number of copies, for all the eni

Quiring converted students.

A Defense of the Conducl andWritings ofthe Rev.Arthur O'Lcary,

t3 c. written by himself, in answer to the ill-grounded Insinuations

pf the Right Rev. Dr. Woodward, Bishop os Cloyne. Republ'tshed

by Keating. &vo. is. 6d, '

It appears, that since Dean Swift's time, such a number of

pamphlets on the fame subject have not been published in Dub

lin, as during the course of the last winter. Tithes and the

risings of the White Boys, brought into the literary sield num

bers of warriors, who espoused different sides of the question,
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The bishop of Cloyne and Mr. O'Leary were the leaders of those

who engaged in the contelt ; which was vigorously supported by

crowds who inlisted under their respective banners. The bishop,

in the Appendix to a pamphlet which he published on this occa

sion, adverts to Mr. O'Leary's Letters to the White Boys, and

compliments his abilities as a writer at the expence of the sin

cerity of his intentions. This charge gave rife to Mr.O'Learj's

Defence, which he divides into four sections ; and, after appealing

to his readers, whether any seditious tendency be discoverable in

his writings, he lays his Letters to the White Boys before them,

in an Appendix,

The local nature of the work prevents our analysing it regu

larly ; but whether we consider the variety of subjects contained

in this pamphlet ; the author's manner of handling them, either

as the historian of what he calls the exploits of shabby heroes

(White Boys) ; or as a polemical writer; or as an orator who

harangues the public; or as an advocate who pleads the cause;

of the distressed ; or as a man of wit and humour, who can

raise a laugh at the expence os his antagonist; in all and each

we discover the man of parts and extensive reading. Like an

experienced veteran, Mr. O'Leary keeps his post, or shifts hit'

ground to advantage ; and in every situation commands the at

tention of his readers. We recollect his controversy with Mr.

Wesley, who calls him an arch and lively writer ; and as to his

style, the bishop of Cloyne acknowleges that he represents

matters Jlrongly and eloquently ; and that, Shakcjpcar.like, he is

•well acquainted with tit avenues to the human heart. If these are

the concessions of the antagonists of Mr. O'Leary, he must surely

deserve the tribute of our applause,

POETRY.

The Journey to Brighton., an Heroi-Comic Poem, with a Moral

Episode. Likewise, an Epic-comic Poem, or a Ramble through

London. By T. Griffies. \to. zs. Faulder.

« The journey to Brighton is brought forth to view,

And the ramble through town is held unto you,

Who delight e'er in reading, with fanciful mind,

To learn of the foibles that's prov'd to mankind.'

These four lines are prefixed to the title-page, and selected

for the inspection of the curious, as bearing a stronger resem

blance, strange as it may seem, to common sense, than any of

the more laboured subsequent compositipns of Thomas Griffies,

to which they may be considered as a kind of induction or

poetical argument.

Poems by Maria aud IJarrict Falconar. \ 2010. 3s. 6d. sewed.

Johnson.

A Preface, evidently written by a friend of these ' self-taught

daughters pf harmony,' informs us, that their ages united do

not exceed thirty years. This consideration will naturally tend

to make the beauties of such a composition more strikingly cap-

(iyaupg, and its defects less glaring and disagreeable to the
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eyes of a good-natured reader. There is, however, little that

will be excused in the present work, or acquire additional lustre

from reflections of this kind. These Poems do not exhibit any

•'lapses of unlettered genius, which acknowleges no guide but

its own fancy, no mailer but its own impulse.' They are, in

general, easy and correct; and if they have been only revised

by the two friendly sisters, display greater accuracy than could

he expected in two such juvenile composers.

i&inor Poems ; or Poetical Pieces, never before puhlijhcd. CvlleEled

l by L. Kcr, M. B. $to. is. Law.

We are informed, in the title-page, that these Poetical Pieces

were ' never before published :' we hope, for the honour of

poetry, that they never will be published again.

¥be Battle of Hastings; an Heroic Poem. £,to. Is. 6J. Kearfley.

In this mock heroic poem the author celebrates the contest

between the accusers and the friends of the late gevernor-gene-

j'al of the British territories in India. The jeu a 'Esprit is con

ducted with some ingenuity, and terminates with the victory

of the Foxites, to whom the author is evidently inclined.

Sketches of Beauty, Natural and Moral, sacred to Love and Virtue.

'. In fix Books. Designed for the late Lady Viscountess Valentia,

\zmo. y. 6d. Stockdale.

These Sketches, * natural and moral, sacred to love and

virtue,' are said to have been designed for the late lady vis

countess Valentia ; but of what use they can prove to any lady,

gentleman, or plebeian, is more than we can comprehend; for

the author's .delign is to us unintelligible. He appears, how

ever, through the vale of obscurity, to be a man of virtue.

jS Poem on the Inhumanity ofthe Slave Trade. By Ann Tear/ley*

Ajo. 2s. Robinsons.

We have before observed, that slavery and the slave trade is

a copious subject for argument and declamation, to the poet,

divine, and philosopher ; and we are not surprised to see the

continual increase of publications concerning it. The last we

considered, in our poetical department, was written by miss

Hannah More, and it had much merit. In the present, Mrs,

Yearfley starts forward as a kind of competitor, to bend the

Ulyslean bow with her quondam guardian friend and patroness.

She is not, however, in our opinion, so successful in this as

in some of her other publications. She is frequently rather

turgid than sublime, but her sentiments are liberal, and often

expressed with peculiar energy.

Poems to the Rev. Messrs, Ramsay and Clarkfon, £sV. tsV. By

J. ~N. Puddicombe, M. A. \to. is. Richardson.

Mr. Puddicombe has merit, but it is entirely of a different

past from Ann Yearfley's. His diction is uniformly elegant and

harmonious ; but we cannot disover any passage of peculiar ex

cellence, to strike the mind, or fascinate the attention.

Pitm*
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Teems chitfiy on Slavery and Oppression, with Notes tend lUuflra'

tions. By Hugh Mulligan. \to. 5*. seined. Lowndes.

The greater part of these poems, epistles, picturesque fkctche*

of the seasons, songs, sonnets, odes, ice. have but li'tle to re

commend them, and as little to excite disapprobation. The

four eclogues are rather more deserving attention. The first:

and fourth appeared in a periodical publication some years since,

and we agree with the author in opinion that they 'furnished

the hint to some publications which have since appeared.' At

least, the West Indian Eclogues, which we reviewed in our last;

volume, p. 434, both in style and manner greatly resembled,

or rather improved upofi them. The scene of the first is laid

in Virginia, the time morning, the other in Guinea, the time

midnight ; each contains some striking and appropriated images.

The scene of the second is laid in Indostan, and the. time,

though we have no characteristic description to mark it, said to

be mid-day. The two Rohilla princesses, who are the inter

locutors, recall to our mind that eclogue of Collins, in which

the two Georgians are introduced as flying from, and describ

ing the ravages of the Tartars. The recollection is not to the

advantage of the present work. The third dialogue is supposed

to take place between two Irish herdsmen in the evening. Somer

thing characteristic is discernible in the following lines, spoken,

by an old man contrasting, as is usual, the virtue and happineft

pf former times with modern degeneracy.

* Oppression then withheld his heavy hand,

Nor bade the social virtues quit the land ;

Boldly her rights then fai» Hi hernia claim'd,

And tyrant rulers shrunk, abash'd, asham'd.

Then ripen'd fruits the cheerful cottage grae'd,

And plenty thro' each smiling vale was trae'd.

Yon rulhy lake had banks that well might pleases

Where shepherd girls reclin'd at rural ease;

And to the rustic pipe at eve were seen,

Frolic and gay, to trip the daisy'd green.

This pastime o'er, the minstrels would relate,

Of Derg the wonders, or the warrior's fate,

And name the bard, whose magic harp and song

Pale ghosts could raise—their midnight spells prolong;

Who oft responsive to the sounding strings,

Echo'd the fall of Danes and Danish kings;

Or from the primrose dell, or pansy'd plain,

With sweetest touch could lure the fairy train.

Till call'd to rest the sage was cirdl'd round,

Each word was caught, nor lost the weakest sound }

All spoke their thoughts, they scorn'd to use disguise,

The tales believ'd, and held him wond'rous wise.

Thy youthful days, O innocence ! were blest,

E/e, dreadful war or tyrants broke our rest ;

Fron\
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From camps return'd, no former friends I found,

For desolation silent stalk'd around ;

Thro' distant climes my fad companions roam.

In search of freedom, lost, alas ! at home.'

The lines we have quoted are no unfavourable specimen of

this performance, which, though not entitled to unqualified

applause, contains several bold and spirited passages.

DRAMATIC.

A Match for a Widow ; or, the Frolics of Fancy. A comic Opera.

In three Ails. As performed at the Theatre-Royal, Dublin,

8w, ii. bd. Dilly. ,

This is a Dublin edition of the Widow's Vow ; but, unlike

the editions which appear from the other side of St. George's

channel, it is increased in bulk, and not diminished in ele

gance : in reality, L'Heureuse Erreur is lengthened to three

acts, by an underplot united to the original one, with sufficient

address, and decorated with music.—The plot of the episode

is not, however, new ; it is the tale of the Scholar, who conjures

wp a supper from the repository, in which he saw it crowded,

on the coming of the husband. But the whole is sufficiently

laughable; and, though the treaty of commerce with Ireland

is not yet concluded, it may be received on the terms of reci

procity. *

The only character which has any pretensions to novelty, is

the native American ; but it is not thoroughly discriminated,

or at least the peculiarities are not very entertaining. In some

respects, the caricature is below the region of farce, particu

larly where he fays that he staved the barrel of beer, because

it 'worked' on a Sunday. Of course, he is a fanatical Bosto-

nian.

The Prince of Angola, a Tragedy, altered from the Play of Oroo-

noko ; and adapted to the Clrcumjlances of thi present Times.

Svo. is. bd. Lovvndes.

The authenticity, ar»d pathetic incidents in the story of

Oroonoko, as the author observes in his preface, make it a pro

per vehicle for the reflections and arguments which an advocate

of the oppressed negroes would wish to urge in their favour. For

this purpose, it appears in its present state. The underplot of

Southern's tragedy is with propriety rejected, as it was indeed

by Hawkesworth, in his alteration of it for representation in

I775. Many passages, however, retained by him, are here

omitted ; and we think with no sufficient reason. The passages

substituted for them by no means atone for their omission. In

his critical capacity, this gentleman certainly wields the des

perate hook too rashly : and we do not think he always very

accurately distinguishes between blemishes and beauties. * More

than gne of the best scenes in Southern's play,' fays he, • is dis

graced
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graced by a burst of unnatural and risible bombast.' Such i*

Oroonoko's preface to his history:

• Thou God ador'd ! thou ever-glorious Sun !

[Kneeling and hjjing the tarA

If (he be yet on e^rth, fend me a beam

Of thy all-feeing power to light me to her :

Or if thy sister goddess has preferr'd

Her beauty, to the Ikies, to be a star,

O tell me where slie shines, that I may stand

Whole nights, and gaze upon her!

* Critics have long complained that poets will needs convert

Turks, Tartars, Africans, and Indians, into learned mytholo-

gists : how Oroonoko came to believe the doctrine of the apo

theosis, will not be easily understood by those who know, that

an African's highest religious mystery is theMumbo Jumbo.

' But the most furious sally occurs in that scene where Aboan

engages his prince in the conspiracy, by presenting the horrible

prospect of an enslaved progeny : we expect to discover every

feeling of a prince and a warrior, convulsed by this excruciat

ing idea; we look for all the agitations of Ariosto's hero, in

that beautiful and surpassing imitation,

Or quinci, or quindi il volta, or lo rassume,

Tutto in un luoco, e non lo ferma mai.

Qual d'acqua chiara il tremolante lume,

Dal Sol percossa, 6 da notturni rai,

Per gli ampli tetti va con lungo salto,

A destra, ed a sinistra, a basso ed alto *.

Orland Furioso, C. 8. S. 71.

* But Southern's angry man, with high disdain of every natu

ral emotion, springs off with an unexpected metaphor, and

only returns to think of himself in the middle of his declama

tion : we lose sight of decency, when he bellows forth,

Ha! thou hast rous'd

The lion in his den, he stalks abroad,

And the wide sorest trembles at his roar.

* We naturally apply Old FalstafPs adjuration, to this alarm

ing blusterer ; PritbceJpeak a little like a man tf this world.'

This appears to us a piece of very ill-grounded criticism*

Oroonoko's apostrophic address is undoubtedly extravagant;

but we must consider it is put into the mouth of one who, like

Zanga, was

' A foul made of fire, and offspring of the fun :'

and that an African siiould look upon that luminary as an object

«f adoration, is certainly neither unnatural nor improbable.

' • Atque animum nune hue celerem, nunc dividit iUuc,

In partesque rapit varias, perque omnia versat.

Sicut aquæ tremutum labris ubi lumen ahenis

Sole repercufl'um, aut radiantis imagine Lunæ,

Omnia pervulitat late loca ; jamque sub aura*

Erigitur, summique ferit laquearia tecti.'

Viro. Æn. VIII. V. 20.

We
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We have no objection to the passage taken from Virgil by A-

riosto; it is elegant, and poetically just. We have likewise a

ttanflati >n of it in Addison's Cato. Portius thus addresses his

ttistiisi.

* Thus o'er the dying lamp th' unsteady flame

Hangs quivering on a point, leaps off by fits,

And falls again, as loth to quit its hold.'

But what is. there excruciating in this idea ? How does it agi

tate or affect the mind i When Oroonoka's passion swells into

metaphor, there is * grandeur and propriety in the figure,

(such at least is our opinion) that strikes forcibly on our hearts:

we are hurried away with the sublimity of the idea, which will

not permit us to attend to the dogmas of frivolous and frigid

criticiGn. Some of this writer's observations are undoubtedly

just; but we cannot, on the whole, think very highly either of

his critical taste, or dramatic abilities. But the goodness of

his intention commands our respect: 'Charity will cover a

multitude of faults/ and candour will excuse such venial de*

sects as occur in this performance.

AFRICAN. SLAVE TRADE.

{scriptural Researches on the Lkitnefs of the Slave Trade, shewing

its Conformity ivith the Principles of Natural and Revealed Re

ligion, delineated in the sacred Writings of the Word of God.

By the Rev. R. Harris. Svo. Is. bd. Lowndej.

Audi alteram partem is a maxim' to which candour induces

us to attend, and a love of truth will teach us to revere. When

we'recommended an abolition of the importation of slaves, we

were not aware that we opposed either the letter or the spirit of

the Scriptures, and were much startled at finding ourselves sur

rounded by a host of foes, in the form of citations, and various

passages from the Old and New Testament. Arguments of this

kind will, at first, appear specious, and, if urged with art,

may seem formidable ;—a flight reflection will draw off the de

lusive covering, ayid disarm them of their danger. The data

are drawn up with great address : let us take the fifth as a sper

cimen.

• That no person can be supposed to acknowlege in fact, that

the Holy Scriptures are the infallible word of God, unless he

acquiesces without reserve in every scriptural decision, how

ever incomprehensible the reasons and motives of thole decisions

may be to him.'

This passage is somewhat remarkable, and will require a lit

tle attention. Is it necessary to follow every Jewish rite, com

manded by the Lord under the Mosaic dispensation ? Are the

feast of the paflbver, the holiness of the seventh day, the ark

and the covenant, of indispensible obligation at this time? The

Jews had bond Haves : if the author pleases, slavery was allqwed

of in those times ; but he will want farther arguments to show

that it is now our duty to enslave the Africans, because Hagar

was
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was an Ægvptian ; or to misuse them because she was dealc

hardly with by Sarah.—If a system once established, and not

directly declared impious by the Old and New Testament, mu£

not be overthrown, we shall have sufficient reason to blame thj?

Reformation and the Revolution.

But, when the author comes to the decisions of our Saviour,

and to consider the Christian dispensation, he is much at a loss.

Slavery was clearly and pointedly abolished, by the liberal and

benevolent precepts of the Gospel. ' Love your neighbour as

yourself:—Do good unto all men :—Love even those who per

secute you and despitefully use you.' Is this the language <jf

the supporter of slavery ; the precepts of the task-master ? l'cfl-

haps it is from love that we must drag the peaceful African

from his home: benevolence raises the whip ; and kindflfst

directs the stripe. If it be so, slavery is in the true spirit-as

the Gospel.

It is true, Christ told us that he came not to destroy the law,

but to fulfil it. He came to fulfil the prophecies; to complot*

the Mosaic dispensation, by a more perfect revelation of tha

divine will. He came to comfort the afflicted, not to add ta>

the afflictions inseparable from human nature : he came to heal

their sickness, not to countenance a practice worse than the;

worst disease.—There is not the slightest hint of his counte

nancing cruelty, oppression, injustice, and tyranny: there Si

not the slightest suggestion that, in fulfilling the law, he sup*

ported the illiberality, the intolerance, and the persecuting

spirit of the Jews. We are ashamed to dwell on what is -fo

evident: if it be a political motive which has dictated ihofit

pages, let it rest on its own ground ; much may be said for th«

practice in that view ; but let not the fair page of Christianity

be sullied by commendations of cruelty and oppression. Let

the trade be once freed from those stigmas ; let the African

migrate voluntarily, and be treated as a man apd a Christian,

and we will join in the commendation of the method of em

ploying negroes. As it is, we wish only to secure to th«n

humane treatment, by enhancing their value. To return to

Africa, if it were possible, would not, we know, be considered

as a benefit.

Observations upon the African Slave Trade, and on the Sitnation of

Negroes in the Weft Indies. By a Jamaica Planter. 8w, 1 s. Law. '

The Jamaica planter joins to candour and liberality an ex

tensive acquaintance with his subject. Subordination we admit

of; but the inferior person is not to be treated with cruelty ;

and to transport our fellow-creatures, without their consent, is.

equally criminal ; whether the soldier is taken from the plains*

of Germany, or the English recruit kidnapped to those of In-

dostan. Slavery is, however, but a name, if the privileges-

of mankind are preserved ; if labour is not urged beyond the

strength, and the bed of sickness be soothed by the necessary

comforts.
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comforts. The planter proposes many alleviations of the negro'*

misfortunes, which we mould be glad to find were adopted :—«

fince we have reason to believe, that it is not possible to procure

an abolition of the importation.

Slavery no Oppression ; orsome new Argument! and Opinions against

the Idea ofAfrican Liberty. Svo. is. Lowndes and Christie.

We wifli it were not; for then the contest would be only

about words.—Our author thinks that we save the lives of the

Africans, who, when taken in war, would be otherwise sacri

ficed to the vengeance of their conquerors ; that we preserve

peace rather than excite war ; and that, at any rate, we make

the indolent stupid African an active and enlightened slave,

who may possess property, who considers his servitude as of lit

tle importance ; who enjoys moments of relaxation, and days

when his labours are employed for his own emolument. This

is a fair fide of the picture, and contains much truth. Some

lives are preserved ; but at the moment of preservation, when,

they are saved only to be subjected to the caprice, to the cru

elty, to the avarice of some individual, whose character is yet

unknown, we can scarcely say whether it can be styled a bless

ing. They become active ; but it is against their nature and

their will : they are enlightened ; but it is sometimes to shew

them the horrors of their situation. They may obtain property,

and become fathers, in the shape of masters ; nor is their con

dition then deplorable. The great hinge of the argument is

overlooked; for it is wanted only to raise them above caprices '

we have already said, that if their good treatment is no longer

precarious, slavery is only a name. But this kind treatment is

not yet secured ; and, in the West India islands, it is still a

problem, whether it is most advantageous to work a negro

down to. an untimely grave, or, by obtaining less profit in a

given time, to establish his health and strength. If this was

no longer doubtful, much benefit would be secured, and oppo*

iition might, for a time, cease.

Hints for a Specific Plan for an Abolition of the Slave Trade, and

for Relief of the Negroes in the Britijh West Indies. %vo, is.

Debrett.

Our author is a warm and zealous advocate for the abolition

cf slavery; but his plan, by aiming at too much, must defeat

itself : his calculations too are not exact.

A Sermon intended to enforce the Reasonableness and Duty, on Chris

tian, as well as political Principles, cf the Abolition of the

African Slave Trade. By the Rev. J. M. 8vo. is. John son .

Like skilful orators, we have preserved this reply to the last.-

We have heard his opponents with patience, and having almost

exhausted the subject, cannot conclude better than with this

rational and judicious discourse against the slave trade.—-We

strongly recommend it to its supporters, particularly to the

author of the ' Scriptural Researches,' as a proper answer «*
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what he has collected from St. Paul's Epistles. It cannot escape

the most superficial reader, that St. Paul speaks of the state of

society in which he lived, without particular praise or condem

nation, except the converts were guilty of actual sin. His ob

ject was to preserve the church of Christ inviolate, not to oppose

despotism, or its offspring slavery. ^

A Farewel Address to the Rev. Mr. James Ramsay : from Jamet

'sobin, Esq. Svo. is. Wilkie.

We have already complained that this contest, in the late

publications, became a personal one. This Farewell Address

is not less so; and, like lord Peter, we' bid it, very heartily,

farewell.

MISCELLANEOUS SERMONS.

A Sermon preached in Whitehall Chapel, at the Consecration of the

Right Rev. John Dougiat, D. D. Lord Bishop of Carlisle, on

Sunday, November 18, 1 787. By Browne Grisdale, D. D,

ts.to. is. Cadell.

Dr. Grisdale begins with professing, that he means to apply

Vis text ('Let your moderation be known unto all men,') to

those ' who arc appointed to places of rule and authority ;' and

seems t6 hint, that he means to give the 4 word of exhortation'

to the new bishop.

The moderation which Dr. Grisdale recommends is, very

properly, that mildness and forbearance amidst the zeal of sec-

tariits and the clamorous fervour of innovations, which have

been the characteristics of our church. The preacher adduces

the opinions of the most learned men in favour of its establish

ment and its conduct ; he applauds the wisdom and modera

tion of Cranmer ; he points out some passages which have

occurred in late publications, and which are either unjust im

putations, or improper suggestions. These passages he will

probably hear of again ; for some of our polemics are not of that

truly apostolical character, to turn mildly the other cheek when

one is smitten. On the whole, however, we think there is

much good fense, and many just observations, in this discourse:

we agree in general with Dr. Grisdale's opinions, though we

cannot adopt his suspicions, that the progress of Socinianism

will in the end lead to Popery, after it has brought on an in

difference to every religion.

A Sermon preached in his Majesty's Chapel, Whitehall, at the Con

secration of the Right Rev. Father jn God, William Lord Bishop

of Chester, on Sunday January 20, 1788. By Houslonne Rod'

cliffe, D.D. $to. is. Rivingtons.

This is a very learned and judicious discourse from Acts i.

I, 2. * The former treatise have I made, O Theophilus, of all

that Jesus began both to do and teach, until the day in which

he was taken up, after that he, through the Holy Ghost, had

given commandments unto the apostles whom he had chosen.'

Vol. LXV. April, 1788. Y Or.
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Dr. Radclisse particularly alludes to the last words, and, amon*

other things, supposes that the commandments of Christ,

through the Hply Ghost, might allude to church-government.

He gives some satisfactory reasons why they were delayed so

long, and traces the origin of different orders of priests. On

the whole, it appears that, in the early ages, there was a distinct

station, analogous to that of the present bishops. This Ser

mon gives a very clear and exact view of the subject, which has

teen often controverted : it displays also great learning and.

extensive knowlege. 1

A Sermon on the Duty of Forgiveness, abridged from the late Rev.

■ R. Needham, M.'A. Together with a Jbort Discourse on Prayer.

By a Member of the Society for promoting Christian Knoivlsge.

iimo. pi. Johnson,

These two little Sermons are intended for the use of the

Sunday scholars. The first on forgiveness is taken from the

Sermon of the late Mr. Needham on that' subject; and the

second appears to he the production of the editor, Mr. Charles-

worth. They are both religious and practical ; well adapted

to the purpose for which they are designed, creditable to their

author, and advantageous to the institution'.

HISTORICAL.

A short Account of the Prince of Wales's Island, or Pulo Peenang,

in the East Indies. Svo. zs. 6d. fcivcd. Stockdale.

This island is situated in about 50 30' of north latitude, and

t)8° 40' east longitude ; at the entrance of the streights of Ma

lacca, and close to the coast of Malaya, near the part called

Quedah ; about a week's fail from the coast of Coromandel.

It is between thirty and forty miles in circumference, and was

given by the king of Quedah to captain Light, a gentleman

in the India marine service, who has resided a long time

amongst the Malays, and speaks their language perfectly. He

had assisted the above prince in quelling some troubles in his

dominions; in return for which service, the latter bestowed

upon him in marriage, a princess of the blood, and with her

this island, as a dowry. •

The produce of Pulo Peenang, which captain Light has

named the Prince of Wales's Island, consists in wood, cattle,

hogs, poultry, canes, and rice where cultivated, with fruit

and vegetables; all in the greatest abundance. It is supposed

likewise to afford block-tin ; but whether amber or gold-dust

be amongst its productions, has not yet been ascertained.

• The part of the island marked out by Captain Light for his

first settlement, and at present containing a good number of

inhabitants, is a flat sandy spot to the north-west, where the

coast runs in a circular form, the opposite continent running

also in a parallel direction for a considerable distance, and so

close to the island as to form what may be called a river rather

'than a strait, on account of. its narrowness. In this channel,
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fliips of the largest burthen may lie with great safety ; as the

depth of water is from five :o fifteen fathom ; and there are in

it several good bays, where vcslels may be refitted.

From the situation of this island it is evidently a place of im

portance to the British possessions in the East Indies ; particu

larly, if the French retain their footing at Trincomalee. Th«

northern monsoon often sets in with a hurricane on the coast of

Coromandel ; and £ven if it sets in with moderation, it it often

productive of tempestuous weather, at intervals, until the mid

dle of December: so that it is held dangerous for any vessel to

remain on the coast later than the 1 2th of October ; or to return

to it before the beginning of January. On account of this dan

ger, our fleets always quit the coast of Coromandel (where there

is no harbour to protect them) every year in the month of Octo;

ber ; and are generally obliged to go round to Bombay, espe

cially if they have occasion for refitting in time of war ; a ren

dezvous rendered extremely disadvantageous, ly its distance

from the principal scene of action in the bay of Bengal. <

This inconvenience, resulting from the want os a harbour on

the coast of Coromandel, may, we are assured, be removed by

the new establissiment of Pulo Peenang, which will likewise

afford shelter for our East-Indiamen that lose their passage to

China; an object in many respects of the greatest importance,

as they have hitherto been under the necessity of wintering

either at Malacca or Batavia, where the expences have proved

very exorbitant, and the health of our seamen been much im

paired by the inclemency of the climate.

But an advantage of yet greater consequence to be derived

from this settlement, is, that men of war may winter and refit

here; for besides wood in abundance, there are on this island

very large trees fit for masts ; a circumstance of the greatest

utility both to our merchantmen and king's ships.

The author of this pamphlet specifies likewise some commer

cial advantages which may be derived from the acquisition of

the Prince of Wales's island. Indeed the occupation of it ap

pears to be beneficial on so many accounts, that it highly merits

the encouragement of those who direct the affairs of the East

Indies ; and it promises to repay their protection by peculiar

advantages, both in times of war and peace.

Jljlorical Memoir of the Last Year ofthe Life of Frederic II. King

ofPiuJpa. 8w, is. Bell.

The academy of Berlin having been accustomed to celebrate

the 24th of January, the birth-day of his late Prussian majesty,

its restorer, the Count de Hertzberg imagined that he could

not better discharge his duty as an academician than by read

ing before his auditory, on that occasion, an abridged account

of the transactions of the preceding year, and of the admini

stration of a sovereign, who for a longtime has been considered

as the model for princes. It appears from this Memoir, that

the great Frederic continued to the last day of his life to give

Y a that
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that indefatigable attention to the affairs of government, for

which, from the commencement of his reign, he had been so

eminently conspicuous. The count informs us, concerning this

extraordinary monarch, that during the last five weeks of his

life, though much swollen and incommoded with the dropsy,

so that he could not move without assistance from a chair in

which he rested day and night, not being able to enjoy the

comfort of a bed ; and though it was evident he suffered dread

fully, he never betrayed the least symptom of uneasiness ; but

preserving always his serene and contented air, and without

ever speaking of his condition or of death, he conversed with

those about him on the ordinary topics of the day, in the most

cordial and agreeable manner; on literature, ancient and mo

dern history, rural affairs, and particularly gardening, to which

he was greatly devoted, and winch he cultivated incessantly.

N O V E L S.

The Memoirs of Miss Ann Sheldon, Mfu Mrs. Aecher. Written

by herself. 4 Vols. \zmo. ioj. Primed for the Authoress.

Whether the story is told by the 'squire or the knight ; the

bawd, or the lady herself, is of little consequence ; trie work is

equally .contemptible. It is also insipid, except to the retailers

of scandal, the assistants to antiquated tea-tables. Why should

the crimes of Mrs. Bellamy, or Constantia Phillips, the source

of these miserable tales, add to th* honest anguish of innocent

Reviewers ?'

Edward and Harriet ; or the Happy Recovery. A Sentimental

Novel. By a Lad). 2 Vols. nmo. 5*. Allen.

These pages of trifling insipidity would deserve contempt

only, if their loose morality did not render the osssnee capital.

To consign them to oblivion is a mild punishment; they are

already hastening to it. We must condemn them as one of the

worst productions, in every view, that we have lately seen.—-

The Legendary Tale too! away with them—' they fear our eye-

bails.'

JDeath's a Friend. By the Author of the Bajiard. 2 Vols. izmo.

51. sewed. Bew. "

From the author's first publication we expected better things :

but in style, contrivance, execution, and moral, this novel is

truly contemptible. In one respect, it deserves a severer re

proof, and may be styled detestable.

POLITICAL.

Olfri-ations Preliminary to a proposed Amendment of the Poor

Laws. By IV. Young, E/q. F. R. S. and M. P. is. bd.

Robson and Ciark.

. The act of the forty-third of Elizabeth is the basis on which

the various plans for the relief of the parochial poor have in

general been founded. Mr. Young, in part, adopts this legif-

4»tive provision ; butvwith the addition of some particular im .

prove*
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provements, which he mentions ; and of a collateral bill for the

establishing of associations towards erecting such a sand as we

have above specified.

Observations on various Plans offered to tljc Publicfor the Reliefif

the Poor. By the rev. Josefb Tovjnseiid. Small Svt. is. ba\

Dilly.

Mr. Townsend is one of those who disapprove, and we think

with good reason,, of the general establishment of work-hooses.

His objections to this mode of relief feemp^) be founded upon

extensive observation, than which nothing can, in such a case,

prove more satisfactory.

Cursory Remarks on Mr. Gilbert's Laji Bill*, for the letter Relief

and Employment of the Poor. By H. Bate Dudley. Svo. 'is.

Debrett.

Mr. Gilbert, judging, perhaps, from his own hnmnnity,

concluded that his plan for the relief of the poor, would derive

great advantage from the superintendance of it being vested in

the principal gentlemen of the county. In this expectation,

however, the author of the Remarks is of opinion that he would

be disappointed ; as it is with extreme reluctance that country

gentlemen attach themselves to public business. In this we

agree with the author, as we do in regard to several other

points which he mentions.

Resorts of the Special Provifon Committee, appointed by the Court

of Guardians in the City of Norwich. By Edward Rigby.

2s. Johnson.

From the various statements in these Reports, if there be no

error in the calculation, the savings introduced by the late re

gulations in the diet of the workhouses at Norwich, are very

considerable, and such as ought to recommend a similar prac

tice in other places.

t Hints respecting the Poor. By the Rev. T. Haweis, LL. B.

Small %vo. is. Dilly.

The scheme proposed in this pamphlet for the relief of the

poor, is that of obliging the labouring people to contribute a

certain proportion of their earnings weekly, towards establish

ing a fund for their future fupoort, when rendered incapable

of labour. The fame plan 1 tbeen formerly suggested, but

hitherto without any effect.

jt Political Index to the Histories of Great Britain and Ireland.

By R. Beatfon, Esq. 2 Vols. Svo. 1 cs. in Boards. Robinsons.

We examined the first edition of this Index, in our LXIId

Volume, p. 467. The work is now greatly improved, much

more correct, and of nearly double its original size, by the ad

dition of new materials and supplementary lists. It is a book

to be referred to rather than to be read, and should, in this

station, accompany every History of England, since, in many

respects, it is an almost indispensible appendage.

M I S C E L
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MISCELLANEOUS.

A Letter to the Patrons and Truffeet, fsV. of Charity Schools, St-Om

6d. Turner.

This very judicious author points Oijt the' necessity of an

attention to the education of charity children, in many respects,

which, in some foundations, are not regarded. It is written

with much candour, 3nd we sincerely recommend it to the

consideration of thi-e to whom it is addressed;

An Appeal to the Humane, on Behalfof the most deplorable Class of

Society, the Climbing Boys employed by the Chimney Sweepers.

By J. P'. Andrews. Small 8vo. is. Stockdale.

The late benevolent Mr. Hanway had proposed a plan for

regulating the treatment of chimney-sweepers boys ; but not

living to fee it carried into execution, the humane attempt is

now revived by Mr. Andrews, who seems to follow the steps of

Mr. Hanway with a zeal that does honour to his heart. The

proposed plan consists of several articles, calculated to secure to

those unfortunate boys, a humane treatment from their mas

ters ; to .enforce their instruction in the principles of religion,,

of which (a shame to be told in a Christian country !) they are

left at present entirely ignorant; and to introduce a method of

sweeping chimneys, by which those miserable operators might

be relieved from the most offensive part of their labour. The

nation has discovered a generous ardor for procuring an aboli

tion of the slave-trade ; while an oppression no less repugnant

to the laws of humanity is tolerated in the cafe of the young

chimney-sweepers. We hope, however, that the subject will

attract the public attention ; and for promoting so laudable a

purpose, Mr. Andrews is entitled to every praise.

she Complete Art of Boxing, according to the Modern Method. By

an Amateur ofEminence, ivo. 2s. Follingstjy.

Our author's directions and descriptions seem to be exact and

technical ; but, as we candidly own that there is not one of ,

the Broughtonian school in our corps, we will not decide with,

confidence : we sliall give his own promises, which occur in

the introduction. . t

'We offer the following treatise (without vanity or deceit)

as a complete tutor to all those who would wish to be acquainted

with, or instructed in the modern practice of boxing, so 'that

they may need no other guide than the rules here laid down to

acquire a perfect knowledge of the art.'

But for descriptions of the brace, the throw, and the square;

—the bar-movements, the close-in, and the cross-buttock grap

ple, we must refer to the work itself. We sliall, however, select

a lhprt specimen of the language of thb noble art, and the de

scriptive merit of its teacher.

'If
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♦ If the guards of your adversary are very high, bairik him

by two or three feints at his belly, but never strike home so

low unless you come to his quarter, that is to fay, under the

short rib of the left fide ; for here, as well as at the pit of the

stomach, you may unwind him, and by following your blow,

sow up his talents ; however, this manœuvre will lower his

guard, and put you into a field of new acquisition ; for one

blow well told to the upper tire (the head), tells better than,

three below, for here lays the bell feat of work, and will un

doubtedly serve your purpose ; for a lug, a temple, a jaw, an,

eye, or mouth-piece, often gives the word Enough, when two

dozen lower baits would have proved ineffectual to accomplish-

it.'

The dietetic preparations for combat are also well described :

they seem to be calculated 10 give strength, without filling the

body too much, and of course to preserve the breath free and

clear.

Of the History of Boxing we cannot say much that is ad

vantageous : the language is in many instances erroneous, and

the facts sometimes stated with such ludicrous mistakes, that

we can scarcely think the author intended a real history : the

best part of it is the very long quotation from Godfrey's de

scription of the principal champions of Broughton's academy.

Tht Gardner '} Universal Guide. By Andrew Ferguson. 2v'o. 51.

Cooke.

This system of gardening is published under the name of

Andrew Ferguson, gardner at Brentford. Whether any such

person really exists, we know not ; but it is evident that the

compilement has been executed many years ago.

Le Livre des Enfans, par une Grand'mert pour sts Petltes Fillet.

The Firfi Part. \znto. II. Boosey.

This is a useful little book, if French mujl be learned before

the child can articulate English. If it be studied at a later

period, these infantine lullabies are of little importance.

■"i . ■ ■ sa&

CORRESPONDENCE.

WE are sorry to disagree with Dr. Wilson ; but we thought

that we were on safe ground, when we adopted his opinion of a

conjectural idea, and transcribed what we could not compre

hend. We have read our article again, and, raillery apart, think

it more descriptive of the contents of his pamphlet than that

which he has sent us as a pattern. Surely, in our account of

new books, we must not enlarge on what different authors have

said, before the author of the work which we examine was

born.— In truth, it was a trifling uninstructive performance : we

laughed at it, instead of oppesijig the opinions with serious, ar

gument,
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gument. We are sorry that this misplaced mirth has given pain ;

for we aim only to warn mankind from mistaking dulness fer

wisdom, and novelty for improvement. While we condemn ths

author we would spare the man.

WE would willingly oblige our correspondent from Ottery St.

Mary, whose translation or, and commentary on the third section

of the eleventh book of Marcus Antoninus, have given us much

satisfaction. But we have often observed, that this part of our

.work must be confined to the questions which arise on the con

duct of it. In other views, the propriety of inserting specimens

of an unpublished work is extremely questionable.

MR. Mavor has our good wishes for his success; but it would

be highly improper to publish any account of his plan, except

on our blue cover.

WE have received the letter from Battersea, and we hope

than no inattention on our fide will induce our correspondent

to change his opinion.

MR. Young deserves also our thanks for his very obliging re

marks: the delay of his first work was, for a time, owing to

accident. Since we have taken it up, we wished to examine it

with more attention than we could then bestow.—We have

not been used to disguise our opinions ; and we are confident,

that though we should oppose, no candid author will be dis

pleased, while our opposition is conducted with propriety, and

founded, as we endeavour to found it, on reason.

WE had formerly a correspondent who styled himself * No

Chemist;' aid he at iast appeared to be a well informed one.

We have now a correspondent, who styles himself ' A Chemist,'

and complains that our Review contains too much chemistry :

we suspect an equal misnomer.—But, as similar observations

have been made, we shall remark that though we must often

follow the public taste, we may be occasionally allowed to direct

it: if we had not found English authors so erroneous, we should

never have attempted to obtrude instruction, which it might be

presumed they did not want. As we had so often occasion to

blame, it was common justice to point out better sources of in

formation. Authors are now improving in this respect; but,

while improvements proceed also, they must be occasionally

the subjects of our observation, that our Journal may hold the

mirror up to science, and reflect, in a proportional size, its ya-

rjou features. '
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L. Davis.

A Pologies by those whose toil is incessant, and increasing,

T^- must be endless : let us then resume our account of this

volume, by premising, that our delay is neither owing to in

attention, or to disrespect; it is owing rather to numerous

authors, each pressing to be heard ; to narrow, unexpanded

limits.

Article XXL An Experiment to determine the Effect of

extirpating oneOvarium upon the Number of Young produced.

By John Hunter, Esq. F. R. S.—This is a single experiment

only ; and it cannot be decisive, unless it be ascertained that

greater difference is not observed in two perfect swine. The

spayed sow, however, neither bred so long, nor brought so

many pigs, in an equal number of farrows, as the perfect one.

In the first eight litters, the numbers were as 76 to 87. The

perfect animal in eight additional farrows, brought 76 pigs ;

so that, in the whole, (he brought ten more than double the

number produced by the mutilated one. If we examine the

question by analogy, it will appear probable, that two ovaria

.are provided, because one may be diseased ; and that one de

cays sooner than the other. This may account for the early

cessation osbreeding; but the difference in the number ofyoung

ones, in the former litters, is probably accidental, unless we

suppose the general health of the sow affected by the operation.

Art. XXII. Experiments made to determine the positive

and relative Quantities of Moisture absorbed from the Atmo

sphere by various substances, under similar circumstances. By

sir Benj. Thompson, F.R.S.—In these experiments, the quan

tity of fluid absorbed was greatest in the first instance, and

lessened progressively in the following order: stieep's wool,

beaver's fur, the fur of a Ruffian hare, eider down, silk, linen,

and cotton wool. Raw silk and sine linen were m6re power

ful absorbers than either material, when it had been previously

Vol. LXV. May, 1788. Z manu
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manufactured. Sir Benjamin Thompson very properly attrti

butes the different effects excited from these different substances,

when worn next the skin, to 'their absorbing power; the one

feels warm, because the moisture is immediately absorbed ;

the other cold and moist, since it remains uncombined with

the substance in contact with the source of the fluid; The

power of woollen, in promoting perspiration, depends on the

fame principle, rather than the warmth.

Art. XXIII. The Principles and Illustration of an advanta

geous Method of arranging the differences of logarithms, on

Lines graduated for the purpose of Computation. By Wil

liam Nicholson.—This is a series of computation, and of de

scriptions illustrated by diagrams. The scale is similar to*

Gunter's, or a circular one, compounded of Gunter's scale,

and a sector; and this improvement promises to be convenient

as well as useful.

Art. XXIV. Observations tending to shew that the Wolf,

Jackal!, and Dog, are all of the same species. By John Hun

ter, Esq. F. R. S.—Though BufFon contended that the wolf

and the dag would not breed together, yet there are actual

instances that the contrary is true, and that the progeny is -

prolific. Mr. Hunter has collected several of these instances ;

but we are not certain of the truth of his inferences, that they

are of the fame species. It is probable only, that they are of

a similar kind,, for the instances are taken from confined ani

mals; and the final cause can have no influence in the argu

ment, since the copulation would probably never have taken:

place in a state of nature, and of course the world could not

readily have been peopled with monsters. The jackall is un

doubtedly similar to both the wolf and dog : and if we can

allow that ' the dog is a wolf tamed,' it may be admitted,

that ' the jackall may probably be the dog returned to hi3

wiici state.'

Arc. XXV. Experiments on the" Congelation of the Vitri

olic ."Acid. By James Kcir, Esq. F. R. S.— Mr. Keir thinks,

that vitriolic acid, of a certain strength, may be frozen by a

degree of cold equal to about 45° of Fahrenheit's scale, and

that this strength is 1780, at a medium, while water is sup

posed to be icoo. Acids of the strength of 175010 1814 freeze

with greater cold; but, from 1846 to r 5.5 1 , no congelation

takes, place in any degree of artificial cold. The acid, in

freezing, remains some time fluid, like water; its heat is

stationary ; or, when cooled too much, the heat is also in

creased at the moment of concreting; but the ice is heavier

than the strongest acid. As the strong oil of vitriol attract*

water from the air, and in this operation produces heat, it is*

indeed^
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indeed, probable, that the freezing should be at that point

where the power of attraction is so weak as not to excite heat.

Indeed, the acid, of which the ice is composed, when sepa

rated and thawed, appears to be of the strength of easiest freez

ing ; and our author's argument against this cause of the easiest

freezing, is not conclusive.—Yet, on the whole, we think

there may be some other cause of the acid freezing at this de

termined point, or near it. The congelation was first ob

served in the smoaking acid taken from martial vitriol ; and

we have now abundant reason to suspect, that acids drawn

from metallic salts have peculiar properties: this consideration

led us formerly to remark that, in count Lauraguaia' experi

ment, the concretion might be owing to a combination of some

other body. We must, however, observe, that Mr. Keir't

experiments are confirmed by some late ones of M. Chaptal,

a manufacturer of oil of vitriol, in France. His saleable oil

is, however, 66, and the congealable oil 63 : our saleable oil

is 1846.—If, therefore, we fay 66 : 63 : : 1846 : 1762, we

shall find the strength of the congealable oil in France some

what lower than our author found it. In M. Chaptal's expe

riments it was congealed at —3 to -r< of Fahrenheit, consi

derably below the freezing point. It would be too long to

engage in a detail of his experiments : we hope to do it very

soon, and that we may even find room for it in this month's

Intelligence.

Art. XXVI. An Account of some new Experiments on the

Production of artificial Cold. By Tho. Beddoes, M. D.—*

Dr. Beddoes describes the experiments of Mr. Walker, apo

thecary to the RatclifF infirmary. By adding, successively,

sal ammoniac, nitre, and Glauber's salts, while they held the

water of crystallization, to water, this gentleman funk the

thermometer 46 degrees. By employing materials, previously

cooled, the diminution of heat was more considerable : by

adding cooled materials to cooled diluted spirit of wine, the

thermometer was funk to —4. Sal ammoniac, added to di

luted spirit of nitre, described by Mr. Cavendish, at —3, sunk

the thermometer to — 15. Nitrous acid, poured on Glauber's?

salt, (in crystals, we presume), produced nearly the effects which

it would have had on pounded ice'; while the cold is rendered

still more intense, by adding sal ammoniac, in powder, to the

mixture.—The proportion of the ingredients is the following:

of concentrated nitrous acid 12 ounces, of water 6 ounces:

these materials must be cooled to the temperature of the at*

mofphere ; and to them must be added a pound and a half

(averdnpois) of Glauber's- salt, and of sal ammoniac 12 ounces,

in this way the thermometer was funk full 6o"j and, in

Z 2 another
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another instance, 68°. By dividing the experiment into dif

ferent parts, and successively cooling the materials, Mr. Wal

ker froze mercury, without a particle of ice and snow, when

the heat of the air was at 45 ; a fact almost beyond the reach of

belief. Oil of vitriol, diluted with an equal weight of water,

joined with Glauber's salt, produces about 460 of cold. If

therefore, in summer, the water from a deep well is at 52, in

this cheap and easy way it may be brought down to and

wine, placed in it, would be chilled. A curious fact occurred

in these experiments : in trying a mixture of two parts of

oil of vitriol, and one of water, with the Glauber's salt at the

temperature of 35, the mixture appeared to be frozen; and the

thermometer was stationary. This must have happened from

the crystallization of the salt, for the strength of the oil was

below the point of easiest freezing. It was plain that some

heat was produced, for the thermometer was stationary ; and

the heat, at the end of the experiment, not so great as was

expected. The cold produced, Dr. Beddoes thinks, is in

consequence of the water of crystallization from a solid becom

ing again fluid.

Art. XXVII. An Account of a Doubler of Electricity ; or

a Machine by which the least conceiveable Quantity of positive

or negative Electricity may be continually doubled, till it

becomes perceptible by common Electrometers, or visible in

Sparks. By the rev. Abraham Bennet, A.M.—This article

contains an account of an ingenious method of rendering small

quantities of electrical fluid, in the air, sensible. The small

quantity, collected by a burning torch, a lanthorn, or even

an insulated umbrella, by this doubler, became very sensible.

A journal is added of the electrical state of the air, from

the 23d of January to the 2d of March : in general, the elec

tricity was positive, except in rain ; it was then universally

negative, if we except the rain which arises from the accumu

lation of water in mists, and is formed from the coalescence os

its particles. As the drops depend on a very different cause

in this state of the air from that which produces rain in the

usual form, they cannot be expected to be followed by a change

of electricity. The negative electricity seems to be connected

with southerly winds, because they are connected with rain :

when the rain occurred, as it did in two instances, with the

wind from the north-west and the west, the electricity was still

negative. We hope these observations will be pursued with

care.

Art. XXVIII. Some Particulars relative to the Production

of Borax. By William Klane, Esq.—

Art. XXIX. A Letter from Father Joseph da Ravato, Pre

fect of the Mission in Thibet, containing some Observations

2 relative

■
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relative to Borax.—These accounts seem to meet only in one

point; that borax is a natural, not an artificial production.

In the first, snow is said to be requisite to the operation, and

the snow is mixed, for this purpose, with the hot water of

the lake : in the second, the borax is said to be procured from

rain : both accounts agree in the circumstance that salt mines

are in the neighbourhood of the borax pits. The salt is co»

vered with oil or butter, to prevent its deliquescence. It is

brought from Jumlate, a kingdom in the northern mountains,

thirty days journey north from Betowle, which is zoo miles

N. E. of Lucknow. Lucknow is, however, about 600 miles

N. W. of Calcutta ; so that the real distance of the kingdom

of Jumlate is increased by this mode of computation. The

country cannot be found in the maps ; yet, if it is in Thibet,

it cannot exceed the 35th degree of north latitude. There aro

many pits of borax, to which the salt is brought by springs ;

the hot springs, in the first narrative, dissolve it probably in

large quantities, and the snow may be necessary to cool the

water, in order that the salt may crystallize; while, in the

second account, if by rain water is understood the rain collected

in falling from the neighbouring hills, the evaporation by the

fun is sufficient to exhale the superfluous fluid. The 29th

article is in Italian, but it is translated very accurately at the

end. The history of borax is an object of commerce, and,

as a chemical agent, is very curious and interesting, particu

larly as it lies scattered in various authors, and has never been

collected.

Art. XXX. Sur les Gas Hepatiques : par Mons. Hassen-

fratz. On Hepatic Air: by M. Hassenfratz.—Mr. Kirwan.

taught us that hepatic air was only sulphur in an aerial state;

but M. Hassenfratz found that he could tiepatize many diffe

rent kinds of air, and that the hepatic gas was only sulphurated

air of different kinds. M. Mongez had already made sulphu

rated fixed air: M. Hassenfratz sulphurated also nitrous air,

atmospherical mephitis, vital, and atmospherical air. What

has been called hepatic gas was the inflammable air sulphur

ated.

Art. XXXI, Botanical Description of the Benjamin Tree

of Sumatra. By Jonas Dryander, M.A.—It is somewhat

remarkable, that this tree should have been so often mistaken ;

Ray looked for the origin of an East Indian drug in, a Virgi

nian plant: it was then a laurus. Linnæus thought it be

longed tq the croton ; and the croton benzoe stood in one

mantissa, and the thirteenth edition of the Systema Vegetabi-

'lium, p. 721. In the Supplementum Plantarum, it was a,

species of terminalia, ascertained only by the similar appear-

Z 3 ance
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ance of the barks of these trees (434). Mr. Marfden gave a

better account of it ; but Houttuyn brought it back again to

a laurus (Act. Harlem, vol. xxi. p. 265.) It is now pretty

distinctly ascertained, from a dried specimen, to be a species

of styrax. A good outline of its habit and appearance is

subjoined in a plate.

Art. XXXII. An Account os an Experiment on Heat. By

George Fordyce, M. D. F.R.S.—This is an experiment on.

the communication of heat. We do riot well know for what

purpose it was tried, or what good consequence will follow

from it. The fact is, that iron will communicate heat not so

fast, at first, as air; but afterwards falter, and in greater

quantities. Surely it was well known, that air was a bad

conductor of heat: Dr. Fordyce might have learned it from

his own experiments in a heated room. In the horizon/al fart

of the chimney of a reverberatory furnace he could not expect

to find any very great heat.

Art. XXXIII. An Account of an Observation of the Right

Ascension and Declination of Mercury out of the Meridian,

»ear his. greatest Elongation, Sept. 17*86. By Mr. John

Smeaton,- F. R. S.—It is not easy to abridge a series of ob

servations and calculations; the result was, that on the 23d

of September, 1786, A.M. at 511 22' 35" mean time, Mer

cury's right ascension was 163° 59' 21", and his declination

70 44' 25" north.

Art. XXXIV, A remarkable Cafe of numerous Births,

with Observations. By Maxwell Garthlhore, M. D. F.R.S.

and A. S.—The cafe before us is a well authenticated one of

live female children ata birth. The woman had been delivered

of a single child before ; and the husband had been in an infirm,

state for some years, and was, at the time of this prolific birth,

dying in a confirmed phthisis ; two of the children were born

alive, and the whole number were born within fifty minutes.

Dr. Garthlhore adds some reflections on numerous births. In

the British lying-in hospitals, the proportion of twins has been

pi births in 18,300 deliveries. In the Westminster dispensary,

of 1897 women delivered, the proportion has been one in 80.

,But in the Dublin lying-in hospital, it has been one in 62 j

the average in these kingdoms is 1 in 78. The proportion

of twins to single children, in Germany, is from about 1 in

65, to 1 in 70; in Paris, about one in 96. The general

average is about one in 80. In this variety there is some or

der; but in triplets, quadruplets, and quintuplets, there is

no consistency, all seems to be accidental. In one instance,

at Paris, where a woman had three children, the husband was.

a pointer, and had been paralytic two years previous to the

4. u:..tii
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birth, without any reafon to fufpeft the wife. We congratu-.

late Mr. Hull's patient on the lucky coincidence.

Art. XXXV. Chloranthus, a new .Genus of Plants, de-

fcribeH by Oiof Swartz, M.P.—This is a new genus, and

the trivial name of the individual is ' inconfpicuus" from the

fmallnefs of the flower. It is a Chinefe plant, neither beau

tiful nor ufeful : it may be arranged in the forty-eighth natu

ral order, next to the vifcum. The defcription is illuftrate4

by a plate.

Art. XXXVI. On the Preceffion of the Equinoxes. By the

rev. Samuel Vince, M. A. f. R. S.— Sir Ifaac Newton, while

te affigned the true caufe of the preceffion of the equinoxes,

was lefs exaft in his calculation of the effect. The prefent

jnveftigation is neat and fimple: — the preceffion is, however,

21" &'' in a year, from calculation; but, as it muft fuppofe

the earth of an uniform denfity, and affumes the proportion

of the equatorial and polar diameters as fixed, it muft proba

bly deviate fomewhat from the faft.

Art. .XXXVII. Abftraft of a Register of the Barometer,

Thermometer, and Rain, at Lyndon, in Rutland, in 1786.

By Tnomas Barker, Efq. Alfo of the Rain at South Lam

beth, in Surrey ; and at Selbourn and Fyfield, Hampfhire.-r

This regifter of the year 1786, is faid to have been read in

June 1786, by miftake we fuppofe, for 1787.—The range of

the thermometer was from 8o£ to 11^., a greater variation

than commonly happens. The barometer varied from 30.05

inches to 29,01, for we muft fuppofe the 20.01 in Auguft to

be meant for 29.01. Two errors in numerals, in a regiiler of

one page, is an unpardonable fault. The rain at Lyndon,

in this year, was 27.289 inches; at South Lambeth 22.43;

fit Selbourn 39-57 1 at Fyfield 29.60 ; on an average 29.72.

Art. XXXVUI. Obfervations on the Structure and Occo-

nomy of Whales. By John Hunter, Efq. F. R. S.—Anato-

jnical defcription is little fuited either for an extract or an

Abridgment. We may pbferve, in general, that the very

particular and extenfive account of animals, which can feldora

be the objefts of the anatomift's attention, does the highell

credit to Mr. Hunter, while the confufed inaccuracy of the

language difgraces the philofopher, and the collection in which,

his defcription appears. It is out of our power, as we have

obferved, to follow our author's fteps ; but we fhall feledl a

few paffages, which we think are particularly curious. The

fpecies examined are the delphinns phocama, or porpoife; the

grampus; the delphinus delphis, or bottle-nofed whale; the

balsena roftrata ; the balsena myfticetus, pr the whalebone-

j ;he phyfeter macrocephalus, or the fpermaceti whale;

Z . an4
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and the monodon monoceros, or the narwhale. In general,

the tail is flattened horizontally, to enable the fish to rife, in

order to breathe ; the flesh is very red, and of greater specific

gravity than beef, so that the large quantities of fat are a ne

cessary part of its œconomy. The bones are femitransparent,

as in all filh ; and those of the fins are somewhat similar to the

bones of the superior extremities in man. Linnæus is not,

therefore, so erroneous in classing whales with men, as has

been imagined : they are at least the primates of the sea.

' What is called spermaceti is found every where in the body

in small quantity, mixed with the common fat of the animal,

bearing a very small proportion to the other fat. In the head

it is the reverse| for there the quantity of spermaceti is large

when compared to that of the oil, although they are mixed, as

in the other parts of the body.

• As the spermaceti is found in the largest quantity in the

head, and in what would appear, on a flight view, to be the

cavity of the skull, from a peculiarity in the shape of that bone,

it has been imagined by some to be the brain.

' These two kinds of sac in the head are contained in cells,

or cellular membrane, in the fame manner as the fat in other

animals; but besides the common cells there are larger ones,

or ligamentous partitions going across, the better to support the

vast load of oil, of which the bulk of the head is principally

made up.

• There are two places in the head where this oil lies ; these

are situated along its upper and lower part : between them pass

the nostrils, and a vast number of tendons going to the nose

and different parts of the head.

• The purest spermaceti is contained in the smallest and least

ligamentous cells : it lies above the nostril, all along the upper

part of the head, immediately under the skin, and common

adipose membrane. These cells resemble those which contain

the common fat in the other parts of the body nearest the skin.

That which lies above the roof of the mouth, or between it and

the nostril, is more intermixed with a ligamentous cellular

membrane, and lies in chambers whose partitions are perpen

dicular. These chambers are smaller the nearer to the nose;

becoming larger and larger towards the back part of the head,

where the spermaceti is more pure.

4 This spermaceti, when extracted cold, has a good deal the

appearance of the internal structure of a water melon, and is

found in rather solid lumps.'

The following remarks are curious in many respects,

*. Although this tribe cannot be said to ruminate, yet in the

number of stomachs they come nearest to that order; but here

I suspect that the order of digestion is in some degree inverted.

In both the ruminants and this tribe, I think it must be allow

ed that the first stomach is a reservoir. In the ruminants the

precise
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precife ufe of the fecond and third ftomachs is perhaps not

known ; but digeltion is certainly carried on in the fourth ;

while in this tribe, I imagine digeftion is performed in the fe

cond, and the ufe of the third and fourth is not exactly afcer-

tained.

* The coscum and colon do not aflift in pointing out the na

ture of the food, and mode of digeflion in this tribe. The

porpoife, which has teeth, and four cavities to the ilomach,

has noccecum, fimilar to fome land animals, as the bear, bad

ger, racoon, ferret, polecat, &c. neither has the bottle-nofe »

coecum, which has only two fmall teeth in the lower jaw ; and

the piked whale, which has no teeth, has a coecum, almoft ex

actly like the lion, which has teeth and a very different kind

of ftomach.

' The food of the whole of this tribe, I believe, is fifti ; pro

bably each may have a particular kind, of which it is fondeft,

yet does not refufe a variety. In the ftomach of the large

bottle-nofe, I found the beaks of fome hundreds of cuttje-fiih.

In the grampus I found the tail of a porpoife ; fo that they

eat their own genus. 'In the flomach of the piked whale, I

found the bones of different fdh, but particularly thofe of the

dog-fi(h.'

The ftrufture of many parts, particularly of the lymphatics,

might probably be afcertained in animals fo large, though it

is uncertain in the human fpecies. The aorta of a fpermaceti

whale is a foot in diameter ; and this veffel, with the heart,

fills a large tub. The nervous fyftem appears pretty decidedly

fibrous ; the fibres pafs from the ventricles, as from a centre,

to the circumference; and the fibrous texture is confpicuous

in the cortical part. In fome kinds, particularly the porpoife,

the brain is very large in proportion to the animal. The or

gan of fmell is out of the direft road of the current of air in

infpiration, and out of the current of water when the animal

tlifcharges it by fpouting. As thefe fifh have olfadory nerves,

they certainly have the power of fmelling ; but through what

medium it is exercifed is uncertain. Mr. Hunter fufpefts that

the flnus, on which the olfadlory nerves are difperfed, con

tains air, and, as the water paffes by it in the aft of fpouting,

the refervoir of air is impregnated by its effluvia.

This account is illuftrated by feveral plates ; but the diffe

rent parts which are defcribed, are not particularly delineated.

Art. XXXIX. Some Obfervations on ancient Inks, with

the Propofal of a new Method for recovering the Legibility of

decayed Writings. By Charles Blagden, M. D. Sec. R. S.

and F. A. S.—On examination, the ancient inks appear to

have been made on the fame principle as the modern ones.

The method of reftoripg them mofl effectually, was to moiften

the paper with a diluted mineral acid, and then to add a phlo-

giiiicated
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gisticated alkali, which gave the letters a bright blue colour.

This method is subject to some inconveniencies ; and it is less

useful, because it seems to require, that the form of the letters

fliould be previously known ; of. course it cannot be employed

to render the letters of illegible manuscripts conspicuous. IF

the astringent principle of galls cannot be separated from the

staining matter, we would recommend preparing the phlogisti-

cated alkali from the Prufliari blue, when it is very slightly

coloured, and exposing the writing afterwards to the vitriolic

acid, in the slate of air.

The volume concludes with the usual list of donors and their

presents. In the Appendix is a supplement to major-general

Roy's mode of determining the relative situation of the royal

observatories of Greenwich and Paris. It points out the source,

of some little inaccuracies in calculation of M. Bouguer, 'and,

a supplementary table for the degrees of the earth, is sub

joined.

The Philosophical and Mathematical Commentaries of Proclus ]

Jurnamed Plato's Succejsor, on the first Book of Euclid's Ele*

merits. And his Life by Marinus. Translatedfrom the Greek.

With a preliminary Dissertation on the Platonic Doclrine of

Ideas, fjc. By Thomas Taylor, Vol. /. 4/5. 151. if

Boards. Payne and Sou.

rf~\F Mr. Taylor's peculiar mode of thinking we have before

taken notice ; it appears more striking than ever in the

present work, which is, dedicated to * the sacred Majesty of

Truth!' If the sceptic lhould wish to know * what is truth,'

he will receive a very unexpected, and we apprehend, a very

unsatisfactory answer. It is to be found, according to Mr,

Taylor, in * judicial astrology, and the ancient Pagan theoi

Jogy. The reader may smile, but he very seriously assures;

»s, in the catalogue which he gives of Proclus's writi gs, that

had * his Commentary on the Gods of Homer been preserved^

* This appears in a cote annexed to a passage in the Life of ProcluA

(p. 30.), translated, so Mr. Taylor says, from that written by Marinus,

one of his disciples. In commenting on the passage he tells us, that 'such

is the admirable order and connection of things, that throughout the uni-

verse, one tiling is signified by another, and wholes are after a manner ~
contained in their parts.' The observation is annexed to a scheme of the •

situation of the stars when Proclus was born; no doubt, clearly significant ef

hit philosophic eminence! We know not where Mr. Taylor derived this in
telligence. The life of Proclus, written by Marinus, and prefixed to his v

Commentaries on Plato's Theology, as published at Hamburgh in 1518, is,

indeed, rendered with accuracy and elegance ; but nearly half of it, as it

stands in this publication, the scheme of his nativity, among other things,

is added either from Mr. Taylor's fancy, or some authority with which he,

dues not think proper to acquaint si,

we
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we (hould doubtlefs have been furnifhed with a defence of the

1 Ie;itiicji religion which would have filenced the ignorant cla

mours of its opponents!"

We recollect, having read, in Brydone's Travels, an account

of an old humorift-, who was a ftaunch Whig, and reiided at

Rome. Being laughed at by fome Jacobite gentlemen for

pulling oft" his hat to the flatue of Jupiter, he replied, that

he obferved they constantly did the fame to the Pretender;

that he wilhed to keep on good terms with Jupiter for the

fame reafon as they did with him ; apprehending that the for-

jner was more likely, in the courfe of time, to be reilored tQ

his ancient honours than the latter. Little, however, we

truft, did he fufpect that the asra was fo fpeedily approaching,

in which a man of learning and abilities would meditate a re«

ftoration of the Olympic deities, and lament the degeneracy

of modern times, as ill adapted to fo notable a project, and

fo pure a creed ; for though the following note, which will

give us a curious fpecimen of Mr. Taylor's peculiarity, ex-

preffes a difapprobation of the national mode of worlhip, as

exercifed by the ancients ; yet the text, which he fo highly

praifes, contains an account of Proclus's compofing hymns oo.

the divinities of Greece, and other nations, performing de

votional rites in honour of them, and conforming to the mo4

glaring abfurdities of the heathen fyftem.

' A genuine modern will doubtlefs confider the whole of

JProclus's religious conduit as ridiculoufly fuperftitious. An4

fo, indeed, at firlt fight, it appears; but he who has penetrated

the depths of ancient wifdom, will find in it more than meets

the vulgar ear. The religion of the Heathens has, indeed,

for many centuries, been the object of ridicule and contempt:

yet the author of the prefent work is not afhamed to own, that

he is a perfect convert to it in every particular, fo far as it wat

underftood and illustrated by the Pythagoric and Platonic phi-

Jofophers. Indeed the theology of the ancient, as well as of

the modern vulgar, was no doubt full of absurdity ; but that

of the ancient philofophers, appears to be worthy of the highelt

commendations, and the moft afliduous cultivation. However,

the prefent prevailing opinions, forbid the defence of fuch a

fyftem ; for this mult be the bufinefs of a more enlightened and

philofophic age. Befides, the author is not forgetful of Por

phyry's deitiny, whofe polemical writings were fupprefled by

the decrees of emperors ; and whofe arguments in defence of

Jiis religion were fo very futile and eafy of folution, that, as St.

Jiierom informs us, in his preface on Daniel, Eufebius an-

fwered him in twenty-five, and Apollinaris in thirty volumes 1*

Such opinions deferve no ferious confutation; they are too

gjjfurd. to be dangerous.
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We might quote other passages of the fame tendency at the

foregoing ; but the reader, we apprehend, will excuse us, if

we proceed to give a summary account of what is contained

in this very extraordinary performance. >

We have first a dissertation on the Platonic doctrine of ideas,

in which their nature is investigated, and reality sapported.

Plato was not, however, the inventor, though a strenuous,

asserter of ideas. Pythagoras, in his obscure manner, signi

fied them by numbers; and Orpheus, prior to him, maintain

ed their reality, and styled Jupiter, or the demiurgus of the

world, ' the idea of all things.' The mystic qualities and

attributes of the Pythagoric numbers (in the exact knowlege

of which he supposed man's ultimate good to consist) are am

ply and curiously descanted on. For the farther unravelling*

this intricate maze, we are referred to ' Proclus's commentary

on Plato's theology, and to the works of the great Plotinus,

who will lead them into the penetralia of the most recondite

wisdom.' These sublime truths are not, we are told, adapted,

like modern publications, to the meanest capacities. The mode

in which Plato expressed himself, occupied in abstract specu

lation on the subject, will possibly lead the reader to suspect;

that it is not comprehensible by any capacity.

'For a thing of this kind (fays he) cannot be expressed by

words, like other disciplines, but by a lasting familiarity and

conjunction of life, with this divine object, a bright light on.

a sudden, as it were leaping from a fire, will illuminate the

foul and there preserve and nouristi its splendor.'

To Mr. Taylor, however, the matter appears quite clear

and obvious.

4 This bright light (fays he) is no other than that of ideas

themselves; which, when it is once enkindled, or rather re

kindled in the soul, becomes the general standard, and crite

rion of truth. He who possesses this, is no longer the slave of

opinion ; puzzled with doubts,' and lost in the uncertainties of

conjecture. Here the fountain of evidence is alone to be found.

—This is the true light, whose splendors can alone dispel the

darkness of ignorance, and procure for the foul undecaying

good, and substantial felicity. Of this I am certain, from my

own experience ; and happy is he who acquires this invaluable

treasure. But let the reader beware of mixing the extravagant

cies of modern enthusiasm with this exalted illumination. For

this light is alone brought into the mind by science, patient

reflection, and unwearied meditation: it is not produced by

^any violent agitation of spirits, or extasy of imagination; for

it is far superior to the energies of these : but it is tranquil and

steady, intellectual and divine. Avicenna, the Arabian, was

well acquainted with this light, as is evident from the beautiful

description he gives of it, in the elegant intxoduction of Ebn

, Tophail,
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Tophail, to the Life of Hai Ebn Yokdhan. " When a m»n'»

desires (savs be) are considerably elevated, and he is compe

tently well exercised in these speculations, there will appear to

him some small glimmerings of the truth, as it were flashes of

lightning, very delightful, which just shine upon him, and then,

become extinct. Then the more he exercises himself, the oft-

ener will he perceive them, till at last he will become so well

acquainted with them, that they will occur to him spontaneously,

without any exercise at all ; and then as soon as he perceives

any thing, he applies himself to the divine essence, so as to

retain some impression of it j then something occurs to him on

a sudden, whereby he begins to discern the truth in every thing}

till through frequent exercise he at last attains to a perfect tran

quillity ; and that which used to appear to him only by fits and

starts, becomes habitual, and that which was only a glimmer

ing before, a constant light; and he obtains a constant and

Heady knowlege." He who desires to know more concerning

this, and a still brighter light, that arising from an union with

the supreme, must consult the eighth book of Plotinus's fifth

Ennead, and the seventh and ninth of the sixth, and his book

on the Beautiful, of which I have published a translation.'

This section concludes with a comparison between the an

cient and modern philosophy, or rather the Platonic and

Lockian system of ideas, in which the latter receives no quar

ter.—The next dissertation treats of the properties of the de-

monflrati've syllogism, and is chiefly founded on the first book

of Aristotle's last Analytics. Of the Logic of Aristotle we have

but a few books left, and had they been entirely lost the

world might, as some has thought, have done just as well

without them. Mr. Taylor, however, has displayed great

knowlege and acuteness in elucidating his subject ; but this

dissertation, like most of the others contained in this volume,

cannot easily be abridged or analysed, without doing it in

justice.

In the third section the nature of the soul, according to the

Platonic philosophy, is considered : and in the fourth we have

a discourse on the true end of geometry. This may be looked

upon as a kind of introductory preface to the work itself,

which treats not only on geometry, but mathematics in gene-

Tal, and leads us from the definitions of Euclid to the very

height and depth of Platonic wisdom—or, perhaps, of Pla

tonic reveries.

The profundity of Procl us, and the typographical errors of

the Greek edition, prove no obstacles to our adventrous trans

lator. He assures us that ' his version is every where faithful,

and sufficiently perspicuous to those who are conversant in the

ancient philosophy.' Dr. Cudworth, we find, rashly declared,

that ' Proclus had some peculiar fancies and whims of his own,

and
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and was indeed a confounder of the Platonic theology, and a

mingler of much unintelligible stuff with it.' This rouses

Mr. Taylor's indignation :

♦I must confess (fays he), and I am neither afraid nor

ashamed of the declaration, that I never found any thing in

Proclus, but what by patient thought, accompanied with a

sincere and vehement thirst after truth, I have been able to

fathom. Had Dr. Cudworth been endued with these requisites,

he would doubtless have had equal success; but without them,

the fublimest truths will certainly appear to be unintelligible

Huff. Besides this consideration is not to be omitted, that a

modern priest makes a bad philosopher.'

May they ever be distinct characters, and the meekness of

Christian knowlege be ever opposite to the ostentatious display

of worldly wisdom, or vain philosophy!

To those who understand the constitution of the Platonic fi

gures, and the immaterial and intelledual theorems of Pythago-

las, we recommend this work. We confess that ' we have not

drank sufficiently deep of the Platonic stream,' greatly to relish

it. Mr. Taylor, indeed, possesses a spirit entirely congenial

to his original author, and appears to understand him where

he is intelligible ; and where he is not so, his fancy supplies

the deficiency—to himself at least. The generality of readers

will not easily comprehend either Proclus or his commentator.

An Attempt to translate and explain the difficult Passages in the

Song of Deborah, with the AJJiflance of Kennicot's Collations,

RoJJi's Versions, and Critical Conjeilure. By the Rev. Stephen.

Weston, B. D. 4/0. 2s. Payne and Son.

'T'HE author wishes, perhaps, to be known as an Hebrew

scholar, and a reader of the different commentators. We

allow his claim ; but, if he aims at the title of an Hebrew

critic, it cannot be built on this performance, for little is new,

and the novelties are sometimes trifling, and often doubtful.

This celebrated chapter has called forth the erudition of many

a German commentator, whose dust has been shaken off to sill

the present pamphlet. The Song is indeed worthy of the la

bour bestowed on it, though much has been bestowed in vain.

If we examine the tenor and object of this eulogetic hymn,

it is, we find, to praise the Lord for the deliverance of Israeli

to contrast the benefits derived from this deliverance with the

former distresses of the country, and to enumerate the steps

which led to that happy event. In the latter part, particularly,

Deborah assumes all the importance of a deliverer, and relates,

with great exultation, the circumstances which led to the death

of Sisera. We will now examine the criticism, on these

principles,
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principles, and put Schurrerand Lette back on the fhelf ; -nor

Vvill we once open Golius or Gjeuharius.

In the fecond verfe, for ' the avenging of Ifrael,' Mr.

"Weftori would read * for the taking away of the veil that was ia

Ifrael.' The fenfe is the fame, fuice in this Song, which is

full of metaphor and allufion, the veil that overmadowed Ifrael

inuft have been, as the tranflator is willing to allow, ' the terror

of Sifera and Jabin.' The omiffion of the vau, in xiii. 20. of

Ezekiel, feems to give fome confiflency to that unintelligibl*

paffage. The annotator, Mr. Weftcra, would read ' where

with you hunt the fouls of the young;' yet, in, its- prefent

Hate, the pafiage can fcarcely be faid to be elucidated. In

the feventh verfe, for we can only notice what feems to b«

important, he tranflates ' the leaders ceafed in Ifrael;' and,

indeed, has fliown, that if our verfion had faid the principal

inhabitants, it would have been correct. In this ftate, our

translation is as near to the original as his own, for the term,

leaders does not exprefs the extent of the defolation ; the word

implies a more confiderable deftruilion, and is but partially

exprefled by the refinement of the rranilator.

In the eighth verfe of the old tranflation, it is faid, * They

have chofen new gods : then was war in the gates ;'—theif

idolatry was puniilied by invafion and defolation, while refift-

ance was out of their power, for they were without arms *:

' was there a fhield or fpear feen among forty thoufand in

Ifrael?' But plain fenfe is not, enough for a minute critic: let

us attend to Mr. Wefton.

' Of all the corruptions which defign or accident have intro

duced into the Hebrew text, no one ever worked a greater

change in the fenfe than the one 1 apprehend to have taken

place in this verfe. There is a very confiderable variety of in

terpretation of thefe words, and yet no critic feems to have

gueffed at the true meaning, if there be any certainty in my

conjecture. Kennicot gives the pafTage to Deborah, but as the

thing appears to me, it belongs to Barak. Deborah tells us

Ihe, an infpired prophetefs and judge in Ifrael, took the lead

becaufe the country was left without a general. Burak tells us

that he was chofen immediately by God to conduit the war ia

his own country. Read

•Barak. D'H^K im»

a* tinp

The Lord chofe Kedefh of the Weft. Now we learn from the

laft chapter (c. iv. v. 5.) that Barak was called out of Kedefh ;

and that Barak called Zebulnn'and Naphtali to Kedefh, and

tvent up from thence with his quota of men to mount Tabor,

* See chap. iii> and 4.

•_, 3 Kedefh
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Kedesh of the west wants no explanation. Consult Jos. xix.

34. Exod. x. 19. xxvii. 12. Reland 697.'

Unfortunately, in the former chapter, it is not the Lord,

but Deborah, who called Barak; and if the Lord commanded,

it was that 10,000 men should draw towards Mount Tabor,

not that Barak should lead' them.—But to go on:

' The. seventh and eighth verses are thus to be distributed :

Verse 7. Deborah.—The leaders in Israel ceased ;

They ceased till I Deborah arose,

Till I arose a mother in Israel.

Verse 8. Barak.—The Lord chose Kedesh of the west ;

Then when war was at the gates,

Was there a shield or a spear seen,

Among forty thousand in Israel.

* The reason of this is evident from the history in the last

chapter (c. iv.) Barak was gone to mount Tabor with all the

troops he could collect, and all the arms. This mode of in

terpretation, if it be admitted, will confirm the history in the

preceding chapter, and give a certain fense to what was before

vague and undetermined.'

This is a little extraordinary : when Barak went towards

mount Tabor, war was not at the gates ; and it is more ib,

that because io,oco men were sent away, 40,000 should have

no arms. Did not the annotator know, that while the Israel

ites were enslaved, they were disarmed? Were they not dis

armed by the Philistines? (Sam. i. xiii. 19.) Were not their

efforts and their deliverance a: different times, exerted and

perfected by the rudest weapons ; a common knife, which

Ehud himself made (Judges iii. 16), an ox goad (lit. 31.)

with which Shamgar flew 600 Philistines? Yet we learn, from

the verse in Samuel above mentioned, that at this time, not

only the instruments were made, but even ground, by men

whose occupation these employments exclusively were. We are

indeed told, in the former chapter, that the host of Sisera fell

on the edge of the sword; but the swords must have been

few, when of 50,000 fighting men, 10,000 only could have

been in any degree armed.

Instead of ' ye who sit in judgment Mr.

Weston would read »*jJ2 'jjf l^H/K The emendation may be

admitted, though without any real advantage: we think it

injures the fense, since the different classes are better discri

minated in our version.

Our translation, in the next verse, by a bold, but happy

interpolation, reads, ' They that are delivered from the noise

of the archers, &c.' carrying on the allusion from the nobles

and the magistrates to the shepherds, who drew water securely,

Mr. Weston, after Schurrer, repeats the last word, and tran

slates, ■ ' Declare
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« Declare the praise of the Lord'

Abovt the voice of the archers at the watering-places.'

The preposition will undoubtedly bear this interpretation ; but

the fense is neither clear or connected, from Mr. Weston'*

translation ; and we should prefer the translation of the Bible,

which is not without arguments to support it.

* They fought from heaven ; the stars in their courses fought

against Sisera.' This is the usual hyperbolical sty!e> and

means that all nature combined with the Israelites. Mr.

Weston's emendation is of little importance : in his opposition

to Lette, he seems to think, that no army can be conquered

in the day-light. Military men, we believe, think otherwise,

' The river Kishon swept them away/ \

* As their destruction was the river Kilhon t'—This is a neat,

and, we think, a correct emendationt

• In a lordly dish (he brought him irtdm*

* HtfSn thick milk, or cream. A KDD Arabice" 3pissath

suit Lac. Cf. Simonis lexicon.' When we looked at the place

where this Attempt was published, we were not at a loss to

conceive the.meaning of this passage, which we suppose was

suggested while the author indulged himself in one of the

luxuries of Devonshire, clotted cream. But we, who are at a

distance from such repasts, must prefer the old interpretation,

though not entirely that of our translation. The word means,

undoubtedly, thick milk ; but it is nrw milk j from which the

cream has not been separated.

We shall add but one remark more: the interpretation of

the word Dm i> most extraordinary. Is this a word which

a judge of Israel would put into the mouth of Sisera's mother,

and her ' wife ladies,* at least with this interpretations He is

not, however, singular. A German commentator has not

scrupled to translate it in the plainest terms (Crit. Sacr. vol. ii.

p. 2022.) as plain as Horace uses, in the lines quoted by Mr*

Weston,

' Nam suit ante Helenam, &c.

But Horace, he soyr, meant the expression figuratively, at

well as Barak, and he modestly throws an oriental veil over

the word, so that Horace himself would not know it again.

We wish that the author had taken Uncle Toby's advice,—

- * wrapt it up and said nothing about it.' His judgment would

have then done him as much credit as the most recondite

knowlege of the subject can now posuby afford him.

"Vofc.LXV. top, 1788. A a Oa
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On the first opening of, this work, we began to wonder at

the extent of the author's reading and learning: as we pro

ceeded, we found that he was only to be wondered at from a

distant view. He mast not be approached; no rude hand

must remove the oriental 'veil ; for under it we ihall find no

thing but what is common and well known. We mention this

to account for our freedom with him: when our veneration

lessened, a little displeasure took its place. Bot extremes are

ajways wrong ; and, while we cease to venerate, we should

pay our tribute of applause to the extent of Mr. Weston'a

reading, and his ltock of oriental literature..

Ybt New Pharmacopœia of the Royal College of Physicians of

London. Translated into Englijh, 'with Notes, Indexes of

neixj Names, Preparations. C3V. &e. By Thomas Heqlde,

tM. D. F. R. S. %-vo. 5*. in Boards. Longman.

A S we have given a pretty copious account of what the

** New Dispensatory contains, we now proceed to consider

its merits, and the labours of the translator. To translate a

work of so little difficulty as a system of prescriptions, which.

Dr. Healde assisted in forming, can confer but inconsiderable

honour. Accuracy will scarcely deserve praise, while error i»

unpardonable. Of positive errors we cannot accuse our author.

Perhaps his style might have been more neat, if he had not so

studiously slept in the prints of the original. The notes con

tain some Ihort pharmaceutical directions, or some explanation

t£ the conduct of the committee appointed to reform the Dis

pensatory. They might have been more numerous, with

advantage, as much information is still wanted, respecting the

conduct of some of the processes, or the designs of the College..

Yet we ought to be grateful for what they have condescended

to reveal.

After a very careful examination of this work, we must al

low it a considerable lhare of commendation. It is a neat, a

simple, and, in many respects, a judicious set of sormulx.

Fastidious criticism may, indeed, find much to blame ; bur

the candid good-natured enquirer, who is aware of the great

difficulty of the work, will forget little errors, when compared

with numerous excellencies. The language, as will already

Have appeared, is that which Bergman borrowed from Mor-

yeau : the arrangement is very (perhaps too) strictly pharma

ceutical ; and the new formulæ are some of the most effica

cious which private practice has adopted. We shall mention',

hdwever, some circumstances, in which we suspect the College

have been too hasty, probably inconsiderate » and some sub~

6 stances
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fiances which they have omitted : but we must examine the

Vorlc in its order.

In the list of rnateria medica we cannot blame the College

ibr not adding the Linnæan names of those medicines which,

-have not been ascertained ; but, as they have referred, for the

botanical name of the lesser cardamoms, to Sonnerat's voyage,

they might have referred to Ives, or to Rumphius, for the

columba. It is, also, a little remarkable, if the species of

amomum was so clearly characterised by Sonnerat, to induce

the cautious College to refer to him, that Murray, in his 14th

edition of the Species Plantarum, does not mention it.-—The

College's caution is peculiarly conspicuous in not putting

down the botanical names of the cascarilla, the gutta gamba,

ipecacuanha, sanguis draconis, and terebinthina. A common

reader might suppose that these plants were as much un

known as those which produce the kino, gum ammoniac, and

sagapenum. If they would not allow of the pretensions of the

genera croton, cambogia, psycotria, pterocarpus, pistacia, or

pinus, yet the characters of the authors who have decided on

these subjects mould have induced them to set down what

they had observed, even if it had been distinguished by a note

•of interrogation. We believe that few genera are better as

certained than these neglected ones.—In the qualities of the

medicine employed, there are some errors : kino is put down

as a resin, thoughin its synonym it is styled a gum. The

College, who ascertained it to be a resin, should have en

quired into its nature. We found, that a tincture from it,

•in proof-spirit, would not turn milky on adding any pro

portion of water ; so that, at best, it must have the largest

proportion of gum. The galbanum they have called a gum

resin ; but we have invariably found, that rectified spirit would

dissolve the whole, except impurities, while the proof-spirit,

.which the College employs, left a considerable residuum ; the

greatest part must, therefore, have been resin, and their formula

.for the tincture of galbanum is unnecessarily extravagant.

On the superfluities of the list of rnateria medica we (hall

make no remark : the excess will be attended with no great

injury; and- we have not observed any extraordinary defects.

The hyofeyamus might perhaps have made an useful addition.

But, while we mention plants of this class, it may be of im

portance to mention, that the helleborastcr, if not carefully

managed, may be injurious. There are two kinds of leaves

of different strength, at once on the (hrub ; and if used in

decoction, as is usual, deleterious effects are sometimes pro

duced, by not attending to the leaf which is gathered. The

safest way would have been to have ordered the younger and

A a 2 older
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older leaves to be mixed, dried, powdered together, and kept

closely stopped in a phial. Other medicines may be properly

kept in the fame state, and the fame manner.

In the preparation of simples there is one considerable error,

viz. in preparing chalk, which, as it is a medicine often em

ployed for young children, should have been guarded with,

an anxious caution. There is no rule for chusing the*chalk j

and this earth generally contains flints, and a little muriatic

acid. If it were washed carefully after powdering, and the

lightest parts only preserved for levigation, it would be a muck

laser medicine.

The conserves are in general well chosen, and properly

prepared : we regret only, that the conserve of mint is omit

ted. We have often found it useful : the wormwood will

scarcely supply its place. The inspissated juice of the elder

berries might have been omitted, with little disadvantage to

the work, or to the world : the inspissated juices which are

added, will at least contribute to the elegance of prescriptions,

if not to efficacy.

The new extracts are a considerable improvement, if we

except the extract of broom-tops, a medicine which once owed

its reputation to its alkali, when burned, and which igno

rance alone could attribute to the plant in any other form*.

We have tried it in all its shapes, and find that, except in

its ashes, there is no virtue. An extract of bark is un

doubtedly useful; but two extracts are an useless superfluity:

yet they remain in spite of what chemistry and experience

have dictated. The subject lies in a small compass. The me

dical virtues of bark exist in a gummy resin ; to extract it,

either boiling water or proof-spirit are sufficient ; is, in the

first instance, the liquor is strained very hot.

In the list of oils we find an instance of the College's too

strict adherence to their pharmaceutical arrangement. They,

ia effect, produce æther before it is exprefly named ; and the

aromatic oil, their ol. vini, occurs at the end of a process,

while there is no object for the beginning : this is sacrificing

a natural method to a fancied order; but the fault is an im

material one. The class of salts we have already, praised ; but

we ought to add, that they are evidently defective from the

omission of the acidum tartari. The distilled vinegar might

have been thought too weak, if there had not been a stronger

acid, which may occasionally be employed to strengthen it.

We think that we should have preferred the terms of potassa and

soda for the fixed alkalis, as they admit of being declined, and

are therefore more properly Latin ; and if, instead of aqua,

the solution of any salt had been called lixivium, it would have-

avoided
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trended fie ambiguity which may arise from the similar appel

lation os distilled waters, and have been more strictly chemical.

In modern practice, the metallic preparations are of con

siderable importance, and they have been much attended to by

(he college. They have done many things well ; but not uni

formly so. In the solutions of metals in acids there is a rale,

which is pretty -general, that the metal must be in different

degrees calcined before it can be dissolved in the muriatic or

vegetable acids. When dissolved in the other acids, and pre

cipitated from them by the volatile or fixed alkalis, they are

nearer or farther from a metallic state, and of course adapted

for .solution in different menstrua. This principle is not so

closely followed as it ought to have been. Antimonium cal-

cinatum, a calx of at least doubtful -efficacy, should have been

omitted. In particular situations it may become emetic by

exposure to the air ; but this fact renders it more uncertain.

Dr. Healde con-tends for its efficacy ; but, as he has not the

clearest method of explaining himself, we shall extract his own

words. Does he mean that the calx of 174 1 is the fame

which he finds to be emetic at prtsent ; or because it happened

to be so in 1741, it must be so now?

* The translator hopes to be excused if he says, that he pre

pared the calx lota himself in J 741 ;—that he has ever since

used it,—often designedly to excite nausea,—and continues de

ceived, if, when genuine, it is inefficacious. It is generally

given in smalldoses, to promote a diaphoresis, from tea grains

to a scruple.'

We ought to value this information, for on the subject of

metallic preparations he is very cautious of saying any thing.

—But when the College speak of a red heat, and burning the

white matter about half an hour, we will defy any chemist to

make it twice exactly of the same strength, and it might have

been emetic in 1741, and useless in any other year.' The

crocus of antimony is a very uncertain preparation, and un

doubtedly a-n improper one to make emetic tartar. We are

told that chemists are not agreed about the best way; mult

therefore a bad one be retained i In fact, they art agreed, that

to make it with the pulv. algaroth. is better than any other

yet discovered; and, since it is now known, that butter of

antimony can be made by distilling muriatic acid from manga

nese, into a receiver, in which crude antimony has been pre-

vioufly put, we combine a considerable degree of certainty

with ease and cheapness. This process is explained in the

History of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, prefixed to their

Transactions, a work which contains much valuable informa

tion. Before we quit the subject of emetic tartar, we would

A a 3 cecom
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recommend powdering the crystals, and mixing them together

we know that different crystals, from the fame process, are of

unequal strength. The vinum antimonii, improperly sepa

rated, for the sake of strict pharmaceutical accuracy, from the

Othgr antimonials, is a very uncertain preparation, as tha

strength of white wine is not always the fame: it is in the

usual doses generally useless. Of the solution of emetic tartar i«

wine we cannot also speak favourably : of ten ounces two are

of waster : if the water is added hot, as the prescription seems

to imply, the mixture will be in a few days sour; if cold,

there will always be some deposition. In fact, formulae of this

Jcjnd belong to extemporaneous prescription. The ferrum tar-

tarizatum is a preparation so rude and unchemical, that i,t

disgraces the work. There are states in which iron may be

dissolved by the acid of tartar ; and if a preparation os this

kind be wanted, it should, have been employed. We believe,

however, that it is wholly unnecessary, since the great advan

tage which arises from the solution of any metal in vegetable

acid, is the rendering it more mild. But. iron, even in the

vitriolic acid, is not acrid. The wines and tinctures of iron

are weak medicines: in strict accuracy, the ferrum muriatura,

should have been among the preparations of iron. • .. ; •

The mercurials afford a fruitful subject for remark : in ge*

neral, however, the formulas are sufficiently neat and accurate.

* We can mention only the most important ones. The corrosive

sublimate, whose preparation we transcribed in our last Num

ber, is that of Bolduc, with a little variation in the propor

tions, which we suspect ren4ers it more mild. It undoubtedly

should be prepared by our chemists, though there is-in reality

little reason to suspect its being sophisticated by arsenic. The

reason for retaining calomel, with mercurius muriatus mitis,

the calomel of Scheele, we shall transcribe from the translator„

who, on this subject, is unusually clear.

' This is the mercurius dulcis prascipitatus of the Pharm.

Lond. sol. 1721, p. 145.—adopted by the Edinburgh, 1744;,

under the name of Merc, praecip. albus,—and, after that,' by

the Swedish Dispensatory, under the name of mercurius dulcis.

As it has been supposed by many to be a new invention of Mr.

Scheele, and been recommended as an easy and cheap substitute

for calomel, it has grown pretty much into use ; but the testi

monies, before the committ.ee, of its good effects not being

consonant with each other, the college chose not to receive it

instead of a medicine of such established character as calomel,

and introduced this for future trial. It is given in doses simi

lar to those of calomel.'

We have little to add to what we formerly said, on the
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■two important omissions; the cuprum ammoniacale, and Plum-

mer's pill, medicines of considerable eliicacy, and very im>

proper to be left to extemporaneous prescription. The blue

vitriol will not supply the former ; and no medicine in this

volume will perform the office -of the latter. * The ancients

were miserably occupied by the fear and the correction of poi

sons,' fay the author and translator of the preface; but this

miserable occupation is not lolt, and.we may quote from this

tse-w and improved edition, where intrepid and ' masculine*

sentiments are said to prevail, the terrors of sophistication bf

arsenic, the omission of copper, and the great caution relating

to the saccharum saturni *. ■ A precipitate, by the volatile

alkali may, perhaps, be thought wanting. We have never seen,

any great advantage from the use of Plenck's powder: on the

contrary, it has appeared an inconvenient medicine ; but,

while it is often given, it should have found a place in the

New Pharmacopœia. 16 a powder of this kind were precipi

tated by the volatile alkali from a solution of mercury, in the

nitrous acid, as in the pulv. cinereus of the Edinburgh Dis

pensatory, it might have been a very proper medicine for the

College's adoption.

Of distilled waters there are more than enough ; but we

ought to commend the terms and the accuracy with which

they are employed in the distinction of what used to be called

simple and spirituous. The spiritus distillati include every

thing which rises in distillation, combined with alcohol. But

many of the formulae might have been expunged. We wisli

the affectation of using the singular number only had been

avoided : decoct, rosæ is the decoction of one rose.

The decoctions also are too numerous, since many of them,

are the objects of extemporaneous prescriptions. Among the

infusions is aq. calcis, added, perhaps, with pharmaceutical

propriety, but in other views improperly. In reality, there

should have been a class of terrea, where every preparation of

earths, or which owe their activity to earth, might have, been

inserted: this class, in a pharmaceutical light, would not

have been more improper than the salina and metallicav -IF

the College would be strict, they Should have been uniformly

so. We are sorry to find the infus. senæ limoniatum wanting;

an infusion of aloes, in lime-water, an useful preparation,

might also have found its way into this edition.

• The translator, however, takes violent emetics: he took, 50 years

ago, the corrosive sublimate for this purpose, and speaks, from his own

experience, oi the effects of turpeth mineral.

A a 4 The
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The tinctures are managed with sufficient clearness, and

there is no want of various articles of this kind. The occur

rence, however, of tinct. fuliginis, in the last edition, reminds

Ut of taking leave of this useful medicine ; we do it with re

gret : an extract of soot we have often used with great advan

tage, and think that many other tinctures might have been

rejected with less injury. The tinct. flor. martialium and

saturnina, we have used with beneficial effects. So far as

the latter is a chalybeate, it may be supplied by the tinct.

ferri muriati; but we are convinced, that it also contains

lead ; on that account, we suppose it useful : on that account

the College may have rejected it—-Doctors differ ! The tinctures

of columba, and of cascarilla, are useful additions.

The mixtures afford little room to remark : they contain

ibme valuable preparations; but this class is made up with fa

little care, that Hoffman's anodyne liquor is near to lac am

moniac. ; and the compound spirit of ammonia, is joined with

chalk, julep, and almond milk : nothing better could, indeed,

be expected from a title so general, and so little discriminated.

The syrups are unreasonably multiplied ; we forgot to mention,

in our last article, the syrups of mulberries, raiberies, and black

currants. Among the oxymels, that of the meadow-saffron is

a very useful addition.

Of the powders we can fay little besides what occurs in our

last article : they sometimes supply the place of pills and elec-

tarie.% forms to which our College seem to have an unreason

able aversion. What is, however, included under these titles

are very proper, and furnish no opportunity for criticism. The

improvement of the old philonium was, in some degree, done

before by the college of Edinburgh, and we think done better.

A confectio japonica is probably wanting, we mean a medicine

of a similar kind to that which occurs under this title in the

last Edinburgh Dispensatory. The externals are sufficiently

exact, The College seem not to have provided practitioners

sufficiently with sedative ones, unclogged with wax j but per

haps these may be supplied by extemporaneous prescription.

As we have not given many specimens of Dr. Healde's re-

narks, we (hall add two, that on the emplastrum cantharidis,

and on the emplastrum ladani. We point out the last chiefly

to observe, that as the committee had prepared a narrative, it

certainly should have been published, or at least more impor

tant extracts made from it, ,

' Complaints have been often, and for a long time justly,

made of the failure of Misters,—-not perhaps always from a dtr

sect of the former formula. This and another composition were

»*
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at the fame time applied by one of the committee on himfelf:

this was found to anfwer perfectly well, and with lefs pain than

the other. That this, however, or any other competition ihould

conftantly fucceed, the apothecary mud be careful that the flies

be good,—frefli powdered,—that powder very fine,—and that

the plafter be neither made in too great quantity at once, nor

fpread with a fpatula too much heated,' . ,

' This is the empl. ftomachicum of the former Pifpenfatory.

The committee thereon apprehended that no fuch plafter could;

be effectual without fome volatile fubftancesjt—that, to produce

any confiderable effects, the application mull be frequently re*

newed ;—and that this, being but moderately adhefive, might,

without offending the (kin, be taken off as often as fhould be

judged necefTary, See their Narrative.'

We cannot conclude without expreffing our approbation of

the New Pharmacopojia in general. Difference of opinion

will always occur ; and, in a work like this, fome complai-

fknce is due even to the errors of our fellow-labourers. Other

obfervers may point out more faults than we have done, or

may think that fome of thefe are fuperfluous. We have given

only the honeft refult of a careful enquiry, without wifhing

to raife the credit of our perfpicacity, by multiplying faults,

or court favour by concealing them. Our end is fufficiently

anfwered, if it leads practitioners to reflect on fome points

which they have not attended to, or furnim a hint to the Col

lege in their next edition.

An EJjfay on til Malignant, Vletrated Son Throat ; containing

RefitBions on its Caufes and fatal Effeilt in 1787. With a

remarkable Cafe, accompanied iiuitb large purple Sfttt all over

the Body, a Mortification of the Leg, t3(. C^r. By William

Rowley, M. D. S-vo. 21. Nourfe.

*TPHE Eflay before us is the production of an excentric, though

•*• ingenious practitioner, to whom we are indebted for fan

cies and for improvements. In this work he is extremely tedi

ous, and we began to fufpect that he felt the fatal influence of

narrative old age. The introduction contains an account of Dr.

Rowley's life, education, and experience : it is diffufe, with

out the lead intereft. In the enfuing pages he returns to the

fame fubject in different forms, and details the fame precept

in words but little varied. The (ixth and latter part of the

ninth fections, in pages I2th and j-fth, are nearly the fame.

The fecond and fourth caufes of putrid complaints differ but

in words ; and, in the latter, as well as in other parts of

the Eflay, mephitic air is blamed for effects which, we fufpect,

it never pipduced. If any kind of air, independent of the

jniaf-
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miasmata which it conveys, is injurious, it is phlogisticated

air. The choke-damp, which is styled mepbjtic, is generally

either phlogisticated or inflammable air: in some cafes, it is

an union of both. Besides little inaccuracies of this kind,

which ire very common, there are many errors, from inde

finite language. Dr. Rowley tells us, that he has ascertained

the real causes of many diseases by dissection ; but those who

are best acquainted with dissections and with practice have ge

nerally found that, in opening dead bodies, they have seen

only effects, or effects with difficulty distinguished from causes.

Again, in page 6th, from the csmparative view of diseases

* it appears that the rains began sooner.' We believe no

diseases can discover the quantity of rain : it may be guess

ed at, perhaps, if the temperature of the air be also known.

In page 1 3thi he speaks of the laxity of the blood producing

a laxity of the arteries ; but nothing is more evident, from the

celerity of the changes, that both are produced by the fame

causes. One instance more :

* Fixed air is prevalent in the bottom of mines, and called

tboke-damp.

4 It arises from liquors in a state of fermentation, and occu

pies theirsurface, called, hy the former chemifls, gas, and, indeed,

lately gaffes, by a very ingenious philosopher.'

The case which is first related, was very highly putrid, and

managed with care and effect. The success was such as Dr,

Rowley deserved, from his spirit and decision ; but the views

and designs, the ratio symptomatum, and the powers of reme

dies, are spun out to an unmerciful length. Poor Nature too,

is abused without mercy, because she will not cure diseases

which, before the bodily effects are produced, undermine the

vital power. It is true, that me must be trusted little in pu

trid complaints, and in some chronic ones; yet me often per

forms miracles. There is no subject, perhaps, which requires

a nicer, and a more accurate discussion, than what the powers

of nature are, and how far they may be trusted ; but this dis

cussion must not be reserved for the rain hand of Dr. Rowley.

It is easy to enumerate the methods of our author, so far as

they may not be generally practised, for none are new. He

gives bark and cordials early, and as freely as the violence of

the disease seems to require. He uses gargles of mineral acids

and bark. He thinks blistering of at least doubtful efficacy :

to fay the best of epispastics is, in his opinion, that they do

no harm. He gives the acescent purgatives, with sona, and

condemns the salts. Purging, however, he, uses with great mode

ration, and emetics he thinks injurious. Fresti air and cleanli

ness are, as may be expected, Important objects. In all these

opinions
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ppinipns we agree with him ; but we have not commonly push

ed the bark so far ; and have been afraid of nsing it in the

angina matigna trachealis. So far as we have employed it,

we think it has done harm ; but, in that disease, with this ex

ception, we can fully confirm our author's observation, that bark

does not increase the dyspnœa of putrid diseases. His criticisms

pn the practice of other authors are just, but, in some instances,

too severe. The temporary phrenitis, which he describes,

we have often seen as the first symptom of putrid complaints,

and seen it very transitory, It was once removed by a large

glass of strong negus, with nutmeg. The spices and aro-

jnatics, as local applications in ulcerated fore throat, our au

thor has not sufficiently attended to. As a specimen of his

best manner, we sliall select his account of the phrenitis mar

Jigna. We mail select it as a counter-balance to our criticisms

on his faults.

* 1. The patients are seized with a species of delirium with*

put fever.

'a. They talk wildly, expressing false sears, and describing

false images of the mind.

* 3. No heat, thirst, discoloration of the tongue, cold Ihiver-

ings, or any other febrile symptoms appear.

* 4, Sometimes they are melancholy ; at others so obstrepe-

rous as to require three or four persons to hold them.

' 5. The pulse is never, or rarely, quick, but, on the con

trary, is depressed, and flower than usual; some have beat so

flow as forty in a minute.

* Bleeding (hewed the blood not to be in an inflamed, but

lax state; and, if repeated, did manifest injury.

' Evacuations of vomiting, sweating, and purging, answer

ed no purpose, except to lower the patients, and prolong the

disease.

" The disorder appeared so similar to a maniacal affection,

which is a delirium without fever, that the straight waistcoat

was, in some instances, proposed, or the removal of patients

to a mad house.

* It differed, however, from the true inflammatory phreni

tis, being distitute of fever; arrd from madness, because it has

happened to numbers, and terminated in a few days.

* From many circumstances, it appeared of the putrid kind,

absorbed from putrid miasmata, and determined to the brain

and its membranes.

* The remedies, which have cured the cafes I have seen, are,

camphor in large doses, and, after a proper laxative, the cat*

tejt Petwvianus.'

Dr. Rowley promises many other publications. We hope

that he will not be so diffuse as in the present Essay. The

leaves of a luxuriant tree either prevent or hide the fruit,

Tbt
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History us Funguses, grousing about Halifax, With Forty-

four Copperplates ; on •which are engraved fifty-one Species of

Agarics. 3 Pels. Pol. I. By James Bolton. 4/9. zU zs.

coloured, \l. js. plain. White and Son.

MR. Bolton's first volarae contains fifty-one species of aga-

ricus, and we find that at least nineteen more remain,

for after plate 70th, where the agarics are concluded, we are

told there will be a methodical Index of all the species of this

genus. This would at once lead us to conclude, that our au-

thor has raised many varieties to a higher rank ; for Linnæu*

had enumerated only twenty-eight species ; Murray, with all

the imprevents that could add to the 14th edition, thirty-nine;

and Hudson fifty-one. Hudson indeed occasionally divides the

species too minutely; and in this instance he has done so,

though one of his varieties is considered by Murray as a di-

•stioct species. Linnæus has remarked that he mentions but

few species of the fungi, to avoid varieties, which are more

numerous in this class than are usually supposed, though it

may be alledged that it is not easy to distinguilh between spe

cies and varieties in plants, which cannot be preserved, or in,

general raised from seed.

Of the fifty-one fungi described by Mr. Bolton, we can find

©At sixteen in Hudson ; but we cannot properly compare these

authors, unless we were certain of the exactness of the refer

ences, or had all the species before us. Our author apologises

for the defect of some references ; and where we suspect defects,

it is not easy to say, whether the name in Hudson is omitted,

■or that the plant in question may not be a variety of some

future species. It- is not indeed probable, that all the fungi

of England may be found in the neighbourhood of Halifax'.

We must therefore omit all critical examination, and give ant

account of what Mr. Bolton has done.

The Introduction contains a general account of the differ*-

eot genera, and the objects of attention in the discrimination

of the various species. These descriptions are illustrated by-

references to the frontispiece, where, with some fancy, the

different genera are hung in a festoon. The species described

from Hudson in this first volume, are the Androsaceus, Clavus.

Candidus, Campanulatus, Cinnamoneus Deliciofus, Denticu-

latus, Extinctorius Fasciculaiis, Fimetarius, Integer, Lacti-

fluus, Muscarius, Procerus, Piperatus, Umbelliferus. The

thirty-five other trival names it would be uselese to transcribe,

without a farther description of each than our limits will

allow. We stiall select a specimen of our author's manner,

and it Jhall be what he supposes to be a new species.

'Aga.
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* AcakicuistifttcOu), piko tamettis et jVtpite Miit% Ma slant*

coriacea.

' Novel Agaric.

* The root is a little hard tubercle, the size of a small pea,

of a brownish colour, and furnished with a great number of

fine short capillary greyish fibres : there is no volva.

' The Hem is round, cylindrical the thickness of a duck's

quill, three inches high, of a dead white colour, and of a

solid, firm, tough, elastic substance, but easily splits from end

to end, in white, springy, shining filaments : there is no cur

tain.

* The gills are disposed in three series, rather broad than

otherwise, remotely placed, white, and of a tough and pliable

substance.

* The pileus at first convex, afterwards becomes horizontal

and depressed in the centre, with a cavity resembling a navel;

it is from one to two inches diameter, of a white colour, a

smooth surface, and a tough elastic substance* The plant is of

a flow growth, and abides for weeks; in decay the colour

changes from white to a yellowish brown, after which it melts

in a brown liquor.

* Grows in close plantation?, particularly those of fir or

larch, from July to October. It abounds in the plantations

about Fixby-Hall, the feat of T. Thornhill, Esq; the rich and

extensive plantations around that rural and beautiful villa, have

afforded me several curious and undescribed species of British

Fungi.'

We have selected this description partly for the sake of the

concluding paragraph, and to remark that new mushrooms,

which occur in extensive plantations of foreign trees, may be

truly suspected of not being indigenous. There are some others

found in hot-houses, which are equally suspicious, and per

haps our seemingly native plants may be in this way increased,

without our having a right to claim the treasure as our own.

This work is illustrated by forty-four plates ; and the second

Volume will contain twenty-six more; for, as we have remarked,

the Agarics conclude at plate 70. It will contain also the

genera of Boletus, Hydnum, and Phallus. The third volume

comprehends the seven remaining genera ; and, as the objects

are small, the plates will be less numerous. This work seems

to be executed with the author's usual accuracy : the plates are

clear and expressive, rather than elegant ; and the language is

properly adapted to the work.

¥ht Observer : being a CotleQion of Moral, Literary, and Fa

miliar Essays. Vol. IV. 8o/a. 3/. in Boards. Dilly.

"WJ E have examined the different parts of this collection,

* ' in our LIXth Volume, p. 297, and in the LXIIJd, p.

93-
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93. and have found great reason for commending its style, th<

information contained in it, the various entertainment plenti

fully dispersed, as well as the moral tendency of the whole.

Mr. Cumberland, like the industrious ant,

' Ore trahit quocunque potest atque addit acervo,'

for this is not the last volume, and may be the fruitful parent

of many more. Its merits are not inferior, in general, to those

of its predecessors, though we found, or thought we found,

the language polished with less care, the sentences some

times not so happily turned as they appeared to be before.

But as we have looked carefully for examples of little negli

gences, with no great success, we would not accuse our author

of inattention : yet sometimes we may, perhaps, feel what we

cannot describe, and be sensible of a difference on the whole,

though it may not be readily pointed out in particular parts.

The subjects of this volume are chiefly a continuation of the

Grecian literary .history; it comprehends an account of the

authors of the middle comedy, with some remains, collected

with no little labour, and tranflated with great neatness and

accuracy.—The stories are well told: the character of Ned

Drowsy, in some respects, perhaps, too artificially described,

is, however, delineated with great skill, and the changes which;

love, almighty love, produces, developed with accuracy. Mr.

Cumberland also appears as a polemic with good success. His

observations on Dr. Priestley's opinions deserve attention, and

his answer to David Levi is highly satisfactory. But we nesd

not examine works of this miscellaneous kind in detail. As

we have not yet given any account of the Grecian dramatists

from our author, we shall, in this article, give some specimens

of the volume, from the Numbers which relate to that subject.

, From this collection, we feel the most lively regret at the

loss of the works of these dramatists : there are, in the diffe

rent extracts, much comic humour, with animated descrip

tions of men and manners; many judicious reflections, and

well-drawn morals.

• Our poet (Alexis, one of the earliest writers of the middle

comedy must have been in an ill-humour with the sex, when he

wrote this comedy, or else the Athenian wives must have been

mere Xantippes to deserve what .follows,—

' Nor house, nor coffers, nor whatever else

Is dear and precious, Ihould be watch'd so closely 4

As she whom you call wife. Sad lot is our's,

Who barter life and all it's free delights,

To be the slaves of woman, and are paid

Her bridal portion in the luckless coin

Of sorrow and vexation. A man's wrath

Is milk and honey to a woman's rage :

He
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He can be much offended and forgive,

She never pardons thofe me moft offends :

What Ihe fhould do me flights, what (he fhould not

Hotly purfues ; falfe to each virtuous point, • . ;

And only in her wickednefs ilncere.

' Who but a. lunatic would wed and be

Wilfully wretched ? better to endure

The ihame of poverty and all it's taunts

Rather than this. The reprobate, on whom

The Cehfor fet his brand, is juftly doom'd

TTnfit to govern others, but the wretch

Who weds, no longer can command himfelf,

Nor hath his woe a period but in death.'

Alexis, ,in his riddling defcription of love, greatfy rcfern-

bles Shakfpeare, who tortures one poor word a thoufand

• ways : he does not, however, /peak with great refpeft of that

paffion, and, in general, the authors of the middle comedy are

not very complaifant to the fair fex. It is the xra of poliihed

refinement that pays the ladies the refpeft due to them, and

fometimes makes them leaft deferving of it. The following

tender and pathetic fentiments are of a different kind, and

highly beautiful: they are' the production of Clemens, an

author alfo of the middle comedy.

1 Let the earth cover and protect it's dead !

And let-man's breath thither return in peace

From whence it came ; hjs fpirit to the ikies,

» His body to the clay of which 'twas form'd,

Imparted to him as a loan for life, .. . ...

Which he and all muft render back again ,

To earth, the common mother of mankind.'

' Wound not the foul of a departed man!

'Tis impious cruelty; letjuftice llrike

The living, but in mercy fpare the dead.

And why purfue a (hadow that is paft ?

Why (lander the deaf earth, that cannot hear,

The dumb that cannot utter? When the foul

No longer takes account of human wrongs,

Nor joys nor.forrows touch the mouldering heart,

As well you may give feeling to the tomb,

As what it covers—both alike defy you.'

As a fpecimen of the comic caft, we. will felect the following

defcription of a lexiphanic fervant, who fpeaks, at we fufpeft,

from Homer. Lucian has much of this kind of wit, but the

original muft be looked for in Straton. • . , . '

' I've harbour'd a he-fphiox. and not a cook, ' • . •

For by the gods he talk'd to me in riddles , .....

And coin'd new words that pofe me to interpret. ,. ,

No fooaer had he enter'd on his office,

Thaa
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Than, eyeing me from head to foot, he cries-**

How many mortals hast thou bid to supper { v i

Mortals ! quoth I, what tell you me of mortals t

Let Jove decide on their mortality

You're crazy sure ; none by that name are bidden.

No table-ustier ? no one to officiate

As master of the courses.'—No such person ;

Moschion and Niceratus and Philinus,

These are my guests and friends, and amongst these

You'll find no table-decker as I take it.

Gods ! is it possible ? cried he : most certain

I patiently replied ; he swell'd and huff'd,

As if forsooth I had done him heinous wrong,

And robb'd him of his proper dignity;

Ridiculous conceit !—What offering mak'st thoa T

To Ersichthon ? he demanded : none—

Shall not the wide-horn'd ox be fell'd ? cries he ;

I sacrifice no ox—nor yet a wether ?

Not I, by Jove ; a simple slieep perhaps :

And what's a wether but a sheep ? cries he.

I'm a plain man, my friend, and therefore speak

Plain language :—What ! I speak as Homer does |

And sure a cook may use like privilege

And more than a blind poet—not with me ;

I'll have no kitchen-Homers in my house ;

So pray discharge yourself!—this said, we parted.'

We shall transcribe but one short passage more, which we

think carries its own apology with it. It is a description of

the manner of Demosthenes, from Timocles.

' Bid me fay any thing rather than this ;

But on this theme Demosthenes himself

Shall sooner check the torrent of his speech

Than I—Demosthenes ! that angry orator,

That bold Briareus, whose tremendous throat,

Charg'd to the teeth with battering-rams and spears,

Beats down opposers ; brief in speech was he,

But, crost in argument, his threat'ning eyes

Flafli'd fire, whilst thunder vollied from his lips.'

There is a discovery of some curiosity in this volume, which

will probably be new to many of our readers, that Ben Jon-

son, in one of his love-songs, which is full of forced concetti,

was entirely indebted to the sophist Philostratus. The song

is the ninth in the collection, styled the Forest, and will be

readily recollected from the first line,

* Drink to me only with thine eyes.'

The literal translation from Philostratus's third letter is—

• Drink to me with thine eyes only ; or, if thou wilt, patting

the cup to thy lips, fill it with kisses, and so bestow it on me.'

In
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In rtany refpects he is very .com piaifant to Ben Jonfon}

lie examines the Fox with critical accuracy, traces its author

*>ften in claffic ground, and, after noticing its principal im

perfections, concludes that> critically fpeaking, the Fox is

neareft to perfection of any one drama, comic or tragic, which

the Englifh flage is at this day in pofTeffion of. Perhaps the

claffical duft, which fo plentifully covers this antiquated play,

may have blinded Mi\ Cumberland a little : we muft, indeed*

own, that no play of Jonfon (hows a ftronger and more vigo

rous conception, more happy contrivances, and bolder as well

as more charaderiftic language ; but it cannot be concealed

that, in the characters as well as the language, he was little

more than a copyift. The Hzredipeta was almoft new to the

Englifh flage ; and he gave the Parafites Englifll Words : to

make the perfon they flattered over-reach them* was not a no*

velty either in Greece cr Rome.

The fuppofed Grecian manufcript, which gives an account

of ancient paintings, but which is defigned to defcribe Mr.

Boydel's defign of illuftrating Shakfpeare, is well conducted ;

and the fimilarity of fome of Shakfpeare's fituations to thofe

\vhich may have occurred in the loft plays of Sophocles and

Euripides, difplays much imagination and knowlege. Mr.

Cumberland, we may fuppofej did not defign to deceive : he

has left the fecret too much difclofe'd for that purpofe, arid

that Number will not long deceive any reader of Shakfpeare.

It would have fucceeded better if he had not mentioned the

Areopagus.—On the whole, we (hall not regret to find this vo

lume fucceeded by more of the fame kind. We would, however*

recommend, at the conclufion of the work (longe abfit) that

a copious index be added : particular facts of importance are

fcattered with fo much uncertainty, that the utility of thele

volumes will be greatly leffened if this appendage be neglected*

Idlesfur la Meteorohgi'e par I. A. De Lut. Continuedfrom /. 135.

1 N our Review of the firft part of this work we mentioned

•• the author's opinion, that all bodies of the clafs of vapours

confifted of a lighter yielding matter, and a heavy one*

diflblvcd in, or intimately combined with it. Fire, which he

confiders as a vapour, has light for its yielding or expanfivi

principle, and the more folid ingredient he calls the matter

of fire. This principle muft be kept in view through thd

whole work, particularly in the third Chapter, to which we

are proceeding, and which treats of the electric fluid as a va

pour: the firft fection is on the analogies and differences

VOL. LXV. May, 178!$. B b between
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between the electric fluid and watery vapours. This fluid, as

a vapour, must consist of the two matters which distinguish

other vapours, the fluide deferent, which he calls the fluide

deferent electrique, and the grofler material, which he styles

the electric' matter. This description at first puzzled us con

siderably : if the former were what we have called the electri

cal fluid, and the latter the electric body, we could fee some

foundation for the explanation; but if it were so, the analo

gies would be often fanciful, and generally inaccurate. If it

were not, our author seemed to have divided a fluid, which

appears simple, into two imaginary ingredients, to reduce it •

under a class whose foundation, with respect to its composition,

is itself imaginary. It is necessary, however, to pursue M. de

Luc, in his explanation of electrical appearances ; and we

must also adopt his language.

The difference between conductors and non-conductors, he

observes, is this: in the former, the electric fluid plays on the

surface, while it is absorbed in the substance of the latter.

Excitement consists only in the agitation of the electric fluid,

and one body, by accident, catches more of it than another.

In reality it is only visible when taken from the substance of

the one, and scattered over the surface of the other : its escape

from the latter is influenced by variobs circumstances, which

we cannot enumerate. The phenomenon of the rp-agic plate

is explained by an experiment, which applies but imperfectly

to it. If a plate of glass be moistened with water, and to one

fide some water in a state of vapour be added, the vapour will

be decomposed, the newly-formed water will be added to what

was there before, and the heat penetrating through the glass,

will reduce the water on the other side to a state of vapour: of

course the opposite sides will be in different states, the first will

be warmed by the escape of the latent heat, and the other will

be cooled by the evaporation ; but, as the heat on one side

contributes to the changes on the other, they will by degrees

come to an equilibrium. The fame events take place in

charging the magical plate of glass; if, for the vapour, we sub

stitute the electrical fluid, and for the heat, its yielding ingre

dient. The fame explanation is also adapted to the Leyden

vial ; but the whole is incumbered with many difficulties ; and

must be admitted with great caution, even if the composition

of the electrical fluid should be allowed, or if it shall hereafter

be proved. ,

In the fame way, though scarcely more satisfactorily, are ex

plained the phenomena of M- Vojta's electrophorus, of which

the construction we must suppose well known. When the waxen

side is rubbed, negajive electricity is produced. — The place of

the
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the electrical fluid is, however, supplied by the yielding fluid'

on the other side, which leaves the heavier part less capable

of resisting the electricity of the earth ; so that some portion of

electrical fluid is supplied from that source. These opposite

changes are bounded by the limits of the negative electricity ;

and these different states are permanent, because the side which

is rubbed receives with difficulty the quantity of fluid which

it had loft, and because the expansion which the electrical

fluid on the under side receives, by the increased quantity of

yielding fluid, prevents any alteration. The particular cir

cumstances of the experiment are detailed and explained, in a

manner equally hypothetical. The condenser of electricity,

is, in our author's opinion, an instrument, whose nature is very

different from that of the electrophorus : its object, as we have

already observed, is to make small quantities of electricity

sensible. Our author describes M. Volta's instrument, which

is generally known, and explains it particularly, but in a

manner that we cannot abridge.

The next section is on electric influences, and relates to

difference of opinion, between lord Stanhope and M. Volta.

The fact occurs in lord Stanhope's Treatise on Electricity. If

to the prime conductor of an electrical machine, another long

insulated conductor be presented, and placed on the same line

with it, during the time of its influence, the extremity of the

second conductor nearest to the first, is in a negative state;

the most distant extremity is positive ; and there is an inter

mediate portion, where the state of the conductor is unaltered.

M. de Luc thinks the different opinions on this subject may

be reconciled by supposing these two philosophers to consider

it in different lights. Lord Stanhope speaks of the density of

the electric fluid, which of course is less on the negative than,

the positive sides, while M. Volta considers only its expansive

force, which remains unchanged. The experiments which

relate to this subject, and which we cannot transcribe, fill the

remainder of this section ; and they seem to show pretty

clearly, that the changes in the density are not attended with

proportional changes, in the expansive force, during the action,

of the influences. It may be, however, proper to observe,

that our author points out the analogy between different va

pours, in their action on the instruments designed to measure

their degrees. Thus, while the electrometer is rather the

measure of the expensive force than of the density of the elec

trical fluid, the thermometer, he has endeavoured to show,

is the fame of heat, and the manometer with respect to watery

vapours. But, since thfc theory of these fluids is on so uncer*

tain a footijig, we cannot depend much on this analogy.

B b 2 The
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The seventh section is on electrical motions; and a-s tf>tf

terms attraction and repulsion have been considered not as facts*

bvr't as implying the cause ps the facts, M. de Luc employs the

term's of tendency to approach or separate. The first law of

electrical motion, which our author considers as a fundamental

one, i$y that when bodies at liberty are electrified they move

Only in proportion to the quantity of electrical matter, that is,

in the ratio of the densities of the electrical Huid, and not of

the degrees of its expansive force. The yielding fluid* though

it influences the distribution of the heavier fluid, yet passes

too freely through bodies to affect their motion. From this

source M. de Luc proceeds to explain the particular motions,

and to apply what is established by experiment to this generar

law. From numerous experiments he thinks he has reason

to conclude, that the motions depend really on the quantity of

the electric fluid, and not on the yielding fluid. In this en

quiry, though the experiments arc curious, and in some respects

useful, he seems not to have advanced one step. His hypo

thetical yielding fluid has no (hare in electrical motions ; so

that it is like a man of straw brought in only to be destroyed.

He next proceeds to explain how the air contributes to deter

mine the laws observed in this respect in sensible bodies. The

general law is found to be the following : when the air which

surrounds a body at liberty more rfearly agrees, in its elec

tric state, with one of the fidds of this body than with the'

other, the body moves to that air which differs in the greatest

degree from it. M. de Luc employ* large bodies in these ex

periments, in preference to small ones* and discovers their

state of electricity by the application of electrometers. He

next proceeds to describe this instrument, so ofjen mentioned,

and so generally employed. After a pretty long enquiry what

an electrometer ought to be, and whiGh our author designed

that his should be, he describes it with a minute accuracy.

Indeed there are not only electrometers for great degrees of

electricity, but for small ones, in our author's words mega-

metefs and micrometers, since, in various views, the instrument

which can measure small degrees of electricity would be a very

inadequate" standard' for the greater accumulations. The best con

struction of a meg'ameter is not very clearly ascertained ; but

when properly made, one very important use of the irtstrumeut

is pointed out, viz. to a^ertain the necessary proportion be

tween the size of the prime conductor, and,- trie power of ther

machine; for when the former is too small, the electric fluid

escapes by starts, and gives sudden vibrations to the electros

ifneter. There is a very obvious distinction in the use of these

instruments, between the size and length of the spark, and the'
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quantity of electricity, since much depends on the situation of

the conductors, and the manner in which the sparks are drawn ;

but we cannot enlarge on this subject without describing M.

deLuc'^ instrument, which is constructed with much accuracy

and ingenuity; and this is out of our power, as the description

depends entirely on the plate. The description? also of some

other electrical apparatus, which should with more propriety

have been placed in the former part of the work, are equally

incapable of illustration without the engravings,

M. de Luc dwells, with melancholy reflections, on the great

defects in this science, the abilities requisite to supply them,

and the little prospect which, from his declining years, he

possesses of being able to pursue experimental philosophy to

any great extent. He tells us, however, and we hear it with

pleasure, tljat he does not mean to leave the subject. He has

left us a plan of his electrical projects, which mow the extent

of his knowlege, and the justness of many of his views ; yes

we know not that we could give an adequate idea of them in

our present limits ; and those who would wish to follow this

path, would undoubtedly prefer the original information : to

others, they can be only interesting when the events are

known.

The electrical figures of professor Lichtenberg are net well

known, though they were described, we believe, in the Got-

tingen Transactions in ] 779 : if a non-conducting substance

is covered with powdered resin, shaken through a cloth, and

then electrified, it is scattered in regular figures, and assumes

the form of stars of concentric circles, &c. The parts of the

surface which the resin has left seem to be in a negative

state, and the other parts where it is accumulated in a positive

one. If one part of the non-conducting substance be electrified,

the figures are more determinate, and different in the two

kinds of electricity. The dust becomes negative by the fric

tion through the mesties of the cloth. But it appears, on

farther enquiry, that it is not only necessary for the uncovered

part to be in a negative state, but that this state must not be too

much affected by the opposite side ; since in glass, the plate

generally used, the two .surfaces are so near that they influence

each other, and, instead of the state of one surface, the sum

and difference of the states of both surfaces mould be enquired

into. M. de Luc explains the particular figures, from these

principles, and finds in the variety of forms, which the pow

der assumes, some support of hjs former doctrines : indeed

these figures seem to show pretty ciearly, that in non-con

ducting bodies the electrical fluid is adherent, and sometimes

obstinately retained. These experiments also contribute to

J5 b 3 prove
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prove that the passage of the electrical fluid is by starts and

intermissions.

In the 13th section, on the various conducting powers of

different vacua, our author observes that the electric fluid does

not exist, in space not occupied by other bodies, but is rather

an appendage to different bodies, of at least no greater subtilty

than the various aerial fluids ; nor is it ever in a separate state,

but in its passage from one body to another. A perfect

vacuum, he thinks, is a non-conductor ; and he offers various

reasons, in our opinion convincing ones, to show that the

apparent conducting power depends on the watery vapour,

which in many vacua takes the place of air : irv the most per

fect Torricellian vacuum, made by boiling the mercury in the

tube, there is no conducting power. He explains more par

ticularly the experiment on this subject, mentioned by Dr.

Priestley, in his first volume of Experiments on Air, part

second, and shows that the luminous appearance which Dr.

Priestley does not particularly mention, arises from the glass,

which, in some peculiar circumstances, permits the electric

fluid to pass along its surface.

In the Section on the decomposition of the electric fluid we

expected some account of the fluide deferent ; but we were

disappointed. M. de Luc considers the electric fluid as de

composed in passing from one body to another, and that its

light escapes. But the nature of light is uncertain. : there

is great reason to think that it is only a peculiar modifi

cation of the matter of fire, for light gives phlogiston, and

phlogistic properties may be taken away, by keeping the sub

stance in a dark place ; but independent of any disputed

hypothesis, the light which escapes on the passage of the elec

trical matter from one body to another, cannot arise from a

decomposition of this matter, because the body of a non-con

ducting one is electrified ; and from that newly-electrified body

all the phenomena of electricity may be produced. In reality,

light seems an accessary principle tp the electric fluid, either

arising from the friction by which it is excited, or by that which

is occasioned by its rapid progress. It is a principle of the

fluid while in action ; but seemingly in that state only. Our

author's hint, that the fluide deferent may be the matter of

heat united to light, must, therefore, fall to the ground. From

the experiments now carrying on by the Roya,l Society, in

order to form the nitrous acid from electricity, we may expect

some information of the real constitution of this fluid.

The last chapter contains general considerations on the ex

pansile fluids, which may be arranged among the vapours.

These reflections are very judicious. As we see heat only in ks

free
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free state, and find that it produces great effects when latent

only, and an ingredient in the composition of bodies, we may

expect that many changes, many phenomena, may arise from

a similar alteration in the state of the electrical fluid. These

undoubtedly it should be our business to study. M. de Luc

adds some just remarks against too great fondness for analogy,

which may be apolied to himself and his own work. They

are designed to oppose some of the fancied analogies between

electricity and magnetism.

The Appendix relates first to M. Saussure, and to his last

volume of Journeys on the Alps. The reflections are inte

resting ; but they cannot form the subject of our present enquiry.

To M. Trembley's criticisms, whose memoir on the method

of determining the heights of mountains by means of the ba

rometer, is subjoined to M. Saussure's work, our author gives

some answer ; but on this dispute it is unnecessary to enlarge.

Another subject of the Appendix is an answer to some objec

tions of his friends, and observations on one of the experiments

of M. Saussure. In answer to these objections, Dr. Black's

claim to the discovery of latent heat is completely ascertained.

The last part of the Appendix relates to Dr. Crawford, whose

Letters are here printed, and contain one of his later expe

riments r but as his new edition is now in our hands, we shall

examine it with care. :

As we have told M. de Luc our opinion very freely, we

fliall not add any thing by way of a general character. He it

a sagacious and enterprising philosopher ; and his success has

been hitherto considerable. His present work deserves much

attention, though the manner is unpleafing, and his style

often too diffuse.—His second volume, which is published, we

mean to take up very soon.

A Voyage to the River Sierra-Leone, on the Coajl of Africa.

By John Matthews, Lieutenant in the Royal Navy. 81/0*.

4*. in Boards. White and Son.

rT HE author of these Letters sets out with a description of

■* the sea coast of Africa, from the river Rionoorias, the

northern boundary, to cape St. Anne, on the south side of the

bay of Sherbro ; an extent of sixty-five leagues, stretching

nearly north and south, and indented with many rivers and

creeks. The sea-coast, except the peninsula of Sierra Leone,

wliich is very high and mountainous, is generally a low

swamp, covered with lofty straight mangroves. Towards

the habitable and cultivated pans, the country is a boggy

plain, covered with a thin sward, on which grow a few

Jlraggling stunted trees of the ebony kind, without any fort

B b 4
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d underwood. These plains are overflowed by the sea twice*

a year, at the vernal and autumnal equinoxes, and deposit a

mud from which the natives extract salt by a simple process.

The palm tree, which furnishes the natives with both wine

and oil, flourishes in great plenty and perfection. The woods

and mountains, as well as the Savannahs, are well stored with

wild beasts and game. There are likewise elephants, buffa

loes, wild hags amazingly fierce and large, deer of various

kinds, with musk cats, and a great variety of other animals,

which the natives use for food ; and monkies of so many

species that it would require a volume to describe them.

After giving an account os the natural history of the coun

try, Mr. Matthews proceeds to relate such particulars as ho

has been able to collect, of the religion, laws, government,

and wars of the natives, with their customs and ceremonies.

We are told that it is hardly possible for an European to form

an adequate idea of the religion of the pagan inhabitants of

this country; for they have no order of priests, nor any fixed

object of adoration which might be termed a national wor

ship. Every man fashions his own divinities according to his

fancy ; and the imagination can scarcely conceive what un

couth and ridiculous figures they adore.

They profess to believe in a God, who they fay dwells

above them, and made and governs all things } but they have

no idea of returning him thanks for a benefit ; or by submission,

and prayer, of endeavouring to deprecate his wrath. They

make offerings indeed to their devils and genii, who they

suppose are the executive ministers of the Deity. They have

likewise images of wood from eight to twelve inches long,

painted black, which are their lares, or household Gods j

but they seem to pay very little attention to any of them,

except when they think they stand in need of their assistance.

The Mandingoes, who profess the Mahometan religion, are

in outward appearance strict followers of the precepts of the

Coran, which was introduced among them by the Arabs of

Foplahs. Many of the Arab priests or faquirs travel not only

■across the country from the banks of the Nile, but likewise

from Morocco to Abyssinia, and are every where supported by

the charity of the nations through which they pass. These

travelling mendicants never eat or sleep in a house during

" their peregrination.

Their government and laws appear to have been originally

of the patriarchal kind ; but at present the prevailing form

in these parts of Africa is a kind of mixed monarchy, elec

tive, and extremely limited. The ensigns of authority of the

kings of SherbrV are an elephant's tail carried before them ;

•I
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(Sr if it be fent by a meflenger, it has the fame obedience

paid to it as to the fign-manual.—Our author appears to

be well-informed, and many parts of the narrative are in-

terefting ; but for a detail of them, we mull neceflarily refer

our readers to the work, a's bur attention is required to a

variety of publications, of more immediate importance.

The African flave-trade forms a part of the fubjeft of Mr.

Matthews's obfervationa. According to the belt information

lie has been able to procure, great numbers of the flaves are

prifoners taken in war ; but many are fold for witchcraft,

and other real or imputed crimes. Death and flavery, we

are told, are in this country the punifhments for almoil every

offence. The abolition of flavery being at prefent a topic

much agitated, we (hall extract a few of this author's obferva-

tions on the fubjeft.

' The nations who inhabit the interior parts of Africa, eaft of

Sierra-Leone, profefs the Mahometan religion ; and, following

the means prefcribed by their prophet, are perpetually at war

with the furroumling nations who refufe to embrace their religious

doctrines (and I have before {hewn the zeal with which the

Mandingoes inculcate their faith.)

' The prifoners made in thefe religious wars furnlfli a great part

of the flaves which are fold to the Europeans ; arid would, I

have reafon to believe, from the concurring teftimony of many

of the moft intelligent natives, be put to death if they had not

the means of difpoling of them.

4 That death would be the fate of their prifoners, the example

of the inhabitants of Madagafcar, is fufficient proof ; for fince

the Portuguefe have declined dealing with them they put all their

prifoners to death.

' It is alfo given as a reafon for the abolishing this traffic 5 that

the diftindtions of crimes are multiplied, and every tranfgreffion

puniihed with flavery, in confequence of their intercourle with

Europeans

'Upon this head I fliall obferve, that the crimes of murder*

poifon, witchcraft, adultery, and theft, are always confidered as

capital, and have been punifhed with either death or flavery

from time immemorial.

' That the puniihment of death, for the commiflion of thefe

crimes, is remitted by their becoming ilaves, I believe, in many

instances, to be the cafe ; yet, (urely no one would adduce this

circumftance as a proof of its inhumanity. Leffer offences, whe

ther they refpedl the religious ceremonies, or particular cuftoms

of the country, are punifhed by fine ; which, il the defendant

is not able to pay, he becomes the Have of the plaintiff till re

deemed : nor can he be redeemed without the pvofecutoi's con-

fent.'

Mr.
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Mr. Matthews concludes with some observations dn the

impolicy of abolishing the slave-trade, and contends that the

abolition of the practice would add nothing to the happiness of

the natives of Africa.

Sketches of Society and Manners in Portugal. In a Series of

Letters from Arthur IVilliam Cojiigan, Esq. late a Captain

of the Jrijb Brigade in the Service of Spain, to his Brother iii

London, a Pols. 'iuo. \os. 6d. Veraor.

A View of society and manners in a foreign country, no<

generally well known, is always an interesting subject ;

and we, therefore, sat down with much expectation to- the pe

rusal of the work now before us. We soon perceived that Mr.

Costigan was a man of sense, that he was acquainted with the'

world, and had all the qualifications of an agreeable compa

nion ; so that if his travels stiould not afford us such pleasure

as we had anticipated, we were inclined to ascribe the defect

rather to the barrenness- of>the subject than to any particular

fault in the author. Aster reading the whole of the two vo

lumes, we are corrfirnred' in the favourable opinion which we'

originally formed of Mr. Costigan, with respect to his capa

city both for observation and sentiment. Yet, with every

disposition to be' pleased, we cannot say that we really have

received any great degree of gratification from these Letters,

One principal cause of this disappointment seems to be, that

the author performs his tour in Portugal in company with some

British subjects ; the history of whom, with the characters of

some other persons, either of Britain or Ireland, constitutes

the most conspicuous part of the narrative. We shall proceed,

nowever, to trace-' the traveller's progress through' the scenes

which appear the'most retriarkaMe." ' .

At Evora, the Liberalitas Julia of tfhe! Rcrrians, the' travel

lers visit the Carthusian convent, called Scala Cœli, or the

Ladder, of Heaven, to which they were conducted by Dr.

Butler, an Irishman, who had been thirty years president of.

the Irish college in that city. Of the ignorance of the re-

cjusos of St. Bruno, near this town, we meet with a remark

able instance in the. reverend librarian, who believed that a

copiy of Homer's Iliad was an old Hebrew or Arabic book.

• At Elvas the travellers are invited to dine with the gover-

iror, td whom they- brought letters of recommendation-. As

thh incident' rfords an opportunity of presenting our readers'

with an account of a Portuguese entertainment, we shall rea

dily embrace it.

' The conversation was now carried on entirely in French, in

which lord Freeman and myself were as ready as in our own

language ;
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language : our young pried underftands it alfo very well, but

from want of practice, was not fo ready in (peaking it, and:

was therefore greatly pleafed with the opportunity of improving

in his pronunciation, as he quickly did, and was much en

couraged by the familiarity and wonderful opennefs of Valere's.

manner, which perfectly delighted us all; for he talked away

at a great rate on a variety of topics, told us of his intrigues

when a volatile young fellow, of his fighting, of his drinking

and rioting: In the mean time a meflage came from the gover

nor, defiring the favour of the major-general's company to dine

with him (for Valere has that rank in the fervice), on which he

ftarled up and exclaimed,—A 53, Meffieurs ; il eft temps de

nous peigner, call your fervants and drefs quickly, Allen's;

for we mall have another meflage from old fquare-toes, calling

us to dinner, before we are ready.'

' We arrived however in time, and dinner was then ferving

up ; the governor's lady was the only woman at table, and had

much more the appearance of his grand-daughter, than of his

wife ; (he was wrapped up in her long baize cloak, but her

hair was done up prettily with flowers and topaz combs, and a

few diamond fprigs, without any cap; the governor was alfo in

his cloak, and there had been fome frefh powder thrown upoa

his antient wire wig, fince the morning: he took his place oa

' the lady's right-hand, defiring Valere to lit on her left; lord

Freeman fat next Valere, and a prodigious fat man, in an,

officer's uniform, with the crofs of Malta at his breaft, fat next

the governor; his name was Don Joao, and the company gave

him the title of excellency: he did not fay a word the whole

time of dinner, but he ate and drank very iuccefsfully and witbr

great apparent fatisfaction, and laughed immoderately, when

the governor or lady happened to fay what they vviihed to be,

taken for a witty thing, his eyes quite difappearing on fuck

occafions, and his prominent belly heaving and being affedled

with ftrong convulfive motions. The reft of the company,

which was numerous, took their places according to their ranks j

the carving knight at the lower end of the table, ferved the

company round, who were ftiff and ceremonious, neither was

the aid of the cheering glafs called in, to exhilarate the guelts,

but itfeemedas if the water, of which they took deep draughts,

produced the fame effecl : his excellency Don John, in parti

cular, fwilled down a three-pint tumbler, brimful of the cry-

ftal liquor, -at a draught, and made lord Freeman ftare. At

laft, the governor cabled fora wine-glals, into which was pour

ed about a thimbleful of that liquor, and he drank to our

healths; we took the opportunity, as well as Valere, to return

the compliment, but had our glaffes better filled, and this we

repeated twice more to the healths of the lady and of Don

,John. One of the priefts, who feemed to be a wag, called for

wine repeatedly, on which riie lady began to rally him, and

cold hira, he drank like a mauregato or an Englilhman ; here

tha
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the governor calling for another drop of wine, drank to the

king of England's health, putting the glass to his lips, but did

j»ot taste the liquor either time ; the priest drank again, and

talked, and it soon appeared he was the established wit of the

company ; the lady simpered, and Don John continued to

laugh, as the French llile it, a gorge deployee^ or with all his

might.' .■

Such are the entertainments among the people of fashion

in Portugal. In respect of the peasants, the only foreign,

luxury they are yet acquainted with is tobacco; and when

tjjeir purse can reach it, they purchase a dried Newfoundland

cod-fish ; but this, we are told, is a delicacy which they can

seldom aspire to. A piece of bread made of Indian corn, and

a salted pilchard, or a head of garlick, to give that bread a

flavour, compose their standing dish ; and if they can get a

bit of the hog, the ox, or the calf which they themselves fat

ten, to regale their wretched family at Christmas or Easter,

it is the utmost of their happiness, in regard to the article of

diet. •

Our author gives a very unfavourable account of the juri

dical dispensation at Porto, which is the feat of the tribunal

of the high court of justice for the city, and all the northern,

provinces of the kingdom, There is no, such, thing as a jail-

delivery at this place ; but, in almost all suits and litigations,

sentences are obtained in favour of that party which can mus

ter the most powerful empenhos, or bribes ; preserving only

the exterior forms and appearance of justice. In criminal

processes, when the fact is ascertained, the sentence is seldom

or never put in execution. Even when capitally convicted,

the prisoner may, by a repetition of the empenho, procure an

eternal prorogation cf the execution of the sentence.

We shall next entertain our readers with a description of his

Portuguese majesty, in the year 1779, and that of two of his

ministers, as drawn by the traveller, who had seen the court

at a baptism in the chapel royal.

' Soon after we had taken our posts, the royal family appear

ed in their balcony, nearly opposite to where we were. The

queen is a decent, fresh-looking woman; .but as for king

Peter, our tawny king ef Spain, with his monstrous nose, is

quite an Adonis, when compared to him : he ha6 very hard

features, joined to a foolish look, and wears a very ill-combed

wig, generally to one fide ; and though he never tastes wine,

yet, to my mind, he has altogether very much the appearance

of a stupid old guzzling Englishman, about two-thirds drunk.

High mass struck up as soon as the queen appeared, with a ser

mon suited to the occasion ; anu as the whole performance

took up a good deal of time, we had sufficient opportunities of

conversing, and making our observations.'

•The
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* The fat pursy Jewish-looking man you see the other paying

to much court to, is the premier of the day, M—— s of

A—g—a, without whom nothing is done. He is inspector of

the royal treasury, and holds the purse-strings, director of the

dock-yards and of the marine, and has been all along the great

confident of king Peter, when he was the infant Don Pedro.

This circumstance, together with that of his being the avowed

antagonist of the late minister, was the means of advancing

him to his present employments. His principal merit consists

in an inexhaustible fund of address, lowcunning, and dissimula

tion ; neither his talents nor integrity are once to be put in

comparison with those of his predecessor, nor has he the small-

ell share of his firmness and resolution. His whole business

seems to be temporising, which, joined to his natural cunning,

may be sufficient to answer all the limited political views of

this petty kingdom, which are only confined to self-preserva

tion. However, the late peace he made with Spain, would

any where else be reckoned infamous ; but as the nation ha*

no share in the government, they care nothing about it, pro

vided they are allowed to trudge on in their old way. In re

gard to money matters, he is as great a scrub as any in the na

tion, which may be one good reason for his being put at the

head of the treasury, where he starves every thing and every

body, but himself and family ; for as he was before exceed

ingly poor, he may now be truly aid to make his cboux gras{

and indeed in this, his predecessor in office set htm but too

glaring an example*

4 I have observed (said Freeman) a thinner-looking man in

the middle, with a small book in his hands, extremely intent

upon the service, with his eyes rivetted on the altar and cele

brating priests, and who seems to be perfectly serious in his de

votions. That person (said the doctor) is he whom our envoy

tJan facts most of his business with ; he is secretary of war, and

of the despatch of affairs with the foreign ministers; his name

is Ay—s de S a, a good-natured, easy, simple man, the

symbol of indolence, and blind attachment to all the supersti

tion of religion, which is indeed the whole of religion in this

country. He thinks he is seriously doing something when he

hears mass, and blesses himself a hundred times, with the

little book of the office, which he devoutly carries with him

every where, carefally preserved in a neat pocket-cafe. Al

though secretary of the war department, nobody who knows

him, does him the injustice to suppose he is better acquainted

with the art of war, and the direction of an army, than with

any thing else, except faying hi3 prayers, accompanying the-

sacrament, kissing the sleeve or scapulary of every dirty friar

he meets, and having a particular concern for, and care of

the private interests of poor little self.'

The political state pf Portugal, according to Mr. Costigan,

is at present extremely low. He thinks, and certainly with

". ...... justice,

!
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justice* that the kingdom is more indebted for its security

from Spain, to the jealousy of other European powers, than

to any strength of its own ; and he seems of opinion, it would

be for the general advantage of the country, that it were

actually annexed to the Spanish crown.

Though we have not the smallest doobt that the narrative

in these Letters is perfectly genuine, and there is nothing in

the whole that appears in any degree -romantic,' yet it is con

ducted more in the manner of a novel than any book of tra

vels which we remember to have hitherto perused. The"

histories of lord Freeman and Donna Lucretia, with those of

colonel Priolet and miss Welding, are copiously interspersed

in this epistolatory correspondence; and it concludes almost

immediately with the marriage of those worthy parlies.

We heartily wish Mr. Costigan much happiness in his na

tive country, Ireland, to which, after an absence of many

years, it seems, he is at length retiring. His twentieth

letter has not escaped our observation : ' mais certainement

nous donnerons un decret.' We have accordingly given our

opinion j but we hope with more impartiality than either

Fanchon or Dr. Tampcnet.

Elements of Algebra. To 'which is prefixed, A choice Colledicn

ef Arithmetical Questions ; -with their Solutions. By f. Mole,

8w. 6s. Robinsons.

j\ LGEBRA is one of those sciences whose extension and

improvement are boundless. A new treatise on this

science might be considered as superfluous, were not its

sxcellence and extensive utility so well known. As the im

provement of knowlege is gradual, and arises from repeated

accumulations, the most trivial means which may contribute

to so desirable an end, ought not to be rejected; and the

writer who thinks his observations on any science capable of

extending its bounds, or of removing the obstacles which may

have retarded the progress of learners, in tracks already ex

plored, is justified in communicating them to the public.

The author of this new treatise professes that it is designed

merely as an introduction to the science, and to render it at

tainable without the assistance of a preceptor; an end it is

well- adapted to answer, and to be an useful assistant ia

schools : that the elegance of brevity has, therefore, com

monly been made to give place to perspicuity ; and that a

«are ta be understood has ever been the first in view.—

Though it be confessed that several good works have been

published professedly on the same plan, it must also be ac-

knowleged that maivy things still remain, in the writings «f

the higher dase of authors, which often retard the success

cf
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of unassisted endeavours : and there may perhaps be a necessity

«f presenting truth in various lights, adapted to the percep

tions of different capacities.

The author does not profess to deliver, in this small com

pass, all that is to be feund in the diffuse works of more

voluminous writers: it appears, however, to us, that it contains

the most essential principles of the science, and that it is as

comprehensive as its plan and limits would permit. Neither

does he aim at gaining a reputation for profoundness, by

leaving a great deal to be guessed at by the reader, as is often

the cafe, to his great mortification.

The volume commences with a select collection of arithme

tical questions, or such as relate to, and are resolved by num

bers only; byway of introduction and preparation for the

science of algebra itself; the solutions to which questions are

sometimes accompanied with explanatory notes, to excite and

encourage young arithmeticians. The algebra then begins

with notation, and is continued gradually and orderly on

through addition, subtraction, &c. &c. to the resolution of

simple and quadratic equations ; and-all these rules illustrated

by many problems and examples of calculation, applied and

resolved in a neat and instructive way.

Among the problems which produce quadratic equations,

arise many which are really biquadratics ; but by a peculiar

combination of several terms together, they are resolved by

quadratics only.

Next succeed the resolution of cubic and biquadratic equa

tions, in a very full and explicit manner. To the general

solution of the cubic equations some remarks are added, to

shew how and when a cubic equation can be resolved by com

pleting the cube, in imitation of the resolution of quadratics

by completing the square.

The biquadratics are also fully and ably treated, and re

solved by methods that are easy and new, or uncommon.

This resolution is sometimes effected by means of cubics,

sometimes by means of quadratics only, and sometimes by

completing the imperfect biquadratic : and ample directions

are given to know when a biquadratic can, be so completed,

and when resolved by quadratics; with instructions how best

to perform these operations.

Having exhausted all the particular modes of treating affect

ed equations of different degrees, the author then proceeds to

the more general ones of converging series, op logarithms,

&c. by which all the higher softs of equations are resolved,

whether they be reduced to simple terms, or involved in intri

cate and complex surds, or exponential or logarithmic ex*

3 pressiens.
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preffions. And among these are contained several new rute#

or improvements; particularly, in exponentials, where the!

given numbers are too large for the extent of the logarithmic

tables; and by introducing a method of substituting for the1

variable exponents, by which the roots of two or more equa

tions, containing as many unknown quantities, may be deter

mined to any assigned degree of accuracy.

We observe throughout this work a remarkable neatness

and distinctness, which must render the perusal easy and satis

factory. The demonstration of the rules of multiplication

are uncommonly so, respecting the signs plus arid mintis. In

fiiort, the principles are laid down in the clearest manner, and

exercised in the solution of a great variety of problems ; many

of which are new, and well adapted, both from their nature

and the manner of solution, to improve and amuse the reader.

In the others, which have been published before, the opera

tions are more easy to trace, as they are resolved by extremely

Ample equations.

The Fharosi A Colhftion of Periodical Ess.iys. By the Author of

Conjlance. z vols. Hmo. 6j. Hookham.

THIS collection of papers deserves our commendation. The

author does no; .engage in abstruse discussions, or soar on

the wings of fancy. Withou t the charms of pointed wit, or the*

attractions of learning, her light-house (for that is the mean

ing of Pharos) illuminates various subjects which relate to life

and manners ; to decorum, and the different branches of the

(petits rooraux) minute moralityi Her language is in gene

ral neat and correct ; her opinions just ;' and her little historiess

told advantageously. These volumes may be ranked near the

Idler, though perhaps the literary pride of ' creation's lords,*

would not suffer the humble Constance to stand by the Giant

Johnson^ She is inferior to the Idler, in pointed disquisition

and strength of mind : she is superior in taste and in delicacy ;

in her knowlege of polite manners, and the minuter avenues!

of the human heart.

We shall first transcribe our fair author's remarks oh Soli

tude.

« Solitude is, by many persons, considered as tinged with

the dark shadows of sickness.—I had rather be ill than alone,

is a trite sentiment ; and indeed to those who have assiduously

shunned it, its approach must be a disease, but this is our own

fault. It is in the power of every body, blessed with the com-1

jnon comforts of life, to be as happy when left to the company

of their own hearts, as when surrounded by all their friends

and acquaintance ; and if we have any faith in the dictum of

the learned and sagacious sir Thomas Browne, who fays, " He

who must needs have company, must have sometimes bad com

pany"
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pany"—we (hall be inclined to think solitude occasionally neces

sary to our peace and enjoyment.

'I own my opinion and my doctrine antiquated: when I look

round the microcosm of our metropolis, I am almost a convert

to the general opinion, that solitude is a grievance insupport

able. To human nature, in its simple state, it can present

nothing displeasing, but to the children of this generation it

must, on more accounts than I chuse to name, be a most hide

ous monster.—With the fame spirit that actuated Marc Anony

against Cicero, it is proscribed, it is hunted, but where (hall

an Herennius be found to give it the fatal blow. The deca

pitation of Cicero satisfied the revenge of his opponents, and

relieved their fears of his return ; but this enemy can never be

crushed : it is a Hydra ; every head leaves its substitutes and

avengers.

4 As then this unwelcome guest must be a guest, it is our po

licy to render her propitious towards us. Let us receive her

with smiles, and Ihe will smile on us; and, for the respect we

shew her by preparing for her reception, (he will abundant!/

reward us. There is but one method of doing this or of sup

porting the additional languor of ill health, and that is by

convincing ourselves of the utility of early mental cultivation,

• and acting consistently with this conviction. In solitude it will

dispose us to seek amusement amongst the lettered dead, and

to furnish our minds with useful knowledge; it will be the

means of accumulating a fund of delight which nothing can,

diminish ; it will make our own ideas always new company to

us, and diffuse over our tempers that complacency which is

equally neceflary to our enjoying, in their full force, the salu

tary blessing of solitude, or the attractive charms of society.'

Let us take one stiort specimen more, which relates to a mode

of conduct often disgusting, and seldom successful. It contains

the concluding reflections of a fashionable beauty, doomed, as

such beauties often are, to celibacy.

* A friend of mine once asked a lady, whose good fortune

in disposing of her daughters has been eminent to a degree of

wonder, how she contrived to marry them so well—to which

she replied— By not contriving at all about it—and, indeed, I

believe her success was promoted by this absence of anxiety.

She made her daughters desirable companions, and she trusted

to Providence for the event; but where the conduct of a parent

manifests extreme solicitude on this head, it excites the con

tempt of the libertine, and puts sober men on their guard. As

there are few cafes where wedlock is absolutely necessary to the

, comfort of a. virtuous daughter, it certainly must raise unfa

vourable suspicions when a father is by implication offering her

to $very man he fees. I protest I sliould suppose either that

the lady's reputation needed asalvo, or that the old gentleman

feared a gazetting.'

Vol. LXV. May, 17S8. C c We
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We cannot conclude, without expressing our satisfaction with

the entertainment which we have received from these papers.

There is a simplicity in the remarks, which is very attractive ;

there is a naivete in the narratives, that gives them the sem

blance of reality. The digressive story-teller has never been

more happily delineated. In a few instances, however, the lan

guage is incorrect'; and the metaphors injudicious, not justly

conducted, or properly applied. But the instances are few,

and diminish very little the reader's pleasure. .

______________________ 1 —

A Comparative Statement of the tiuo Bills for the better Go

vernment of the Britijb Poffejjions in India, brought into Par

liament by Mr. Fox and Mr. Pitt. With explanatory Obser

vations. By R. B. Sheridan, Esq:. The second Edition,

qto. \s. Debrett.

"C"OR upwards of four years these two celebrated bills have

been the Shiboleth of parties in this country. They con

tain, respectively, those important principles of Indian go

vernment which occasioned the sudden fall of the last admini

stration, and procured to the present that general confidence

of the people with which it seems to be still distinguished. I»

examining a controversy so much warped with political pre

judices, we shall exhibit the arguments advanced on each side

of the question, and give our opinion as the force of abstract

and unbiassed reason shall appear to us to determine.

Mr. Sheridan introduces the Comparative Statement with a

letter to a gentleman in Staffordshire ; but as this contains

nothing else than indirect encomiums, of no importance to the

subsequent comparison, we shall proceed to the statement,

where the first paragraph that demands any particular atten

tion, is the following :

' Mr. Fox's bill established * Mr. Pitt's bill has esta-

no fourth estate, nor gave any blifhed a fourth, or new estate,

one power to the directors or department of government,

therein named, which did with powers infinitely exceed-

not before exist in the compa- ing those possessed by the court

ny ; but, on the contrary, did of directors or court of pro-

limit and restrain the said di- prietors at the time when the

rectors, so appointed by parlia- said board of controul was esta-

ment, in various particulars blifhed.

in which the company's direc

tors were not before restrained.

' Mr. Fox's bill, so far from * Mr. Pitt's bill has expressly

placing the directors, named repealed all the provisions in

by parliament, above the exe- the said acts, which gave to

cutive government of the his majesty any right, power,

country, Or
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country, and out of the reach or authority, to interfere ia

of its inspection and controul, any matter or concern of the

did expressly and distinctly British government in India,

place them Under the fame ob» and has made the board of

ligation to communicate their controul wholly independent in

transactions to his majesty's the exercise of their offices of

ministers for the time being, the general executive government

and did expressly and distinct- of the country ; they being

ly make them subordinate and neither bound to abide by his

amenable to his majesty's plea- majesty's will and pleasure, or

sure, and to the directions of even to communicate with his

his ministers, in the fame majesty upon any one measure

manner, and upon the same or matter relating to India, of

footing, and " under the same any sort whatever.*

limitations and restrictions,"

as the regulating act of 1773, and the act of 1781, and va«

rious other acts, had placed the court of directors, chosen, and

appointed by the company.'

That Mr. Fox's bill trenched upon the prerogative of the

crown, is a charge of great weight in the general estimation of

that transaction; and this important circumstance Mr. Sheridan

labours with all his ingenuity to disprove, in the observation!

annexed to the Statement. ' If, says he, a parliamentary no

mination of persons to be concerned in the government of In

dia, was an attack upon the cor.Jlitution, the constitution had

sustained and survived a similar attack in the regulating act of

1773, and in the subsequent bills which repeated those par

liamentary appointments. If the employing the patronage

of the company, without the king's authority, was an inv&-

Jion of his prerogative, it was of a prerogative never heard of)

for the crown had never had the grant of a /ingle office, civrl

•r military, belonging to the service of the East India com

pany.' In the former p&rt of this extract Mr. Sheridan con*

founds subordinate regulations with the supreme jurisdiction

of India, which have iio similarity to each other. In respect

of the latter clause, we agree with Mr. Sheridan, that the pa

tronage of the East India company was no part of the royal pre*

Togative ; but it does not thence follow, that the annexing of

that patronage to any delegates constituted by parliament, was

. not an invasion ot the roya! pi.-rogative. It was, indeed, an

indirect, but a most important invasion; because it transferred

to particular agents, who derived their authority from par

liament, a political influence, attached by the constitution to

the executive power alone.

The essential difference between the two bills which form

the subject of the Comparative Statement is, in our opinion,

extremely obvious, and may be comprised in a single cbserva-

Cc 2 tion.
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tion. By Mr. Fox's bill, a board of Indian government was

created, objectionable, not to fay dangerous, by its unlimited

power, and totally independent of the crown; while Mr. Pitt's,,

on the cpntrary, by assigning the nomination of the commis

sioners, and their continuance in office, to the crown, pre

served the responsibility, without virtually extending the du

ration of ministers, and reconciled the efficiency of Indian

government with the safety of the British constitution.

The next paragraph in the comparative statement is like

wise worthy of notice.

• Earl Fit7.william, and the * Mr. Dundas, with any two

other directors under Mr. 'mire commissioners, may traos-

Fox's bill, could neither have act matters of any sort with

had transactions with any of the country powers ; may treat

the country powers in the East with, or ally with, or declare

Indies, nor have directed holli- ivar against, or make peace

lities against, nor have con- with all or any of the powers

eluded treaties with, any state or princes of India; may levy

or power, but subject to the armies there to any extent, and

orders of his majesty ; and his command the whole revenues

royal will and pleasure, signi- of all our possessions for their

'sied to them by the secretary support, without taking his

of state, they were bound by majesty's pleasure upon any of

law to obey.' ' these subjects in any shape, and

without acting in his name, or

under his authority; and these things he may do against the

will of the directors, and without the knowledge of parliament ;

•so that in truth, the present board of controul have, under Mr.

fill's bill, separated and usurped those very imperial prero

gatives from' the crown, which wen falsely said to have

been given to the new board of directors under Mr. Fox's bill.'

The powers which Mr. Sheridan ascribes to the Indian

commissioners are such as no legislature, in the possession of

its rational faculties, can ever be supposed to convey. If we

rightly conceive the constitution of the Board of Controul, the

members of it, should they abuse their authority, are not only

liable to dismission from office, but to an impeachment.

In the last paragraph of his Statement Mr. Sheridan af

firms, that • neither against the board of controul acting on

purposes of exclusive power and ambition, nor against the

crown acting in collusion with the board of controul, and co

vertly directing its measures, and its influence, is there any

provision made for the danger which may arise to the consti

tution.' We are surprised to find Mr. Sheridan make any.

remark so inconsistent with the knowlege of the British con

stitution. It is a salutary maxim, and has been long established

in this country, that ' the king can- do no wrong.' To argue

.. - 2 ° for
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for the contrary, therefore, is not only inadmissible, but gives

too much countenance to a principal imputation, which the

author seems desirous to remove ; we mean, an injurious de

sign against the royal prerogative. The fame objection which

Mr. Sheridan makes in this cafe, might be urged with equal

force against all the ministers of the executive power in Great

Britain. It is impossible that their conduct can be univer

sally prescribed by positi/e regulations ; but for every abuse of

their delegated power, it is well known that they are amen

able to the tribunal of their country.

Observations upon Mr. Sheridan's Pamphlet. In a Letter from

Major Scott to Sir Richard Hill, Baronet. 4J0. is. 6d.

Stockdale.

A/I Ajor Scott, after some severe animadversions on the claim

■* of 'general principles,' which Mr. Sheridan arrogates

to the party with which he acts in concert, proceeds to give a

historical detail of the conduct of that party during the admi-

nistration of lord North, and subsequent to that unfortunate

period. This preliminary part of the pamphlet contains many

facts and observations, which are placed by the author in a

strong light. His account of Mr. Fox's bill is particularly

concise :

4 I perfectly agree with Mr. Slieridan, (fays he) that Mr,

Fox's bill is plain and perspicuous : an infant may understand

it. I know no leading feature in the bill, except this, that

all the power, all the patronage, and all the management of

the East-India Company, both at home and abroad, sliould be

taken from those who then held it, and should be transferred

in trust for ihe proper owners, to seven directors nominated by

Mr. Fox, not subject to removal at the pleasure of the king.

Were we to reason for seven years upon the bill,*we can make

neither more nor less of it.'

In delineating the consequences of Mt. Fox's bill, major

Scott appears in the character of a calculator rather than that

of a political writer j but he produces such facts as seem to

authorise his affirming that Mr, Fox rnust have repealed both

his principal and subsidiary bills, in so far as they concerned,

the government of India, in fix months, or India would have

been the greatest clog to Great Britain that Ihe had ever ex

perienced. The facts upon which this conclusion is founded,

being little known to the public, it may be proper to enume

rate them briefly, after exhibiting the following paragraph :

' A clause in his own (Mr. Fox's) bill provided that full and

complete justice should be done to every prince in India who

had been injured by the East India company. Coupfe this

clause with Mr. Burke's declarations, with an article *hich he

C c 3 brought
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brought into the house of commons against Mr. Hastings, and

it will be impossible not to allow, that the emperor Shaw Allum

has a claim upon us for twenty-six lacks of Sicca rupees an

nually for seventeen years, and to the provinces of Corah,

Currah, and Allahabad.'

According to this doctrine, major Scott observes, that the

emperor is entitled to all the principal, and to interest at 10

per cent. The principal of the tribute alone, to this day, is

nearly five millions sterling; and with Indian interest would now

amount to fifteen millions sterling, exclusive of the provinces

.above mentioned, which would constitute a debt of as much more.

By another clause, all presents received for the company,

and carried to their account, since the regulation act of 1773,

were to be returned. These amount to 263,000!.

By a clause which restored Cheit Sing to Benares, an addi

tional debt was incurred. If his restoration was just, fays

this author, it was also an act of justice to repay him the trea

sures that he carried off and has expended ; at least one million

sterling ; to repay him what was taken at Bedjygur, 240,000 I.

to give him the difference for fix years between 24 and 40 lacks

of rupees, above a million sterling more.

The air.hor next observes, that, upon the fame principle,

we were bound in honour to repay to the Begum the fifty- five

lacks which were taken from -her with the consent of Mr.

Hastings ; and to refrain from pressing the Nabob Vizier for

the balance which he then owed to us, about 75 lacks. These

two sums amount to 1,400,000!.

Major Scott affirms, that if Mr. Fox's bill had passed ;

if Mr. Fox was really sincere, and meant with good faith

to carry the provisions of his clauses into full effect, and

to adhere to the principles which he had laid down in his

speeches, he must have borrowed 35,763,0001. ; since that is

the exact sum due from the East India company, in Bengal

only, to the princes of Indostan, or acquired by modes so

strongly reprobated by Mr. Fox's bill.

Besides this enormous debt which the nation would have

incurred, the author observes, that by the total prohibition

of monopolies enacted by the fame bills, the company would

have lost a revenue of 8oa,oopl. a year, which to this day

would be three millions sterling : that the clause which enacted

•that all the lands in Bengal should be managed by zemindars,

-was calculated to throw the whole government of the country

into a confusion not to be described, and would have been

v attended with a loss of revenue not to be estimated ; and that

the c^use restricting the government of Bengal from increas

ing their revenues, in any possible circumstances, was an im

position so absurd as perhaps was never imposed in any coun

try upon earth. After enumerating these facts, major Scott
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thus proceeds: ' Is it possible for me, sir Richard, jp place

in a stronger point of view the folly of these fpeculatists, than

by analysing their own ciauses f I have stated to you, without

exaggeration, what wcjuld have been the consequences had

they passed into a law.'

After having laid before our readers the most important

parts of major Scott's Observations, we shall add, that he has

taken a wide view of the public transactions of late years.

He combats Mr. Sheridan more with facts than -arguments;

and is an acute and intelligent disputant on the subject of In

dian politics.

Upon the whole, we may observe, that when authors, actu

ated by political prejudices and party-views, are opposed to

each other, their writings ought to be perused with great

caution. If Mr. Sheridan be considered as entertaining an

interested partiality for the former administration, it ought

to fee remembered, that major Scott is not destitute of pre

possessions, which, perhaps, neither he nor any of his friends

are willing to acknowlege.

The History of the Antiquities of the Toivn and Church of South

well, in the County of Nottingham. By IV. Dickinson Raftall,

A.M. \to. il. in. bii. in Boards. Robinsons.

TN the introduction to this work Mr. Rastall informs us,

■*■ that the materials of which it consists were collected from

a number of voluminous books in public libraries ; and it was

undertaken for the gratification of some gentlemen who had

a local attachment to the town which forms the subject of the

history. The work is divided into six chapters-: in the first

Mr. Rastall examines the ltinerdrium Antonini. He endeavours

to prove that the station there called Ad Pontetn is the modern

Southwell, and not Ponton, or Paunton, as has been thought

by Camden, and other learned antiquaries. The author

adduces some reasons why Newark cannot be the Ad Pontem

of the.Romans ; and, in the course of the enquiry, he gives a

short historical account of that town and its castle. Mr. Ras

tall having described the state of Southwell, during the time

of the Romans, traces its existence under the government of

the Saxons, by whom it was called Tiovulfingacester ; and

concerning the etymology of this name he offers some cu

rious conjectures, supporting his opinions by the consideration

of ' some coins found in the neighbourhood.

The next object of his researches is the church of South

well, the foundation of which is ascribed to Paulinus, about

jhe year 627. Concerning this edifice the author makes a

variety of remarks, Which will afford pleasure to the antiquarv.

In tjie succeeding 'chapter the author describe* minutely

i • " - C c 4 ' the
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the constitution of the church, the account of which will be

useful to those who look for preferment at that place. In the

third, he delivers a narrative of the benefactors and patrons of

the church; and in the fourth, we meet with the lives of all

the archbishops of York, from Paulinus the first to the pre

sent archbishop, Dr. Markham, who is the eighty-second that

has held that dignity since the consecration of Paulinus 111625.

The fifth chapter contains an account of some antiquities

in Southwell and its neighbourhood ; these are, monuments

in the church, wells, chapels, hospitals, colleges, nunneries,

&c. coins ; Roman, Saxon, and Danish encampments ; with

various other articles.

The sixth chapter is appropriated to the modern history of

Southwell, which the author illustrates by different sources of

information, chiefly a manuscript, the production of Mr.

Savage, who had long resided at Southwell. —The concluding

article of the volume contains the pedigrees of some of the

principal families of Southwell and its environs.

Mr. Rastall appears to have exerted much industry in col

lecting the materials for this work; and, though the style of

the narrative might have been rendered more poliihed and per

spicuous, we cannot but allow him a great share of merit, for

the extent of his enquiries, and the information which he has

communicated. We mull not omit to observe, that this history

is accompanied with elegant engravings. .

FOREIGN LITERARY INTELLIGENCE.

(Continued, from p. 3 1 1 . J

IN this department of our work we cannot direct : we must

follow the steps of others ; and while we confine it to subjects

of science, those sciences must oftenest occur which are most

successfully cultivated on the continent. This must be our apo

logy for resuming the subject of chemistry, though it might not

have required one, if it be recollected that we have almost wan

dered round the whole circle before we return to it : we ought

rather to apologise for the lateness of some of our information.

If the acids are the moll extensively useful bodies, and occur

in the greatest number, we sliould of course begin with them, and

we do it more willingly, because, in our present Number, we have

rtferied to some experiments which we may now explain more

particularly. They relate to the congelation of oil of vitriol.

To M. Chaptal it occurred by accident from natural cold ; the

ft itc of air when they were frozen is not mentioned ; but they

were beginning to melt only at + 70, which, if Reaumur's ther

mometer be meant, corresponds to about 47. The crystals were

unctuous from the melting acid, and they felt warmer than the

neigh-
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neighbouring bodies. The form was ihat of a prism of six fides,

slutted and terminated by a pyramid of lix sides ; but the pyra

mid appeared on one end only ; on the other the crystal was loll

in the general mass. The pyramid resulted Irani an assemblage

ot fix isosceles triangles. The oil, wJien the crystal was melted,

was of a yellowish black : its density has been already mentioned.

On redistilling it in a proper apparatus, no peculiar gas came

over. M. Chaptal repeated his experiments, and found that the

highly concentrated acid did not freeze ; that the density of

that which he thought froze molt easily, was to the oil of the

usual strength for sale, as from 63 and 65 to 66 ; and the ne

cessary degree of cold — 2, about 19 of Fahrenheit. This fact

has no relation to the crystallization or the oil mentioned by

Meyer : his crystallized oil was volatile, smoaking, and odorous.

The duke d'Ayen had already frozen oil of vitriol; and M.

Morveau lepeated the experiment in 1782 with success. The

degree of concentration of their oil is not mentioned ; but our

author, with some justice, observes that strong oil lowered with

water is not the fame with oil produced of a given strength by

rectification. In the latter there is always some colour 1 and it

will not dissolve indigo, so as to carry the colour into (luff,

while the stronger oil diluted to that strength succeeds, it is said,

Tcry well. Oil once melted will not crystallise with the same

degree of cold. We hope this subject will be examined farther,

for it is not yet properly elucidated.

The desire of some farther elucidation was scarcely written, be*

fore we received the infotmation we wished for, from M. More ;

at least an explanation which is very probable ; and we would not

dismiss the subject without mentioning it. The author, who is a

considerable manufacturer of oil of vitriol at Hadimont, near

Vervier, in the duchy of Limbourg, has remarked this phxno-

menon, and attributes it to the addition of nitrous air. The acid

of vitriol is usually separated from sulphur, by burning in close

vessels ; and the air is supplied, by a iding to the sulphur a little

nitre. He found, that by mixing the acid, capable of being

congealed, with water, or employing it for other purposes, that

orange-coloured fumes, and the smell of the true nitrous acid,

were very evident. If this gas was destroyed, no degree of cold

would congeal the acid, whatever was its degree of concentration ;

and the congelation was generally observed immediately after the

process by which the acid was formed. If these remarks are

compared with M. Chaptal's experiments, they will be found to

derive no little support from them. We cannot now enlarge 011

the subject ; but it will be obvious, that many other experiments

ave wanting to confirm M. Mot e's opinion, and some farther en

quiries to explain the opetation of this gas. Is it probable, that

it attracts the water of the acid, and, in consequence of its

union, suffers its saline parts to concrete ? To this opinion there

are many strong objections ; but it is not our present business to

form theories. ...

The
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The acid of phosphorus is a body of considerable utility, in

the analysis of minerals ; and we think it an object of sufficient

importance, to transcribe, from the Turin Transactions, the me

thod of purifying it with ease and simplicity. The common

way of reducing it to phosphorus, and again separating the

phlogiston, is tedious and expensive. Take four parts of oil of

-vitriol, and six of bones calcined to whiteness ; proceed as in the

old process, and leave the whole to digest some time. Filtrate

and edulcorate the residuum, and subject the liquor to eva

poration till it has acquired the specific gravity of 1262 to 1000.

Then add some aerated volatile alkali till it is saturated, which.

will entirely separate any earthy mixture. When the precipi

tation is finished, and the precipitate washed, the remains must

be exposed to a pretty strong fire, which will carry off the vola

tile alkali, and the acid vitrifies in the form of a very pure glass,

which joined to phlogiston easily becomes phosphorus. The

alkali saturating this excess of acid, which is necessary to hold

the calx in solution, the earthy salt must be precipitated. This

fait is the true bony earth ; and though composed of calcareous

earth and vitriolic acid, the eaith is not discovered by the sac-

cjiarine acid, even when united with a fixed alkali, to give addi

tional force by a double elective attraction. This is a fact worth

recording, if true ; and it arises, in our author's opinion, from

the fait being capable of solution in every acid. This happens,

it is said, when calcareous earth is dissolved by the excess of any

acid, except the acids of vinegar and of spar. The phosphoric

acid purified in this manner crystallizes easily, and takes the

form of quadrangular prisms, terminated by pyramids equally,

quadrangular. In preparing phosphorus, M. Schiller prefers

Schecle's method.—He dissolves bones in the nitrous acid, pre

cipitates the earth by the vitriolic, and distils off the nitrous.

If the acid is well purified, when mixed with charcoal and dis

tilled, it produces good phosphorus ; but M. Schiller preiends

that this phosphorus shines without heat ; that it may be bruised

in the hands and rubbed on the face without injury ; that it

consumes on wood without giving signs of combustion ; but that

when heated, it burns with a noise.

Ou r readers may recollect that i n a former Number, Vol. LXIV.

p. 463, we gave some account of Mess. Wcstrumb and Hcrm-

iiadt's experiments, which showed that the acids of tartar and sugar

<J:ffered only by their impurity from vinegar ; and that the last

wn moll completely dcphlogisticated, and the first contained the

greatest portion of phlogiston. M. Hermstadt has pursued the

subject, according to his promise, and in a late memoir has fl)own

»hat the acid of apples, acide malique of the New Nomenclature,

b only an imperfect vinegar. Hr. finds that it ought to hold the

middle place betweei. the oxalic acid (the saccharine) and

vinegar. It has too little phlogiston to assume the form of the

first, and too much to. deserve the appellation of vinegar. It is

by a flow fermentation, he thinks, that the acid of tartar becomes

. > the
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<he acid of apples in the fruits which contain it : there is, how

ever, another difference : these acids contain the matter of heat in

a greater proportion as their phlogiston is in a less. The caloric

has a strong attraction to the oxygen ; and this new acid is the

oxalic oxygenated acid, and its compounds oxygenated oxylats,

an early proof of confusion produced in the new language, by

one inconliderable discovery.

It was one of our arguments also against a particular part of

the New Nomenclature, that it gave the rank and the office of

acids to bodies that were not so. We particularly mentioned the

Prussian blue, and it is now necessary to give some authority for

our assertion. We alluded to M. Berth let, who has lately read

a Memoir to the Academy of Sciences, in which he examines this

substance with much attention, he concludes that it is com

posed of carbone (charcoal or phi piston), hvdrogen (inflamma

ble air), and azote (impure or plilogisticated air) ; and that it is

not an acid. M. Hassenfratz, in a Miscellaneous Memoir, has

taken notice of the colouring matter of Prussian blue. He found

that all Prussian blues contained phosphorated iron ; that soffit

charcoal might be advantageously employed in preparing it, since

a substance of this kind from the mines of Fresne, near Valen

ciennes, produced the blue precipitate in greater proportion than

calcined ox blood ; that all the matters usually melted with al

kali, for the purpose of making this preparation contaih either

phosphoric acid or its base ; and that this substance can be produc

ed without any phosphoric acid, which will act as a re-agent t»

discover whether different kinds of iron really con'ain it. M.

Westrumb makes some opposition to this Memoir ; but the whole

amounts to this, that the phosporic acid is produced by burning

the coal. M. Hassenfratz was sufficiently guarded, by saying

that the charcoal contained the acid or its base. If, therefore, tho

Prussian blue, at any time contains marks of acidity, they are

probably to be attributed to the acid of phosphorus.

A colouring matter of another kind, hits also of late been par

ticularly examined by M. Haussman ; we mean indigo. Hi»

Memoir, which we do not find has been read to any learned so

ciety, may be very useful to dyers. The colouring principle of

indigo has not been sufficiently examined, and the action of

different chemical dissolvents on it, has not been ascertained so as

to render the'result of the different processes certain. The colour,

when unchanged, depends, in M. Haussman's opinion, on phlo-,

giston. The Memoir is divided into three parts : in the first,

indigo is treated with acids ; and he shows that it is the vitriolic

acid only, in a peculiar state of concentration,, which is proper to

adapt this substance for the use of the dyers : every other acid ei-

ther destroys it effectually or produces no change on it. We have

just remarked, fiom another author, that 'somewhat besides the

degree of concentration is required ; for the browner oil, of the

fame strength with the stronger diluted oil, is not equally power

ful, Qi.tr author does not mention the particular degree of coiir

centration,
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ccntraiion, but refers the whole to a previous experiment, and

cautions us against depending too, much on these experiments in

miniature, since the result is often very different from what oc

curs in the larger quantities. With the nitrous acid he procured

tartar fiom indigo, and sometimes the acid of sugar. We now

know the reason of this variety. In the second part he examines

the action of alkalis, and finds that either the fixed or caustic

alkalis separately produce no effect, and no solution of the co

louring matter takes place, except when to the alkali, quite free

of air, some metallic composition is added, as red or yellow arse

nic, antimony, 8cc.—This is the state of blue when used with a

pencil. When some of this blue was put in contact with pure

air, and shaken often, -| of the air was absorbed, and the remain

der was phlogiiticaied. Part of the alkali remained caustic, and

part combined ' with the acid of sulphur, which was generated,'

and formed vitriolated alkali. The ar.'euic remained in the state

of a white calx. We give this fact without any explanation : our

author's system, and that of his friend, a follower of Lavoisier,

are evidently incomplete and erroneous. The fact itself, to an

enquiring mind, will sugSest some observations which may be of

use in the practice of penciling. The third section tieats of the

solution of indigo for the use of blue vats, by means ot a preci

pitate of iron partjy phlogisticated, and powdered regulus of anti

mony, joined to caustic alkali or quick lime. These metallic

substances when calc ned, as well as the aerated alkalis, exert no

power on indigo. Our author does not proceed far in the expla

nation of the different appearances ; and indeed till we have a

more complete analysis of this substance in its original state, we

can make no satisfactory advances in accounting for the different

changes. One thing is certain, that indigo must contain a large

proportion- of pure air : M. Hattssman is not a follower of Lavoi

sier ; and there are many inaccuiacies in the chemical part of this

Memoir.

This celebrated heretic, we mean it not opprobrioufly, pur

sues his fugitive principle, vital air, in difterent bodies, and has

lately read a memoir on its combination with spirit of wine, oil,

and different combustibles. The substance is, however, the

oxygen, the acidifying principle, or the vital air deprived of the

matter of heat. It is a fact well known, that the water collected

from i6ouncesof spirit oswine, amounts sometimes to 18 ounces :

oil increases in weight nearly in the fame proportion. These

circumstances M. Lavoisier particularly enquires into ; and his

method of trying .he result is, to burn them in a lamp of Ar-

gand's construction, to which a chimney is adapted, on the in

side of the glass cylinder, whose extremity is joined to a refrige

ratory, with a worm tube. To burn spirit of wine in vital air,

a different apparatus was required ; but of this we can give no

adequate idea by description. After a variety of experiments,

however, he concludes, that a pound of spirit of wine contains

of coal (the principle of fixed air) 4 ounces, 4 drachms, 37

' grains
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grains and a half ; of inflammable air i ounce, l drachms, 5^

grains; of water 10 ounces, 1 drachm, 29 grains. When burn

ed, it weighs 2 ounces, 4 drachms, 42 grains, above the pound ;

and this increase of weight arises, in his opinion, from water

formed in consequence of the union of the vital and inflammable

air?. Various reasons prevent these results from being uniform,

or indeed very exact ; but, on the whole, the increase cannot be

less. The water too is slightly acid, either from some acid re

maining in the spirit of wine, or formed during the burning.

A pound of oil os olives contains 12 ounces, c drachms, ;

grains of coal, and 3 ounces, 2 drachms, 67 grains of inflam

mable air ; its weight in burning is increased 6 ounces, 3

drachms, 38 grains. This quantity is furnished also by the

newly formed water ; but, to majee the weight so great, it is ne

cessary that the supply of vital air should be fully sufficicnr, for

the complete combustion. Wax contains 1 3 ounces, 1 drachm,

46 grains of coal, and 2 ounces, 6 drachms, 26 grains of in

flammable air: its increase, afterburning, is 2 ounces, 6 drachms,

5 grains. These are facts of importance, and ascertained with

great care. The author's explanations may be allowed ; but we

may be permitted to observe, that they do not destroy the exist

ence os phlogiston. In this cafe, water must either escape un

changed, and attract some new ingredient from the air to increase

its weight, or it must be formed, from the different clastic fluids.

The first supposition is untenable, and the last is highly probable.

The discovery of vital air daily increases our knowlcge of the

composition of bodies ; and it ihould not be mentioned without

"assigning the incontestible merit of the discovery to Dr. Priest

ley. It is applied to many important purposes ; among others,

we may shortly mention a series of experiments, to determine its

quantity in any given proportion of atmospherical air, by the

quantity of phosphorus which burns in it. Bat to return to our

continuation of chemical discoveries, which we left to pursue the

principle of acidity. Of the alkalis we can fay nothing very new ;

of the decomposition and the composition of the volatile alkali

we have had occasion to speak, and we may now add the suspi

cions which have been long entertained relative to the composi

tion of the fixed alkali. It must be, however, premised, that M.

Wolfe has supported the analysis of the volatile alkali, by some

new experiments. He found that the alkali of the Ægyptian sal

ammoniac was decomposed by distilling the salt with nitrous acid,

while the fill ammoniac made on purpose was not affected by this

acid. Probably the union is somewhat weakened by the sublim

ation, and it may be worth an enquiry whether the extempora

neous salt may not be affected by the nitrous acid, afrer it has

undergone the fame process. On the fixed alkali, M. Lorgna

lately gave some extensive memoirs. He was inclined to think,

that the basis was the earth of magnesia. Yet his experiments

were not very decisive ; and, while we were overwhelmed with

novelties, we could not attend to suspicions only.' These suspi
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cions deserve a better character, since they are supported by con*

curring observations. A German chemist, M. Ostmrg, about

the time of M. Lorgna's experiments, made some, which seemed

to confirm them. He- dissolved an ounce of the crystals of the

mineral alkali, in distilled w ater, and,\ on filtering, found a little

earth. The lixivium was evaporated, and the salt calcined. On a

fresh solution, more earth was deposited. After repeating the

experiment fix times, the earth amounted to 26 grains ; and' it

resembled, in all its properties, magnesia. M. Ofburg concludes

that the magnesia becomes a salt, by the assistance of the matter-

of heat and of phlogiston. He tried to confirm this conclusion,

by an analysis m she moist way. He united the alkali to the

dephlogisticated marine acid, and evaporated ihe acid again ; but

the alkali remained unchanged. The experiment was repeated,

and after the third repetition, the salt remained in a group

of beautiful crystals, which had a perfectly alkaline taste, but

did not dissolve easily in water, and left a yellowish residuum.

The fourth solution of the salt, in the dephlogisticated acid, was

made in a cucurbit, and a considerable quantity of a reddish yel

low matter was deposited. On distillation, a,n acid was ob

tained, which did not dissolve gold so readily as at first, but

Which changed the colour of the turnfol, and of syrup of violets

more constantly. The acid seemed, therefore, to have gained

some phlogiston from the alkali, and to have decomposed it.

The experiment was afterwards twice repeated, on the fame salt ;

and eight grains of magnesia procured ; so that, on the whole,

21 1 grains were obt.ihied. M. Dehne and M. Deyeux have

also at different times obtained magneiia from mineral alkali; but

it still remains to enquire, whether the magnesia may not have

been originally combined with it, or whether the whole of the

alkali can be converted into this earth.

On the earths we have little to observe, yet the experiments

by M. Dodun may deserve some attenfion. They relate to the

fusion of earth, by the blow-pipe with common air only. Hi»

success depends on his using very small particles, and supporting

them on little flneds of glass. It will at once be obvious that

this cannot be styled simple fusion, for the melted glass mi'ft

combine with the earths, and will probably render them less

refractory. He tried the diamond, from which he observed no

■flame. The different precious stones melted with no very pecu

liar phenomena. Different granites ran into black opaque

'glass. Rock crystal yielded in this way, and became first a

white opaque glass, then a little transparent, and at last flowed in

a colourless ghiss. This experiment may, however, be related a

little more parr 'ularly.. At the first stroke of the flame it boiled

'at the first part, which touched the glass. Afer three minutes

constant heat, it split transversely and a little blackisti cloud

Teemed to rise from the focus. The bulk of the fragment was

diminished one quarter, and it soon assumed the form of a pyra

mid, whose point was rounded and white; at first of. a inilkjr
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hue, and at last luminous, while the base had not lost its trans

parency. After three minutes more or heat the ■diminution,

was very considerable ; the edges of the pyramid were much

thinner : the borders were become white and a little transparent,

and the body seemed to swim in an icy water, which appeared

to be formed from the fusion of some small particles, broken off

by the force of the heat. The summit of the pyramid was much

diminished, and the base always rounded, was fuller, while its

transparency was more distinct. During the last action of the

flame, a reddisli circle surrounded the pyramid like an areola,

and it appeared to be a martial calx, which the force of the

breath, and the melting of the crystal kept swimming around.

The whole was fused into a semi-transparent mass of a dirty white

colour; and what remained was not T*5 of its first bulk. M.

Dodun fays, that the rock crystal is not volatile like the dia

mond, yet that it entirely disappeared by a continued heat of fir

minutes ; we suppose after the fusion, which was not completed

under twenty-two minutes. Another portion of rock crystal,

and a grey diaphonous quartz, though less refractory, melted into

a similar glass. Mica melted into a white or black opaque glass,

according to its colour ; grey steatite into a black glass ; calca

reous spar into a greyish glass ; and the lapis suillus into a greyish

yellow glass. The last substance gave out a phosphoric light,

on the first stroke os the flame. A white sonorous lime-itone,

with a very fine grain-, which rises near Castelnaudray, after

fifteen minutes melted into a grey glass, of a greenish transpa

rency : this stone also gave out a phosphoric light, at first. Mut

ton bones calcined, and washed in boiling water, were distin

guished by a similar appearance and became a very white brilliant

glass. Even albestus and amianthu?, the purest magnefian earths,

which appear in a separate fossil state, were vitrified, and assumed a

compact green appearance or an opaque black. Charcoal from

oak became a glass ; and platina alone refused to obey the

flame ; but it melted into little silver globules, after twenty-six

minutes. These are the most striking phænomcna ; but the ex

periments are sixty-three in number, and we have been able to

describe but a sew.

. What remains of the miscellaneous chemistry may be safely

omitted. We do not pretend to give the analysis of every new

mineral which we receive, or every minute observation which

we may find recorded. Of what we hive learned, since our last

chemical intelligence, we have given the whole, as shortly as we

could, one memoir only excepted, that of M. Hjelm oh the na

ture of steel. If no earlier opportunity occurs, we shall defer it

ill we again resume this science ; but when that period will re-

urn is yet uncertain, since it depends on the labours of others,

not our own. ' ,

£Jda
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Edda Samundar Hinns Froda. Edda Rytbmica feu Antique,

vulgo Samundina dicta. Pars I. Odas Mythological a Resenio

non editas continrns, cum V^crfione Latino, Lectionibus variis,

Notis, GloJJ'ario Pocum et lndice Rcrum. Hasniæ. 4to.

THIS manuscript is now published, in consequence of tKe

will of Arnas Magnæus, in whose possession it was. Icisa

legacy which will be received with gratitude, by the admirers

of northern literature, particularly, the poets and philosophers.

The manuscript itself is lodged in the royal library at Copen

hagen, and it is written on vellum. Of 16 manuscripts of

Sæmundin, the chief is that which the bifliop Brynjolf Suenon

discovered in Iceland in 1643. This has been preferred for a

translation, and it was executed by Gudmund Magnæus, while

the notes are partly those of the translator, and in part by

Gunnar Paulsen. It consists of thirteen poems of different æras,

on various subjects, collected perhaps by Sæmund, but without

being his, or even translated by him from the Runic : there are

indeed striking reasons to believe that the Runic was not em

ployed in preserving even the laws before his time. All was

trusted to memory, assisted by tunes and versification. Many of

these poems have been carried to Iceland, by the Norwegians,

and we suspect were transcribed there, after writing was

taught, which seems to have been nearly at the fame time when

Christianity was introduced. Why the name of Edda was given

to it we know not ; nor have antiquaries yet decided about the

meaning of the name, which seems to have been first applied

to the Edda of Snorro. Arnas Magnæus derives it from othr,

wisdom. It has been currently interpreted grandmother: ano

ther author styles his girdle emma, mother, because it protects

his body, as a mother docs her child : another, still more refined,

calls it grandmother, because grandmothers instruct their chil

dren. The language of these old songs is much too simple (or

the time of Sæmund. The artificial turns, and the studied

points which distinguish the poets of the 10th century, do not

occur: the obsolete expressions and corruption of the text, and

the obscurity of the allusions render it, however, difficult to be

understood. The chamberlain de Suhm has, in his historical

works, pointed out the probable period of their composition ;

and we may take some notice of his remarks on the subject.

It is necessary to premise, that an Edda, ascribed to Snorro,

which is supposed to be a production of the 13th, or as Arnas

Magnæus supposes, of the 14th. century, was published by

Resenius in 1665. An older Edda was suspected by some

authors to exist, and two poems supposed to belong to that oider

work were selected by the same editor: their titles were Vo-

luspa and Haavamal ; and it is these poems to which the title

page alludes, where it mentions the odes not published by

Kesenius, for these are now omitted. The mythological part

too is only found in this volume j but the historical is to follow.

These
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These odes do not form a complete system of northern rhyt

thology, and still less acollection of their symbolical doctrines ;

much of the older syitems are still lost; or to be found even iri

more modern collections. The author of Snorro's Edda must

have had many other memoirs in his view, since he relates

fables, of which there is not the (lightest vestige', in the Edda

before us. In both, however, we distinctly find the doctrine of

the immortality of the foul, of a state of retribution, of rewards

and punishments, and of the renewal of the werld. The union

of light and darkness-, with the assistance of the elements, are

supposed to have produced this world ; and their disunion will

one day destroy it. Much of his mythology is accumulated in

the preface, and the similarity between it, and the Grecian

mythology is also (hown.

Next follows the life of Sæmurid, called Froda (the learned)

written, by Amas Magnæus. He was born in Iceland, about

the year 1056, studied in Germany, and returned to Odda,

the inheritance of his fathers; about 1076—He became an

ecclesiastic, wrote the history of Norway, when he was seventy

years old, and died in 1133. The annals of Odda are not

wholly his, though they w*re undoubtedly written in part by

him ; but it is a difficult task to select his works, as many things

have been attributed to him, in which he had no share. The

poems, we have said, were collected by him* and we have nd

reason to refer them to a very remote antiquity, though they

are of an æra, when figures and metaphors were little used*

They are of a dramatic kind, and the facts are related with as

much simplicity as they were performed. Sublimity and absur

dity, as sometimes happens in old writings, are freely mixed,

and intimately blendedt

It were to be wished, indeed, that the Edda was complete

by the republication of the poems formerly printed by Rese-

hius. Copies of these poems are scarce ; the omiflioh could not

be owing to their having before appeared, for the first poem, in

this collection was published in 1779, by Thorkelin : we shall

give a Ihort account of the subject of some of the poems in this

volume, as a specimen of the rest.

The first is styled Vasthrudnir. Odin under the name of

Gangradt, goes to this giant to try his wisdom, for he was

reputed to be very able, and intelligent. They puzzle each

other with intricate questions, about the state of the world; till

the giant discovers the Deity, and is greatly terrified;

In the Grimnis mal, Odin describes the habitations of the

Gods, and explains the religious mythology; The For Skirnis,

the journey of Skirnis, whose object was to obtain the love of

Gerda for Freyer* The Harbarz Lioth is a kind of Billings*

gate abuse between Odin and Thor. In the Hymis Quida*

Thor is described as going to kill a vast serpent. Ogesdreeka

Contains a reproof to the Gods, by Lok.

The glossary, the various readings, and the notes, are vefrjf

Vol. LXV. May, iy88i C d curious,
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curious, in many respects : we are greatly indebted to the so*

ciety for publishing Danish manuscripts, and hope to receive the

various treasures of Iceland, with a dispatch confident with the

accuracy and attention which distinguish this valuable volume.

Since writing the above, we have been informed that the

poems which the present editor has omitted, are designed for a

separate publication.

MONTHLY CATALOGUE.

POLITIC AL.

A Letter to the Chancellor of the Exchequer, shewing the Necessity

&f a Clerical Reform ; and containing a Plan for remedying the

Grievances if the inferior Clergy. By Mr. Way burton. Svo.

is. 6d. Nicoll.

WEfully agree with oar author, in censuring the misconduct

of some rectors, and regretting the slender stipends of some

curates; but it is no less unjust to imply, that every curate is

distressed, than that every pluralist is luxurious or vicious. In

reality, while a reform is supposed to be necessary, it is not a

general one that is required; and every reformation must be

attempted with the most prudent and steady hand. Mr. War

burton's remarks are, in general, very just; and his proposal,

with some few exceptions might, perhaps with great propriety,

be adopted.

A Summary View of the ObjcBs and beneficial Provisions in Mr,

Gilbert's New Bill. Svo. is. Debrett.

The bill is now lost, and our t}me would also be lost in a

■very minute discussion of it. Some of the provisions are, how

ever, so truly beneficial, that we wisti for its re-appearance;

and as Mr. Gilbert must have seen the rock on which he split,

we hope it will be revived with better success.

The Insufficiency of the Causes to which the Increase of our Poor,

and of the Poor's Rates have been commonly ascribed'; the true

one stated; with an Enquiry into the Mortality of Country Houses

of Industry, and a flight general View of Mr. Acland's tlan

for rendering the Poor independent. By the rev. J. Hewlett.

Svo. 2s. Richardson.

Mr. Howlett, in opposition to many authors, thinks that the

increase of the poor is not owing to any defects in the laws, Or

their execution ; to the number of ale-houses ; the profligacy

and wickedness of the poor ; the engrossing of farms, or the

absorption of larger farms into smaller ones. For many of

these opinions, he has given very satisfactory reasons ; yet we

think he has not examined the subject on a very large or very

extensive scale. His remarks are confined to the labouring

poor, and are very correct, so far as that application holds :

among the manufacturers, profligacy and luxury are too com
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mon ; and so far as our experience reaches, the great increase

of the expences of the poor, above what must arise from the

increase of people, is owing to the manufacturers who are de

cayed or diseased. This fact should be settled before we can,

examine the causes which he assigns for the increase of the poor,

viz. that the price of labour has not advanced in proportion to

the price of provisions. This affects the labourer only, not the

mechanic or the manufacturer. It may, and we believe is one

cause ; but it is not the only or the most extensive one.

In the third part, he examines the plans which have been

proposed for the reduction of the expences; and, if his cause

is well founded, it must be obvious, that no one plan hitherto

mentioned can effect the cure. We suspect that, in some re-

spects, Mr. Acland's plan, and, in some, Mr. Gilbert's plan,

might have been useful; yet, if the cause is not a single one,

no single plan can counteract the effects. If the poor, in the

moments of health and industry, cannot raise a fund for them

selves, some law it requisite, which shall punish those who have

passed many of these moments in idleness, instead of labour,

and have squandered their pittance instead of saving it. At

least, some regulation is requisite; and the evil is now so big

with ruin, that some trial should be made soon. In this pam

phlet, however, Mr. Howlett displays his usual sagacity, and

his extensive information.

Political Observations on the present State os Europe* 8w, I J. bd.

Baldwin.

This pamphlet exhibits a very imperfect account of the pre

sent state ot Europe, and is written in a style extremely

perplexed and obscure.

A Letter to the Minority in the House os Commons, who voted in

Javour of a Motion for a Repeal of the Sbop-lax. 8f». I/.

Debrett.

The author of this Letter, who subscribes himself a shop

keeper, expresses his gratitude to the members of the house of

commons, who voted for a repeal of the shop-tax, and urges

many arguments in support of the assertion that the tax is par

tial and oppressive.

Familiar Expostulations, addressed to Messrs. Pitt and Tburlnv.

Svo. is. bd. Ridgway.

The chief object of this pamphlet is the impress of seamen,

concerning which practice the author expostulates with two

members of the cabinet, with such a familiarity as may, in

deed, evince his zeal, but never can promote an alteration it

that obnoxious part of our polity.

Joseph and Benjamin. A Conversation. Small 8vo. 3s. Murrayi

The effusion of some inexperienced writer, who retails his

own conceptions in the characters of personages which he does

not support with consistency.
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1 hi Form as Trial os Commonersi in Cafes of Impeachment fit

High Crimes and Misdemeanors* Folio. $s. Forbes.

The writer of this pamphlet sets out with giving a brief ac

count of the mode of conducting trials by impeachment ; afcer

which he presents us with an abridgement of Mr. Hastings'*

trial, from its commencement to the 25th of February.

jltfcflioni upon a late extraordinary Promotion ofsixteen Adniirals*

8vc. if. Murray.

The late promotion of admirals afforded subject sot some

motions irt parliament; which ended, however, without fixing

any blame on the conduct of the first lord of the admiralty.

But his lordship has not escaped the severe, though unavail

ing reprehension of this writers

A Letter to the Duke of Grafton. 9vt>. is.- Rivingtons.

This Letter relates to the bill now depending in parliament

for preventing the exportation of live sheep, wool, &c. The

author, who appears to be an intelligent person, has no ob

jection to the principle of the bill ; but points out some clauses

which he thinks would prove oppressive to individuals, and

wishes that they may be either left out, or so modified as to

fender them' less obnoxious*

The Question of Wool truly statU. 8vo. 6d. Nicoll-

On a subject concerning which two numerous classes of peo

ple are variously interested, it requires the most accurate state

ment of facts, to ascertain the truth amidst the misrepresenta

tions, intended or not intended, of the different parties. The

woollen manufacturers complain of a declension of their trade,

in consequence of a large smuggled exportation of that valu

able commodity to France. The wool-growers, on the other

hand, insist that the manufacturers are at present in a very pros

perous condition ; and represent the exportation of wool to

France, both as trifling in quantity, and unnecessary for the

fabrics of that country. The author now before us is evidently

one of the latter class. The facts which he states have doubt

less been considered by the house of commons, previous to the

passing of the bill; and there is no question but the claims 0/

both parties will likewise receive due investigation in the house

■of lords. To the determination of the legislature we shall, for

The present* leave the subject.

OiJrriAutions upon the Bill presented to Parliament, for preventing

"the Exportation of VFoel. %vo. \s. Law.

The exportation of wool is a practice extremely pernicious

to the kingdom, both as lessening the quantity of onr owa

woollen manufactures, and increasing that of the French. Ex

press prohibitions have been repeatedly issued against it by the

parliament; but the evil still subsists, in such a degree as call*

for the most diligent exertion' of government. The chief re*

medy proposed by the author of this pamphlet is, to employ

*- * *■ • rifling

i
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riding officers, who (hall make it their business to ride from

place to place through their respective districts, within fifteen

miles of the sea ; distribute, and make generally known, con*

cise abstracts of the law, and offer encouragement, protection,

and rewards to informers, upon conviction of offenders.

A Speech on the Wool Bill that might have heen spoken In the ffousi

of Commons. 8vo. bd. Nicoll.

The writer of thrs pamphlet is a zealous opponent of the bill

for prohibiting exportation. He affirms that the true principle

of it is to depreciate the price, under the pretence of pi eventing'

a practice which no longer exists. The author, though not

very minute in enquiry, is sufficiently bold in assertion,

DIVINITY.

A Sermon, written by the late Samuel Johnson, LCD. for tht

Funeral of his Wife. 8w, is. Cadcll.

This is, in many respects, an admirable discourse: it dis

plays a pure, unaffected piety, little tinctured with the native,

(he constitutional gloom which hung over the author's mind..

The opinions and the ideas are exact and discriminated, and

the language has all Johnson's energy and vigour, without his

peculiarities. If tradition has not conveyed to us the excellent

cies of Mrs. Johnson, this sermon shows us that she possessed

some, or that her husband thought she did. From his character,

we ought to conclude, that these were his sentiments at that

time, though it may be allowed that, in the period of mourn

ing for a recent loss, the value of good qualities is often en

hanced. It has been said, that Mr. Hayes, to whom this Ser

mon devolved on the death of Dr. Taylor, has some more disi

courses by the fame author. He cannot bestow a more accept

able present on the world, than to publish them, We shall

extract a specimen, at once rational and manly, on a subject

where Johnson occasionally appeared superstitioufly weak.

' But, so much is our condition improved by the Gospel, so

much is the sting of death rebated, that we may now be invited

to the contemplation of our mortality, as to a pleasing employ

ment of the mind, to an exercise delightful and recreative, not

only when calamity and persecution drive us out from the

assemblies of men, and sorrow and woe represent the grave as

a refuge and an asylum, but even in the hours of the highest

earthly prosperity, when our cup is full, and when we have

laid up stores for ourselves; for, in him who believes the pro

mise of the Saviour of the world, it can cause no disturbance to.

remember, that this night his foul may be required of him j

and he who suffers one of the sharpest evils which this life can

ihew, amidst all its varieties of misery ; he that has lately been

separated from the person whom a long participation of good

and evil bad endeared to him ; he who has seen kindness

snatched from his arm's, and fidelity torn from his bosom ; he

whose ear is no more to be delighted with tender instruction,

and whose virtue shall be no more awakened by the seasonable
"•" " " D d 3 whispers
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whispers of mild reproof, may yet look, without horror, on

the tomb which encloses the remains of what he loved and ho-

soured': as upon a place which, if it revives the fense of his

loss, may calm him with the hope of that state in which there

shall be no more grief or separation,'

Bradical SermonsfelcHcd and abridged from various Authors. By

J. Charlefworth, M. A. lats Fellow of Trinity College, Cam

bridge. Fol. I. Svo. 21. 6d. Johnson.

This is confessedly, in a great degree, a compilation, so*

but a small proportion of these discourses are the compiler's

Own. We fliall not stay to look for the authors : they may per

haps be found in Cook's Preacher's Assistant, as none are col

lected, in this volume, which were published since that very

useful book came out.:—Neither shall we stay to ask, for what

reason these Sermons were republistied. They are plain, de

vout, practical j and we cannot read discourses of this deserip-

tion too often. The collection will probably be continued,

fince this is called the first volume.

Sunday School Dialogues : icing an Abridgment of a Work, by M%

F. izmo. $d. Marshall.

This is an abridgment of a very useful lktle work ; yet,

while we praise the attempt, we cannot avoid hinting that it

is easy to be too familiar. It leads sometimes into discussions

almost ludicrous ; and by endeavouring to explain what in its

nature is incapable of explanation, it may in some minds lead

to scepticism rather than religion.

A Desultory Trail. 1 into. \d. Scatchard.

This Tract consists of a project for reforming the disorderly,

and assisting the industrious and orderly poor. The author

makes one remark with respect to Sunday-school teaching which

deserves particular attention, viz. ' that it will be of little effi

cacy till the parents of the children become better.' This

hint suggests the propriety of reforming the elder as well as

instructing the younger poor.

AFRICAN S LAVE TRADE.

An Account of the Slave Trade on the Coast of Africa. By AleX'

ander Falconbridge. 8t>«. gd. Phillips.

This Account is full of the barbarities with which the slaves

are treated ; but the picture is too highly coloured, and the

exaggerations defeat the author's own purpose. He remarks,

and we believe it to be true, that the cargoes are generally

obtained by kidnapping, or condemned to slavery for offences,

sometimes real, but more frequently fabricated, to procure the

slave. In other respects, the trade is the grave rather than

the nursery of seamen, as scarcely any landmen, and no ap

prentices, are taken. On the whole, though this account con

tains some facts of importance, the general tenor of it lead*

us to suspect that it was written with some partial views. It

would not be very difficult to soften some of the colours, froa.

the author's own remarks*. Objec*
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Objections to the Aholition of the Slave Trade, with Answers. By

the Rev. James Ramsay, A. As. 8vo. gd. Phillips.

The various objections which have been made to the aboli

tion of the slave-trade, are lhortly noticed, and answered with-

various success ; but not always very satisfactorily.—We cannot

abridge matter so miscellaneous ; but shall select a striking pas

sage from the introduction, which contains an answer to a late

publication, entitled, Considerations on the Emancipation of

Negroes, and the Abolition of the Slave Trade, by a West

India Planter.

' The abolition of the slave trade will ruin the West

Indian trade, which will ruin our marine. I trust the West

Indian trade is in no danger. But suppose the one anni

hilates the other. We (hall, by abandoning the slave-trade,

save more seamen than the other employs. The African slave-

trade destroys annually 2000 men; in ten years 20,000. The

sugar colonies may employ 12,000 seamen. The loss here is

3 in 200. Suppose annually 200, in ten years 2000. The

whole number of men employed in the West India trade in ten

years, is 14,000. But in this time zo.ooo are lost in the slave-

trade. If both were annihilated, in ten years we should save

6000 men.'

We give this fact as we found it, without a comment: we

(hall not enter into the propriety or justness of the calculation,'

but leave it with valeat quantum valere potest.

Thoughts on the Slavery of the Negroes, as it affects the British Co

lonies in the. Wejl Indies, humbly submitted to the Confederation of

both Houses of Parliament. 2vo. is. Richardson.

There is much candour in the representations of this author,

though there appears to be some biass in favour of the slave-

trade. He magnifies, we think, the political despotism to

which the Africans are subjected, and extenuates the calamities

to which they are afterwards exposed. Slaves, he fays, are

seldom kidnapped, and the prisoners taken in war, if they are

enslaved, are saved from death. As we have professed that

we wisti only to preserve them from improper treatment; and

as, in part, our author's proposed regulations will produce this

effect, we do not greatly differ from him. But he wTll allow

us to doubt, whether the laws in favour of slaves are a sufficient

protection for them, while the administration of these laws is

in the hands of their masters. Again: the free negroes are

indolent, and thievish, they are the pests of the colonies : what

then must be the terrors that drive them to labour?

An EJsay on the Slavery and Commerce of the Human Fpecics, par'

ticularly the African. Translated from a Latin Dissertation,

which was honoured viith the first prize in the University of

Cambridge, for the Tear 1785. The Second Edition, revised

and considerably enlarged. 8vo. 4s. Phillips.

We reviewed this excellent treatise in our LXIId volume,

page i2i. at some length ; and now announce, with much

D d 4 plea
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pleasure, the second edition, with some important addition*

and necessary alterations. The author resided, during the last

summer, at two of the slave-ports in this kingdom, for the pur«

jjose of procuring information ; and he has added two new

chapters, which contain the state of the trade at this time, In

the third part, the chapter which relates to the treatment of

the slaves on board of the 'fliips destined to carry them to the

American islands, is extended, to three chapters, in. order ta

give a clearer view of the subject, and to convey moije circum

stantial information.

Mr. Clarkson promises, that this edition shall be soon sol-

lowed by another Essay, in which he designs to (how, that the;

flave-tracle is as impolitic as it is unjust, ^fter so extensive an

account as we gave of the first edition, we need not add any

other particulars of this'which lies before us; especially since

the new chapters, though the narrative be more clear and cir

cumstantial, do not materially differ from the information which

we have received from other hands,

setter to the Treasurer of the Society institutes for the Purpose of

effiBing the Abolition of the Slave Trade* Fmm the Rev*

Jtobcrt Boucher NUiolls, Dean of Middleham. A neixx Edition

with considerable Additions- Small ivo. qd, Phillips.

The second edition of this Letter contains a variety of addi

tional facts, and a confirmation of some of the former remarks.

The facts, well supported, are the very important ones that,

by proper care, the race of negroes from the present stock may

fce increased sufficiently to answer all the exigencies of extend

ed plantations ; and that from the labour of free men, sugar

might be raised sufficient to supply any demand. But for the.

}ast consideration, circumstances are not sufficiently matured f,

and the abolition of importation, though we have recommend

ed it, cannot, we sear, be yet adopted consistently with na

tional faith and real justice. We wish, however, that the plan

ters would act as if this measure impended over them; for

must, at some suture period, be put in execution,

POETRY.

Brother Peter to Brother Tom. An Expnstulatory Epistle* By

Peter Pindar, Esq. i,to. y. Kearfley.

The sun of Peter seems declining in the west ; and though

it sets with a glowing splendor, yet it wants the vivid fire of

\L% meridian beams. He expostulates with brother Tom, oa

his confining all the panegyric of the last year's Ode to Wind-,

for, and omitting to celebrate the virtues of his majesty. Peter

once likened himself to the cook, who 4 dished up royalty,' and

perhaps be expected that Tom should supply the garnish. In

the prksrnt instance, the subject ' palls on the sense'— toujours.

perdtix ne vaut rien. We shall, however,, according to our

good custom, extract a few lines, and let this son of genuine

wit an,d real humour speak for' himself. We ">»H select the

iojlowiog, to remark, that however excellent Handel may be,

to
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to confine the national attention to one composer, it surely

granting an unfair 4 monopoly of fame'—Why should I, say*

Peter,

4 Hate him, because, untir'd, the monarch pores

On Handel'* manuscript old scores, . . . .

And schemes successful daily hatches,

For saving notes o'erwhelm'd with scratches;

Recovering from the blotted leaves »

Huge cart-horse minims, dromedary breves ;

Thus saving damned bars from just damnation,

By way of bright'ning Handel's reputation ?

Who, charm'd with ev'ry crotchet Handel wrote, ,

Heav'd into Tot'nam street each heavy note :

And forcing on the house the tuneless lumber, • ,

Drove half to doors, the other half to slumber?'

The following simile concludes Peter's expostulation on g

(jjriilar exclusive attention to Mr. West, . ....

4 Thus have I seen a child with smiling face,

A little daisy in the garden place,

And strut in triumph round its fav'rite flow's;

Gaze on the leaves with infant admiration.

Thinking the flow'r the finest sn the nation, „' , q •

Then pay a visit to it ev'ry hour :

Lugging the watt'ring pot about,

Which John the gard'ncr was oblig'd to fill;

TKe child, so pleas d, would pour the water out,

To show its marvellous gard'ning skill ;

Then staring round, all wild for praises panting,

Tell all the world it was its own sweet planting ;

• And boast away, too happy elf, , ,

How that it found the daisy all, itself!'

This simile is, in many respects, excellent ; and indeed Pe

ter, with all thy faults, we seldom leave thee but in good

jiuoiour: we wish that thou wouldest change thy subject, if it

be only for the sake of a little variety. There are, however,

better motives for the advice.

fit Eastern Theatre treBed, An Heroi-comic Potm. In thret

Cantos. 4/0. is. td. Brown.

The author describes the origin of the Eastern Theatre ; but

its downfal must be fung by another poet. There is some co-

inic humour, and entertaining description, in this little poem ;

but the burlesque gravity of the mock heroic is not sufficiently

preserved. The merit of this kind of composition consists in.

giving to the most trifling circumstances an air of dignity, by

adopting epic images, similes, and language. There is nothing

personal in the satire ; it is general, and pointed rather at folly

than at any individual.

One of the best passages of this poem is the description and

speech os the spectre Davies; some just remarks occur also on

* dramatic
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dramatic poets and plays. As the former is too long for

purpose, we shall select a specimen from the latter. •■ ■■

' While wits and witlings, round, our praise affect,

Say, shall the muse her fav'rite H e neglect i

Step forth, great tragic bard, whose wond'rous verse

Flow'd on, from good to bad, from bad to worse ;

Whose fame, (thy brains still yielding something new,)

Like thy own Scotch fir, taper'd as it grew

Guard thou that fir, whose Douglas-base extends,

Grows.gradual flight, and in an Alfred ends/

The lines are unequal ; but they are sometimes spirited and

poetical. •

7bt Parrtad; addressed to the Editor of Bettcndene, upon his ele

gant, but illibtral Preface. By W. Chapman, A. M. $to.

. is. 6d. Bew.

Mr. Chapman reprehends the editor of Bellendenus for the

virulence, and often the injustice of the political opinions, in the

preface. We have already given our opinion on this subject,

and need now only add, that Mr. Chapman's poetry sometimes

rises above mediocrity. We shall quote a few lines relating to

Mr. Pit: the J Jti»<* of the author of the preface :

• Should in the crowd 5 Sum's praise be heard,

Who dar'd be wise before he had a beard (a) ;

Tho' young, declin'd not pow'r (destructive choice)

Fix'd only by the king's and. people's voice (i) :

Who broke the promise of his early day, j'

When from a factious crew he fore'd his way, ,

And, poor of spirit, scorn'd to join that band (<■)•

Which having injur'd, sought t' enslave the land ;

Who can unblushing in the senate rise (d),
 

Attack, with thee, his unrelenting pride

With thee, his boyish politics deride ;

•(Time rolls o'er him his rapid tide in vain, -

For still, a boy J iiiVa shall remain)

-.. -{ Tell, how, should war the languid state alarm, ,

, <J>ur timid minister would fear to arm (g) ;

. .., fcjo.jlonger boastful, insolent, and proud,

UlWould view with tearful eye- the bursting cloud;.

Obsequious bend before the daring foe,

And yield his country up without a blow.'

(«) Pag. 18.- (fh fc.< («)P*6r. W Pag- 43- '

CO Pig. ^^. (fy P*S- iS. is) *»•

A Letter
• .... 1 - k.
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j Letter tf a Friend, ivitb a Potm, called the Ghoft of ffcrter.

By Lady . . 4/0. is. 6d. Hookham.

• In this Letter the character of Charlotte is minutely invefti-

gated, and an attempt made to (hew that (he was 'vain, un

feeling, and ungenerous.' The fair author, feems, indeed, to

entertain an implacable averlion to her, and wrefts fotne of her

indifferent adttons to a meaning that cannot with candour be

attributed to them. Yet' fome of her remarks are extremely

juft, and where they do not convince, will pleafe from their

fhrewdnefs and the fpirited manner in which they are written.

We cannot fpeak fo favourably of the poetry as of the profe.

The Odlad ; or, The Battle of Humphries and Mendoza ; an Heroic

Poem. 81/0. is. 6d. Lowndes and Chriftie.

It would have been indeed unfortunate, if the victory of

Humphries and the prowefs of Mendoza had been celebrated

only in the fugitive fhect of the day, or been at beft preferved

with the precious rarities of a monthly magazine. The Odiad

is an heroic poem ; and, though not the firft in which the com

bat of the cjellus has been celebrated, it is the firft'* where

the modern contefts of fifts alone are the fubjedh of the lofty

rhyme.—It is enough to fay, that the poem is worthy of the

celebrity of the battle; and that the poet might, like Simoni-

des, be allowed the title of laureat of the1 games. We fhalt

extradl a (hort fpecimen, no unfavourable one, of the poet's

abilities. The alliterations, which the author feems to be fome-

times fond of, and one couplet, which is in the true ftyle of

the mock heroic, we have diftinguilhed.

'Say, mule, what firft provok'd th' indignant foes

To clinch the fift, and brave each others blows ;

For glory—Pella's hair-brain'd madman fought,

For glory and proud triumphs—Casfar thought ;

Grim Jews and Cbrijtian t tant alike for fame,

la faith ftill ad-verfc,' but in pride the fame.

What tho' no cannons thunder in my line, .

Nor chiefs that glory in their ftem divine j

Nor whizzing darts, nor clanging, (hields you hear,

Nor glitt'ring blades, nor waving plumes appear;.

Dire are the fcenes—the fift by fill r'epell'd, •

Black eyes block'd up,, and into mountains fwell'd ;

The fhatter'd rib— the nofe's broken bridge,

The head whofe bumps portrude in many a ridge;

Diifever'd lips, whilft rattling teeth around,

Driy'n from distorted jaws beftrcw the ground ; ',' ...". «x

Dry drubs and hollow bangs refounds my fong,

Thwack follows thwack, and man drives man along.*

We are not fo well pleafed with the author's profe as with

his poetry. To add a prefatory dill'ertation^is a little contra-

piece

• Since this article was written, we recollect, though imperfectly, a

ece of P. Wbitcbcad'i on the fame fubjecft, « The Gymiiafiad.'
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dictory ; and the bull threatens, with his destructive hornsi i*

the titlcpage. In this said subsequent dissertation, which

comes before, we find some things which appear either like er

rors or blunders* ' If the author is not mistaken, some poetry

has been employed in the celebration of this art.' Indeed,

tnucb very sublime poetry has arisen from the games of Greece,

in which boxing held a distinguished rank. We cannot, how

ever, style the wreathes of laurel, &c. given to the conquerors,

as instances of ' munificent profusion.'—' The coldness and

obscurity of birth-day odes,* or 4 the jejuneness and poverty

of genius in the laurelled lyric' fliould now be no longer heard.

It is. hackneyed satire at best, and it is at present an unjust ac

cusation. There is humour in proposing that all political and

national contests should be determined by boxing; but this

ground has been already occupied, with much success, by

Fielding.

ybe Battle Royal, or the Ejscfls of Anticipation : 'with Strifiurcs •

en Ibe Odiad, er Buttle of Humphries and Mendoza j an heroic

Poem. 8w. is. 6d. Symonds.

This pamphlet is filled with quotations, letters from news

papers, &c.—for the purpose of deriving every advantage fron»

the cynthia of the minute. The author possesses some hu-,

jnour, and we wiih that it had been better employed,

D R A M A T I C.

Vhf Ton ; or, Follies of Fajbion. A Comedy. As it was tilted

at the Theatre-Royal, Covent Garden. By Lady ffal/ace. 81/0.

is. 6d. Hookham. ' r : ,

That Criticism has smoothed his brows, and laid aside his se

verity, when a lady sues at his tribunal, confers more honour

on his tenderness than his justice, and may add to his character

as a gallant, at the expence of his impartiality. In reality, a li

terary woman is an Amazon, whom it is no disgrace to Oppose

in the field ; for, when stie assumes martial weapons^ the, must:

submit to the laws of war. Lady Wallace has, . hoivever, a.

claim to our compassion : she has been condemned unheard, or at

least has been heard imperfectly ; and, while we'would soften,

if it were possible, the severity of the critical code, in favour of

a Jady, and ain unfortunate one, we cannot silence the hisses of

the theatre, nor can we condemn, on cool examination, the

verdict of her jury.

The male coquettes have a powerful party in their favour,

for not one satire, and we remember several attempts, on their

follies, has been permitted to live on the stage. Lady Wallace

had, perhaps, too much courage to be frightened with the spec^

tres of murdered embryos, or me had too much dependence

on her own comic' bowers, and extensive interest. Another

reck, which proved fatal to her bark, was her own reputation.

Wit was expected $0 flasli in every line ; every thought was to,
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be brilliant, and every situation truly comic. A sprightly play

would have fallen short of expectations, which were raised very

high ; and, unfortunately, spirit and wit have but a small (hare

in this comedy. Genteel comedy, at best, wants poignancy)

the polish of fashion wears away the distinguishing asperities ;

and the Follies of Fashion are often insipid, except to those who)

feel the force of the satire. One party will consequently yawn,

and the other oppose.

If we were to examine this play critically, we should observe,

that the conversations were too numerous in proportion to dhe

incidents; that they had little influence on the events, and of

ten were not connected with them ; that time was frequently

violated ; and that the most comic situations had lost their in

fluence, from familiarity. We ought, however, to add, that

the characters of the falhionable people, though seemingly of

the same kind, were well discriminated, and, in one' or two

instances, strongly contrasted; that the tale of Julia, the Fan

ny Mountfort of a novel, whose particular title we do not re

collect, is interesting ; that the character of lord Ormond (the

lord Ossory of the work just mentioned) is drawn with spirit

and (kill; that the incidents are numerous, and the conversa

tion, though not sprightly, at least free from indelicacy, with

which it has been charged. The two plots, indeed, 'are not

dextroufly united, so as to form one piece.

Lady Wallace must excuse us for observing, that her play has

too many defects to be admitted on the stage. Yet (he has been

peculiarly unfortunate, that, in consequence of the clamour

raised against it, the has been prevented from taking advantage

■of judicious criticism. Many plays, on their first appearance,

have been found to be defective, which have been afterward*

amended with good success. She should remember, that from

the days of Horace, the vulgus, we suppose he meant, in mo

dern language the town, though it, in a few instances, err*

in judgment, generally decides with justice. The public is a

many-headed, and often a capricious monster; but all its efforts

seldom defeat the success of a truly good play. The utmost

that party can do, is to exaggerate the real errors, so that they

may hide the beauties. .

TIji Travellers. A Comedy, in three A&s. By Lieutenant Har-

rlfon. Marines. %io. is. (sil. Robinsons.

This play has been read, it seem?, with success; but we dare

Hot recommend its trial on the stage. The plot of two fortune*

hunters, and a stupid or a ridiculous relation, failing in their

matrimonial attempts, and the lady being carried off by a half*

pay officer, is far too trite to prove interesting ; and the

scientific wit, relating to'Fossill, and a pretending tutor, by it*

being beyond the reach of common understandings, is not like

ly to please. Yet the author possesses a good Ihare of comic

humour, and may, with any other story, probably prove a sue*

«essful wooer os the dramatic Muse.

a*
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Clarissa: er, tbt Fatal ScduBion. A Tragedy. By Robert Per'

ret. S<vo. 5 j. Lown des.

This Tragedy is drawn, with little alteration, from Richard

son's celebrated novel. The story of the robbers, who capture

Lovelace and Clarissa, on their elopement, as well as young

Harlowe and Arabella, is new : the last are murdered by the

Banditti, who are brought in to heighten the character of Cla

rissa, and to be the executors of poetical justice. The subject

is, however, in many respects improper for a play, since the:

catastrophe is known ; and events, which follow in long suc

cession, cannot be so artfully combined, as to form a whole,

within a proper compass *. These are chiefly the reasons, why

our best novels never succeed in a dramatic form. The con

duct of this tragedy is, in many other respects, exceptionable;

and Clarissa is a very indifferent, as well as au uninteresting

performance.

Theatrical Remembrancer. \imo. 3*. bd. Beards. Egerton.

The Theatrical Remembrancer is a very convenient, and,

so far as we can perceive, a very correct little work, in a port

able fornn It owes its birth to Mr. Egerton, who arranged

the libraries, rich in dramatic collections, of Mr. Henderson,

Dr. Wright, and Mr. Pearson. It contains a list of plays,

Latin and English, as well as translations from the French,

which have either been published, or acted. To the titles is

annexed an account of their dates, their sizes, their various

editions, and the places where they were performed. Tie

Notitia Dramatica is a short chronology of the æras of the stage ;

and it concludes with the opening of the Royalty Theatre.

The work is also illustrated with an index of the titles of the

plays, and another of the author's names. The whole ap

pears to be executed with great care and attention. The only

errors, which we have discovered are, in one or two instances,

where the original author of a French play is mistaken.

MISCELLANEOUS.

The Wreck of Westminster Abbey, alias the Tear Tvoo Thousand,

alias the Ordeal of Sepulchral Candour, j^to. 2s. 6d. Stalker.

• Avaunt, perturbed spirit, who erst wrote epitaphs for Kilk-

hampton Abbey ! and now, with equal virulence, decoratest

the walls of that of Westminster, with the fatal poison of slan

der, or still more destructive drug of flattery ! .1

Avaunt! and quit our sight ; let the earth hide thee,

Thy bones are marrowless, thy blood is cold,

Thou hast no speculation in those eyes

Which thou dost glare with—.Why so } being gone

We are ourselves again.

* The historical plays of Shakspeare form no exception to these reasons,

for their principal merit arises from the excellence of particular scenes, and

the bold originality of the language.

Sinfi.
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SVv/J against Sound ; «r, a Sttcccdanrtim, for Abbty Music, ^to.

Xt. Stalker.

We were pleased with the title ; but in the work we found

neither sense nor sound. It is an unmeaning rhapsody, by a

clergyman's widow, of the various misfortunes that' will arise

from the omission of the musical festival, which is not to be

omitted.

The S>u:p Modest ; a few Words by way ofSupplement to Remarks,

critical and il/ustrati-ve, on tie 1 ext and Notes ofthe lajl Edition

of SbakJ'p are. ivo. is. Johnson.

This is, indeed, somewhat beyond the retort courteous, and

rather borders on the reply churlisli. We examined the 'Re

marks' in our LVIth volume, p. 81. and have unfortunately

drawn down upon as the resentment of the author. We arc notic

ed, in a few lines, but they contain heavy charges : * we do not

read the books which we review1—alas ! we read too much, sot

we caught the author tripping, and noticed his thefts. * We

go to meeting,'—is this because we reproved his infidelity*

And are only the dissenters licensed to check immorality ? We

hope that we may be allowed to have the same pretensions.

Even the last corrected edition of Shakspeare is incorrect: ill

ten volumes there are twenty errors actually pointed out, be

sides &c. &c. which allude, we suppose, to others which may

be found. Why, there are eighteen acknowledged errors in one

thin volume of the Remarks, and we ran add our, Sec.—The

proportion of incorrectness we leave Mr. J. R. to calculate.

We do not succeed much better in the course of the notes. It

is supposed that we know the reason of affixing the names of

Amner and Collins to some exceptionable notes. Indeed we

knew more than we chose to own ; we know too, that the

principles and conduct of our autlfor are, in very many in

stances, highly reprehensible. The substance of the pamphlet

consists chiefly of answers to the objections which have beea

made to the Remarks, and particularly to Mr. Tyrwhytt.

Tbt King on the Prosecution of R. B. Remmctt, Doctor of Pbyjtc,

against A. Archer, Esq. Folio. 2S. Law.

We cannot again try this prosecution. Mr. Archer assaulted

Dr. Remmett, and was punished for it by the Court of King's

Bench ; and it would be indecent to make any remarks on the

decision of that court. We have perused the affidavits which

were not permitted to be read ; but we do not perceive that

they make any considerable alteration in the question.

Picturesque Antiquities of Scotland, etched by Adorn de CardonneU

2 sols. 8w. i8j. in Boards. Edwards.

These remains are etched in a very elegant manner, and

serve as head-pieces to the page, in the fame way as Mr. Grose's

antiquities were published. The first volume contains the re

ligious houses, and the second the ancient castles. To each a

suitable introduction is prefixed : in the Introduction to the first

volume, the state of religion is examined, from the earliest pe

riods ; the constitution of the primitive church explained, (ill

it
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it blazed in all the splendor, of an hierarchy, and waj separatei

into different orders of monks and friars. Of some of the ob

jects there are two or three representations, in different views)

and the history is consequently divided into different pages. A*

a specimen of our author's manner, we shall select a part of the

history of Inch-Colm.

1 This monastery had considerable wealth, which; attracting

the notice of the English fleet sent into the Frith by king Ed

ward HI. anno 1335, wa* pillaged of every thing valuable; '

Amongst the spoils was an image of St. Columba, held in great

veneration. Soon after this act of sacrilege, the fleet suffered

much by a violent tempest, which being considered as a just:

punishment inflicted by the hand of the Deity for the impious

deed, those who had escaped the fury of the waves were so in*

timidated thereat, that the church and monastery were present

ed with a valuable offering of gold and silver. .

•Alanusde Mortuo Mari, lord of Aberdour, bestowed half

of his lands on the monks of this island, in consideration of his

being allowed a burying-place for himself and his posterity in

the church.

•This island now belongs to the earl of Murray, whose

'beautiful seat of Dunibrissel lies a very little further up the

Frith, upon the edge of the water.'

As an introduction to the second volume, some account is

given os the structure of the ancient castles, and particularly of

the vitrified walls, of which a description was published some!

years since. The explanation, which is suggested of the pro

cess, is not, however, very satisfactory, since fuel cannot bum

so fiercely as to vitrify the pudding-stone, without a constant

supply of a stream of air, through the fire. The plates and the

descriptions resemble those of the first volume. On the whole*

these are elegant little volumes, very beautifully printed, on

good paper, well calculated for the pockets of the traveller,

and very useful assistants to him.

Universal History, commencing with the Creation, and ending 536

Tears before the Christian Æra. In Lettersfrom a Father to his

Son. By Francis Dobbs, Esq. Vol.1, izmo. js.feivfd. Kearsley.

This work is to consist of four volumes, which will be print

ed if this be favourably received. The first volume terminate*

at the 356th year before the Christian æra. This is the age

of fabulous history, and of course it cannot afford a very

proper specimen of the historian's abilities. On the wholes

we think Mr. Dobbs has acquitted himself very well : the

narrative is clear; the dates well ascertained ; and there is left

trifling in' it than we could have expected. The chronology

is that of sir Isaac Newton. We would recommend the future*

volumes to be illustrated with small and distinctly marked maps i

we mean that they should exhibit the principal countries, and

show their general size and connection, without crowding thenj

with the names of too many cities.
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The Parian Chronicle, er the Chronidt of the Arundelian Mar

bles; iuiih a Dissertation concerning its Authenticity.

5/. Walter. »

rT"'HE Arundelian Marbles have hitherto been regarded as a

A curious monument of antiquity; containing a chronicle

which is supposed to have been engraved 264 years before the

Christian aera. In its perfect state, it afforded a chronological

detail of the principal events of Greece, during a period of

1318 years, beginning with Cecrops, before Christ 1582 years,

and ending with the archonfhip of Diognetus, ' before Christ

264. The chronicle of the last ninety years, however, bfing

lost, the part now remaining ends at the archonfhip of Dioti-

mus, 354 years before the birth of Christ ; and in this frag

ment the inscription is at present so much corroded and effaced,

that the sense can only be discovered by very learned and in

dustrious antiquaries, or, more properly speaking, supplied by

their conjectures.

This Chronicle, and many other relics of antiquity, were ,

purchased in Asia Minor, in Greece, or in the islands of the

Archipelago, by Mr. William Petty, who, in the year 1624,

was sent by the earl of Arundel for the purpose of making

such collections for him in the East. They were brought into

England about the beginning of the year 1627, and placed ih

the gardens belonging to Arundel-hpuse in London. They

soon excited a general curiosity, and were viewed by many

inquisitive and learned men. At the desire of sir Robert

Cotton, Selden engaged in the task of explaining the Gre»k

inscriptions, and took as co-adjutors two of his friends, Pa

trick Young, otherwise styled PatriGius Junius, and Richard.

James. They commenced their operations by cleaning and

examining the marble, containing the league which the cities

of Smyrna and Magnesia entered into, in favour of Seleucus

Callinicus, king of Syria. Afterwards they proceeded to

the Parian Chronicle, and, in the following year, Selden

published the contents of the Arundelian marbles, with a

translation and commentary.

Vol. LXV. June 1788. E e Cur-
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During the turbulent reign of Charles I. and the subse

quent usurpation, Arundel-house being often deserted by its

owners, some of the marbles which were deposited in the

gardens were defaced or broken ; while others were either

stolen, or used for the ordinary purposes of architecture. In

1667, the honourable Henry Howard, grandson of the first

collector, presented all that remained of those ancient monu

ments to the university of Oxford, where they have ever since

been preserved with marks of esteem and veneration.

Such is the history of this celebrated Chronicle, the au

thenticity of which is now, for the first time, called in ques

tion by the author of the present treatise, who investigates

the subject with equal precision and candour; and displays, in

the prosecution of it, much ingenuity, as well as judgment,

and a great extent of ancient learning. For the original

Chronicle, and the Latin and English translations of it, we

must refer our readers to the work, and shall proceed to give

an account of the enquiry.

The author informs us, that the doubts which have some

times occurred to him with respect to the authenticity of the

Parian Chronicle, arise from the following considerations :

* I. The characters have no certain or unequivocal marks of

antiquity.

* II. It is not probable, that the Chronicle was engraved for

private use.

.' III. It does not appear to have been engraved by public

authority.

' IV. The Greek and Roman writers, for a long time after

the date of this work, complain, that they had no chronological

account of the affairs of ancient Greece.

* V. This Chronicle is not once mentioned by any writer of

antiquity.

' VI. Some of the facts seem to have been taken from authors

of a later date.

* VII. Parachronisms appear in some of the epochas, which

we can scarcely suppose a Greek chronploger, in the cxxix.

Olympiad, would be liable to commit.

' VIII. The history of the discovery of the marbles is ob

scure and unsatisfactory.

* Lastly, The literary world has been frequently imposed

upon by spurious books and inscriptions; and, therefore, we

should be extremely cautious, with regard to what we "receive

under the venerable name of antiquity.'

With regard to the characters in this inscription, the au.

thor observes, that the II and Z, which frequently occur in

the form * supposed to be the most ancient, are so well known,

• The perpendicular line of the n, on the right hand, is only half as long

as the paralitl line on the left ; and the z is in the form of a prostrate H.

that
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Hiat any modern fabricator of a Greek inscription, which he

intends to impose upon the world as a relic of antiquity,

would most probably use them, in preference to the more com

mon and ordinary forms; but that the letters in the Parian

Chronicle have no appearance of antiquity, except this very

equivocal one. They do not in the least resemble the Sigean;

the Nemean, or the Delian inscriptions, which are supposed

to be of a more ancient date. They differ, in many respects,

from the letters on the Marmor Sandvicense, which, accord

ing to the learned editor of that inscription, was engraved in

the year before Christ 374. They bear no sort of resemblance

to the characters on the F«rnesian pillars, to those of the

Alexandrian manuscript, or others of a later date. They

seem, continues our author, to resemble,- perhaps more than

any other, the letters of the alphabet, taken by Montfaucon

from the Marmor Cyzicenum, at Venice. They aro plain

and simple in their form, and such as an ordinary stone-cutter

of the present age would probably make, if he were employed

to engrave a Greek inscription, according to the alphabet now

in use. The small letters, intermixed among the larger, have,

in the opinion of our^uthor, an air of affectation and artifice,

rather than genuine antiquity ; and he is persuaded, that the

antiquity of an inscription can never be proved by the mere

form of the letters ; because the most ancient characters may

be as easily counterfeited as those which compose our present

alphabets.

That the learned reader may form a competent idea of the

characters in the Parian Chronicle, a small specimen, accu

rately copied from a plate in the Marmora Oxoniensia, pub-'

lished by Dr. Chandler, is annexed to this part of the disser

tation.

In regard to several archaisms, as they are called, in this

Chronicle, and which our author specifies, he contends, that

no conclusion can be drawn from them in favour of its au

thenticity. But what reason could there be, he asks, for

introducing these into the Parian Chronicle ? He observes,

that we do not usually find them in Greek writers of the fame

age, or even in those of the most early date : that the reign of

Ptolemy Philadelphus, with the twenty-first year of which the

date of the Chronicle coincides, was not an age of rude anti

quity, with respect to the Greek language; being only 130

years after the time of Xenophon and Plato, when the Greek

was spoken and written in its utmost purity and elegance ;

and he thinks, we can scarcely suppose that even a stone

cutter, in that refined age, would have been permitted to dis

grace a superb and learned monument with such barbarisms as

£ e 2 occur
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occurin the Chronicle. The archaisms, however, he farther

remarks, are not uniformly observed in this inscription. He

adduces six instances of deviation ; and adds, hd is almost

tempted to suspect, that t^c sla^, tft MofttSwn, and other * pre

tended' archaisms, are owing to a mere affectation of anti

quity, or to a corrupted dialect and pronunciation in later'

ages. These archaisms, our author acknowleges, appear on

other marbles ; but he thinks that, for that very reason/ they

would naturally be adopted by the fabricator os a supposititious

inscription ; and the authenticity of those inscriptions, in

which they appear, must be established, before they can be

urged in opposition to the present argument.

The author then proceeds 10 the second of the considera

tions, on which are founded his doubts respecting the au

thenticity of the Parian Chronicle. He thinks it scarcely pro

bable, that such an expensive and cumbersome work could

have been executed by a private citizen, either for his own

amusement, or for the benefit of his fellow-citizens. In the

first place, a long inscription could not be engraved in mar

ble without such an expence as few learned Greeks were

able to afford. Or, if the authcr, by 2n uncommon felicity.

Was able to erect such a literary monument, the scheme would

have been useless and imprudent ; as all the contents of the

inscription might have b?en published more commodiously and

effectually, by the common mode of writing, in use at that

time.

A variety of arguments is adduced by our author, illustrat

ing the superiority of a manuscript to such an inscription as

the Chronicle, in a number of respects; and enforcing the

improbability of its having ever been executed, either for

private or public use. He likewise produces much evidence

from ancient history, in support of the assertion, that the

common mode of writing, in the reign of Ptolemy Philadel-

phus, was not on stones.

The author next endeavours to mow, that the Chronicle

does not appear to have been engraved by public authority.

The first argument in support of this opinion is, that inscrip

tions of that kind usually begin with a particular form; as

H BOYAH KAI o AHMOE, ' the senate and the people;' or

thus : EAOHEN THI BOTAHI KAI TCI AHMHI, « it pleased the

senate and the people,' Sec. But the Parian Chronicle begins

in the manner of a private man, speaking of his own per

formance in the first person singular.. This argument, our

author remarks, cannot be much affected by observing, that

the beginning of the inscription is obliterated ; for it is ne

cessarily implied by the words now remaining. Secondly, the

■ ' facts
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facts and dates, which are mentioned in this Chronicle, do

not appear to have been extracted from any public records,

or calculated to answer the purpose of authentic documents ;

as many eminent princes and magistrates are passed over with

out notice; in several instances, the* transactions of whole

centuries are omitted; and the facts, chiefly specified, are

not matters of general or national importance. Other observ

ations are advanced on this head, but these we sliall pass

over, to lay before our readers the conclusion of this chapter.

* Archilochus, the inventor or the first improver of the iambic

verse, was a native of Paros. This ancient poet is mentioned

by many of the Greek anJ Roman writers with great enco

miums. Horace thought his numbers ar.d poetic spirit worthy

of his imitation. Quintilian fays, his writings were distin

guished by energy of language, comprehensive brevity, strik

ing sentiments, and poignancy of satire. Valerius Maximus

represents him as the greatest poet, or the next to the greatest.

Pindar informs us, that one of the hymns of Archilochus was

in such estimation, that it was usually sung three times to the

honour of those who had gained the victory at the Olympic

games.

' Aristides the rhetorician place; him in the first rank of those

illustrious poets, who have been an ornament to their country.

Homer, he observes, has added a glory to Smyrna, Archilochus

to Paros, Hesiod to Bœotia, Simonides to Ceos, Stesichorus to

Himera, Pindar to Thebes, Sappno and Alcxus to Mitylenp.

" Wife men," fays Alcidamus, as quoted by Aristotle, " are

respected in all countries. For this reason, A'chilochus, though

he was the author of some defamatory compositions, was ho

noured by the Parians."

' Some of the foregoing circumstances, and perhaps others of

more importance, which are not mentioned by the Greek his

torians, would have naturally occurred to an ancient writer,

composing an inscription for a marble monument in the island

of Paros.

' But what scheme does our chronologer pursue on this occa

sion ? Does he record the events and revolutions of his own

country ? Does he mention any of the battles, sieges, treaties,

of the Parians? any of their public institutions? any of their

poets, patriots, or warriors ? Does he mention Archilochus,

who was honoured by his countrymen, and distinguished, as a

poet, in a general assembly of the Greeks ?—Not a syllable on

any of these subjects ! On the contrary, he rambles from place

to place, and records the transactions of Athens, Corinth, Ma-

cedon, Lydia, Crete, Cyprus, Sicily, Persia, and other foreign

countries, with which Paros had no connection.

' In this view the inscription seems to have been as imperti

nent in the island of Paros, us a marble monument would be

E c 3 in
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in this country, recording the antiquities of France or Spain j

or one in Jamaica, containing the revolutions, of England.

'Upon a supposition, that the inscription is a forgery, it is

easy to account for this extraordinary circumstance. A few

chronological occurrences, in the ancient history of Paros,

would not have been so interesting to the generality of readers;

or so valuable in the estimation of every lover of antiquities ;

or, in short, so profi-table to the compiler, as a general system

of Grecian chronology.'

In the succeeding chapter the author proceeds to the fourth

coiffideration proposed, viz. That the Greek and Roman wri

ters, for a long time after the date of this work, complain

that they had no chronological account of the affairs of ancient

Greece. This proposition, maintained with great force of

evidence, and much learning, is continued through the next

chapter, which concludes with a series of interrogatories,

tending strongly to invalidate the authenticity of the Chro

nicle.

* Thucydides, I know, lived 140 years before the Chronicle

is said to have been written ; but if Thucydides, as well as

Other writers, complained that there was nothing but uncer,

tainty in the earlier periods of Grecian history, from whence

can we suppose the author of this inscription collected, such a

clear, determinate, and comprehensive system of chronology ?

. ' If he ha,d any sources of information, which were unknown

to succeeding writers, how happens it, that they should all of

them overlook this most considerable, most exact, most credit

able author ? Why did they omit this ancient account of their

early ages? Why did they not copy his most memorable epo-

chas? Why did they not produce his authority? or, at least,

why did they not mention his opinion ? Surely nothing, to al]

appearance, could be more elaborate, more important, or of

higher authority, than a chronological table, which was thought

worthy of being engraved on marble!'

The silence of the ancients, with respect to the Parian

Chronicle, is undoubtedly not a circumstance in its favour.

Our author observes, that if this Chronicle had existed 264

years before the birth of Christ, and, more especially, if it had

been compiled by public authority, or even known at Paros,

it must have excited a general attention, and would certainly

have been copied, or cited, or praised, or censured, or men

tioned by some writers of succeeding times. But neither

Strabo, Pliny, Pausanias, nor Athenæus, who mention the

most remarkable curiosities of different countries ; neither 4-

pollodorus, Diodorus Siculus, Tatian, Clemens Alexandrinus,

Ijpj- Eusebius, who professedly treat of the fabulous ages pf

Greece,
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Greece, take the least notice of this wonderful monument of

ancient learning. In short, there is not, in any writer of

antiquity, the moll distant allusion to the Parian Chronicle;

though it was such a common practice among the ancients to

mention the works of their predecessors, that in many books

we find references and allusions to three, four, five, fix, or

seven hundred different authors of every denomination.

Our author observes, there are three objections which may

be alledged against the preceding argument. First, as there

were many chronological writers among the Greeks, the au

thor of the Parian Chronicle might have been one of them,

and cited under his proper name, without any reference to the

inscription. Secondly, this Chronicle has been ascribed to

Demetrius Phalereus. Thirdly, the works of some eminent

writers of antiquity, such as Phædrus and Q^Curtius, lay in

obscurity for many centuries, and were not discovered till later

ages. The author invalidates, by strong arguments, the first

and second of these objections ; and, to obviate the force of the

third, he has recourse to a train of observations, which, we

must acknowlege, are no less satisfactory.

The author next observes, that some of the facts mentioned

in the Chronicle seem to have been taken from writers of a

later date. He collates several passages in the Parian Chro

nicle with parallel passages in Greek authors, to evince that

there is, in the former, an appearance of imitation ; or a

stronger resemblance than such as may be supposed to arise

from accident. That there are likewise some improbabilities

attending the account of Deucalion, as related in the Parian

Chronicle ; and that the names of six, and, if the "Lacunae

are properly supplied, the names of. twelve cities appear to

have been engraved on the marble, exactly as we find them in

Ælian's Various History. But there is not, our author ob

serves, any imaginable reason for this particular arrangement.

It does not correspond with the time of their foundation, with

their situation in Ionia, with their relative importance, or with

the order in which they are placed by other eminent historians.

The argument by which our author endeavours to prove that

the Parian Chronicle has, in this instance, copied Ælian's

Various History, is, we think, decisive of the fact. He ob

serves, that fix names may be transposed 720 different ways;

and that twelve names admit of 479,001,600 different trans

positions. Supposing then, that there is no particular reason,

for one arrangement rather than another, it will follow, that,

the chance of two authors, placing them in the fame order,

is, in the former cafe, as 1 to 720 ; and in the later, as 1 to

479,001,600. It is therefore, fays he, utterly improbable,

E e 4 that
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that these names would have been placed in this order on th«

marble, if the author of the inscription had not transcribed

them from the historian.

We shall juli observe, with regard to this similarity of ar

rangement in the Parian Chronicle and Ælian's Various His

tory, that the inference might be the very inverse of that

which is specified by our author. But that Ælian should have

seen the Parian Chronicle, without once mentioning it ; or

that he should have exactly copied a list of towns, arranged

neither according to chronological nor topographical order, is

indeed a supposition equally improbable with the other.

This ingenious enquirer, after specifying several para

chronisms, which appear in some of the epochas in the Chro

nicle, asks the following questions :

' Would a writer of reputation and learning, in one of the

most polithed and enlightened æras of ancient Greece, commit

such mistakes, in opposition to the positive attestations of the

most accurate historians, in events of public notoriety ? Would

a private citizen, or a magistrate of Paros, order a crude and

inaccurate series of epochas to be engraved, at a great expence,

and transmitted to posterity on a marble monument?— Ic is

hardly probable.'

That the discovery of the Parian Chronicle is related in a

very obscure and unsatisfactory manner, cannot be denied.

Our author observes, that it is attended with some suspicious

circumstances, and without any of those clear and unequivocal

evidences, which always discriminate truth from falsehood.

There are no data in the inscription, by which to discover the

place where the marble was erected. The place, likewise,

where it was found, is not ascertained ; though the generality

of writers who. have had occasion to mention it have supposed

that it was found in the island of Paros. If it was erected at

Smyrna, as some imagine, our author asks, for what purpose

docs the writer mention Astyanax, the archon of Paros, and

not one circumstance relative to Smyrna? If, adds he, it was

erected at Parns, why does he not mention more archons of

that city than one ? Or how shall we account for his profound

silence with respect to all the events and revolutions which

must have happened in that island, and have been infinitely

more interesting to the natives than the transactions of any

foreign country ?

The train of circumstances by which the Parian Chronicle

came into the possession of Mr. Petty, whom lord Arundel had

sent into the Last for the purpose of collecting antiquities, as

well as the subsequent conduct of Peiresc, its former owner,

aiiords our author a strong presumption, that ' the inscription
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was actually fabricated, with the view of obtaining for it a

high price, upon the pretence that it was a relic of great an

tiquity. It is certain, that there is something mysterious in

the conduct of the first ostensible proprietors. These marbles

had been totally unknown, or unnoticed for almost nineteen,

hundred years, and, at last, they are dug out of the ground—

110 body can tell us when or where!'

Our author afterwards adduces a number of examples, to

stiow that the world has been often imposed upon by spurious

books and inscriptions. Though one of the more recent in

stances cited on this occasion, we mean the poems of Ossian,

be still a disputed point, yet, that deceptions of this kind have

been practised, both in ancient and modern times, is an un

questionable fact; and, independently of every example, the

possibility of such a deception must be universally acknowleged.

Such are the arguments and observations advanced by the

author of the dissertation, as precisely as they can be exhibited

in an abridged detail, and detached from the mass of ancient

learning, historical, critical, and philological, with which they

are connected in the enquiry. From the consideration of

every circumstance relative to the Chronicle ; in particular,

that the characters have no certain or unequivocal marks of

antiquity ; the improbability, likewise, of its being engraved

either for private use, or by public authority ; the total silence

of ancient authors concerning it; the internal evidence un

favourable to the authenticity of the inscription ; and, lastly,

the dark and unsatisfactory circumstances accompanying its

discovery; from all these considerations, the author urges the

most unfavourable inference against the authenticity of the

Arundelian Marbles, and concludes with observing, that their

authority is, at least, extremely apocryphal.

We have thus laid before our readers a concise account of

the present treatise, in justice to the ingenuity, acuteness, and

learning which the author has displayed ; and we shall attend

with the same impartiality to what may afterwards be advanced

in defence of this supposed ancient monument, by those who

entertain different sentiments respecting its authenticity.

A Course cf Lectures on the Figurative Language of the Holy

Scripture, and the Interpretation of it from the Scripture itselfi

By William Jones, M. J. F.R.S. %vo. bs. Boards. Robinsons.

I N our former examination of Mr. Jones's works we have

•* had occasion to remark the singularity of his opinions, while

we paid him the tribute of praise which his good fense and

his knovvlege had deserved. In his present Lectures we per

ceive
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ceive some eccentricity ; but nothing which detracts from his

former credit.—The Scriptures, he thinks, teach us many

doctrines, of which we could have no idea independent of

revelation : truths, therefore, so momentous, so remote from

human reason, will not be readily understood ; and the Scrip

tures, independent of this inherent difficulty, still contain some

hidden, joined with the more obvious doctrines, which the

apostles have been distinguished by, the terms of the letter,

and the spirit of the gospel. That mental faculty, by

which the revelation of the hidden things of God is under

stood, Mr. Jones calls faith, with perhaps too little precision,

as a logician :—the hidden doctrines, the mysteries of the gos

pel, which may be considered as its spirit, it is our author's

design to elucidate by an attention to the figurative language.

The Jews erred by literal exposition : Mr. Jones soars into

higher regions. We shall follow him and examine his success.

The figurative language of the New Testament is taken from

sensible objects ; from the institutions of the law ; from the

persons of the prophets, and ' holy men of old time ;'—the

history of the church of Israel ; and, lastly, from the actions

of inspired men.;—The different metaphors, in Scripture, are

examined in this order, and under these heads. Mr. Jones is

occasionally fanciful ; but he is often judicious. In the fol

lowing explanation we think he is not sufficiently exact.

* Here I would also observe, that the figures of the scripture

necessarily introduce something figurative into our worship ; of

which I could give you several instances ; but I (hall confine my

self to the matter now before us. The primitive Christians signi

fied their relation to the true light, and expressed a religious re

gard to it, by the outward form of worstlipping with their faces

toward the eart ; because there the light first arises out of dark

ness, and there the day of true knowledge arose, like the sun,

upon such as lay buried in ignorance. To this day our churches,

especially that part which is appropriated to the most solemn

act of Christian worship, is placed toward the cast: our dead

are buired with their faces to the east : and when we repeat the

articles of our faith, we have a custom of turning ourselves to

the east. The primitive Christians called their baptism their il

lumination ; to denote which, a light was put in o the hands of

the person after baptism, and they were admitted to hear the

lectures of the cptechists in the church, under the name of the

illuminated. The festival of Christ's baptism was celebrated

in the month of January, with the ceremony of a number of

lighted torches. When the converts repeated the confession of

their faith at baptism, they turned themselves to the east ; and to

ihe west when they renounced the powers of datkness.'

Of the figures taken from the law of Moses, one, which

relate;
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relates to the infidelity of the Jewish church, is extremely cu

rious.
* ,

4 If a woman was suspected to be an adulteress by a husband

who was jealous ot her, and there was no proof, (he was to pre

sent herself before the priest and stand the trial of a water-

ordeal : a bitter water which caused the curse was to be offered to

her ; and when the curses were pronounced conditionally upon

her supposed guilt, site was to venture the consequences, and

fay, Amen. The priest was to write down the form of the curses

against her in a book, and to blot them out with the bitter water

if stie proved to be innocent ; if not, they were then to remain

there upon recoid against her. If (lie was actually defiled, this

water was to go into her bowels and take effect upon her body in

a fearful manner, and file was to be a curse among the people.

' This institution explains some very difficult passages in the

109th Psalm, that prophecy of God's judgment against the apos

tate Jewish church, on whom, as upon a guilty adultress against

a jealous God, denying her fin, and defying the divine ven

geance, the curse was to take effect as against the woman in the

law. The psalm is worded as if it were meant of some single

wicked person, and it is accordingly applied to the rebrobation

of Judas; but other passages, and the use made of them by the

inspired writers, shew that it must be extended to the Jewifll

church at large, of which Judas, in his name, and his sin, and

his punishment, was no more than a leader and an example.

Here then it is said, when he shall be judged let him be con

demned ; when he is put to the trial, let him b: found guilty ;

and let his prayer be turned into sin ;" let it be as that offer

ing which " bringeth iniquity to remembrance," without oil or

incense to recommend it for, acceptance : " let not the sin of his

mother be blotted out." but stand upon record as the cursej

against the sin of the adulteress, which the water was not to take

away : " As he loved cursing so 1st it come unto him—let it

come into his bowels like water," even like that bitter water

which descended with a curse into the bowels of the guilty wo- -

man. As she exposed herself in form to the curse, and said, A-

men, to all the terms of it ; so did the Jews challenge the curse

of heaven, which acordingly took place on them and their pos

terity,'

The civil institution, applied to the person of the Messiah,

'is not very pointedly applicable, though it would have fur

nished a very proper specimen of Mr. Jones's ingenuity, if it

was not already sufficiently known. From the conduct of the

Israelites too, he warns us against, not idolatry, but innova

tions : from the suggestions of the Ægyptians, who wandered,

about the tents of the Israelites, though we know not by what

authority this fact is proved ; but, from their instigation, the

Jews, he thinks, became idolaters ; and he fears the greatest

dangers
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dangers from the corraption of modern innovators. Ei-

wards's Gangrasna is quoted to (how, that, previous to the

fatal war between the king and the parliament, numerous in-

»ovaticras in religion appeared. It is undoubtedly a fact, that

free-thinking, and, in some respects, just reasoning, fed to

the various opinions which at last drew the kingdom to the

brink of destruction ; but the difference of the present situation

may disarm us of our fear. When the bulk of mankind only

first began to use reason, there might have been a well-ground

ed expectation that they would abuse it. Our reason, at

present, though it may suggest a variety of views, is become

more cool and experienced, and will point out the danger of

making any very considerable change in practice, though we

may, for a time, fondly indulge a delusive theory: in siiort,

we have very little dread of that universal destruction of church

and state which is to follow from the prevalence of unitaria-

nifm. The remarks on the danger which must attend a distrust

©f God's providence are of more importance, and equally

correct and judicious.

The lectures, which relate to the persona! figures and types

cf the Scripture, we think, in many respects, extremely va

luable. The parallel between Moses, Joseph, and Christ, with

the applications of the different passages in their respective

lives, deserves much praise. The whole is, however, too closely

connected to enable us to extract any particular passage.

The tenth lecture is on the miracles, particularly on the

miracles of the New Testament, as they belong to the figurative

language of the Scriptures. In this lecture there is too much

fancy. From the different miracles our Saviour always en

deavoured to impress some useful moral lesson ; but we cannot

think that the miracles themselves were the lesson. To heal

the leper, to raise the dead, «nd to feed five thousand who

followed him, were real benefits ; and if, with the health of

the body, he could contribute to the health of the soul, w,e

need nor. consider the solid advantage as a figurative losson on

ly. Much less can we think the death of the wido\y's son

at Nain, an emblem of the sceptical insensibility os.some who

are ministers of the Gospel. There are many similar passages

in this lecture, which seem to rest on a very insecure founda

tion.—The lecture on the uses and effects of the symbolical

fly le of the holy Scriptures, contains some judicious remarks,

and a few of the fancies of the tenth lecture : that much of the

ancient doctrine, profane as well as sacred, was symbolical, is

well known.

To the Lectures on the Figurative Language of the Holy

Scriptures are added four Lectures on St. Paul's' Epislle to the

Hebrews.
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Hebrews. In these our nuthor follows the plan of the Apostle;

and considers, 1st, the person of the Son of God, as described

in the Old Testament ; zdly, the religion of the Gospel, a*

the same, under both dispensations ; and 3dly, the church of

Israel as a figure of the church of Christ. In the first part,

the character of Christ is distinctly examined, as a lawgiver,

priest, and saviour: the second position is proved by two ge

neral reasons, that the name is the fame in both religions,

since both are spoken of as the Gospel, and both depend oa

one great principle, faith, or rather a belief in God, a depen

dence on him for his protection here, and his rewards here

after. Many subordinate arguments are also adduced to the

fame purpose. The church in general, as a spiritual society,

must be the same in all ages, and in all places: if there was

only one religion, there must be one church only. Mr. Jones's

allusion between the visible and invisible church, as compared

to the soul and body, which form one man, is more vision

ary than solid.—The last lecture is an excellent one, on the

moral of the Christian doctrines, as related in the Epistle to the

Hebrews. We ihall give a short specimen.

« From the consideration, that true religion has always had the

fame object from the beginning of the world, namely, that o£

bringing men to God by the way of faith and patience ; and

that " Jesus Christ is the fame yesterday, to-day, and forever;

yesterday," under the law ; to-day, under the Gospel ; and for

ever, in the kingdom of glory : we should learn to be stedfnst

in this ancient plan, and look with a suspicious eye upon all

pretended reformations and improvements of modern Christians,

who are inventing new modes ot taith, and would shew us what

they call a more excellent way. Vanity is always fond of no»

velty : you fee it every day in the common change of fashions 1

and, therefoie, vain men are carried about with every wind of

doctrine, propagated by those who are ignorant of the antiquity

of that religion, by which all believers have been and are now

to be saved. If men did but study the scripture on a right

principle, without a spirit of party, and enquired duly into

primitive Christianity, they would be ashamed of the little meant

differences and distinctions which divide their hearts, and break

them into sects ; filling them with a Pharisaical pride against one

another ; as if the " end of ihe commandment were not charity,"

but hatred, contempt, and ill-will.

1 To prevent this, the Apostle instructs the Hebrews ta,

" obey them that have the rule over them," their lawful pas*

tors and teachers, whom Christ hath appointed to keep them in

the way of peace ; and whose studies and labours must qualify

them to inform and direct the ignorant better than they can di

rect themselves. An abuse of the principles of the Reformation,

which can sever be sufficiently lamented, has at length made

8 every
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every man his own teacher, and established a spirit of self-exaT-

tacion and opposition, than which no temper is more hateful to

God, because none is so destructive of piety and peace. Chris

tians should leave that to the sons of theeanh, who are disput

ing for power, p'aces, and pre-eminence-; with whom gain is

godliness, because they have no God but Mammon and Belial,

no views nor hopes beyond the present life.'

The concluding essay is not connected with the former lec

tures: it is on the natural evidence of Christianity, delivered

as a sermon, on Mr. Fairchild's foundation at St. Leonard's,

Shoreditch. This discourse is rather neat than persuasive;

pleasing rather than convincing. We say this in relation to

its professed design, which appears to have been to raise the

doctrines of the Gospel on the foundation of natural philoso

phy ; or to show what the Gospel predicts is probable from

what we know of the constitution of the globe, in opposition

to some philosophers, who think that the extent of our enqui

ries will lead to the destruction of religion.

On the whole, we have been pleased even with the errors

in this volume, since much ingenuity is displayed in their

support, and we have been instructed by many of the observa

tions which occur in it.'

A Jhort Description os Pyrmont, with Olservations on the Use.

cf its Waters. %uo. is. 6d. Johnson.

rr,HIS is an abstract of Dr. Macard's work, entitled, A De-

scription of Pyrmont, written in German, and tranflated

into French. Os this Description two volumes are only pub

lished ; but of the third, which contains an account of the

external use of these waters, some little notice is taken, in

the words, as it seems, of the author, by whom it was com

municated. Dr. Macard is a very able and ingenious physi

cian ; and this little work contains an advantageous specimen

of his abilities. The description is clear and accurate: the

account of the virtues of the waters, pretty free from the ex

aggeration which usually colours a favourite subject; and the

incidental information deserving of attention.

Pyrmont is a village in the circle of Westphalia, subject to

the count of Waldeck. It is situated in a fruitful plain, well

watered, and surrounded by romantic mountains. The ground

around is filled with the aerial acid, which often arises through

spiracula, and fills different caverns; it impregnates all the

water, in different proportions, and seems to give additional

salubrity to the air, instead of detracting from it. The ac

commodations are well adapted to the situations of those who

visit Pyrmont; and the soil, a calcareous iron stone, joined

with
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with clay, is sufficiently bibulous to absorb the rain, though

it is not capable of being comminuted into dust.' The con

sequence is, that exercise, in the open air, is seldom im

practicable, or inconvenient.

The analysis of the waters, by Dr. Macard, differs greatly,

in the proportion of the ingredients, from that of Dr. Higgins,

rot with respect to the volatile parts, but the salts and earths,

which cannot be changed by carriage. Besides the fixed air,

our author observes, that a pound of water contains eight

grains and a half of magnesia, seven and a half os Epsom salt,

three of Glauber's salt, a few grains of calcareous earth,

some sal marinum and selenite, with a small portion of resinous

matter. Dr. Higgins makfs, in an equal quantity, about

two and three-fourths of magnesia, four grains of Epsoin salt,

no Glauber's salt, tifre grains of calcareous earth, suspended by

aerial acid, about seven and a half grains of selenite. This

difference we cannot reconcile. Dr. Macnrd seems anxious

to support the credit of the Pyrmont water against that of

Dorburg, which, at any rate, contains more earth, but it

seems not to be in so much greater quantity as is suggested in

this work.

We should look chiefly at the volatile ingredients for the

efficacy of the Pyrmont water. Though it has been often

suggested that iron, in small quantities, is very efficacious,

and much has been said of its utility in an attenuated state,

we cannot find well authenticated comparative experiments to

support this extraordinary efficacy. Analogy does not assist

us ; for whatever medicine is tonic in a large dose, is less so

in a small one, except where the large dose is indigestible, and

lies heavy on the stomach. In another class of medicines, the

narcotics, the principle is better founded, and the medicines

are sometimes proportionably more useful in smaller doses, and

a more divided form. While, in the Pyrmont waters, the

fixed air acts as a stimulus to the stomach, the salts assist the

intestinal action, and renders it more regular. Exercise and

free air add to the efficacy of all ; and render Pyrmont a salu

tary refuge for invalids. Externally, the water is more tonic,

perhaps from the iron, if it be true, as is asserted, that a

person, coming out of the bath, is covered with ochry matter.

It is used from 88 degrees of heat to 95 degrees ; at the

lowest degree, is is rather tonic than relaxing; at the highest,

it would relax, in some measure, if it were simple water. We

are not well aware of what is meant by a resinous matter, said

to be found in the analysis : we know that all water contains

some oil, and the salts procured by evaporation are usually

tinged with ir. Perhaps M. Westrumb means no more.

z From
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From the incidental information, we mall extract a piece

of medical advice, not generally known.

« The visceral glysters of the late Mr Kampf, consist of a

strong infusion of dissolving and somewha: bitter ingredients,

mostly herbs, and some bran. They are taken twice a day,

and kept in the intestines as long as possible, which, after some

use, is very easily done, when care is taken that the rectum be

previously emptied by a stool. This glyller is entirely absorbed

by the capillary vessels of the intestines, and experience has

proved it to be a more powerful method in dissolving obstruc

tions, or infarctus of the lower belly, than any method what

ever. The following receipt may serve as an instance, which

will do in many cafes, but may be altered according to the

circumstances.

' ' R Rad. Taraxaci Herb. Fumar.—Saponar. Card. Bened.

Fior. Verbasc.—Chamom. ana ^i furfurar. triticar. paul-

luluin uilulatarum Jvi conscis. D. S. Manip. ii infund. •

cum aquæ bullient. §viii, stet in vase clauso in loco

calido per horas vi ; dein col. et applic'

We can add nothing to this note from our own experience,

sr from any other author.

A remedy for nervous complaints, much used in Germany,

Is said to be strong vitriolic acid, a little dulcified with some

spirit of wine. It is not said, whether the spirit is added

extemporaneously, or combined in distillation. But, as we

were referred to the great Haller, we looked at the subject in

his works. His remarks may be found in the Pathological

Observations (Op. Minor, tom.iii. p. 381.) Theremedyis pro

posed on some loose theory ; but it consists of oil of vitriol

digested with equal parts, in bulk, we suppose, qf spirit of

wine. The preparation is inserted in the last edition of the

New Brunswick Dispensatory, and styled elixir acidum Halleri.

As it is left in uncertainty, whether bulk or weight are de-

signed, we shall transcribe the receipt. * R. ol. vitriol.—■

Spiritus vini rectificatissimi ana p. æ. misceantur secundum

artem,' p. 220. We shall extract only one short passage more.

4 It has often been observed, that a smaller quantity of the

Pyrmont water will operate better, and produce more stools,

joined with some strengthening remedy, such as the essential

salt of the bark, extract of quassia, &c. than if used alone. This

is certainly a circumstance which may afford subject for further

enquiry; Dr. M. frequently observed, that purging medicines

in general will operate with more energy when joined with tonics.'

We need not particularly enumerate the diseases for which

the Pyrmont waters are useful, or transcribe the accommoda

tions for invalids. On the whole, this is a judicious little

abstract, and contains sufficient information for those who with

to drink of this fountain of health, at its source, or even to

partake of its salubrious streams at a distance. A De-
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A Hescripiion of all the Burfa Mucofe of the Human BtJy, il-

lufrated with Tables. By Alex, Monro, M. D. Folio. I J/.

in Boards. Elliot.'

"\X/E are much indebted to Dr. Monro, for a description

* of those cavities, which have either escaped the notice

of former anatomists, or whose structure and situation have been

misrepresented, or misunderstood. Yet, for the reasons which we

once gave *, these anatomical investigations, though they are

almost exclusively the discoveries of Dr. Monro, will not be

wholly new to our readers ; they have been for fifteen years de

scribed, in part, in his lectures, mentioned by his pupils, and

demonstrated by other lecturers. They were first pointed out

distinctly by Albinus, who mentions but a few : at present,

however, 14.0 are well known, and accurately described. They

occur entirely in the extremities, and are designed to prevent

the friction of tendons, to give an ease and a facility of motion,

by containing a fluid capable of expansion and compression.

They are placed sometimes behind, sometimes before, the

tendons ; between contiguous tendons ; between tendons and

ligaments ; where the processes of bones play on ligaments";

or where one bone plays on another. Sometimes a few bursaj

of contiguous tendons communicate with each other, and

sometimes their cavities communicate with those of the neigh

bouring joint, without impairing its motion. Bursæ are

even discovered between the most moveable bones of the

carpus.

A particular description of the cavities follow: it is illus

trated by tables, of which we can only fay, that they are not

uniformly black ; though, after a little inspection, they really

appear to bear a distant resemblance to what they were designed

to represent; We cannot always fay so much for the illustra*

tions of Dr. Monro's works. The burfa is composed of a

very thin, and a very dense membrane ; even with this assis

tance, it is not exposed to the friction of a bone, without the

interposition of a layer of cartilage, or something which

resembles it. In the cavity a mass of fat, rtdth, reddifli bor

ders or fringes, is suspended ; and the internal surface is lubri

cated by a slippery fluid, probably, in the living body, irt

a state of vapour, and resembling the sinovia of the joints.

Indeed, in the most essential respects, the cavity of a burfa,

and of a joint, resemble each other. Fat, in general, Dr. Monro

thinks, is contained in vascular follicles, from the internal

surface of which it is secreted, and through which it is again

strained,' without any perceptible organic duct ; it is nearly

* See our Review of Monro's Nervous System, vol. LVIth, p. jjo.

Vol. LXV. June, 1788. F f th*
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the same in the joint ; and the oil of the fatty bag Is, in our

author's opinion, united with the watery or mucilaginous

fluid, excreted by the sides of the cavity of the joint or

burfa.

The similarity between the bursæ and the joints is proved

also by disease : the cavities communicate with each other,

we have said, without injury ; they are both subject to drep-

sies, to scrophulous swellings, and to little cartilaginous tu

mours, which generally grow from, and are nourislied by

means of a peduncle. Membranes of each when found, have

little sensibility, and very great when wounded. The access

of air is highly injurious to both. Dr. Monro thinks that

there is also some similarity between the membranes of the

bursæ, the pleura, the pericardium, and the peritonæurr). In

the cavities of the latter there are no fatty fimbriæ, and con

sequently their fluids must be different. But we are told that,

in a hydrocele of the vaginal coat of the testicle, there were

found four small cartilaginous bodies : one of these adhered

slightly to the epididymis.

As the cavities of the bursæ are so easily affected by the

admission of external air, Dr. Monro is naturally led to

consider the cause of the dangerous inflammation, which gene

rally follows the wound of a shut sac. This cause is pretty

certainly the access of the external air ; and the means of pre

venting the effect is undoubtedly to lessen, as much as possible,

the contact of this injurious fluid; sometimes by wounding

the skin, after it is drasvn up, so that the orifice of the inte

guments may not coincide with that of the cavity; when the

cavity is perforated with a trocar, by passing it obliquely ; in

a tympany or a parcentesis of the thorax, for discharging effused

air by sucking out the remaining air by a syringe or an elastic

bottle; by stitching the wound with more accuracy than asual;

by address and quickness in the operation. Much of the danger,

in the high operation of the stone, arose, in our author's opinion,

from this cause; and so much of the danger in the operation

of the hernia is owing to it, that he advises us to divide the

tendon only, and not to open the sac, unless there be an ad

hesion or a certain mortification. Even a flight tendency to

mortification is, he seems to think, less dangerous than the

access of air to the cavity of the peritonæum, or to the sur

face of the intestines. As this is, however, a subject of import

ance, let us select our author's own directions. Several dan

gerous cases are adduced to confirm their propriety by success.

* If the surgeon is not called till the bowels are evidently its

a state of mortification, the method recommended by authors is

to be followed.

* But if he is called in proper time, after trying in vain the

ordinary
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ordinary method of reducing the bowels, he ought to operate

more early than is commonly done, or before the inflimmation

can have produced adhesion ; in which cafe the operation, after

dividing the skin, should consist merely in th6 taking off the

stricture by cutting the tendon. In this case, after the skin,

opposite to the ring is cut, the stricture is to be taken off by di

viding the tendon ; after which the bowels may, by gentle pressure,

be returned into the abdomen, without any danger of their suf

fering by being twisted; the inflammation which follows the

division of the tendon, especially if the sides of the incision ia

the skin be joined by stitches, will scarcely be greater than where

the skin alone is divided.

' By the by, I would here observe, that the division of the

tendon in the crural hernia is not attended with that degree of

danger which some of the latest and most eminent writers have

supposed, providing the edge of the knife be turned toward

the umbilicus; in which direction both the epigastric artery and

spermatic chord are at the greatest distance from it ; and that the

knife be used like a saw, dividing cautiously with it one tendi

nous fasciculus after another.

« If after dividing the tendon, the bowels cannot be easily

returned into the abdomen, there may be room for suspecting

that they are confined by a stuicture of the neck of the sac, espe

cially in the hernia congenita ; which must therefore be in the

next place removed.

' If the herniary sac under the straitened place of its neck

be thin and transparent, and that there is li t tie or no reason to

suspect an adhesion or the bowels with the sac, the best method

will be to make a small hole in the sac below the stricture, and

then to introduce a small furrowed probe, and to cut cautiously

upon it : but if the sac be thick and dark coloured, and that

there is likewise a suspicion that the bowels may adhere to if,

the easiest and *safest manner will be to make the hole in the

peritonæum above the stricture; then to introduce a common

probe, bent near its point into a semicircle; and to introduce

this with its point directed downwards, through the stricture into

the sac; and, upon the point ot it, to make with great caution

another small hole : after which we may either cut upon the

p"jbe, or introduce a furrowed probe, and divide the neck of

the s.c.

* After this the bowels ate to be returned by a pressure upon

the sac, without opening it further ; and the wound in the skin

is to be stitched so accurately, by passing the stitches about the

breadth of the finger from each other, as to prevent the access

of the air. The wound in the skin ought likewise to be dressed

with large pfeces of lint spread with simple cerate, and these

should be covered with a compress.

* In the hernia congenita, when the bowels are in the fame

sac with the testicle, it is still more necessary than in the most

common kind of hernia to avoid opening the herniary sac, as

Ff 2 the
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the inflammation of the testicle would add considerably to the

danger.'

■ Dr. Monro thinks Mr. P6tt to have been inaccurate in fay

ing that a hernia, from early infancy, is probably a hernia con-

genita ; and that there is neither any external mark by which

it is possible to distinguish it from a common hernia, or any

utility in the distinction. In the first, he says that the bowels

push down between the sac and the forepart and sides of the

testicle, so as often to conceal it in a great measure : in the

latter, every part of the testicle can be felt distinctly. The

utility arises from the greater danger of permitting the air to

have access to the testicle; and from the necessity which there

is, in operating on the hernia congenita, to exclude it carefully.

The remaining plates represent the fimbriæ and the fatty

substance of the joints and bursæ, of their natural size, and mag

nified ; the globules of fat magnified; different views of a

great variety of cartilaginous bodies, and holes in the coats

of the intestine, either eroded by the acrid matter of a dysen

tery, or formed by pins which had been swallowed.

We cannot conclude without thanking our author for this

useful anatomical work : osthe chirurgical part, we have given

no opinion, because we wish to speak of it after some cau

tious trials. Of the practical part, relating to dropsies of

the joint, and of the bursæ, we can speak from experience,

with commendation, though the author does not give quite

so much credit to purgatives as we think they deserve. We

hope Dr. Monro will next turn his attention to other parts

of the fresh joints; as this branch of anatomy requires yet

many explanations.

Remarks on Jofepbus's Account of Herod's Rebuilding of the

Temple at Jerusalem. By T. Burgess", J. M. Fellow of C. C. C.

Oxford, and Prebendary of Salijtury. 81/e. 2s. 6d. Elmfly.

' I 'HIS is a very valuable and learned criticism on Josephus's

account of Herod's rebuilding the temple at Jerusalem,

intended as an answer to a pamphlet which we reviewed in

our LXIIId volume, p. 263. This" work was designed to

stiow that, in reality, Herod enlarged and adorned the temple,

instead of rebuilding it. Haggai's very pointed prophecy of

the glory of this second temple is not very consistent with the

state in which it then was, unless it be considered as relative

to our Saviour ; and it could not relate to him, if the temple

were not the fame. The opinion of the author of the Evi

dence, we were well aware, was conjectural only ; but the con

jecture seemed a happy one, and an hypothesis in philosophy

 

DO
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no longer is called so, if it explains the phænomena. It is

true, indeed, that it mult be supported at the expence of

Josephus's accuracy ; and Mr, Burgess is unwilling to allow

any imputation of 'that kind, on an historian whose historical

evidence relating to our Saviour is considered of much im

portance. A disputed passage, of no great value, need not

awake any very considerable apprehensions. If Joseph us be

supDosed correct in his facts, and in his language, the chain

of evidence in the former pamphlet falls to the ground. But

the words of Haggai, foretelling the glory of that temple,

which filled the eyes of the Jews with tears on account of its

insignificancy, in comparison with Solomon's (Hag. ii. 3.)

must surely relate to a future state of ornament, or some event

which would give a lustre superior to any ornament. If Herod

rebuilt the temple, there is no proof of any glory of either

kind. If he added to its height and splendor only, the ac

counts are sufficiently compatible.

The whole of Mr. Burgess's argument is not before us.

He begins with attempting to prove, that Zerubbabel's tem

ple was in reality of equal dimensions with Solomon's, and

that each was 60 cubits in length; Yet, on this subject, there

is no little difficulty: the accounts are different in authors

who speak of the whole extent, or of the extent of the in

ternal parts within the walls. But if, after examining the

whole tenor of the descriptions, it appears that there was no

difference in the length, or in the breadth of the two temples,

so much of the former author's hypothesis must be abandoned ;

and so far bur author has proceeded with success. His

philological criticisms and his interpretation of Josephus are,

in general, accurate. The passage in haggai, which we have

quoted above, in Mr Burgess's opinion, relates to the desolate

state of the temple ; but He certainly could not compare a build

ing not in existence to its state while it existed. There could

be no objects of comparison; and it is more probable that

the meaner condition of the new temple was the foundation of

the question. This opinion is supported by the other passage,

coming soon afterwards in the fame prophecy, where an exist

ing temple is pointed out, by the words this latter house.

Mr. Burgess docs not explain the cause of the Levites' weeping

when they saw the foundations laid (Ezra iii. 12.) very satis

factorily. Their reinstatement, and the probability that, after

various delays, they might fee the temple restored, would un

doubtedly affect their minds very strongly, and tears are always

the sign of a very powerful agitation.—After what we have

said of the hypothesis of the author of the Evidence, the fol-

F f 3 lowing
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lowing objections, which we select as a specimen of Mr. Bur

gess's abilities, will be readily understood.

',To this representation of Josephus there are several ob

jections. In the first place the teto; is not noticed, which

Josephus distinguishes from the wEfi&jAo;. Which distinction is

necessary to the right fense of the passage, and useful to the

whole narrative. (2.) Karoca-xtvatraaiiat is combined with /*si£&>

which gives it the fense of enlarging ; whereas . in the original

it is connected with roi nut simply, without any term to change

its signification from the general one of building. (3.) The

Other objection is to the petifio principii contained in the gra

tuitous assertion, that xaTaaKivao-aoQai " here has no such signi

fication as œdijicare," without producing a single instance of

j£»Tatntswt£fi» or xa.raaxtva?fa^ai in the fense of repairing. In all

the passages which I have met with, where it is not connected

with some term expressive of enlargement, it uniformly signifies

ae novo facere, adificare, Sec. Isaiah ch. xlv. v. 7. in the Sep-

tuagint translation, lya 0 xalacrx£vzo-a.f tpuf, xxt isoiriaaf axoioc.

Jos. Ant. 1. 1 h. c. 6. fays of the building of the tabernacle,

tx yap TnaJlng iAi)5 xuTicxtvxfy rw erxr,mr. L. X. c. viii. § 5. he

fays of the destruction of Solomon's temple iutTrpnAo h 0 »ao«

[Atla T^iaxoenos etjj xc&t eQ^ofj.riXovTa xa\ [xyivu$ xa\ Szxa ^ciE^as, a$ B

KaTEcrxEtsKrOti. In the eleventh book, where he gives an account

of the rebuilding of the temple by Zerubbabel, he fays, ch. ii.

§ I. I7af£xaJiB» tb; o-dlgcnraf ««• tb; «rifi£^f*£»Bs eftwoSiffHf tb;

Ioij^jiis; &(0{ te rr,s TH{ TOo^££^l^ at:caTaffi» xai tw tu las xa.raaxtvr,v.

C. 4. § 1. xwracxivcc&av Sv&iurvigiov. Ib. ■§ 3* ctvivf 'Cj^ogac.^ivluv

xcilcco-xivatrcci *roir vacov. In which passages xaTouTxsva^av et K«Ta-

cxevn are obviously used for avaxlifyw and These

instances will sufficiently explain why (see Evidence, p. 31.)

in the following passage it was unnecessary to use avaxlio-ts in

stead of y.a.raaxiv%. L. xvii. c. 6. Herod remonstrating with

the Jews for their ingratitude, as he thought it, in demolish

ing the golden eagles, enumerates the services which he had

done their nation, and amongst the rest mentions tok van ni»

xoiTaaxivyv, uq fj.iyctf.ox; Tftatri toi; aula yE»oi1o, which is usually

translated usque tcmplum inagnis suis sumptibus extruxijset; but

which in the Evidence is translated " how largely he hath con

tributed towards the repairs of the temple :" conformably

enough to the hypothesis of the Evidence, but how accurately

the preceding remarks, I think, will shew.'

We would endeavour, if possible, to reconcile these con

tending authors, and for that purpose may remark, that while

Herod is allowed to have added to the extent of the Il£pi£cA(if,

and to the height of the temple, enough is admitted to account

for the exaggerated promises which he made to the Jews, and

for the words of Jofephu9. While the real temple, the |/aof,

therefore, remained unchanged, Haggai's prophecy must be

coniidered as unimpeached. We have suggested this accom

modation*
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modation, since Mr. Burgess purposes, in a future work, to

explain how the different circumstances and passages are re

conciled to a third temple.

At the end of the pamphlet, the disputed part of Josephus

is added, with a translation, and some very valuable notes;

a Dissertation of Ernestus, on the Temple of Herod, taken

from his philological works; and a Description, from the same

author, of the structure and œconomy of the temple, particu

larly the .distinction between the vzoc and the /epSf. Ernestus

is of the fame opinion with Mr. Burgef:; but he thinks, that

Herod rebuilt the temple by different parts, at different times.

On the whole, we must dismiss this little work with much

applause: the author possesses great philological and critical

knowlege ; we cannot, indeed, entirely concur with him in opi

nion, but we are unwilling to give any positive decision till

we have received, and fully considered, the arguments which

he has promised in a future work.

Tran/actions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. Vol. 1. tyo.

1 1. 5j. Cadell.

'THIS volume would not disgrace a great and opulent na-

tion, equally distinguished for elegance and for learning.

We see it rising, from a little kingdom, where science has,

for some time, chosen to fix her seat, but where the arts have

not often resorted. In short, this publication, for the value

of its contents, and the neatness of its execution, does not

yield to our own Society's Transaction!, or the Memoirs of

Paris, Petersburg, or Berlin. If it were comparatively exa

mined, it might perhaps be found, in some particulars, to rise

above each. We hope that it will not decline, either in beauty

or value.

The history of this Society is a short one : when Edinburgh

began to be distinguished as a schuol of physic, a society of

physicians met in that university, read papers, and received

comments on those papers. Six volumes of dissertations and

medical news was the resul- of their meetings, and the elder

Monro was the spirit which animated the whole. An im

provement, as it was called^ was then made in the constitution

of the Society: physicians were joined with philosophers and

mathematicians; but it scarcely flourished in this new form

longer than while Colin Maclaurin gave it vigour and

activity. It languished for many years ; gentlemen who stu

died philosophy were uninterested or pained by the tale of

woe, which the physician's or the surgeon's practice dictat

ed ; and the enquiries of philosophers were often considered

as useless refinements by the practical physicians. Three little

F f 4 . volumes,
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volumes, if we except the last, which is of greater bulk, is the

whole that we received from this new institution. From it?

ashes a new phœnix has arisen : it has acquired dignity from,

& royal charter, importance from a large accession of new

members, and we have reason to believe that fame will b<t

the result of its successive volumes.

The Philosophical Society of Edinburgh, in their Trans

actions, have two objects ; and the dissertations are divided

into two different parts, viz. a physical and a literary class.

The former comprehends mathematics, natural philosophy,

chemistry, medicine, natural history, and whatever relates to

the improvement of arts and manufactures: the other has, for

jts department, literature, philology, history, antiquities, and

speculative philosophy. The sessions for each of these objects

are at different times ; and, in this respect, they imitate some

pf the societies on the continent, particularly that of Berlin,

•—At their meetings, the Essays furnish subjects of conversa

tion ; and the conversation is renewed by the author's pro

ducing an abstract of his paper at a succeeding meeting. This

is a very useful improvement ; an4 we suspect, that a publi

cation of these abstracts, particularly of the more long and

Intricate discussions, would furnilh an useful and entertaining

wprk to those whose leisure is not sufficient for extensive en

quiries. This collection would form what was once an useful

part of the French Memoirs, executed by their respective au

thors.—The objects of natural history are to be added to the

Museum of Edinburgh : the remains of Antiquity to the Ad

vocates Library,

All the papers which are read, are not published : some

are produced only to furnilh subjects of conversation ; some are;

withdrawn to be farther elucidated, to be rendered more

perfect, or to be extended. Yet, in the History of the So

ciety, which forms the first part of the volume, all these papers

are mentioned; and their object often pointed out. The

papers which are published occur also in the History, and a

Reference is made to those parts of the volume in which they

are printed. To the History, as in some foreign academies, bio-r

graphical sketches of the lives of deceased members are added,

Our account of this volume may probably appear too ex

pensive ; but, as this work is a new one, the ceremonies of

introduction add to the length of the article ; and, as it is

curious, as well as miscellaneous, it will require additional

attention. We purpose to give a short account of the papers

yvhich have been read, but which are not published, from the

history pf the Society, in this article, and shall add a paper or

|yvp frorn the physical and literary class, We shall afterwards
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pursue our account of the work, as soon as the numerous im«

pending claims of different authors will give us leave.

As we purpose to notice only the literary or physical publi

cations in the History, which do not again occur in the vo

lume, we shall first mention Mr. Russel's Experiments on

Antimony, which we lately alluded to. He found that, by

distilling muriatic acid from manganese, while crude antimony

was put into the receiver, the acid was immediately combined

with the metal. The sulphur was also decomposed ; but the

vitriolic acid, which has a less attraction for antimony than

the muriatic, is easily separated. With five ounces of acid,

and two of antimony, he obtained half an ounce of precipi

tate from the butter of antimony. Nine-tenths of the expenco

is therefore saved, and every suspicion of the union of any

other metallic salt prevented. Mr. Russel prepared tartar

emetic with the precipitate, which appeared, chemically,

good : it had not then been tried medicinally. There seemi

pot to be the slightest doubt of its being medically active.

Dr. Roebuck's observation on the ripening of corn is very

important information in the higher latitudes. The grain,

(oats) evidently increased and ripened, though the average

height of the thermometer in the day-time was 43 degrees.

The time of this trial was from October 7 th to October 21st.

Lord Dundonald purifies common salt, by putting it in a

conical vessel, with a hole in the small end of it. He takes

one- twentieth of this salt, and dissolves it in as little water at

it requires when boiling. This water, poured on the rest,

passes through the vessel, taking with it the magnesia salita,

and vitiiolata. Three washings make it purer than foreign

salt. A little muriatic acid soould be added to the first brine,

as there is generally some uncombined magnesia in salt. It

appears from some subsequent experiments, that salt last

drawn, hot from the pan, contains two-fifths of impurities.

Salt last drawn, after being dripped 2^ hours, contains one-

fifth. Spanish great fait contains only -g^, and basket sine salt

none. The purest of our salt contains one-ninth.

In (he literary class, Dr. Anderson treats of the reputed

Genitive Cafe, in Engliih, which is formed by adding the 9,

e. g. John's staff. As the Engliih does not admit of the in

flection of cases, he contends, that the word then loses its title

pf a noun, and becomes a definitive, of the nature of an

adjective, limiting the meaning of the noun to which it it

united, Nouns which signify abstract ideas are not capable of

this conversion.

Two Medical Cases were read by Dr. Mudie of Montrose;

the one an instance of complete and permanent cure of afeites ;
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the other a case of some severe nervous symptoms, from a

flight superficial wound. Dr. Duncan also communicated a

case of cure of singultus by the acidum vitriolicum tenue.

The dose was about seven drops, to half an ounce of mint

water. The first spoonful succeeded ; and, on a return, two

spoonfuls only were required. A cafe, which terminated fa

tally, attended with anomalous symptoms, from a large cal

culus sticking in the neck of the gall bladder, was communi

cated by Dr. Hope.

In cafes where large masses of a hard substance are required

for grinding, Dr. Anderson supposes, that much of the weight

and expence might be saved, by making a model of bricks or

stones, and casting the iron round them. But it is not easy

-to say how this nucleus is to be supported in the mould. He

recommends this method for architectural ornaments, the

arches of bridges, &c.

Mr. Wilson's method of discovering whether the centre of

the solar system is in motion, we cannot easily abridge; and,

as we have reason to expect the result of some trials on this sub

ject, we (hall for the present add nothing farther relating to it.

Dr. Blane's account of the hurricane at Karbadoes in 1780,

is very curious ; but we cannot enlarge on it. An earthquake

certainly attended it. The wind was from every point of the

compass ; and the storm was felt in England. An Aurora

borealis was seen in the West Indies, from the North East;

and from this quarter the wind began to blow. The baro

meter fell very low : at Antigua, during a hurricane, it was

once 27,. The usual gcod effects, with respect to the health

of the inhabitants, followed.

Count Windischgratz has requested this Royal Society to

become the judges of the dissertations, with the Royal Aca

demy of Sciences at Paris, and a German or Swiss academy

not yet named. The prize, a thousand ducats (466I. 13s. 4d.)

is offered for the complete solution of the following problem ;

and, if it shall not be resolved, half the sum (233I. 6s. 8d.)

for that dissertation which approaches the nearest to a complete

solution. The problem is a little Utopian : we sliall tran

scribe it.

* Pro omni posfibili instrurhentorum specie, quibus quis fe

©bstringere, suumve dominium in alterum, quibufcunque ex

motivis, et quibuseunque sub conditionibus transferre potest,

formulas tales invenire, quæ omnibus casibus individuis con-

veniant, atque in quoviscasu singulis duntaxat terminis, iisque

pervulgatis expleri opus habeant, qui termini, æque ac ipsse

formularum exprefliones ejusmodi sint, ut quemadmodum in

mathesi, nullum dubium, nullum litigium locum, habeas.'
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For the trouble taken, in this decision, the count offered 50

guineas, as a prize for any subject which the Society should,

chuse. They have accepted the office, but declined the re-

compence.

There are a few Essays, of which the author did not choose

that any abstract mould be given. These may hereafter come

before us ; and therefore we lhall neither mention them, nor

the abstract of Mr. Smellie's Essay on Instinct, as it is a part

of a larger work, which we may soon expect to receive. The

biographical accounts are thole of William Lothian, D. D.

sir George Clerk-Maxwell, of Pennycuik, bare and William

Stewart, D. D. professor of mathematics. These we cannot

abridge; but the Life of Dr. Stewart, by Mr. John Playfair,

is an admirable one: we have read it with much pleasure, as

a clear scientifical analysis, and a judicious narrative of the

professor's life. The Society will allow us to hint, that every

one who is worthy of being their member, deserves some no

tice in this part of their work.—The History concludes with,

an account of donations to the Society, chiefly consisting of

natural curiosities ; together with a list of officers and members.

Art. I. Experiments on the Motion of the Sap in Trees.

By John Walker, D. D. M. D. F. R. S. Edin. and Regius

Professor of Natural History in the University of Edinburgh.

—This paper, by Dr. Walker, is, in many respects excellent.

He mentions the state of our knowlege on this subject, and

reduces it to experiment on the birch, whose sap is in so co

pious a stream, that it bleeds. The sap, he finds, rises be

tween the back and the wood, in tides, raised by the heat of

the sun: a succession of warm days, of the fame, or gradually

increasing temperature, raise it gradually, but a warm day

will sometimes raise it to a height which the next day, if less

warm, will not effect; yet it seems, that a succession of days,

somewhat colder, will produce the effect of one warmer day.

Sometimes the sap remains stationary. It appears to rife be-,

tween the wood and the bark even into the branches, before

the bark gives out any moisture.

4 It appears that, in the beginning of the bleeding season,

when the thermometer, at noon, is about 49. or between 46.

and 50. and at midnight about 42. or between 40. and 44.

that the sap rises about one foot in twenty-four hours, in the

trunk of the birch, if not formerly raised by a greater heat.

' By other trials, it was found, that, in the fame season,

when the thermometer, at mid-day, is about 45. and, at mid

night, about 38. the sap then ascends only about one foot>in .

two days ; and that it does 4iot ascend at all unless the mid-day

beat is above 40.'

Tie
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The sap rises on the side exposed to the sun quicker than

on the other side ; and this seems to be the reason why the

centre of the ligneous circles are not in the middle of the tree.

Where the sap is moit copious, the wood grows quickest, and

is proportionally softest. The sap separates the different

strata of the trees, in its ascent, and; as it makes the timber

softer, it is proper to know the periods of the sap's ascent in

the different trees that are felled for timber. The sap appears

sooner in the pendent than in the upright branches; sooner

in young than in old wood ; and, where the branches divari

cate, the sap seems to be, for a time, drawn away from the

trunk.

Though Dr. Walker speaks of the sap as a tide, or rather

as surges, he does not think that there is any considerable or

regular falling down of the sap. He explains Du Hamel's

experiment (Physique des Arbres, I. 66.) by observing that,

when the tree is full, it will flow indifferently from the upper

or the under-side of a wound : it flows too between the circles

sooner than from the circles themselves; and this gives, in our

author's opinion, the chief foundation for M. du Hamel's

opinion, that the sap rises through the circles, and descends

through the veins. About the time of vernation, the sap

seems to disappear: it is not evaporated through the leaves,

but apparently dispersed in the bark.

The causes of the ascent of the sap are carefully examined}

and those usually assigned are refuted. Let us extract a

specimen of Dr. Walker's paper, from this part.

' The ascent of the sap was ascribed by Ludvvig to the ex

pansion of the air with which it i3 impregnated ; and^ with

more reason, by others, to the expansion of the air contained

in the tracheae, or air-vessels of the pknt. As these vessels exist

only in the wood, and as it is by the wood chiefly that the

ascending sap is conveyed, this, no doubt, forms a presumption

that they contribute, in some degree, to the elevation of the

sap. But, as we have found that the sap moves with more force

upwards than in any other direction ; and that, in certain cir

cumstances, it is made to flow and ascend by cold as well as by

heat ; the expansion of air cannot, therefore, be admitted, in

any shape whatever, as the cause of its ascent.

* The above experiments leave us still in the dark, as to

the precise cause of the ascent of the sap. They shew, indeed,

upon many occasions, that heat is the prime agent in producing

this effect; and that, probably, by the expansion of the sap

itself, rather than of any air, either contained in it, or in the

trachea?. The incisions upon the birch ran freely in the day

time, especially during sunshine, but dried up regularly as the

cold of the evening advanced. With a few exceptions, we

find the ascent of the sap constantly promoted by heat, but re

tarded
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tarded and even arrested by cold : yet the precise manner in

which heat and cold produce these eftecbs, does not appear*

It is likely that there are other causes which co-operate. These

probably are lodged in tiie structure of the plant, and to dis

cover them would require a nr^re minute examination of that

structure than has as yet been bestowed upon it;'

There is, however, a step omitted in the enquiries of

every philosopher : each tree exudes its proper and peculiar

juices, and a secretory organ must be interposed between the

wounded wood and the earth. The nature and energy of

this organ may elucidate the subsequent enquiry ; and it may

perhaps be found that the vasa propria possess irritability,

and that the sap, with the heat of the sun, is calculated to

excite it. The pith, our author thinks, with Linnæus, is

subservient to the production of seed : coloured liquors do not

rife in it ; it contains no vessels, and no sap : while a branch

never produces fruit, except by ' diametral insertions' a com

munication be preserved with the pith. The motion of the

sap, after vernation, is designed for the subject of future en

quiries. We have little doubt but that they will be conducted

with as much judgment as these we have just examined, and

prove equally satisfactory.

Since this article is designed chiefly as a specimen os the vo

lume before us, we (hall select a shprt paper from the literary

class, without considering ourselves as obliged to follow this

order in future, or indeed any order bus what we think will

conduce to the entertainment and information of our readers.

At present, it appears that to combine variety with novelty

is the best method of fixing the attention. It is chiefly from

these circumstances that persons take up a miscellaneous vo

lume, who would turn with disgust from a system. We should

have selected the first essay in the literary department, if its

length had not deterred us. The second is .better adapted to

our remaining space.

Art. II. A Dissertation to prove that Troy was not taken

by the Greeks. By John Maclaurin, Esq: Advocate, and

F. R. S.—To forsake the fond delusions of our youth, which

we cherilhed with anxious care, and which have afforded

scenes of pure and unmixed delight, is a sacrifice to which we

are unequal. Much of the enthusiasm, raised in the enthu

siastic age, will be lost, if the Iliad be considered as wholly a

fiction ; and we cannot agree with our author, that it is a

matter of indifference whether the Grecians or the Trojans

prevailed : shall we venture, in our old age, to add the rea

son ? Wt were always Grecians at school. But we must leave

the school, and attend to our author as sober critics.

In
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In the different moments of reflection ; in the varied course

of our literary warfare, we have expressed great indignation

at the unmanly fictions of Greece, and have contended, in

plain terms, that the stigma thrown on the Cretans might

be applied to the whole nation : Kpirrif cuu Yivrui. Mr.

Maclaurin has enlarged on this idea, and, in applying it to

ihe question which he examines, gives us occasion to think,

that the early Grecian historians did not themselves believe

the story of the Trojan war, as Homer has. told it. How

should he know any thing of it, fays Lucian, in the character

of Pythagoras ; he was at Camel, in Bactria, at that time. It

is pretty evident, that writing was unknown even in the pe

riod of Homer ; and it was not easy to be exact in the tradi

tion of events which must have happened nearly 300 years

before. Thucydides himself, the gravest and best informed

of the Grecian historians, has given a satisfactory proof of the

infidelity of Grecian records, in the story of Harmodius and

Aristogiton.

Many modern enquirers have doubted whether there ever

was a Trojan war ; and the fabulous Story of Leda's Egg, a

narrative probably allegorical, has been alleged against it.

Herodotus tells us, that he alked the Ægyptian priests, whe

ther the Grecian narrative was not * an idle tale ?' They said

that Troy was besieged and taken, but that Helen was, during

the whole time, in Ægypt, and had been detained there by

a king of Ægypt, who had secured her on their landing in his

country for provisions.—This story is more improbable than

the other ; for the king would undoubtedly have taken care

to inform Menelaus of what he had done, and have prevented

so much carnage and so many misfortunes.

The substance of Mr. Maclaurin's arguments are taken

from a tract of Dio Chrysostom, who examines Homer's pre

tensions as an historian, and censures him very severely: some

observations are added by our present author. The great

hinge on which they turn is the complicated absurdity of al

most every part of the story, as related by Homer, and his

imitator Virgil, added to the circumstance that the conquered

nation sent out numerous colonies, while the conquerors were

either lost in their passage, or killed by a few usurpers, whom

the splendor of the conquest, if it existed, could not intimi

date. If there is any foundation for the story, he thinks that

it was probably this : Paris and Menelaus were suitors to He

len, and the former the favoured one, while the latter raised

the war in revenge. It is remarkable, if Homer's tale be

true, that Castor and Pollux, the brethren of Helen, were not

ia
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in the Grecian army ; that, after the taking of Troy, Helea

was not restored to her reputed husband, but'married to Dei-

phobus. In the several arguments, Mr. Maclaurin has been

often successful ; yet he does not reflect on the facility and

success with which sudden, unsuspected, prædatory exploits

were carried on ; he does not always make allowance for the

variation of manners, and the changes that may have taken

1 place in different parts of the coast. He is pretty severe on

Virgil, who has told us, that Tenedos was in sight, (in con-

spectu), and that the army were bid on the desart shore; but

he surely might have reflecteJ, that if an ijland was in sight,

every part of its shore was not so. We see the Isle of Wight

from Portsmouth, yet 100,000 men and 1200 ships might be

hid on its shores from the inhabitants of that town.

We may allow, that Homer's story is a very absurd one,

when carefully examined ; and yet we cannot disprove the

existence of the war, or the sack of the city. The Grecians

may have been in reality beaten, yet the town might have

been burnt by treachery, and the king cut off by conspirators.

Much, in the successive centuries before Homer's period, was

probably changed, and we have abundant reason to believe

that these changes were favourable to the martial prowess of

the Grecians : we wish they had been more favourable to their

moral characters.

The rest of this volume will be examined in some future

Number.

Original Letters of the late reverend Laurence Sterne ; never

before Publjhjd. \zmo. 3/. Longman.

'TpHESE Letters drop on us from the clouds, without a line

to tell us from whence they come. No friendly genius

lends a ray to illuminate the dark profound : no kind preface

gives a hint of old trunks, of the rummaged archives of a

family, of the papers of an alchemist, or a projector. Per

haps this little volume may be designed as a crust for the cri

tics, as the Cretan riddle to exercise the sagacity of another

Telemachus. We know the risk we run in deciding on the

authenticity or the spuriousness of these Letters ; yet, as we

are called on by the publication, we shall give our opinion

on the subject.

The Letters are really excellent, and truly Shandean : they

are such as Sterne might have written, or as he would not

have disowned. From the internal evidence, there is no rea

son to doubt of their being genuine ; but, if we compare

them with the Letters published by Mrs. Medalle, they are

so much superior, in point of correctness and elegance, that,

5 " if

1
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if they are Sterne's, they must have been written by him with

no common care. Though they are addressed to various

people, there is an uniformity in the style, which is seldom

discovered in compositions of different periods j there is an

nndeviating accuracy, though not the accuracy of finished

works, which was not to be found in the Letters decidedly

genuine. On the whole, if they are not written by Sterne,

they are superior to his real Letters. We have read them with,

much pleasure, and we would recommend theimas pleasing and

elegant compositions. They display that philanthropy and

benevolence which wa? the characteristic of Sterne's writings,

and which, from an abuse which could neither have been

foreseen or prevented, by becoming fashionable, has, we fear,

been perverted to the worst of purposes.

There is no particular subject to detail : the common trans

actions of the world ; the adventures which he may be sup

posed to have met with, his own infirmities, and his little

family-business, fill this volume. We shall select a few speci

mens. The first shall be a description os his visit to his nuns ;

cr. rather to the spot where they were wont to dwell, the ruins

of a neighbouring monastery.

' It is an awful spot—a rivulet flows by it, and a lofty bank,

covered with wood, that rises abruptly on the opposite fide,

gives a gloom to the whole, and forbids the thoughts, if they

were ever so disposed, from wandering away from the place.

Solitary sanctity never found a nook more appropriated to her

nature ?—It is a place for an antiquary to sojourn in for a

month—and examine with all the spirit of rusty research. But

I am "no antiquary, as you well know—and, therefore, I come

here upon a different and better errand—that is-»—to examine

myself.

♦ So I lean, lackadaysically, over a gate, and look at the

pasting stream—and forgive the spleen, the gout, and the envy

of a malicious world. And, after having taken a stroll beneath

mouldering arches, I summon the sisterhood together, and take

the fairest among them, and sit down with her rn a stone be

neath a bunch of alders—and do—what ? you'll fay—why I

examine her gentle heart, and fee how it is attuned ; I then

guess at her wisties, and play with the cross that hangs at her

bosom— in short—1 make love to her.'

We think an impostor would not have ventured at delineat

ing a character so minutely, as that of H. is drawn in the

following extract. We preserve it also, on account of the

poetry :

♦Columns and labour'd urns but vainly show,

An idle scene of fabricated woe :—
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"The sweet companion and the friend sincere

Need no mechanic arts to force the tear.

In heartfelt numbers, never meant to shine,

'Twill flow eternal o'er an hearse like thine.

'Twill flow while gentle goodness has one friend,

Or kindred tempers have a tear to lend.

• Hall liked it, I remember—and Hall always knows what

ought to be liked, and, in certain humours, will be candid

upon these sentimental subjects, and acknowlege that he feels

them. He is an excellent scholar and a good critic: but his

judgment has more severity than it ought to have, and his taste

less delicacy than it lhould possess. He has, also, great hu

manity, bat, somehow or other, there is so often such a mix

ture of sarcasm in it, that there are many who will not believe

he has a single scruple of it in his composition;—Nay, I am

acquainted with lever.il, who cannot be persuaded but that he

is a very insensible, hard-hearted man, which J, who have

known him long, and known him well, assure you he is not.—

He may not always possess the grace of charity, but he feels the

reality of it, and continually performs benevolent actions,

though not always, I mult confess, in a benevolent manner.

And here is the grief of the business. He will do a kindness

with a sneer, or a joke, or a smile ; when, perhaps, a tear,

or a grave countenance, at least, would better become him.

But this is his way ; it is the language of his character ; and,

though one might wish it to be otherwise, yet I cannot tell

what right any of us have to pass a severe sentence upon it, for

no other reason in the world, but because our own tailings are

of a different complexion.'

The following passage is truly in the manner of Sterne;

and, to take the edge from one of our former remarks, re

specting too great uniformity, it occurred in substance, in a

former page,

'You, my friend, possess something of the reality of it (love):

and 1, while I enjoy your happiness, apply to fancy for the

purpose cf creating a copy of it.—So I sit myself down upon

the turf, and place a lovely fair one by my side,—as lovely, if

possible, as Mrs. V—, and having plucked a sprig of blos

soms from the May-bustl, I place it in her bosom, and then

address some tender tale to her heart,—and if lhe weeps at my

story, I take the white handkerchief lhe holds in her hand and

wipe the tears frem off her cheek : and then I dry my own

with it:—and thus the delightful vision gives wing to a lazy

hour, calms my spirits, and composes me for my pillow.

' To wilh that care may never plant a thorn upon yourr,

would be an idle employment of votive regard ;—but that you

may preserve the virtue which will blunt their points, and con

tinue to possess the feelings which will, sometimes, pluck them

away, is a wilh not unworthy of that friendship, with which

I am, &c.'

Vol. JUXV, June, 1778. C g There
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There are various passages which we had marked for qiit?*'

tation, but none that are more characteristic of the man and

the author. We will leave, therefore, the reader to judge

for himself, as we have always done, from the extracts which

we have transcribed ; and, if he decides in favour of the au

thenticity of these Letters, it will not be easy to' impeach

cither his talle or his discernment. The balloons,- in one of

the latter letters, cannot mean air balloons, as these never

ascended from Ranelagh, the place which is mentioned as the

scene. They are a kind of fife-work; and We mention them,

since some critics have considered the term as an anachronism/

and have argued, from its use; that these could not be the

Letters of Sterne.

Leivesdon Hill. A Poert. Kto. 2s. 6H. Rivingtons.

'TPHIS poetical essay is, we understand; avowed to be the

•*• work of the rev. Mr. Crowe, of New College, Oxford;

and public orator of that university. Notwithstanding some de

fects, it ranks in the first class of descriptive poems.' Its phi-!

lofophical and moral cast, its spontaneous fiow; and varied

cadence of style, which we in vain seek for in most of our

modern measurers of blank verse, have rendered a species of

poetry extremely pleasing, that, in general, for watt's of some'

itory to interest the imagination, is exceedingly dull and tire

some. It must be acknowkged, that some compound epithets;

and antiquated phraseology, which occasionally occur, create

a harsliness that grates upon a modern ear ; but it ought to be

remembered, if it be a fifst principle that, at any rate, we

must sacrifice to sound, no great effect can ever be produced.

Real genius will spurn such laws; and, in just criticism, the

question must be,- whether the grandeur of the image does nor

call for a correspondent dignity and weight in the language.

If we ever hope to interest greatly, we must create or borrow

a language which is not made too familiar by vulgar or com

mon use.

It is not without an appropriate language that our religious

service commands that veneration and awe which it uniformly

impresses : and it will be impo.lible to keep up the' attentions

and respect necessary to success in every great attempt, except

by phraseology something removed even from that style,-

however refined, in which the common intercourse of life is'

conducted. Such was very decidedly the opinion of Mr.

Gray ; wjjere; speaking of tragedy, he observes ? ' As to

matter of style I have this to fay ; the language of the age is

sever the language of poetry, except among the Freach, whose

yerse, where lite thought or image does not support it, differs

in
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5n nothing from prose. Our poetry, on the contrary, has a

language peculiar to itself; to which almost every one that has

written has added something, by enriching it with foreign

idioms and derivatives ; nay, sometimes words of their own

composition or invention". Shakspeare and Milton have been

great creators this way ; arid no one more licentious than Pope

or Dryden, who perpetually borrow expressions from the for

mer.' And this doctrine must be admitted to apply to a

poem, the objects of which, like those of the tragic muse, are

highly interesting and important.

Having thus given our general opinion of the style best

adapted to the higher subjects of poetry, into which we were

led by the consideration of the work before us, we shall briefly

notice a few passages in it. — The author describes himself as

walking to the top of Lewesdon Hill, in a May morning. The

poem opens with an enumeration of the objects in view from

the side of the hill: the flow of the numbers is easy and ele

gant, and no less diversified than those objects which they"

enumerate. The numbers in the following apostrophe are

no less stately and solemn.

* Ye dew-fed vapours; nightly balm, exhaled

From earth, young herbs and flowers, that in the morB

Ascend as incense to the Lord of day,

I corhe to breathe your odours ; while they float

Yet near this surface, let me walk embathed

In your invisible perfumes* to health

So siiendly, nor less grateful to the mind,

Administring sweet peace add cheerfulness.

The poet then gives a ihort sketch of the several seasons ist

which the hill assumes many various and picturesque forms,

and mixes with it such reflections as naturally arise from his

subject. Being arrived at the summit, he proceeds to describe

the objects which lie before him ; such, indeed, as in similar

pieces have been usually selected for poetical ornament. In this

poem they appear to be rather hints and opportunities, which

the author has chosen to rife from them to loftier strains. The

woods, the valley, the stream, the sea, the Roman camp, the!

ruined tower, are the materials of his landscape : but he does

not rest in the bare delineation of these; each object is made

a theme, on which he moralizes, or else serves as the intro

duction to other splendid and more interesting scenes. The

following lines may serve as a specimen of hit manner. A

small stream which issues from the hill, and soon afterward

falls into the sea, is the subject. The valley beneath him, he

says, is

G g x water'4
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» Hi.' water'd well

By many a rill ; but chief with thy clear stream,. *

Thou nameless rivulet, who from the fide

Of Lewefdon softly welling forth, dost trip

Adown the valley, wandering sportively.

Alas, how soon thy liitle course will end !

How soon thy infant stream (hall lose itself

In the salt mass of waters, ere it grow

To name or greatness? Yet it flows along

Untainted with the commerce of the world,

Nor pasting by the noisy haunts of men ;

But through sequester'd meads', a Ihtle spacey

Winds secretly, and in its wanton path

May cheer some drooping Sower, or minister

Of its cool water to the thirsty lamb :

Then falls into the ravenous sea,, as pure

As when it issued from its native hill.

' So to thine early grave didst thou run on.

Spotless Francescar so, aster short course,

Thine innocent and playful infancy

Was swallowed up in death, and thy sure spirit

In that illimitable gulph which bounds

Our mortal continent.'

Here he suddenly takes a different turn; and, in a style-

more animated and philosophical, arwues against' the doctrine-

os necessity, and the mortality of the 1'ouT. He expresses him

self with peculiar energy, but the passage is too long for in

sertion. The catastrophe of the Haswell Indiaman, an account

of which is soon after introduced, is described with great

.strength and conciseness, much after the manner of Mihon.

- * Alas they pcristi'd all—all in one hour !'

When the scene had been wrought as high as propriety

could warrant, this pathetic exclamation is introduced with a

very fine" effect, to draw the veil over a catastrophe which,

could not be detailed, and woes ihat were not to be described.

The conduct of the poem, unlike that of Windsor Forest, or

any othei of our descriptive poems, has this peculiarity in it,,

that, throughout, you trace the character and turn of mind,,

and are almost in the company and conversation of the author.

The work is tlie excursion of a reflecting and melancholy-

muse, the walk of an 11 Ptnscroso, selecting, from the scene

around him such images as are congenial to his feelings, and

making use of the landscape of the obje&s themselves, merely

as the vehicle or introduction' of those serious conceptions upon.

W&ch his fancy feeds.

4 Above the noise and stir of yonder field*

Uplifted, on this height I feel the mind

Exparrds
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"Expand itself in * ."der liberty.

The distant sounds break gently on my fense,

Soothing to meditation : so methinks,

Even so, fequester'd from the noisy world,

Could I wear out this transitory being

In peaceful contemplation and calm ease.

But conscience, which still censures on our acts,

That awful voice within us, and the fense

Of an hereafter, wake and rouse us up

From such 'isn stuped retirement; which were else

A blest condition on this earthy stage.

For who would make his life a life of toil

For wealth, o'erbalanc'd with a thousand cares i

Or power, which base compliance must uphold ;
:Or honour, 'lavished most on courtly staves ;

•Or fame, vain breath of a misjudging world ;

Who for .such peri(hab> gaudes would put

Jl yoke upon his free unbroken spirit,

And gall himself with trammels and the rubs

Of this world's business ; so he might stand clear

Of judgment and the tax of idleness

In that dread audit, when his mortal hours

(Which now with soft and silent stealth pace by)

Must all be counted for ? 'But, for this fear,

And to remove, according to our power,

The wants and evils of our brother's state,

'Tis meet we justle with the world ; content,

If by our sovereign Master we be found

At last not profitless : for worldly meed,

Given or withheld, I deem of it alike.'

'This is the portrait he gives of himself; and so predominant

is this character through the whole, that, even in 'the close of

the work, where the solitary rambler is descending from the

hill, and perceives that he is again mixing in the paths of

men; though, on the momentous recollection, he observes how

ill such abstract reflection, and such a train of thought, corre

spond with the trifling amusements, and ordinary pursuits of

life to whish he is returning, he yet slides imperceptibly again

into the fame vein, nor quits it but when he joins the holiday

throng

' ■ of villagers,

Assembling jocund in their best attire,

To grace the genial morn.'

Notwithstanding the high opinion we entertain, and have

expressed of this poem, we cannot recommend it as. totally

faultless. As the errors of a man o/jjenius, unnoticed, may

propagate their growth, we shalTtake the liberty of pointing

cut a few that have occurred to us, but which we should not

G g 3 have
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have thought worth notice in a writer of inferior talents.

We praised Mr. Crowe for his happy adoption of antiquated

phrases : such as these which follow,- however, are so at the

expence of elegance. ,

—: ! back he retires

To shelter him in the thick wood —

■ ' nor lack thee tufted woods

Adown thy fides.'

Some few of the compound epithets are likewise exception

able ; and when Elfrida is said, by Mr. Mason's ' gentle

witchery,' to appear no longer ambitious, treacherous,

* In purple robes of state, with royal blood

Inhospitably stain'd——

how puerile is the sentiment in opposition to it ?

■ f But in their place

Pure faith, soft manners, filial duty meek,

Connubial love, and Jfoles of faintly whUt'

The Hasvvell Indiaman is described as

' 'Mong rocks and high o'er-arching cliffs

DasiYd piteoufly.'

A vessel may be dafh'd among rocks, but not the mountains

vhich hang over them. Some expressions, not quite allow-

able, may be found in the passage we selected as characteristic

of the author. ' To censure on our acts,' and ' unsbaped re

tirement,' in the ninth and fifteenth lines, are of that nature :

several of the following are too closely copied from Shak

speare ; and this is the cafe in some other passages. ' To

put a yoke on a spirit,' and ' to be gall'd with the trammels

and rubs of business,' are figures that might have been ex-

cuseable from him, but scarcely from a professor of oratory,

irj the present refined state of literature.

Anecdotes and Charatleristics of Frederic the Great, late King of

frusta. By F. A. W. 2 Foil. Small 8<vo. 6s. sewed.

Richardson.

*TpHE zealous ardour of the Prussians for their ' great Fre-

■T derick' rises to enthusiasm, notwithstanding much that is

said of the new monarch, and the changes produced in the

system of his predecessor. These two little volumes are

selected from the eight volumes of a German collection; and

afford many interesting and characteristic anecdotes. The

Preface contains a defence of Frederic's character; but the

zeal of the author has carried him too far : some parts of his '

conduct, and some of his sentiments, are indefensible. If we

look on hirn. as a warrior, we shall see him giving a new form,

and
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and a new substance to a science already cultivated very highly.

His personal bravery was unquestioned ; and, both in passive

fortitude, in active intrepidity, under a load of adversity, or

in the moments of ardent exertion, he was truly the hero.

His mind was vast and comprehensive ; and, what is seldom

the lot of genius, it was capable of minute attentions, and his

memory could retain little things. As a king, he was, in'

many respects, the father of his people ; and his country, in

the midst of a destructive war, was at once recognised by the

traveller, from his perceiving the sields cultivated, the pea-,

fants industrious and secure; the moment of the Ruffian in

vasion must only be excepted. He alone knew how to com

bine an army the most numerous, exertions the most extensive,

and wars the most expensive, with the increasing riches and

population of the kingdom which supported them. The in

crease of Prussia in power and numbers, we have already had

occasion to point out.

With the lustre which merits like these must scatter round

him, there were some spots which contributed to fully the

brightness; there were faults which no apologist stiould attempt

to palliate. We know not that he was an atheist, but he was

undoubtedly irreligious ; and cruel is that man who, by his

language and example, will take from misery its best and

brightest consolation ; impolitic is that king who will take one

chain from the madness of passion, or one restraint from the

fury of appetite. There are other faults, more than hinted

at, which we cannot mention. There was a childish fondness

for France and its productions ; there was a caprice which

occasionally regulated his language and opinion ; there was

the failing of the vvit, who, for a brilliant repartee, recks not

the pain it gives. Yet Frederick was greater than almost any

king ; his good qualities were always conspicuous : it requires

the tongue of (lander, and minute observation, to detect His

faults. We (tall not, however, follow, at any greater length,'

the discussion to which the Preface gave occasion; but select

a few of the most striking anecdotes, which, to us at least,

are new.

The following anecdote is an admirable one. ,

4 In the battle near Torgau, the king commanded the left

wing of the army, and undertook the first attack on the Austrian

station ; where, on the close of the day, general Ziethen made

himself master of the Siptitzer hills, by which the battle was

decided in favour of the Prussian army. The succeeding night

being a very, cold one, the troops made guard-fires in order tQ

warm themselves. At the dawn of day the king came riding

along the front of the army, from the left wing to the right,

Gg 4. - anc}
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and being arrived at the regiment of guards, he dismounted

from his horse, and approached the fire, surrounded by his

brave officers and grenadiers, to wait the break of day, in order

to attack the Austrians once more, in cafe they were not re-

treated, which could not be distinguished on account as the

darkness of night. *

'The king kindly conversed with his men, and applauded

their excellent arid brave conduct during the engagement. The

grenadiers, convinced of the affability and condescension of

their monarch, pressed closer and closer to his person : one of

them, named Rebiak, to whom the king freqqently used tp

speak, and had frequently made presents of money, took the

liberty to ask him—whereabouts he had been in the battle j

they had always been used to see him at their head, he said,

and to be led by him himself amidst the hottest fire; but this

time they never once had the fight of him, and they could not

conceive why he had thus entirely left them f The king an

swered the grenadier with the most condescending goodness,

and said, That during the whole of the battle he had been

on the left wing of the army, and thereby was prevented being

with his own regiment. Meanwhile the king had unbuttoned

his great coat, as the heat of the guard-fire became trouble

some, upon which they perceived a ball fall from his clothes,

as also that he had received a grazing shot along the breast—

for the aperture made by the ball was visible on the great coat

and on the uniform. Full of enthusiasm and admiration, they

exclaimed, " Thou art still our old Frederick; thou partakrft

tvcry danger -with us ; for thee «i< are ivilling to die. God save '

the king ! God sane the king !" Another grenadier said, " Now

I suppose, Frederick, thou wilt, allow us good winter quar

ters?" " The devil a hitt not until we are masters of Dresden ;

tut then I will provideforyou to your heart''s content*" It is well

known that this regiment of guards put into Leipzig for their

winter quarters.'

Again : ,

4 It is well known, the king, in the seven years war, did

not only stiare all dangers, but even the inconvenience of a

common soldier. One time he marched with his grenadier

guards till very late at night—At last thay halted; the king

dismounted, and said: " Grenadiers, it is a cold night, there

fore light a fire." This was done immediately. The king

wrapped himself up in his blue cloak, fat down on a few pieces

of wood near the fire, and the soldiers placed themselves around

him: at last, general Ziethen came, and took his place also

on a bundle of wood. Both were extremely fatigued, and fell

gently to steep: but the king very often opened his eyes; and,

as he perceived Ziethen had flipped off his feat, and that a

grenad'.er was placing a faggot under his head for a pillow, he

said, with a low voice, "Bravo! the old gentleman is fatigued."

Soon afterwards, a grenadier got up half asleep, in order to
1' L ^
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- light his pipe by the fire, but carelessly touched the general'*

foot. The good king, who was glad to fee Ziethen take i

little rest, arose suddenly, waved his hand, and whispering!/

said, " Hist grenadier ! Take care not to wake the general, he

is very drowsy." This officer once fell into a dose at the

king's table ; as some one present made a motion to rouse him,

the king said, " Let him sleep—-he has watched long enough

that we might rest,"

The following is somewhat more ludicrous, and it rather

Comes too near to indecorum :

* Professor Eberhard, of Halle, was some years ago appoint

ed, by the upper consistory, preacher at Charlottenburg. The

townsmen, who had fixed on another person, protested against

Eberhard to the consistory, because he had written the Apology

for Socrates, This objection was considered as insufficient ;

and they were ordered to submit. On this they represented to

the king—that they could not think of trusting the care of

their souls to a man, who had affirmed, that the cursed henthen

Socrates was saved.—His majesty, who was sorry to hear the

worthy philosopher cursed, wrote to them in reply: " I insist

on Socrates' being saved—as also on Eberhard's becoming your

preacher, FREDERICK."

' Thus, by the fame cabinet order, Eberhard was confirmed

jn his office—and Socrates in his salvation.'

We shall add but one more.

' When the king, on his accession to the throne, was in

stalled at Silesia, he preferred, according to ancient custom,

several persons to the rank of nobility. A few years after thi9,

pne of these enobled gentlemen rode before the king in one of

his reviewing tours through Silesia, and endeavoured to be

noticed by him. At last he succeeded; and his majesty thus

accosted him, "Who are you?" " I am one of those on whom

you was gracioufly pleased to confer the rank of nobility, at

your royal installation in Silesia," «' This first experiment of

mine has turned out but badly," replied the monarch.'

The cabinet-orders are expressed with admirable precision ;

but the king's attempts at wit are not always happy. The

abbe Bastiani's compliment to the king was singularly elegant.

When you are pope, said the king, as, from your merit and

learning, you must 'some time be, if I should come to Rome,

how wilf you receive me ? I will order the Black Eagle,

said he, tp be admitted, that he may cover me with his

wings, if he will not wound me with his beak. M. Winzer

translates it differently : perhaps in the work before him it

was Telated differently.

On the whole, M. Winzer is greatly improved : the Ger

man if more nearly English than the 'language from which he

translated Wieland ; and we may suppose, that his knowlege

of
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of our language is improved also. These two little volumes,

.though the anecdotes are of unequal merit, will be highly

prized by the admirers of the great Frederick.

she Epistolary Correspondence, Vijitation Charges, Speeches, and

Mijcellames, of the Right Re-virend Francis Atterbury, D. D.

Lord Bijhop of Rochester. With Historical Noses. Vol. Ifi

%<vo. $s. in Boards. DilJy.

AUR industrious editor resembles Caesar in at least one*

respect, viz. incessant assiduity and unremitting attention,

* Nil actum. reputans, d-um quid soperesset agendum.'

To the three former volumes, which were mentioned in our

i/VIth and Lyilth volumes, p. 14, and ro6, another is added,

which probably contains every thing that, in the most distant

manner, relates to Atterbury: it certainly contains many

things of little real importance.—We have, in our former

examinations^ traced the character of the bishop with some

minuteness ; and it only remains to give a short account of the?

contents of the present volume, with a few extracts. The act'

fcr the banishmerjt of the bishop ; the various petitions to

government during his confinement ; the licences to visit, and

.even to be permitted to correspond with him in his banishment,

are now subjoined: some Latin compositions, many additional

notes, and several Jetters to bishop Trelawney, besides the

little affectionate ones between his nearest relations, sill up the-

greater part of this volume. The bishop's conduct in the

affair of Pere Courayer seems i» have been highly proper; and

we find the warmest approbation of it was communicated to

Atterbury, from the cardinal FJeury, by the hands of ths

lieutenant of the police. Yet the cardinal, from a duplicity

which he could not avoid, was always afraid of Atterbury,

watched him with a suspicious .eye, and was particularly care

ful to prevent his farther connections with the Popish clergy. s

Of the li terary information, or, as it may be styled, gossip-

ings, which, to all literary men are so pleasing, we shall select

a few instances; and take our first from the last page, of the,

book, because we think it most interesting.

• At the moment this sheet was finishing for the press, the.

following, curious note was, communicated to me by the rev.

Mr. Fly, from the hand-writing of Walter Harte,. prefixed to

" Select'a Poemata Italorum qui Latine scripserunt, Cura cu.-.

jVsdam Anonymi Anno 1684 congesta, iterum in lucem data,
una cum aliorum Italorum operibus, accurante A. Pope. Lon-J

<3ini, : 1740.''? 2 vols. 8vo. '

' It is surprizing that Mr. Pope should be silent upon this'

point,- when he told me 14 years before the publication of this*

'■* - prefer^
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present edition, that the Anonymous quidam was Dr. Atterbury,

bishop of Rochester. Perhaps the bishop did not chuse to

acknowlege the slight a;nusements of his youth ; or that others

•should ascertain the author's name. W. H.

* To au;hcnticate this note, it has been shewn to the rev.

Dr. Douglas of St. Paul's (to whom, and to Mr. Stanhope,'

Mr. Harte was tutor) ; who perfectly recollects the hand-writ

ing.

•Dr. Johnson, in his Life of Pope, fays, " A small selection

from the Italians who wrote in Latin had been published at

London, about the latter end of the last century, by a man.

who concealed his name, but'whom his preface (hews to have

been qualified for his undertaking. This collection Pope am

plified by more than half, and (1740) published it in two

volumes, but injuriously omitted his predecessor's preface.'

A characteristic remark on the Travels of Cyrus is worth,

preserving. \

* Ramsay's book seems to have fallen in England, as it has'

done here : for I observe that it has nor, for some time, been,

trumpeted in your advertisements. A French gentleman, who

has a greater respect for our writers than his own, and none at

all for Mr. Ramsay's performance, shewed me a sew words in

Montaigne, liv, i. chap, 25,, which, he frankly owned, would

be properly placed in the first page of Cyrus: " Un peu de

chaque chose, & rien du tout, a la Francoisc."—A little of

pvery thing, and the whole of nothing, in the French fashion.

The following note is a curious piece of information on

another subject: the letter was written by Mr. James Bristow,

at Salisbury, to a dissenting minister in the Isle of Wight.

Mr. Calamy was a dissenting minister in London.

* By the way, Mr. Calamy having received thanks from

bishop Burnet for his book, which was sent him down by his

bookseller, he was very willing to wait upon his lordship, if

he knew how to be introduced into his presence. He acquaints

me with it 5 and I went to a gentleman of my acquaintance,

and told him, !• Here was a gentleman came to town, that had

a mind to pay his respects to his lordship, if he thought a

visit would be grateful to him." He craves his name of me.

J told him. Saith he, "He need not fear of being kindly

received by my lord : for I have heard him speak of him, and

commend the book lately set out by him." This genrleman,

the next morning, introduces Mr. Calamy into the bishop's

presence, who gave him a hearty reception, shewed him his

itudy, where they had two hours discourse together ; told him,.

" We need not sear of having our liberty taken away from us ;

but there would be some attempt made for rendering dissenters

incapable of voting for parliament-men; but it would be op

posed." Then he talked to him about his book, and told him,

*' that he had set Nonconformity in as clear a light as he had
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seen it ; and the character lie had given of those ministers he

knew was right." Mr. Calamy took an occasion to ask. him,

*■* Whether either Mr. Keeling or Mr. Squire had been *ith

him!" He told him, ''No; he should have been jjad to have

fcen them." Then his lordship mentioned the "dLlerence that

"was between them, which he heard was occasioned bv a basket

of apples." Mr. Calamy told him,"There was some likelihood

es its being made up ; and that it was thought requisite that a

third man did come in ordvr to it.*' The blihop replied, " He

thought it was best for both these to remove ; and that in case

a third man did come, which was a man of prudence and tem

per, he should be very willing to converse with him ; and, by

*bat means, the public good might be the better carried on

-by them.'

' Sarum, Oil. 12, 1-02.'

The following Latin verses of Atterbury are inserted as a,

specimen cf his Latin poetry. His Latin pr.osc.is very clas-

ikal and correct.

' His saltern accumulem donis, & fungar inani

Munere.—

Cum fabit illius Isetiflima frotitis imago,

Quam nostri toties explicuere sales;

Cum subit & canum caput, & vigor acer ocelli, S

Et digna mistus cum gravitate Iepos ;

So'vimur in lachryma? ; &, inania munera, versus

Ad tumulum sparsis tert Elegeia comis,

Aldricio, debent cui munera tanta Camccnæ,

Hoc tribuisse, parum est'; non tribuisse, fce'lus.'

The letters to bishop Trclawney chiefly relate to the busi.

ness of the convocation ; and are not, at.least to us, very in

teresting. Yet we dare not fay that this volume is unneces

sary, if it were of any importance to collect the letters 0/

Atterburyi Perhaps the collection should not have been in

creased by Dr. King's letters, already printed, because they

were supposed to have been addressed to the bishop..

Notices and Descriptions cf Antiquities of the Prtrvincia Romana

of Gaul, houj Provence, Langucdoc, and Dauphine ; ivitk

DiJJertations on the Subject's of which those are Exemplars ; and

an Appendix describing the Roman Baths and Thermæ disco-

'vered in 1 784, at Badennieiler. By Governor Pon'nalJ,

F.R.S. and F.S.A. i,to. 10s. 6d. in Boards. Robinsons^

T)Rovence, Languedoc, and Dauphine, formed the Pro-

* vincia Romana of Gaul, and it was styled so, not only

on account of the immunities which it enjoyed, but from the

numerous Roman families who resided there, on account of

the salubrity of the air, the fertility of the soil, and the ge.

neral
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serai beauty of the country. The Romans left numerous

traces of their riches and their luxury, which have been de

scribed very imperfectly. Governor Pownall, in this volume,

enlightens the antiquary, and instructs the traveller: his de

scriptions are pointed, and seemingly faithful: his disserta

tions are generally curious and often, instructive.

In the introduction, he describes the natural riches of the;

province, which are not impaired, though the magnificence

and the opulence of the inhabitants are not the fame.—Irk

■Jeality, Rome was the source of wealth, where all the depen

dent provinces emptied their treasures, and from whence ie

was only carried by Romans. The magnificence too which

now remains was that of the state and of opulent individuals j

fo that the different situatiens cannot properly be compared,

if, as Mr. Gibbon supposes, Gaul was four times as rich for

merly as at prelent, and the riches confined to one quarter of

the number of persons, we can easily suppose what magnificence

may be the consequence, especially when the splendor was

subservient either to conveniency or luxury. In the time of

Roman? greatness, a thousand were impoverished to admit of

the profusion of one individual : if Rome boasted of freedom,

slie at least took care that this valuable blessing should not

become too cheap, by a general communication.

After the Introduction, governor Pownall begins his descrip

tion ; and after passing Lyon and Vienne, which he purposes-

ta notice at a future period, he proceeds to Valence and

Orange. Of the origin of the former he gives some account,

and describes a triumphal arch:—He afterwards notices the

theatre and aqueduct of the latter. The arch our author at

tributes to Domitius Æhenobarbus : his conjectures,, for so.

he wishes that they sliould be styled, are too long to be ex

tracted.

At Aix, our author describes the Saxea turns, which was-

discovered, at its demolition, to be a sepulchral mausoleum.

He suspects it to. be the mausoleum of Lucius Cæsar, the

adopted son of Augustus, who was not, so far as we know,

brought to Rome. The contents of some cabinets at Aix are

also described.

Marseilles is a fruitful source of discoveries : its origin ;

its peculiar institutions, both religious and. civik, are objects

of Mr. Pcwnall's attention. The settlement was first made by

a body of Phocæans from Ionia ; they established a com

mercial settlement, and the spirit of naval enterprize continu

ed unimpaired for many ages : to them we owe the early;

voyages of Pythæus and Eumenes ; and from them are .de

rived the peculiar antiquities, which have been discovered ia

Iat«*
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iater ages. The Ægyptian antiquities are procured in th'S

way of commerce, and we shall extract our author's descrip

tion of an Ægyptian priest, chiefly as it tends to support the

opinion of the Ægyptians being a ricgro rate, though we

think it is supported but imperfectly.

' There is, in the garden of the Bastide of M. Seguir, a

statue of an Ægyptian priest, as large as life. The figure and

base on which it is placed are of dne block of Ægyptian gra

nite. The figure, if erect, would be five feet seven inches

high. It is posed in the decided act of devotion. It sits upon

its heels, having the legs folded under it. The figure is nak

ed, except the hood or quoifj with a scapula hanging down

the back, and an apron which, tied round the waist, hangs

half-way down the thighs. The contours are as easy as the

constrained mode of position will admit. The composure and

moral doucure of the countenance is very striking : it is im

possible not to be impressed with this sentiment, on looking ac

it with steady and attentive continuance. The arms hang

down the sides, as far as the elbow; the lower part of the

arms are brought forward, so as that the hands extended lye

flat upon the upper part of the thigh. The anatomy is cha

racteristic of the black race, in the form of the skull, and the

features of the face. The face is a long oval ; the eyes of a

long slit and large j the nose straight and (hort ; the lips rather

projecting ; the transverse line of the profile, from the setting

on of the nose to the ear, is short in proportion to the length,

and of course the cheeks long ; the ear is large* but folded ;

the ball of the eye is not marked either with the iris or the

pupil. The nose of this beautiful statue is mutilated. I un

derstood from M. Thulis, who went with me to shew me this*

and who lived many years ii} Ægypt, the Turks serve all the

statues they meet with in this manner.'

' This place contains so many remarkable remains, and col

lections so curious> that we are sorry to pass by it cursorily.

We advise the reader and the traveller to be less hasty. The

trbphæal arch and the sepulchral monument, at Glanum

Livii, a colony probably established by M. Livius Drusus

Libo, afford also several circumstances, which will interest

the attentive traveller.

The craw, or th» stony way, has exhausted superstition and

ptiilosophy, to account for the numerous flints and pebbles

heaped upon it. They were showered down by Jupiter, fays

the Pagan, for the service of Hercules ; rather to overwhelm

him, replies the sceptic. They were thrown up by an earth

quake, or by a volcano, says the philosopher ; or at least, the

stones grew like plants. Mr. Pownall fays m'ore probably that

the lake of Gegeva burst its mounds, and poured down on

this coast stones and all the ruins of the ancient rocks. It is

much
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fivuch more probable, that some branches of the Durance once

found their way into the sea, and inclosed this space in a delta,

when these, numerous rounded pebbles may have been accumu

lated, by the winter torrents, thrown up on a higher ground*

At Aries, our author also describe* different antiquities^

The remains of a suite of buildings, usually called the Baths,

Mr. Powriall thinks rather to have been the ruins of a forum.

The mutilated statue of Serapis suggests a dissertation ort

symbolical idols. The country of these idols was Asia; and

our author's account of their first establishment in Ægypt is

a curious story, and told in the easy sarcastical manner cf Dr.

Moore.'

• When Ptolemy had completed the city of Alexandria, had)

girt and fortified it with walls, and found that it became the

residence of people of all rrations, languages, and religions ;

he wisoed to erect some comprehending symbolic idol, which,

might become a general object of worship to all people residing*

there. He pretended, like a wise prince,- that he had teceived

the divine command to do this. He was conversant in all the

physiologic mythology of Asia, and acquainted with the nature

of the mixed symbolic idols. Any local one, whose Numen

and worship was known, and was already established as local,

would not do. He was to look for some idol of a God, such.

2 symbolic mixed one as might be comprehensively catholics

which was not known, but which was willing to be,establifhed

at Alexandria. He therefore pretended that a God, such as he

described, cloaihed in flame, had visited him in a dream, and

ordered him to establish his idol at Alexandria. Whatsoever

i{ was that he described , he, upon sounding tho Egyptian!

priests on the matter, could not induce thens to understand

what God he meant, nor where such God dwelt. He wisely-

dropped the business for the present ; but some time after pre

tended a second dream, wherein the God appeared to him in

a terrific form. As the God had in the former vision promised

all prosperity to his kingdom if he" established his idol at Alex

andria, he now threatened destruction to it if he did not set it

iip and establish its worship there. The king affected to' learn

ftom an Athenian that which the Egyptians pretended to be'

ignorant of, the place where this God dwelt, namely* at Si-

Dope in Pontus. In obedience* therefore* to the divine com

mand, he sent a ship and ambassadors to fetch the idol of thi»

God : but, to engage and add a corroborating authority to

this embassy, he ordered the ambassadors to consult the Fytjiian

Apollo on the subject. This God added his sanction, in con

firmation of the command of the vision. They proceeded to

Sinope; but the king of the Sinopians would not listen to the

request of the ambassadors. However, at length, won by the

irresistible bribes and presents of- the Alexandrians, he agreed

to fell his God. The people, however, would by no means

8 agree
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agree to it, and became fanatically frantic, in opposition tb

the parting with their God, so that the king was rtot capable

to fulfil his engagement. During these embroils, the God,

not regarding the zeal and religious love which the people bora

to him, so as to be ready to sacrifice themselves to him, stdle

off, and in a miraculous manner not only conveyed himself on

hoard the ship, but by a like miraculous interposition accele

rated the strip's way so as to make its passage from Sinope to

Alexandria in three days.'

The miraculous power, which Vespasian assumed, and the

foundation of his chusing the Ægyptian deity as his patron

god, are also well related. Mr. Pownall, in a subsequent

part, describes a statue, supposed to represent Medea, dug up

at the time of his being at Aries. He thinks the attitudes

too extravagant, and rather designed to represent a person on

a theatre than in real life. She is in the attitude ofmurther-

jng her children.

Nifmes was in the great road from Italy to Spain, and was

a colony established by Agrippa. The great road, and a Ro

man bridge, the Pons Ambrosii, are described. The amphi

theatre and the temple of young Cæsars, are in a very perfect

state. The last is the maison quarre, on which M. Seguir

has exercised his ingenuity, and has decyphered the inscrip

tion, by the nails to which the letters were affixed. In this

attempt, he seems to have succeeded. We did not mention

a similar exertion of his ingenuity at Aries, because uncer

tain as the nails might be, in affording a foundation for the

decypherer, more than one half of the letters, in that in

scription, were supplied by cSnjecture. There v/as an altar

also erected at Nifmes, ' Veneri Augusti'—The altar was dis

covered by Mr. Pownall, who attributes it either to Julia or

Faustina. Each was styled Venus, and so might the wives or

concubines of many other emperors ; for each emperor was

Augustus. There is also the remains of Baths at Nifmes, which,

seem to have been erected by Agrippa, in the form of a pis

cina : this Mr. Pownall thinks also was the form of the Ro

man baths at Bath.

« The form of these baths was that of a square. In the cen

ter of this square was a square basement with a most rich para

pet or balustrade; four bases at each corner of this, and one

other larger in the middle, so placed for columns or statues.

Three fides of this bath were covered in with a colonade porti

co : on each two fides, under this portico, there were two cir

cular and one square recess. The side next the reservoir

which supplied the bath was uncovered, as was the whole

space all round, b«tween the portico and the central basement.'

. . The
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The great aqueducts were certainly built by Agrippa ;

but the temple of Diana, as it has been called, and the am

phitheatre, are referred to the ages of Hadrian and Antoninus

Pius: the former, however, in Mr. Pownall's opinion, ws»

dedicated to Ifis and Serapis, symbolic deities, including

many others. The amphitheatre is described at length ; but

the description we cannot abridge, because, like many others

in this volume, it depends on the plate. We hear, with

great pleasure, that the buildings which ljide it in part, are

to be removed, and that we may expect a more particular

account of it*

The tour magne has been supposed a building, adapted to

Very different uses: it is probably a Roman work, though

Mr. Pownall thinks, that the Roman masonry has been cover

ed by a modern coat. He supposes that it was one of the

turres saxeæ, built as a monument or memorial of some great

family, perhaps of Trajan and Plotina. It hath the common

form of a mausoleum, and the chambers resemble the colum

baria of such mausolea. ^

The inscriptions at Nifmes appear not, in our author's

opinion, to lead to any facts of importance. There is a cu

rious inscription on a stone, which, for its singularity, we

ihall explain. It is

FULOUR

DIVOM

CONDITUM.

It appears to have belonged to an altar, raised on 4. spot of

ground, which had been struck by lightning. This ground

was considered as sacred : an altar was raised over it, but the

altar was perforated, and the sacred spot remained open to the

heavens. This ceremony is alluded to in many of the clas

sics. Many curious remains are also to be met with in the

academy, particularly specimens of comic masks, modelled in

terra cotta, with the names of the characters by whom they

were worn. The present town scarcely occupies one-third of

the ancient lite ; and there are said to be 60,000 people in it 1

the numbers are supposed to be increasing ; but these are not

speculations for an antiquary.

At last, Mr. Pownall returns to Vienne, and gives its his

tory, so far as it may explain its antiquities ; together with an

account of the articles found by Pere Meynard, and the re

searches of the Sieur Schneyder. This city was once rich

and powerful, but does not seem, at present, to furnish a great

supply of antiquities. , ,

At Lyons there are a greater number; but of no consider

able importance. The thermæ are not cleared : a medal of

V«L. LXV. June, 1788. H h Portias
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Portius Cato Censor is the occasion of a learned dissertation.

The taurabofe, our* author thinks, was a new invention, to

attract the first Christian converts; by a ceremony, after their

own fashion. The priest, who attended the sacrifice, was

buried in the ditch, as the sacrificial object, and sprinkled by

the blood of the expiatory sacrifice. When he came out of

the ditch, he was supposed to rise again. It was undoubted

ly a ceremony of the later ages j but, whether it was intend

ed seriously to attract converts, or to draw them by ridicule,

from their new faith, is uncertain. We should rather in*

dine to the latter opinion, as it is not easy to connect the for

mer with any of the various doctrines of Polytheism ; and the

whole must have been highly ludicrous. If, in the explana

tion of the medal of Caio, our author is very minute, he is

reasonable with respect to its antiquity. Yet, if he supports

its authenticity by the descriptions of writers of that, or an

immediately subsequent period, this argument will fall to the

ground, when it is allowed to be coined at a future time ;

for, in that cafe, the descriptions could be the only founda

tion for the appearance.

The account of the Roman aqueducts leads our author into

4 Very curious discussion on their structure. Pie has explained

if with great clearness, and, in general, with great accuracy.

Pie is fully of opinion, that the ancients really knew, that

water in a tube would rife to the level from which it funk,

and calls those aqueducts where the level is found not to be

suitable to the ideas which we usually entertain of their method

of construction, syphon bridges. Yet, if they were acquainted

With the principle, they did not know the extent of its ap

plication, since they might have saved the trouble of erecting

any bridges. It is highly probable, that they were not ac

quainted With it, artd that the state in which these syphon

bridges now appear may be owing to accidental causes, or the

effects of many succeeding years, on the ground whej-e they

jtand.

Quitting the vale of the Rhine, about twelve miles east,

there is a valley not unlike, in situation, that in which Bath is

built. At this place, some very complete remains of ancient

thermæ were found, which our author has described particular

ly, and illustrated with a plate. His account is the subject of

the first Appendix, and gives a very dear idea of the structure

of those luxurious and useful buildings. We can, jrive'no de

scription which will be satisfactory to our readers, without

the plate. The second Appendix contains a few other anti

quities, which Mr, Pownall was acquainted with from authors

©nly, and has never seen. - ,

While
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While we praise this work, in many respects, we must ex

cept against its language, which, as in Mr. Pownall's other

works, is often quaint and sometimes affected. This volume

is however written in a somewhat better style than his former

publications. The plates are sufficiently clear, but by 110

means elegant : we ought, however, to reflect, that this work

is designed chiefly to assist the enquiries and the recollection

of the traveller. For this purpose it is well adapted.

Difcours fuY It Credit Public des Nations de PEurope, per H.

Herrenschwand, 81/e. ' 3/. Cooper.

■\1/E return to M. Herrenschwand, whom we left without

any great cordiality, as we differed on some points,

where we thought his conduct deserved considerable blame.

But this little difference has not occasioned our delay. We

consider it as our duty to wait on authors, without con«

srdering that any part of their conduct, as individuals, ought

to influence us. We are the medium between them and the

public : we may conduit imperfectly ; but neither ought to lose

the benefit which they have reason to expect from our attention.

Our author offends no more with dedications : he proceeds

immediately to his work, and states the meaning of his diffe

rent terms.—The ordinary expences are those which the ordi

nary revenue of the nation is equal to, without any new

augmentation of the public receipts, or any new taxes; the

extraordinary ones, those which rise above it. To supply

these extraordinary expences, a national exertion is required,

or a less exertion to pay the interest of it, while the debt re

mains. This is the cause which lays the foundation of public

credit. Our author next shows the various methods of sup

porting this burthen, by perpetual annuities, which does not

diminish the debt; by limited annuities of years, or of lives;

He next examines the advantages of each of these modes of

borrowing, and concludes, that limited and life-annuities are

most burthensome to the people, but necessary, where there

is least confidence in the state : thus the life-annuities consti

tute but the one-hundredth and twentieth part of the public

debt of England, but they form two-thirds of the debt of

France, which is less considerable. M. Herrenschwand, how

ever, endeavours to attack the whole system of public Credit

as radically erroneous and foolish, as manifestly contradictory

to the true principles of political œconomy, and destructive of"

the prosperity, the power, as well as the happiness of nations.

This system is unstable, because it depends on the power os'

the nation to pay taxes, and the confidence ef the nation in

- ''- Hh 2 the
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the minister. A series of constant expence, an unsuccessful

war, or any considerable exertions to restore public credit.

Which seem to imply its danger, may prove its ruin. If the/

question be taken in a more favourable view, if there be no

want of lenders or taxes, the result will not be more satis

factory. The revenue of a nation, or the gains on its capital,

in the course of a year, is the measure of its prosperity. If

the taxes and the expences of living consume all the gains,

the prosperity of the nation it stationary ; if there is a surplus,

capitals are increased, and propensity is increasing ; and the

contrary, if there is a deficiency. We arc at present in a

stationary slate ; and the first war, it is supposed, will ruin,

us, if more decisive measures are not pursued than the ' insig

nificant ones of our young minister.' In every view, therefore,,

the system is unstable, for a combined expence will, at any

time, overthrow it. If the revenue is also the measure of the

power of the state, every defalcation of that revenue to pay

taxes, is a diminution of that power.

The value of money also points out the prosperity os a na

tion, and the rate of interest shows its progress. Expensive

wars sink it, and bring a nation to its decline ; and thus old

age is only kept off, by paying the debt, or increasing the

capitals by favourable ballances in commerce : and when in

terest is high, in a prosperous state, the minister must pay a

higher premium for money; so that, wherever we turn, the

public credit is injurious to the value of the public effects.

Circulation is another criterion of the population, riches,

prosperity, and power of a nation. This circulation consists

in traffic, where one thing is exchanged for another ; or in

commerce, where the exchange is made by the assistance of

something else, which is either money or credit.—Truck is

the lowest degree of exchange, and credit the highest : money

and credit are the means by which circulation is extended.

Jf to the regular progress of this machine of circulation, a

considerable addition is made, independent of labour and in

dustry, every thing would grow dear, and the consumption

would be checked ; if the suitable increase is checked, every

thing would be cheap, and this cheapness would discourage

their production. In either case, labour and industry would

lessen, particularly if these increases or diminutions were irre

gular. The circulation should therefore be great, regular,

and susceptible of a gradual increase. Money and commerce

are not capable of such a regular increase, though, indeed,

our author supposes, that, by strictly regulating the imports

tion of gold and silver, Portugal, and perhaps Spain, might

be* brought to the highest state of prosperity which these re-*

spectivs
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spective countries would admit of. Credit alone is the best

'means of extending circulation in a manner which will add

to the prosperity of a nation. But public credit, our author

thinks, diminishes the power of this machine of circulation.

The funded contracts, or the capitals they represent, are taken

from the manufacturers and merchants, to supply an unproduc

tive or unpropitious circulation in the hands of stock-jobbers.

This great machine, on which so much prosperity depends, is

therefore injured in the exact proportion of public debts.

M. Herrenfchwand concludes with this last argument, and

then notices some reasoning of M. Neckar. The purport of

the passage to which he refers is, that, since the value of gold

and silver, in progressive years, has diminished the value of 3

national debt, if we suppose the fame causes to operate, the debt

will, in future years, be also diminished : an opinion undoubt

edly liable to great objections ; but which M. Herrenfchwand

treats with too much severity. The necessary connection which

M. Neckar establishes between the quantity of money, and

the prices of different articles, is the point of view in which

our author considers the passage ; and in his opinions, which

on this subject are often exact, he follows sir James Stewart.

Though we have once before drawn down M. Herrensch-

wand'a indignation, by speaking too freely, we shall continue

to give our real opinion : yet we have carefully abridged his

work, that this opinion may not, if erroneous, mislead our

readers. The discourse on public credit is extremely diffuse,

though, in the number of words, as sometimes happens, the

meaning is not lost, for it is sufficiently perspicuous. The

author's opinions are not always just. We have differed from,

a brilliant, but excentric writer, the marquis de Casaux, and

do not think a public debt a blessing ; but many advantages

are the consequence of it. The inconveniencies which this

author points out are imaginary, and the injuries greatly ex

aggerated. The situation of England is, in many respects,

misrepresented ; and the confidence in the French government

pur author allows is not considerable, notwithstanding the

many patriotic virtues of the king, which we were entertained

with in his last work. In fact, we look on M. Herrenfchwand

as a hasty, superficial author, whose knowlege of France, and

of political ceconomy, is very confined. His late work on

the Division of Lands in Agriculture, we stiall take up very

sopn.

JDifte-
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4 Dissertation on the Influence of the Pajjions upon Disorders tj9

the Body. By William Falconer, M. D. F. R. S. 8w. 2/,

6d. in Boards. Dilly,

\X/^ generally follow Dr. Falconer's steps with great plea-

sure: to extensive medical erudition, he adds a sound

judgment and pleasing language. It is not enough to speak

of the corporeal effects which result from peculiar influences

on the mind : these are copiously detailed in almost every sys<-

tern of physiojpgy ; bu£ it is necessary to show how far the

jnental impressions may be useful in preventing or curing difc

eases: ;t ihould also he pointed out, that the effects of all

more active passions are dangerous and transitory ; that even

the influence of the most powerful depressing ones are un

manageable, and of little real assistance to the physician. To

Hope, the chearer Hope, and its offspring Confidence, we

must look for almost all the aid which we want in our practice

from the mental remedies,

' Dr. Falconer, In this very judicious treatise, points out

those general facts relating to the mind which are of confi

dence in his subsequent enquiry, and of which one of the moft

important is, that a passion is to be conquered only by excit

ing different affections of the mind. Another is, that the

ennui and listlessness which the attainment of our wishes bring

with it, may be relieved by exciting any, even the most dis

tressing, passions. Mr. Hastings will not probably look on

his impeachers as his friends, yet, if he compares the misery

of" having nothing to, look forward to with hope and expecta

tion, even to his present feelings, he will find himself a gainer

by the comparison. After describing these circumstances whicti

lay the foundation of the mental therapeutics, Dr. Falconer

describes the effects of the various passions, as' they appear in

the body ; and this seems to be one of the least useful parts

of his work, since it admits of little application in the sub

sequent pages. Hope, which we think of great importance,

5s slightly mentioned ; and its attendants confidence, is crowded

Jnto a note. But we will rescue it from its disgraceful situation,

* Two other mental affections, scarcely reducible to the class

pf passions, are of great importance in medicine. The first of

these ii, a high degree of faith and confidence in the efficacy

of rsmedres, • Whether this operates by engrossing- the mind

?nd attention, and thereby rendering it inaccessible to otb,tr

impressions, or by imparting such a degree of tone, or strength,

as enables the system to resist their attacks, is difficult to deter

mine. Jt is sound mofj efficacious, either in such disorders as

jtte- apt to recur at intervals, or else in such as principally affect
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the mind and spirits. It is, however, observable that, unless

the prepossession be very strong, it is apt to fail in producing a

cure. Another mental affection that has sometimes produced

great effects, is a determined resolution of mind to resist the

access of the complaint. However extraordinary this may

seem, it has been practised with success in several disorders. It

appears like that last spoken of, to have been pripcipally of

service in periodical and nervous complaints. There seems to

he no doubt that it acts by inspiring strength and tone into the

system/

How many patients have found themselves relieved by the

presence of a chearsul and judicious physician, so as even to

give a force to Rousseau's paradox, ' Bring the doctor, but let

him leave his medicines behind.' It is owing to hope, an4

indeed. Dr. Falconer allows it, by the extensive use which he

inakes of it. In one instance of this kind only, we differ

from him, viz. the application of the magnet in a pain of the

tooth. It seems to have its chief effect from the coldness.

We have used it, without any confidence, merely because

urged to do so ; and the sensation, perhaps the sedative imr

pression of cold, seems to have been of the greatest service.

Our author then take6 up Dr. Cullen's nosology, and en

quires into the effects of different passions on intermittents,

typhus, including pestis, phrenitis, odontalgia, podagra,

hæmorrhages, apoplexy, syncope, hypochondriasis, chlorosis

amatoria, epilepsy (cramp and hiccup from Sauvages) hysteria,

melancholia, mania, scorbutus, icterus spasmodicus, and

nostalgia.

The greatest part of these diseases are influenced by the

confidence which we have mentioned as so useful ; and by

merely drawing the mind from one train of images, and sug

gesting another more salutary. It is seldom that a physician

would recommend violent terror to prevent a fit of intermit

tent, or hysteria; or that the patient's resolution could pror

duce the same effect by resolving to do so. We have scarcely

ever heard a welUattested instance of violent passions producing

any thing but tranljtpry yellowness of the fltin, which is not

a jaundice : the spasmodic icterus is a term chiefly applied tp

jaundice from the bites of animals, which happens too sud

denly to be supposed to arise from the absorption of the poi

son. The language of the ancients respecting bile arose

chiefly from their theory of the temperament ; and is more

often a poetical ornament, than a physiological position. The

effect of passions on the gout, are well known, but cannot

properly be employed. The necessity of a proper management

of die mmd in melancholia and mania, is sufficiently under-

»M flood.
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stood. We shall, however, extract a passage or two, as in

stances of our author's opinions.

• Opium too, which has been introduced into practice of

late years in the nervous fever, and frequently adrninistred,

and in pretty large doses, is well known to exert great cordial

effects on the mind and spirits '

Opium is not, he fays, an antiseptic.

• Is it not probable then, that its good effects are produced

by its composing the nervous agitations, and by its introducing

sensations of an agreeable kind, which tend, of course, in the

same manner with joy, and such like exhilirating passions, to

excite the motion of the heart, and blood vessels, and to

strengthen the natural functions of the system in generals This

conjecture will receive additional strength, if we reflect that

the debilitating passions, as fear, grief, &c. have been in all

ages reckoned among the principal causes of the nervous fever.

The similarity in the effect produced, renders it highly proba

ble, that wine and opium owe the principal advantages they

procure, to the fame general property. Wine, indeed, largely

taken, might be useful as an antiseptic; and I by no means

deny, that it may be of service specifically, when adrninistred

with that intention. But if opium produces nearly the fame

effects (as it is said to do) we must look fqr some other cause of

the efficacy of wine, and refer it to some qualities which it

possesses in common with opium, which can be no other than

those of a sedative and cordial kind, the action of which is

confined to the nervous system only.'

The use of some strange remedies in hemorrhages our au

thor attributes to the horror and terror with which they affect

the mind.—He goes on :

• The above facts, though scarcely applicable immediately

to practice, suggest nevertheless some useful inferences. We

sliculd be cautiou? how we attempt to raise the spirits, or agi

tate the minds of those labouring under a present dangerous;

haemorrhage. Low spirits, and a certain degree even, of de

spondency for a time, may be of service in retarding the im

petus of the blood, apd allowing a thrombus to be formed. On

this account we should not be too forward with assurances of

safety, but rather leave them in some degree of doubt and ap

prehension. Much injury has, I think, been done in pulmo

nary consumptions attended with hæmoptoe, by the assurances

of safety given by well meaning, though imprudent friends.

It tends to stimulate the spirits, already too much agitated,

and of consequence to accelerate the circulation, and increase

the sever and discharge of blood, and is farther injurious, by

causing the patient to pay less regard to other salutary regu

lations,'
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This train of ideas is so totally new to us, that we are

unwilling to decide on their justice, before we have examined

the subject more carefully. We shall take an opportunity of

giving our opinion on it. We suspect that, in pulmonary

riaemorrhages, as much injury was to be done by depressing

passions, in respect to the fevers which usually follow, as be

nefit by lessening the haemorrhage. There are few instances

where hæmorrhage from the lungs is dangerous from its im

mediate effect, except at the end of fatal peripneumony,

where this reasoning will not apply.

Dr. Falconer concludes with a description of those manners

which will give to patients that confidence in their physician

that is necessary } and concludes with a just and well-timed

compliment to Dr. Fothergill, in whose memory this medal

is annually bestowed. This appears to us a very elegant and

useful dissertation ; and we think the Fothergillian medal

justly bestowed as a reward for it,

FOREIGN LITERARY INTELLIGENCE.

(Continued, from p. 391 . ^

ON the subjects of Anatomy, Surgery, and Medicine, our

neighbours have given us little information ; but, as we

purpose soon to take up another volume of the Transactions ot the

Royal Medical Society, we shall collect the little scattered in

formation that has la*ely occurred, and shall introduce it with an

abstract of M. Vecq d'Azyr's discoveries or comparative ana

tomy, which we lately mentioned in our review of the memoirs

of the Royal Academy, and which our readers, we find, wish to

see.

After his particular descriptions, our author observes, that the

structure of the brains of fishes and amphibia may be well under

stood, if we suppose the great hemispheres of the human brain;

the corpus callofum ; the arch, supported by three pillars ; the

cornua ammonis, with their appendages ; the pineal gland and

its peduncles, destroyed ; if we suppose the cerebellum 1 omposed

of one or two very short striae, and placing the attenuated stria;

on two parallel lines, extended from the fore to the hinder part ;

the optic thalami hollowed by a cavity, and united by their super

rior parts; if we flatten the annular protuberance and reduce this

mass to a very small bulk. We shall form thr brain of birds, by-

placing the striated bodies above, and swelling them again a little

more than in fish, by carrying the optic thalami below, by hol

lowing and separating them, while the other parts mentioned are

supposed not to exist.

To give more weight to these applications, it is of conse

quence to remark, that there is a progressive chain in the struc

ture. Brutes have no part of the bum which men have nor,

while
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while man has many parts of the fame organ not discoverable

in brutes. The parts are also disposed according to the nature

pf the functions of the brain. . The nervous actions are, ill,

the external communication, or the impressions of the fenses ;

adly, the nervous re-action, or the motions excited in the

nerves, in consequence of sensation ; and, 3oly. the nervous in

ternal communication, by which these motions are communi

cated in strait lines to the muscles. These functions are con

nected with a similar structure of medullary matter in men, and

in brutes. The exrent of senses, particularly that of touch, is

however distinguishable in men above brutes ; in nervous re

action man is superior, since the nerves communicate with a

greater portion of medullary matter, and hot with single tuber

cles, as in brutes. This increased m<iss of brain is not necessary

to the mere re-^ction, pr to the communication .of motion ; so

that it probably contributes to the .perfect ion. of the intellectual

Junctions.

The fame author is publishing .anatomical plates, which ape

_iisttngui'flied by their accuracy arid their clearness. The 17th

figure of the .third Number, is extremely beautiful and exact : it

represents the surface ot the brain with the origin, of the nerves.

This author will, however, excuse us'for remarking, that he is a

little mistaken in what he observes, in page 52, that MefT.

Wri{berg and Soemerring have described the structure, pointed

out bv M. tjeubauer, fince Jtfeubauer knew nothing of the

second* part of the fifth pair of nerves which M( Wrilherg first

observed and described. ' , .; '

With Anatomy, Surgery and Medicine are intimately united ;

but on t,bcse subjects we can do little more than give a cata-

.French cajl unc catalogue raisonnee. The works of Arabrosio

feertrandi, professor of surgery at Turin, consist chiefly of Me

moirs published in the R{iscell»uea Taurenensia, torn, i. and

iÆemoirs of the Royal Academy of Surgery, tpm. iii. at least

these jjfprjcs were honoured with the first appearance of the Me

moirs contained in vqlumes t. arid II. now before us. The

present professors Penchienati and Brugnon,i have added notes,

and supplements, with a life and catalogue of the works of

Bertrandi. in 58 pages octavo. There is the description of the

liver, ana a treatise 011 the abseess of the liver, proceeding from

wounds of the head, in this collection. The latter was attacked

fey Porireau and' David;" and Bertrandi's defence, in Italian, is

also added. The second volume commences by a Latin treatise

on the Hy'drocele. Two other volumes are expected. We may

shortly mention, M. Angejo Riboli, Sull' ufo del fuoeo conside-

rato ; oh the use of fire, which he considers as a sedative or a sti

mulant. We think it is almostalway's stimulant, though the actual

cautery, by establishing a drain, often removes deep-seated in-
'W- '* _^ »T« 1 ». - ' _____ 1 -I 1 _1 _ J
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We perceive also, in the list of new publications, a second edi

tion of M. de Branbilla's work on inflammatory Tumors: it it

written in the German language, is published at Vienna, and

dedicated to the emperor. The first edition, which lies before

us, is a very valuable work ; but the second is greatly augmented,

lince the two parts contain 830 pages, One of the most impor

tant additions is said to be the composition of a plaster, supposed

to be of singular advantage, in scirrhous tumors of the breasts

it is a saturnine liniment, apparently of no very remarkable effi

cacy. In the operation, he advises the surgeon to save as muck

of the skin as possible; a precaution which he probably derived

from the English surgeons. Dr. Schlemer, of Kajnigsgrautz, makes

his infusion of bark, by putting two or three ounces of the

powder into a phial of water silled to the neck, and then fasten

ing it to the fails of a wind-mill ; if the weather is warm, the

cork must be very tight, and the bottle very strong, or the fer

mentation, excited by the constant motion, would break it.

There was sometimes since a very valuable Memoir read t»

the Royal Academy of Sciences by Dr. Pinel, on the application

pf mathematics to the human body, and the mechanism of luxa

tions. He did not attempt to revive the old phyfico-mcchanical

doctrine, which is calculated, he lays, to give a ' mortal dis

gust;' but merely to take advantage of mathematical proofs,

in directing the force employed to reduce lux-ated limbs ; he first

applies his doctrine to the luxations of the clavicle, and promises

to pursue it on the other bones. We cannot easily abridge hi»

reasoning in this part of our work, or render it intelligible, with

out the plate ; but the account appears to us clear, and his obser*

vations judicious. He is fully aware of the impediments which

arise from the action of the muscles ; but not that, in some luxa

tions at least, there is reason to suspect a rupture of the capsular

ligament.

Jn the department of Surgery we may mention a French and a

German translation of Mr. Hunter's work, on the venereal

disease. This treatise is not received with great commendations

by the Gottingen Reviewers. They complain, that he has not

seen Dr, Hensler's work ; that his assertions are contradicted by

other writers, particularly in relation to brutes being affected

with the disease ; and that his opinion, that syphilis is never

joined with the itch and scurvy, is not supported by facts. The

assertion of M. Camper, however, who thinks that he has seen

the disease in brutes, it not confirmed by other observers ; and

the last imputation is founded on a little misrepresentation. The

French translator is M. Audibert, ' who attended Mr. Hunter

some time in London ; and' his work, in octavo, said to be as well

printed as the original, is fold in Paris for five (hillings sterling

bound. The German translation is publistied at Leipsic, and cor

rected. There are some little circumstances in this article,

which, in our opinion, explain the cause of its severity, and show,

that at least a part of the communications came from London.

1 l«
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It would be improper to leave this subject without some account

of the first part of Palleta's Adversaria Chirurgica ; it is on the

congenital lameness, and his opinions are supported by numerous

observations. He begins, like some English surgeons, with re»

jnaiking, that to be a dexterous operator is not the first merit of

■a surgeon : he should be a good physiologist also, and not take up

his knife but in the moment ot real necessity. The authors,

therefore, who have most accurately described diseases, and

taught us to distinguish them, are the best benefactors of mankind,

even though the diseases, which they have studied and described,

should be incurable M. Palleta, therefore, turns his attention to

the innate lameness, and attributes it to a defect of the superior

part of the bone of the thigh, connected with the os innonuVt

catum ; besides the usual causes of general lameness, our au»

thor, a physician of Milan, mentions some which are less known,

as a diastasis of the os <facrum s this happened in two chil

dren, and was observed by Curko Baffio ;—the elongation of

the thigh and leg, from a weakness of the muscles of that extrc»

mity, and perhaps too by a relaxation of the ligament ; a short

ness of the leg by their too strong, and probably irregular, action,

in consequence of great pains, abscesses, tumors of the round

•ligament, a laborious lying-in, Sec. He then speaks of a fracture

and luxation of the thigh ; and shews the circumstances which

demonstrate the existence of a fractute, when it is not otherwise

evident. He enquires, whether the thigh ever separates from

its epiphysis, instead of breaking or being luxated, and concludes,

with several very eminent authors, that the epiphysis is with

great difficulty separated from the thigh.

With the assistance of the observations of Tabarrani, Gienga,

Saltz Manno, Sanditort, Bonn, and the conjectures of Mor-

gagni, he shows how lameness may arise from a disease very

different from luxation or fracture, to wit, by a defect of the

round ligament. As few authors have spoken of lameness as

arising from a corrosion of the neck of the femur and the os inno-

minatum, he shows, that this effect has been produced by a vio

lent contusion, and after the small-pox. In such circumstances,

it has been generally attributed to an abscess ; his own histories

of these instances are supported by those of M. Sabatier, and the

experience of Morgagni : he then comes to his principal subject.

Congenital lameness, he observes, is with difficulty perceived

very early, or even, while the child is in the cradle, since the

disease is in its early period, and the limbs are flexible, capable

of being extended or pressed back into the sockets of the joints ;

it 19 with difficulty perceived, even when the child begins to

walk, for all children are then seemingly lame. It is, however,

plainly discovered, from the 11th to the i8th month, when they

are soon fatigued, and the cause is seen to arise from the unequal

length of the legs. The more immediate causes he has ascer

tained by dissection ; and they are either, 1 . that the neck of

the thigh-bone is not sufficiently long; 2, the acetabulujrt
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Is" too large, or the head of the bone too great: 3. the direc

tion of the neck of the bone is not proper: 4. the femur

and acetabulum are of an oval figure : 5. the 09 sacrum, or the?

ossa inominata are luxated. He (hows, that lameness must be

the result of all these irregularities ; and, to render the distinction

complete, he points out the symptoms that demonstrate a frac

ture of the upper part of the thigh-bone ; an event often mistaken

for the cafes just mentioned. Women are more subject to this

complaint than men : of eleven subjects, nine were female ones f

and it becomes an object of importance to determine, whether it

lameness of this kind will impede delivery. Signor Palleta gives?

his opinion also on this subject; and (hows, at least, that many

instances have occurred of successful deliveries where the mother

has been lame from her birth. Our author's two other disser

tations—the one entitled Experiments on the Human Blood,

when warm ; the other on the Cyphosis Paralitica, we have

not received.

' Signor Palleta has employed the lizards in the hospital ac

Milan ; but they have not always succeeded. A man died of

a cancer of the under lip, though he had swallowed ninety- five

of these animals. An hundred and twenty could not preserve the

life of a woman, who had a cancer in the uterus ; yet two person*

were entirely cured of schrophulous ulcers by them ; M. Tre«

visan cured a man of an exostofis, and a woman, of forty years

of age, of pains in the bones, by this remedy. These facts are par

ticularly mentioned in an. Italian periodical work, entitled Gior-

nale per lervire alia Storia ragionata della Medicina, publiflied

at Venice, in quarto. The third volume is for the year 1786.

M, Arneman has lately published his Dissertation on Aphthæ,

which obtained the second prize from the Society of Medicine

at Paris. The work is in many respects valuable, and is divided

into three parts: 1. The aphthæ cf children: 2. the ma

lignant aphthæ of hospitals and work-houses, which our author

thinks differs from the first kind only in degree, and to be a cri

tical evacuation that ought to be supported : 3. the aphtha: of

adults.

A more important medical work is published in Italian, at

Pisa, by signor Francisco Vacca, in two volumes quarto, en

titled an Essay on the most frequent Diseases of the Human Body,

and on their most efficacious Remedies. The title is a compre

hensive one ; and the author, who boasts of the experience of

thirty-four years, is a professor in the university of Pisa. * My

work, says he, shows the real state of the powers of medicine,

not those attributed to it by credulity or imposture.' Physic is

confessedly imperfect, and our author proposes to render it

less so, by attsntivQ observation, particularly of uncommon cases.

Theory he thinks of little comparative importance. What me

thod would have appeared more probable, fays he, in" a theore

tical view, than the hot one in the small-pox ? And what has

been more pernicious f-—Dr, Cullen's system,, which is simple

1 8 and
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Hd ingenious, but founded in M. Vacca's opinion on principles?

purely hypothetical, he entirely rejects, and undertakes to point

•ut its errors. To Bocrhaave he is scarcely more complaisant ;

his theory is defective and erroneous. In short* he spposes every

hypothesis, and endeavours to extend the empire of observation

and experience; for without these, says he* we can have nogoocl

pathology.

The first volume treats of the causes, the symptoms,' the pro

gress and treatment of diseases in general, and of fevers in par

ticular. The second treats of chronic diseases in general, atod!

of some particular ones. He examines also, from experience,,

the effects of the most celebrated remedies. The volume is ter

minated by a Supplement, in which M. Vacca enquires into the

advantages which medicine has received from anatomy and

natural philosophy. These advantages appear to be few; but

sur author is full of hopes, and concludes, ihat the study of

these sciences is absolutely necessary. This work contains many

facts, that may with propriety be depended on ; but, we perceive

that our author is sometimes sceptical and often prejudiced.

As we have mentioned Dr. Cullen, and the opinion of M»

"Vacca ofhis works, we may just observe, that he has not received

»ery fair or candid treatment on the continents Two translations

of his First Lines have been published, and either intemperately

praised or severely criticised. The most moderate think they

find much to blame in his theory, aud much to be supplied in

his practice.

In the foregoing detail we have chiefly been indebted to

Italian physicians ; Germany furnishes little novelty* Mursinua,

has, however, published a second edition on putrid fevers and

diarrhœas. He is surgeon-general in the Prussian Armies ; and

these diseases occurred in the campaigns of 1778 and 1779.

His practice greatly resembles that of Zimmerman, in the dysen

tery : he stems to have given wine more freely.

Though (Germany has furnished little to this article, in the

university at Gottingen medicine seems to be successfully culti

vated. A thesis ot some importance was published there, in

the course of last year, on white vitriol, and its use in medicine.

In this salt there is usually some iron and copper, which are

separated by adding an additional quantity of zinc : it is said to

be a powerful astringent and tonic, capable of opposing putre

faction and quieting convulsions. The vomiting which it ex»

cites is attributed by the author, M. Stolpe, to the particles of

copper in it ; for, from twenty-four to forty-five grains of his

own preparation did not vomit two patients, in whom that eva

cuation, was easily excited by a very small dose of emetic tartar

and ipecacuanha. Yet the copper may be of service, when

an active emetic is wanted. Internally, it is said to be useful

in epilepsies, putrid fevers, inflammatory fevers, rheumatism,

gout, to kill warms, to remove the colica pictonum, and to

check haemorrhages. It is used externally in inflammations of

■
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theeycs* ulcers of the mouth* scurvy, and in the second stage

of gonorrhæa.- Another th«fs)9 of nearly the same period, is

by M. Janssen of Lunebourg, on the bilious peripneumony,

and it is laid to be very valuable. Another thesis, contains an

able defence of Dr. Crawford's Theory of Heat, against the ob

jections of Mr. Morgan : young authors are not, however, agreed

on this subject. Mr. Leopoldo Vacca, the sou of the protestor at .

Pisa, opposes Dr. Crawford's theory, and adds a new one of his

own, which depends on fire fixed by phlogiston : the fire only

appears with its peculiar properties, in this author's opinion, when

separated from phlogiston ; but Dr. Crawford's second edition,

will contribute to elucidate this subject by more accurate experi

ments.

We must not leave the university of Gottingen without men

tioning the fourth volume of Murray's Apparatus Medicaminum.

The form is changed, and it is now published in folio: there are

but five orders of plants, and seventy-four other articles ; so that

this volume appears to contain less than any of the former ones.

As we expect to receive it very soon, we sl);ill give a general

account of the author's plan, and of the whole work. This;

fourth volume is said to be particularly valuable.

An Essay on the Medical Power of the Italian indigenous Plants

has been lately published at Naples ; the author is Dr. Giuseppi

Micoli ; he is a young knight-errant, who has already taken

the field against every species of quacks, whom he considers as

the most destructive vermin. To determine the real virtues of

one plant, is of more consequence, he says, to the progress of me

dicine, than all the capricious and chimerical theories which

quackery and imposture have invented. We want, he thinks,

no woods, barks or balsams, from another hemisphere : our own

remedies are sufficient. The medicines which he would depend

on are sea-water, sea-salt, the juice of the white poppy, nettles,

resin, gentian, oil of the pine tree, probably turpentine, &c.

There is some quackery, though of a different kind from what

has usually been distinguished by that name, in all this declama

tion ; and it might be useful to enquire, how far the mind may

be induced to place more confidence in what is foreign, and much

celebrated, than in our own plants ? If it be supposed to be more

strongly affected by the one kind than the other, it is prudent

and politic to employ that kind. . In reality however, sulphur

and turpentine will not cure phthisis: gentian "Will not remove

fevers, nor the juice of the white poppy be so useful as our

young author fancies. ,., . , , • ,

Matteo Zocchirolli's letter, Sopral'Azionidei Medicamenti, is

not on a much better foundation. As different medicines may

produce different kinds of air in the stomach, he suspects that

their peculiar action may depend on these airs ; and that nutrition

is also affected by different sorts of the fame fluid. Putrefaction

is owing to th« escape of air ; and antiseptics preveor that escape.

Wine and acidulous waters act from their inflammable and fixed

air. The nervous symptoms which occasionally arise from some

3 grains
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grains of filings of steel, proceed from the inflammable liry pro

duced on their solution in the stomach; and the refrigerating;

power of nitre, from its dephlogisticated air. We suppose our

readers with for no farther information, relating to this very ex-

centrical work.

M. Baldini's works, which contain several useful observations

on the actions of medicines, are lately collected at Naples; they

are to consist of five volumes. We shall transcribe the subjects t

of the exercise ot hunting, as proper to preserve health ; of the

diversion of fishing ; the method of bringing up children by-

hand ; of the exercise of riding and sailing ; that the weakness of

the human constitution is produced by the refinements or fashion ;

rules for obtaining an healthy old age ; on the cold baths of

simple and sea-water ; of the internal use of sea*warer in obstruc

tions ; practical rules for the ule of mineral baths, stoves, &c. on

lemons, potatoes, and melons ; on the use of win« in diseales ; on

the medical use of lizards; on the advantages of vervain in

fevers ; the effects of fern in rickets ; salutary directions for

gouty people ; on the action of smells on the human body.

These volumes, which are entitled Essays on the Preservation of

health, are said to contain all Dr. Baldini's works : he is physi

cian to the king of Naples, and a man of extensive knowlege

and re;il ability. As the greater part, if not the whole of these!

volumes, have been already published in a separate state, we

shall not enlarge on them any farther.

Dr. Giuseppe Amico Casa Grande has published an excellent

Essay on the Oil of the Cornel-tree, which was formerly employed

and was long since forgotten. He shows how the oil can be

separated from the berries and its different uses. It is an unctu*

ous oil, somewhat aromatic and balsamic ; but its medical uses

are rather hinted at than pointed out. Our author (hows how

it is to be sweetened for the use of the table, and has ex

plained its various economical uses, particularly in making soap.

M. Binder, in a little pamphlet, has also shown, that oil, proper

for eating and burning, may be made from the stones of grapes.

It is a brochure of twenty-four pages, published at Stuttgart; but

the most important essay on subjects of this kind, is the Memoir

of M. Moringlane, lately read to the cwllege of Pharmacy at Pa

ris ; on the method of extracting the different substances, known

under the name of turpentine, tar, colophony, yellow pitch, yel

low resin, with all the various productions of the pine-tree. This*

Memoir is in many respects valuable, since the directions are very

particular, relating to the choice of the tree, and in some measure,

on its cultivation. A treatise has also been lately published on the

continent, on the medical use of turpentine. In this essay its'

virtues are as much exaggerated as they have lately in England!

been diminished. Truth seldom dwells in extremes ; it was!

formerly the fashion to use stimulating medicines too freely ; and'

we now dread them too much : turpentine^ with proper care, may

be often an useful medicine, in cases where it has been lately

forbidden. - - •• - * ■ ;
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■ Objson, Chevalier tie i'OrJre Rnyal de Ifafa, isc. Royal Fo

lio, sol. I. Paris. Sold in London by Robinsons, 7/. jsi

in Boards.

WHetber the Ottoman empire will be soon shaken to its foun

dations ; whether the storms of war will introduce a more

liberal government; or success rivet more strongly the chains of

■despotism, are questions, though interesting, yet too intricate

for our discussion, and admit of too imperfect a solution to draw,

us far in the regions of doubtful enquiry. At this period, the

politics of the Porte begin to be more than usually interesting to

Christian powers. It depends on the events of the present war to

determine, whether the Mediterranean shall admit another master

to contend for the sovereignty of its sea; or whether the vast force

of Russia shall add to the complicated system of European politics

in the southern regions. Yet, independent of this crisis, it is

time that a period so enlightened as the present flioukl receive some

more authentic information than the casual reports of travellers

can afford, on the subject of a nation which, issuing from the

confines of the Caspian sea in the thirteenth century, has for ages

been in possession of the most beautiful country in Europe. We

have long looked at this colossus from a distance : it is now time

to receive some information on those minuter principles, which

give energy and' activity to the wliole machine ; to examine the

powers and resources of this nation ot enthusiastic conquerors.

Prom M. D'Ohsson we had reason to form sanguine expectations.

He was born at Constantinople, had resided all his life in that

country, and was the minister of a court whose situation was in

timately connected with the Porte. Our expectations are not

disappointed. The splendor of this first volume is unexampled ;

its exactness, so fir as we have been able to perceive, is unim

peachable. We gave ear.ly notice of it in our last volume, page

301, and we can now add, from a careful examination of the first

volume, that our ideas of its execution are greatly exceeded.

The religious code is. designed to make two volumes. The

present volume conta ns the first section, and the three first books

of the second. The code is divided into three portions, the dog

matical* the ritual, and the moral. It is the work of the ancient

Mahometan doctors, called imams mudjhtehhids, which signifies

fathers of the church, and sacred interpreteis. This religious

legislation is founded, 1st. On the Cour'ann (for so it seems the'

Koran must be written). 2dly. On the oral laws of Mahomet.

3dly. On the decision of his disciples, and particularly of the'

four first caliphs. And,4thly, Ontheopinionsof the imams>. These

four books are consecrated, under the title of Erdille-y-Erbea, or

the four dem*mstrati.ve proofs. In the introduction, these four

sources of religious legislation are first examined and explained ; it

contains, zdly. an-explana ion of the four orthodox rituals, and of

the seventy-two-sects proscribed in thq empire. There is also an

Vol. LXV; 'June, 1788. ' I i ' account
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account of the formation and the compilation of this code publish*

ed under the name of Multcka, its different characters, and the

distinctions which the law makes of different nations, religions, and

conditions of men. This code forms their criminal and civil

law; and is, indeed, almost the whole of their jurisprudence. It

is said to be very confused in its original state, yet it is the foun

dation of the various fetwas or decisions of the imams. These-

have been reduced by the muftis, and form what we call the

common, in opposition to the statute law. There are various

collections of this kind, in different degrees of estimation.

The first section contains the dogmatical code : it consists of

fifty-eight articles of faith ; and is the work of Omer Nessefy,

with the commentaries of Saded-dinn Teftazany. It contains an

account of the cosmogony of the Mahometans ; of their tradi

tions respecting the earliest ages ; of their respect for the patri

archs and prophets, with their particular veneration for the per

son of Jesus Christ. A table of the universal caliphs is added,

or those who are considered as the immediate successors of Ma

homet in the sacerdotal throne ; and a catalogue of the princi

pal heresies which have sprung up even in the centre of the Ma

hometan faith. The true meaning of the tenet of predestination

is explained ; the Wisdom of the law respecting the illusions of ju

dicial astrology, and every thing that relates to the sacerdotal

functions of the sovereign ; his spiritual and temporal authority,

his rights and his powers, and the requisite qualities to render

him worthy of the Mahometan throne, are detailed at some length.

Observations are subjoined on prayers and alms ; signs which an

nounce the end of the world ; on doctors, who are interpreters

of the law, and the different classes of prophets. The chapter

oft judicial astrology is very valuable, and illustrated by numer

ous facts from the history of the Turkish empire. We shall se

lect a short instance.

4 The succession of Mourad III. to the throne offered a new

subject of alarm to the superstitious. It is a common opinion,

that the first words spoken by a new monarch would foretell the

happiness or misfortunes of his reign. Mourad, hasving had sc

ent intelligence of his father's death, immediately left Magneffie,

where he commanded, and arrived by night at the seraglio,

where he received the homage of his servants. They stood round

the throne, awaiting, in silence and fear, the first words that the

new sultan would speak : his words were, " I am very hungry,

give me something to eat." Terror seized every mind, and they

grieved for the misfortunes supposed to threaten the reign of the

prince. The event added strength to this ridiculous opinion J for

a cruel famine happened the fame year at Constantinople and dif

ferent provinces of the empire. This misfortune was followed

by wars and horrible rebellions, which rendered this reign one

of the most unhappy ones.'

We shall translate one other sliort passage, which relates to the'

end of the \|C4rld.—-« The prophet has given fix signs, as the ter-

■ • • r'rWe
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IrlWe forerunners of this event. 1. A black, thick smoke, which

shall surround the whole globe. 2. The appearance of the anti

christ, Dedjeal. 3. The appearance of Dabbet'ul-arz, who will

have in his hand the rod of Moses, and the seal of Solomon : he

will touch the elect with this rod, tracing on their faces, in vi

sible letters, the word rhuminn, believer, faithful, and will ap

ply the print of the seal on the foreheads of those who are reject

ed, tracing the word keasir, unbeliever. 4. The sun rising

from the West. 5. The coming of Jesus Christ, the son of Ma

ry. 6. The appearance of Yeedjoudjes-Meedjoudjes, or nations

of dwarfs, the issue of Japhet, the son of Noah- 7. The fall

ing of the East. 8. The destruction of the West. 9. The o-

verthrow of Arabia. 10. A violent conflagration, which arising

from the Yemen, shall drive the people before it to the place of

judgment.'

The ritual part, the subject of the second section, is where

the code Multeka begins, and is compiled by Ibrahim Haleby.

It contains five general heads ; purification, prayer, the ele^

emosynary tithe, fasting, and a pilgrimage to Mecca. The ex

planation of the religious code on the three first points only is

contained in this volume. But to be more particular :

Purifications are divided into three kinds; washing, ghassl,

merely cleansing from impurities j but any smooth bodies

may be wiped only, since the soldiers of Mahomet after victory^

only wiped their swords, or those which they took from the ene

my, put them on their sides, and went to prayer. The second

kind is ablution, which implies somewhat more strict than wash*

log ; and lotion, which differs rather in the ceremonies used, or

the purposes to which it is applied, than in the form in which it

is employed. The water is spring, or even sea-water ; in short,

any thing but stagnant, fe'id water, or what is defiled by any

impurity. Dust '8 styled pure water, and allowed, where no wa

ter can be obtained. This was a convenient dispensing power,

which the prophet employed in a drv de'art. The kinds of im

purity which require illustration, affords much absurdity, and

many ridiculous distinctions. The great objects are undoubted

ly cleanliness nd healtn. Fo> the hrst purpose, the ablutions

are ordered to be verv strictly observed, on various oceations.

On the second ..ccou t find baths very frequent ill all Maho

metan countries, tince heir different lustrations can only be per

formed properly in a bath.

Prayer is a > ery extensive duty. The dominical prayer, the

aamaz, or salath, requires four conditions: 1. A state ot perlect

purity. .2. To cover the parts which modesty requires to be

concealed. 3. Tr uing towards Mecca. 4. Proper intentions.

The posture req 'ir-eo i pointed out with great accuracy, and a

proper gravity is an 1 ssential object. The prayer namaz is to be

repeated four times in twenty-four hours, viz. in the morning,

at noon, in the afternoon, and at night. Every impurity ac

quired during prayer* requires fresh ablution j and, if the pu
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rity of an imam is foiled, lie must go out covering his face, 1 a*

if his nose hid bled,' and he must by signs request some of his

pious and learned hearers to proceed. Every groan or word, or

the slightest inattention, renders the prayer of no effect. Even

lighs destroy its efficacy, unless they occur at those passages of the

Cour'ann, which speak of paradise or hell. The usual saluta

tions of inussulmen on sneezing, the salutations between the

faithful, and even coughing, which are all worldly practices, are

injurious to the effect of the prayer. But it is impossible to mark

all these minute variations, or the different ordinances for tra

vellers, and fick persons. The particular forms, on different

occasions, are very numerous. Some parts of the Cour'ann are

to be recited only when accompanied by prostrations ; and every

good mussulmanis expected to be able to repeat the whole of this

sacred volume.

The eleemosynary tithe is another duty of Mahometans.' This

tithe is collected for the benefit of poor inussulmen, except ofth'e

tribe of Bcni-Hafchim. This tribe is too noble to receive alms:

it would disgrace them ; so that is they are poor, they live on a

certain portion of the sovereign's share of plunder, from the ene

mies of the faith. When there i3 no war, their situation seems to

be a distressing one. A man must be in possession os a certain num

ber of camels, oxen, flitep, horses, or other effects, to be liable

to this tax ; and from this number the tax is increased in pro

gression. Even jewels and gold are taxed ; and the origin is said

to have been the following occurrence.—'The prophet seeing

two women turning towards Mecca,, with bracelets of gold on

their arms, asked them if they liad paid' the eleemosynary tax ?

They said no — Would you then, says he, choose, instead of

bracelets of gold, bracelets of fire? By no means, they reptied,

•with the most lively emotion.—Well then, adds the prophet,

mind, for the future, to pay tith( s.' It ought to be mentioned,

from our author, for the credit of Mahometantsm, that mus-

sulmen are no less careful to pay this t:ix, than strictly to fulfil

all the external ceremonies or their religion. We believe they

are not so careful, in pii»ate, to obey the dictates ofthe Cour'ann.

The p;ifchal tithe is of canonical institution, and consists of a

certain measure of corn, or its value, which every rich mussul-

man is obliged to pay for himself, and even his children and do

mestics; This obligation extends only from the morning of the

feast, to the time of the paschal prayer. The paschal sacrifice

is of similar institution, and consists in offering a camel, or an

ox ; but seven are allowed to unite in this sacrifice, at their joint

expence. The volume concludes with a description of the tem

ples, and the buildings round the mosques ; thepubiic libraries

connected with them ; schools, hospitals, colleges, and the va

rious foundations which form parts of religious institutions.

We must not leave M. d* Ohflbn's work, without some re

marks on its execution. It is beautifully printed, on the paper

usually employed for copper-plates, in a type which wants

only
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only a lktle more fullness to render it no less convenient to read

than beautiful to look at. The proportions of the letters, with

a very few exceptions, and those very trifling, are excellent.

The plates are beautifully executed. A little prejudice may be

felt against their accuracy, by those who reflect that the Turks

allow of no imitations of life in drawings. It may at fiist be sus

pected, therefore, that these drawings are imaginary ones, or taken

from recollection. It must be, however, remembered, that the

Persians allow of paintings ; and this is one of the circumstances

which make good mussulmen look on them as heretics. In some

of their books of history may be found portraits of almost all the

patriarchs, the caliphs, the imams, and the greatest men of the

East, with plates of the most rtmarkable battles, and the most

celebrated atchievements of the eastern nation?. The sultans

also, in spite of their law, have their pictures pa'mted in oil on

fine pasteboard. This practice was began by Gsman I. and each

sovereign adds his own : they form a book in quarto. Our au

thor, by a lucky event, procured this book, and copied the por

traits. He showed it also to M. de St. Priest, and M. Ulric'de

Celsing, the French and Swedisti ambassadors ; and their testi

mony will probably support the truth of his account, and the

authenticity of his copy. The other plates were drawn on the

spot by Grecian and even European artists. Those, in the

present volume, are of unequal merit ; but those of inferior

merit are clearly and neatly executed. They represent the pa

triarchs and the mussulmen at prayer, or performing their ablu

tions ; the feligious festivals; the outside and insides'of mosques,

chapels, libraries, &c. The patriarchs, and even Adam and

Eve are, of course, drawn from fancy, and generally in Turk

ish dresses. The plates of this volume are forty in number,

besides the frontispiece.

We have given an early account of this work, because it U

splendid and curious. We shall take up the second volume

as soon as it c6mes to our hands ; for we are convinced it will

gratify»the curiosity of our readers to be informed of the publi

cation and its contents, if they cannot obtain a more ample gra

tification, by perusing it.

MONTHLY CATALOGUE.

POETRY.

Peter's Tension. A solemn Epistle to a sublime Personage. By

Peter Pindar, £sj. \to. 3*. Kearstey.

WE perceive that Peter politically funk in his last work,

(fee p. 400.) to rife higher, and dazzle us with more

splendor in the present. If he before set in the west, he now

rises in the east ; and is more arch and pleasant than ever. The

report of his pension, and the various rumours spread concerning

him, furnisti the subject of this poem, which is ornamented by

1 i 3 some
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somesofter poetry, to show that he has not a hard heart. We

still wi(h that he would change his subject; and we would ra

ther consent to be the objects cf his satire, in another 'Suppli

catory Epistle,' than that he should continue in this unceasing

round. Yet his present satires are more interesting : the editions

where M—y is attacked are numerous, while the Epistle to the

Reviewers, though the oldest, is least in request. We hope that

this arises from something more than our obscurity. We shall,

as usual, extract some lines, and they shall be the concluding

ones. After refusing the pension that may be offered, he adds;

1 Yet, should I imitate the sickle wind,

Or Mr. patriot Eden—change my mind ;

And for the bard your majesty should send,

And say? " Well well, well well, my tuneful friend,

I long, I long, to give you something, Peter

You make fine verses—nothing can be sweeter—

What will you have? what, what? speak out—speak out—■

Yes, yes you something want, no doubt, no doubt."

Or should you like some men who gravely preach,

Forsake your usual short-hand mode of speech,

And thus begin—in bible-phrase sublime ;

*« What shall be done for our rare son of rhime }

The bard who full of wisdom writeth ?

The man in whom the king delighteth?"

Then would the poet thankfully reply

With fault'ring voice, low bow, and marv'ling eyes

All meeknels! such a sirnple, dovelike thing!

*' Blest be the bard who verses can indite,

To yield a second Solomon delight !

Thrice blest, who findeth favour with the king !

Since 'tis the royal will to give the bard

In whom the king delighteth, some reward,

Some mark of royal bounty to requite him ;

O king ! do any thing but knight him."

These are not, however, the best.—The tales furnish some

pointed strokes of wit and satire ; but we are unwilling to tran

scribe them, because, we hope, they are founded on misrepre

sentations.

The King*! Ode, in answer to Peter Pindar, on the SubjeH of his

Pension ; ivith a poetical Preface., and four original Cantatas,

ly the fame Hand. /[to. is. 6d. Stalker.

4 Paid in thy own poetic coin.

No better pension shall be thine,*

From these lines of the preface we expected much pleasure*

A commercial treaty of wit promised great entertainment. But

we must observe, that Peter is not paid in his own coin. For

wit and humour dullness and insipidity are bartered ; and we

do not perceive that the king's champion is less severe on his

6 majesty
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majesty -than Peter ; so that we have not even loyalty and deco

rum to compensate for stupidity. There are some rural can

tatas, and an Ode to Impudence, which have a little merit in

the burlesque style. We (hall transcribe the last stanza of the

Ode:

t Fickle dame

Who lov'ct promiscuous flame,

On Peter six thy fhamless fire,

m O, sweep wiih hottest hands—his lyre,

On lewdest subjects sing :

Thus in a little time.

The sons of little rhyme,

A thousand puny Pindars forth will spring.

Amazon of Peter's cell,

Still at Newport shambles dwell.'

We cannot easily divine our author's meaning. If he meant

10 express his displeasure at Peter's illiberal abuse of M—y, it

may be observed, that he is almost equally abusive : if, to de

preciate Pindar's poetry, he has furnished the best foil to deco

rate it, by contrast, in adopting his metre and his manner.

Conjectures are endless : perhaps, after all, the design origi

nated in the Park, about dinner-time.

Tie Hisiory of Peter Pindar, ijo. is. Stalker.

• Ecce iterum Crifpinus!' * Master Kastryll, the angry boy

is come again,' and tells us that Peter was a Cornish apothe

cary, and threshed by a Cornish justice. It may be very

true ; for we know authors only in their works ; but that there

was no interval in his life between his Cornisti healing and his

London writing, has been greatly doubted by those who pre

tend to be well acquainted wiw him.

From the Answer to the Expostulatory Epistle, we shall select

our author's panegyric on Mr. West.

4 And thus it is with famous Weir,

Who has so charmingly exprest

Th' events of the historic page,

Which most attention shou'd engage*

Whose pencil has so well portray'd

The passions which the foul pervade.

— O West ! how oft I've fondly gaz'd,

While my rapt fancy stood amaz'd ;

Gaz'd on each dear, fictitious part,

Depicted with luch curious art.

She almost doubted that the scene

Had mere eftect of col'ring been 1*

We hope the doubts of fancy are, 'by this time, resolved.

But if, gentle reader, you are not pleased with this extract,

which we have culled with our choicest care, we are sorry for

it : there is really no temptation to transcribe more.

I i 4 Poetical
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Poetical Translations from various Authors. By 'ftTafler y^hn

Brvwtte, ofCrnxjkernr, Somerset; a Boy of Twelve Tears Old.

Published by the Rev. Robert 4fl>c, for tbc Benefit of bis Pupil,

/{to. $s: Nichols.

This publication will, we hope, answer the design of the

benevolent editor, and enable the young poet to prosecute his

studies, and reap the benefit of a university education. His

father cannot be expected to contribute terji largely towards it,

having seven children to provide for besides our author, arid all

of them younger than him, To support this family he has

merely the profits of his place as an exciseman, and what he

can get by Healing a few hours frein his office, in teaching day-

scholars to read and write.—The editor declares that he "never

assisted his pupil in the structure of five verses throughout the

whole of his poems ; and if they have received no other correc

tions but what their author's judgment suggested, they must

impress every reader with wonder at his taste and accuracy.

We mean not to imply by this, that his translations are always

absolutely correct, either as to expression or fidelity; but they

approach so nearly towards it as to command our admiration.

In proof of our assertion, we shall merely select a few lines from

the translation of Mr. Huntingford's Ode to Silence, which

opens the collection, and was written by Mailer Browne when

hut ten. years old.

• Sister to darkness, and the gloomy night,

With visage pale, and down-cast, fixed, %ht,

Thy singer to thy closed lips apply'd,

Say in what place, O Silence, you reside ?

Far in the wood imbofom'd deep ?

Or on the lofty mountain's steep?

In the dreary desert wide?

Or by some lonely tower's side ?

Or sitt'st thou on the rocky shore

While zephyrs calm the billows' roar ?*

The epithets, in general, throughout the collection, are

equally well chosen, and suited to the subject, as those we have

quoted.

Soliloquy in a thatched Building in a retired Part ofW— Gardens,

^to. 2S. bd. Faulder.

The author appears to be a very whimsical fort of -character,

and we know not well what to fay of his verses. 4 The following

little poem, he tells us, has now run some way into his fourth

Noviate since it was originally written.'—' Why, or when it

has been enlarged since—why brought from obscurity to the

broad day—whether the subject or scene be real or fictitious—

whether the sentiments of the poem be the past, or present ones

eftbevery day.' All thfse points, the author assures us, he will

keep a profound secret ; nay, he has contrived to wrap himself

up in so much obscurity, that, without presuming to guess

2 whether
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whether his sentiment? are new or old, we can seldom discoVet1

the ideas which he means to convey, nor even the subject on

which he writes. The lines which we have qtibted follow an

address to Minerva, who is desired to come -hot m * fable

frowns,' but with ' winning smiles to fill the heart with ftnfivt

pleasure.' * . ' '

' Teach me to tread life's devious way,

Nor friend to vice, not* falsehood's prey ; ■ ■ ,

And ever be thy goldin line,

Twixt sophistry and reason, mine: ■ -

Sad sophistry ! with glaring hue,

That gives false virtues fdr the true}

Reason, (and through thy light divine)

The jewel pure, as frbrh the mine;

Thy light! that (hews, with diff'ring name.
Proof and conviction, as—the fame ; ' '• ■

Thy light ! that, equal, gives to view, •■"

For, or against, ourselves—the true: .

And then, with rectitude your guide,

No, not for worlds, to quit your fide ;

But then too, yes ; ye half-born throng,

When wrong, to fee ; nay fay, we're wrong.

To re-illume, from black offence,

The injur'd front of innocence;

(From black offence? but if such be,

Take care, at least, ourselves are free,

" Judge not, (we're told) lest you judg'd be.")

The explanatory notes are, if possible, more obscure than

the poem.—Three engravings of Strutt accompany this per

formance, two of them extremely beautiful, and deserving a

better situation.

Tbc Fall of the Rohillas. An Historic Pom. \to. is. 6d. Sym-

monds.

Asiatic manners afford ample scope for poetical embellish

ments; and the present subject, if properly treated, might have

been made extremely inieresling. The 4 little Epic,' so the au

thor styles it, now before us, is almost entirely confined to the

history of a single family. The brevity of the tale is not its

least excuseable defect.

Eupbrofyne, an Ode to Beauty : addressed to Mrs. Crouch. By

Silvester Otway. e^to. is. (id. Keariley.

An irregular poem (and such the present is in every fense of

the word), if the pauses are judiciously varied, may possess strik

ing and peculiar beauties. The writer fliould, however, havean

exceeding good ear in regard to poetical numbers and cadence, ,

otherwise that of his reader will be frequently much hurt at the

failure of an expected rhyme, or a well finished or an harmoni

ous period. Those who adopt this mode of composition merely
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for the ease with which it may be executed, can never succeed.

In general, how tiresome and disgusting are the Pindarics of Cow-

ley, and other poems of the fame name, written in the last cen-» -

tury ? Our author seems to consider this mode of writing as

a novel attempt. He professes a neglect of all methodical ar

rangement of verse;

4 Whether, says he, this shall be deemed a fortunate temerity,

or an unhappy attempt to shake off the fetters that encumber the

flight of the British Muses, is now respectfully submitted to the

candid severity of criticism, and to the impartial opinion of the

public.'

The public, we can assure him, will concur in opinion with

us, that if the Muses will play such antic tricks when they are

let loose, as they are here made to play, they ought to be again

confined ; and we beg the lady to whom the poem is addressed,

and who seems to have turned the author's brain, that (he would

exert her influence, nor, t to cheer,' but check ' the soaring

lay.'

* To cheer my soaring lay,

Which trembling tries the proud essay—

For oh ! that meteor-blaze of beauteous form,

What eagle-pinion'd flight of song

Can ever hope to reach ?'

Mfffiab : a Poem, in Two Parts. By Miss Scott. \to. is,

Johnson.

« This poem was occasioned, fays miss Scott, by reading Mr.

Hayley's animated exhortation to Mr. Mason to write a national

epic poem.' One would naturally suppose that, in a muse-in-

spired mind, it would rather have suggested the idea of an Al

fred, an Edward, or an Arthur, 4 begirt with British or armoric

knights,' than have taught it to wing its excursive flight to the

distant regions of Judæa. There is, however, something very

striking and peculiar in the concatenation, or rather succession of

ideas, that occupy the human mind. Miss Scott informs us,

• slie was led by a perusal of those elegant lines insensibly to con

trast the character of that Hero, on whom the Christian's eye

should be invariably fixed, with the heroes of the world.' This

passage, and many others, evince the pious disposition of the fair

author; and it must be confessed they are sometimes more com

mendable for their religious and moral tendency than their

poetical merit.

4 The infant Jesus grew in strength apace,

And, as his years increas'd, he grew in grace :

No puerile sports amus'd his opening mind.'

We meet with many feeble and prosaic lines like the preced

ing, but with few strikingly exceptionable. The sentiments are

generally expressed with precision and ease, sometimes with ele

gance ; of which the quotation annexed will serve as an instance.

4 la
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* In all the pomp os verse, in times of old,

The Bard Divine thy mystic birth foretold,

And fung, in rapture's animating strain, ,

The peaceful glories of thy promis'd reign.

« Bright Morning Star! from thy resplendent ray-

Shall darkling man derive celestial day ;

Wide shall thy renovating light expand,

And cheer, ere time expire, each distant land.

« Mild Prince of Peace ! where'er thy banners spread.

Triumphing virtue shall erect her head ;

Arm'd with the conqu'ring energy of God,

Thy hand (halt break oppression's iron rod !

War's bnzen trump no more the ear fliall wound,

Nor earth her bleeding children's groans resound

Jiach hostile nation (hall thy laws obey,

And own the meek Messiah's gentle sway.

• Thy life's first dawn, angelic voices fung;

To joy's bold notes their golden harps they strung;

And while the swift-wing'd messengers of love,

Lightsome as air, descended from above,

A radiance round them shone more richly bright

Than day's gay orb in its meridian height ;

Its dazzling beams the watchful shepherds saw,

And gaz'd, and trembled with unwonted awe.*

A Monody on the Deatb of Mr. John Henderson. By G. D.

Harley. $to. 2s. Wilkie.

Mr. Henderson's professional abilities were considerable, and

his private character respectable. This performance seems to

have originated from a warm and sincere friendship, and so far

it does the author credit. Its poetical merit is not very con

spicuous, though we occasionally meet with some good line*,

and sentiments happily expressed.

The Humours of Brigbtbelmstone. By J. West. ±to. is. Scatcherd.

The Brighthelmstone waters appear to be of a very different

nature to those which flow from the Castalian spring ; instead

of conveying divine inspiration, they seem to possess a stupi-

fying and antipoetic quality. In confirmation of our remark,

an illustrious example was given in our Review for April last,

p. 313. The poem now before us is not to be placed in the

fame rank with that strange indigested performance. It is a

feeble imitation of Anstey's Bath Guide.

Tie Country Book-Club. A Poem. 4/0. zs. 6d. Lowndes.

We suspect, from some inaccuracies, that this little poem is

written by a person whose genius has not been greatly improved

by education. We perceive in it some traits of humour not very

poignant; a few characters pretty well discriminated, though not

yery highly finiflied ; and some descriptive scenes, tolerably pleas

ing, though not strikingly beautiful.
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STbt Solicitudes of Absence, a genuine Tale, \rrnn. 3*. Forster.

Mr. Renwick, to whose merits we have so often borne a wil

ling testimony, relates, in this ' genuine tale' of woe, the

events of his'life, the solicitudes arising in consequence of his

absence from a beloved wife and family ; the struggles which,

be experienced with a narrow income, with alternate expecta- ■

tions and disappointments.—Mr. Renvvick deserves much ; and

he has not been wholly disappointed ; yet, wilh great merits

and laborious services, he should not have been left in his old

age to contend against the billows of a troublesome world.

When we reviewed his various ' Addresses' we were not aware

that he was, in fact, pleading for an amiable wife and a pro

mising family. We wish he had been more successful. His

roind seems to be well-regulaied and well-informed : his lan

guage is elegant; his poetry pleasing, tender, and pathetic.

DRAMATIC.

Ximencs ; a Tragedy : by Percival Stockdalc. 8w. zs. 6d. Faulder.

This Tragedy was never acted, nor is it calculated 'for thea

trical representation. It is totally void of the intricacies of the

modern drama, and seems formed upon the model of Shalc-

spear's historical plays. It resembles them at least in length,

number of characters, the introduction of real occurrences,

and irregularity of plot.—We cannot carry the parallel much

farther.

The Stone Eater, an Interlude. As it is aBcd at the Theatre

Royal, Drury-Lane. By C. Stuart. 8vo. 6d. Symonds.

There is no critical code by which we can try these tempo

rary trifles. Fancy follows its own laws, and absurdity is often

the consequence. It is as easy to eat stones as to give any

account of this performance.-

& O V E L S.

Powis Caf.le; or, Anecdotes of an Ancient Family. In two Vols.

\imo. 5*. Lane.

The first volume is artless and pleasing : the second is of very

inferior vahte ; for Sir Walter is uneasy without reason, and sa

tisfied without conviction. There are many trifling errors in lan

guage and circumstances, which lead us to think that the au

thor's knowlege and .experience have received very little culti

vation. .

^Emilia D'Aubi-gne, a Novel, by the Author of Ella, or tbt Delw

sons of the Heart, izmo.. zs. 6d. Elliott.

We cannot highly commend the moral tendency or the conduct

-of this work. Some parts contain natural and unaffected descrip

tions ; hut the story is sometimes improbable, and often ob

scure.

He-
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Heloise ; <v, f4* SjVjf* 0/ Rhodes. A Legendary Tall, By tie

Author of'Maria; or; the Generous Ru/Uc. Pol. I. Small Zvo.

3/. bd. Forbes,.

Legendary Tales are seldom executed happily ; and we can

not highly commend the Siege of Rhodes T he narrative is

sometimes interesting ; but it hurries too hastily along to be very

affecting, while the story ofthe siege has been admirably told al*

ready in the page of history. There are a few biilliant passages,

and a few anachronisms, interspersed, though the latter are not

Very glariag, nor do they greatly lessen the pleasure of the rea

der. We expected somewhat better from the author of tho

*-Gencrous Rustic and our expectations having been raised,

perhaps too high, may account for a little disappointment. We

shall select a (hort passage, where the situation is well described,

and is in itself interesting.

' In two days the impatient baron set off for the retreat of

Heloise, accompanied by father Nicolas ; on their arrival they

repaired to the convent, and on enquiring for Heloise, they

were directed to the chapel. They entered, and discovered by

the light of the moon the pensive mourner kneeling at the tomb

of Selima, and offering up prayers for the repose of her spirit.

A scene more inte'elring could not be witnessed—Selima. was

once the rival of Heloise—(lie was consi.fcred as the charm -t,hat

detained Mootmorin in the East till Heloise believing him dead,

by one solemn act for ever precluded herself from happiness—

but when Selima was no more—religion and pity conducted He

loise to her grave, whilst meicy, cherubed mercy, flied one pi

tting tear.'

Henry and Isabella ; or, a Tralte through 'Life. By the Author ofCa

roline, ar the Diversities of Fortune. 4 A7"tit, 1 imo. I is. Lane.

The period of Evelina and Cecilia may.be considered as a new

æra in the age of novel?. The more laboured and intricate plots

of Fielding, the eccentric, and sometimes exaggerated charac

ters of Smollett, are rendered smoother by the polisli of fashionable

life, and the modern novel consists of scenes more loosely con

nected, which seldom rise so high in comic humour, or fink so

low. Like the age which furnishes the picture, the present writers

preserve a more equal flight. Mils Burney and her admirers

must excuse us, if we do not think the Braoctons.and Mr. Briggs

among her happiest efsolions : though it must- be allowed that

the former are diversified with skill, and the several characters

preserved with accuracy. • •

This little discussion is not wholly digressive, for Henry and

Isabella is a novel from the Burney, school. We- do not adduce

the merit of that author to lower the present work, or -rneation

her defects, to raise it in estimation. On. the whole, we think

Henry and Isabella much inferior to Cecilia or Evelina : yet nhese

volumes may without great danger be compared with either : the

story is well told ; the catastrophe concealed and devebped with

tolerabje
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tolerable Ikill ; the characters are new, and sufficiently discrim?»

nated. The character of Albei t is natural, and not hackneyed

in the pages of the novellilt : that of Mrs. Burton drawn out to

a greater extent than we remember to have seen it. The he

roine, as usual, is too faultless ; and the title of the work, as well

as the early behaviour of lady Maitland, give an experienced,

novel-reader too much information. We wish to fee a female

character drawn with faults and virtues, to fee her feel the effect*

of misconduct, which does not proceed from a bad heart or cor

rupted inclinations, and to fee her in the end happy, in conse

quence of her reformation : in short, to see a female Jones, or

another Evelina, with faults equally embarrassing, yet as venial.

Eliza Cleland, a Novel. 3 V?ls. 1 lmo. "}s. 6d. Lane.

One of the buzzing insects which has received a temporary

life from the warmth of a circulating library. It teizes for a

while, but will soon be as if it had never been. We can.

find no merit, but a harmless disposition, to induce us to foster

and cheer the creature-—to bid it live another hour.

The New Sylph ; or, the Guardian Angel. A Story. 1 zmo.

is. 6d. Lane.

If the Story of the old Sylph did not, at once, point out the

plot, and the termination of the Story, the author would have

done it at once, by observing, in p. 28. that Rose's manner

* seemed to say that she was not what lhe appeared.' Why too

must she have fine linen? Why should there not have been

such a village as Lizai ?—The whole is too obviously artificial.

—Yet the surprizes are sometimes well contrived, and not badly

explained, though, in general, this Story has little real merit.

Melissa and Marcia ; or, the Sifters. 2 Fols. izmo. c,s. Lane.

With little novelty to recommend the fable, with nothing

very interesting in the various characters, or the conduct of the

work, we have yet been entertained with the present volumes. If,

in each of these respects, the novel does not rise to excellence,

yet, in all, it soars above the usual attempts in this depart

ment ; and the fair Sisters came to us in such company, that

the darkest complexion would have appeared an agreeable bru

nette, a giantess only majestic, and a dwarf elegantly little.

In no period, perhaps, have we seen novels of such various char

acters ; and the end of the last winter has shown us, not perhaps

how high genius can rise, but certainly how low its semblance

can fink. If we were to decide on the rank of Melissa and

Marcia, we would put them in the first class, though they can

not obtain a distinguished place in it.

Sophia ; or, the EmbarraJJhd Wife, containing the History of Mira

the New Foundling. By a Lady. 2 sols. \2mo. $s. Allen.

Is this then, madam, your first attempt.' It is indeed, gen

tlemen ; I hope that it has met with your approbation : what

think you of its execution ? Our opinion of its execution is

such,
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such, that we sincerely hope you never will make a second

trial. You have punished us sufficiently, by leading us through

two volumes of insipid trifling.

The History of Lady Caroline Rivers, in a Series of Letters. JS/

Miss Elizabeth Todd. 2. FoU. \2mo. 5*. Printed for the

Authoress.

* Well, my dear, are you not in a perspiration at not hearing

from me before.?' We really were almost in that situation at

reading these lines ; and we were not relieved in the subsequent

passage, by finding that the lady chose not to do what was int'

possible Ihe could have done. We should not have reprehended

this young authoress of seventeen so severely, if she had not

discovered, in the progress of her work, that ihe was totally

unacquainted with life and manners, that she could not draw

even a tolerably correct copy of characters, or paint with fidelity

the conduct necessary in such situations.—Perhaps her end is

sufficiently answered by an extensive list of subscribers.

MEDICAL.

Observations on the Pharmacopai Collegii Regalis Medicorum

Londinenfis, 1788. 8w. 6d, Robinsons.

These Observations are an appendix to the Remarks on the

Specimen Alterum, which we examined in our last volume,

p. 459. The fame spirit actuates, and the fame ability distin

guishes them. But we have already given our opinion, at

some length, on this work ; and it would be of little import

ance, at present, to point out where we have agreed with the

present observer, or where we have differed. The Pharmacopœia

is now published : it might have been better ; but, nescit vox

missa reverti.

The Medical Memento, containing the Materia Medica, and the

Alterations of the Names made in the Chymical Preparations,

agreeable to the Neiv Pharmacopœia of the Royal College of

Pbyficians, London. \2mo. Is. Darton.

Since the alterations of the College in the new edition of

their Dispensatory are so numerous, this little book must be

extremely useful. There are a few press errors, but we have

not observed any that can mislead. In the English translation,

it may be proper to read, eryngo, the root; but it would have

sounded better, is the compiler had written, benjamin, a resin.

Tabula Nomina Medicamentorum Pharmacopœia Londinenjis, A^nno

17460 aliHe, alibique promulgatorum, qua ejufdem Editione Anno

17880, tamen Nominibus novis infignita, retinentur vtl accipiun*

tur. is. Evans.

This Table answers the fame purpose : it is the attendant at

home, while the Memento is the companion of the pocket.

Cursory Remarks on the New Pharmacopoeia. By Liquor Folatilis

CornuCcrvi. Small 8<vo. I j. Stalker.

If our remarker had been the compiler of the new Pharma-

copœia,
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copoeia, he would have acted differently ; but he would not

probably have produced so good a work. There is much cap

tious petulance and personal sarcasm, mixed with the phar

maceutical remarks, though, in one or two instances, the latter

seem to have some foundation. He is very angry that "the

tincture of columbo is inserted, and the elixir of vitriol reject

ed: we are well pleased with the new medicine, and regret

not the loss of the old one.

Medical Remarks on Naturals Spontaneous, and Artificial Evacw

ation. By John Anderson, M. D. F. S. 4' Second Edition,

izrno. is. Murray.

In our sixty-fourth volume, page 230, we reviewed the first

edition of this little tract, and now, with great pleasure, intro

duce the second. In this edition there are some emendations of

doubtful passages, and a confirmation of, those which seemed to

require it. The author professes no slavish attachment to any

sect ; but his theory is still Boerhaavian. Every physician re

tains a bias for the opinions of his first instructor ; and we there

fore suspect that Dr. Anderson drank his first draughts of science

in that school.

MISCELLANEOUS.

New, Candid and Practical Thoughts on the Law of Imprisonment

for Debt. Svo. is. 6d. Whieldon.

The plan proposed by this author consists in an attempt to

discriminate between the fraudulent and the unfortunate credi

tor ; to continue the arrest of the prisoner in the first instance ;

but to abolish perpetual imprisonment, and substitute in its room

a limited punishment, to be awarded at the discretion of the

judges.

The Royal EdiB, given al Versailles, in Nov. 1 787, forgranting

Toleration throughout his mqft Christian Majtfiys Dominions, to

Dijscnters from the established Church. Svo. 6d- Coghlan.

This Edict secure* to Protestants a legal marriage, and proofs

of births and deaths, or the civil rights enjoyed by other

French subjects. It is, indeed, a very limited toleration, and

does not, deserve the pompous description which we at first re

ceived of it.

Arabian Lettersfrom Abdalla, a 'Native of Arabia, to his Friend

at Mecca. 1 imo. $s. DitLy*.

Letters from Persians, Chinese, and Arabians, are common.

They are usually satires oh. European manners ; sometimes on

religion, and often on political occurrences. Our autho-, in a

cursory way, glances rapidly over various subjects. He is oc

casionally right; : bat freejuently superficial, and • not uncom

monly mistaken. . . ..
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T O T H E

CRITICAL REVIEW,

VOLUME THE SIXTY-FIFTH.

Eight Sermons preached before the University of Oxford, in the

Tear 1786. By George Croft, D. D. 8vo, 44. in Boards*

Rivingtons.

THE object of the lectures instituted by Mr. Bampton is

so important, and the characters of the preachers who

have been appointed to the annual office are so conspicuous,

that we usually attend to them with more than ordinary cares"

and we examine them with peculiar anxiety, and often with con

siderable pleasure. Mr. Bampton's view was to confirm and

establish the Christian faith, to explain and defend the language

and authority of scripture, the authority of the earlier fathers,

and the practice of the primitive church. Other, subjects of dis

course were to be the divinity of our Saviour, and the Holy

Ghost ; the articles of the Christian Faith, as contained in the

Apostles' and Nicene Creeds.

Dr. Croft's great design is the vindication of the church of

England ; and his intention is introduced by an enquiry into

the use and abuse of our own faculties, the true notions of in^

spiration, and the authority of the fathers. He then investi

gates "the principles of the reformation; the conduct of the

reformers ; the reasonableness of a separation ; the particular

doctrines, on which dissent is founded ; and he concludes with

some observations on the present state of religion, with conjec

tural remarks on the prophecies, which have not hitherto

been fulfilled.

In these discussions, while we can praise the learning and

industry of the author, we cannot always commend his modera

tion. He assumes ground so high, and so otten assailed, that

we fear his posts are not altogether tenable. While, as the Bamp

ton lecturer, he is confined to some disputed topics, in his own

character he has assumed the defence of others. It cannot be

imagined that, in the compass of eight sermons, he has room

for so many exertions, and he is of course brought into the dis

agreeable necessity of treating some points very shortly, and of

Atr. Vol., LXV, & k leaving
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leaving the unavoidable impression, that as he has not been able

td defend them satisfactorily, they aie incapable of defenC*.

From this cause, in some subjects of importance, he has left

himself insecure and open to replies.

In the firll Sermon, on the use and abuse of our own faculties,

there is much useful matter on the subjects of natural religion ;

and we agree with Dr. Croft, that it would be neither difficult

nor useless to discriminate between the duties which reason points

out to us as men, and the additional obligations we are under

as Christians. Yet he adds, a little unaccountably, that in prac

tice, 4 whatsoever is not of faith is sin ;' ' whatever we do on

motives of common prudence and mere morality has in it the

nature of sin.' Surely the passage, in Sr. Paul's Epistle to the

komans xiv. 23. hath a very different meaning.

Among the abuses of reason, some errors are properly noticed,

though there are a few which would not be in general allowed.

We fear the remarks on a particular providence may be mistaken r

our author, we apprehend, means only to fay, that though we

are undoubtedly under the care of God, the peculiar adminis

trations of his providence are hidden from us. Th;it all things

are calculated, so as to produce the greatest sum of happiness,

seems also to be placed, in Dr. Croft's opinion, among the

abuses of reason.

The second Sermon is on inspiration, a subject that requires

being treated with the steadiest hand, which requires the

calmest attention, the most extensive knowlege, and the cor-

rectest judgment. Dr. Croft sees inspiration in many passages

of holy scripture, where we cannot discern it. We may allow

David to be inspired ; but we can scarcely consider Hagar even

as a type. A story so consonant to patriarchal manners, capa

ble only of a forced application, will rather excite the sneers of

the sceptic than convince the judicious enquirer. Even the

mystical interpretation of Solomon's Song is adopted. If this be

she consequence of Saint Paul's words, that ' all scripture is given

by inspiration of God,' it will rather undermine than support

feligion. Before this very general and unlimited application

be made of the passage, it should be enquired, what is the

meaning of the word Scripture ; and by what rules Our forefa

thers were guided, when they distinguistied between the canoni

cal and apocryphal books, for to the former we now apply

she term. But our author must speak for himself.

1 .'It is a dangerous doctrine, which some of our former friends

have advanced, that, though scripture in general may be inspired,

yet there are some passages in which the sacred writers have been

left to themselves, have given way to ignorance and infirmity,

and have uttered something absurd and unchristian. The impre

cations of the psalms are the first and most obvious instances.

These have been proved upon the best authority to be predic

tions only. And if any, concurring with our translators, will^

not or cannot be. convinced of this, let them consider, that a

prophet may be authorized in his public character, to denounce

tit to pf^y for, those divine "judgments, which, in a private ca-

' 2 , p.icity,
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pacity, no human being ought to wish for. The kind and for

giving temper of David, when left to the operation of his own

mind, is sufficiently exemplified throughout his whole history.'

Some other examples are added ; but we must still beg leave

to object to the conclusion, unless it be the general one, that

nothing is done without the permission, or, if the author pleases,

without the inspiration of God, taking inspiration in the most

unlimited sense. \

* To discuss (adds Dr. Croft) the whole subject of inspira

tion, to point out the scrupulous exactness with which all the

sacred books have been examined, preserved and transmitted to

succeeding ages, and to state the collateral testimonies which

prove th?m genuine, is altogether superfluous. If what hath

been said may tend to vindicate the authority we attribute to

them, and to increase the veneration with which we consult them,

some hope may yet be entertained that these oracles of truth will

guide us in the way of salvation. The errors of transcribers

have not affected one article of faith. Even such as subsist will

be gradually lessened by learning and ingenuity, as long as a pro

per medium is observed between licentious ctiticism and supine

acquiescence. A new version given to the people would be at

tended with some inconveniences, and the discretion of their

pastors will clear up obscurities and solve difficulties as far as is

essential to the purity of their conversation and the tranquillity

os their minds. To fix the limits ot their curiosity, to extri

cate them from the labyrinth to which enthusiasm or misguided

reason may have led them, will be an useful and a pleasing em

ployment. Thus they will become wiser than the aged, thus

they will know of the doctrines whether they be of God."

1 The third Sermon, in pursuance os the general plan, is on

the authority of the fathers. If we consider them, with our

aurhor, according to the circumstances in which they were

placed, either as contending with the Jews, with the Gentiles,

or with heretics, we are told that we stiall find them neither igno

rant of profane learning, peculiarly uninstructed in the art of

composition, or unacquainted with the most convincing modes

of argumentation. Many of the fathers are undoubtedly elo

quent and persuasive reasoners, men of sound judgment, whose

language was clear and forcible, and whose arguments were Wfll

chosen and decisive. Dr. Croft's recommendations are, however,

too indiscriminate ; and his opinion, that they taught very gene-

rally the doctrine of the divinity of Christ, may perhaps mee?t

with opposition. Our author softens their intolerance, and

defends some parts of their conduct which has not been gene

rally approved.

The Sermon on the principles and conduct of the reformers

is no less liable to disputes and exceptions. Yet we think it is

with some propriety that Dr. Croft, in the beginning, endea

vours to fliow, that the argument for dissent, deduced from the

reformation, has not sufficient foundation. It is justly remarked,

that one dissent, one separation, cannot be compared with an-

» • . K'ki ther ;
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other; bat that the only objects of comparison are the opinions

which lead to the schism. He denies^ that every one is capable

of forming a regular system of doctrines. It has been contended

that each person has this right j and we would allow it, it it were

once proved that knowledge and judgment are scattered with

an equal hand : Itil this be demonstrated^ seme must dictate^

and others be dictated to. In reality, among sects reputed the

ntost liberal, this power is most freely exercised. Dr. Croft

defends the reformers, the articles of religion, and episcopacy ;

but not always with equal success : nor does he add much new

argument to what already lies scattered in various volumes.

In the following passage he is candid and judicious; nor can we

refrain from remarking that, in the situation in which he is,

greater advantages might have been gained by more often allow-*

ing occasional errors than in contending on every point.

' The advocates for a new establishment, and the opposers of

alt establishments* have enquired, whether, upon the supposi

tion that the Reformation had been deferred till our days, the

articles would not have been materially different from the present.

No advantage is given by allowing that they certainly would*

In proportion to the dangers which surround us, we naturally

prepare our defence. That he who engages to support a system

may, in the progress of life, find, or, which is the fame as to

the effect upon his conduct, imagine himself mistaken, cannot

be denied. But the evils arising trom ignorance, instability, and

presumption, are infinitely greater than any one establilluncnt

ever produced ; for in all ot them we must often distinguish the

misconduct of individuals from the seeming or the real imper

fections of the establishments themselves.

' Articles, like human laws, are liable to perversion, evasion,

or misconstruction. The prudence and the industry of interpre.

ten diminishes those evils which it cannot prevent. Ours are

usefully retained, as comprehending a history of the religion of

the times in which they were framed, and as expressing the rea

sons of our separation from the church of Rome on the one

hand, and the Puritans on the other. And though he, who

keeps the moderate path between two parties, be in danger of

displeasing each, yet he gains the approbation of the cool and

considerate ; and if party-zeal deprive him of much praise, and

subject him to much censure, during his life time, posterity will .

applaud his magnanimity, and vindicate the propriety of his

conduct.'

The fifth Sermon is designed as a defence against the supposed

intolerance of our church, and it commences with an apology

for any eagerness that may appear in the support of a favourite

opinion, since a predilection for the subject of enquiries, in which

a whole life has been engaged, is natural and pardonable. The

intolerance is supposed to be peculiarly conspicuous in the sacra

mental test, and the Athanasian creed.

On the sacramental tell we have often given our sentiments,

aud we need not now repeat them. Dr. Croft's opinion is

% '*- founded
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sounded chiefly on the indiscriminate attack of dissenters on

religious establistimentSj that general levelling principle which

aims at overturning what our church esteems the molt essential

doctrines of Christianity. He hints also, with much justice, that

when the dissenters had power, they did not use it very mildly.

The Athanasian creed is a subject that we are willing to leave

in the mysterious darkness in which John of Antioch, Athana-

sius, or some more modern divine, has chosen to envelope it.

Dr. Croft's defence is not very satisfactory ; and, when he op.

poses the argument, that belief is involuntary and therefore

innocent, he does not reflect that the belief founded on some

knowlege, and fixed only after a careful examination, is chiefly

meant. In any other view, we think with him, that the argu-

js not only futile, but dangerous.

The sixth Sermon is a defence of the practice of the church,

of priestly garbs, and forms of prayer. The vesture of our minis*

tering clergymen is at least decent, and, if productive of no devo

tion, can never excite contempt. To attack it at this time,

few we believe would dare, while the ministers of the dissenters

are gradually stepping on in the fame tracts. Of forms it is

not easy to speak with propriety : a constant repetition of the

same words u proved by example to render the clergyman list

less, and sometimes the congregation inattentive : while we allow

so much, we think extemporaneous prayer more objectionable^

Devotion, in the minister, is changed to recollection, and the

exertion of memory ; and, in the audience, to a constant watch

over the words, lest they should be betrayed into joining with the

minister in what they do not approve. On the whole, the incon

venience in the practice of our church, as it is easily removed,

by a fense of duty, and a careful observation, is by much the

least. We (hall select one useful passage.

* The liturgy is sometimes charged with tautology, and we

are forbidden, fay our adversaries, by our Lord himself, to use

vain repetitions. The pharisees entertained unworthy notions of

the Almighty, as if the efficacy of prayer depended upon it's

continuance, as if the Almighty were to be prevailed upon by

mere {hew, or importunity. But surely all repetitions are not

vain. The poef and the orator will convince us of the contrary,

whenever they wish to impress any idea more strongly. Musick

has it's popular strains, which, however frequently they occur,

are heard with increasing pleasure. In many of our amusements,

•which are supposed to attract by gratifying our fondness for

novelty, there is a reiteration of the fame incidents, a fulfilling

of the fame wilhes. Are truths, then, most highly interesting

to the sons of men, less proper to be frequently inculcated, less

necessary to be carefully remembered ? The repetition of the

Lord's Prayer, though occasioned by the union of services once

used separately, is a constant admoniiion of the wisdom and

goodness of our blessed Master, and a check to the least presump

tion and confidence in our own performances.'

. K k 3 Same
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Some other repetitions are defended very properly : and sud^

den death, against which we pray, is interpreted by our author

not unprepared, but untimely death. That mortality, which

comes in the course of nature cannot he thiijks be called sudden,

she office of baptism, the funeral service, occasional psalms,

and even the commutation service, share our author's friendly

Care and support.

Schisms and separations are the common offsprings of general

enquiry, as licentiousness is of too much libe:ty. The injuries

which a variety of sects produce arc really 'numerous ; nor has

Dr. Croft, in his Sermon on this subject, exaggerated- them.

The general injuries are, the weakening of the Christian faith,

instability, and contention on matters of little comparative moment.

The evils chargeable on particular denominations' are said to

be enthusiasm; the absurd use of scripture language on the

most common o. canons ; the renunciation of terms of respect

and courteousness. Each of these particulars is pointed out with

clearness, and the influence of these errors well demonstrated.

Perhaps it would not be difficult to enlarge the catalogue of inju

ries. Yet, while separation may proceed from the abuse of the

best institutions, our author, before he enquires into the prophe

cies, which remain to be fulfilled, endeavours to enumerate the

vices of the present age. Those which engage the attention of

Dr. Croft, in this last Sermon, are chiefly an indifference to reli.

gion, and a disregard to its institutions. To these we owe the

numerous sets of enthusiasts, n.ther th.m to the errors of our

own establishment ; and, if the cause of religion was properly

supported by each individual, the bad effects would perhaps soon

cease. In this opinion, we fully coincide.

The prophecies that remain to be fulfilled, which is the

subject of the last sermon, must be still doubtful. How far they

relate to the downfall of the bishop of Rome, the union of the

ews in their own kingdom, or in the Christian 'church, cannot

e yet known. It is indeed probable from those which are in

our pofleflion, that the world will be united in one faith. Even

of this, however, we cannot be certain, for the language of pro

phecy is often only understood when its fulfilled ; and remains

doubtful till its meaning is completely ascertained.

After this particular account of Dr. Croft's Sermons, we need

not add any general remarks. Our author's earnest endeavours

to support, we fear, the declining cause of religion, deserve pat ti -

cular attention, and should not be dismissed without coraroeu?

dation. ,

Arcbttohgia. Vol. VIII. (Concluded., from page 1 68.^

AS much remains to be examined in the present volume of

this respectable Society, we will not deh.y the reader a

moment, but immediately proceed without any preface.

Art. XXII. Doubts and Conjectures concerning the Reason

commonly assigned for inserting or omitting the Words Ecclefia

imd Presbyter in Domesday Book. By the rev. Samuel Denne.—

la
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In the venerable record of Domesday there are many districts

in which neither Ecclesia or Prelbyter occur ; and it has been

supposed that in these there was no church : some antiqua

ries have even raised this into a;i objection against the anti

quity of particular churches. This opinion, however, Mr.

JDenne opposes, with some justice, and mentions many exten

sive districts which, on this foundation, must have been without

a church or a pastor: some of these were in the neighbourhood

of Lanfranc archbistiop of Canterbury, under whose auspices

and immediate view this deficiency would not probably have

occurred. On the contrary, many donations to churches occur,

about the time or" the Conquest, to places where no church is

mentioned in Domesday ; and, in the history of that period,

churches appear to be so numerous in some parts of the kingdom,

that it is not reasonable to conclude that they were not .pro-

portionably numerous in other parts. Many other arguments,

from the style of architecture, and other sources, arc adduced

to show, that the omission of these terms depended rather on ac

cident, than on the non-existence of the churches.

Art. XXIII. Observations on the Origin of Printing. By

Ralph Willet, Esq. F. A. R. S.—There ate some curious cir-

cumitances which relate to early printing, in this article. Mr.

Willctt ascribes the invention to the Germans, that is, the inven

tion of printing by moveable metal types. The earliest edi

tion of the Bible was for some time supposed to be 1462 ; but

De Bure mentions two of an earlier date, viz. from 14-0 to 1455.

Heinikin has discovered another earlier copy, which he places

between 1450 and 1452. M. Schclthorn has also found some

letters from Pope Nicholas V. printed by Full and Schoeffcr in

1454. The first Greek characters, and they are very aukward

ones, occur in Tully's Offices, printed in 1465. The art of en

graving is illustrated by the Speculum, a work printed on woodcri

types, about 1 445, in which there are many prints. Mr.

Rogers has a print dated '465, and Mr. Willet himself one of

j 466 and 1468. The heifer's head, on the paper, supposed to

have been used by Fust, and generally considered as character

istics of his performances, is found on the paper of many old

prints. But Fust may have supplied this paper, or a mark used

originally by him may have been afterwards imitated to deceive.

M Schoen and the two Israels seem to have been incoi.-testably

the first engravers whose names are recorded. The first edition

of the Game of Chefs was printed in 1474 : in the second edi

tion which soon succeeded, we find the same date, in a cypher.

We do not think, that it refers to some work of Caxton's.

prior to the Dyctes and Sayings of the Philosophers, in 1477 j

but that it implies only the similarity of this edition to the ori

ginal one. In this work, there are undoubtedly the earliest

plates, but we fliould observe, that the cypher of 74. occurs also

in the Mirrour of the World printed in 1480.

K k 4 Art.
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Art. XXIV, Account of the Caves of Cannara, Arnbola, and

Elephants, in the East Indies. By Hector Macneil, Esq.—In the

14th passe of the present volume, we gave some account of the

cave of Elephanta, from Mr, Hunter's description of the kingdom

of Pegu, to which it was annexed. We now receive a narrative

of a vovage to the caves of Cannara, Ambola, and Elephanta,

which abound with similar representations. They are not the

works of Gentoos, because they have not the Gentoo features ;

because they do not display the spirit of their religion ; and par

ticularly because they occur only on coasts visited by other voy

agers. When we referred them to the expeditions of Solomon's

sailors, we were not aware ©f the number and the extent oF

these relics. They cannot be the remains of transient voyagers,

but must have been the work of some colonists. Mr. Macneil

thinks they may be Ethiopian ;—the features are Ægyptian ;

but, in this mist, we can only stumble on the truth by accident.

The general sculpture is not Ægyptian ; and, if we should refer

them to a Tyridn colony, the oldest navigators of these seas, we

only put a tortoise under the elephant, and, by removing the

origin beyond the reach of records, secure ourlejves from de

tection. Yet, on the whole, our author would refer them to the

Gentoos ; but he does not reflect on the unchangeable nature of

their religion : where will he find similar groups in similar situa

tions ? The notes chiefly explain the original religion of the East,

and the circumstances seemingly essential to it: this was proba

bly one of their temples. The note on the Ethiopians might

suggest a volume of discussion ; perhaps to little purpose, as their

ancient history is doubtful, and the modern accounts more so.

They were an ancient people ; but, if they were not the parents

of the Tynans, they are lost in obscurity.

Art. XXV. Account of an ancient Inscription in North

America. By Michael Lort, D. D.

Art. XXVI. Observations on the American Inscription in North

America. By CoJ. Charles Vallency, F. A. S—We here sink deeper

inantiquity. The rocks in Naraganset baycontain an inscription,

which, if it resembles any characters, is of Phœnician origin.

The Indians had a tradition, that it was written by some, who

came in a wooden house, over the sea. But, if any thing can

be gathered by a careful comparison of the transcripts, made by

tfifterent persons, the marks are not letters. They are very pro. ,

bably the rude images of uninformed Indians, delineating per

haps their march, more probably the distinctions of their tribe.

If any two of these different transcripts were shown to the best

decipherer, he would certainly declare, that they were not of

the same kind : they certainly differ from those of Strahlenberg,

which were discovered in Siberia.

Colonel Vallency thinks, that the Scythians of Armenia, who

extended northward into Siberia, may have crossed from Kamu

sehatka to America, an^ that to this nation, the Goths of Mr.

Piukerton, America may have owed its inhabitants, and its in

scriptions.
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fcriptions. We have formerly given some reasons against the

population of America from this source, aud the more we reflect

on the subject, our opinion is more strong. That the Phœnici

ans reached America, we know not ; but there are some reasons

to think, that the old opinion of an island in the Atalantic may-

have originated from accidental discoveries of the Phœnicians ;

and that the Atlantica of Plato may have been some part of the

coast of America. There is, however, more reason to believe thus

inscription to be the scrawls of the Indians, or probably an im

perfect attempt to product symbolic characters.

Art. XXVII. Observations on the Barberiai Vase. By Joha

Glen Kinjr, D. D.

Arr. XXVIII. An Essay on the elegant ornamental Cameos of

the Barbarini Vase. By Charles Marsh, Esq. F. A. S—These

different explanations of the figures on the vase, taken from

the Barberini earner, daserve great commendations. Dr.

King supposes it was the urn of Mammæa, mother of Alexander

Severus: it was certainly found in the tomb of Alexander. Mr.

Marfli, whose Essay is written in very elegant Latin, thinks it

was a votive urn, made in honour of Alexander about the year

ab urbe condita 975. The vale is glass, of a deep blue colour,

and the figures arc white. Dr. King suspects that the whole re

lates to the life of Alexander Severus : Mr. Marlh, with more pro

bability, believes the harsti severe figure, which looks back oa

a woman in a mourntul attitude, to be Heliogabalus, looking

back on Augusta Paula, whom he had divorced.' She has a

tablet at her sect, and holds in her feeble grasp a half-extin

guished torch, which seems falling to the ground. As we can

not add the engraving, our description will be of little use ; but?

jnmany respects, we prefer the explanation of Mr. Marfli.

Art. XXIX. Some account of an Ancient Painting on Glass,

J5y the rev. Robert Masters, B. D. F. S. A.—This glass repre

sents an event, which probably happened many ages ago, in the

Stewart family j it was also represented on a seal-ring of fir

Richard Worfley, and explained in the fourth volume of the

Archæologia. The glass contains the Genealogy of the Stew

arts, so far back as Bancjuo, thane of Lochaber. His grand

son Walter first assumed the name of Steward from his office; and

Alexander, Walter's grandson, first bore the Lion, in an addi

tional escutcheon, which was granted him by a king of France.

The table is transcribed from Banquo, down to William Stew

art of Ely, A. D. 1574, for whom the glass was painted.

Art. XXX. Explanation of the Inscriptions on a Roman

Altar and Tablet, at Tinmonth Castle, Northumberland. By

the rev. Mr. Brand, Secretary.—The altar contains the follow

ing inscription, ' Ælius Rufus Præfectus Cohortis quartx Lin-

gonum,' and (hows the station of the fourth cohort. The

tablet mentions, that C. J. Verus Maximinus constructed a cir

cular mole, Hupping, and a temple, in obedience to his vow,

perhaps A. D. 23 ? ;—at least this is Mr. Brand's interpretation,

and it is not improbable.

Art. XXXI.
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Art. XXXI. Account of the obsolete Office os Purveyor ib

the King's Houshold. By William Bray, Esq. F.S.A.—This

is a very extensive account of the 'office of purveyor, and of

the conduct of those who silled it. While the monarch at home,

Jived on his own demesnes, in his progresses, which were some

times made for this purpose, he was supplied by the reserved

Tents on which different tenures were held, and by the contri

butions of his subjects. In these points the purveyor had ab

solute authority. Whatever he chose might be taken for the

king's use: the provisions, indeed, excepc in the cafe of te

nures, were to be paid for ; but the king's price was always

less than that of the market; and different drawbacks on tak

ing the debenture, as well as in receiving the money ; the time

requisite in attendance ; the distance of the place where the

money was to be paid, all conspired to make purveyance an

intolerable burthen. Many laws were enacted to prevent the

abuses of the office ; but they were ineffectual. When the king

and his purveyor appeared, the country was a comparative so

litude, and the markets held at the palace-gates were often

desolate, when the weak hand of the monarch could not restrain

the licences of his servants, or when a despotic tyrant shared

their infamy. Mr. Bray has marked the leading features of

each reign, in this respect, with great accuracy, and traced the

changes which occurred, the. restraints to which the purveyor

was occasionally subjected, with a minute attention, till the

final destruction of the office by the 12th of Charles II. The

transcript, from Simon Illip archbishop of Canterbury's ad

dress to the king on this subject is extremely curious, and gives

the shortest and best account of the abuses of purveyance. We

shall transcribe a part of it; and, on the perusal, an EnglishT

jnan will bless the exchange, though the expences of the civil

list should be still farther increased.

* The archbishop tells the king that there is universal lamen

tation in the country on hearing os his approach, universal joy

on his departure, and this notwithstanding the king himself is

humble, affable, mild, and innocent, but his servants take the

people's goods without their consent, and for less than the va'-

lue ; then they mutt go five or six miles for their money, stay a

day, and perhaps not receive it unless they give part; that his

servants take men, horses, and cattle, labouring in agriculture,

and keep them two or three days, which is not lawful even in

war; that they come and demand men, horses, and carriages,

in a parish, take half a mark, or Eiore, to excuse them : the

next day, or even the same day, come others to the fame place,

and take the men, horses, and carriages, notwithstanding the

composition. He adjures the king with great solemnity and

earnestness on behalf of Almighty God, of holy church, of

the people of England, and for the health and safety of his

foul, to make a law that no one shall, under a heavy penally,

take
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take the goods of another against his will, bat buy as he can,

agree with the seller, and pay ready money. Then, says he,

all men will bring all necessaries to your gate as they did in

the time of Henry your great grandfather, at whose approach

all men rejoiced. He says, it is not to be wondered at that

there mould be such lamentations in the country, when he, the

archbishop himself, on rumour of his approach, trembles on

bearing bis born, whether he is in the house or at mass ; when

one of the king's servants knocks at the gate, he trembles

more ; when he comes to the door, still more : and this terror

continues so long as the king stays, on account of the various

evils done to the poor. He thinks his harbingers come not on.

behalf of God, but of the devil ; when the horn is heard every

one trembles ; and when the harbinger arrives, instead of fay

ing, as the good angel did to the blessed Virgin, fear not!"

he cries, he must have oats, hay, and litter, for the king's

horses—a second comes and fays, he must have geese, hens,

and many other things ; a third is at his heels, and demands

corn, &c.'

The prices, in the reign of Elizabeth, were fixed ; but the

queen's prices were much less than the market-prices, as the

following table will show. The counties, however, which

were near the royal residence, and of course were benefited by

the followers of the court, for the court itself was rather a bur

then, furnished the queen's provision at a much easier rate than

the remoter counties.

' Middlesex. King's price. Market price.

Wheat, 200 quarters .

Veals- f,» *
£ I GO a .

Green geese, 20 dozen at

Capons course, 10 dozen

Hens, 20 dozen . .

Pullets, 20 dozen •

Chickens, 40 dozen .

Hay, 202 leads . .

Litter, 180 loads . •

Oats, 211 quarters, 2 bushels

Wood, 200 loads

When the difference between the queen's and the market-

prices amounted, in Middlesex, to 917L 19s. the difference,

on the fame quantity of articles furnished by Derbyshire, was

only 254I. 2s. 4d. The form of the warrant to the chancellor,

empowering him to make out commissions of purveyance, is

subjoined.

Art. XXXIL. Account of the Remains 9s two Roman Villae dis

covered near Mansfield Woodhouse. By Hayman Rooke, Esq.

F.S.A.--Thereis little doubt but that these remains were once a pare

of

/. s. J. /. ■ d.
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0 12 0 1 2 0"
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0
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0
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0 2 0 0 6 0
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of a Roman Villa. The different parts are well described, and

accurately delineated. Many different kinds were also found; bus

they were much defaced? One useful lesson may he drawn from

this article, that we should not only look for antiquities near

Roman ways. Mansfield Woodhouse, is not near any Roman

road or station : in fact this part of the country was once covered

by the great Caledonian wood.

Air. XXXIII. Account of some Roman Pottery, found at

Sandy, in Bedfordshire, and at Lincoln ; together with a Roman

Speculum. By Governor Pownall.—This is of the kind of pot

tery called the Samian ; it is of a red colour, ancj is perfectly

well baked. It is remarkable, that earthen ware of this kind has

always the fame device, and the moulding is not like any of the

members of either architectural order. Is it that the invention

was prior to that of architecture ? or rather that, though called

Samian, it is really of Aliatic, perhaps of Persian origin ? The

pattern which we have said is the fame, it is not of an European

kind. It is always the hunting of a lion or a lioness hy a cha?

rioteer.

Art. XXXIV. Description of a Druid Temple, at the Top

of a Hill near St. Hillary in Jersey. By Mr. Molesworth,-—

Art. XXXV. Description of a Diuidical Monument in the

Island of jersey. By the right hon. Henry Seymour Conway,

Governor of Jersey.—These memoirs give a sufficiently accurate

description of a Druids temple, discovered lately in jersey, on

ihe top of a pretty high hill, near the town of St. Helier. From

the numerous monuments, once found there, it seems to have

been particularly the feat of the Druids, and their worship.

The Druids were always fond of islands, perhaps from their sec

cunts) before navigation was common. This, though not

large, seems to have been their principal temple ; and, as ge

neral Conway supposes, was covered up by themselves, to pre

vent its being discovered by the Romans, who pnee possessed

the island. It was lately found, by endeavouring to level the

(op of the hill.

Art. XXXVI. On the Origin of the Jews in England. By

John Caley, F. A. S.—The origin of the Jews in England has

"been the subject of various disputes. Their first tolerably cer

tain appearance, in this island, is in the Excerptions of Egbert,

collected in the beginning of the eighth century, though of a

somewhat prior date. They occur also in one of the laws of

the Norman William, which were received from Edward the

Confessor, and confirmed by him. This law has, however, been

the subject of some debate. It is not in the copy of the Con

fessor's and Conqueror's laws, promulgated by Ingulphus. We

cannot engage in this dispute, but shall stiortly mention what,

on a careful examination, appears probable. The Jews were

undoubtedly banislied from this kingdom in the eleventh century,

from the testimony of one of their own historians. This was

probably in the Confessor's reign, though the cause and the

precise time arc not known; it seems to have been in the Con

fessor's
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fessor's reign, because, if it had not been so, the law would not

have existed. When the Conqueror c.mie to confirm the

Confessor's laws, this was of course omitted, because it had

no object; but when the Jews were allowed to return, after

they had bribed William, it was then added ; for there are strong

proofs that the code, in Hovedeh, has been added to, since the

time of the first promulgation by Inpulphus, though there is no

evidence of any interpolation beyond the reign of William Rufus.

The charter granted to the monks of Croyhnd, in she begin

ning of the ninth century, cited at large by Ingulphus, speaks

of the Jews also as already eflabliflied, and we do not fee how

this testimony can be invalidated. Mr. Caley also explains the

degraded state of the Jews, in subsequent times; the nature of

their contracts called stars ; and opposes sir William Blackstone's

opinion, that the star-chamber had its name from its vicinity t»

this repository. In the last instance, we do not think him very

successful. The term star-chamber was probably used first, and

it was then to be translated by those, perhaps, who knew not the

terms of the Jewisli deeds. The argument can only apply, if it

be true that the chaumbre des estoilles, and camera stellata, had

been used by those who first gave that court a name. The Jews

were again banished in 1290.

Art. XXXVII. Account of the ancient Painting at Cow-

dray, in Sussex, representing the Procession of Edward VI. from

the Tower of London to Westminster, previous to his Coronation.

By John Topham, Esq. F. R. A. S,—This picture represents

the whole procession, from the Tower to Westminster ; and in it,

the king is in Cheapside, and has just passed the cross, which was

in that street. The description of the procession and of London,

as it then was, is exttemely curious. We wisti that we had

room to transcribe some parts, for it is incapable of being

abridged. t

In this volume, the society have added an improvement, viz.

a history, consisting of those communications which they could

liot properly publish entire. This memoir extends from January

1763 to January 1786, and contains much miscellaneous informa*

tion, which we cannot even hint at. Mr. Berch's memoir on the

ancient dresses of the Swedes is a very curious one, and deserves

a more distinguislied place : we wisti for one other improvement,

viz. that the antiquities and coins were represented on tinted

plates.

We must now conclude our account ; and we ought to do it

with commending the spirit and diligence of the different mem

bers, and applauding several very accurate disquisitions and

learned researches.

First Lints of the Theory and PraSice of 'Philosophical Chemistry.

By John Berkenhout, M. D. Svo. js. Cadell.

A Lexander is said to have complained that he had no more

worlds to conquer : the practical chemist o£ the present

day, if he possesses as much ambition, is more fortunate, for

-. ', anew
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a new world has lately been discovered, a new region exposed

to his conquering arms.—Perhaps we may have caught a little

levity from our author, and given to airy nothings a local ha

bitation ; but this exordium must not be styled merely poetical

prose : it has a real foundation to rest on. In the early æras,

chemistry was subservient chiefly to the arts ; it was actually im

proved by ambition and the thirst of gold, but still the analy

tical part continued to be employed in the service of religion

and of superstition, to add to the conveniencies and sometimes

to the elegancies of life. In this pursuit, the chemist soon,

sound that his career was checked : solids eluded his menstrua,

and in fluids there was an ingredient which he either could

not separate, or was not able to retain. Becker perceived a

something, he knew not what, which he called phlogiston :—

Stahl saw that it was a real principle, whose escape, or whose

addition, changed the appearance of bodies. He gave it the

name of phlogiston as it was inflammable, cautiously avoid

ing the term of Van Helmont, gas, which implied (from the

German, ghest, spirit) something immaterial. In this state

the science remained till Dr. Hales added a little to our

knowlege, by teaching us, that atmospheric air was occa

sionally absorbed, and again returned, in the different changes

which bodies underwent by mixture, or by fire. He seemed

to know of no air but that of the atmosphere, and of its dif

ferent states only, as fixed in, that is, a component part of,

bodies or free, in the usual form. Dr. Black, by an analysis

most correct, and a train of reasoning most severely logical,

showed us that another air existed, which he chose to style

fixed, in opposition to the common atmospheric air. From

this source arose experiments and discoveries, which may be

justly boasted of by the present century. We are no longer

confined in our analysis to the two states of solid and fluid,

but can pursue our subject into new forms, and, with real jus

tice, be said to have obtained another kingdom, in which we

may expatiate. It is not the least of these advantages, that

we now begin to have more precise ideas of the nature of heat

and fire ; that we have attained the knowlege of the compo

sition of some of the elements, while new suggestions are

leading to frelh experiments, and often to additional knowlege.

To an elementary performance, in this improved æra ; to

the first popular and comprehensive work on this subject, a

little introduction, an outline of the steps which led to the

modern discoveries, did not seem improper. We may be.al-

lowed also to enumerate some of the disadvantages which have

attended philosophers in this rapid progress, because they are

occasionally obvious in our author's present work. With the

prospect of.numerous advantages in this new science, var.ioaa

v. : . . " com
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competitors engaged in the pursuit. Much error, therefore,

is to be met with in the works of some authors, which, com

bined with what is well established, forms a mass of doctrines

complicated and often contradictory. Our author has not

always distinguished truth from falsehood. He has not allowed

for real merits, in his eagerness to condemn a part. He is

not acquainted with the whole of the new improvements, nor

always aware of some distinctions, absolutely necessary to be

kept in view. To take a few short instances : —some contra

dictions occur in the account of the composition, of different

airs, from the analysis being taken from different authors, for1

.little is yet decisively, and indisputably ascertained: his con

demnation of M. Lavoisier and his system is too general and

indiscriminate: he seems not to be acquainted with M. Ber-

thollet's discovery of the cause of the change in the appear

ance and properties of the marine acid, when it is styled, in

common language, dephlogisticated ; or, of the influence of

the vital air in many of the processes in which the de

phlogisticated acid is employed : nor does he always keep in

view, that calces of metals retain very different proportions of

phlogiston, without losing that title, or deserving the ap

pellation of metal. The two last are the most important, and

most extensively injurious errors in this work: without leaning

also towards the antiphlogillians, we must inform him, that

this heresy is pretty widely disseminated, and likely to pro

duce a reformation. By the usual change, the phlogiston*

will be soon the heretics. In other respects, our author's

account of his different subjects is clear and correct ; his man

ner pleasing, and his explanations often peculiarly happy.—

But to be a little more particular.

Dr. Berkenhout's Preface is lively 5 but not quite correct.

The first pillar of chemistry is, he fays, phlogiston: Alas! it

totters. The second i? the doctrine of fixed air ; but, though

this may be a corner stone, it is only a very small proportion

of the new system, which, at best, is rather a part of the

building than a pillar. Yet it is afterwards styled the sijth

pillar. Our author raises this imaginary column not very

securely. Dr. Hales, in reality, laid the foundation of the

base, and Dr, Black raised the base on this foundation. To

Dr. Priestley we may allow the merit of the entire shaft ; and,

if it must be a pillar of the composite order, we may attribute

the firmer parts of the Doric and Tuscan orders to Mr. Ca

vendish and Mr. Kirwan : the volutes of the chastest style td

M. Berthollet and Morveau ; and the more fanciful easy or

naments to M. Lavoisier. Our author apologises for his'

attacks on M. Macquer and Beaume : jhey are often "too pe'-

»» j tulant
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tulant and indiscriminate ; but we agree with him in thinking

that, before the new dictionary of chemistry be republithed,

it should be rewritten. Yet we should rather remonstrate

against its being either new written or republifhed : it should

remain as an useful monument of what chemistry was ; and its

place in a modem library should be supplied by the chemical

part of the New Cyclopædia, which is almost wholly written

by M. Morveau, and which is already in part published, and

will be completed within two years.

The first part of the work consists of general doctrines ; or

the general properties of physical and chemical elements. The

former are air, fire, and water ; the latter, phlogiston, gas,

acids, alkali:, earths, metals, oil, alcohol, and water.—Our

author treats also of the various kinds of attraction, and of the

theory of all the different chemical operations. The second

part, which seems to have been intended for an explanation of

the practice, is in the form of a lexicon. Dr. Berkenhout

seemed tired of his subject, and has, of course, executed this

latter part hastily and imperfectly. The description of the

necessary furniture of the elaboratory is the best part of it,

and this precedes the Lexicon.

Dr. Berkenhout's haste also exposes him to error, in many

parts of his work. In the following passage, he joins Scheele

and Bergman together, in a subject on which they differed,

and has given them sentiments which they could neither

agree to.

' Heat, or the matter of heat, i«, by Scheele and Bergman,

substituted for fire, which they believe to be the action of heat

when increased to a certain degree. The first of these cele

brated chemists believed this matter of heat to be a compound

of phlogiston and pure air. He was certainly mistaken. It

seems more philosophical to consider heat as an effect of which

fire is the sole cause'

Again : he talks of vital air as an element ; it is, however,

known to contain much of the matter of heat. With an acid,

he observes, it forms calcareous gas, while nothing is more

certain that, in seme manner, it contributes to acidity. Dr.

Berkenhout seems at a loss to account for the heat produced

by mixing water with oil of vitriol, because spirit of wine*

which has more specific heat than the acid when united with

water, produces no heat. Before, however, this difficulty be

felt, he should have told us what the different specific heats

as the mixtures were. There is also not sufficient connection

between the several parts of the work. Under the head of

Volatile alkali, no mention is made of its composition, though

it has been repeatedly, analysed, aud again decompounded j

but
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(ut, in the account which is given of aurum fulminans, it it

/aid to be composed of an elastic fluid and phlogiston ; yei

this opinion, though near the truth, is far from being correct.

Spirit of wine, when added to neutral salts, is said to make

them flioot into crystals ; w.hile, in the analysis of mineral

waters, where the figure of the crystals of neutrals is intro

duced somewhat abruptly, as if it had been before forgotten*

no mention is made of this method of discovering the nature

of the salt, long ago recommended by Macquer, in the Turin

Transactions.

We have mentioned these few circumstances, in which our

author occasionally errs. He skims lightly over the surface j

and though sometimes an incorrect, is often a pleasing guide.

As his work may become an useful and a general assistant,

we have been unusually assiduous in marking errors. We!

mention our motive as an apology; for though we have ex-

tepted to many passages, we would not be understood to fayt

that the work is generally faulty. As a specimen of our au

thor's general manner, and the facility with which he usually

explains intricate subjects, we shall extract his explanation

of double elective attraction which is not often properly ua*

tierstood.

* Vitriblated Tartar, and muriated Lime* commonly called Sea Salt

with an earthy Bajis.

* If these two salts be dissolved in water, a double decom*

position and combination will result* The vitriolic acid will

quit the vegetable alkali to unite with the lime, and the ve*

getable alkali will unite with the marine acid.

' How can this poflibly happen for we fee, by the table

bf attractions, that the vitriolic acid prefers alkali to lime, and

that vegetable alkali prefers vitriolic acid to every other sub

stance. Very true ; but we also learn, from the same table of

attractions, that marine acid prefers vegetable alkali to the

lime with which it is united, and that lime prefers vitriolic to

marine acid: so that, though the union between vitriolic acid

and vegetable alkali cannot be broken by marine acid or lime

alone, yet both pulling at the fame time, one at the acid, the!

other at the alkali, effect the decomposition, and are themselves

separated in the conflict* In other words, the sum of the at

tractions which unite the principles in the two new compounds,

ii greater than the sum of the attractions by Which the pfinci*

pies in the old were held together.'

The tables of elective attraction are divided, so that they

may be more easily consulted : they are those of Bergman ;

but, by altering Bergman's characters, he has increased the

general difficulty arising from their use, which we lately men»

4pp. Vot. LXV. 1 1 tionei
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tloned as likely to render them less commonly employed, be

cause less readily comprehended. The changes which he

introduces are, however, on the whole, advantageous.

As we have given our opinion of the execution of the Lexi

con, it is necessary that we should mention some instances in

support of it. The whole article, relating to the smoaking

liquor of Libavius, is incorrect, from our author's not being

acquainted with the nature of the dephlogisticated marine

acid. When he fays, that the mineral anodyne liquor of

Hoffman is not anodyne, we shall refer him to Mr. Tickel

but his observation, that it is no more than the sweet spirit

of vitriol of the shops, can arise only from his haste, and want

of reflection. In tlie distillation of she sweet spirit, the pro-

cfess is stopped before the oil begins to come over, or at least

ih a proper quantity. We shall transcribe the article relating

to the magistery os bismuth, as a specimen of our author's

criticisms, and his inaccuracy.

« MAGISTERY of Bismuth, is the calx of this semi-metal

precipitated from its solution in nitrous acid by the addition of

water; for nitrous acid diluted with water cannot hold bismuth,

in solution. This calx may also be precipitated by alkaline

salts ; because acids prefer alkalis to metals ; but the precipitate,

obtained by means of fixed alkali, is not quite so white as that

procured by precipitation with water: 4t The cause of this

(fays M. Macquer) is that the calx of bismuth very easily re

covers its phlogiston: alkalis, however pure, always- contain

some superabundant inflammable, matter, and apply it to the

metallic calces which, are precipitated." Chem. Did:.—If it

were not for the pun, I should call this a precipitate conclusion :

it seems very extraordinary, that fixed alkali, containing super

abundant inflammable matter, should, when laid on a red-hot

iron, exhibit neither flame nor sinoke; nor, in any other ex

periment, shew the least sign of inflammability.. The truth is,

that in this precipitation of bismuth with alkalis, there is no

phlogiston in the case- If caustic fixed alkali be, used, the

alkali unites with the acid, and the calx falls down, combined

with water only :-if mild alkali, a double attraction takes place %.

the acid combines with the alkali,, and the fixable air .with the.

calx. If an hundred grains of bismuth, were dissolved!, the,

cal* precipitated by water will weigh 113 ; with caustic mine

ral alkali, 125; with mild mineral alkali, 130- But ifr ac-,

cording to M- Macquer's hypothesis, the bismuth be precipi

tated by a substance superabundantly loaded with phlogiston*,

how comes it to pass that the precipitate is a calx, and not the

metal revived f'.'.

Is it not a little remarkable, that the author could write-,

this article and not reflect on his own precipitate criticism I
i" " • - • " He
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tie owns that fixed air is combined with the calx; and, in

p. 25, he has brought many experiments to prove, that fixed

air contains phlogiston. He confesses that the composition-' of*

the aerial acid (viz;, from vital air and phlogiston), is a plau

sible opinion ; but that the experiments are not sufficient' ter

establish the fact : we suppose he mearis relative to the vital'

air, or to there being no other ingredient; for every experi

ment, however diversified, Ihows that fixed air does contains

phlogiston as oat of its ingredients. Indeed, Lavoisier felt

their force so strongly, that, for this purpose chiefly, he was

obliged to allow of the existence of a coally matter instead of

phlogiston. As to the concluding paragraph, we must refer

Dr. Berkcnhout to Bergman's Treatises on Metallic Precipi*

tatee, and on Elective Attractions. He will there find, thai?

metals may be united with very different proportions of phlo-f

gicton, without being reduced. An error of this kind is vsry

often repeated. On the subject of mortar, there are numerous

mistakes j the water which was employed in some experiments

furnished the fixed air, and our author could not surely expect

to find much lime in old mortar. Of what use then is the limes

and the sand? Dr. Berkenhout seems not to know, but we!

can tell him, that the lime is supposed to crystallize/ the! sand .

f!o furnish fixed points to facilitate the process of Crystallization y.

arid that the hardness arises from the number and strength ot

these crystals. If he reflects on the state of linie» in mortar,-

and the kind of sand reputed to be most useful in this opera

tion, he will find the opinion sufficiently probable'.

But we must now leave our author; and while we recom

mend his work as a very useful onei in general, 'we would"

beg to caution him against too much haste in writing and in'

publishing. A treatise* of this kind cannot be kept nine years,

but it might be carefully read, and the different parts more

properly connected.

Morsels of Criticism, ttttding to illustrate some few Pusages in tht.

Hols Scriptures upon philosophical Principles and an enlarged

Piew of Things. {Concluded, from p. 247.)

TJEiE next morsel in this literary banquet is a commentary

on the promise of our Lord to Nathaniel, in the 51st?

verse of the first chapter of St. John, and is designed to show that

a communication with Heaven, through the medium of angels,

at some future period, is probable,' not only from the words:of

our Saviour but frorrr- various other passages of holy Writ* and

events already recorded. In one of the arguments, in support-

of this opinion, Mr. King digresses a l'ttde in consequence of hij

having quoted the 29th verse of the z6tli chapter of St. Matthew t

• J hi 2 4 But
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* But I say unto you, that I will not drink of this production

of the vine till that day, when I (hall drink it with you new*

in the kingdom of my Father.' And he shows, from disterenr

texts, that, though our Saviour often eat, in the presence ot

his disciples, after his resurrection, he never drank. 1 he king

dom of my Father, our author thinks, is expressed with great

caution, and the term Heaven, or Heavens, carefully avoided.

There is a digression too, for Mr. King often Wanders, ost our

Saviour's faying" that he had flesti and bones. He does not

mention blood, for reasons which our author gives at length,

but with more fancy than judgment. A- slight reflection might

have suggested, that these could not be flesh without blood ;

and even Shylock's trial would have supplied proofs of the ge

neral interpretation. The following remark, on the scripture

term of judge of the whole earth, applied to our Saviour, we shall

transcribe.

* There is orre mistake, which perhaps ought to be rectified ;

and which runs uniformly through the whole of our translation

of the New Testament j and that is, that, from modern ideas,

derived from the state of things since the introduction and esta

blishment of the feudal system, and of European customs and

manners, we annex to the word x>mi«, or >udge, merely the

idea of a great person, sent to try and condemn criminals.

Whereas the true original Eastern, as well as etymological

idea, is that of a great person, or supreme lord, sent to rule,

Aud to order all things ; and to appoint to every person, and

bsing, a proper station and lot.*

Tfie sixth section is a commentary on the 24th chapter of St.-

Matthew. Mr. King wishes to (how, that the destruction of Je

rusalem ; the second coming of our Lord, to judge and to rule

the nations,' and the final destruction of she present habitable

earth, are three distinct events, which are to happen at distant

seras. The day of judgment, in particular, is supposed to be

a long period of deliberate arrangement; in which every thing is

perfected according to the word of God. We are sorry thatr

from the nature of a commentary, we cannot abridge otir au

thor's arguments ; but we must remark that', in general, they

are not very convincing one's. In the 34th verse of the chapter1,

n ymx cc'vt* is translated, this race of mankind, or this manner of

man's existence upon eanls. The great day of jodgmenr, or

the duration of each one of the servants of God upon earth, Mr.

King suspects may be a thousand years.

The next subject to wriich Mr. King applies his enlarged views,'

is the parable of the unjust steward. He considers the parable

as addressed to the Scribes,- Pharisees arid the rich men, assembled

around ; and, by an allusion which they could easily compre-

prehend, and by a practice which, they would approve, our Sa*

viour inculcates the nectssny of kindness to the believers, if

they themselves continue without the pale of the gospel. If thca
■ * " • * '^M
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they should sail, the disciples of Christ may receive them

into tbelr habitations. This isadoctiine nearly bordering on

that of supererogation. The illustration which this interpretation

is supposed to afford, and the elucidation which it suggests of

many passages of scripture, are the subjects of the remaining part

of the dissertation ; but, as we cannot agree with Mr. King in

his interpretaiinn, we shall not enlarge on what is drawn from

it, or the numerous discussions which our author, in his usual

digressive manner, engages in.

The eighth section contains reflections on the account which

our Lord has given of the day of judgment. From this de

scription our author suspects, that the good men will not only

be raised up, but be brought to that tribunal together with the

angels ; and that bad men, even previous to that time, 4 will be

consorted with the evil angels.' The high importance of the

duty of benevolence is strongly inculcated from ihe events of

that day; and the indispensible duty of faith is well supported

from various concurring passages of scripture, which are col«

lected in this section. The reason of one duty being insisted on

so strongly in the latter day, is supposed to be, that the imme

diate servants of God, few indeed in number, are fayed by faith

alone ; but that benevolence and charity may cover the numerous

fins of those who are not peculiarly distinguished by faith.

The fourth verse of the sixth chapter of the Revelations is

the next object of attention, with an explanation of the series

of events in that work. ' The seals, the trumpets, and the

vials, occupy much of Mr. King's enquiries. The seals, he sup

poses, represent the events, previous to the establishment of

Christianity ; the trumpets, those which occur subsequent to

that establishment ; and the vials point out some changes that

should ensue, particularly in the West, during either æra. The

great error, our author thinks, is in the second seal ; and he

V«>uld translate in the following manner, the description of the

first and second seal, in the second and fourth verses;

4 And I saw, and behold a white horse, and one sitting upon

Mm, having a bow. And there was given unto him a crown,

and he went forth conquering j and lor the [sole] purpose of

conquering,

4 And there went forth another horse of a reddish colour ; and

to him that sat upon it, to him was given to receive peace from

the earth ; and that men fliould [be left to] massacre one another.

And there was given unto him a great sword.'

The first, it is supposed, evidently refers to Trajan, the first and

greatest conqueror after the period of the prophecy ; and the

latter to Adrian. Men were to be left to massacre each other

as the Jews did in their revolt, under their false messiah Barcho»

chebas, and he was armed with a sword of justice, since justice

was very rigorously executed during the latter part of Adrian'*

reign. Glorying in the success of this interpretation, Mr. King
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goes on to explain some other descriptions in the fame chapter.

The third seal relates to Antoninus and Marcus Aurelius ; the

fourth seal prophesied the plague and slaughter, about the end

of the reign of Aurelius., the whole reigii: of Commodus, and

bis flion-lived successors. The fifth seal relates to the eighth,

persecution, under Decius Gallus, and Valerian, as well as to

the tenth. The sixth seal represented the events which pre

ceded and accompanied the fall of the Roman empire, instead

of describing, as has been imagined, the terrors of the last

day. The seventh seal comprehended all that remained, all

that the consequences of the sounding of the seven trumpets

portended.

• The first trumpet is believed to be prophetic of the calamities

which occurred after 337, the year of the death of Constantine,

The silence of half an hour is the peace of 25 years : our au

thor, consequently calculates the duration of prophetical years,

hours, days, from this hypothesis, with great security. The

great mountain, burning with fire, cast into the sea, implies the

union of the Goths with the Roman armies, and the devastar

tions which ensued in consequence of this junction. The

third trumpet relates to the ravages of Attila ; the fourth to the

establisliment of the Visigoths ; the fifth to Mahomet, and the

conquest of the Saracens ; the sixth to the conquest of the Sara

cens* beyond the Euphrates ; and the passage (chap, ix. v. 14.)

is translated Æji means of the river Euphrates : the events of the

seventh trumpet are yet to be explained.

The vials are supposed to portend various calamities of dif-

ferent.æras. The first, those which.occurred from 713 to 1042,

including the leprosy and the venereal disease, which our au

thor, without sufficient reason, refers to. this period. The se

cond vial points out the enthusiastic infatuations from the year

1096 to 1273 ; tne l^ir^> tne history of civil wars and tumults^

from the last period to 1493 ; the fourth, the despotic tyrannies

of the time between 1519 and 1713; the fifth answers to

$e events relating to the church of Rome, and its powers, from^

1713 to 17S0 ; the sixth relates either to the discoveries in navi

gation, the quick conveyances to different places, pr to the ex-,

pulfion of the Turks. The seventh is still to be completed.

We hare given a sliort abstract of these opinions, without ma-

jiy remarks, where they concide with other interpretations, or

where they are founded on the basis of reason and truth. We

must own that, in very few instances, they are so striking and

appropriated as to meet with our assent ; but we ought to add,

that to judge of their propriety, the reader sliould attend to the

reasons by which the different interpretations are supported, in

the work itself. It would be too long even to give a very slight

account of them in our Journal.

The tenth section, into which these Morsels are divided, conr

tarns observations, on the interpretation of Daniel's prediction,

uniter- she embltna of the- little horn, of the he-goat. After stating
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softie difficulties, in the way of Bishop Newton's Interpretation,

Mr.- King gives his own opinion, that the two horns, that on

, she fourth beast, and that on the he-goat, represent the two

Opposers of the truth ; the Roman power in the West, and the

Mahometan in the East. This opinion is supported by various

arguments, and reasonings on different parts of the prophecy of

Daniel. Prophetical years come in also to support our author,

and, from this computation of the time mentioned in Daniel

viii. and 14. of the cleansing of the sanctuary, he observei that

it is brought down to the year 1762, when the present empress

of Russia began to reign ; and if we take the whole period, from

the time when the power ot' the ram was complete, in con

sequence of the conquest os Egypt in 525 A. C. it will point

out the year 1775, when the [teace was signed between the

Turks and Russians, by which the Mahometans ceded so much of

their former territories. We shall make no remarks, on those

computations, till we fee whether the Russians or the Turks con-

tjuer in the present war. In the fame chapter of Daniel, from

the 15th verse to the 26th, our author still sees prophecies of

the dowrifal of the Mahometan power.

Another prophecy of Daniel is supposed to have a similar

meaning, especially when viewed through the medium of the

Septuagitit: the chapter alluded to is the nth, verse 40 to 4;.

The 40th verse our author would translate, from the LXX. in

the following manner ;

" 40. And in the time [about] the end of things, 3 king of

the North (hall have conflict with the king of the South,' and

shall be united with him, with chariots, and with horsemen,

and with many (hips, and (hall enter into the land, and shall

grind [and shake] it, and (hall pass over."

Tire king of the North is supposed to be the Turkilh power,

which entered into the East from Scythia ; this power con

tended with the Saracens, and weie at last united with them.

From verse 44, our author sees, with equal clearness, the end

of this united force by the efforts of the Ruffians; but, 4 ad-

huc sub judice hie est.'

The fatal event of Ananias and Saphira furnisties Mr. King

with some singular observations, and an opportunity of sup

porting his peculiar opinions. After this had happened, the au

thor of the Acts, (chap, xi. 1 3V)- according to our author's inter

pretation, adds, ' 0('the red'," that is of the believers, no* one

dared to associate himself in that intimate bjnd of fellowship

and community of goods with them ; yet the people extolled

them.' This interpretation, though very near the words of the

text, mjght .b^ar jpme.Icriticj;!in respecting its meaning ; for it

is not very creditable jtoi-the jiew converts,, or highly honour-

ap'le to the apprises. ,Our author, however, argues from it, that

societies and, institutions, particularly, of the monadic kind, are

.not suitable, githcr tp the spirit or the practice of the apostolic

, . ' £ 1 4 a£c«
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age. We believe it most sincerely, though on other, and, we

thjnk, better grounds.

Another passage from which a false conclusion, in consequence

of a new translation, has been drawn, occurs in the 4th verse,'

of the Epistle of Jude. This verse our author would translate

in the following manner:

' 4. For there are crept in privately certain men, who have

been before written against on account of tbit very opinion [of

theirs.] In devout men, turning the grace os our God into

Jasciviousness, [or substituting a most perverse injurious doctrine,

in the room of the favour of our God], and denying the only

ruler, God, and our Lord Jesus Christ.*

The great force of the emendation rests on the words

fr(*)«9fapiM> and xjtaa. The author is very right, in many

parts of his argument; but the first word can never signify

• written against,' and xfijua must still be judgment ; and in 4

severe and unfavourable sense, condemnation : ferre sentential

\% to form a judgment; and this is Harry Stevens's opinion, and

the force of the passage in Aristotle, to which he refers. The.

other passage, in Sf. Paul's opinion, does not assist Mr. King ;

for the judgment (Rom. iii. 8.) as we have just now observed,,

is truly a condemnation. -'

Our author's object, in the 14th and last section, is to explain,

the meaning in which the word ffXH is used in the Septua.

gint. He supposes that it means spirit, in contradistinction to

soul, and to body. Dr. M'Knight has adopted the fame in

terpretations (Thess. v. 23.)— In many passages, it is supposed

also to mean a dead corpse ; but in these instances, as we some

times find the adjective added, it is highly probable that it is

always understood. In Leviticus xix. 28. ; can have no

such meaning as Mr. King attributes to it : in chap. xxi. 1. it

cannot easily be allowed : in the 1 ith verse of the same chap

ter, the adjective is added. In Numbers xix. 11. the adjec

tive is also added ; and in many verses of the ninth chapter of

Numbers, it is as obvious that the adjective is implied, and

that the departed spirit is meant, though the word is translated

dead corpse. We cannot perceive that Linnxus's opinion of

bulbous roots, or Mr. Hunter's of the living principle residing

in the blood, can influence the question; if the term dead be

considered in the instances where it occurs as a pleonasm, we

have an equal right to style it, when omitted, an ellipsis. We

still less agree in the following observations. The dead body

and the feed or bulbous root is supposed to contain the +ti^

©f the vegetable. . .. . . . , .

* As the ancients, from tradition and speculation, had most;

unquestionably much more science and knowlege than we ar*

apt to suppose; they seem to have adopted apprehensions, both

with regard to dead bodies, and with regard to vegetables,' of

the kind here mentioned. And from the first of these, pel*-

. • ... < . , ■ - , verted,
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r$e<3, arose theÆgyptian idea concerning embalming; though

every philosophical person must perceive, it tended most pro-

pably to produce directly the contrary effect to that which the

vulgar supposed.

* And from the latter perhaps arose the prohibition of By-

thagoras to his scholars, not to eat beans.

' Both, however, are only proofs, how idle every metaphy

sical didactic conclusion is, that ventures to demand assent ;

jvithout proceeding from, or being positively authorized by the

word of God.

* The distinction of the compound nature of man, receives

perhaps a most illustrious explanation, from those most remark

able words of St. Paul, in the xvth chapter of the First Epistle

to the Corinthians. Where we find ihe word wvtvpa, the ra

tional, and sublimely heavenly soul, so nicely diltinguished

from the predominant characteristic of the first Adam, the pre

valent, mere animal nature.

'Although in Adam were the rudiments of both, since he

had not only the ^>vxn £am, the living spirit ; but also, what

every one ot his posterity has, the •cayoti f<u>i{ breathed into him:

the breath of life;" the principle ot the 44 heavenly soul^",

fee Genesis, ch. ii. ver. 7, by virtue, indeed, of which alone

It was, that he even first became J/vpr^n tpa-at, a living spirit.*

she Appendix contains two sections or rather hints, because

as they are not founded on the full positive evidence of scripture,

they are not joined more intimately with the former work. The '

first relates to the destruction of the earth by fire. The different

passages, in scripture, are to be reconciled, in our author's opi

nion, by supposing that, from some change in the orbit of the

earth, this planet either falls into the tun, or passing its perihe

lion) becomes a comet. The quotations are too numerous for

its to transcribe.' ' ' •

• The second section of the appendix is on the different expres

sions in scripture, relating to the lower parts of the earth.

Thfise lower parts are, in our author's opinion, too pointed to

be eluded by an enquirer into the words of scripture, on phi

losophical principles ; and he concludes the words mean a cavi

ty in the centre, which is truly a bottomless pit, because each,

part of the earth is its roof, and, in turn, its bottom ; so that

no part dan be properly distinguished by either denomination.

' In this Wretched state, if their organs are at all similar to

ours, they mast needs have no light, except what proceeds

from inflammable matter bursting forth interiorly from that

shell. And, instead of a bright sun to illuminate their atmo

sphere, they must continually behold above them, a black

globe of darkness in the part, in the centre, to which the beam*

pf thejr inflammable matter can hardly reach sufficiently to

pufc: any illumination, • ', • • •
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' This is a dreadful lucubration. Yet it it neither a pre^

sumptuous one (since we are led to it by the words of Scrip-

ture), nor au unphilosophical one.

' For, I may add, that to speculative minds, it must appear,

upon the truest philosophical principles of gravitation, that if

the earth is indeed a mere stiell (as the Holy Scriptures seem,

in so many places, to declare it to be), the sea would never

descend, by the power of gravity, into this cavity, to fill it ;

but would be confined to the two, convex and concave, surfaces

of such a sphere.

•And it must moreover appear, that, considering duly the

Component parts of all those solid substances which we are

acquainted with ; and apprehending rightly how very great a

fart of them is found now (in consequence of recent experi

ments and discoveries) tq be merely fixed water, fixed air,

and even fixed fire; and how very little caput mortuum, or

real solid earth, is ever left in any, after a chemical analysis;

it must, 1 fay, moreover appear, even on the truest philosophic

cal principles, that it is much more likely, that the marvellous

consolidation which exists, and which we call earth, should be

confined to a shell above the interior water, air, and fire; and

below the superior water, air, and fire ; (i. e. in reality in the

midst of both ;) than that it should continue solid down to the

centre of the earth ; where, upon philosophical principles, the

lower it descended : in that case the more remote it would be

from these three substances, which ar.e now discovered to con-

•flitute the greatest part of all solid, or consolidated, bodies

whatsoever.

.. 4 And as the idea of such a configuration of the earth is no

ways inconsistent even with mathematical principles; so we

find this idea of the solid earth being a mere shell, to be ex

actly consonant also (considering the great vacuity within) to

that expression, in Holy Scripture, of its being founded upon

nothing; and stretched over the empty place.'

. To these remarks there is only one answer : it is evident,

that fiom experiments with the pendulum, the earth, instead -of

being a shell, is more dense in its interior parts, than near its

surface ; and this fact all our author's ingenuity cannot elude,

unless he can prove, on phiKsphieal principles, that the density

tlo.-s not increase uniformly. Every planet may have its pit for

the confinement of the wicked ; but Mr. King flatters us, that

if we are' condemned to this prison, that we may, in time, be

delivered again from it. Some other speculations respecting

the reality of the residence of Jonas in the -whale's belly, witlj

remarks on other subjects, are subjoined.

The volume concludes with some additional notes ; and we

must conclude, with a few general remarks-.

' We have perused this work with great pleasure, and have seen,

with much admiration, a very extensive knowledge, joined with.

: -"' ' great
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great erudition, employed in the service of religion : we have

seen with regret, that by applying them to subjects which,

they were unable to explain, the author has in moll instance?

failed, and in some, we fear, may have drawn a little ridicule

on that religion which he venerates, and which he willies to sup

port. If, in the course of our examination, we may have ever

seemed to treat the subject too lightly, we are at least certain,

that it is owing to no disrespect for the author : our whole con

duct must have assured our readers that it could not have pro*

ceeded from a more improper source.

Discourses, on Scripture Mysteries, preached lefore the Universtty of

Oxford in the Tear 1787. By William Hawkins, M. A.

%vo, 4*. in Boards, Rivingtons.

THE Bampton Lecture is the arena into which the modern

polemic descends to combat with heretics, and with secta

ries. He dictates cx cathedra with confidence, and assumes the

bight ground of mystery and inspiration ; ground which his an

tagonists dispute at the first onset, Mr. Hawkins succeeds the

lecturer whom we have examined in our present Number, (See p.

p. 489.) and flatters himself that he has chosen more advantageous

ground than many of his fellow-soldiers in this field. The event

is, however, to be decided in the contest ; and we are cautious of

giving a positive opinion, lest we should be numbered ourselves

with the combatants. We shall mention the subjects of Mr.

Hawkins' enquiries, and give a short account of his principal ar

guments.

. The first discourse is on John xviii. 38. 1 What is truth ?'

He deduces the excentricities of sectarists from the abuse of the

exercise of private judgment, in matters of religion ; a founda

tion which is sufficiently strong, yet which we would not wil

lingly allow, without some explanation. Vanity and obstinacy

are undoubtedly connected very intimately with ignorance ; and

of course, the vagaries of a weak understanding, when applied to

religion, may be often injurious. But all private judgment

should not be put on the same footing; and even its abuses, if

riot carried into ' action, and become obnoxious by innovation,

should be left untouched. It is one of those important subjects,

where the line cannot be properly drawn, and where a little a-

bufe may be allowed, rather than chain the mind by the setters

of authority, The question of the text is examined in various

ivays ; and our author is led, by the answers, to the doctrines of

ihe Trinity, and the resurrection of the body, which form the

subjects of the lectures : he is led to state, what mysteries are j

and to show that the doctrines, which in religion are deemed

mysterious, are not more so than many which must necessarily

be admitted. Mysteriousness and incomprehensibility do not,

in his opinion, preclude our assent, for infinite space and infinite

time arc incomprehensible ; the consistency of free will with ne-

ceslity ;
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cesiitv ; and of the divine perfections with the existence of.evil,

are mysteries, though they must be admitted. We arc not quite

certain, that these arguments will be deemed forcible ; and we

suspect that the Aiian will change his grpund, and allege that

they are not fairly stated, since the different doctrines do not rest

on the fame undeniable basis. The subject of free-will is a very

doubtful cue ; and, instead of its being confjlent with necestuy,

many metaphysicians think that our feelings on this subject are

. delusive, and that it has no real existence.

Bat, in the subsequent part of the volume, in the second dis

course, Mr. Hawkins endeavours to put these different subjects

on the best; foundation that can be laid, the authority of scrip,

lure. It is from John v. 39. x' Search the scriptures.' The in*

troduct;on is somewhat singular.

* Without laying before you at present all, or the principaj

texts by which the doctrine of the Trinity is supperted, or in

which the absolute divinity both of the Son and of the Holy

Ghost is explicitly asserted, or necessarily implied, we may

previously remark that, supposing them to be authentic, un

equivocal, and intelligible, the infidel is in fact precluded from

taking- advantage of those passages which are declarative either

of the acknowledged humanity of Jesus Christ, of of the gifts

lind operations of the bltssed Spirit: that humanity, ant}

those operations being things manifestly distinct from the di

vine essence, and real personality. YVhat we shall have to

do therefore will be to enquire, in due time and place, whe

ther the exceptions which have been made against the texts

with which the the catholic doctrine is fortified, are grounded

In principles of common candour and common fense ; or, in o-

ther words, whether the interpretations of anti-trinitarians are

critically just, and agreeable to the rules which are generally al

lowed to govern interpretation.'

In this manner, all argument is precluded ; the contest is

terminated without a blow, since the antagonist is immediately

disarmed. But we must attend to the evidence, which, 'though

indirect and collateral, appears to our author to be irresistible :

the various scriptural proofs which fill the second sermon will

not furnifli any new information to intelligent readers on this

subject. :

In the third sermon, our author adduces many observations t,Q

prove that the great mystery of the gospel was gradually ex

panded, and perfected only by our Lord's resurrection, which at

once attested his' divinity. He then endeavours tofliow, that,

the subfequent'accounts'of the propagation of the gospel are u»

piform and consistent on this hypothesis, and open to us the

whole of the Trinitarian system : this is evinced by a careful

arid exact enquiry into the conduct of the apostles and their

preaching, as recorded in various passages of the Acts. This

'' '" :' enquiry •■
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inquiry fills the remainder of the third and a past of the fourth

sermon. Mr. Hawkins proceeds to the writings of the slithers i

and he thinks that he finds the leading truths ot Christianity,

though incidentally and not systematically alluded to, uniformly

taught. The second Epistle of Clement our author supposes tr»

be genuine* The incidental arguments, from some practices of

the primitive church, and other less respectable sources, are of

very unequal value
• In the fifth discourse Mr. Hawkins begins with the solemn

declaration from John v; 20. 'This is the true God.' He

thinks that the divinity or' Christ' has in the preceding pages

been* beyond all reasonable doubt, ascertained ; and he pro<ecdt

To consider more particularly the Socinian and Arian systems.

Our Saviour is not spoken ot by the prophets, as a mcfe legisla

tor, as a mere moral instructor. His moral code is not supei-

eminently distinguished, since it., first precepts our author finds

in the philosophical works of other authors. It is his divinity

which distinguishes him: it is thi supreme God who has put

on a human form, but still retains the divine essence. We are

not willing to Confirm these opinions, with our approbation, for

reasons which we with to avoid enlarging on. The morality of

ttie Gospel ought not to be compared with transient p:issges in

a few authors, or a p.itcb-work from the various unconnected

system of the Pagans. Its precepts are pure and unsullied ;

uniform and consistent; extensive and practical. Antiquity

must be searched to find occasional p;iss>ge% which resembles its

tenor ; but no search will discover a cod -, which displays at onto

its spirit aud consistency. We have no objection to fixing reli

gion on its proper basis; but we think; that few will suppose

it can stand more secure, if this basis be rendered more narrow,

or if the superstructure be unconnected with what can afford is

additional support. Would any arguments establish a religious

system, whose tendency was immoral? Why then mould «e

reject, as an aid, what would be so materially injurious in oppo

sition ? On the Arian supposition his observations are more

concise ; and there is, he thinks, no difference between supposing

two Gods and twenty. But it is reserved for his sixth ser

mon to show, that the anti-tririitarian cause is supported only

by * disingenuous evasion, fiimzv sophistry, or wilful mis

construction.' The particular answers to the various AntU

trtnitarians we canpot abridge, but shaH select one, in our au

thor's own words.

« There are' two remarkable passages in. St. Paul's Epistles,

which, as they are claimed by our adversaries with more ap

pearance of right than the sot egoing, it will be proper to take

into consideration. " Who (i. e. Jel'us Christ) £eing in the

form of God, thought it not- robbery to be equal with God,

but made himself of no reputation," &c. This texr is often

quoted as asserting the true divinity of our Saviour. I am

theresoto concerned to deliver it from the Construction which;

th«

i
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the Arians with much assurance put upon it; and which many

amongst ourselves have, I think, very unwarily admitted ;

subjecting themselves thereby to the necessity of having recourse

to a hackneyed, and after all mere verbal distinction between,

self-existence and necessary existence, in order to reconcile their

admission with orthodox principles. * Thought it not robbery,'

&c. up£ apiraypot nymruto, i. e. (fays Novatian and many with

him,) he never compared himself with God the Father, nun-

qmm se Deo Patri aut comparavit aut contulit ; the reason sol*

lows, memor fe esse ex fuo Patre. Every Arian will abide by

this explication ; and how do the advocates for Novatian get

clear or the imputed consequences ? " Why, fays T>r. Waterland,

*\ this interpretation of the text (supposing it just) implies no»

more than this, that Jesus Christ never pretended to an equality

with the Father in respect of his original, knowing himself xobc-

second only in order, not the first Person of the ever-blessed

Trinity." Dr. W. observes, that the whole passage in Npva-

tian, rightly understood, affords a strong proof of the co equa

lity of the two Persons ; and that it is quoted accordingly by

Dr. Whitby in his treatise Dc veraClirifti Deitate. But as this

can only he done by help of the above distinction, I must

aik why Novation's fense of this text must be admitted as-

the true one ? He did not affect, fay Come, did not claim,

did not take upon him, &c. to be honoured as God. Not

withstanding the great authorities of Grotius, Tillotson, and

Clarke, &c. with which this interpretation is fortified, I can

not help thinking the reading in use, thought it not robbery to

be equal with God, not barely to be the more eligible, but in

deed the proper reading. For, not to insist on one circumstance

in its favour, which is the non-agreement of the several inter

pretations of the learned gentlemen above mentioned, it de*-

serves to be noted, that though the phrase u% apuayiMt nyrio-a,T»

would admit the construction contended for, yet the context

will be found absolutely to revolt against it. Granting the

phrase, being in the form of God, to be in itself of undetermi-

nate signification, yet when predicated of him who is one with

the Father, who was in the beginning with God, and really and

truly was God, it certainly is to be regarded as synonymous

with those expressions ; and consequently as importing an entire'

equality with God. But herewith the construction of Novatian,-

and pf the Arians, not to fay of Dr. W. himself, is totally in

compatible. The reading in use therefore must be allowed to b«'

not only natural, but necessary. He thought it not robbery,

i. e. to be no violation of righr, or justice.'

The two last sermons are on the resurrection ; and Mr. Hawkins-

not only examines the scriptural evidence of a resurrection* but

the opinions of the earlier fathers. He engages also in a disqui*

si'tion on Dr. Sykes' opinion on the subject, and on Mr. Locke's:

controversy with Dr. Stillingfleet. In general, he is pretty suc

cessful} but our respect for Mr, Locke, notwithstanding, the

8 • . many
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many errors and heresies, to which his works have given occa

sion, makes the terms ' pitiful evasion,' * cavils' * quibbles,*'

♦'captiousness,' &c. appear mitch 'too harsh and illiberal.

The annotations are useful to illustrate many passages which,

from the nature of the composition, would not admit of parti

cular extracts or more minute criticisms. They display much

learning, and an intimate acquaintance with the subject.

Though Mr. Hawkins often advances opinions, in which we

cannot coincide with him, though he assumes positions' which we

think indefensible, yet his erudition and labour demand our

commendation. In our late polemical contests, we have seen too

much of the illiberality of an intolerant age, to be always able

to commend the temper or often the decorum of the combatants.

A General Description of China. Translated from the French of

the Able Groficr. 2V0U, 8iro. l$s. in Boards, Robinsons.

THIS vast empire, and its inhabitants, have occasioned

various speculations. A people, though insulated among,

barbarians, who possess arts in a perfection unknown to the

most cultivated Europeans; whose political slate has. assumed a

form which a series of ages alone can bestow ; whose antiquity

is said to exceed every thing but what the neighbouring inha

bitants of Indus boast; and whose pure morality is excelled:

only by divine inspiration, must necessarily excite the curiosity,

of the speculative philosopher, and render the result' o.f any

enquiries interesting. The jealousy of the Chinese have hi

therto, in a great degree, disappointed us. They anxiously'

conceal those arts in which they fear a rival ; and, with a cau

tious jealousy, exclude the prying eyes of strangers. From the

missionaries we have received some satisfaction ; .from the Chi

nese paintings more particular information has been obtained ;.

but they still excel us in many arts, which we have attempted

to imitate in vain. When we enumerated their peculiar ad

vantages, we did not mean to copy the panegyrics of some

authors, who declaim with as little foundation .as others blame.

China has been evidently long a kingdom ; and whatever

changes the incursions of Tartars, or even a Tartar prince,

may have occasionally introduced, we find the conquerors soon

melt into the conquered, and the arts avenge the victory which

the sword has gained. Their antiquity is uncertain, for their<

boasted pretensions are extremely fallacious; but, whatever,

it may be, and it is probably considerable, their progressive

improvement seems to have been small. To the advantages of-

their foil, the peculiar qualities of their vegetables, we must

attribute their varnifb.es, their tea, and some of their lighter

kinds of manufactures. We are not certain that we should

attribute the perfection of their porcelain to this cause. The

materials which have been transmitted to us are not of a superior

quality to ours ; and* in the substance of their porcelain^ we
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have equalled them. Their colours, and the manner of laying

them on, we cannot yet reach. If the Chinese have not de*

ceived us in the specimens of the materials which they hav«t

sent, we may yet hope to equal them. The other ob

jects of commerce we must resign. When we speak of their

deceptions, it does not contradict what we have observed of

their morality. The system of Confucius is, in many respects,

admirable. If it is not universally atterided to; if it enters

the mind, without influencing trie conduct, it will only show

more Clearly that the best digested system of morals is of little

avail without being enlightened or enforced by inspiration or

by religious tenets. In one fense of the word the Chinese may

be styled stupid : they seem to practise what they know by a

kind of instinct. Their science has not kept pace with their

arts'; and their language, encumbered with synonyms, and

with difficulty understood even by their mandarines of letters,

is not equal to the various exigencies of scientific discussions

Yet, if we look at their works, they are ingenious; if we exa

mine their political regulations, they are enlightened ; if we

look at their manners, they are comparatively elegant.

These reflections have occurred, on perusing, in an English

dYess, the General History of China, which we receive with

great pleasure. Our attention was long since directed to this1

work, and, in a series of articles, in our LXIIId and LXIVth

volumes, we gave a pretty full account of the contents of the

History, and it now remains only to appreciate the translator'*

labours.

The Preface contains some account of the virulent invective*

ef M. Paw. who, in his retirement, surveyed distant nations

with a prejudiced eye, and reserved his stock of venom to poi

son successive publications. His attacks on the Americans and

Ægyptians, as well as the Chinese, are sufficiently known;

and we have had occasion to notice some of his misrepresenta

tions. The translator reprehends him with proper severity;

and inserts, from the preliminary discourse to the History of

China, in twelve volumes, 4to. the abbe Grosier's particular^

answer to his invectives.

In other respects, the translator's abilities are very conspi

cuous. In some instances, his language is not polished with

sufficient care, but we have not observed any material error.

We shall give some extracts from this translation, 3s, in our

extensive analysis, we were obliged to decline any particular

specimen. The part most interesting to Europeans relates to'

the tea. The two kinds (our green and bohea), seem to be

varieties only. The first is styled songlo-tcha, aftd the second,

vou-y-tcha. The word tcha corrupted into tha is the origin of

the term for tea, in every European language;

' From these two first kinds of tea, three others' are corn-

posed, the difference of which results from the choice of the

leaves, and the time when they are gathered. That which!

conuinsf
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(ontains only the fresh and tender leaves of young trees, it

called mao tcha, or imperial tea. This is the most delicate, and

is that which it transported to court for the use of the emperor*

Although it is seldom ever distributed but in presents, it may

sometimes be bought on the spot where it grows for twenty-

pence or two shillings the pound.

* The second sort is composed of older leaves. It is what

is fold under the name of good vouy tcba. The rest of the leaves

that are suffered to remain on the tree till they grow larger,

form the third kind, which is sold to the common people at a

very cheap rate.

* The flowers of this shrub also furnish another kind of tea ;

but those who are desirous of procuring it, must bespeak ic,

and pay an exorbitant price for it.

* The lou-ngang tcba, which is the third kind of tea we have

mentioned, grows in the neighbourhood of the city of Loy*

Kgan-tcbeou. It differs in nothing from the song-h, either in

the configuration of its leaves, or the manner in which it is

cultivated ; but it has none of its noxious qualities ; it is nei

ther so heating, nor is it so harsh and corrosive — properties

which result, no doubt, from the difference of the soils ia

which they grow.'

There are some other varieties.

* The fourth kind is procured from a village named Pou-eul,

situated in the province of Yunnan, on the frontiers of the

kingdoms of Pegu, Ava, Laos and Tong-king. This village

is become considerable by its commerce: people resort to it

from all parts ; but the entrance of it is forbidden to strangers,

who are permitted to approach no nearer than the bottoms of

the mountains, to receive the quantity of tea which they want*

The trees that produce this tea are tall and bushy ; they are

planted irregularly, and grow without any cultivation. Their

leaves are longer and thicker than those of the song-lo tcha

and vou-y tcha j they are rolled up in the same manner as we

loll up our tobacco, and formed into masses, which are sold at

a dear rate. This kind of tea is much used in the provinces

of Yun-nan and Koei-tcheou. It has nothing harlh ; but it

has not that agreeable taste and flavour which distinguish other

kinds : when infused, it tinges water with a reddish colour.

'The ialel tcha is a kind of tea used by the Mogul Tartars.

It is only the refuse of the leaves of all the differen t teas which

have been suffered to grow hard, and which are mixed in

discriminately. These people, who feed on raw flesti, are sub*

ject to continual indigestions whenever they give over the use

of tea : on that account, they transport great quantities of it

from China; and, in exchange, furnish the emperor with all

the horses necessary for his cavalry.

4 We must not confound with real tea every thing that the

Chinese call tcba. What is /old in the province of Chang-tong

as a delicate tea, is properly but a kind of moss, which grows

Are. Vol. LXV. M ra on
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on the rocks in the neighbourhood of the small city of Mang-

ing-hien. A like kind of tea is distributed in some of the

other northern provinces,, which is not composed of real leaves,

although' the merchants vend it under the name of tcha-ye, tuts

leaves. v

' «IF this delicious commodity is adulterated even in China*

can we flatter ourselves, that the tea we have in Europe is pure

and without mixture? Perhaps we taste nothing else, like many

of the Chinese, but moss from the rocks of Mang-ing-hien.'

We hope we (hall be excused for adding an extract from Kiert

Long's poem on tea, as it is descriptive of the manner of mak

ing it in China.

Pur,' fays he, *on a moderate sire, a. three-legged vessel,

the form and. colour .of which bespeak long, services; silt

it with limpid water procured from melted snow, boil it to.

thiit degree whkh i» necessary to whiten sisli or redden crabs,

and immediately pour it over the tender leaves of choice

tea pur into a cup made of the earth yiter Leave it at rest,

until the vapours* which at first rife in abundance, form thick

eloudsr afterwards gradually disperse, at length vanish, and

leave only some light exhalations floating on the surface ; then,

at leisure, sip this delicious liquor. It will effectually dispel

those five causes of inquietude that generally assail us, and

disturb our repose*- We may tasle„ we may feel, but we can

not express the soft tranquillity occasioned by a liquor prepared

in this manner..'

We must not conclude, without repeating our commendations

of the work, and thanking the ingenious translator for this

valuable addition to the English stock of entertaining descrip

tions of the manners of foreign nations. A correct map of

China is prefixed, and the work is adorned by various plates,

which illustrate the manners and ceremonies of the Chinese.

A Defence of the Constitutions of Government ofthe United States of.

America. By John Adams, LL. D, Vol. II. Sve. 6s. ia

Boards. DiLlv,

AMERICA is now in the situation which every speculative

legislator has wislied for. A vast body of people, scatter

ed over an extensive eountry, advanced in science, in arts, and

in civil policy, have now to form their own government, un-

controuled. If we employ the American language, a nation

who has purchased it* own freedom is now to lodge its power

io hands that will not abuse it, and to check the powers that

are granted, by restrictions sufficiently coercive to retain itsr

real liberty. Yet such is the perversenefs of the human mind*

so inadequate are the multitude to judge of what is pro

per to be done, that, what their ablest politicians have designed,

a great number disapprove. Their federal government, as we
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formerly predicted, is opposed; and it will be impossible to ig

nite America, but by the conquests of the more powerful over

the weak, or the impending destruction of some common dan

ger. Mr. Adams' design, in his former volume, was rather to

ihew the distinct states the necessity of different powers, to ^al-

lance each other, and of dividing the legislative from theexecu-,

tive power. This object he pursues in the second volume, now

before us.

In our account of the first volume, (Cr. Rev. vol. lxiii. p.,

2$8.) we pointed out Mr. Adams' sentiments on government

in general : his object was to prove, that no pure democracy,

ever existed; we may add, till human nature changes, it is not

probable that it will ever be found to exist. A democrajical

government is one of those ideal fabrics, which a slight experi-,

ence will destroy ; a scheme incompatible with the passions and

the ambition of mankind. .

The Iralian republics, in the middle age, have been brought,

as exceptions to this Opinion ; and to examine their pretensions ,

to this government, as well as to consider its consequences, is the

design of the present volume. A very flight acquaintance with. ,

their history will soon convince us, that, if their government was

democratical, a similar one should be avoided with anxious care;

and the system of having all authority in one centre will, by .

their experience, be found most pernicious. \n reality, if

the government appeared to be democratical for one moment, '

in another it was changed for anarchy, and for confusion ; for '

rebellion, and the severest despotism. The first letter is on the

government of Florence ; the facts are selected with great care

from the best historians, and not a doubt must remain of the mi

sery resulting from this fancied perfection. The second letter

contains remarks on Machiavel's Plan of a perfect Common

wealth ; but Mr. Adams thinks, with some reason, that it ,

would not have removed the evils which had been felt. The

appointment of officers, in the council of a thousand, would

hive prevented the benefits arising from the other divisions of

power ; besides that the legislative and executive powers were

j)dt sufficiently separated.

The object of the third letter is the constitution of the Tus

cans ; it consisted of united states, who formed a fcederal union

of great strength and importance. The outline of theoriginal

constitution of Rome, and many of its forms, were taken from

this nation. Siena was in the centre of the twelve cities ; and,

from its historian Malavolti, with the assistance of other authors,

Mr. Adams deduces the account of the disputes, which arose in

consequence of the democratical government of Tuscany, down .

. 101390. It was afterwards' united under one duke : for, while

the executive power remained in an assembly, anarchy and con

fusion, aristocracy or oligarchy, alternately prevailed. The fol

lowing reflections are bold and new ; when their novelty is a

little worn off, they will be' found also sufficiently, though not ,

entirely, correct.

Ma fit
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* It is often said, that the republics of Greece, Rome, ani

Tuscany, produced in the minds of their citizens great virtues,

an ardent love for their country, undaunted bravery, the love

of poverty, the love of science, &c. But isa lictle attention is

bellowed upon the subject, these will be sound to be very feeble

arguments in their favour. It was not the love of their coun

try, but of their faction. There was in every city three factions

at lead ; every citizen loved one third of his fellow-citizens,

and hated the other two thirds. It is true that, in such a (late

of things, affection for friends strengthens in proportion to the

fear and hatred of enemies, and the desire of revenge becomes

as strong a passion, and demands gratification as imperiously, and

perhaps more so, than friendship. How was it possible when

men where always in war and danger, that they should not be

brave ? Courage is a quality to be acquired by all men, by ha

bit and practice. When scenes of death and carnage are every

day before his eyes, how is it possible that a man should not ac

quire a contempt of death, from his familiarity with it, espe

cially if life is made a burden, by continual exertion and mor

tification ? The love of poverty is a fictitious virtue, that never

existed. A preference of merit to wealth has sometimes existed

under all governments ; but most of all under aristocracies.

There is wisdom and virtue in al!. But can much of this be

found in the histories of any country, that was not poor, and ob

liged to be so ?• Can you fee much of it in Florence and Siena?

The love of science and literature always grows, where there is

much public deliberation and debate, and in such governments

where every faculty as well as paflion is always on the stretch,

great energy of mind appears. But there is a form of govern

ment which produces a love of law, liberty, and country, in

stead of disorder, irregularity, and a faction; which produces

as great and more independence of spirit, and as undaunted

bravery } as much esteem of merit in preference to wealth, and

as great simplicity, sincerity, and generosity to all the commu

nity, as others do to a faction ; which produces as great a desire

of knowledge, and infinitely better faculties to pursue it ;

which besides produces security of property, and the desire and

opportunities for commerce, which the others obstruct. Shall

any one hesitate (hen to prefer such a government as this, to all

others ? A constitution in which the people reserve to themselves

the absolute controul of their pui ses, one essential branch of the

legiflature, and the inquest of grievances and state crimes, will

always produce patriotism, bravery, simplicity, and science ;

and that, infinitely better for the order, security, and tranquil

lity they will enjoy, by putting the executive power into one

hand, which it becomes their interest, as well as that of the no

bles, to watch and controul.'

The subject of the fourth letter is the government of Bo

logna, and a detail of the calamities which arose from its effects.

These misfortunes axe contrasted, in the fifth letter, by a ihort

. . .aistor/
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history of Neufchatel, where the king of Prussia is only first ma

gistrate, and whose government is that of a limited monarchy,

with a proper ballance of the three estates.

Vi e have not examined this volume very extensively, because

it is chiefly abstracted from different authors. Mr. Adams has,

however, (hewn himself well acquainted with his subject ; and,

whenever he turns, he finds the strongest proofs of the justness

of his sentiments ; of sentiments which we formerly commend*

ed, and which, on the maturest reflection, we still approve of.

New Literal Translation, from the Original, of the Apostle

Paul's First and Second Epistle to the Thejalonians. With a

Commentary and Notes. By James Macknight, D, D. 4/0.

. ys. 6d. in Boards. Robinsons.

IT will be universally acknowleged, that the translation of

■* -the sacred writings ought to be executed with all possible

accuracy, perspicuity, and precision. That the common ver

sion might admit of many amendments in these particulars,

will likewise not be denied : but provided it corresponds with

the most obvious fense of the original, that it is affected with

no errors in point of doctrine, and with no essential blemishes

in expression, there is perhaps reason to question the expediency

of any new translation of those divine and important oracles.

There is some danger lest simplicity of diction be sacrificed to

refinement ; or, if this should happily be avoided, that the

venerable solemnity of the common version should be injured

by an attempt to polish it with more perfect exactness. Dr.

Macknight, we are sensible, has undertaken the work •from

the purest and best of motives : his well-intended industry me

rits the highest praise ; and, in many instances, his critical

sagacity demands approbation. But, notwithstanding all these

circumstances, we must acknowlege that his version contains

such innovations, as lay us under the necessity of withholding

our assent from the proposal of adopting it. On what rea

sons our opinion is founded, we shall proceed to specify by a

few examples.

, Dr. Macknight informs us, that he has endeavoured to

make the translation an exact image of the original, by giving

(he literal meaning of the Greek text in common use, as nearly

as the nature of the English language would allow; and is

any Greek word or phrase admits of more fenses than one, that

which appeared to agree best with the context is preferred,

though perhaps it is not the most common signification. The

examples which he gives of this kind are the following.

M m 3 English
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Englijh Version. Text.' New Translation,

i Cor. vii. 6. But Tbto Si xara. ' But this I speak as

J speak this by per- e-vsy:ufir,t, a xac." tjri- an advice, not as an

million, and not ot vayw. injunction,

commandment.

In this verse. Dr. Macknight has not only affixed a very

extraordinary signification to the word fuPfH>l*nv, but con

verted that of the preposition »jti into an adverbial sense,

with the view of forming an antithesis not authorised by the

expression in the original. By the construction of the Greek,

which is adopted in the Vulgate, both <ruhvunw and t-rnayw

are used as proceeding immediately from God to the apostle ;

but by Dr. Macknight as proceeding entirely from the latter.

The fense, however, being in effect the saaie according to

both interpretations, we cannot approve of an alteration ap

parently arbitrary, and which requires, towards its establish

ment, such a departure from the common signification both

of'the noun and preppsition above mentioned.

' Gal. iv. 4. God E|«7T«ri'*i* 5 ®iot God sent forth his

lent forth his Son *ot imt avru, yua/utot Son born of a woman,

made of a woman, txyita.iK(i^,yiniyuto>vvo born under the law.

made under the law. rt>/x<».

The word yivo^yov admits of either of these interpretations 5

that of Dr. Macknight is, indeed, most conformable to ana

logy ; but in so peculiar a cafe, perhaps the other, as less

common, may be deemed the more suitable term.

2 Pet. i.zo. Know. Tars wgiwTOf yttvmqr Knowing this first,

Jng this first, that no re,-, in va.au ir^nrua that no prophecy of ■ .

prophecy of scripture v^rn, <^a; \m1uatu<; scripture is of private

is of private interpre» a ytrirai, discovery.

tation.

What precise meaning Dr. Macknight affixes to discovery,

is not very obvious ; but in any fense which he can be sup

posed to intend, he has wrested the word i-zi\uqrn^c to an ex;.

Uemely uncommon signification.

< 21, For the pro- Cu yx% St^ali For never was a

phecy came not in atfyumi, r,n%bt itots prophecy brought by

old time by the will ir^afnima., £sV. the will of man, &c,

of man, &c,

The fense of the preceding verse is so little altered by the

new translation, that Dr. Macknight seems to have founded

his chief amendment entirely upon the opinion, that opE^Ati

being in the passive voice, <was brought, not came, was the true

grammatical interpretation, But th; doctor will please to
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consider, that in the passive voice of Greek verbs, the second

aorist frequently, and sometimes the first, ought to be inter

preted in the fense of the middle voice. According to this

rule, the meaning of hvejjQk is precisely that which is adopted

da the Bible translation. .

Epbes. iv- 1-6. And K<w trvf&iZafyiitnr And compacted,

compacted by that ha. n-aois afi* t>s through the aid of

iwhich every joint i7n^ojr;y«s{. every .joint,

iupplieth.

Dr. Mack-night's translation of the above verse is more per

spicuous than the common version, but adheres less closely to

-the signification of the terms in the original.

Dr. Macknight supplies an ellipse in the text with pro

priety, .in se-veral instances. We give the following as exam

ples.

The first of the subsequent verses is introductory to the

•second.

Rom. vii. 24. Who Tj? fts quo-Slut,tx ts Who shall -deliver

shall deliver me from oMpulm t€ S*k»tb tmj- me from the body 01

thebodyofthisdeath? tb; this death'?

25.. I thank God, Et^o^is-w ra Cku, I thank God wSi

through Jesus-Christ ha. Vrio-a Xgira ts kujib delivers me through

■our Lord. ifau. Jesus ChrillourLord.

Rom. xv. 18* For Ou yaq -roTycwr*! YetJ will not dar-

"I will not dare to hzXtn n »» a xaTnj- to speak any thingo*

speak of any of those yuaato X^s-o? h' ijub, what Christ hath not

hings which Christ ttf iiraxorit limt, ?n- wrought by me, lutof

iath not wrought by yu*tu what be batbvurougbt,

me, tomaketheGen- in order to the obe-j

<tiles obedient, by ' .dience of the Genj

word and deed. tiles, by -word and,

deed.

1 Gor. xi«. 27. Pf 'Etre^aawi Tt^\u, If any one speak

any man speak in an x*T»Jij» (sup. fcoysj), in a tongue unknown,^

■unknown tongue, let n to nKuron Tgei{, xcu let it be by two, or at

■it be by two, or at the am ntcaf x«t u% ht%- the most three fiii-\

most by three, and ^nurre. fences, and separate-

that by course; and ly.; and let one in

let one interpret. terpret.

The sense of the following verses in the new translation is

singular.

Heb. ix. 16. For *Owa yag i\ahxri, For where a cove-

where a testament is, Sana.™ «»-/yjo] <ptpa-- nant is, there is a ne?

•tnere must also of ne- flai t» JiaSe^aa (/up. ceffity that the death,

cessity be the death Svpa-rcs). of the appointed fa*

.of the testator. orifice be presented.

M014 47. for
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17. For a testament Aia9 xr> i*i For a covenant it

is of force after men m*?-oi; (sup. 9i^a<7i) firm over dead sacri-

are dead ; otherwise, /3i£aia, eb-ii («i irm fices, seeing it never

it 13 of no strength at ter^uti, oti I is of force while the

all while the testator fispswj. (sup. f*os%o;, appointed animal Yiv-

liveth. T{«yo«, l2c.) eth.

We cannot help thinking that Dr. Macknight is mistaken

in applying to a particular cafe, what the apostle seems to have

meant as a general observation. The sense, as rendered in

the Bible translation, appears to be both the most obvious and

the most consistent with the common signification of the Greek

terms.

Many of the alterations proposed by Dr. Macknight are

founded upon the Greek particles, in the interpretation of

which he is an advocate for unjustifiable latitude. It is cer

tain, that in our own language, several of the particles may

be used in the place of others ; yet, it does not follow, thai

the true meaning of those particles varies. For example, it

conveys the fame idea to an English reader, to say, ' Keep the

feast not <witb the old leaven,' cr, ' Keep the feast not in the

old leaven.' The latter, however, is the more literal ; but

because the former, in English, is admissible, we surely ought

not tKence to infer, that the Greek preposition ey signifies

luithj as Dr. Macknight supposes in page lv. where other

examples of the fame fort occur.

The particle km, and, or also, Dr. Macknight interprets

into a variety of significations. Mat. xi, 17, • We have piped

unto you, but ye have not danced;' we have mourned unto

you, but ye have not lamented.' Surely the passage may be

rendered as it is in the common tranjlation, with as much

propriety, and without any violation of the Greek particle;

* We have piped unto you, and ye have not danced; we have

mourned unto you, and ye have not lamented.'

Mat. xii. 37. ' By thy words thou shalt be justified; {km)

er, by thy words thou shalt be condemned.' Dr. Macknight.

The Bible translation properly renders it, and by thy words,

&c

.1 Cor. xv. 45. 'Oma kai yeypairTM- ' For thus it is writ

ten,' Dr. Macknight. The Bible translation reads, * And

thus it is written ;' which is both conformable to the fense of

the passage, and the signification of km.

Luke ix. 33, ' Master, it is good, for us to be here;

therofore let us make three tabernacles.' Dr. Macknight. The

Bible translation has, * And let us,' &c. which is certainly-

more proper; for there can be no occasion for affixing any-

illative sense {0 the particle #«/ jo this verse, as the doctor

imagine!, tukc
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Luke xii. 28. * How much more will he clothe you, O ye

of little faith; (xai) therefore seek not what ye shall eat.' Dr.

Macknight. The Bible translation says properly, 'and seek

rot;' for xcu joins the sentiment in the 29th verse to the first

clause in the 27th.

1 Cor. v. 13. K>i tiaourt, Sec. 'Therefore put away that

wicked person from among yourselves.' In this verse Dr.

Macknight adopts the Bible translation; but the version should

be, ' And put away,' &c. for kh has the force of a copula

tive, as in the preceding example.

The significations which Dr. Macknight ascriSes to xett are

so various, that, according to his doctrine, this single particle

might supersede the use of a great number of the most hete

rogeneous words in the Greek tongue. Besides and, its com

mon signification, he interprets it into but, or, for, therefore,

as, when, though, yet, so, certainly, especially, namely, and

the relative pronoun who, or which. Several other Greek

particles are likewise invested by Dr. Macknight with such an

authority as seems inconsistent with the genius of a copious

language. In some instances, the doctor seems to have been

influenced by Vigerus and Hoogeveen, and in others, by a

supposed expediency of accommodating the Greek to the pre

conceived import, and particular station, of different English

particles.—A commentaryon the Scriptures, by Dr. Macknight,

we are of opinion, would be a valuable work; but we cannot

equally approve of his proposed translation of the New Testa

ment. By multiplying unnecessarily the signification of one

and the same word in different positions, and assigning to par

ticles an arbitrary and almost unlimited power, the plan which

he has adopted would, in many cafes, sacrifice justness of

conception to ideal propriety; and, through fastidious discri

mination, overturn the simplicity and determinate expression

of the Greek language.

The Present State of Sicily and Malta, extraBed fi om Mr. Bry-

done, Mr. Swinburne, and other modern Travellers. nmo.

31. fev:ed. Kearsley.

THE work before us is said to have been ♦ originally com

piled by a person of distinguished abilities, for the use

of some young people;' and we were pleased to think that we

should find much information in a small compass. We were

aware of * people of distinction,' and were suspicious of * distin

guished abilities ;' but we mult retract our suspicion. The term

is a guarded one, and if our compiler's abilities are to be

distinguished, it is for marring a plain tale in telling it. We

pever saw stronger instances of the employment of feissars and
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paste. We have marked many passages, where the scissars

were not dexterously used, or where the paste was applied so

late, that a paragraph or two was lost in the process ; but wie

can select a specimen only of different kinds, and, to avoid the

suspicion of improper severity, we lhall take them in the order

in which they occur.

Even so early as in page second, we are told of the tyranny

■of Phalaris of Agrigentum, of a legion of tyrants who suc

ceeded him. In the following paragraph, we find that the

Sicilian Greeks * did not long enjoy the sweets of this delight

ful situation'—What! the sweets of slavery? But this may be

iroaici! :—no, the period is ico years, and the next event

was the conquest of the island by the Carthaginians* Why

was not the compiler's room swept before the book was sent to

the press ?

In a note of page tenth, we are told that fir William Ha

milton visited Calabria during the earthquake: in another

r.cte in the fame page, Arprcjsng 'tie boggy ground is said to

squeeze the water out. In page thirteenth, Vesuvius is said

to form a ' broad, unbroken traM is tbc air, to the utmost verge

cf'the horizon.' We think the tract must be broken, and what

forms the horizon must undoubtedly reach its verge; In the

fame page, a wave, rolling on die land, is said to have ' dastied

the unfortunate prince, with 2473 of his subjects, into the

ocean :'—this can only mean the ocean behind the land.

This knight of the scissus has not only cut to pieces mo

dern travellers, but modern and ancient historians.—The pas

sages themselves are pasted sometimes in good order; some

times they are thrown together without much design : yet, if

Brydone, Swinburne, and Watson, with some other authors*

works, contain any thing very good, this work must be also

excellent ; for the compiler has endeavoured to ' cull the

choicest:' and his motto may very properly be, e pluribus

unum.

JLmmelUt; or, the Orphan of tbcCaJlh. By Charlotte Smith. 4 veil*

lime. 12s. Cadell.

AS we have lately been able to six a new æra in novel-writ

ing, we are happy at being able to point out another ex

ample ot this new species, which reflects so much. credit on its

author. We might, perhaps, be censured as too easy flatterers,

if we said, that this novel equals Cecilia ; yet we think it may

itand next to Miss Eurney's works, with so little inferiority, that

to mistake the palrn ot excellence, would neither stiow a con

siderable want of taste or of skill. Mrs. Smith is not equal to

Miss Burney in elegance of language : she is not, perhaps, en»

tirely equal to her in the mellowness of description, or in the

highly worked pathos of distress. Our present author does

not sink into the class of middle life, and produce scenes of that

kind,
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kind, so nicely discriminated, or pourtray characters so minutely

diversified. We speak only by comparison, for there are no

instances, in which the language of Emmeline is incorrect ; in.

a few only it docs not seem to be polislied with sufficient labour :

the dcscuptions are neither , faint nor imperfect; and, though

our author scarcely steps out of higher lite, the characters are

well drawn in the lighter lketches of lower scenes. The cha

racters which she introduces in the active business of the novel

are not discriminated with less propriety, or supported with less

skill, than those of any novellist we are acquainted with. Lord

Montreville, Fitz Edward, Delamere, Crofts, and Godol-

phin, are excellent copies from nature ; nor is it easy to say that

,they for a moment quit the style or the sentiments suitable to

them. The ladies are equally distinguished j and Emmeline, Mrs.

Stafford, Augusta Delamere, and Lady Adelina, with characters

equally amiable and soft, cannot be ever confounded with each

other. The characters which display the greatest skill' ate

those of Lord Montreville and Adt lina.

The story is well imagined, and the incidents so well con

ducted, that every one hastens on the event. The scenes are

ofien drawn with great beauty : Mrs. Smith excels in landscape

painting ; and the moral of every part is excellent.

While we have given this cheartul tribute of praise to an au

thor, whom we know only by her publication?, and have

hinted at faults, we must add, that in one or two instances, she

seems to have aimed at persons. We hope that file has not

looked at hqme, in the misfortunes of Mrs. Stafford. We have

sometimes thought, that the work hung heavy on our hands;

yet, on trial, we know not what should have been omitted.

Each little, seemingly unimportant incident, developes the

character in question, or elucidates it. Even the little artless

scenery of the introduction contributes to explain the cata

strophe. If we were to mention the parts which seemed the

most: interesting, they would be, the introductory parts: the

scenes at East Cliff, in the Ifle of Wight : the adventure on the

banks of the lake of Geneva: and the discovery of Godol-

phin on b >ard the packet.

We will not mutilate these pleasing volumes by taking one

line from the story : Mrs. Smith will excuse us for transcribing

one of the sonnets. It was reserved for her, and one other

author, to show, that a species of poetry, the most artificial,

might be rendered natural and pleasing in our language, by taste

and judgment, Even fetters may be made to hang with grace,

and add to beauty, though our fair author does not always put

on the chains which so strictly bind the Italian sonneteer.

'I love thee, mournful sober suited night,

When the faint moon, yet lingering in her wand

And veii'd in clouds, with pale uncertain light

Hangs o'er the waters of the restless main.

In
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In deep depreffion sunk, the enfeebled mind

Will to the deaf, cold elements complain,

And tell the embosom'd grief, however vain,

To sullen surges, and the viewless wind.

Tho' no repose on thy dark breast I find,

I still enjoy thee—chearless as thou art ;

For in thy quiet gloom, the exhausted heart,

Is calm, tho' wretched ; hopeless, yet resign'd.

While, to the winds and waves, its sorrows giv'n.

May reach—tho' lost on earth—the ear of heav'n ['

9"ie History of the Revolution of South Carolina, from a Britijh

Province to an independent State. By David Ramsay, M. Z>. m

2 Foh. Svo. 14/. in Boards. Robinsons.

* I 'HE late unfortunate war in America is more memorable

for its termination than for the steps which led to that

event. More than one general history, however, of its pro

gress n*as already been published ; and these seem sufficient ta

gratify the curiosity of those who are desirous of information

on the subject. After a narrative of the military transactions

in the different parts of North America, the attention of a

reader can be but weakly solicited to those in a particular

province, and that too-, excepting the revolutions in the fate

©f Charlestown, not the most distinguished for the variety or

importance of the operations which took place during the con

tinuance 6f the war. But the author of the present work,

actuated by a provincial partiality, has submitted to the public

a particular account of the occurrences in South-Carolina

alone. So far, indeed, as concerns information, he seems to

be well qualified for such a task; having been an ocukr wit

ness to many of the events which he records. But, as an

active agent in the American army, and, during one year, a

memher of the continental congress, we cannot likewise con

sider him in the light of a perfectly unbiassed historian.

Dr. Ramsay commences his work with a short view os the

province of South-Carolina, and of the events introductory to

open hostilities. He thus describes the situation of the colonies

at that period :

* Every thiBg in the colonies contributed to nourish a spirit

of liberty and independence. They were planted under the,

auspices of the English constitution in its purity and vigour.

Many of their inhabitants had imbibed a large portion of that

spirit which brought one tyrant to the block, and expelled

another from bis dominions. They were communities of sepa

rate independent individuals, for the most part employed in

cultivating a fruitful foil, and under no general influence, but
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ps their own feelings and opinions ; they were not led by

powerful families, or by great officers in church or state.

Luxury had made but very little progress among their con

tented unaspiring farmers. The large extent of territory gave

each man an opportunity of sisliing, fowling, and hunting,

without injury to his neighbour. Every inhabitant was or easily

might be a freeholder. Settled on lands of his own he was

both farmer and landlord. Having no superior to whom he

was obliged to look up, and producing all the necessaries of life

from his own grounds, he soon became independent. Hia

njind was equally free from all the restraints of superstition.

No ecclesiastical establishments invaded the rights ofconscience,

or fettered the free-born mind. At liberty to act and think,

as his inclination prompted, he disdained the ideas of depen

dence and subjection.'

From the conclusion of this extract, it is evident that the

feeds both of ecclesiastical and civil anarchy were plentifully

sowed in the colonies. A toleration in religion is a proof of

the wisdom, as well as moderation of a government ; but the

total exemption from an ecclesiastical establishment affords an.

unfavourable opinion of the principles and morals of a people,

and tends rather to the encouragement of licentiousness than,

the maintenance of genuine liberty.

• The author afterwards proceeds to relate the history of the

revolt, and the formation of a regular constitution among the

disaffected inhabitants of the provinces. The following ac

count of the mutual rancour, which broke forth between the

two parties after the commencement of hostilities, is, we doubt

not, related with fidelity, and corresponds with the usual un

happy effects of intestine commotions.

• The distinction of Whig and Tory took its rife in the year

1775. Both parties in the interior country were then embo

died, and were obliged to impress provisions for their respec

tive support. The advocates for Congress prevailing, they paid

for articles consumed in their camps ; but as no funds were

provided for discharging the expences incurred by the royalists,

all that was consumed by them was- considered as a robbery.

This laid the foundation of a piratical war betwen Whigs and

Tories, which eventually was productive of great distress, and

deluged the country with blood. In the interval between the

insurrection of 1775, and the year 1780, the Whigs were occa

sionally plundered by parties who had attempted insurrections

in favour of royal government. But all that was done prior to

the surrender of Charleston wan trifling when compared to what

followed. After that event political hatred raged with uncom

mon fury, and the calamities of civil war desolated the state.

The ties of nature were in several instances dissolved, and that

2 • . - ' Teci
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reciprocal good-Will and confidence, which hold mankind to*

g-ether in society, was in- a great degree extinguished. Coun*

trymen, neighbours, friends and brothers, took different sides,

atid ranged themselves under the opposing standards of the'

contending factions. In every little precinct, more especially

in the interior parts of the state, king's-meh anti congress-men

were names of distinction. The passions on both sides were'

kept in perpetual agitation, and wrought up to a degree of fury

which rendered individuals regardless, not only of the laws os'

war, but of the principles of humanity. While the British

had i he ascendency, their partizans gave full scope to their'

interested and malicious passions. People of the worst charac

ters emerged from their hiding-places in swamps—called them-

ielvts king's-men—and began to appropriate to their own use

whatsoever came in their way. Every act of cruelty and in-

justice was sanctified, provided the actor called himself a friend

to the king, and the sufferer was denominated a rebel. Of

those who were well-disposed to the claims of America, there'

were few to be found who had not their houses and plantations '

repeatedly rifled. Under the sanction of subduing, rebellion,

private revenge was gratified. Many houses were burned, and'

many people inhumanly murdered. Numbers for a long time

were obliged, either entirely to abandon their homes, or to

sleep in the woods and swamps. Rapine, outrage and murder,

became so common, as to interrupt the free intercourse between

one place and another. That security and protection, which, ,

individuals expect by entering into civil society, ceased almost

totally. Matters remained in this situation for the greatest

part of a year after the surrender of Charleston.'

In drawing the characters of some individuals, we think the

author discovers a degree of prejudice; but he seems, in ge

neral, to give a fair representation of public transactions, and

the narrative is written in a clear and unaffected style.

An Address to the Deists : or, an Inquiry into the Character of

the Author of the Book of Revelation. 8<i>a. 2s. Rivingtons.

THIS very able and intelligent author marches fearlessly

to the trenches of the Deist, and challenges him to con

tend on ground which has been distrusted as dangerous, or

avoided as fallacious. He is contented to draw his proofs of

Christianity from a book which many (and, indeed, we1 have

been of the number), touch with a timid hand, and look oh

with distant awe: - -

* The following question therefore is well worth the discus

sion, and his (the Deist's) most serious consideration ; viz. Whe

ther the book of Revelation is (what it claims to be) the work

of'divine inspiration ; or (what the Deist would have it to be) >'

the offspring of enthusiasm or imposture ?

« Now
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* Now common sense tells us, that where we cannot arrive at

certainty, we ought, if we mean to act as reasonable creatures,

to be content with probability. And indeed human actions ia

«very part of common life, where common fense prevails, are

invariably influenced this way : I should therefore hope, that

if in the following observations it should be made appear the

Deist has espoused the most improbable side of the question, her

will have the honesty and the resolution to quit it, and come

over to the other; even though the consequence should be his

belief of Christianity.'

The author then states, that if this book be not of divine

revelation, it must have been the work of an impostor or an

enthusiast. Either supposition is improbable, as there could

have been no sufficient motive for imposition; and the work,

at the time when, it was written-, was too highly valued to be

supposed the offspring, of enthusiasm. The fame opinion is

also well supported by extracts from the first four chapters,

chap. xiv. xv. xix: and xxi. and observations on different pas

sages, tending to show, that the language of this work is nei

ther characteristic of one or ihe other.

The second part is designed to prove, that this book is really,

prophetic, from the coincidence of various events with the pre

dictions contained in it. The predictions drawn from the first

trumpet, for instance, are clearly connected with the imposture,

of Mahomet; the ravages and manners of the Saracens: those

contained in the description of the sixth trumpet are fulfilled by

the destruction of the eastern Roman empire, and Greek church,

by the Turks ; while the beast with seven heads and ten horna

is obviously descriptive of Popery. These passages are particu

larly examined ; the author recapitulates the argument, states

it with much force, and mows the Deist and the Sceptic, that

there is really great danger in unbelief. There is much slight

skirmishing in these attacks; but there is so much real know-

lege, such a clear understanding of the sijbject, as mult render

the author a very formidable antagonist. The notes are judi

cious illustrations of some passages which seemed particularly to

require it.

The Appendix attacks Mr. Hume's great argument * experi

ence,' and his assertion, that no evidence can establish a mira

cle, unless the falsehood of it be still more miraculous. We

shall conclude with a short specimen from the Appendix,

* And here it may not be improper to repeat again, that nei

ther Celsus, Julian, nor Porphyry denied the miracles recorded

in the Gospels; though they ascribed them indeed to magic.

' Unpleasing as this piece of history may be to the Deist, or

however unwilling he may be to press it close, I think if he

las any regard to the propriety of his creed, he will do well not

tot turn from it, with a disdainful indifference, as a matter be

neath his consideration. I leave it to his ingenuity to reconcile

hit rejecting the whole account of miracles with so easy an air,
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with the belief of them by such learned and noted enemies of

Christianity. There appears to me no other way of his getting

jid of this difficulty but by denying the fact. This however

is rather dangerous. For where will he fly to next, if he should

be driven from this hold—if it mould be made appear, on the

issue of the trial, that there is reason to believe the facts Alas !

what a situation is this of a Deist? on how many sides is he hard

pressed! and at best, what a comfortless state it is. If Chris

tianity is an imposture, what will be his gain ? If it is a seri

ous truth, what may not be his loss ?'

The Conversion, the Praflicc of St. Paul, and the Prayer os.

Jabcz, considered. By the rev. Daniel Turner, A. M. unto,

xt. 6d. Cadell.

THE Conversion and the Practice of St. Paul form the first

subject of consideration in this ingenious miscellany. It

is taken from that part of the Apostle's rej>ly to Tertullus,

where he professes to exercise himself, to have always a con

science void of offence towaids God and towards men. Mr.

Turner considers the circumstances of St. Paul's conversion,

so far as they contribute to the support of the Christian reli

gion j and, having brought down the narrative of his life,

with the reflections which it furnishes to the period mentioned,

he considers this passage of his defence. Our author explains

the operations of this silent monitor, with great propriety, and

adds the necessary directions, to keep the conscience void of

offence. One passage only seems to us a little reprehensible,

as it raises the indispensible duty of faith into the only duty.

The loaded conscience, besides a faith in Christ, will find con

solation in reflecting on a genuine repentance, and an active

change of the course of life which has contributed to its bur

then. We shall, however, transcribe the passage, which is, '

perhaps inadvertently, pu; into too strong and too unconnected

, a point of view.

* To prevent or get rid of this, there is but one way. Con

science must have satisfaction from some solid source, or it will

torment. Ply to the gospel, trust in the Saviour's name aod

merits: it is here where the wearied dove may find the olive -

of peace. Hence of enemies we become sons, and if sons,

then may we both expect and challenge, not only careful pro

vision, and safe protection on earth, but an everlasting patri

mony above. By the shedding of blood is the remission df

rips, and upon remission follows reconciliation, and on recon

ciliation peace. After this lhould conscience alarm, bring-

forth the acquittance signed in blood, and sealed from heaven

upon thy faith and virtue; straightway shalt thou see the fierce

aid terrible look of thy conscience changed into friendly smiles :

and that rough and violent hand, which was ready to drag thee

to prison, shall tenderly uphold thee, and fight for thee against

every adversary.*
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In other respects, the Sermon is plain and practical, and

deserves our commendation. . -•

The second Sermon is on the prayer of Jabez, from ! Chron.

iv. 9, 10. • And Jabez was more honourable than his brethren :

and his mother called his name Jabez, faying, Because I bare

him with sorrow. And Jabez called on the God of Israel,

saying, Oh, that thou wouldest bless me indeed, and enlarge my

coast, and that thine hand might be with me, and that than

wouldst keep me from evil j that it may not grieve me. And

God granted him that which he requested.' In this Sermon,

our author Ihows the state of mind with which prayers mould

be offered, and particularly explains the prayer of Jabez, which

is simple, comprehensive, and pious* In the former part, the

preacher's animation would be suspected, by some, to border a

little on enthusiasm. The allusion to Themillocles' carrying

his son in his arms, is undoubtedly carried too far into the re

gions of fancy.

Devotional Exercises, for the morning and evening Of each

day of the week, follow, in which, with much spirit and ani»

mation, with true piety, and a Christian resignation, we per-

ceive the fault already alluded to. Indeed, when the imagi

nation is once permitted to soar, it will soon attain a complete

empire*

The Sermon preached before the society of free masons is

on Micah vi. H. ' He hath (hewed theej O man, what is good :

and what doth the Lord require of thee, but to do justly, and

to love mercy, and to walk humbly with thy God.' Its great

object is to explain the moral and religious duties; it is an ex

cellent one ; and the defence of masonry, though abruptly in

troduced, and pursued seemingly in haste, contains some good,

and, we believe, just remarks. Yet, on the whole,' we have

been usually best pleased with those masonic sermons* which

point out the advantages of fraternal union, and the connection

of the benevolence and affection, which characterize masonry,

With the spirit and tenets of the gospel of Christ. At last, Mr.

Turner falls, for a few lines* into the language of the Society,

which generally appears to us disgusting, and sometimes im

pious. He has stepped over this, perhaps necessary part of his

talk, with much rapidity*

The Ode to Masonry, in many of its parts, does not rife

superior to the numerous odes of this kind which we have seen.

The following air is, however, better than the rest ; and, though

not above exception, deserves to be transcribed.

* Unfinisti'd still the great intent,

Once more the Almighty word was sent,

To fill the wond'rous plan :

The new form'd dust in majesty arose,

And in his Maker's image glows,

Prince of creation, man.'

App, Vol. LXV. N n . fiifitirt
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FOREIGN ART IC LES,

Hijioirc de la Socicte Royale tie Medicine Annies 1 7 82 and 178?,

■ ainc les Memoires de Medicine £3* dc Pbyfique Medicate four les-

memes Annets* 4/0. Paris.

AS, at this æra, it is neccflary to establish a fixed rule for'

examining these vosumes, which may unite the fullest

information with the indTfpensible conciseness, after some re

flection, we have determined to transcribe only the new ques

tions from- the History of the Society ; for, in the subsequent

volumes, the most important Essays, which have obtained the

prise, Bsually occur in the Memoirs, where we meet with tire

author's name.

The first* new prize is for the following question :—To deter

mine the Cause of the Disposition to Calculi and other analo

gous affections, to which children are subject ; whether they

depend on any defects of ossification, and what are the means

of preventing them, or stopping their progress? zdly, To de

termine what are the precautions with respect to the tempera

ture of the season, and the nature of the climate necessary ro

preserve the health of troops in winter quarters, after a cam

paign ; and to prevent the epidemics with which they are then

attacked. 3dly, To determine the characters of nervous dis

eases ; such as hysteria and hypochondriasts, and the distinction

between them and melancholy : what are their principal causes

and general indications ? 4thly, To derermine, by a compara

tive examination, the physical and chemical properties of the

milk of women, goats, asses, ewes, and cows. 5 thly, To de-

' cide in what species, and in what periods of chronical diseases,

fever may be useful or dangerous ; and with what precautions

it may be excited or moderated, in their treatment. The

Eloges are those of M. M. Lorry, Girod, Macquer, Targioni

Tozetti, Splelman, Cusson, Bergman *, and Van Doeveren. A

short account is added of some of the French associates, who

died during these years. A pretty full list, and a somewhat

partial account of works puhlilhed by members of the Society,

next follow. ^

The meteorological observations 'are abridged1 by P. Cbtte %

but we can only examine the general results. Of so many facts,

it is not easy to give a short view : we sliall select some of the

most important consequences. The year 1782 was cold and

moist: the premature heat of January was succeeded by a sharp

and cutting cold in February ; and the following months, par

ticularly May. and August, were very cold and moist. The heat

•f July was considerable, but of short duration. Winter suc

ceeded immediately to summer, and- concluded the year. The

winter and spring of the following year were very moist and

• Bergman is said, in this Eln^e, to have left some valuable manuscripts

. \Vhv are they, not j>ubhlhed ? aud why are not his other, works collected jl

dfcmp^
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«lamp : the summer was over-cast with dry mists, and the cold

*>f winter was piercing; This was the year of the devastations

in Calabria ; and earthquakes were not uncommon in other

parts of Europe. Storms and fiery meteors were unusually

frequent. In 1782, the new irioon influenced the cold, and

the full moon the heat. The highest elevatronsof the barome

ter coincided with them : the depressions were at the quarters*

In 1783, the moon seemed not to have the same influence;

The least heats were at the full moon ; and the greatest in the

intervals. The greatest elevation of the barometer coincided

with the descending equinoxial, the least with the northern lu*

nestice.

In the department of the Practice of Medicine, there are

observations by M. Desperriers, on two cafes of St. Vitas'

Dance, which, after many things had failed, were cured, the

first by four drachms, the second by three drachms of camphor

.in a glyster; or rather, as we suspect, divided into two glysters*

The second patient, however, lay in a kind of stupor for near

ten weeks. This was a bold practice, and we believe that it may

be advantageously imitated, though it should be imitated with

caution. The glysters were injected every four hours.

The second observation is by M. Teffier, on a hernia, which

occasioned the loss of a portion of the intestine. It does not

appear that any portion of the continued canal was evacuated,

but only that side of the intestine next the wound. The gut

,was undoubtedly contracted in its diameter, for the man was

subject to frequent colics, which were relieved by glysters;

but they gradually went off, and the gut seemed Capable of

distention again.

Some remarks follow on palsy of the lower extremities, and

of one side. These were greatly relieved by a strong tincture

of cantharides, used as a lotion 6n the affected parts, and to

the spine (cantharid. pulv. semiuncia ad aq* vitæ sesquilibram.)

Tincture of cantharides was taken internally, but in a moderate

dose, and seemingly without any benefit. Blisters, the authors

(M. Halle and M. Vie d'Azyr) think more transitory in their

effects, and often injurious in old debilitated constitutions, by

the excess of the discharge.—At the end of this history, some

proposed objects of enquiry are subjoined, particularly how far

medicine, not usually employed externally, may be efficacioas

in consequence of absorption from the skin, particularly aperi

ents, and dissolvents of the soapy kind. These academicians

add another cafe, from the Memoirs of the fame author, M.

Chevillard, viz. of puerperal fever of the chronic kind. The

successful remedy was repeated doses of ipecacuanha. The wo

man had been nursing so long, that she was again with child,

when ihe was attacked with a double tertian, and her breast

inflamed. On the application of a poultice, the inflammation

suddenly subsided, and th« belly swelled, the urine was sup

pressed ; stools were few, and faintings ensued. We suspect

N n a thac
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that the case is not fairly told ; at any rate, the disease wa»

rery different from the puerperal fever, and the metastasis of

the milk is seemingly imaginary *,

In the department of Chemistry and IVfaferia Medica there

are observations on some of the medical properties of camphor,

by the elder M. Lassonne» They are truly valuable; and the

greater part we can confirm from experience. In moderate and;

repeated doses, it is an efficacious sedative, and particularly

relieves inflammations, and too great sensibility of the bladder.

It corrects some of the inconveniences of opiumr and is parti

cularly useful, when joined with rt, in cancerous and malignant

ulcers, for opium alone renders the discharge more copious and

fanious : it moderates the operation of drastics, and assists the

effects of mercury, particularly when united with Plummer's

pill, in chronic eruptions, or venereal complaints, and adds to

the febrifuge and antiseptic virtues of the bark.

The next essay in the tnateria medica is in the effects of the

calcareous sea-salt, by M. Fourcroy, He contends, that to

this ingredient of sea-water, its chief virtues are owing ; for,

when deprived of it, sea-water is very slightly laxative. He

teaches us how to prepare it in the greatest perfection, and re

commends it as a powerful dissolvent in scrophula, tabes me-

fenterica, obstructions in the viscera of adults, and lymphatic

tumours in the joints. He suspects also, that it may be useful

in humid asthma, dropsies in the early state; for, notwithstand

ing its bitterness and acrimony, it does not excite thirst or pain

in the stomach, but produces a flow of urine. It has procured

the evacuation of tasniæ and lsmbrici, and removed the faul-'

■ tering of the voice, after some slight attacks of apoplexy. From

twelve to twenty-four grains in a day aie given to children, and

a drachm to adults : in these doses, it produces some evacuation ;

and, beyond these quantities, it is purgative. The doses should

be small, for it easily produces nausea, and they should be given

in distilled water, since the salt is easily decomposed, even by

vegetable decoctions. Externally, it appears to be a dissolvent y

but inferior, in its effects on lymphatic concretions, to the vo

latile alkali fluor. WeTiave given M. Fourcroy's observations

at some length ; but we suspect that he has attributed too much

to his remedy.

ta the class of Natural History and Botany there is an ex

tract from a valuable memoir of M. Cuflbn, on umbelliferous

plants. This author thought, that the stamina and pistils were

too uniform to furnish the distinctions of genera, and proposes

* At the moment of writing this, we saw an instance almost exactly

similar, and differing only in degree, in a woman three months after lying

in. The suppression of urine and stools had been removed, and we can now

add, that a little bark, with the camphor, were alone sufficient for the

ture. The woman had, however, laboured under a tertian the whole time

of pregnancy. The suppression of the milk came on with a febrile attack,

in consequence of fatigue : pætechix also attended.

that
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t"Viat these mould be taken from the seeds» He has examined

them with great care, and described them with accuracy. So

far as we can perceive too, this arrangement will not greatly

disturb the genera already established. The new ones, parti

cularly those composed of the newly discovered plants, will be

better defined, more natural, and correct. He avoids the op

posite extremes of Linnæus and Haller, and is inclined ta

adopt the forms of the involucra, among the essential charac

ters, when they are particular and constant.

M. Butini's memoir on the tsenia, with short rings, the soli

tary worm, as it has been, or the compounded animal as it may

be called, is very curious. Otfr author examined the head of

the tænia with great care, and thinks it composed of an opake

substance, divided by a transparent one, more flexible and

more soft than the former. This may undoubtedly admit of a

little lateral motion of the segments; but we cannot allow,

with our author, that there actually is such a motion. The

nicest attention could not discover a month ; so that, in the

head of this animal, there is neither nose, eyes, ears, nor

mouth ; but in this part is the power of attachment and repro

duction : in this the will and the determination reside; for,

when all the rings are discharged, if the head and neck, remain,

the animal appears again.- if in a living state (the experiment

has been tried in a dog) it is taken from the intestine, it escapes

from the singers, and again endeavours to fix on it. Each ring

is, in reality, found to have a mouth, and a little protuberance,

from which a kind of proboscis issues, and with which it fucks.

Each ring has also intestines of different kinds, analogous to

the small and the large intestines in man, an anus and a valve,

to prevent the regurgitatiou of fœculent matter. The rings

are subject to decay, and are again capable of being renewed

from the corpuscles of the neck ; and we suspect, that the cor

puscles, described at the bottom of each ring, are capable of

producing a succeeding one. We know not how far a tænia

jnay, in this way, extend.

/ On the subject of Anatomy, M. Vie d'Azyr gives a most sur

prising relation of a horn growing from the head of a Ihoe-ma-

ker, 39 years old, between the right eye and right ear. In,

1784 he cut himself in (having that part. A very thin sofe-

cicatrice soon covered the wound, which at first bled a little>

Eight days after, he wounded the fame part in the fame opera,

tion : no blood followed ; but a little hard lharp excrescence wa$

soon perceived, whose size increased half an inch in two rnonths.

Its present form {unfortunately the date of the letter is omitted),

is conical : the horn is not quite straight, but a little twisted.

The diameter of the base is an inch and one-fifth nearly. Its

circumference is irregular; but, as it arises from the (kin, it is

three inches and || of an inch. The whole length is three

inches, and the diameter about the middle of its length is J

pf aa inch neatly. Its circumference there is less rough than

N 11 3 «
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at the base. Near the base is a furrow produced by a thread

tied round,. without success, to remove it. The point is soft,

and at about J of an inch from it, there is a slight wound, pro

duced by a former attempt to tye it,—It rises from an evident

protuberance, is furnished with numerous vessels, and is ex

tremely sensible. Its substance is striated and horny, like warts

or corns. The pain, when touched, is very acute; and the

slightest touch, on the hairy scalp, is soon felt in the .excres

cence. It is suspected, that the base adheres to the periosteum

or the bone.

M. l'Aumonier relates a very extraordinary cafe. A woman;

came to the hospital at Rouen, about five or six weeks after

lying in, with a hectic fever, tense and tumid abdomen, with*

out milk, and extrepiely weak. A hard tumour was felt on

one side; and it seemed to be the ovarium. This enterprising

surgeon opened the integuments, evacuated the pus, extirpated

the ovarium, and the patient recovered. Jn the language of

the French surgeons, it is styled a milky deposition on the Fal

lopian tube. One remarkable fact occurred during the cure.

The catamenia came on, and, at their first appearance, the

dressings were tinged with blood. Do the Fallopian tubes fur

nish any pars os this discharge f Or, at that period, is the whole

pterine system turgid f The fact must remain unexplained. The

success of this operation, though M, l'Aumonier seems not to

be aware of it, evidently depended on the adhesion of the in

testines to the peritonaeum, in consequence of the previous in

flammation;—That it existed is evident, because our author at

tempted, imprudently, to destroy it j and that it prevented the

access of the air to the cavity of the peritonaeum, which every

English surgeon knows would be highly injurious, is equally

certain.

M. Marquart read a memoir on the treatment of the viru»

lent gonorrhæa, which is to be published entire. His method

consists of very frequent injections of the juice of liquorice, in,

the proportion of a drachm tQ two ounces of water. After the

general remedies have been employed, he gives, in the space

of four or five days, ten or twelve glysters, with about a grain

of corrosive sublimate in each, with due allowance for the dif

ference of age, constitution, &c.

We cannot, in this article, give any account of the memoirs

as we intended ; for they are so curious and important, that

they wopld lead us too far. We have extended our account of

this volume, because it is so little known in England, and its

contents are of the greatest consequence to science.

i ■ ■ ; i—;

£ommtntairc Jur la Loi des Douze Tables par M. Boucbaud Pro'

fcjscur ftoyal d(t Droit de la Nature & des Gens, Paris.

THE civil law has so intimate a connection with the laws of

France, that this admirable ' Commentary ontheLatv of the

Twelve Tables' is peculiarly adapted to that kingdom j and it is

with
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•with more propriety noticed at present ; as, in our review of Mr.

Gibbon's new volumes, we must necessarily be concise on the sub

ject of Reman jurisprudence. M. Bouchaud dedicates his work

to the king, and he tills him,'4 that it is with great propriety hi»

majesty is now considering a new plan osftudy, by which mean;,

the Roman and the French system will be more carefully brought ■

to resemble each other.' Whether our neighbours will have

reason to congratulate themselves on this change, will be more

evident, after we have examined our author's account of this sys

tem, which has been for so m my ages lost, though it has been the

acknowlcged foundation of the civil law.

Our author's public office induced him to publish this corner

stone of the Roman system. The most modern and the ablest

lawyers have earnestly joined the scholars and philosophers of the-

first rank,, in collecting the fragments of the Twelve Tables, and

in illustrating them, since they are considered as the precious re

mains of a system, borrowed in part from the wisest legislators of

Greece. Though they have done much, they have not done all-

Some clouds arc still to be dissipated ; and in this vast field of'

erudition there are still some valuable gleanings ; even M. Bou

chaud will leave a little for his successor.

In the picliminary discourse he discusses different points of his

tory, antiquity, and criticism, connected with the relict which is'

tjhe principal object of his labours. The questions which he ex

amines, are the following :—From what cities of Greece did the

Romans borrow this law ? Were the laws of the Roman kings,-

and the ancient customs of the Romans, inserted in it ? Is its ori

gin to be traced to the law ot Moses t Is it possible, or indeed is

it useful, to recover its old language? He distinguishes the genuine

fragments of this law from those which have been impropeily at

tributed to it; and shows thar, notwithstanding the extreme rigour

of some parts, it is in general distinguishable for its wisdom and

justice.

Those who examine the Roman laiv, in its full vigour, may re»

ject the consideration of the (late of its first Ihoots. Yet the old

laws are objects of curiosity and utility ; we trice iheir influence

in the newer system, and they throw light on the spirit of the

subsequent institutions, and explain the reason of the varieties or

additions which occur in them. Whatever changes time and a

variation of manners might have produced, the Romans always

respected the old stock, and kept its spirit and its designs in view.

Besides, the law of the Twelve Tables illustrates different passages

of poets and historians, who allude to many of its injunctions.

Justinian, in the preface to the Institutes, has observed thar, from

this work, students are to draw iheir knowlege of jurisprudence,

and not from antiquaed fables ; 'and this term has always distuib*

ed the admirers of the Twelve Tables, as it has been supposed that

the first- code was alluded to by it. M. Bouchaud is persuaded,

shift, he could not despise the source' from which he had drawn so

much, and alkf, with some indignation, t how Could he treat as a

' •- 1 N o 4 - i 'fable,
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fable, a law, by which it was necessary to ascertain what was a

legitimate tutor, succession, space, and a hundred other things of

the fame kind ? A law which is constantly invoked ; whose spi

rit and letter are so much respected, that lawyers are scrupulous

of deciding against any of its injunctions ; a law for which, if we

may believe Aeron, the Romans had so great a respect, as if the

Muses themselves had dictated it from the Albanian mount.

Our author takes notice of Godefroy's list of the interpreters of

the law of the Twelve Tables, and thinks that the person whom

he calls Lælius should be styled, according to Aulus Gellius, L.

Ælius. He was the author who interpreted the word leffus, by

mournful cries. Godefroy's merit, in elucidating this old law, and

enumerating the lift of commentators, is generally acknowleged ;

but our author thinks that some errors have escaped him. He

thought that the jus prædiatorium was the right of the public funds.

M. Bouchaud, with many other critics, understands it to be the

right, in virtue of which the public funds were mortgaged to the

treasury by way of security. He is wrong also, in our author's

opinion, on the subject of frattes arvales, which he interprets

judges on the differences arising from the limits of the fields.

The object of this institution was a religious one ; and the bro- ,

thers were to sacrifice to the gods, that the fields might abound

with fruit. These feasts were styled Ambai vales.

The law of the Twelve Tables has often been reproached with

a barbarity which has shocked humanity, particularly relating to

debtors. We fljall extract, therefore, a little more exactly, what

M. Bouchaud thinks on this subject, premising only the outline

of the old law. It first orders, that thirty days delay shall be

granted to the person who acknowleges himself the debtor of an-

other, and who, by the sentence of the judge, is legally condemn

ed to pay the debt. He is then to be seized, dragged before the

judge, that he may be carried by authority to the house of the

debtor ; and if the debt is not discharged, that he may be loaded

with irons of fifteen pounds weight, or lighter ones, if the creditor

pleases, that the prisoner may not be prevented from working. In

this state the debtor may live at his own expence, if he chuses it ;

otherwise the creditor must allow him a pound of meal, or more,

if it is agreeable to himself. Within a limited time, the debtor

m.iy compound with his creditor : if he does not, he is to be kept

jn chains sixty days; to be taken out of prison three public maj-

ket-days following, and conducted to the prætor,where the serjeant

shall proclaim with a loud voice, the amount of the sum, for

which he is condemned, Postea de capite addicti pænas sumito,

put si volet, ultra Tibewm paregre venum dato. At si pluribus

addictis sir, tcitiis nundinis secanto : si plus minusve secuerunt,

fine fraude esto. — Literally : Afterwards he may take the debtor's

life; or, if he pleases, sell him in some foreign country, beyqnd the

Tyber, If he is indebted to different, persons, they may divide him

on the third market-day ; if they cut more or less, let it be without

fraud, The first, part of this clause, seme interpret that the

debtor
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debtor must pay the interest on the capital : but neither classical

authority, or the tenor of the law, admit of this interpretation.

It undoubtedly gave the life of the obstinate creditor, or some

compensation, by the sale of his liberty. Hoffman and Boa-

chaud think, that caput signifies liberty, and that de capite poenas

sumare, &c. signifies, deprive him of his liberty at home, or fell

him abroad ; but authorities are wanting for this interpretation.

The last clause is horrible, whether the debtor is to be cut in pieces

on three market-days, or as we have rendered it, on the third*

This clause has been softened into a civil division by sale of his

person and goods ; and if, on dividing the goods which are af

terwards fold, there is a surplus in the hand of any one creditor,

beyond the proportion of the debt, in consequence of an advan

tageous sale, a second distribution is directed to be made : sine

fraude esto. • >

Unfortunately there is more humanity than justice in this in

terpretation, though we have seen it supported by a passage in

Cicero's Tusculan Questions (II. 53.) At vero C. Marius," rusti-

canus vir,' fed plane vir, com sccaietur, ut supra dixi, principio

vetuit fe alligari : nec quisquam ante Marium solutus dicitur esse

sectus. Here, fays the author ' is an instance of the execution

of the punistiment, and of the debtor's heroism.' He had caught

the passage from an index ; but if he read the whole book, he

would have understood the sense better : secabantur solum modo

varices Caio Mario (II. 35.) yet perhaps we may draw this con

sequence from it. When Cicero is talking of fortitude in bearing

pain, if this punishment had been adopted he might perhaps

have produced some instances of heroism that may have occasion

ally occurred in its execution.

We have a more useful commentary on this passage in Aulus

Gellius (XX. 1.) The lawyer Cæcilius undertakes the defence

of this clause, against the philosopher Favorinus, who adopted

the cruel meaning which the literal interpretation gives it. He

does not, however, deny the meaning : it was designed, fays he,

for that reason, that it should never be put in execution ; and ' I

never heard or read, adds he, in any old record, of a debtor's

being dissected.' This must have been a traditionary account ;

for Aulus Gellius lived in the second century. Machiavel's

directions to an usurper, in his ' Prince' are ot a similar kind :

We quote from memory. To reign safely, you must cut off the

whole house, and the most distant branch ; nay, if you hear only

pf any person of the same name, you are no longer safe while he

lives.—lsnot thisindirectly saying, that an usurper can never reign

in safety. But to return—Tertullian and Quiniilian, who men

tion this law, consider it also as a liberal statute ; and even our

author, when treating of existing laws become obsolete, spenks

of this among the rest ; so that he is not very consistentin explain

ing it in a metaphorical fense. If we consider the state of the Ro-

'jnan manners at that time, we shall not expect much humanity

£rpni fheir decisions ; and: if we reflect on the policy which dictated

many
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many of the institutions, we (hall fee some little foundation for

this threatened cruelty. In the original constitutions, the votes

were accumulated in men of great property. The first class of Ro

mans, for instance, tho.se who possessed 100,000 asses, had ninety-

eight votes, though all the inferior classes together, six in number,

had only ninety-five. While thecustornof giving the suffrages in

public remained, this law gave, of course, an Aristocracy to the

men posiessed of money ; and while the law was so severe, no-

debtor could refuse his creditor what he demanded. It seems,

therefore, evidently intended as a state-engine, to compel the

subordination of the poorer sort, who were all probably in some

degree debtors. It spoke daggers, though it used none : buc these

daggers were harmless, when the tribunes had substituted tribes

to centuries, and a secret ballot to an open declaraiion of the

vo,te. The law then had no object, and it became obsolete and

of little importance; for the pound of flesh would have been of

as little use to the consul as to Shylock.

There is another passage jn the Roman law which has greatly

puzzled and divided the interpreters,,?—the search after a robbery,

cum lance & licio. M. Bouchaud examines the various in

terpretations with great learning and sagacity ; but we fliall tran

scribe his own opinion. ' When the proprietor of any thing stolen,

fays he, had obtained permission of the magistrate tp pursue it per

lancem & licium, he, or more probably, the lictor, entered,

the suspected house ; but for fear of those tricks, which were but

too frequent, and that the innocent might not suffer ; or rather,

lest perhaps the person who enquired stiould have worse views than,

detecting the robbery; or that the inquisitor might be more active,

he was covered only with a kind of petticoat, called licium.

He also carried a bason, in which the stolen goods were placed,

if they could be put in a bason, and publicly conveyed to the

Forum. But the principal use of this bason (lanx) was to carry

the magistrates' permission to examine, or, in more modern lanr

guage, the search-warrant. It might be supposed that this per

mission was called fides, as the word occurs in Petrouius ; but some

interpreters give a very different fense so this term- The passage

in this author, is the following : Ascyltps stabat amictus discoloria

veste, atq. in lance argentea indicium et fidejn prseferebat. From

this it is inferred, that the bason seryed also tp carry the sum of

money promised to him who gave the information: tlijs is the

signification of the word indicium, which, in the passage of Petro

uius, me.ms a thousand pieces of silver. In other respects, this

custom might have passed from Athens to Romp: Ar'stophanes

alludes to it in the ' Clouds :' Plato speaks of it in his twelfth book

de Ltgibus, a work, where he constantly keeps in view the ge

nuine customs of Greece, and separates those of other nations with

grear Care. Yet it is remarkable, that no Roman .work gives us

.any particular information of this inquest per lancem & licium,

It was probably explained in an old Reman law-book de Furtia,

which it it had remaincd,_ would probably hstve saved us many-mistakes.
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mistakes. We own that we do not think our author's system

very probable ; but we have nothing better to offer.

Yet we ought to thank M. Bouchaud for his valuable collection

of what all the ancient lawyer? have said or supposed, that might

contribute to our knowlege of the laws of the Twelve Tables.

An immense work, varied and profound disquisitions, and in

structive discussions, prevent the reader from turning over the

mouldy systems of antiquity. His knowlege of law, criticism,

and the elastics, are brought in to explain the different subjects ;

and if we have felt a deficiency, it is that, without a table of con

tents, we are left to wander in an immense wood without a clue.

Kouveaux Memoirs de VAcademic de Dijon., pour la Partie des Sci»

ences et des Arts: pour I' Annie 1 785. Svo. Dijon.

AS it is impossible to examine, ata great length, every work

of merit published on the continent, it is necessary to

chuse the most important. In onr selections for this purpose,

we originally considered the Dijon Memoirs as one of these •

J>ut we have delayed the account for reasons which we have of*

ten alledged ; and we make the first use of our extended limits

to acquit ourselves of a promise which we, some time since,

made. The delay is not indeed wholly ours. The Memoirs

are not published very punctually, and we can only receive

them, except by accident, after they have reached Paris. Of

this collection four volumes have been published^ and we be-,

lieve a' fifth is nearly completed ; but it is not yet received.

They are published insemestres, at the end of every six months,

though not always at the end of the six months, which their

title implies.

At the beginning of the year which we have chosen to begin

our account, we find a kind of history under the title of Histo

rical Information. It is in this volume that the improvement

first occurs; and it is designed to contain observations for which

the academy could find no room in their volume : we shall give

a short account of them.

Mr. Chaussier describes the manner of administering vital air,

in diseases of the breast. He has found it useful in a phthisis,

following an hæmoptoe. M. Soucelier gives two cafes of the

advantages derived from the solanum scandens, in rheumatism*

A drachm is boiled in a quart of water to a pint; and half of

it is taken daily, with an equal portion of cows milk. After

some time, it is necessary to make the decoction stronger, in or

der to promote perspiration. Mess. Morveau, Maret (whois since

dead), and Chaussier, next give the analysis of a Hone which

was supposed to be proper for mill-stones. Though they did

not find it of the nature which was represented, they think it

may be useful for that purpose. The abbe Boullemier commu

nicated an observation made the nth of September, 1784, at

six in the evening, on a meteor resembling falling stare,

which
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which appeared about a foot in length, and about eight or nine

inches wide, pasting from S. S. E. to S. S. VV. It was at about

fix leagues distance ; elevated from 2$ to 30 degrees; remained

30 or 40 seconds, and disappeared, without explosion. M.

Angulo, after a very careful enquiry, found that phosphorus

was not decomposed by the dephlogisticated muriatic acid. M.

Chauffer froze two pounds of concentrated vitriolic acid, and

found that it lost three grains when thawed again. M. de Gou-

venain tried water in the fame way, in glass vessels hermetically

sealed, and found a sensible increase of weight when it was in

the state of ice. M. Morveau shewed the academy many curi

ous mineralogical productions, and mentioned various additions

which the commiffioners of the course os chemistry had made to

their demonstrations.

The first memoir is a continuation of an essay in the last vo

latile, by M. Gauthey. It is on the thickness which walls rauft

have to resist the force of earth.

The second is by M. Morveau : it is an enquiry into the nar

Achard, by which he made an artificial rock crystal of great

hardness, an experiment that failed indeed in the hands of

many chemists, but which would probably succeed in some cir

cumstances, it is probable that the agent was mephitised water.

It is evident that this alone will not dissolve many of the in

gredients of quartz or precious stones; but M. Morveau pur

poses to enquire whether, if it dissolves one, it may not become

a compound solvent, capable of suspending the rest. After

many trials, it appeared pretty certain that mephitic water,

dissolving calcareous earth, would dissolve iron; and that to

gether they would take up a minute portion of quartz, which,

would be found in crystals on the iron. He gives the neces

sary precautions tor the success of this experiment, and seems)

to entertain no doubt but that it will be in our power to imi

tate by art, the most beautiful productions of the foffil king

dom.

The third memoir is on an earthquake that happened at

Boug, in Bresse, the 15th of October, 1784. It is described

with great exactness, and its limits pointed out by M. lliboust.

It was not very violent, or attended with any uncommon cir

cumstances. Its centre was in the mountains between Greno

ble and Chambery : they contain many metals, and among the

rest iron and pyrites, which our author supposes, as in the

experiment of Lemery, may ferment and expand. He accu

mulates all the horrors of the years 1783 and 1784, which, if

we examine the whole globe, were not few or inconsiderable,

and congratulates the inhabitants of Bresse, that from their

situation, very near the sea, or in the neighbourhood of volca-

nos„ or of pyritous mines, they cannot be subject to these con

vulsions in any great degree.. We do not, however, rely very

great))' on cur author's philosophy.

 

From a curious experiment of M,

■
The
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'The essay on the question, whether sugar enters unchanged

in the composition of the saccharine acid, by M. Morveau, we"

have already mentioned. He decides against it; but since he

has acceded to the system of M. Lavoisier, his opinion may be

altered.

Observations on a fossil tooth, found at Trevoax, by M. Mor

veau, are not of great importance. He thinks that it is of the

fame kind with that sound in Peru, and on the Ohio. What

must be our reflections, he adds, at finding the fame animal ia

places so distant, and in climates so different!

A memoir of M. Morveair, on the fabrication of utensils ia

platina follows. The best way of fusing this metal, after va

rious trials, was found to be, to add a pound of pjadaa, a*

much white calx of arsenic, and twelve ounces of common salt^

to four ounces of pot-ash. M. Morveau gives various direc

tions for the success of the experiment. They make excellent

chemical vessels for various purposes; but they will not serve

to melt metals or nitre. We formerly mentioned some orna

mental and useful utensils of this kind ; but we apprehend, that

they have not all the beauty which their inventors attribute to-

them, or indeed so much as M. Morveau's vessels are said to

possess. The arsenic, rn melting, is burnt away, and the mass

is without an air-bubble.

M. Carmoy is an advocate for medical electricity. In his

• reflections on electrical commotions, with respect to the hu

man body,' he endeavours to show that electricity is not inju

rious, and may occasionally be useful. In his experiments cm

birds, very strong mocks were necessary to kill those of a larger

size ; and we mould undoubtedly avoid similar ones, when used

as a remedy, if they are directed through tire head. Shocks

alter the st.ue of respiration-, and are sometimes fatal, he ob

serves, if they pass through- the viscera only. Among other re

marks a little singular, he fays, that it is not always necessary

that the diseased part should be in the chain of communi

cation, since the spark is distributed all over the body, and that

it is probable the (hock acts in the manner of raephitic gasses.

He seems, however, to dread this remedy, since he wilhes that

there were means of carrying off or destroying a top copious

stream of electricity. Volatile alkali had no effect. Ducks,

struck senseless by electricity, he thinks, recover sooner, by-

being immerged in water. Heat may have some influance, but

flame has more. In fact, after the shock is given, the mis

chief is done, and it is useless to seek for a remedy in conduc

tors of electricity. The case of an intermittent, with very-

peculiar symptoms, is related. It was relieved by electricity ;

bat we have some suspicions of imposition in the patient, for

the influence of the remedy was very irregular. She was once,

however, nearly killed, by an accidental discharge of the bat

tery, when simple electricity was intended.

8 The
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The next memoir is by M. Baron, on the folle avoine, fhd

•vena fatoa of Linnæus, our bearded oat-grafs, the steriles

avenæ of Virgil. Our author thinks it, with some reason, ca

pable of being propagated by seed, though it more frequently

spreads from the roots, and is, in this way, the most trouble-'

some weed with which corn is infested. The best means, in,

M. Baron's opinion, of preventing this weed, is to chuse care

fully the feed of corn ; of destroying it, to leave a field two

years in fallow, to sow lucerne* or vetches, and pease succes

sively, and cut the last before they come in bloom. In our im

proved drill husbandry, it is easily eradicated by the hand-hoe.

M. Maret's memoir, in which he ' examines if crude anti

mony,- the antimonial and mercurial æthiops, taken internally,

<an be dangerous by their decomposition in the primæ viæ,' is a

■very important one. From various experiments he concludes,

that the union of the conilituent parts of the crude mineral is

Very weak, and may be destroyed by the least powerful acids ;

that the antimonial æthiops, prepared by trituration, may be

also attacked by acids ; but their action is always on the metal :

that the æthiops prepared by fire, resists their action more strong

ly. The mercurial æthiops is not affected by acids; and when

prepared by fire, the affinity of its ingredients seems still more

strong. These facts will suggest sufficient cautions; but M.

Maret adds, that during their use, no mineral acids must be em

ployed, not even dulcified ones.

A memoir by M. Durande ' on the custom of burying tbe

dead' follows. He gives a very correct history of the disposal of

the dead in various countries, and the ceremonies ofthe funerals*

He speaks of reputed deaths, and premature burials, with much

horror ; and concludes, that the bodies Ihould not be buried ac

' all, or nor till so long after death, that it is certain no life re-

■ mains. The account of the English customs, in these respects,

is not quite exact.

A meteorological, nosological, and œconomical history of the

year 1783, by Mess. Maret and Picardel, is next inserted* The

zoological and botanical history concludes the first part* We

are sorry that it is not in our power to give any abstract of these

articles.

The second semestre begins with • an examination of a salt, given>

to a patient, under the name of the sedative salt, with reflections

on the danger of selling salts in powder, by any but peo

ple of skill'—by M. Morveau. The fait was a badly prepared ca

lomel with a mixture, consequently of corrosive sublimate* An

instance is mentioned by this author of calcined alum being sold

for soluble tartar.

The nfcct memoir is remarkable. The tower of the hotel of

the city of Arras is two hundred and sixty feet in height. It

has on the top, a fun of copper gilt, and, by accident from this

fun, there is a continued metallic chain, by means of gutters,

cselings and galleries, conMing of lead down to the earth. Ma
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tiy os the towers of Arras have been struck with lightning, but

this has always escaped, though higher than any other, in conse

quence of this accidental conductor. M. Buissart has obviated

some objections which have been made to the efficacy of this kind

df conductor. He fliews'that, in more than one instance, it has

been perceived to conduct the lightning. He give6 some account,

from the abbe Bertholon, of other natural conductors, viz.

mountains of old lavas, or of iron ores, which have, at least,

preserved the great church at Spa, by their vicinity; and of

some accidental ones, of a similar kind to that at Arras, from,

a pamphlet of M. de Sa u flu re : these are found at Geneva.

There is another, it is said , at Neuschatel, though the column ef

vapour which arises from the-neighbouring lake, may have e-

qually prevented the great church from suffering by lightning.

Michaelis gave, some years ago, good reasons to suppose that

the temple of the Jews enjoyed an accidental conductor of tha's-

kind, from the descriptions left of its construction, and thought

that it was owing to it, that it had never been struck with light

ning. There is a supplement to this paper by M. Chauffer,

giving a history of conductors in France ; the principles of M.

Morveau in their construction, and some striking instances of

their efficacy. - " • <•! , ., ;'

M de la Lande's 'considerations on the present state ofastrono

my,' are very useful. They fix the period of discoveries and

establish an sera, from whence other descriptions of the progress

may commence. At this time, they offer nothing very new. to-

astronomers, or philosophers.

The next memoir, by M. Durande, is on the wrinkled boletus,

and some other plants of this family. It is the boletus rugosus

•of Linnæus, and was discovered in Burgundy by our author, since

the period of his publiihing a. catalogue of theplants of that

province. It was first described by Tacquin, inhis Flora Austria-

ca. Our author has also discovered, near Gcvrejt, the draba

airzoides Lin. athamanta cretensis ejusd. and above Velars, the

astrantia major Lin. The rest of his dissertation. is an examina

tion of the question, whether mushrooms are really plants, aris

ing from feeds. This is now no longer a question; but, in

this memoir, we find a valuable abstract of the different opi

nions. • , ,)!

M. Maret's ' reflections on the inductions, which have been

drawn from the death of a young man, which happened forty

days after his wounds,' are of some consequence in the science

of medicina forensis. If death happens within this period, after

wounds, they are considered in many codes as the cause ; but M.

Maret contends very properly, and illustrates his argument by

many examples, that peculiar causes of death, which were not

evident, may concur with the wounds; or that, in bad constitu

tions, the wounds may induce an event which, from their na

ture, could not be expected, and for which they should not be

answerable. Our author's arguments and facts display much

judgment and candour, and they deserve very particular atten- _

: tiqn.
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tion. The conclusion chiefly relates to the customs of Frances

and the proceedings in these cases. M. Maret arraigns them

with great justice.

M. Godart's • reflections on some of the means to prevent

contagion,' are more extensive than new. After much reason

ing of a very uncertain kind, on a subject where facts have de

cided, he determines that free air is necessary: that fires in

houses contribute to destroy the fumes of contagion, though, in

open air, they are of little use. The second and third sections

'contain many remarks on hospitals and church-yards, which

show more os fancy than judgment, and more refinement than

wisdom. Some os the remarks indeed deserve attention ; but

• the greater part is of little real utility. The third part relates

• to the management of beasts, during the epizooitics ; and con-

" tains several reasons to explain, why epidemics, after some con

tinuance, are less virulent than at first.

The next memoir, by M. Maret, is ' on the epidemics which

prevailed in Burgundy during the spring of 1785/ These it

is impossible to abridge ; but there is a very judicious account

of an epidemic catarrh, where the practice was decisive and sue

cessful.

The following memoir, by the fame author, is. on the disease

-'of St. John de PontaJIier, a kind of typhus with catarrhal affec

tions, cured by emetics, by camphor, aud at last by bark. Jt

is attended with considerable pains about the chest ; and there

1 seems to have been occasionally an inflammation of the Jiver;

M. Morveau examines the facts on which the theory of the

conversion of iron into steel is founded. He shews that all

iron by itself is capable of this change : that the heterogeneous

matters, sometimes present in it, may render the change either

•more easy, or more difficult. He then describes the most

successful process, and shows the manufacturer the different ex

periments of Bergman and Rinman, to explain other methods

which maybe occasionally substituted ; in reality all that deters

mines, and that hinders its production. On this subject we had

occasion, in our review of the third volume of Bergman's essays^

to enlarge. Mi Morveau adds little to what ha* been formerly

discovered, and wishes to wait for farther experiments, before he

attempts to explain the principles of the change.

A journal of the observations on the barometer, which M.

Lavoisier presented to the academy, by M. Picardet, next fol

lows. It is continued from August to December.—Its range was

from twenty-seven inches nine lines eight tenths to twenty-six

inches seven lines nine tenths.

The continuation of the meteorological register we must omit:

it would lead us too far, though we hope to be able to make

some extracts from this part of a future volume. The continu

ation of M. Picardet's register we can only at this time mention.

As soon as we receive the succeeding volume, we hope to give

some account of it; and as from our more extensive range we

shall probably be less burthened with numerous claims, we hope

also to render our account, more full and satisfactory.

f QREIGtf
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FOREIGN LITERARY INTELLIGENCE.

(Continued, from p. 472.^

WE must now return to the subject os natural philosophy,

since we find the novelties in that science most numer

ous and most important. In this Number we, perhaps fliall

only be able to pursue the meteorological researches ; but, if

they are not too extr-ntive, we sliall give some account of sub

jects pretty intimately connected with them, heat and lijjht.

The controversy between M. de Luc, and M. de Saussurv

has been pursued with some illiberality ; but the little that ue

can say of it fliall be impartial. In England it has been too

common to give an account of the publications on one side only.

M. de Saullure remarks, that M. de Luc, (ignior Chiminello^

and Pere Jean Baptistc, have been all inventors of peculiar hy-»

grometers, and enemies ro his invention ; that it is in justice to

M. Paul, the maker of hit instrument, that he engages to defend

if. He first cffeis some argument in favour of his term of ex

treme moisture ; but !iis method offixing thispointis themoit vulne«

rable part. The hygrometer is designed, he fays, to measure the

moisture of air, not of water; but this is not exact, for in fogs, the

water is almost in its fluid form, and we have remarked that, in

fogs on the Alps, M.de Saussure's hvgrometerexceeded theextreme

point of the scale. On the other hand, when M. de Saussure's

instrument is stationary, M. de Luc trusts too positively to the

certainty ot the motion of his own. Our present author pursues

the argument in favour of his own instrument ; and he alleges,

that the formation of dew always takes place when the instru

ment points at 98 or 99; so that 100 must Le theextreme!

point. This part of the subject is, therefore, brought to an

issue capable of being decided, though the former fact must stand

a little in the way : and we can fee a difference between- a fog, and

a dew beginning only to fall. The difference of M. de Luc's ex

periment is accounted for from the different nature of whalebone,

which, in consequence of its great proportion of mucilage, admits

of a relaxation in consequence of its solution, beyond what the

mere elongation of its fibres would warrant. Our author support*

this opinion with some just remarks ; and from this source explains

why M. de Luc's hygrometer admits of such irregular variations.

The point of extreme dryness, as fixt'd by M. de Luc, in M. da

Saussure's opinion, is somewhat doubtful ; and he seems to think,

that the method adopted by his antagonist was suggested by his

mode of determining it. The retrogr .dation, which M. de Luc

remarked, arose either from the imperfection of the instrument,

or some injury which it had received t the latter is rendered very

probable. Some decisive experiments are then proposed ; and

our author claims M. de Luc's theory of evaporation, and hi*

principles of hygrometikal affinities. The first part of M. de

Am. Vol LXV. O9 Sims
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Saussure's remarks concludes wiih the defence of the motion of

his -hygrometer in rarefied air ; and this defence we think very-

satisfactory.

To this memoir we have seen no reply : the answer of M. de

Luc, which we have read, is directed against some objections of

fyl.'de Sauffure, iir a French journal, and relate rather to the

journey to Mount Blanc than to this letter, though there are

many remarks ort the hair-hygrometer, and objections not the

ftrost liberal : indeed, the controversy begins to grow a little acri

monious ; but we (hall follow it as soon as we can.

The next author Who opposed M. de Sauffure is signior Chi-

minello, assistant astronomer at Padua, who received the prize

given by the meteorological society at Manheim, for the best

comparative hygrometer. His instrument is the tube of a goose

quill, silled with mercury. Its extreme points are determined by

immersing it in water, and keeping for four hours before a mo

derate fire. . The objections are to the expence of a compli

cated instrument ; to the uncertainty of preparing the hair ;

to the uncertainty of the points of extreme moisture and dryness,

and to the inconveniency of the process for determining these

points ; to the weight which opposes the contraction of the hair ;

to the irregularity of the progress of different hygrometers ; to

the danger of its being injured by dust and cobwebs ; to the

limited extent of the scale ; and to the rules for determining

the absolute quantity of vapoin s in the atmosphere, while the

attention should be directed only to the moisture and dryness

which the air exhibits ; and to the variable nature of hair.

Some of these objections have undoubtedly weight ; and M. de

Sauffure endeavours to dimiuifli them j others are trifling, and

answered satisfactorily.

P. Jean Baptiste is capuchin of the convent of St. Martin at

Vicencc. His hygrometer differs from that ot M. de Sauffure

only in the substance, which is gold-beater's skin, usually made,

we believe, of the nervous coat ot the intestines of a bullock, or

the internal membrane of the bladder. The hair, lie fays, is too

small ; the instrument too complicated and expensive ; while

the skin admits of a greater extent of variation. The chief answer*

are fliort : to render the instrument less complicated, the principal

parts, which contribute Wits accuracy, arc taken away by the ec

clesiastic; and, in his eagerness for publishing, he has not waited

to fee whether the first and most necessary part of his instrument

is durable. On the whole, we have not seen any very great or

formidable objection to our author's hygrometer. We think it,

for various reasons, the best that has been hitherto invented ; '

but it is by no means perfect, for the science is yet in its in

fancy. Many objections may arise, which cannot be, at present,

foreseen ; and it will reflect no discredit on the philosopher who

ihall adopt it, if in some future time inconveniencies are disco

vered, and prevented by substituting either -ivory, whalebon*,

goose-quills, or any other body.

The
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The electricity of the atmosphere, and its effects, though dis

covered more lately, are better, understood. Electricity acts

silently some very important parts ; and we owe to it some of

the greatest advantages which we enjoy. It was not surprising

that philosophers, astonished at its extraordinary appearances^

should attribute to it more offices than it really possessed. We

have began to reform their excentric fancies ; and M. Ingen-

housz has, very lately, contributed his share towards the reform

ation. We mean not to fay, that his arguments aredecisive ; though,

they are important : the subject must be farther examined j but

he has made some useful discoveries.

Nothing was, for a long period, allowed to be more certain,

than that electricity accelerated the progress of vegetation. Oury

author, with M. Schwankhard, made some experiments on the

subject ; and, as his enquiries into the effects of light and other

circumstances, on vegetation, made him unusually acute in per

ceiving changes, and attributing them to their proper causes,

he found that, in situations perfectly similar, electricity had no

effect. He examines the most decisive experiments, in Gardini's

Prize Dissertation,, on the effects of the electricity of the atmo

sphere on vegetation ; in the abbe Bertholon's treatise on the

electricity of vegetables, and in the fame author's very late work on

the electricity of meteors : he finds, that they are incomplete in

themselves, and contradictory to each other. His own experi-

mentsare also added; and they seem to show, that electricity has,

in reality, no effect in promoting vegetation. Every one must-

have observed that, after thunder-storms, every thing seems to

thrive and look more gay. It is true ; but somewhat is borrow

ed from our own feelings, for we are often relieved from lan

guor and oppression by these convulsions ; and much, we believe,

is owing to the rain, since long drought usually precedes. There

is one argument seemingly decisive ; if electricity is the stimulus

of vegetables, the exciting cause of vegetation ; the opposite

electricity, whatever it be, must have a contrary effect : but this

no experiments have pointed out. If it be alleged, that it is

the passage of the fluid through the plant either way, which pro

duces the change, it is pretty well known, that this mull be re

gular and constant, since all plants that contain moisture are

conductors. In our Intelligence, Vol. lxiii. p. 379. we mention

ed M. Ingenhousz's experiments on the mimosa, designed to

show, that the electricity acts not as a peculiar fluid, but by

its mechanical impulse on that irritable vegetable.

As we have mentioned the abbe Bertholon's * Electricity of

Meteors,' we (hall give a short account of it, intending to teserv*

a more full criticism, ifit shall be ever inour power to resume the

subject : with increasing avocations, though with less disproporti

onate limits we cannot, however, engage tortoo much. This work

was published about the latter end of last year, in two volumes

octavo. It treats of natural electricity in general, and the va

rious electrical phænornffia, which have been recorded before

O o 2 electricity
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electricity had a n;ime. lie then proceeds to the meteors, which

he divides into the liery, the watery, the aerial, and luminous

The pbatnonena of thunder, and the experiments designed to

prove that its cause is electrical, engage much of his attention.

The abbe Bertholon claims the discovery of the ascending thun

der. 'Lord Stanhope's returning stroke is a peculiar kind of it,

observable only in particular circumstance?, Buffon, whose loss

we have lately had reason to regret, and to whose memory we

hope to offer some tribute, paid our author the highest compliments

on this discovery. M. Gueneau de Montbeliard, M. d'Alemberr,

and many other philosophers, joined in the applause. On the sub

ject of conductors he is very copious, and gives several instances,

where they have been completely successful on buildings repeat-

eJly destroyed, before, by lightning. Volcanoes and earthquakes

are, in his opinion, electrical phænornena also ; and he pro

poses other conductors • to carry off the superabundant matter

to the clouds. The more partial appearance of meteors in the

air, and the aurora borealis, are also noticed in this work, and are

supposed to depend en electricity. The watery meteors are,

clouds, fug?, dews, rains, &c. which are connected with our

,- author's tavourite subject, and explained on its principles;

Whirlwind?, hurricanes, water-fpotrts, and winds, are electrical

phatnomena ; and M. Bertholon adds one other kind of wind, the

gazeous, or that which arises from • effervescences and ferment

ations, in consequence of heat and fire in the earth.' The elec

trical winds are owing, in his opinion, to the friction df cur

rents of electrified air agninst others that are not electrified, or

the friction ot air against electrics perse. The aerial meteors

are, the various halos, parhelias, rainbows, &c. which are ex

plained on the general principle. The instruments necessary

for atmospherical electricity are described, and a comparison be

tween electricity and magnetism, in the way of experiment, is

subjoined.

An instance of lord Stanhope's returning stroke occurred last

summer at Tancon, a village in Beaujolis. The relator, the

marquis de Victry, was not iwaie of the principle, or the pecu

liar cause of the fact. Two men stood under a tree, in a thunder

storm : one was killed ; the other was struck senseless, and re

mained so for some time. Two holes were made in the ground

near them, in the shape of a funnel whose end was downwards,

and a circle of iron which one had on his slioe, as well as the

hair and some fragments of the cloathi of each, were carried to

the branches of the tree. The marquis is aware, that the stroke

came from the earth ; and, from the circumstances, we are con

fident that it passed. through the body of the man who was kill

ed, before it reached the tree. But, the remarkable fact, which

renders it of importance to lord Stanhope's system, we shall trans-

Lite. 'I forgot to tell you, that a sew moments before the

• Para-tremblemens,—conductors of earth<juake«.

g stroke
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stroke, when the sound was short and dull (bref & sourd) a

clap was heard, 'excessively smart,' (excessivement eclatant.)

The utilty os conductors has induced many electricians to en

quire, how they may be rendered more cheap and simple in their'

construction. Among the rest M. Geaniy, of cape Francois, in

St. Domingo, propolis twisting wires, and inserting them in the

groove of a staff, which is to he raised in the air above the adjoin

ing buildings. One extremity is to be covered with silver leaf,

and the other end to be funk into the earth, at some distance from

the foundation. It has been suggested that wire, from its size, is

not capable of carrying off a stroke off thunder; and that, as me

tals conduct by their surfaces, the rust would soon destroy their

utility; or, if varnistied, they may prove no longer conductors.

To this it has been replied, that varnish does not destroy the

conducting powers ; for that a rod discharges the electricity only

by its surface, but that it conducts by its substance. Yet it is at

the sa.me time acknowleged, that it is highly advantageous to

increase the surface of a conductor. The instrument of M.

Geanty is undoubtedly erroneous from the smallness of its wires;

but if they were somewhat increased in size, the form of his

instrument would be very advantageous ; and then the wires

may be of copper, without great expence. Before we leave

this author, we ought 10 observe, that he has found theelectrical

machine act very well in the Windward and Leeward Islands,

though it has been supposed that electricity could not be col

lected in the torrid zone, as the machine is not powerful in

our hottest summer days. At St. Domingo, indeed, with a north

east wind the machine is useless ; but it is on account of the

moisture of the air from the Atlantic : with a south-west

wind it acts very strongly.

An Italian author, P. Bartholomew Gandolfy, in his Memoria

sulla Cagioni del Tremuoto, has attributed earthquakes to a

very different cause from that which the abbe Bertholon has

assigned. They arise, in his opinion, from a certain quantity of

water, suddenly changed to the state of vapour. ' Those, says

he, who deny that electricity is their principal cause, cannot

help allowing, that electricity frequently accompanies terrible

earthquakes and volcanic eruptions. We must believe then, that

it is at least a consequence of these phænomena, if not a cause.

The friction of the solid parts of the earth, and even of the air,

may excite electricity in each ; and from this may arise the

destruction of the equilibrium, the lightning and the thunder.

It is not the thunder, for instance, that sets Vesuvius in aflame ;

but when it is violently agitated, successive claps follow. The

thunder could not penetrate the glassy crust of the lava. If we

blow strongly into a glass, it will be electrified ; and the air may,

in this way, electrify the surrounding bodies.' This is the

system of the reverend father, who lectures at the Nazarene col-

iege ; it is enough to mention this revival of an opinion as old

* O 0 3 as
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as Thales, who thought water one of the best things in the world*,-

and proved it to be the most destructive.

To finish this meteorological account we shall extract some

of the most important parts ot M. Piudhomme's description of a

whirlwind, which occurred near Bourdeaux, in October last. It

was a descending one. The sky, during the whole morning, was

covered with rainy clouds ; the air was a little agitated, and the

wind without any determined direction. On a sudden, the

clouds were heaped one on another, as if diiven by many winds

opposed to each other. Every part of the horizon seemed in mo

tion, at the same time tending to unite iii a point. The motion

of the clouds gradually increased ; and, at some distance from

the point of re-union, they fell with inconceivable velocity to

wards the earth. The centre of this mountain of clouds, which

soon assumed the form of a reversed, truncated, cone, was of se

veral colours, and together had a livid appearance. The cone

had, on its axis, a very rapid and irregular rotatory motion,

from the top to the bottom ; and, by this motion, seemed to

attract all the clouds of the horizon. A dull bellowing noise,

which resulted from it, was soon drowned in the dreadful crash

which the destruction of the covering of the houses and the

splitting of a large strong tree occasioned. The cone reached

from the earth to the clouds ; from its upper parts flashes

of lightning were frequent, and these seemed to be excited by

the clouds, which were drawn into the whirlwind. The tree was

at first broken off, and afterwards torn from the ground : its size

is not meniioned ; but its remains fold for 200 livres (81. 6s. 8d.)

This is an admirable description ; and the whole of it leads one;

to suppose, that the effects are owing to a sudden vacuum form

ed in one part of the air, and the violent agination of the sur^

rounding atm. sphere, hurrying to replace it. M. Langsdorf, in

spector of the salt-works at Gcrabronn, comes in this subject to

our assistance. He has lately published a new theory of the prin

ciple of hydronamics and pyrometrics. In the first chapter he

endeavour^ 10 support Toricelli's rule, which is applicable to fluids

of every kind, that the rapidity of falling fluids is in the ratio of

the altitude from which they fall ; and as all strata of the fluid

cannot fall with equal velocity, the circular motion and the

spheroidical figure are the e nfequence:. This work, which is

lately published, in German, at Franckfort and Leipfic, is in

inany other respects valuable. He prefers Keltner's system to

that of Mariotte and Belidor ; and treats, to much advantage, of

fleam as employed in fire-engines.

On the lubject of magnetism we have only to remark P.

Cone's observations, made at Laon, during the year 1787, on the

variation, with M.. Caulumb's compass. The .needle in M. For-

tin's instrument was almost stationary, as well as the declination

needle of M. Brander, sent by the elector Palatine, patwn of

the meteorological society at. Rfanheii}!, It was almost always

fixed at 210 3 j< " ".
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In M. Coulumh's instrument, the motion of the needle was

considerable : it seemed in perpetual agitation, particularly in

November and December last, when it was also greatly agitated

in Germany. During the course of the year, so exact was the

good father's attention, that he made 4423 observations. We

cannot give a very particular account ofthem ; but may extract

his conclusions. The needle has a regular diurnal variation : it

declines from the north about nine in the morning to two in the

afternoon ; and from three in the afternoon to six in the morn

ing returns to it again. There was some little irregularity,

from seven and eight o'clock in the morning, and at six o'clock

in the evening. This regular variation has been observed in

Holland and in England ; so that it is as well established as any

fact in natural philosophy can be. Secondly, the needle is left

agitated as it approaches to its maximum of western variation :

its greatest agitation occurs at eight or nine in the morning, and

at nine at night. This remark too accords with the observation*

of former years ; but it were to be wished, that the variation

were observed in different latitudes, since it is probable, that the

result would contribute to explain the theory of magnetism,

Which is Itill obscure.

The little room that remains we shall employ in mentioning

a few astronomical novelties. M. Muller, preacher at Schwelm,

has publistied tables of the height of the fun, with a sextant

fitted to determine, with accuracy and convenience, the true

time, to regulate watches by the fun, and to draw a true meridian

for those parts of the world, whose pole' is elevated from 51 to

52 degrees. We mention these tables, because we have found

them very useful and well adapted to many parts of England.

The tables give, for every day of a bissextile year, thecommence-

ment of twilight in the morning, the different equations, and most

important particulars mentioned in the title. He prints the work

in his own house. M. Bolcowich's Abridgement of Astronomy,

as It is connected with navigation, is taken from the fifth volume

of his works, and published separately. It has been since trans

lated into German, at Leipsic. This work is a good elementary

one : the author was astronomical tutor to the duke de Chartres

(the present duke ot Orleans) who had the command of one of

the divisions of the fleet opposed so lord Keppel.

But the most important work, in this department, is M. Jean

•Jerome Sch roeter's memoir on the rotation and atmosphere of

Jupiter, -abridged by himself, from a greiit number of observa

tions. The variations that occurred in the appearance of Jupiter

were considerable. The obscure bands changed their breadth;

luminous bands sometimes appeared in their neighbourhood ; and

these changes were frequent, and sometimes sudden. The grey

ish colour that appears near the two poles of Jupiter, our author

thinks, is owing to ' a fine fluid of the fame nature as the darker

bands, because it forms many beautiful, strait, and interrupted

rays, which (and this deserves attention) were parallel with the

- O 0 4 2reaI
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great bands, had all the fame direction from east to west, and seem

10 stiow the same atmospherical tract, which leads us already

to su'pect a spheroidal figure of |upiter's globe, and the parallel

situation os all its bands,' In those polar zones the colour seenw

ed constantly changing: in the midst of one os them, a very

white, long, but strait, band of light was observed ; and, in it*

motion, the pciiod Qt M. Caffini was observable. Another zone

of the same white light was afterwards observed above this band,

which seemed interrupted and decaying. Besides these bands M.

Schrpeter observed different white spots, whose motion was confuted

and irregular. In a northern declination of n° in the clear

northern zone, a very white spot was perceived, whose motion

sufficiently corresponded with the period os ivj. Cailini ; but in this

too there were some ljttle irregularities. The motion ot the band

was evidently greater than that of the spot, and the accele

ration of the band ii>9* 55' 17.6'' was io'zt.8". These spots,

our author thinks, are not in the planet, but in its atmcfphere,

and ai jse from its changes, or the difference of climate, seasons,

and illumination of the planet. He thinks it probable, that some

what depends on the winds of Jupiter, which have different der

gre es of force, and, like our monsoons, have a direction parallel

to the equator. The spots described by Caffini and Maraldi seem

to hini to be of the same kind ; but, though liable to an irregur

larity Jrom-tbis cause, he thinks the period of Jupiter assigned

by Caffini to be correct; that it is 9h and trpm J5 to j6 minutes,

pr between 55' 17'' and 55' 52''. Much curious information

will, we expect, be found in this treatise, from his calculation of

the motion aad celerity of the winds, from rsie irregularity in the

/notion of the spots ; but it cannot be obtained till the publication

ofthe observations, which we have reason to hope will sooD appear,

under the care os M. Bode, astronomer to the king of Prussia.

MONTHLY CATALOGUE.

(Continued, from f. 488.^

P O L I T I C A L.

Lo ! f ! a Panegyric an the King\ with a faithful Portraiture of

his Minister. 8vo.' is. Ridgway.

The author of this Letter appears in the character of a politi

cal trimmer, rather than that of a real panegyrist or fatyrist.

It sincere in his praise, he is often too equivocal in expression ;

and if he ever means to be ironical, he wears not the mask with)

rnuch address. In either cafe, we must pronounce him to be

a frothy and affected writer, not sice from the charges, however

seemingly inconsistent, both of petulance and adulation.

j*f Letter (o the Right Hon. William Pitt, an the Reform of the

internal Government of the Royal Boroughs in Scotland. By

Robert Grqb.am, Esq. 8vp. I j. 6d. Murray.

It appears that, in February 1787, Mr. Graham sent a letter

so tkz Minister, communicating tp him the objects of the bur*
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gesses of Scotland, in their proposed application to parliament

tor a reform in the internal government of the boroughs. But

not having the honour to receive any answer, a circumstance

which he very properly ascribes to the multiplicity of important

affairs thut have engaged the Minister's attention, he now repeats

in a public manner the purpose of his former application,

Nothing is more evident than that the government of the

boroughs of Scotland has been conducted, for many ages, upon

a system not only repugnant to public freedom,, but to rational

policy, The burgesses, it seems, have not the right to elect

their own magistrates and common counsellors, the choice of

the successors in office resting entirely in the old council ; a plan

by which the magistrates are totally independent of the burgesses,

whose affairs they are intended to conduct,

The impropriety of this mode of government appears the morav

extraordinary, since, as the law of Scotland, we are informed, has

lately been explained by judgments of the supreme courts in that

part of the kingdom, there is no judicature in existence to takecog

nizance of magistrates and councils for any misapplication of the

public property and revenues. The importance of this defect, ia

the present constitution ot the boroughs, must be readily acknow

ledged, when the revenues in the hands of men ti>u» liable to na

responsibility are estimated at ioo,oool, sterling per annum.

In the proposed application to parliament for a reform dt these

grievances, the burgelies appear to be actuated by motives of the

most pressing expediency alone, uninfluenced by such considera

tions as may be supposed to have their origin in faction or party :

for they do not extend tbeir clajms to any refonn in the mode

of parliamentary election ; and they mean to communicate the

right of electing the common councils not to every inhabitant,

but to resident burgesses only, employed in trade and manufac

ture. With such reasonable objects in view, and conducted

with such moderation, it is not probable that the voice of nine

thousand aggrieved and petitioning citizens will apply in vain to

a British parliament. ■— Mr. Graham's Letter is written with a

manly but respectful freedom j and breathes the spirit of one

who is deeply interested in the prosecution of a national object

of great importance to his country.

4 Letter to a Member of Parliament. 81/0. is. Rivingtons.

This author endeavours to fliow the necessity of an amend

ment of the laws relating to the woollen manufacture, so far

as respects the wages of spinners. He observes, that in Suffolk,

in particular, the spinners are subjected to an extraordinary

grievance, which arises from a practice of deducting a part of

the established price of their labour. To remedy this evil, he

proposes that a discretionary power should be vested in the Jus

tices of Peace. This, however, seems to be an expedient of so

dangerous a nature, that it ought never to be adopted without

the molt mature deliberation.
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fit Trial ofWarren Hastings, Esq. Part I. 8m y. 6d. Ridgway.

This part comprises an account of Mr. Hastings' trial from

the 13th of February, the time of its commencement, to the

s8th of the fame month, when the proceedings of the high

court were adjourned until the Judges should return from the

circuits. The editor gives a regular journal of the proceedings

in this interesting trial, with the substance of all the speeches,

and that of the evidence of the several witnesses. The whole

appears to be faithfully compiled, and will amply gratify the

curiosity of those who wish tor information respecting this cele

brated enquiry.

Answer of Philip Francis, Esq. to the Charge brought against Sir

John Claviring, Colonel George Menfon, and Mr. Francis. By

, Sir Elijah Jmpey, Knight. 8w. zs. Jarvis.

j# Refutation of the Answer of Philip Francis, Esq. to the Charges

exhibited against him, General Clavering, and Colonel Mbnfon,

ly Sir Elijah Impcy, Knight. %<oo. is. 6J. Stockdale.

These two pamphlets relate to charges more fit for the cogni

zance of a court of judicature than of criticism : we shall there

fore dismiss them, with observing only, that the refutation is

accompanied with a sac simile copy of the petition of Nundco-

mar, burnt as a libel by the hands of the common hangman, in

consequence of a motion of^ Mr. Francis.

A V'indication of the ConduH ofthe English Forces, employed in the

late War, under Brigadier General Matthews, against Tippoo

Sultan. 8w. is. Debrett.

The troops vindicated in this pamphlet are those, which had

the misfortune of being obliged to surrender to Tippoo Saib,

who, notwithstanding the capitulation, treated them with the

most merciless severity. The whole were thrown into prison,

where they experienced every species of hardship ; and the

general, with many of his ofticers, were basely put to death,

According to the statement of facts, with which we are presented

in this pamphlet, the conduct of those uufortunate troops must

be acquitted of every dislionourable imputation. The truth of the

narrative is confirmed by fifty-three of the surviving officers, whose

signature is dated at Bombay, February 1^, 1787; and, in

reliance on vvhose veracity, we have the pleasure to thtuk that

the vindication will be universally admitted as decisive.

lutws ofParliamentary Impeachments. Svo. is. bd. Whieldon,

Impeachments having been for some time a common topic of

conversation, the author of this pamphlet has, for the gratifica

tion of the public, compiled a summary of the mode of proceedr

!ng in criminal trials at the bar of the House of Lonjs. The

materials are copied from approved authorities, and are likewise

arranged in a methodical manner. . a. -

6 ' Qbstr*
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Olservations on the late Increase of the Dividend on Bank Stock,

6d. Sewell.

The author of this pamphlet censures the conduct of the Di

rectors of the Bank, in witholding from the proprietors an ear

lier participation of the accumulated profits of the stock ; as the

suspension of them (supposing them to hare existed) has deprived

a considerable number of the proprietors of a benefit to which

they were justly entitled. He observes, that all those who,

cither from necessity or any other motive, may have been led to

dispose of theii stock at any period subsequent to that at which

the state of the Company's affairs would have authorized the

usual increase of one-half per cent, per annum of the dividend,

have been excluded from their portion of that advantage.

Suhjfance of the Speech of Henry Beaufoy, Esq. to the British So~

ciety for extending the Fisheries, isfe. Svo. is. 6d. Cadell.

Mr. Beaufoy sets out with giving a general account of the

conduct of the Directors of the British Society, from their ap

pointment in August 1786, to that of June in the following

year, at which time the Committee of Inspection took its depar

ture for Scotland. He next lays before his hearers such obser-

vatip.ns on the general state of the country in the North-west of

Great-Britain, and on the peculiar circumstances of its coasts,

as his late tour had suggested ; and he afterw ards states to them

the principal proceedings of the directors, from the return of

their committee of inspection to the present time. From the

laudable zeal which seems to animate this patriotic society, there

js reason to hope, that under a wise and vigilant direction, it

will prove, in a few years, a source of great and important

advantage to the public.

Letter from a Gentleman at Bengal to his Friend in London,

Svo. is. Stockdale.

The author of this Letter, which is dated at Calcutta, Sep«

tember 8, 1787, expresses his astonishment at hearing of the

.persecution which Mr. Hastings experiences in this country on

account of his administration in the East-Indies ; and he affirms

that the sentiments of the people of that country, in general, are

the fame with his own on this occasion. We do not in the

least dispute the truth of what he asserts ; bpt we must disclaim

all belief in the justness of the strange apprehension which he

insinuates towards the conclusion of the letter.

DIVINITY.

'Qharatlerijlics of Public Spirit, and of National Virtue. \to,

2s, 6d. Faulder.

The Characteristics of National Virtue consist in the late

royal proclamation against immorality, and the agreement os

rnany distingqished persons to promote this moral design. We

hope it will be effectual ; and yet we have some doubts, some

fnisgiving;, which tel] ut that the whole is about to evaporate

- - »
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in words only. The substance of the work is an exhortation

(or a sermon, though it is not said 10 have been ever preached),

to be zealously affected in a good thing, from Galatians iv. 18.

It contains many remarks on zeal, and the object of zeal,

which ought to be something good : this discourse is pious and

moral, yet, with so few adventitious ornaments to attract, that

the reader must have been it/ore ' zealously affected in a good

thing' to keep up his attention to the end.

Some hints for the exertion of national virtue are added ; and

we must join in commendation of the author's design, though

his efforts might have been more successful, if he had assumed

the garb of elegance, of polished periods, or ornamented dic

tion, to allure those whom moral precepts alone will not

attract.

A True E/limate of the Light of Inspiration, and the Light of

Human Learning, before and since the Apostolic Age. 4/0.

2t, td' Faulder,

Dr. Horfley's Sermon, as we prophesied in our review of it,

p. 68th of the present volume, is already become the subject of

controversy. It is attacked by the author of the Characteristics

just mentioned, in one of those equivocal essays which have,

perhaps, only the form of a sermon : from its unreasonable

length, and other circumstances, we suspect that it was never

preached, except perhaps in substance or an abridgment. The

subject is the modest diffident speech of Elihu, ' I said, days

Ihould speak, and multitude of years should teach wisdom:—

But there is a spirit in man ; and the inspiration of the Air

mighty giveth them understanding.—Great men are not always

wife : neither do the aged understand judgment.—Therefore

I said, hearken to me, I also will shew mine opinion,' It is

the 3th verse which is the chief object of the preacher : the

subsequent ones seem to have been added in allusion to Dr.

Horfley's dignity and character. Our present author contends

for the immateriality of the foul, for 'extraordinary inspira

tion' in particular circumstances, and an ' ordinary inspiration'

common to all true believers. It is this ordinary inspiration

which is the great hinge on which the controversy turns; and,

in our author's opinion, it is little connected with human learn

ing. He seems to confound Dr. Horfley's argument, which, if

we rightly understood it, allowed the full force of inspiration

to the Apostles, but contended that, in their modern successors,

this Spirit must be supplied by learning and study.

The aqthor has no design in depreciating human learnings

0*' account of his own deficiency. He is well acquainted with

the languages, and with the various theological writers. On

the whole, we object to the Spirit of this True Estimate rather

than to the substance; there is too much asperity in it, as well

as a little illiberality and want of decorum in some of the

observations. Yet, on the other hand, he has not convinced

us that Dr. Horsley is in an error. Where his arguments are

noli pointed, and seemingly most conclusive, we think that he
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lus mistaken the great object of trie learned author. We own

too, that we are a little cautious of admitting, too freely, mo

dern inspiration, since it is the parent of enthusiasm, and the

most effective instrument of every fanatical impostor.

Thoughts on the diftinB Provinces of Revelation and Philosophy.

410. is. bd. Faulder.

V e have already been indebted to this author for the * True

Estimate of the Light of Inspiration and of human Learning;'

also for the 4 Characteristics of public Spirit and national Vir- 1

tue.* The substance of the present work is pointed out by a

text taken from Coloffians ii. 8 and 9. Its great object is not

to (how that philosophy is useless, but that it has little connec

tion with a religion founded on divine revelation. It is not in

opposition to Christianity, but its province is entirely distinct.

Our author treats, in a cursory manner, of the different philo

sophical sciences, and (hows that they were unequal to the talk

of discovering what the inspired writings have revealed. Yet >

there is a philosophy, if we take the word in its original fense,

which he recommends: it is the love of the wisdom which is

from above. We fully agree with our author, that the Bible

was not designed to teach us what we call philosophy : it speaks

to the fenses and to the heart ; Mor does it sanction the quibbling

ef the metaphysician, or the dreams of the cosinogonist.

Though much learning and some information is conspicuous

in this work, yet it is written with so little compactness, that

we often lose the idea in the words with which it is inveloped.

We found it difficult to preserve our attention ; and we can only

recommend it for its good designs.

d Letter to a Friend, containing Jive important Queftions rclatite

to the Dtflrine and Usages of the Church of Ungland. Svo.

is. Bew.

An Anabaptist answers, in plain unequivocal language, the

queries of his friend, relating to the doctrines of the church of

England, and the conduct of its ministers. Sprinkling, and

the common forms of ordination, are therefore treated with

little respect, and the prayers of the church scarcely fare better.

What, indeed, can we expect from an author who tells his

friend, that * little more can be said of the church of England,

than that she has a more decent appearance of the fame spirit

which animates the church of Rome ?'—He must own too, that

ihe has a little more forbearance ; for, under the dominion of

the church of Rome, he could not have reflected so much on

the national religion. To his Letter, a short Review is added

of a former pamphlet, entitled, 'A Scriptural Illustration of

the Doctrine of Regeneration,' probably lest it should be for

gotten.

A Sermon preached at the Otlagen Chapel, Bath, for the Benefit of

the General Hospital. 8vo. Crutwell, Bath.

This Sermon was not designed for sale : a few copies were

only printed, because it was * delivered under much embarrass

ment,
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ment, and very imperfectly heard.' The author, Mr. Bad-

cock, does not presume to 'challenge criticism.'—He is now,

it seems, removed either from the influence of praise or blame,

and is equally insensible of severity or kindness. Yet it cart

never be improper to speak the truth ; and it is only common

justice to fay, that this. Sermon is an excellent one; and that

it deserves to be known beyond the circle to which the author

limited it. The subject is that of general benevolence ; and

though apparently trite and hackneyed, the arguments are

pointed with much precision, and the duty enforced with great

strength. The Sermon before us leads us deeply to regret that

the source of so much elegant instruction is stopped for ever.

The author's death, we understand, was unexpected and un

timely ; but we hope that this is not the only laurel left to

adorn his tomb.

Lettef*from a Parent to her Children. By Mrs. Arabella Davies..

Small 8>vo. 2s. 6d. Dilty.

Written from the confines of the Tabernacle ; yet the pre

cepts are often judicious ; and the language is not disgraced

by incorrectness or inelegance. But there is too much of what

the French call onction, the cant of a sect, to please common

leaders.

MEDICAL.

An EJfay on the Nature and Origin of the Contagion of Fevers. By

John Alderfon, M.D. Svo. 2s. Murray.

The object of our author is to show, that the contagious

matter is dissolved in the air, and again precipitated on some .

body, by which it is rendered a somes of contagion. In reality,

this contagious matter may become injurious without its being

actually precipitated ; for it may again be in a free state, while

it is precipitating, or may be dissolved by the breath after it

has been deposited. In its solution, our author seems to think

that it separates the pure parts of the air, or at least changes

their nature ; and that its precipitation is again owing to an

additional portion of vital air. Whether this be true must;

depend on many chemical experiments ; and, indeed, the whole

system is somewhat doubtful : in its tendency, however, it is

not injurious.

To prevent the effects of contagion, he recommends steam,

or to pour boiling water from one vessel to another. He thinks

too that, in consequence of the precipitation, the louver strata

of the air of an infected room are most dangerous. He rests,

in this opinion, on M. Maret's experiments, in a former vo

lume the of Dijon Memoirs, which we have always considered as

liable to some exceptions ; but it cannot be doubtful, that the

more complete every ventilation is, the more useful it will be.

Where, therefore, it is practicable, we would advise that the

windows of an hospital mould reach down to the floor, and fre

quent walhings are indisputably proper. We know, from expe-

riœent,



riment, that steam will correct that foulness in the air which'

arises from burning charcoal ; so that the danger of heating the '

water in tea-urns, by charcoal, is imaginary ; but we know that

it will not correct foul air, which has been injured from other

causes. A tub of water in a new painted room is undoubtedly

soon covered with a film j but it is of oil, not of paint ; and it '

is pretty certain, that the injury from this roon* is only remotely

connected with the smell. It is hurtful when all the smell j*

gone.—But, though we have expressed doubts of our author's

system, yet it appears well supported; and we are convinced,

that the practice suggested by it will be useful, though the

utility may appear to arise from a very different source.

Cases of the Hydrocclc. With Observations on a ptculiar Method

of treating that Disease. By T. Keate. 8<vo. zs. Walter.

It was the author's intention to give some account of the

success of a discutient lotion, consisting of sal ammoniac, dis

solved in equal parts of vinegar and rectified spirit of wine;

but, to cases of this kind, he has added a very singular and •

curious one of a hernia of the bladder, with two others of her- '

nia incarcerata, in which ice was successfully applied. His

discutient lotion seems to be very useful ; and the case of her.

nia veficæ would have been highly valuable, if the symptomi

which it produced could have been properly distinguished from

those of the intestinal hernia and hydrocele, with which it was

complicated. The dissection, however, subjoined, is extremely ,

curious. Indeed, every part of this pamphlet displays great

skill, abilities, and erudition.

An Essny on the Bite of a Mad Dog. By Jesse Foot. 8k*. 2s.

Becket.

The name of Hunter seems to rouse Mr. Foot, and we do

not see for what reason the present pamphlet appears, but to

reprehend this gentleman's conduct, in the cafe of Master R-—,

and to speak of his own success, by cutting out the part. The

Jatter, indeed, is the only certain remedy. In other parts of

the work, Mr. Foot is, as usual, positive, and, as usual, su

perficial. If he had fortunately read a few of the modern au

thors on the subject, he would not have spoken so positively of

the inutility of mercury, or denounced a certain death to all

who had symptoms of hydrophobia. There are some curious

observations, on which we may make a remark or two.

' The result of these experiments teach us not to lose our

labour in search of an antidote to the bite of a mad dog; for

if, after making six thousand experiments, Fontana is as far off

as ever in discovering a specifick for the bite of a viper, how

improbable is it, that success thould attend such an hopeless

pursuit for the bite of a mad dog ?'

In other words, it is in vain to look for a remedy in any dis

ease; because one has not been found in a disease probably in

curable. Would this haye been an observation worth attending

to
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to on the introduction of the bark, or of mercury in the vene*

real disease ? Yet it would have had equal apparent force. Ia

another part, we are told, that Holier taught us to reason on

the system of absorbents. A great part of this work is filled

with quotations from Fontana and others : the rest is plausible

and confident ; but trite and superficial.

NOVELS.

J&emoirs of Miss Holmjbys. By Sarah Emma Spencer, Authoress

of Poetical trifles. 2 sois. \zmo. $s. sewed. Smith.

Criticism is disarmed by the tale of woe in the preface ; yet,

though it has lost its dart, though it cannot wound, the power

of consolation remains. Mrs. Spencer's work is noc unpleasing*

and it is strictly moral : poetical justice is rigorously dispensed.

The poetry interspersed seldom rises above mediocrity.

lllusons of Sentiment, a Descriptive and Historic Novel. I into.

21. bd. Axtell.

That excess of sentiment is an illusion, we allow : the moral

5s, at least, good. The story picked up, seemingly by acci

dent, in an old French novel, and done into English, with the

proper trappings, to catch the attention of sentimental females,

deserves no praise, either for its conduct or its characters. We

must, therefore, bid this defcendent of Henry the fourth of

France adieu, without a wish to detain her, or to see her any

more.

The HalfPay Officer ; or, the Memoirs ofCharles Chancely. 3 Ftils.

1 zmo. ys. bd. Robinsons.

The memoirs of Charles Chancely, though a connected, can

be hardly ft i led a continued narrative. Somewhat of pathos, a

little novelty, and pretty good morality, pervade these volumes:

we object only to the politics of the author.—The characters have

nothing very striking ; the events not uncommon ; yet we are

interested for the hero, and accompany him with some satisfaction.

The preface and the address to the reader might, however, have

been spared. They contain little more than the tritestand most

hackneyed remarks.

The Inquisitor; or, the Invisible Rambler. By Mrs. Rowfin. 3 Fbls.

\zmo. ys. bd. Robinsons.

Mrs. Rowson looked up to Sterne as the object of her imita

tion, but she has really rivalled one of her own sex, the author

of the Rambles of Frankly. The work is wholly of that kind,

and in no respect inferior to it, except in having adopteda ring,

by which the inquisitor is rendered invisible, a trick so artificial,

as at once to disgust the more rational reader ; it in fact destroys-

all the interest, because it occurs every moment, and shews

the whole to be fictitious. Of Sterne, there are only a few faint

rays. The chapter entitled, The Slave, in the beginning of

the second volume, is written in his belt manner. There are

many pathetic traits which speak to the heart, and are drawn

. ' . from
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from nature : they are extremely affecting, when we forget the

ring. Though the Inquisitor, like the Rambles of Frankly, con

sists of independent chapters ; yet some connection is kept up

through the whole ; and, in that respect, as well as ill pathos,

this work may be said to excel its competitor.

7be Adventures ofa Watch* nmo. is. 6dt Kearsley.

Adventures of this kind are so hackneyed, that genius itself

could scarcely lend them grace, or learning convey td them

importance. Neither have any (hare in this work. All hat

been told before, in a better manner? and the reflections are

trite, and tediously expanded : in ihort, all the bookmaker'*

art is exhausted ; all the typographer's ingenuity employed, to

spin out the meagre materials into a trifling and insipid volume.

The author of the Hackney Coach has wound up this paultry

machine: it will go for a few hours, and then be silent, we

hope, for ever.

'MISCELLANEOUS*

Elegant Orations, Ancient and Modern. By the rev. J. MoJp>p\

A. M. 1 into. 3s. 6d. Kearsley.

That youth should be habituated early to the practice of

speaking in public, no doubt carl be entertained : and it seems

to be no less certain that for this purpose, orations are infinite

ly more suitable than ihe acting of plays, which have, in gene

ral, a tendency to corrupt the mnrals ot' youth. We therefore

approve of the plan adopted by Mr. Moslbp, in his boarding-

school ; but we cannot universally commend the selection which

he has made of orations. Some of them are too tedious, some

too much involved in intricacy and calculation ; and there are

others which, being taken from the parliamentary debates of late

times, arc in danger of instilling into young minds political pre

judices and animosities. In the present compilation, the ancient

orations are the best adapted to the design of the editor.

Letters written in Holland, in the Months ofSeptember and Ofloler

1787. By Thomas Bawdier, Esq. F. R. S. and S. A. ivo.

51. in Boards. Dillv.

These letters were written during the time when the Printe

of Brunswick, at the head of the Prussian army, was proceeding

}n the restoration of the Stadtholder. They seem to contain i

faithful account of the transactions of that turbulent period.

The letttrs and papers relative to the journey of the Priticess of

Orange are in French, and afford likewise a satisfactory detail of

the various negociations on that subject. To the honour of

Mr. Bowdler's benevolence, these letters are printed for the

benefit of a charitable institution at Batht

Original Stories, from real Life. Small 2vo. 3/. Johnson.

The little anecdotes which fill this volume are calculated to

direct the youthful mind, and to give it force and vigour. We

have peruled it carefully, since a flight deviation of propriety,

As?. Vol. LXV* , Pp in
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in the instructor, maybe extensively injurious, when the in

structions are widely disseminated. We think the lessons highly

proper, and judiciously drawn from circumstances which are

Obvious and common, and, of course, admit of frequent ap

plication ; they relate to moral virtues' and religious conducts

We shall not transcribe any specimens, since we can freely and

chearfully recommend the whole as instructive and.entertaining.

Defence of Usury. By Jeremy Bcntham, Esq. I imt. iu 6<A

feived. T. Payne and Son.

Usury has in all ages been so generally considered as oppro

brious, that any defence of smh practice may incur the impu

tation of singularity. The author of this treatise, however, dis

regarding the restraints of prejudice, investigates the subject with

much attention, and .idduces strong arguments to prove that the

prohibition of usury is equally unjust and impolitic, ^t is' his

opinion that men stiould enjoy the liberty of making their own

terms in money -bargains, as well as in any other species of traf

fic. He examines the reasons of the restraint imposed by the

laws against usury ; and these, he observes, are, the prevention

of prodigality, the protection of indigence, and likewise that of

simplicity. The author combats each of these reasons with

variety of sensible remarks ; pointing out the mischiefs of the

anti-usurious laws, and flicwing their inconsistency in several im

portant particulars. The authority of Rlackstyue on this subject;

is investigated with acuteness ; and, upon the whole, Mr. Ben-

tham acquits hmifelf as an ingenious dispuiant in favour of

ysury ; though he will find it difficult, with all his arguments,

to obliterate the odium ot a practice stigmatized by the general

consent os mankind, and positively prescribed by the legislature

of this country.

Speculations upon Law and Lawyers ; applicable to the manifest

Hardships, Uncertainty., and Abuj;ve Pi office of the Common

Law. 2s. Robfon and Clarke.

This pamphlet contains some strange, whimsical, uncon

nected reflections on the conduct of lawyers ; the law's delay,

as well as its glorious uncertainty. We could not account for

this violent abuse, till we came to the end ; and we may just

observe, that in reviewing, though some reviewers have over

looked them, there are a great many advantages which arise

from reading a book from beginning to the end : {rom the

last page, however, we find, that the author means shortly to

publish letters written from the confines ef the King's Bench.

Losers have always leave to speak. In the beginning, we are

informed, that the substance of these scraps has been already

published in a work, styled Joineriana ; and from the mid

dle, (p. 75, note) we learn that the author was a bookseller.

Having now examined it, acapite ad calcem, we must recom

mend it for the author's fake ; and we may truly add, that it

contains some humorous remarks in a whimsical Shandean style.

. ■ 8 . Whilst
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PFhilft we Live let us Live. A Jhort F~iew of the Competition

between the Mauufaflurer and Land Worker. Svo. is. Crguse,

at Norwich.

This pamphlet relates to the contest between the manufactu

rers and the wool-growers. The author inclines 10 the lide of

the former, and supports his opinion by strpng arguments. Tb«

claims of the different parties have now undeigone the examina

tion of parliament, and any farther enquiry into the subject may

laow be postponed.

A Candid Review of FaSs, in the Litigation between Peter

Marfoot. Esq. &c. with the Bishop of Wincbcjicr concerning

the. Right of Fareham Quay. %vo. 4*. Green.

It is unnecessary to lay before our readers a statement of facts

entirely local, and the subject of which is acknowledged to be

of little consequence, with respect to its genuine value. The

litigation of the facts was decided by the final award of Robert

Pope Blackford, esq. of Osborne, in the Isle os Wright. The

chief design Of the author, in the publication of this vo-

iume, is to r^probrate the mode of determining causes by ar

bitration ; as a trial by a jury appears to be far more eligible.

In detailing the circumstances ot the cafe under consideration,

'he seems to be accurate; and, though he is not dispassionate in

the recital o? some of the particulars, we cannot accuse him of

misconception in the prosecution of his argument.

An Account of the Culture and Use of the Mangel Wurzel, or Root

of Scarcity. Translated from the French of the Abbe de Com-

mcrcll. Thefourth Edition. &vo. is. Dilly

This is a fourth edition, illustrated by a coloured plate of

the different parts of the vegetabie. It is, in the editor's opi

nion, a variety, probably of the beta cicla, or a hybrid plant,

from the union of th:s species with the beta vulgaris. To this

edition there are two or three prefaces, with great encomiums

on the root, which, so far as we have been able to observe, ii

very little, if at all, superior to the common beet. The nu

merous plantations of this vegetable will soon ascertain its real

Value.

Reports of the Humane Society : instituted in the Tear 1774, for

the Recovery of Persons apparently Drowned. Second Edition.

2vo. 3J. 6d. Dodfley.

The Society proceed to relate their good deeds, in the fame

affected style which disgrace their former works. In the year

17^6, 43 persons were recovered, who were apparently dead,

and 14 preserved from drowning. There were 57 unsuccessful

cases. In the year 1785, 15 were recovered, and 85 saved

from drowning, that required no medical aid. In 47 cases

there was no success; and we ought to add, that in the fatal

instances of either year, in nearly one half of the cases, success

could not be expected : of the other half, it is impossible to fay,

that no attack, in itself fatal, might not have occasioned the

Fp 2 person
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person falling into the water. The cases are, in general, par

ticularly, and perhaps faithfully related.

At the conclusion are three Letters from Mr. Sherwin of

Enfield, recommending agitation, the transfusion of warm blood,

and an inhaler. The two last may undoubtedly be useful ; and,

if the agitation be not continued long, with the head down

ward;, it might be of service. We do not perceive any other

material improvement in the usual plan. The Society's funds

appear to prosper; but they are still in want of pecuniary affist-

ance. The reports are seemingly drawn up by Dr. H——,

and executed very imperfectly. The finical language of an

affected petit-maitre is ill adapted to a subject whose perspi

cuous and intelligible larguage should convey instruction ; and

where clear description should not for a moment leave a doubt*

We candidly own, that it was only after repeated efforts, that

we could finish this mawkish banquet.

We have been accused of inattention to this subject, and of

cool praise, mixed with occasional sarcasms, when it has occur

red. We own, that it is with no little indignation that we fee

the deeds of humanity made the engine of an interested policy;

that we read exaggerated descriptions, and intemperate com

mendations of abilities which are, at least, equivocal, and of

works which possess little real merit. If the institution cannot

support itself by the real advantages which accrue from it to

the public, it deserves no adventitious assistance.

CORRESPONDENCE.

WE have received Mr. Howlett's very obliging letter, and

will explain what we think he did not correctly distinguish.

His argument was, that the price of labour was stationary, or

at least did not rife in the ratio of the price of provisions. This,

we observed, was true only of the labouring husbandman, or

rather, as we might have perhaps expressed it with more accu

racy, in those employments where labour alone was required.

The manufacturer has, in many instances, increased his wages:

the mechanic has done the fame ; but where this has not been

done, the practice of working by the job, rather than by the

day, has produced the fame effect. We have considerable ma

nufactures under our eye, and a largely increasing poor rate;

so that we are, from experience, convinced, that it is the pro

gress of luxury in a greater ratio than the price of labour,

which really contributes to the increase of the number of poor.

The facts which Mr. Howlett mentions are undoubtedly owing

to the cause which he states ; but when we take the mechanic

and manufacturer from the list, we hope it will appear that it

is not the most extensive cause. The mortality in the houses

of industry was an object of great importance ; but we hoped

to have been able to obtain more extensive information on the

subject. If that is within our reach, we shall certainly notice

6 it
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it in our account of Mr. Hewlett's second edition : if it is not,

we shall there supply our defect.

Mr. Young, we find, intends to publish a second volume of

his 4 Essay on the Mechanism and Powers of Nature,' in which

he purposes to consider all the difficulties which may appear to

attend, or the objections which have been made to his first vo»

lume, and the ' Examination of the third and fourth definition

of the first Book of the Principia.'

THE opinion of foreign Reviewers on English works is often

influenced by peculiar circumstances ; and it is not in our power,

nor would it be advantageous, as our correspondent 1 Publico-

la' recommends, often to enumerate them. We have, however,

given a little specimen of their opinions, in the * Intelligence'

of this Number ; but we can assure our correspondent, that we

scarcely ever follow them implicitly, without seeing the books,

or procuring some additional information. As we shall proba

bly have nq more proper place, we may inform him, that M.

Michaelis speaks with much respect of Volney's Travels.

TO ' Another Correspondent' we can give only a very short

reply. In our foreign communications we must necessarily make

a selection j and we have determined to select subjects of science

chiefly. As our limits are now enlarged, we may occasionally

give a few works of entertainment; but foreign religion, and

German jurisprudence, with which the presses of the continent

are over-loaded, we never design to notice. We are sorry to be

so peremptory ; but our Correspondent's manner of writing it

not the most conciliatory.

WE have received ' Chirurgus' letter, and will particularly

attend to his remarks: he will permit us to observe, that our

review of the Observations on the Old System of Physic was,

in reality, concluded. The list of errors that we mentioned

were preserved for our own security, in case our opinions had

been called in question. It is true, as our Correspondent re

marks, that the Foreign Literary InLelligence will preclude the

necessity of many distant articles; but there are some important

works which must be particularly examined, and, as we often

seel the inconvenience of narrow limits, our author may be as

sured, that those in which we are permitted to range, will not

be filled with unimportant remarks. A General Index we have

had for some time in contemplation ; and we are happy to in

form our Correspondent that it is now executing. The parti

cular Index to important passages will be the subject of our se

rious consideration. We feel the want of it ourselves, and will

endeavour to supply it. If we find no important objection to

this measure, we shall sacrifice our Table of Contents to it,

which is of less value, and which will afford sufficient room.

P P 3 To
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To comply with the request of Chirurgus, as well as those

vjbo cannot Jpenkfrom authority are able, we shall observe, that

we do not underltand the College to direct the preparation of

spirit of wine in their list of materia medita, but to point Out

the strength of what they design shall be used. If they had in.

tended the spiritus vinofus rectificatus, and tenuior, to be pre

pared, they stiould undoubtedly have added it to the composir

tions: but, as they have directed a standard principle of a der

cided stiength, it seems that they have only in view, to order. a

spirit of that given strength. If then the spirit usually sold

be not so strong as to have a specific gravity of 815 to 1.000,

le.ss water must be added; if stronger, more. Common spirit

of wine is not, indeed, so pure as it will be by the composi

tion directed by the College; but the injury done to it by the

impurities will not be considerable, There is a little oil, and

sometimes a very little acid in it ; but neither materially injure

it fbr'tiie composition of tinctures, or make a sensible difference

in the specific gravity, when tried by an hydrometer. There

is always a little acetous acid, which seems to be intimately

combined with the spirit, and is not sensible till the spirit 14

destroyed. This cannot be separated by an alkali, and indeed

las been supposed, by many, to be formed during combustion,

WE are much obliged to the gentleman who sent us an ac

count of the fourth volume of the Memoirs of the Bath Society;

but there are two circumstances which necessarily prevent our

inserting it. We shall shortly explain them. The great utility

of a Review arises from giving a connected account of the sci

ence, and its progressive improvements, as well as a character

of particular works. This is chiifly effected by frequent refer

ences., and a view >o what has been formerly said on the subject ;

so that a new associate cannot, without much attention and re

flection, engine n the plan, Secondly; in an account os Col

lections of Memoirs, it requires great discretion to determine

what articles shonld be considered shortly, and of what the

account may be more exttnsive A reviewer caters for different

tulles; and while he cannot render his article disproportionately

extensive, he should be cautious that no class of readers be

wholly disappointed. What costs us much reflection to decide

on, we cannot expect that our Correspondent should immediately

determine, without being aware of the difficulty. He speaks

of omitting many articles; but it is by no means certain that

his rejected papers may not be among the molt valuable : we.

are sure, from his specimen, that they mult lprm the largest

prpportion ps the volume.
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—Of facts concerning the right

• of Fareliam quay, 57J

Rhodes, the siege of, 485

Richards's review of Noble's memoirs

of the protectors! house of Crom

well, 128

Rigby's observations on sugar, 175.—

Report of the provision committee

at Norwich, 325

Rivers, lady Caroline, history of, 4S7

Robertson s history of Scotland, addi

tions and corrections to, - 87

Rohillasi the fall of the, 481

Rrwlty's (Dr.) essay on the malignant

sore throat, 353

Roivfon's inquisitor, 569

Royal ftciety, London, transactions of,

• . . 95' 329

» , Ldiiiburjh, 431

- edict, given at Versailles, for

granting toleration todiffenters,4!!8

Rural economy of Norl'o k, 276

Rutland, discourse after the funeral

of the duke of, 23Z

Rutleige's sermon at the ordination of

Mr. J»hn Love, 146

S.

OALMON's complete system of the

M ^French language, 1^8

St. John's (Dr.) method of chymical

nomenclature, 252

Saunders (Dr ) short account os, 159

School for fathers, 7,4

SctbU Africanus*, life of, 113

Sect/and, tour through the Highlands

of, 46.—Picturesque antiquities of,

407
Scott's meffiah, a poem, 48*

Scripture, observations on various pas

sages of, 125

' lectures on the figurative

language of the, 417

Scriptures, reflections on the English

Common version of the, 147

Sea-bathing, elTay on, 275

Select beauties of ancient English

poetry, 49

Sense against sound, 407

Shakespeare, concordance to, 107

Sheldon, miss, memoirs of, 324

Sheridan's comparative statement of

Mr. Fox and Mr. Pitt's bills, 378

—Observations on, 381

Sicily and Malta, present state of, 529

Sidney-p]dC€, 236

Siege of Rhodes, 485

Sierra Leone, voyage to, 367

Sifters, the. . 4S6

Sketch of the conduct of the commis

sioners for the affairs of India, 234

Sketches of civil liberty, 172.—Of

beauty, 314.—Of society and man*

ners in Portugal, ^70

S/ave-trade, letter on the abolition of

'he, 77, 131, 400.—Thoughts 00

the, 1^2.—Proposal for the con

sideration of those who interest

themselves in the preservation or

abolition of the, 226.—Discourse

oil the, 227.—Sermon on the, 228,

229, ; 2o.—Poem on theinhumanity

of the, 314.—Scriptural researches

on the licitness of the, 318.—Ob

servations on the, 319.—Hints for

a plan for the abolition of the, 320.

Account of the, 398.—Objections

to, with answers, 399

Slavery, a poem, 226.—Discourse irt

favour of the abolition of, 229.—

And oppression, poems on, 315.—s

No oppression, 320.—Thoujjhti

on, 399

Smith's Emmeline, 5jc(

Society and manner* of Portugal,

sketches of, 370

Solicitudes of absence, 484

Soliloquy in a thatched building, 480

Sophia, or embarrassed wife, 48S

Sore throat, essay on the, 35}

Scuth Carolina, history of the revolu

tion of, Si*



Sc-.U-.i history and antiquities of,

Sparta, the fate of, itj

Speculations upon law and lawyers, 57P

ipeech on the ftripetichment of Mr.

Hastings, 73. —On the wool bill,

397.—To the British Society fur

extending the fisheries, 563

Speeches in the house of commons, 74

Stanmcre, hidory of the countess, 149

Sterne 3 letters, 439

Stoddale's Ximcues, a tragedy, 4^4

Stuart's stone eater, an interlude, ibid.

sugar, observations oh, 175

Summary of testimonies concerning

Jesus'Christ, 3 1 2.—Of the objects,

Sec. in Mr. Gilbert's new bill, 394

SunJ.sy-school dialogues, <Scc. 398

SufJ.ein'cnt to Cooper's letters on the
slave-trade, • >■ 151

Surgery, principles of, 247

Surgical tti&e, 28 1

Sviediaur's observations on venereal

complaints, 183

Sylph, the new, —"486

Symmonss sermons, 91

T.

cj*ABULÆ nomina medicamento-

•* rum pharmacopœia s.ondinerrsis,

Tula, favourite, 157.—Faity, ibicb —

Apologues, allegories, &c. 1-39

Taylor's commentaries of Proclus,

vol. L 338

Thatched building, soliloquy in a, 480

Theatre, the eastern, erected, 401

Theatrical remembrancer, 406

Tb.-fsalonians, .translation of the epis

tles to the, , 525

Thoughts on the slave-trade, 151.—On

the importance os the manners of

the great, 1 54.—On the slavery of

the Negroes, 399.—On the law of

imprisonment for debt, 488.—On

the distinct provinces of revelation

and philosophy, 565

Tolin (James), tsq. letter to, 74—-

I'arewel address to Mr. Ramsay,

,. 3"
Todies history of lady Caroline Ri

vers, 487

To Imin's edition of Foot's plain ac-

coant of baptism, 68

Tour through the Highlands of Scot

land, 46

Tom/end's observations on the plans

osfured for the relief of the poor,

315

Trail, a desultory, 398

Trails, surgical, 281

Traite through life, 485

2>«fl/iÆW,pfiilosophical(Lond.)vol.

LXXV1I. part I. 95. Part II. 329

Transactions of the royal society of

Edinburgh, 431

Translation of the preface to Bejen-

rlenus, 78.—-Of the children's

friend, 157.—Of the new phar

34S

4«$
101

*9«

»97

macnpceia,

Travellers, the female,

— a comedy,

Trctiise on tropical diseases,

Trend (baron), life of,

~ memoirs of,

Trial of commoners in cafes of im

peachment, &c. form of, 396.—

Of Warren Hastings, efq. 562

Trip to Parnassus, .215

Tropical diseases, treatise on, ^01

7>i" alarm, the, 76.—Estimate of the

sight of inspiration and the light

us human learning, 563

Turner s (N.) appeal for the mode of

raising money for the improve"-
nient of church lands, '. ~p.j 1 z

——(Daniel) conversion, the prac

tice os St. Paul, and the prayer of

Jabez, considered, 536

Tn in bruthers, the, £07

Two sermons preached at Whitehall,

V.

229

7 INDERWOob's (Dr.) surgical

«■/ tracts, 281

Unitarianism , defence of, 203

Universal history, 408.—Elements of,

156

Usury, a defence of-, 569

TTENEREAL -complaints, obfer-

' vations on, 183

. disease, observations

on the, "186

Victim of a curse, 174

View of the objects, &c. in Mr. Gil

bert's new bill, 394

Vindication of captain Inglefield, 78.

—Of Mary queen of Scots, 81.—1

Of the English forces employed a-

gainst Tippoo Sultan, 562

Vision of Columbus, si

Voyage to the river Sierra Leone, 367

TTfALBEClCs tales, apologues, al-

*^ legories, &c. 239

Wallace's (lady I letter to a friend,

403.—Ton, or follies of fashion,

a comedy, 404

War in Asia, memoirs of the late, 119

Warburton's letter to the chancellor

of the exchequer, 394

Watch, adventures of a, 468

West's humours of Brighthelmstone,

West Indian, the, 150

Westminster abbey, the wreck of, 406
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Weston's attempt to translate and ex

plain the difficult passages in the

long of Deborah, 34a

WbtUcy'i Mount Blanc, 146

Whilst we live let us live, 570

Wkitahr's vindication of Mary queen

of Scots, 81

Whitehall's poems, vol. in. 177

Widow, a match for a, 316

WUket't speeches in the house of

commons, 72.—On the impeach

ment of Warren Hastings, esq. 73

Wilmer's practical observations on

hernia?, 280

Wilson s (Dr.) conjectural idea of the

nature and qualities of Bath wa

ters, 70

INDEX to the FOREIGN

ABSTRACTai M. Vecq d'Azjrr's

discoveries in comparative ana

tomy, 465

Account of the physique du Monde

and M. Reynier's work, 55.—Of

M. Reynier's defence of the system

of Bufsoii, 56.—Of the abbe Ca-

vanille's work on the geranium,

60.—Of Brussonet's memoir on

the respiration and scales of fish,

135.—Of au essay on the jerboa,

139.—Os Van Marum's new elec

trical experiments, 217.—Of M.

Ducarla's remarks on winds, 219.

—Of the meteorological society of

Manheim, 220.—Of M. Reyniers's

discovery of the generation of

plants, 221.—Of the new moving

plant, 223.—Of the voyages of the

French Davigators in the Northern

Pacific, 298.—Of some changes

which occur in the forms of volca

nic productions, particularly ba-

faltes, 304.—Of the properties of flowers, 222

indigo,387.—Of the fusion of some Histoire de l'academie royale des sci-.

refractory earths and metals, 390. ences, pour l'annes 17X2 & 1783,

—Of several new publications in 62, 304, 538

surgeryandmedicine,466—472.— Ingenhousc 's (M.) experiments on the

Of the controversy relating to M. effects of electricity on vegetation,

de Saussure's hygrometers, 553,— 555"

Of the abbe Eertholon's electricity Instance of lord Stanhope's returning

stroke recorded, 556

Lavoisier's (M.) farther enquiries re

specting vital air, 398

L'mni (Caroli a) amætiitates acade

mic*, vol. VIII. and IX. 14 1

Memoirs de l'academie de Dijon, 547

account of an analysis of mineral Method of purifying the acid of vi-

alkali, 389 triol, 386,

Analysis (a farther) of the acid of ap- Observations relating to the Prussian

pies, 386 blue, 387

Bernard's observations on the fig-tree, Tableau general de l'Empire Othman,

59 47J-.

END OF THE SIXTY-FIFTH VOLUME*'

Whiter evenings, M

Wood of Llevellyn, 78

Woodford (George) and lady Emma

Melville, 150

Wool, the question of, stated, 396.—

Observations on the bill for pre-

veming the exportation of, ibid.—

A speech on the wool bill, 397

Wreck of Westminster abbey, 406

X.

J^IMENES, a tragedy, 484

r'EARSLEY's poem on the inhu

manity of the slave-trade, 314

Young's observations preliminary to

a proposed amendment of the poor

laws, 324

ARTICLES.

CbaptaVt (M.) account of the conge

lation of the oil of vitriol, 384

Pommentaire fur la loi des Douze Ta

bles, 541

Continuation of Mr. Poiret's descrip

tion os the insects of Barbary, 60

Cette's (P.) observations on the mag

netic variations, 559

Description of the new spider found in

Lausanne, 135.—Of some of the

discoveries of the French naviga

tors in the Northern Pacific, 300.

—Of the last eruption of mount

Ætna, 302.—Of cheap and simple

conductors, 556.- -Ofthe whirlwind

observed ac Bourdeaux, &c. 558

Dispute relating to M. Marivetz's opi

nion on the matter of heat, &c. 217

Edda Sawnundar Hins Froda. Edda

rythmica feu autiqua, vulgo Sæ-

mundia dicta, 392

Fontaine's (Mess, des) observations on

the irritability of the stamina of

ricity

ef meteors, 555.—Of father Gan-

dolfy's memoir on the cause of

earthquakes, 557.—Of some astro

nomical works, &c. 559

Alkali (volatile), a farther support

of the composition of, and some
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